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THE DIVORCE

OP

CATHEKINE OF AEAGON.

i:n^teoduction'.

THE mythic element cannot be eliminated ont of

history. Men who play leading parts on the

world's stage gather about them the admiration of

friends and the animosity of disappointed rivals or

political enemies. The atmosphere becomes charged

with legends of what they have said or done—some

inventions, some distortions of facts, but rarely or never

accurate. Their outward acts, being public, cannot be

absolutely misstated ; their motives, being known only

to themselves, are an open field for imagination ; and

as the disposition is to believe evil rather than good,

the portraits drawn may vary indefinitely, according to

the sympathies of the describer, but are seldom too

favourable. The more distinguisbed a man is the more

he is talked about. Stories are current about him in

B
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his own lifetime, guaranteed apparently by the highest

authorities ; related, insisted upon ; time, place, and

circumstance accurately given—most of them mere

malicious lies
;

yet, if written down, to reapjaear in

memoirs a hundred years hence, they are likely to pass

for authentic, or at least probable. Even where there

is no malice, imagination will still be active. Peojole

believe or disbelieve, repeat or suppress, according to

their own inclinations ; and death, which ends the

feuds of unimportant persons, lets loose the tongues

over the characters of the great. Kings are especially

sufferers ; when alive they hear only flattery ; when

they are gone men revenge themselves by drawing

hideous portraits of them, and the more distinguished

they may have been the more minutely their weaknesses

are dwelt upon. 'C'est un plaisir indicible,' says

Voltaire, 'de donner des decrets centre des souverains

' morts quand on ne pent en lancer centre eulx de leur

' vivant de peur de perdre ses oreilles.' The dead

sovereigns go their way. Their real work for good or

evil lives after them ; but they themselves are where

the opinions expressed about their character affect

them no more. To Caesar or Napoleon it matters

nothing what judgment the world passes upon their

conduct. It is of more importance for the ethical

value of history that acts which as they are related

appear wicked should be duly condemned, that acts

which are represented as having advanced the welfare

of mankind should be duly honoured, than that the

real character of individuals should be correctly ap-
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predated. To appreciate any single man witli complete

accuracy is impossible. To appreciate him even proxi-

mately is extremely difficult. E-ulers of kingdoms may

have public reasons for what they do, which at the

time may be understood or allowed for. Times change,

and new interests rise. The circumstances no lonojer

exist which would explain their conduct. The student

looks therefore for an explanation in elements which he

thinks he understands—in pride, ambition, fear, avarice,

jealousy, or sensuality; and, settling the question thus

to his own satisfaction, resents or ridicules attempts to

look for other motives. So long as his moral judgment

is generally correct, he inflicts no injury, and he suffers

none. Cruelty and lust are proper objects of abhorrence
;

he learns to detest them in studying the Tiberius of

Tacitus, though the character described by the great

Roman historian may have been a mere creation of the

hatred of the old Roman aristocracy. The manifesto

of the Prince of Orange was a libel against Philip

the Second ; but the Philip of Protestant tradition is

an embodiment of the persecuting spirit of Catholic

Europe which it would be now useless to disturb. The

tendency of history is to fall into wholesome moral lines

whether they be accurate or not, and to interfere with

harmless illusions may cause greater errors than it

aspires to cure. Crowned offenders are arraigned at

the tribunal of history for the crimes which they are

alleged to have committed. It may be sometimes

shown that the crimes were not crimes at all, that the

sufferers had deserved their fate, that the severities
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were useful and essential for some great and '.'aluable

purpose. But the reader sees in the apology for acts

which he had regarded as tyrannical a defence of

tyranny itself. Preoccupied with the received interpret-

ation, he finds deeds excused which he had learnt to

execrate ; and in learning something which, even if

true, is of no real moment to him, he suffers in the

maiming of his perceptions of the difference between

right and wrong. The whitewashing of the villains

of tradition is, therefore, justly regarded as waste of

labour. If successful, it is of imperfect value ; if un-

successful, it is a misuse of industry which deserves

to be censured. Time is too precious to be squandered

over paradoxes. The dead are gone ; the censure

of mankind has written their epitaphs, and so they

may be left. Their true award will be decided else-

where.

This is the coramonsense verdict. When the work

of a man is done and ended ; wdien, except indirectly

and invisibly, he affects the living world no more, the

book is closed, the sentence is passed, and there he may

be allowed to rest. The case is altered, however, when

the dead still live in their actions, when their principles

and the effects of their conduct are still vigorous and

operative, and the movements which they initiated con-

tinue to be fought over. It sometimes happens that

mighty revolutions can be traced to the will and resolu-

tion of a single man, and that the conflict continues

when he is gone. The personal character of such a man
becomes then of intrinsic importance as an argument
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for attack or defence. The changes introduced by

Henry VIII. are still denounced or defended with re-

newed violence ; the ashes of a conflict which seemed

to have been decided are again blown into a flame ; and

what manner of man Henry was, and what the states-

men and churchmen were who stood by him and assisted

him in reshaping the English constitution, becomes a

practical question of our own time. By their fruits ye

shall know them. A good tree cannot bear evil fruit,

neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Roman

Catholics argue from the act to the man, and from the

man back to the act. The Reformation, they say, was

a rebellion against an authority appointed by God for

the rule of the world ; it was a wicked act in itself

;

the author or the authors of it were presumably, there-

fore, themselves wicked ; and the worst interpretation of

their conduct is antecedently probable, because a revolt

against the Church of Christ could only have originated

in depraved hearts. Or again, inverting the argument,

they say with sufficient plausibility that the sins and

crimes of the King are acknowledged facts of history

;

that from so bad a man no good thing could ever rise

;

that Henry was a visible servant of the devil, and there-

fore the Reformation, of which he was the instrument,

was the devil's work. If the picture drawn of him by

his Catholic contemporaries is correct, the inference is

irresistible. That picture, however, was drawn by tiiose

whose faith he wounded and whose interests he touched,

and therefore might be regarded with suspicion. Re-

ligious animosity is fertile in calumny, because it
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assumes beforehand that every charge is likely to be

true in proportion to its enormity, and Catholic writers

were credulous of evil when laid to the charge of so

dangerous an adversary. But the Catholics have not

been Henry's only accusers ; all sorts and sects have

combined in the general condemnation. The Anglican

High Churchman is as bitter against him as Reginald

Pole himself. He admits and maintains the separation

from Rome which Henry accomplished for him ; but he

abhors as heartily as Pole or Lingard the internal

principles of the Reformation. He resents the control

of the clergy by the civil power. He demands the

restoration of the spiritual privileges which Henry and

his parliaments took away from them. He aspires to

the recovery of ecclesiastical independence. He there-

fore with equal triumph points to the blots in Henry's

character, and deepens their shade with every accusation,

proved or unproved, which he can find in contemporary

records. With him, too, that a charge Avas alleged at

the time is evidence sufficient to entitle him to accept

it as a fact.

Again, Protestant writers have been no less unspar-

ing from an imprudent eagerness to detach their cause

from a disreputable ally. In Elizabeth's time it was a

point of honour and loyalty to believe in the innocence

of her mother. If Anne Boleyn was condemned on

forged or false evidence to make way for Jane Seymour,

what appears so clearly to us must have been far

clearer to Henry and his Council; of all abominable

crimes committed by tyrannical princes there was never
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one more base or cowardly than Anne's execution

;

and in insisting on Aniie's guiltlessness they have con-

demned the King, his ministers, and his parliaments.

Having discovered him to have murdered his wife, they

have found him also to have been a persecutor of the

truth. The Reformation in England was at its outset

political rather than doctrinal. The avarice and tyranny

of the Church officials had galled the limbs of the laity.

Their first steps were to break the chains which fretted

them, and to put a final end to the temporal power of

the clergy. Spiritual liberty came later, and came

slowly from the constitution of the English mind.

Superstition had been familiarised by custom, protected

by natural reverence, and shielded from inquiry by the

peculiar horror attaching to unbelief. The nation had

been taught from immemorial time that to doubt on

the mysteries of faith was the worst crime which man
could commit ; and while they were willing to discover

that on their human side the clergy were but brother

mortals of questionable character, they drew a distinc-

tion between the Church as a national institution and

the doctrines which it taught. An old creed could

nut yield at once. The King did much ; he protected

individual Lutherans to the edge of rashness. He
gave the nation the English Bible. He made Latimer

a bishop. He took away completely and for ever the

power of the prelates to punish what they called heresy

ex officio and on their own authority ; but the zeal of

the ultra-Protestants broke loose when the restraint was

taken off; the sense of the country was offended by
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the irreverence with which objects and opinions were

treated which they regarded as holy, and Parliament,

which had put a bit in the mouth of the ecclesiastical

courts, was driven to a substitute in the Bill of the Six

Articles. The advanced section in popular movements

is usually unwise. The characteristic excellence of the

English Reformation is, tiiat throughout its course it

was restrained by the law, and the Six Articles Bill,

tempered as it was in the execution, was a permissible,

and perhaps useful, measure in restraint of intem-

perance. It was the same in Germany. Anabaptists

continued to be burnt in Saxony and Hesse long after

Luther's revolt; Calvin thought the stake a fitting

penalty for doubts upon the Trinity. John Knox, in

Scotland, approved of witch-burning and sending mass-

priests to the gallows. Henry could not disregard the

pronounced feeHng of the majority of the English

people. He was himself but one of them, and changed

sJowly as they changed. Yet Protestant tradition has

assumed that the bloody whip with six strings was an act

of arbitrary ferocity. It considers that the King could,

and ought to, have advanced at once into an understand-

ing of the principle of toleration—toleration of the new

opinions, and a more severe repression of the old. The

Puritans and Evangelicals forgot that he had given them

the English Testament. They forgot that by setting his

foot upon the bishops he had opened the pulpits to them-

selves, and they classed him among the persecutors, or

else joined in the shallow laughs of the ultramontane

Catholics at what they pleased to call his inconsistency.
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Thus from all sides a catena of invective has been

wrapped about Henry's character. The sensible part

of the country held its tongue. The speakers and

writers were the passionate and fanatical of both per-

suasions, and by them the materials were supplied for

the Henry VIII, who has been brought down to us

by history, while the candid and philosophic thinkers

of the last and present centuries have accejDted the

traditional figure. In their desire to be impartial they

have held the balance equal between Catholics and

Protestants, inclining slightly to the Catholic side, from

a wish to conciliate a respectable body who had been

unjustly maligned and oppressed ; while they have

lavished invectives upon the early Reformers violent

enough to have satisfied even Pole himself, whose

rhetoric has formed the base of their declamation.

Liberal philosophy would have had a bad time of it

in England, perhaps in all Europe, if tljere had been

no Henry VIII. to take the Pope by the throat. But

one service writers like Macaulay have undoubtedly

accompUshed. They have shown that it is entirely

impossible to separate the King from his ministers—to

condemn Henry and to spare Cranmer. Protestant

writers, from Burnet to Southey, have tried to save the

reforming bishops and statesmen at Henry's expense.

Cranmer, and Latimer, and Ridley have been described

as saints, though their master was a villain. But the

cold impartiality of Macaulay has pointed out unanswer-

ably that in all Henry's most questionable acts his own

ministers and his prelates were active participauts

—
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that his Privy Council, his parliaments, his judges on

the bench, the juries empanelled to try the victims of

his tyranny, were equally his accomplices ; some actively

assisting ; the rest, if these acts were really criminal,

permitting themselves to be bribed or terrified into

acquiescence. The leading men of all descriptions, the

nation itself, through the guilt of its representatives,

were all stained in the same detestable colours. It may

be said, indeed, that they were worse than the King

himself. For the King at least may be pleaded the

coarse temptations of a brutal nature ; but what pallia-

tion can be urged for the peers and judges Avho sacri-

ficed Anne Boleyn, or More, or Fisher, according to

the received hypothesis ? Not even the excuse of

personal fear of an all-powerful despot. For Henry

had no Janissaries or Praetorians to defend his person

or execute his orders. He had but his hundred yeomen

of the guard, not more numerous than the ordinary

followers of a second-rate noble. The Catholic leaders,

who were infuriated at his attacks upon the Church, and

would if they could have introduced foreign armies to

dethrone him, insisted on his weakness as an encourage-

ment to an easy enterprise. Beyond those few yeomen

they urged that he had no protection save in the

attachment of the subjects whom he was alienating.

What strange influence was such a king able to exercise

that he could overawe the lords and gentry of England,

the learned professions, the municipal authorities ?

How was it that he was able to compel them to be the

voluntary instruments of his cruelty ? Strangest of
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all, he seems to have needed no protection, but rather

to have been personally popular, even among those who

disapproved his public policy. The air was charged

with threats of insurrection, but no conspiracy was ever

formed to kill him, like those which so often menaced

the life of his daughter. When the North was in arms

in the Pilgrimage of Grace, and a question rose among

the leaders whether in the event of victory the King

was to be deposed, it was found that anyone who

proposed to remove him would be torn in pieces by

the people.

Granting that Henry VIII. was, as Dickens said

of him, ' a spot of blood and grease ' on the page of

English history, the contemporary generation of Eng-

lishmen must have been fit subjects of such a sovereign.

Every country, says Oarlyle, gets as good a government

as it deserves. The England of the Cromwells and

the Granmers, the Howards and the Fitzwilliams, the

Wriothesleys and the Pagets, seems to have been made

of baser materials than any land of which mankind has

preserved a record. Roman Catholics may fairl}"" plead

that out of such a race no spiritual reform is likely

to have arisen which could benefit any human soul.

Of all the arguments which can be alleged for the

return of England to the ancient fold, this is surely

the most powerful.

Yet England shows no intention of returning.

History may say what it pleases, yet England remains

tenacious of the liberties which were then won for us,

and unconscious of the disgrace attaching to them

;
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unconscious, also, that the version of the story Avhich

it accepts contains anything which requires explanation.

The legislation of Henry VIII., his Privy Council, and

his jjarliaments is the Magna Charta of the modern

world. The Act of Appeals and the Act of Supremacy

asserted the national independence, and repudiated the

interference of foreign bishop, prince, or potentate

within the limits of the English empire. The clergy

had held for many centuries an im'permm in imperio.

Subject themselves to no law but their own, they had

asserted an irresponsible jurisdiction over the souls and

bodies of the people. The Act for the submission of

these persons reduced them to the common condition of

subjects under the control of the law. Popes were no

longer allowed to disjDense with ordinary obligations.

Clerical privileges were abolished. The spiritual courts,

with their intolerable varieties of iniquity, were swept

away, or coerced within rational limits. The religious

houses were suppressed, their enormous wealth was

applied for the defence of the realm, and the w^orse

than Augean dunghill of abuses was cleared out with

resolute hand. These great results were accomplished

in the face of papal curses, in defiance of superstitious

terrors, so despicable when bravely confronted, so ter-

rible while the spectre of supernatural power was still

unexorcised ; in the face, too, of earthly perils which

might make stout hearts shake, of an infuriated priest-

hood stirring the people into rebellion, of an exasperated

Catholic Europe threatening fire and sword in the name

of the Pope. These were distinguished achievements,
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not likely to have been done at all by an infamous

prince and infamous ministers
;
yet done so well that

their work is incorporated in the constitution almost in

the form in which they left it ; and this mighty revo-

lution, the greatest and most far-reaching in modern

times, was accomplished without a civil war, by firmness

of hand, by the action of Parliament, and a resolute

enforcement of the law. Nor has the effect of Henry's

legislation been confined to England. Every great

country. Catholic or Protestant, has practically adopted

its chief provisions. Popes no longer pretend a power

of deposing princes, absolving subjects from their

allegiance, or selling dispensations for offences against

the law of the land. Appeals are no longer carried

from the national courts to the court of the Rota. Tlie

papal treasury is no longer supplied by the plunder of

the national clergy, collected by resident papal officials.

Bishops and convocations have ceased to legislate above

and independent of the secular authority, and clerks

who commit crimes bear the same penalties as the

profane. The high quality of the Reforination statutes

is guaranteed by their endurance ; and it is hard to

suppose that the politicians who conceived and carried

them out were men of base conditions. The question

is not of the character of the King. If nothinor was at

issue but the merits or demerits of a single sovereign,

he might be left where he lies. The question is of the

characters of the reforming leaders, who, jointly with

the King, were the authors of this tremendous and

beneficent revolution. Henry in all that he did acted
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with these men and through them. Is it possible to

believe that qualities so opposite as the popular theory

requires existed in the same persons ? Is it possible,

for instance, that Cranmer, who composed or translated

the prayers in the English Liturgy, was the miserable

wretch which Macaulay or Lingard describes ? The

era of Elizabeth was the outspring of the movement

which Henry VIII. commenced, and it was the grandest

period in English history. Is it credible that so in-

vigorating a stream flowed from a polluted fountain ?

Before accepting a conclusion so disgraceful—before

consigning the men who achieved so great a victory, and

risked and lost their lives in the battle, to final execration

—it is at least permissible to pause. The difficulty can

only be made light of by impatience, by prejudice, or by

want of thought. To me at any rate, who wished to dis-

cover what the real history of the Reformation had been,

it seemed so considerable, that, dismissing the polemical

invectives of later writers, I turned to the accounts of

their conduct which had been left behind by the authors

of it themselves. Among the fortunate anomalies of

the situation, Henry departed from previous custom in

holding annual parliaments. At every step which he

took, either in the rearrangement of the realm or in

his own domestic confusions, he took the Lords and

Commons into his council, and ventured nothing without

their consent. The preambles of the principal statutes

contain a narrative clear and precise of the motives of

everything that he did—a narrative which at least may

have been a true one, which was not put forward as a
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defence, but was a mere explanation of acts which on

the surface seemed violent and arbitrary. If the ex-

planation is correct, it shows us a time of complications

and difficulties, which, on the whole, were successfully

encountered. It shows us severe measures severely

executed, but directed to public and necessary purpose,

involving no sycophancy or baseness, no mean sub-

servience to capricious tyranny, but such as were the

natural safeguards during a dangerous convulsion, or

remedies of accidents incidental to hereditary monarchy.

The story told is clear and distinct; pitiless, but not

dishonourable. Between the lines can be read the

storm of popular passions, the beating of the national

heart when it was stirred to its inmost depths. We
see established institutions rooted out, idols overthrown,

and injured worshippers exasperated to fury ; the air,

as was inevitable at such a crisis, full of flying rumours,

some lies, some half lies with fragments of truth

attaching to them, bred of malice or dizzy brains, the

materials out of which the popular tradition has been

built. It was no insular revolution. The stake played

for was the liberty of mankind. All Europe was

watching England, for England was the hinge on which

the fate of the Reformation turned. Could it be

crushed in England, the Catholics were assured of

universal victory, and therefore tongues and pens were

busy everywhere throughout Christendom, Catholic

imagination representing Henry as an incarnate Satan,

for which, it must be admitted, his domestic misad-

ventures gave them tempting opportunities. So thick
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fell the showers of calumny, that, bold as he was, he

at times himself winced under it. He complained to

Oliarles V. of the libels circulated about him in France

and Flanders. Charles, too, had suffered in the same

way. He answered, humorously, that ' if kings gave

occasion to be spoken about they would be spoken

about ; kings were not kings of tongues.' Henry VIII.

was an easy mark for slander ; but if all slanders are

to pass as true which are flung at public men whose

policy provides them with an army of calumniators,

the reputation of the best of them is but a spotted rag.

The clergy were the vocal part of Europe. They had

the pulpits; they had the writing of the books and

pamphlets. They had cause to hate Henry, and they

hated him with an intensity of passion which could not

have been more savage had he been the devil himself.

Bat there are men whose enmity is a compliment.

They libelled Luther almost as freely as they libelled

the English king. I myself, after reading and weighing

all that I could find forty years ago in prints or

manuscripts, concluded that the real facts of Henry's

conduct were to be found in the Statute Book and no-

where else ; that the preambles of the Acts of Parlia-

ment did actually represent the sincere opinion about

him of the educated laymen of England, who had

better opportunities of knowing the truth than we can

have, and that a modern Englishman may be allowed

to follow their authority without the imputation of

paradox or folly.

With this impression, and with the Statute Book for
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j"' a guide, I wrote the opening j^ortion of my ' History of

England, from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the

Armada.' The published criticisms upon my work were

generally unfavourable. Catholic writers inherited the

traditions and the temper of their forefathers, and be-

lieved the catena of their own historians. Protestants

could not believe in a defence of the author of the Six

Articles Bill. Secular reviewers were easily witty at

the ' model husband ' whom they supposed me to be

imposing upon them, and resented the interference

with a version of the story authenticated by great names

among my predecessors. The public, however, took an

interest in what I had to say. The book was read, and

continues to be read ; at the close of my life, therefore,

I have to go once more over the ground ; and as I am
still substantially alone in maintaining an opinion con-

sidered heretical by orthodox historians, I have to

decide in what condition I am to leave my work behind

me. In the thirty-five years which have elapsed since

those early volumes appeared large additions have been

made to the materials for the history of the period.

The vast collection of manuscripts in the English

Record Office, which then were only partially accessible,

have been sorted, catalogued, and calendared by the

industry of my friends Mr. Brewer and Mr. Gairdner.

Private collections in great English houses have been

examined and reported on by the Historical Manuscripts

Commission. Foreign archives at Paris, Simancas,

Rome, Venice, Vienna, and Brussels have been searched

to some extent by myself, but in a far larger degree by
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able scholars specially appointed for the purpose. In

the despatches, thus made accessible, of the foreign

ambassadors resident at Henry's court we have the

invaluable, if not impartial, comments of trained and

responsible politicians who related from day to day the

events which were passing under their eyes. Being

Catholics, and representatives of Catholic powers, they

were bitterly hostile to the Reformation—hostile alike

on political grounds and religious—and therefore in-

clined to believe and report the worst that could be

said both of it and of its authors. But they wrote

before the traditions had become stereotyped ; their

accounts are fresh and original ; and, being men of the

world, and writing in confidence to their own masters,

they were as veracious as their prejudices would allow

them to be. Unconsciously, too, they render another

service of infinite importance. Being in close com-

munication with the disaffected English peers and

clergy, and engaged with them secretly in promoting

rebellion, the ministers of Charles V. reveal with ex-

traordinary clearness the dangers with which the

Government had to deal. They make it perfectly plain

that the Act of Supremacy, with its stern and peremp-

tory demands, was no more than a legitimate and

necessary defence against organised treason.

It was thus inevitable that much would have to be

added to what I had already published. When a

microscope is applied to the petal of a flower or the

wing of an insect, simple outlines and simple surfaces

arc resolved into complex organisms with curious and
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beautiful details. The effect of these despatches is pre-

cisely the same—we see with the eyes, we hear with

the ears, of men who were living parts of the scenes

which they describe. Stories afterwards elaborated

into established facts we trace to their origin in rumours

of the hour; we read innumerable anecdotes, some

with the clear stamp of truth on them, many mere

creations of passing wit or malice, no more authentic

than the thousands like them which circulate in modern

society, guaranteed by the positive assertions of personal

witnesses, yet visibly recognisable as lies. Through

all this the reader must pick his way and use his own

judgment. He knows that many things are false which

are reported about his own eminent contemporaries.

He may be equally certain that lies were told as freely

then as now. He will probably allow his sympathies

to guide him. He will accept as fact what fits in with

his creed or his theory. He will share the general

disposition to believe evil, especially about kings and

great men. The exaggerated homage paid to princes,

when they are alive, has to be compensated by suspect-

ing the worst of them as soon as they are gone. But

the perusal of all these documents leaves the broad

aspect of the story, in my opinion, precisely where it

was. It is made more interesting by the greater ful-

ness of particulars ; it is made more vivid by the clear

view which they afford of individual persons who before

were no more than names. But I think now, as I

thought forty years ago, that through the confusions

and contradictions of a stormy and angry time, the
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statute-book remains the safest guide to follow. If

there be any difference, it is that actions which till

explained appeared gratuitously cruel, like the execution

of Bishop Fisher, are seen beyond dispute to have been

reasonable and just. Bishop Fisher is proved by the

words of the Spanish Ambassador himself to have in-

vited and pressed the introduction of a foreign Catholic

army into England in the Pope's interest.

Thus I find nothing to withdraw in what I then

wrote, and little to alter save in correcting some small

errors of trivial moment ; but, on the other hand, I find

much to add ; and the question rises in what way I had

better do it, with fair consideration for those who have

bouglit the book as it stands. To take the work to

pieces and introduce the new material into the text or

the notes will impose a necessity of buying a new copy,

or of being left with an inferior one, on the many

friends who least deserve to be so treated. I have

concluded, therefore, on writing an additional volume,

where such parts of the story as have had important

light thrown upon them can be told over again in

ampler form. The body of the history I leave as it

stands. It contains what I believe to be a true account

of the time, of the immediate causes which brought

about the changes of the sixteenth century, and of the

characters and principles of the actors in them. I have

only to fill up certain deficiencies and throw light into

places hitherto left dark. For the rest, I do not pretend

to impartiality. I believe the Reformation to have been

the greatest incident in English history ; the root and
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source of the expansive force which has spread the

Anglo-Saxon race over the globe, and imprinted the

English genius and character on the constitution of

mankind. I am unwilling to believe more evil than

I can help of my countrymen who accomplished so

beneficent a work, and in a book written with such

convictions the mythical element cannot be wholly

wanting. Even things which immediately surround

us, things which we see and touch, we do not perceive

as they are ; we perceive only our own sensations, and

our sensations are a combined result of certain objects

and of the faculties which apprehend them. Some-

thing of ourselves must always be intermixed before

knowledge can reach us ; in every conclusion which we

form, in every conviction which is forced upon us, there

is still a subjective element. It is so in physical

science. It is so in art. It is so in our speculations

on our own nature. It is so in religion. It is so even

in pure mathematics. The curved and rectilineal

figures on which we reason are our own creation, and

have no existence exterior to the reasoning mind. Most

of all is it so in history, where we have no direct per-

ceptions to help us, but are dependent on the narratives

of others whose beliefs were necessarily influenced by

their personal dispositions. The first duty of an his-

torian is to be on his guard against his own sympathies;

but he cannot wholly escape their influence. In judging

of the truth of particular statements, the conclusion

which he will form must be based partly upon evidence

and partly upon what he conceives to be likely or
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unlikely. lu a court of justice, where witnesses can

be cross-examined, uncertain elements can in some

degree be eliminated
;

yet, after all care is taken,

judges and juries have been often blinded by passion

and prejudice. When we have nothing before us but

rumours set in circulation, we know not by whom or on

what authority, and we are driven to consider proba-

bilities, the Protestant, who believes the Reformation

to have been a victory of truth over falsehood, cannot

come to the same conclusion as the Catholic, who

believes it to have been a curse, or perhaps to the same

conclusion as the indifferent philosopher, who regards

Protestant and Catholic alike with benevolent contempt.

For myself, I can but say that I have discriminated with

such faculty as I possess. I have kept back nothing. I

have consciously distorted nothing which conflicts with

my own views. I have accepted what seems sufficiently

proved. I have rejected what I can find no support for

save in hearsay or prejudice. But whether accepting or

rejecting, I have endeavoured to follow the rule that

incidents must not be lightly accepted as authentic

which are inconsistent with tfie universal laws of human

nature, and that to disprove a calumny it is sufficient to

show that there is no valid witness for it.

Finally, I do not allow myself to be tempted into

controversy with particular writers whose views disagree

with my own. To contradict in detail every hostile

version of Henry VIII.'s or his ministers' conduct would

be as tedious as it would be irritating and unprofitable.

My censors have been so many that a reply to them all
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is impossible, and so distinguished that a selection

would be invidious. Those who wish for invectives

against the King, or Cranmer, or Cromwell can find

them everywhere, from school manuals to the grave

works of elaborate historians. For me, it is enough to

tell the story as it presents itself to my own mind, and

to leave what appears to me to be the truth to speak

for itself.

The English nation throughout their long histoi-y

have borne an honourable reputation. Luther quotes

a saying of Maximilian that there were three real

sovereigns in Europe—the Emperor, the King of France,

and the King of England. The Emperor was a king of

kings. If he gave an order to the princes of the Reich,

they obeyed or disobeyed as they pleased. The King

of France was a king of asses. He ordered about his

people at his will, and they obeyed like asses. The

King of England was a king of a loyal nation who

obeyed him with heart and mind as loyal and faithful

subjects. This was the character borne in the world

by the fathers of the generation whom popular his-

torians represent as having dishonoured themselves by

subserviency to a bloodthirsty tyrant. It is at least

possible that popular historians have been mistaken,

and that the subjects of Henry VIII. were neither

nmch better nor much worse thnn tliose who preceded

or came after them.
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IN the year 1526 the political prospects of England

became seriously clouded. A disputed succession

had led in the previous century to a desperate civil war.

In that year it became known in private circles that if

Henry VIII. was to die the realm would again be left

without a certain heir, and that the strife of the Roses

might be renewed on an even more distracting scale.

The sons who had been born to Queen Catherine had

died in childbirth or had died immediately after it.

The passionate hope of the country that she might still

produce a male child who would survive had been

constantly disappointed, and now could be entertained

no longer. She was eight years older than her husband.
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She had 'certain diseases' which made it impossible

that she should be again pregnant, and Henry had for

two years ceased to cohabit with her. He had two

children still living—the Princess Mary, Catherine's

daughter, then a girl of eleven, and an illegitimate son

born in 1 5
1 9, the mother being a daughter of Sir John

Blount, and married afterwards to Sir Gilbert Talboys.

By presumptive law the Princess was the next heir ; but

no woman had ever sat on the throne of England alone

and in her own right, and it was doubtful whether the

nation would submit to a female sovereign. The boy,

though excluded by his birth from the prospect of the

crown, was yet brought up with exceptional care, called

a prince by his tutors, and probably regarded by his

father as a possible successor should his sister go the

way of her brothers. In 1525, after the King had

deliberately withdrawn from Catherine, he was created

Duke of Richmond—a title of peculiar significance,

since it had been borne by his grandfather, Henry VII.

—and he was granted precedence over the rest of the

peerage. Illegitimacy was a serious, but, it might be

thought, was not an absolute, bar. The Conqueror had

been himself a bastard. The Church, by its habits of

granting dispensations for irregular marriages or of dis-

solving them on pleas of affinity or consanguinity or

other pretext, had confused the distinction between

legitimate and illegitimate. A Church Court had

illegitimatised the children of Edward IV. and Elizabeth

Grey, on the ground of one of Edward's previous con-

nections; yet no one regarded the princes murdered in
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the Tower as having been illegitimate in reality ; and

to prevent disputes and for an adequate object, the

Duke of Richmond, had he grown to manhood, might,

in the absence of other claims, have been recognised by

Parliament. But the Duke was still a child, and might

die as Henry's other sons had died ; and other claims

there were which, in the face of the bar sinister, could

not fail to be asserted. James V. of Scotland was next

in blood, being the son of Henry's eldest sister,

Margaret. There were the Greys, inheriting from the

second sister, Mary, Outside the royal house there

were the still popular representatives of the White Rose,

the Marquis of Exeter, who was Edward IV.'s grandson

;

the Countess of Salisbury, daughter of Edward's brother

the Duke of Clarence, and sister of the murdered Earl

of Warwick ; and Henr3''s life was the only obstacle

between the collision of these opposing pretensions.

James, it was quite certain, would not be allowed to

succeed without a struggle. National rivalry forbade it.

Yet it was no less certain that lie would try, and would

probably be backed by France. There was but one

escape from convulsions which might easily be the ruin

of the realm. The Kinof was in the flower of his age,

and might naturally look for a Prince of Whales to come

after him if he was married to a woman capable of

bearing one. It is neither unnatural nor, under the

circumstances, a matter to be censured if he and others

began to reflect upon the peculiar character of his

connection with Catherine of Aragon. It is not

sufficiently remembered that the marriage of a Avidow
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with her husband's brother was then, as it is now,

forbidden by the laws of all civilised countries. Such

a marriage at the present day would be held %j)SO

facto invalid and not a marriage at all. An irregular

power was then held to rest with the successors of St.

Peter to dispense, under certain conditions, with the

inhibitory rales. The popes are now understood to

have never rightly possessed such an authority, and

therefore, according to modern law and sentiment,

Henry and Catherine never were husband and wdfe

at all. At the time it was uncertain whether the

dispensing power extended so far as to sanction such

a union, and when the discussion rose upon it the

Roman canonists were themselves divided. Those who

maintained the widest view of the papal faculty yet

agreed that such a dispensation could only be granted

for urgent cause, such as to prevent foreign wars or

internal seditions, and no such cause was alleged to have

existed when Ferdinand and Henry VII. arranged the

marriage between their children. The dispensation

had been granted by Pope Julius with reluctance, had

been acted upon after considerable hesitation, and was

of doubtful validity, since the necessary conditions were

absent. The marriages of kings were determined with

little reference to the personal affection of the parties.

Between Henry and Catherine there was probabl}' as

much and as little personal attachment as there usually

is in such cases. He respected and perhaps admired

her character ; but she was not beautiful, she was not

attractive, while she was as proud and intractable as her
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mother Isabella. Their union had been settled by the

two fathers to cement the alliance between England and

Spain. Such connections rest on a different foundation

from those which are voluntarily entered into between

pnvate persons. What is made up for political reasons

may pardonably be dissolved when other reasons of a

similar kind require it; and when it became clear that

Catherine could never bear another child, that the

penalty threatened in the Levitical law against marriages

of this precise kind had been literally enforced in the

death of the male offspring, and that civil war was

imminent in consequence upon the King's death,

Henry may have doubted in good faith whether she had

ever been his wife at all—whether, in fact, the marriage

was not of the character which every one would now

allow to attach to similar unions. Had there been a

Prince of Wales, the question would never have arisen,

and Henry, like other kings, would have borne his fate.

But there was no prince, and the question had risen, and

there was no reason why it should not. There was no

trace at the outset of an attachment to another woman.

If there had been, there would be little to condemn ; but

Anne Bolejm, when it was first mooted, was no more to

the King than any other lady of the court. He required

a wife who could produce a son to secure the succession.

The powers which had allowed an irregular marriage

could equally dissolve it, and the King felt that he had

a right to demand a familiar concession which other

sovereigns had often applied for in one form or another,

and rarely in vain.
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Thus as early as 1526 certainly, and probably as

much as a year before, Cardinal Wolsey had been feeling

his way at Rome for a separation between Henry and

Catherine. On September 7 in that year the Bishop of

Bath, who was English Ambassador at Paris, informed

the Cardinal of the arrival there of a confidential agent

of Pope Clement VII. The agent had spoken to the

Bishop on this especial subject, and had informed him

that there would be difficulties about it.^ The ' blessed

' divorce '

—

hencdidum divcrcium the Bishop calls it—

•

had been already under consideration at Rome. The

difficulties were not specified, but the political features

of the time obliged Clement to be circumspect, and it

was these that were probably referred to. Francis I.

had been defeated and taken prisoner by the Imperialists

at Pavia. He had been carried to Spain, and had been

released at Henry's intercession, under severe con-

ditions, to which he had reluctantly consented, and

his sons had been left at Madrid as hostages for the due

fulfilment of them. The victorious army, half Spanish,

half German, remained under the Duke of Bourbon

to complete the conquest of Italy; and Charles V.,

with his already vast dominions and a treasury which

the world believed to be inexhaustibly supplied from

the gold mines of the New World, seemed advancing to

universal empire.

France in the preceding centuries had been the

hereditary enemy of England ; Spain and Burgundy

1 Calendar of Slate Papcm, Ilcn, VIII., Forcijii and Dumcslic, vol.

iv. Introduction, p. 223.
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her hereditary friends. The marriage of Catherine of

Aragon had been a special feature of the established

alliance. She was given first to Prince Arthur, and

then to Henry, as a link in the confederacy which

was to hold in check French ambition. Times were

changing. .
Charles V. had been elected Emperor,

largely through English influence ; but Charles was

threatening to be a more serious danger to Europe

than France had been. The Italian princes were too

weak to resist the conqueror of Pavia. Italy once

conquered, the Papacy would become a dependency

of the Empire, and, with Charles's German subjects in

open revolt against it, the Church would lose its

authority, and the organisation of the Catholic world

would fall into hopeless decrepitude. So thought

Wolsey, the most sharp-sighted of English ministers.

He believed that the maintenance of the Papacy was

the best defence of order and libert3\ The only remedy

which he could see was a change of partners. England

held the balance between the great rival powers. If the

P^nglish alliance could be transferred from the Empire

to France, the Emperor could be held in check, and

his supposed ambition neutralised. Wolsey was utterly

mistaken ; but the mistake was not an unnatural one.

Charles, busy with his Italian wars, had treated the

Lutheran schism with suspicious forbearance. Not-

withstanding his Indian ingots his finances were dis-

ordered. Bourbon's lansquenets had been left to pay

themselves by plunder. They had sacked monasteries,

pillaged cathedral plate, and ravished nuns with irreve-
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rent ferocity. The estates of the Church had been as

little spared by them as Lombardy ; and to Clement V] I.

the invasion was another inroad of barbarians, and

Bourbon a second Attila. What Bourbon's master meant

by it, and what he might intend to do, was as uncertain

to Clement as perhaps it was to Charles himself. In the

prostrate, degraded, and desperate condition into which

the Church was falling, any resolution was possible. To

the clearest eyes in Europe the Papacy seemed tottering

to its fall, and Charles's hand, if he chose to raise it,

might precipitate the catastrophe. To ask a pope at

such a time to give mortal offence to the Spanish nation

by agreeing to the divorce of Catherine of Aragon was

to ask him to sign his death-warrant. No wonder,

therefore, that he found difficulties. Yet it was to

France and England that Clement had to look for help

in his extremities. The divorce perhaps had as j^et been

no more than a suggestion, a part of a policy which

was still in its infancy. It could wait at any rate for a

more convenient season. Meantime he sent his secre-

tary, Sanga, to Paris to beg aid ; and to Henry person-

ally he made a passionate appeal, imploring him not to

desert the Apostolic See in its hour of extreme need.

He apologised for his importunacy, but he said he hoped

that history would not have to record that Italy had been

devastated in the time of Clement VII. to the dishonour

of the King and of Wolsey. If France and England

failed him, he would himself be ruined. The Emperor

would be universal monarch. They would open their

eyes at last, but they would open them too late. So
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piteous was the entreaty that Henry when he read the

Pope's letter burst into tears.^ Clement had not been

idle. He had brought his own small army into the field

to oppose Bourbon ; he joined the Itahan League, and

prepared to defend himself. He was called the father of

Christendom, yet he was at open war with the most

Catholic king. But Wolsey reasonably considered that

unless the Western powers interfered the end would

come.

If England was to act, she could act only in alliance

with France. The change of policy was ill understood,

and was not popular among Henry's subjects. The

divorce as yet had not been spoken of. No breath of

such a purpose had gone abroad. But English senti-

ment was imperial, and could endure with equanimity

even the afflictions of a pope. The King was more

papal than his people ; he allowed Wolsey to guide him,

and negotiations were set on foot at once for a special

treaty with France, one of the conditions of which was

to be the marriage of the Princess Mary—allotted like

a card in a game—either to Francis or to one of his

sous ; another condition being that the English crown

should be settled upon her should Henry die without a

legitimate son. Sir John Russell was simultaneously

despatched to Rome with money to help the Pope in

paying his troops and garrisoning the city. The ducats

and the ' kind words ' which accompanied them ' created

^ Calendar, Foreign and Domes-
tic, Hen. VII., vol. iv. p. 1 112.

—

23, 1526.

—

Ih. \\ 1 145- Gibeito

to Gambara, Dec. 20, 1526. —/6.

Hen. VIII. to Clcmeut VII., Oct. p. 1207,
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' incredible joy,' encouraged his Holiness to reject unjust

conditions which had been offered, and restored him,

if for the moment only, ' from death to life.' ^ If

Russell described correctly what he saw in passing

through Italy, Clement had good cause for anxiety.

'The Swabians and Spaniards,' he wrote, 'had com-

'niitted horrible atrocities. They had burnt houses to

' the value of two hundred million ducats, with all the

' churches, ima::jes, and priests that fell into their hands.

* They had compelled the priests and monks to violate

' the nuns. Even where they were received without

' opposition they had burned the place ; they had not

'spared the bojS, and they had carried off the girls ; and

' whenever they found the Sacrament of the Church

' they had thrown it into a river or into the vilest place

'they could find. If God did not punish such cruelty

'and wickedness, men would infer that He did not

' trouble Himself about the affairs of this world.' ^

The news from Italy gave a fresh impulse to

Wolsey's pohcy and the Anglo-French Alliance, which

Wcxs pushed forward in spite of popular disapproval.

The Emperor, unable to pay, and therefore unable to

control, his troops, became himself alarmed. He found

himself pressed into a course which was stimulating

the German revolt against the Papacy, and he professed

himself anxious to end the war. Inigo de Mendoza, the

Bishop of Burgos, was despatched to Paris to negotiate

^ Gibertn, Bishop of Verona,

to Wolsey, Feb. 10, 1527.

—

Calendar, toreign and Domestic,

vol. iv. pp. 1282-3.

^ lb., April 26, 1527, vol. iv.

p. 1376.

D
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tor a geueral pacification. From Paris he was to pro-

ceed to London to assure Henry of the Emperor's

inalienable friendship, and above all things to gain over

Wolsey by the means which experience had shown to

bo the nearest way to Wolsey's heart. The great

Cardinal was already Charles's pensionary, but the

pension was several years in arrear. Mendoza was to

tell him not only that the arrears should be immediately

paid up, but that a second pension should be secured to

him on the revenues of Mihm, and that the Emperor

would make him a further grant of 6,000 ducats

annually out of the income of Spanish bishoprics. No

means was to be spared to divert the hostility of so

dangerous an enemy .^

Wolsey was not to be so easily gained. He had

formed large schemes which he did not mean to part

with, and in the matter of pensions Francis I. was as

liberal in j^romises as Charles. The Pope's prospects

were brightening. Besides the English money, he had

improved his finances by creating six new cardinals,

and making 240,000 crowns out of the disposition of

these sacred offices.^ A French embassy, with the

Bishop of Tarbes at its head, came to England to

complete the treaty with Henry in the Pope's defence.

Demands were to be made upon the Emperor ; if those

demands were refused, Avar was to follow, and the

cement of the alliance was to be the marriage of Mary

^ Inigo de Mendoza to the

Einperor, Jan. 19, 1527.— Spanish

Calendar, vol. iii. j)t. 2, x>. 24.

- Alouzo Sanchez to Charles V,,

May 7, 1527.

—

Ih. p. 176.
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with a French prince. It is likely that other secret

projects were in view also of a similar kind. The

marriage of Henry with Catherine had been intended

to secure the continuance of the alliance M'ith Spain.

Royal ladies were the counters with which politicians

played ; and probably enough there were thoughts of

placing a French princess in Catherine's place. How-

ever this may be, the legality of the King's marriage

with his nominal queen was suddenly and indirectly

raised in the discussion of the terms of the treaty, when

the Bishop of Tarbes inquired whether it was certain

that Catherine's daughter was legitimate.

Mr. Brewer, the careful and admirable editor of the

' Foreign and Domestic Calendar of State Papers,'

doubts whether the Bisho]) did anything of the kind. I

cannot agree with Mr. Brewer. The Bishop of Tarbes

was among the best-known diplomatists in Europe.

He was actively concerned during subsequent years in

the process of the divorce case in London, in Paris, and

at Home. The expressions which he used on this

occasion were publicly appealed to by Henry in his

addresses to the peers and to the country, in the public

pleas which he laid before the English prelates, in the

various repeated defences which he made for his conduct.

It is impossible that the Bishop should have been

ignorant of the use which was made of his name, and

impossible equally to suppose that he would have

allowed his name to be used unfairly. The Bishop of

Tarbes was unquestionably tlie first person to bring the

question publicly forward. It is likely enough, how-
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ever, that his introduction of so startling a topic had

been privately arranged between himself and Wobey

as a prelude to the further steps which were imme-

diately to follow. For the divorce had by this time been

finally resolved on as part of a general scheme for the

alteration of the balance of power. The domestic reasons

for it were as weighty as ever were alleged for similar

separations. The Pope's hesitation, it might be assumed,

would now be overcome, since he had flung himself for

nupport upon England and France, and his relations with

the Emperor could hardly be worse than they were.

The outer world, and even the persons principally

concerned, were taken entirely by surprise. For the

two years during which it had been under consideration

the secret had been successfully preserved. Not a hint

had reached Catherine herself, and even when the

match had been lighted by the Bishop of Tarbes the

full meaning of it docs not seem to have occiirred to

her. Mendoza, on his arrival in England, had found

her disturbed ; she was irritated at the position which

had been given to the Duke of Richmond ; she was

angry, of course, at the French alliance ; she com-

plained that she was kept in the dark about public

affairs ; she was exerting herself to the utmost among

the friends of the imperial connection to arrest Wolsey's

policy and maintain the ancient traditions ; but of the

divorce she had not heard a word. It was to come upon

her like a thunderstroke.^

^ Mendoza to Charles V., JIarch i8, 1527.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iii. part 2, p. no.
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Before the drama opens a brief description will not

be out of place of the two persons who were to play the

principal parts on the stage^ as they were seen a j^ear

later by Ludovico Falieri, the Venetian ambassador in

England. Of Catherine his account is brief.

' The Queen is of low stature and rather stout ; very

'good and very religious; speaks Spanish, French,

'Flemish, and English; more beloved by the Islanders

'than any queen that has ever reigned; about forty-

' five years old, and has been in England thirty years.

' She has had two sons and one daughter. Both the

' sons died in infancy. One daughter survives.'

On the King Falieri is more elaborate.

' In the 8th Henry such beauty of mind and body is

' combined as to surprise and astonish. Grand stature,

' suited to his exalted position, showing the superiority

' of mind and character ; a face like an angel's, so fair

' it is ; his head bald like Caesar's, and he wears a beard,

' which is not the English custom. He is accomplished

' in every manly exercise, sits his horse well, tilts with

' his lance, throws the quoit, shoots with his bow
' excellent well ; he is a fine tennis player, and he

' practises all tliese gifts with the greatest industry.

' Such a prince could not fail to have cultivated also his

' character and his intellect. He has been a student

' from his childhood ; he knows literature, philosophy,

' and theology ; speaks and writes Spanish, French, and

' Italian, besides Latin and English. He is kind,

'gracious, courteous, liberal, especially to men of learn-

'ing, whom he is always ready to help. He appears
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' religious also, generally hears two masses a day, and

' Oil holy days High Mass besides. He is very chari-

' table, giving away ten thousand gold ducats annually

' among orphans, widows, and cripples.' ^

Such was the King, such the Queen, whom fate and

the preposterous pretensions of the Papacy to dispense

with the established marriage laws had irregularly

mated, and whose separation was to shake the European

world. Pope Clement complained in subsequent years

that the burden of decision should have been thrown in

the first instance upon himself. If the King had pro-

ceeded at the outset to try the question in the English

courts ; if a judgment had been given unfavourable to

the marriage, and had he immediately acted upon it,

Queen Catherine might have appealed to the Holy See

;

but accomplished facts were solid things. Her case

might have been indefinitely protracted by legal tech-

nicalities till it died of itself. It would have been a

characteristic method of escape out of the difficulty,

and it was a view v/hich Wolsey himself perhaps at

first entertained. He knew that the Pope was unwilling

to take the first step.

On the 17th of May, 1527, after a discussion of the

Treaty with France, he called a meeting of his Legatine

court at York Place. Archbishop Warham sate with

him as assessor. The King attended, and the Cardinal,

having stated that a question had arisen on the lawful-

^ Eeport from England, Nov.

10, 1531.— Venetian Calendar.

Falieri arrived in England in 1528,

and the general parts of the Report

cover the intervening period.
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ness of his marriage, enquired whether the King, for

the sake of public morals and the good of his own soul,

would allow the objections to be examined into. The

King assented, and named a proctor. The Bull of

Julius II. was introduced and considered. Wolsey

declared that in a case so intricate the canon lawyers

must be consulted, and he asked for the opinions of the

assembled bishops. The bishops, one only excepted,

gave dubious answers. The aged Bishop of Rochester,

reputed the holiest and wisest of them, said decidedly

that the marrias^e was good, and the Bull which le^^al-

ised it sufficient.

These proceedings were not followed up, but the

secrecy which had hitherto been observed Avas no longer

possible, and Catherine and her friends learnt now for

the first time the measure which was in contemplation.

Mendoza, writing on the day following the York Place

meeting to the Emperor, informed him, as a fact which

he had learnt on reliable authority, that Wolsey, for a

final stroke of wickedness, was scheming to divorce the

Queen. She was so much alarmed that she did not

venture herself to speak of it, but it was certain that

the lawyers and bishops had been invited to sign a

declaration that, being his brother's widow, she could

not be the wife of the King. The Pope, she was afraid,

might be tempted to take part against her, or the

Cardinal himself might deliver judgment as Papal

Legate. Her one hope was in the Emperor. The

cause of the action taken against her was her fidelity to

the Imperial interests. Nothing as yet had been made
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formally public, and she begged that the whole matter

might be kept as private as possible.^

That the Pope would be willing, if he dared, to

gratify Henry at Charles's expense was only too likely.

The German Lutherans and the German Emperor were

at the moment his most dangerous enemies. France

and England were the only Powers who seemed willing

to assist him, and a week before the meeting of Wolsey's

court he had experienced in the most terrible form what

the Imperial hostility might bring upon him. On the

7th of that same month of May the army of the Duke

of Bourbon had taken Rome by storm. The city was

given up to pillage. Reverend cardinals were dragged

throuo-h the streets on mules' backs, dishonoured and

mutilated. Convents of nuns were abandoned to the

licentious soldiery. The horrors of the capture may

have been exaggerated, but it is quite certain that to

holy things or holy persons no respect was paid, and

that the atrocities which in those days were usually

perpetrated in stormed towns were on this occasion

eminently conspicuous. The unfortunate Pope, shut

up in the Castle of St. Angelo, looked down from its

battlements upon scenes so dreadful that it must have

appeared as if the Papacy and the Church itself had

been overtaken by the final judgment. We regard the

Spaniards as a nation of bigots, we consider it impos-

sible that the countrymen of Charles and Philip could

have been animated by any such bitterness against the

^ Inigo (le Mendoza to Charles V. , May 18, 1527.

—

Spanish Caleiidar,

vol. iii. part 2, p. 193.
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centre of Catholic Christendom. Charles himself is not

likely to have intended the humiliation of the Holy

See. But Clement had reason for his misfjivings, and

Wolsey's policy was not without excuse. Lope de Soria

was Charles's Minister at Genoa, and Lope de Soria's

opinions, freely uttered, may have been shared by many

a Catholic besides himself. On the 25th of May, a

fortnight after the storm, he wrote to his master the

following noticeable letter

:

' The sack of Rome must be regarded as a visitation

from God, who permits his servant the Emperur to

teach his Vicar on earth and other Christian princes

that their wicked purposes shall be defeated, the unjust

wars which they have raised shall cease, peace be re-

stored to Christendom, the faith be exalted, and heresy

extirpated. . . . Should the Emperor think that the

Church of God is not what it ought to be, and that the

Pope's temporal power emboldens him to promote war

among Christian princes, I cannot but remind your

Majesty that it will not be a sin, but a meritorious

action, to reform the Church ; so that the Pope's

authority be confined exclusively to his own spiritual

affairs, and temporal affairs to be left to Caesar, since

by right what is God's belongs to God, and what is

Caesar's to Caesar. I have been twenty-eight years

in Italy, and I have observed that the Popes have

been the sole cause of all the wars and miseries

during that time. Your Imperial Majesty, as Supreme

Lord on earth, is bound to apply a remedy to that evil.' ^

^ Lope <le Soria to Charles V.

vol. iii. part 2, p. 209.

May 25, 1527.—,S>«7n:57i Calendar,
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Heretical English and Germans were not the only

persons who conld recognize the fitness of the secular

supremacy of princes over popes and Churches. Such

thoughts must have passed through the mind of Charles

himself, and of many more besides him. De Soria's

words might have been dictated by Luther or Thomas

Cromwell. Had the Emperor at that moment placed

himself at the head of the Reformation, all later history

would have been different. One statesman at any rate

had cause to fear that this might be what was about to

happen, Wolsey was the embodiment of everything

most objectionable and odious to the laity in the ecclesi-

astical administration of Europe. To defend the Papacy

and to embarrass Charles was the surest method of

protecting himself and his order. The divorce was

an incident in the situation, but not the least import-

ant. Catherine represented the Imperialist interest in

England. To put her away was to make the breach

with her countrymen and kindred irreparable. He took

upon himself to assure the King that after the last out-

rage the Pope would agree to anything that France and

England demanded of him, and would trust to his allies

to bear him harmless. That the divorce was a thing

reasonable in itself to ask for, and certain to be conceded

bv any pope who was free to act on his own judgment,

was assumed ns a matter of course. Sir Gregory Casalis,

the English agent at Rome, was instructed to obtain

access to Clement in St. Angelo, to convey to him the

indignation felt in England at his treatment, and then

to insist on the illegality of the King's relations with

Catherine., on the King's own scruples of conscience,
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and on the anxiety of his subjects that there should be

a male heir to the crown. The ' urgent cause ' such

as was necessary to be produced when exceptional

actions were required of the popes was the imminence

or even certainty of civil war if no such heir was

born.

Catherine meanwhile had again communicated with

Mendoza. She had spoken to her husband, and Henry,

since further reticence was impossible, had told her

that they had been living in mortal sin, and that a

separation was necessary. A violent scene had followed,

with natural tears and reproaches.^ The King en-

deavoured to console her, but it was not a matter where

consolation could avail. Wolsey advised him to deal

with her gently, till it was seen what the Pope and the

King of France would do in the matter. Wolsey him-

self was to go immediately to Paris to see Francis, and

consult with him on the measures necessary to be taken

in consequence of the Pope's imprisonment. It was

possible that Clement, finding himself helpless, might

become a puppet in the Emperor's hands. Under such

circumstances he could not be trusted by other countries

with the spiritual authority attaching to his office, and

schemes were being formed for some interim arrange-

ment by which France and England were to constitute

themselves into a separate patriarchate, with Wolsey at

its head as Arciibishop of Eouen. Mendoza says that

this proposal had been actually made to Wolsey by the

^ Mendoza to Cliarles V., July 13, 1527.

—

Span'ish Calendar, vol.

ii. part 2, p. 276.
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French Ambassador.^ In Spain it was even believed

to be contemplated as a permaiient modification of

the ecclesiastical system. The Imperial Councillors at

Valladolid told the Venetian Minister that the Cardinal

intended to separate the Churches of England and

France from that of Rome, saying that as the Pope was

a prisoner he was not to be obeyed, and that even if

the Emperor released him, he still would not be free

unless his fortresses and territory now in the Emperor's

hands were restored to him."^ Wolsey had reason for

anxiety, for Catherine and Mendoza were "WTiting to the

Emperor insisting that he should make the Pope revoke

Wolsey's Legatine powers.

In spite of efforts to keep secret the intended divon e,

it soon became known throughout England. The Queen

was personally popular. The nation generally detested

France, and looked on the Emperor as their hereditary

friond. The reasons for the divorce might influence

statesmen, but did not touch the body of the people.

They naturally took the side of an injured wife, and

if Mendoza can be believed (and there is no reason

why he should not be believed), the first impression

was decidedly unfavourable to a project which was re-

garded as part of the new policy. Mendoza made the

most of tlie opposition. He told the Emperor that

if six or seven thousand men were landed in Corn-

wall, forty thousand Englishmen would rise and join

^ Mendoza to Charles V., July

13, 1527.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iil. part 2, p. 273.

- Andrea Navagero to the Sig-

nory, July 17, 1527.— Venetian

Cakm^ar.
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them.^ He saw Wolsey—he reasoned with him, and wnen

he found reason inefifectual, he named the bribe which

the Emperor was wiUing to give. Knowing what Fi'ancis

was bidding, he baited his hook more liberally. He
spoke of the Papacy :

' how the chair was now in the

'Emperor's hands, and the Emperor, if Wolsey deserved

'it, would no doubt promote his elevation.' The glitter-

ing temptation was unavailing. The papal chair had

been Wolsey's highest ambition, but he remained un-

moved. He said that he had served the Emperor in

the past out of disinterested regard. He still trusted

that the Emperor would replace the Pope and restore

the Church. Mendoza's answer was not reassuring to

an English statesman. He said that both the spiritual

and temporal powers were now centred in his master,

and he advised Wolsey, if ho desired an arrangement, to

extend his journey from France, go on to Spain, and see

the Enjperor in person. It was precisely this centering

which those who had charge of English liberties had a

right to resent. Divorce or no divorce, they could not

allow a power possessed of so much authority in the rest

of Christendom to be the servant of a single prince.

The divorce was but an ilkistration of the situation, and

such a Papacy as Mendoza contemplated would reduce

England and all Catholic Europe into fiefs of the Empire.

^ Mendoza to Charles V., July 17, 1527.

—

Spanish Calendar.
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CHAPTER II.

Mission of Wolsey to Paris—Visits Bishop Fislier on tlie way

—

Anxieties of the Emperor—Letter of the Emjjeror to Henry
VIII.—Large offers to Wolsey—Address of the French

Cardinals to the Pope—Anne Boleyn chosen by Henry to

succeed Catherine—Surprise and displeasure of Wolsey—Fresh

attempts of the Emperor to bribe him—Wolsey forced to

continue to advocate the divorce—Mission of Dr. Knight to

Eome—The Pope at Orvieto—The King applies for a dispens-

ation to make a second marriage—Language of the dispensation

demanded—Inferences drawn from it—Alleged intrigue be-

tween the King and Mary Boleyn.

IT
was believed at the time—-and it was the tradition

afterv/ards—that Wolsey, in his mission to Paris,

intended to replace Catherine by a French princess, the

more surely to commit Francis to the support of Henry

in the divorce, and to strengthen the new alliance.

Nothing can be inherently more likely. The ostensible

reason, however, was to do away with any difficulties

Avhich might have been suggested by the objection of

the Bishop of Tarbes to the legitimacy of the Princess

Mary. If illegitimate, she would be no fitting bride for

the Duke of Orleans. But she had been born lona fide

parentum. There was no intention of infringing her

prospective rights or of altering her present position.
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Her rank and title were to be secured to her in amplest

measure.

The Cardinal went upon his journey with the

splendour attaching to his office and befitting a church-

man who was aspiring to be the spiritual president of

the two kingdoms. On his way to the coast he visited

two prelates whose support to liis policy was important.

Archbishop Warham had been cold about the divorce,

if not openly hostile. Wolsey found him ' not much
' changed from his first fashion/ but admitting that,

although it might be unpleasant to the Queen, truth

and justice must prevail. BishojD Fisher v/as a more

difficult subject. He had spoken in the Legate's court

in Catherine's favour. It was from him, as the King

supposed, that Catherine herself had learnt what was

impending over her. Wolsey called at his palace as

he passed through Rochester. He asked the Bishop

plainly if he had been in communication with the

Queen. The Bishop, after some hesitation, confessed

that the Queen had sought his advice, and said that he

had declined to give an opinion without the King's

command. Before Wolsey left London, at a last inter-

view at York Place, the King had directed him to

explain * the whole matter ' to the Bishop. He went

through the entire history, mentioned the words of the

Bishop of Tarbes, and discussed the question which had

risen upon it, on account of which he had been sent into

France. Finally, he described the extreme violence

with which Catherine had received the intelligence.

The Bishop greatly blamed the conduct of the
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Queen, and said he tliought that if he might speak to

her he might bring her to submission. He agreed, or

seemed to agree, that tlie marriage had been irregular,

thouo^h he di I not himself think that it could now be

broken. Others of tlie bishops, he thought, agreed

with him ; but he Avas satisfied that the King meant

nothing against the laws of God, and would be fully

justified in subnitting his misgivings to the Pope.^

Mendoza's and the Queen's letters had meanwhile

been despatched to Spain, to add to the anxieties which

were overwhelming the Emperor. Nothing could have

been less welcome at such a juncture than a family

quarrel with his uncle of England, whose friendship he

was still hoping to retain. The bird that he had caged

at Rome was no convenient prisoner. The capture

of Rome had not been ordered by himself, though

politically he was obliged to maintain it. The time

did not suit for the ambitious Church reforms of Lope

de Soria. Peace would have to be made with the Pope

on some moderate conditions. His own Spain was

hardly quieted after the revolt of the Comunidades.

Half Germany was in avowed apostasy from the Church

of Rome. The Turks were overrunning Hungary, and

sweeping the Mediterranean with their pirate fleets,

and the passionate and restless Francis was watching

his opportunity to revenge Pavia and attack his captor

in the Low Countries and in Italy. The great Emperor

was moderate, cautious, prudent to a fault. In a

1 Wolsey to Henry VIII., I Domestic, vol. iv. part 2. Bisliop

July 5.-

—

Calendar, Foreign and
\
Fisher to Paul, ibid., p. 1471.
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calmer season he might have been tempted to take the

Church in hand; and none understooii better thei B6'Q-

dition into which it had fallen. But he was wise enough

to know that if a reform of the Papacy was underta,ken

at all it must be undertaken with the joint consent of

the other Christian princes, and all his present efforts

were directed to peace. He was Catherine's natural

guardian. Her position in England had been hitherto

apolitical security for Henry's friendship. It was liis

duty and his interest to defend her, and he meant to

do it ; not, however, by sending roving expeditions to

land in Cornwall and raise a civil war ; all means were

to be tried before that ; to attempt such a thing, he

well knew, would throw Europe into a blaze. ' The

letters found him at Valladolid. He replied, of' course,

that he was shocked at a proceeding so unlooked for

and so scandalous, but he charged Mendoza to be

moderate and to confine himself to remonstrance.'-

He wrote himself to Henry—confidentially, as from

friend to friend, and ciphering his letter with his own

hand. He was unable to believe, he said, that Heniy

could contemplate seriously bringing his domestic

discomforts before the world. Even supposing the

marriage illegitimate—even supposing that the Pope

had no power to dispense in such cases
—

' it would be

' better and more honourable to keep the matter secret,

' and to work out a remedy.' He bade Mendoza remind

the King that to question the dispensing power affected

^ Charles V. to Inigo de Men- I and Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p.

doza, July 29.

—

Calendar, Foreign \ 1500.
'

', ,.r-<.;.

£
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the position of other princes besides his own ; that to

touch the legitimacy of his daughter would increase

the difficulties with the succession, and not remove

them. He implored the King ' to keep the matter

'secret, as he would do himself.' Meanwhile, he told

Mendoza, for Catherine's comfort, that he had written

to demand a mild brief from the Pope to stop the

scandal. He had requested him, as Catherine had

suggested, to revoke Wolsey's powers, or at least to

command that neither he nor any English Court should

try the case. If heard at all, it must be heard before

his Holiness and the Sacred College.^ But he could

not part with the hope that he might still bring Wolsey

to his own and the Queen's side. A council of Cardinals

was to meet at Avignon to consider the Pope's captivity.

The Cardinal of England was expected to attend.

Charles himself might go to Perpignan. Wolsey might

meet him there, discuss the state of Europe, and settle

the King's secret affair at the same time. Should this

be impossible, he chai'ged Mendoza once more to leave no

stone unturned to recover Wolsey's friendship. ' la our

' name,' he said, 'you will make him the following offers :

—

' I. The payment of all arrears on his several

' pensions, amounting to 9,000 ducats annually.

' 2. Six thousand additional ducats annually until

' such a time as a bishoprick or other ecclesiastical

' endowment of the same revenue becomes vacant in

' our kingdom.

1 Charles V. to luigo de Men-
|

and, Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p.

doza, July 29.

—

Calendo-r, Foreign
| 1500.
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' 3. The Duke, who is to have Milan, to give him
' a Marquisate in that Duchy, with an annual rent

' of 12,000 ducats, or 15,000 if the smaller sum be

' not enough ; the said Marquisate to be held by

' the Cardinal during his life, and to pass after him

'to any heir whom he shall appoint.'^

As if this was not sufficient, the Emperor paid a yet

further tribute to the supposed all-powerful Cardinal.

He wrote himself to him as to his ' good friend.' He
said that if there was anything in his dominions which

the Cardinal wished to possess he had only to name it,

as he considered Wolsey the best friend that he had in

the world.

2

For the ministers of great countries deliberately to

sell themselves to foreign princes Avas the custom of

the age. The measure of public virtue which such a

custom indicates was not exalted ; and among the

changes introduced by the Reformation the abolition or

suspension of it was not the least beneficial. Thomas

Cromwell, when he came to power, set the example of

refusal, and corruption of public men on a scale so

scandalously enormous was no more heard of Gold,

however, had flowed in upon Wolsey in such enormous

streams and from so many sources that the Emperor's

munificence and attention failed to tempt him. On
reaching Paris he found Francis bent upon war, and

^ Charles V. to Mendoza, Sept.

30, 1527.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic vol. iv. p. 1569.

" The Emperor to the Cardinal

of York, Aug. 31, 1527.

—

Spanish

Calendar, vol. iii. part 2, p. 357.
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willing to promise anything for Henry's assistance.

The belief at the French Court was that the Emperor,

hearing that the Churches of England and France

meant to decline from their obedience to the Roman

Communion, would carry the Pope to Spain ; that

Clement would probably be poisoned there, and the

Apostolic See would be established permanently in the

Peninsula.^ Wolsey himself wrote this, and believed

it, or desired Henry to believe it, proving the extreme

uncertainty among the best-informed of contemporary

politicians as to the probable issue of the capture of

Rome. The French Cardinals drew and sent an address

to the Pope, intimating that as long as he was in con-

finement they could accept no act of his as lawful, and

would not obey it. Wolsey signed at the head of them.

The Cardinals Salviati, Bourbon, Lorraine, and the

Chancellor Cardinal of Sens, signed after him.^ The

first stroke in the game had been won by Wolsey. Had

the Pope recalled his powers as legate, an immediate

schism might have followed. But a more fatal blow

had been prepared for him by his master in England.

Trusting to the Cardinal's promises that the Pope would

make no difficulty about the divorce, Henry had con-

sidered himself at liberty to choose a successor to

Catherine. He had suffered once in having allowed

politics to select a wife for him. This time he intended

MVolseytoHemy VllL, Aug. 1 Clement VII., Sept. 16, 1527.—

1527.— Calendar, Foreign and Spanish Calendnr, vol. iii. part 2,

Domestic, vol. iv. part 2. I p. 3S3.

^ Tiie Cardinals of France to
j
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to be guided by his own inclination. When Elizabeth

afterwards wished to marry Leicester, Lord Sussex said

she had better fix after her own liking ; there would

be the better chance of the heir that her realm was

looking for. Her father fixed also after his liking in

selecting Elizabeth's mother.

Anne Boleyn was the second daughter of Sir Tliomas

Boleyn, a Norfolk knight of ancient blood, and himself

a person of some distinction in the public service.

Lady Boleyn was a Howard, daughter of the Duke

of Norfolk. Anne was born in 1 507, and by birth and

connection was early introduced into the court. When

a girl she was taken to Paris to be educated. In 1522

she was brought back to England, became a lady-in-

waiting, and, being a witty binlliant young woman,

attracted and encouraged the attentions of the fashion-

able cavaliers of the day. Wyatt, the poet, was among

her adorers, and the young Percy, afterwards Earl of

Northumberland. It was alleged afterwards that be-

tween her and Percy there had been a secret marriage

which had been actually consummated. That she had

been involved in some dangerous intrigue or other she

herself subsequently confessed. But she was attractive,

she was witty ; she drew Henry's fancy, and the fancy

became an ardent passion. Now, for the first time, in

Wolsey's absence, the Lady Anne's name appears in

connection with the divorce. On the i6th of August

Mendoza informed Charles, as a matter of general

belief, that if the suit for the divorce was successful

the King would marry a daughter of Master Boleyn,
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whom the Emperor would remember as once ambassador,

at the Imperial court.^ There is no direct evidence

that before Wolsey had left England the King had

seriously thought of Anne at all. Catherine could have

had no suspicion of it, or her jealous indignation would

have made itself heard. The Spanish Ambassador

spoke of it as a new feature in the case.

The Boleyns were Wolsey's enemies, and belonged

to the growing faction most hostile to the Church.

The news as it came upon him was utterly distasteful.-

Anne in turn hated Wolsey, as he probably knew that

she would, and she compelled him to stoop to the dis-

sfrace of suinof for her favour. The inference is reason-

able, therefore, that the King took the step which in the

event Avas to produce such momentous consequences

when the Cardinal was not at hand to dissuade him.

He was not encouraged even by her own family. Her

father, as will be seen hereafter, was from the first

opposed to his daughter's advancement. He probably

knew her character too well. But Henry, when he had

taken an idea into his head, was not to be moved from

it. The lady was not beautiful : she was rather short

than talk her complexion was dark, her neck long, her

^ Mendoza to Charles V., Aug.

i6, 1527.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iii. part 2, p. 327.

- The date of Heury's resolution

to marry Anne is of some conse-

quence, since the general assump-

tion is that it was the origin of the

divorce. Eumour of course, said

so afterwards, but there is no evi-

dence for it. The early love-letters

written by the King to her are

assigned by Mr. Brewer to the

midsummer of 1 527. But they are

undated, and therefore the period

assigned to them is conjecture

merely.
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mouth broad, her figure not particularly good. The

fascinating features were her lorig flowing brown hair,

a pair of effective dark eyes, and a boldness of character

which might have put him on his guard, and did not.

The immediate effect was to cool Wolsey's ardour

for the divorce. His mission in France, which opened

so splendidly, eventuated in little. The French Car-

dinals held no meeting at Avignon. They had signed the

address to Clement, but they had not made the Cardinal

of York into their patriarch. Rouen was not added to

his other preferments. Could he but have proposed a

marriage for his sovereign with the Princess of Alen^on,

all might have been different, but it had fared with him

as it fared with the Earl of Warwick, whom Henry's

grandfather had sent to France to woo a bride for him,

and in his absence married Elizabeth Grey. He perhaps

regretted the munificent offers of the Emperor which

he had hastily rejected, and he returned to England in

the autumn to feel the consequences of the change in

his situation, Mr. Brewer labours in vain to prove that

Wolsey was unfavourable to the divorce from the begin-

ning. Catherine believed that he was the instigator

of it. Mendoza was of the same opinion. Unquestion-

ably he promoted it with all his power, and made it a

part of a great policy. To maintain that he was acting

thus against his conscience and to please the King is

more dishonouring to him than to suppose that he was

either the originator or the willing instrument. All, how-

ever, was altered when Anne Boleyn came upon the stage,

and she made haste to make him feel the change. ' The
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.'^Legate has returned from Franco,' wrote Mendoza on

the 26th of October. He went to visit the King at

Kichmoud. and sent to ask where he could see him.

The King was in his chamber. It happened that the

lady, who seemed to entertain no great affection for the

Cardinal, was in the room with the King, and before the

latter could answer the message she said for him, ' Where
' else is the Cardinal to come ? Tell him he may come

' here where the King is.' The Legate felt that snch

treatment boded no good to him, but concealed his

resentment. ' The cause,' said Mendoza, ' is supposed

*to be that the said lady bears the Legate a grudge, for

'other reasons, and because she has discovered that

' during his visit to France the Legate proposed to have

'an alliance for the King found in that country.'^

Wolsey persuaded Mendoza that the French marriage

had been a fiction, but at once he began to endeavour

to undo his work, and prevent the dissolution of the

marriage with Catherine. He tried to procure an

unfavourable opinion from the English Bishops before

legal proceedings Avere commenced. Mendoza, however,

doubted his stability if the King persisted in his purpose,

and advised that a papal decision on the case should be

procured and forwai'ded as soon as possible.-

.,,, The Pope's captivity, however, would destroy the

value of any judgment which he might give while he

continued in durance. The Emperor, encouraged by

the intimation that Wolsey was wavering, reverted to

1 Mendoza to Charles V. Oct. 26, i'i,2-].—Spanish Calendar, vol. iiL

part 2, p. 432. ^ Ibid.
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his previous hope. In a special memorandum of measures

to be taken, the most important, notwithstanding the

refusal of the previous offers, was still thought to be to

'bribe the Cardinal.' He must instantly be paid the

arrears of his pensions out of the revenues of the sees of

Palencia and Badajoz. If there was not money enough

in the treasury, a further and larger pension of twelve

or fourteen thousand crowns was to be given to him

out of some rich bishopric in Castile. The Emper.)r

admitted that he had promised the Cortes to appoint

no more foreigners to Spanish sees, but such a promise

could not be held bindinsf, beinof in violation of the

liberties of the Church. Every one would see that it

was for the good of the kinmlom.

The renewed offer was doubtless conveyed to Wolsey,

but he probably found that he had gone too deep to

retire. If he made such an effort as Mendoza relates,

he must have speedily discovered that it would be

useless. He had encouraged the King in a belief that

the divorce would be granted by the Pope as a matter

of course, and the King, having made up his own mind,

was not to be moved from it. If Wolsey now drew

back, the certain inference would be that he had accepted

an Imperial bribe. There was no resource, therefore,

but to go on.

While Wolsey had been hesitating, the King had,

unknown to him, sent his secretary, Dr. Knight, to

Rome with directions to obtain access if possible to the

Pope, and procure the dispensation which had been

already applied for to enable him to marry a second
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time without the formalities of a judgment. Such an

expedient would be convenient in many ways. It

would leave Catherine's position unaffected and the

legitimacy of the Princess Mary unimpugned. Knight

went. He found that vfithout a passport he could not

even enter the city, still less be allowed an interview.

' With ten thousand crowns he could not bribe his way

'into St. Angelo.' He contrived, however, to have a

letter introduced, which the Pope answered by telling

Knight to wait in some quiet jDlace. He (the Pope)

would ' there send him all the King's requests in as

' ample a form as they were desired.' Knight trusted

in a short time ' to have in his custody as much, perfect,

' sped, and under lead, as his Highness had long time

' desired.' ^

Knight was too sanguine. The Emperor, finding

the Pope's detention as a prisoner embarrassing, allowed

him, on the 9th of December, to escape to Orvieto, where

he was apparently at liberty; but he was only in a

larger cage, all his territories being occupied by Imperial

troops, and he himself watched by the General of the

Observants, and warned at his peril to grant nothing to

Catherine's prejudice. Henry's Secretary followed him,

saw him, and obtained something which on examination

proved to be worthless. The negotiations were left again

in Wolsey's hands, and were pressed with all the eager-

ness of a desperate man.

Pope Clement had ceased to be a free agent. He

^ Kiiight to Henry VIII. , Dec. 4.

—

Calendar, Foreign and JJoiiieslic,

vol. iv. part 2, pp. 1633-4.
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did not look to the rights of the case. He would gladly

have pleased Henry could he have pleased him without

displeasing Charles. The case itself was peculiar, and

opinions differed on the rights and wrongs of it. The

reader must be from time to time reminded that, as

the law of England has stood ever since, a marriage

with a brother's widow was not a marriage. As the law

of the Church then stood, it was not a marriage unless

permitted by the Pope ; and according to the same law

of England the Pope neither has, nor ever had, any

authority to dispense with the law. Therefore Henry,

on the abstract contention, was in the right. He had

married Catherine under an error. The problem was

to untie the knot with as little suffering to either as the

nature of the case permitted. That the negotiations

were full of inconsistencies, evasions, and contradictions,

was natural and inevitable. To cut the knot without

untying it was the only direct course, but that all means

were ^exhausted before the application of so violent a

remedy was rather a ci-edit than a reproach.

The first inconsistency was in the King. He did

not regard his marriage as valid \ therefore he thought

himself at liberty to marry again ; but he did not wish

to illegitimatise his daughter or degrade Catherine. He
disputed the validity of the dispensation of Julius II.

;

yet he required a dispensation from Clement which

was equally questionable to enable him to take a second

wife. The management of the case having reverted to

Wolsey, fresh instructions were sent to Sir Gregory

Casalis, the regular English agent at the Papal court, to
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wait on Clement. Oasalis was ' bid cousider how much
' the affair concerned the relief of the King's conscience,

' the safety of his soul, the preservation of his life, the

'continuation of his succession, the welfare and repose

* of all his subjects now and hereafter.' The Pope at

Orvieto was personally accessible. Casalis was to repre-

sent to hira the many difficulties which had arisen in

connection with the marriage, and the certainty of civil

war in Entjland should the King die leaving the succes-

sion no better provided for. He was, therefore, to request

the Pope to grant a commission to Wolsey to hear the

case and to decide it, and (perhaps as an alternative) to

sign a dispensation, a draft of which Wolsey enclosed.

The language of the dispensation was peculiar. Wolsey

explained it by saying that ' the King, remembering by

' the example of past times what false claims [to the

'crown] had been put forward, to avoid all colour or

' pretext of the same, desired this of the Pope as abso-

' lutely necessary.' If these two requests were conceded,

Henry undertook on his part to require the Emperor to

set the Pope at liberty, or to declare war against him if

he refused.

A dispensation, which was to evade the real point

at issue, yet to convey to the King a power to take

another wife, was a novelty in itself and likely to be

carefully worded. It has given occasion among modern

historians to important inferences disgraceful to every

one concerned. The sinister meaning supposed to be

obvious to modern critics could not have been concealed

from the Pope himself. Here, therefore, follow the
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words which have been fastened on as for ever fatal

to the intelligence and character of Henry and his

Ministers.

The Pope, after reviewing the later history of

England, the distractions caused by rival claimants of

the crown, after admitting the necessity of guarding

against the designs of the ambitious, and empowering

Henry to marry again, was made to address the King

in these words ^ :

—

' In order to take away all occasion from evil doers, wc
' do in the plenitude of our power hereby suspend }iac vice

' all canons forbidding marriage in the fourth degree, also

' all canons de impedimento puhlicce honcstatis preventing

' marriage in consequence of clandestine espousals,further

' all canons relating to precontracts clandestinely made

'but not consummated, also all canons affecting impedi-

' ments created by affinity rising ex illicito eoitu, in any

'degree even in the first, so far as the marriage to be

'contracted by you, the petitioner, can be objected to or

'in any wise be impugned by the same. Further, to

'avoid canonical objections on the side of the woman by

'reason of former contract clandestinely made, or impedi-

'ment of public honesty or justice arising from such

'clandestine contract, or of any affinity contracted in any

' degree even the first, ex illicito coitu : and in the event

' that it has proceeded beyond the second or third degrees

' of consanguinity, whereby otherwise you, the petiticmer,

'would not be allowed by the canons to contract mar-

1 I follow Mr. Brewer's translation.
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'riage, we hereby license you to take such woman for

' wife, and suffer you and the woman to marry free from

' all ecclesiastical objections and censures.'

The explanation given by Wolsey of the wording

of this document is that it was intended to preclude

any objections which might be raised to the prejudice

of the offspring of a marriage in itself irregular. It was

therefore made as comprehensive as possible. Dr.

Lingard, followed by Mr. Brewer, and other writers see

in it a transparent personal application to the situation

in which Henry intended to place himself in making a

wife of Anne Boleyn. Two years subsequent to the

period when this dispensation was asked for, when the

question of the divorce had developed into a battle

between England and the Papacy, and the passions of

Catholics and Reformers were boiling over in recrimi-

nation and invective, the King's plea that he was parting

from Catherine out of conscience was met by stories set

floating in society that the King himself had previously

intrigued with the mother and sister of the lady whom

he intended to marry. Precisely the same obstacle

existed, therefore, to his marriage with Anne, being

further aggravated by incest. No attempt was ever

made to j)rove these charges ; no particulars vfere given

of time or place. No witnesses were produced, nor

other evidence, though to prove them would have been

of infinite importance. Queen Catherine, who if any

one must have known it if the accusation was true,

never alludes to Mary Boleyn in the fiercest of her

denunciations. It was heard of only in the conversation
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of disaffected priests or secret visitors to the Spani;:h

Ambassador, and was made public only in the manifesto

of Keginald Pole, which accompanied Paul III.'s Bull

for Henry's deposition. Even this authority, which was

not much in itself, is made less by the fact that in the

first draft of 'Pole's Book,' sent to England to be

examined in 1535) the story is not mentioned. Evi-

dently, therefore, Pole had not then heard of it or did

not believe it. The guilt with the mother is now

abandoned as too monstrous. The guilt with the sister

is peremptorily insisted on, and the words of the

dispensation are appealed to as no longer leaving room

for doubt. To what else, it is asked, can such extra-

ordinary expressions refer unless to some disgraceful

personal liaison ?

The uninstructed who draw inferences of fact from

the verbiage of legal documents will discover often

what are called ' mare's nests.' I will request the

reader to consider what this supposition involves. The

dispensation would have to be copied into the Roman

registers, subject to the inspection of the acutest canon

lawyers in the world. If the meaning is so clear to us,

it must have been clear to them. We are, therefore, to

believe that Henry, when demanding to be separated

from Catherine, as an escape from mortal sin, for the

relief of his conscience and the surety of his succession,

w-as gratuitously putting the Pope in possession of a

secret which had only to be published to extinguish

him and his plea in an outburst of scorn and laughter.

There was no need for such an acknowledgment, for
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the intrigue could not be proved. It could not be

required for the legitimation of the children that

were to be born ; for a man of Wolsey's ability must

have known that no dispensation would be held valid

that was granted after so preposterous a confidence.

It was as if a man putting in a claim for some great

property, before the case came on for trial privately

informed both judge and jury that it was based on

forgery.

We are called on to explain further, why, when all

Europe was shaken by the controversy, no hint is to be

found in any public document of a fact which, if true,

would be decisive ; and yet more extraordinary, why

the Pope and the Curia, when driven to bay in all the

exasperation of a furious controversy, left a weapon

unufed which would have assured them an easy victory.

Wolsey was not a fool. Is it conceivable that he would

have composed a document so fatal and have drawn the

Pope's pointed attention to it ? My credulity does not

extend so far. We cannot prove a negative ; we cannot

prove that Henry had not intrigued with Mary Boleyn,

or with all the ladies of his court. But the language

of the dispensation cannot be adduced as an evidence

of it, unless King, Pope, and all the interested world

had parted with their senses.

As to the story itself, there is no ground for distin-

gu!.shing between the mother and the daughter. When
it was first set circulating both were named together.

The mother only has been dropped, lest the improbability

should seem too violent for belief. That Mary Boleyn
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had been the King's mistress before or after her own

marriage is now asserted as an ascertained fact by-

respectable historians—a fact sufficient, can it be proved,

to cover with infamy for ever the English separation from

Rome, King, Ministers, Parliaments, Bishops, and every

one concerned with it. The effectiveness of the weapon

commends it to Catholic controversialists. I have only

to repeat that the evidence for the charge is nothing but

the floating gossip of Catholic society, never heard of,

never whispered, till the second stage of the quarrel, when

it had developed into a passionate contest ; never even

then alleged in a form in which it could be met and

answered. It could not have been hid from Queen

Catherine if it was known to Reginald Pole. We have

many letters of Catherine, eloquent on the story of

her wrongs ; letters to the Emperor, letters to the Pope
;

yet no word of Mary Boleyn. What reason can be given

save that it was a legend which grew out of the temper

of the time ? Nothing could be more plausible than to

meet the King's plea of conscience with an allegation

which made it ridiculous. But in the public pleadings

of a cause which was discussed in every capital in

Europe by the keenest lawyers and diplomatists of the

age, an accusation which, if maintained, would have

been absolutely decisive, is never alluded to in any-

public document till the question had passed beyond

the stnge of discussion. The silence of all responsible

persons is sufficient proof of its nature. It was a mere

floating calumny, born of wind and malice.

Mr. Brewer does indeed imagine that he has
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discovered what lie describes as a tacit confessioM on

Henry's part. When the Act of Appeals was before

the House of Commons which ended the papal jurisdic-

tion in England, a small knot of Opposition members

used to meet privately to deliberate how to oppose it.

Amoncr these one of the most active was Sir George

Throgmorton, a man who afterwards, with his brother

Michael, made himself useful to Cromwell and played

with both parties, but w^as then against the divorce and

against all the measures Avhich grew out of it. Thrug-

morton, according to his own account, had been ad-

mitted to an interview with the King and Cromwell.

In 1537, after the Pilgriujage of Grace, while the ashes

of the rebellion were still smouldering, after Michael

Throgmorton had betrayed Cromwell's confidence and

gone over to Reginald Pole, Sir George was reported to

have used certain expressions to Sir Thomas Dyngley

and to two other gentlemen, which he was called on by

the Council to explain. The letter to the King in

which he i-eplied is still extant. He said that he had

been sent for by the King after a speech on the Act of

Appeals, ' and that he saw his Grace's conscience was

' troubled about having married his brother's v.-ife.' He
professed to have said to Dyngley that he had told the

King that if he did marry Queen Anne his conscience

would be more troubled at length, for it was thought he

had meddled both Avith the mother and the sister ; that

his Gx'ace said :
' Never with the mother,' and my Lord

Privy Seal (Cromwell), standing by, said, ' nor with the

' sister neither, so put that out of your mind.' Mr.
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Brewer construes this into an admission of the King

that Mary Boleyn had been his mistress, and omits, of

course, by inadvertence, that Throgmorton, being asked

why he had told this story to Dyngley, answered that

' he spake it only out of vainglory, to show he was one

'that durst speak for the Commonwealth.' Nothing

is more common than for ' vainglorious ' men, when

admitted to conversation with kings, to make the most

of what they said themselves, and to report not very

accurately what was said to them. Had the conversa-

tion been authentic, Throgmorton would naturally have

appealed to Cromwell's recollection. But Mr. Brewer

accepts the version of a confessed boaster as if it was a

complete and trustworthy account of what had actually

passed. He does not ask himself whether if the King

or Cromwell had given their version it might not have

borne another complexion. Henry was not a safe

person to take liberties with. Is it likely that if one of

his subjects, who was actively oi^posing him in Par-

liament, had taxed him with an enormous crime, he

would have made a confession which Throgmorton

had only to repeat in the House of Commons to ruin

him and his cause ? Mr. Brewer should have added

also that the authority which he gave for the story

was no better than Father Peto, afterwards Cardinal

Peto, as bitter an enemy of the Reformation as Pole

himself. Most serious of all, Mr. Brewer omits to

mention that Throgmorton was submitted afterwards

to a severe cross-examination before a Committee of

Council, the effect of which, if he had spoken truly,
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could only be to establish the authenticity of a dis-

graceful charge.^

The last evidence alleged is the confession made

by Anne Boleyn, after her condemnation, of some

mystery which had invalidated her marriage with the

Kins and had been made the oround of an Act of

Parliament. The confession was not published, and

Catholic opinion concluded, and concludes still, that

it must have been the Mary Boleyn intrigue. Catholic

opinion does not pause to inquire whether Anne could

have been said to confess an offence of the King and

her sister. The cross-examination of Throgmorton

turns the conjecture into an absurdit3^ When asked,

in 1537, whom he ever heard say such a thing, he would

have had but to appeal to the proceedings in Parliameut

in the year immediately preceding.

Is it likely finally that if Throgmorton's examin-

ation proves what Mr. Brewer thinks it proves, a record

of it would have been preserved among the official

State Papers ?

If all the stories current about Henry VIII. were

to be discussed with as much detail as I have alluwed

^ I. When he says, ' It is

' thought,' let him be examined

whom he ever heard say any such

thing of the King. 2. Where,

when, and why he spoke those

words to Sir Wm. Essex and Sir

Win. Barentyne. 3. Wliether

he communicated the matter to

any other. 5, 6. Whether he

thought the words true and wJiy.

7, 8. Whether he did not think

the words very slanderous to any

man's good name. 10, 15.

Whether he thinks sucli rc[)orts

conducive to the peace of the

Commonweal, or fitting for a Irue

subject to spread. — Calendar,

Forei(jn and Do'inestic, 1537, p. 333.
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to this, the world would not contain the books which

should be written. An Irish lawyer told me in my
youth to believe nothing which I heard in that country

which had not been sifted in a court of justice, and only

half of that. Legend is as the air invulnerable, and

blows aimed at it, if not ' malicious mockery ' are waste

of effort. Charges of scandalous immorality are pre-

cious to controversialists, for if they are disproved

ever so completely the stain adheres.
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CHAPTER ITI.

Anxiety of the Pope to satisfy the King—Fears of the Emperor

—

Proposed alternatives—France and Englo.nd declare war in the

Pope's defence—Campeggio to be sent to England—The King's

account of the Pope's conduct—-The Pope's distress and alarm

—The secret decretal—Instructions to Campeggio.

THE story returns to Orvieto. The dispeDsation was

promised on condition that it should not be imme-

diately acted on.^ Cathe):ine having refused to ac-

quiesce in a private arrangement, Wolsey again pressed

the Pope for a commission to decide the cause in

England, and to bind himself at the same time not to

revoke it, but to confirm any judgment which he might

himself give. ' There were secret causes,' he said,

' which could not be committed to writing which made
' such a concession imperative : certain diseases in the

' Queen defying all remedy, for Avhich, as for other causes,

'the King would never aijain live with her as his wife.'

The Pope, smarting from ill-treatment and grateful

for the help of France and England, professed himself

earnestly anxious to do what Henry desired. But he

' Calendar, Foreign and Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p. 167
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was still virtually a prisoner. He had been obliged by

the General of the Observants, when in St. Angelo, to

promise to do nothing, ' whereby the King's divor<!e

'might be judged in his own dominions.' He pleaded

for time. He promised a commission of some kind, but

he said he was undone if action was taken upon it while

the Germans and Spaniards remained in Italy. He
saw evident ruin before him, he said, but lie professed

to be willing to run the hazard rather than that Wolsey

should suspect him of ingratitude. He implored tb:.;

Cardinal, cuTfi suspiriis et lacrymis, not to precipitate

him for ever, and precipitated he would be if, on

receiving the commission, the Cardinal at once began

the process.^ A fortnight later Casalis described a lonj;-

conversation with the Pope and Cardinals on the course

to be pursued. Henry had desired that a second Legate

should be sent from Rome to act with Wolsey. To con-

sent to this would directly compromise the Papal Court.

Clement had no objection to the going forward with

the cause, but he did not v\'ish to be himself responsible.

He signed an imperfect commission not inconsistent

with his promise to the General of the Observants. On
this Wolsey might act or, if he preferred it, might

proceed on his own Legatine authority. For himeelf,

instead of engaging to confirm Wolsey's sentence, he

said that no doctor could better resolve the point at

issue than the King himself. If he was resolved, said

the Pope, let him commit his cause to the Legate, marry

^ CalenfJktr, Foreign and Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p. 1672.
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again, follow up the trial, and then let a public appli-

cation be made for a Legate to be sent from the Con-

sistory. If the Queen was cited first, she would put in

no answer, save to protest against the place and judges.

The Imperialists would demand a prohibition, and then

the King could not marry, or, if he did, the offspring

would be illegitimate. They would also demand a

commission for the cause to be heard at Rome, which

the Pope would be unable to refuse. But the King

being actually married again, they could not ask for a

prohibition. They could only ask that the cause should

be re-examined at Rome, when the Pope would give

sentence and a judgment could be passed which would

satisfy the whole world.^ This w^as the Pope's own

advice, but he did not wish it to be known that it had

come from himself. Casalis might select the Legate to

England after the first steps had been taken. Cam-

peggio he thought the fittest, being already an English

bishop.^ At any rate, the Pope bade Casalis say he

would do his best to satisfy the King, though he know

that the Emperor would never forgive him.

It is not certain what would have followed had

Henry acted on the Pope's suggestion. The judgment

which Clement promised might have been in his favour.

Clement evidently wished him to think that it would.

^ Casalis to Wolscy, January

13, 1528.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p. 1694.
" Three foreigners held English

sees, not one of which either of

them had probably ever visited.

Campeggio was Bishop of Salis-

bury ; Ghinucci, tlie auditor of

the Rota, was Bishop of "Wor-

cester ; and Catherine's Spanish

confessor, who had come with her

to England, was Bishop of Llandaff.
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But he might, after all, have found himself required to

take Catherine back. Either alternative was possible.

At any rate he did not mean, if he could help it, to

have recourse to violent methods. Charles himself,

though he intended to prevent, if he could, a legal

decision against his aunt, had hinted at the possibility

and even desirableness of a private arrangement, if

Catherine would agree. Catherine, unfortunately, would

agree to nothing, but stood resolutely upon her rights,

and Charles was forced to stand by her. Henry was

equally obstinate, and the Pope was between the rock

and the whirlpool.

The Pope had promised, however, and had promised

with apparent sincerity. The Papal states remaining

occupied by the Imperial troops, Henry carried out his

own part of the engagement by joining France in a

declaration of war against the Emperor. Toison d'or

and Clarencieulx appeared before Charles at Burgos

on the 22nd of January, Charles sitting on his throne

to receive their defiance. Toison d'or said that the

Emperor had opened Christendom to the Turks, had

imprisoned the Pope, had alli:)wed his armies to sack

Rome and plunder churches and monasteries, had

insulted the holy relics, slain or robbed princes of the

Church, cardinals, patriarchs, ai-chbishops, outraged

nunneries and convents, had encouraged Lutheran

lieretics in committing these atrocities, &c. For these

reasons France declared open war with the Emperor.

Tiie English herald—he was accused afterwards of

havini; exceeded his instructions— was almost as
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peremptory. Henry, in earlier times, had lent Charles

large sums of money, which had not been repaid.

Clarencieulx said that, unless the Pope was released

and the debt settled, the King of England must make

common cause with his brother of France. Sis weeks'

interval was allowed for the Emperor to consider his

answer before hostilities on the side of England should

commence.

The Emperor replied with calmness and dignity.

War with France was inevitable. As to England, he

felt like Cicero, when doubting whether he should

quarrel with Cffisar, that it was inconvenient to be in

debt to an enemy. If England attacked him he said

he would defend himself, but he declined to accept

the defiance. Mendoza was not recalled from London.

At the end of the six weeks the situation was prolonged

by successive truces till the peace of Cambray. But

Henry had kept his word to the Pope. England

appeared by the side of France in the lists as the

armed champion of the Papacy, and the Pope was

expected to fulfil his promises without disguise or

subterfuge.

Clement's method of proceeding with the divorce

was rejected. The dispensation and commission which

had been amended with a view to it were rejected also

as worthless. Dr. Fox and Stephen Gardiner were

despatched to Orvieto with fuller powers and witn a

message peremptory and even menacing. They were

again to impress on the Pope the danger of a disputed

succession. They were to hint that, if relief was
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refused in defei'ence to the Emperor, England might

dedine from obedience to the Holy See. The Pope

must, therefore, pass the commission and the dispensa-

tion in the form in which it had been sent from

England. If he objected that it was unusual, they

were to announce that the cause was of great moment.

The King would not be defrauded of his expectation

through fear of the Emperor. If he could not obtain

justice from the Pope, he would be compelled to seek

it elsewhere.^

The language of these instructions shows that the

King and Wolsey understood the Proteus that they

were dealing with, and the necessity of binding his

hands if he was not to slip from them. It was not

now the fountain of justice, the august head of

Christendom, that they were addressing, but a shifty

old man, clad by circumstances with the robe of

authority, but whose will was the will of the power

which happened to be strongest in Italy. It was not

tolerable that the Emperor sliould dictate on a question

which touched the vital interests of an independent

kingdom.

Spanish diplomatists had afterwards to excuse and

explain away Clement's concessions on the ground

that they were signed when he was angry at his

imprisonment, had been extorted by threats, and

wore therefore of no validity. He struggled hard to

avoid committinof himself. The unwelcome documents

^ Wolsey to Gardiner and Fox, I Foreign and iJomcstic, vol. iv.

February — , 1528. — Calendar,
\
part 2, p. 1740.
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were recast into various forms. The dispensation Avas

not signed after all, but in tlie place of it other briefs

were signed of even graver importance. The Pope

yielded to the demand to send a second Legate to try

the cause with Wolsoy in England, where it was

assumed as a matter of course that judgment would be

given for the King. The Legate chosen was Campeggio,

who was himself, as was said, an English bishop. The

Pope also did express in writing his own opinion on

the cause as fovourable to the King's plea. What

passed at Orvieto was thus afterwards compendiously

related by Henry in a published statement of his

case.

' On his first scruple the King sent to the Bishop of

Rome, as Christ's Vicar, who had the keys of know-

ledge, to dissolve his doubts. The said Bishop refused

to take any knowledge of it, and desired the King to

apply for a commission to be sent into the realm,

authorised to determine the cause, thus pretending

that it might no wise be entreated at Rome, but only

within the King's own realm. He delegated his whole

powers to Campeggio and Wolsey, giving them also a

special commission in form of a decretal, wherein he

declared the King's marriage null and empowered him

to marry again. In the open commission also he gave

them full authority to give sentence for the King.

Secretly he gave them instructions to burn the com-

mission decretal and not proceed upon it
;
(but) at tlie

time of sending the commission he also sent the King

a brief, written in his own hand, admitting the justice
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of his cause, and promising sanctissinu sich verbo Pontijicis

that he would never advocate it to Rome.' ^

Engagements wliich he intended to keep or break

according to the turns of the war between Francis and

Charles did not press very heavily perhaps on Clement's

conscience, but they were not extorted from him with-

out many agonies. ' He has granted the commission,'

Casalis wrote. ' He is not unwilling to please the King

and Wolsey, but fears the Spaniards more than ever he

did. The Friar-General has forbidden him in the

Emperor's name to grant the King's request. He fears

for his life from the Imperialists if the Emperor knows

of it. Before he would grant the brief he said, weeping,

that it would be his utter ruin. The Venetians and

Florentines desired his destruction. His sole hope of

life was from the Emperor. He asked me to swear

whether the King would desert him or not. Satisfied

on this point, he granted the brief, saying tiiat he placed

himself in the King's arms, as he would be drawn into

perpetual war with the Emperor. Wolsey might dis-

pose of him and the Papacy as if he were Pope

himself.' ^

The Empei'or bad insisted, at Catherine's desire,

that the cause should not be heard in England. The

Pope had agreed that it should be heard in England.

Consent had been wrung from him, but his consent had

^ Embassy to the German
Princes, January 5. 1534.

—

Calendar, Foreign aivl Donestic,

vol. \-ii. p. 10.

^ Casalis to Petsr Vanues,

April, 1538.

—

Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p.

1842.
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been given, and Campeggio was to go and make the

best of it. His open commission was as ample as words

could make it. He and Wolsey were to hear the cause

and decide it. The secret ' decretal ' which he had

wept over while he signed it declared, before tlie cause

was heard, the sentence which was to be given, and he

had pledged his solemn word not to revoke the hearing

to Rome. All that Clement could do was to instruct

the Legate before he started to waste time on his way,

and, on his arrival in England, to use his skill to

' accommodate matters,' and to persuade the Queen—

•

if he found her persuadable—to save him from his

embarrassments by taking the veil. This was a course

which Charles himself in his private mind would have

recommended, but was too honourable to advise it.

The fatal decretal vvas to be seen only by a very few

persons, and then, as Henry said, Campeggio was to

burn it. He was instructed also to pass no sentence

without first referring back to Rome, and, if driven to

extremity, was to find an excuse for postponing a

decision ; very natural conduct on the part of a weak,

frightened mortal—conduct not unlike that of his

predecessor, Alexander III., in the quarrel between

Becket and Henry II.—but in both cases purely human,

not such as might have been looked for in a divinely

•I'Liided Vicar of Christ.
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CHAPTER IV.

Anne Bcleyn—Letters to her from the King—The Convent at

Wilton—The Divorce—The Pope's promises—Arrival of

Campeggio in England—Reception at the Bridewell Palace

—

Proposal to Catherine to take the veil—Her refusal—Uncer-

tainty of the succession—A singular expedient—Alarms of

Wolsey—The true issue—Speech of the King in the City

—

Threats of the Emperor—Defects in the Bull of Pope Julius

—

Alleged discovery of a brief supplying them—Distress of

Clement.

riHHE marriage with Amie Boleyn Nvas now a fixed

_L idea in Henry's mind. He had become passiou-

ately attached to lier, though not perhaps she to him.

The evidence of his feeling remains in a series of letters

to her—how preserved for public inspection no one

knows. Some of them were said to have been stolen by

Campeggio. Perhaps they were sold to him ; at any

rate, tliey survive. A critic in the Ediiiburgh Review

described them as such as ' might have been written by

'a pot-boy to his girl' The pot-boy must have been

a singular specimen of his kind. One, at auy rate,

remains to show that, though Henry was in love, he

did not allow his love to blind him to his duty as a

prince. The lady, tliough obliged to wait for the full
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gratification of her ambition, had been using her in-

fluence to advance her friends, while Wolsey brought

upon himself the rebuke of his master by insufficient

care in the distribution of Church patronage. The

correspondence throws an unexpected light upon the

King's character.

The Abbess of Wilton had died. The situation was

a pleasant one. Among the sisters who aspired to the

vacant office was a certain Eleanor Carey, a near con-

nection of Anne, and a favourite with her. The appoint-

ment rested virtually with the Crown. The Lady Anne

spoke to the King. The King deputed Wolsey to inquire

into the fitness of the various candidates, with a favour-

able recommendation of Eleanor Carey's claims. The

inquiry was made, and the result gives us a glimpse

into the habits of the devout recluses in these sacred

institutions.^

' As for the matter of Wilton,' wrote Hem-y to Anne,

'my Lord Cardinal here had the nuns before him, and

' examined them in the presence of Master Bell, who
' assures me that she whom we would have had Abbess

' has confessed herself to have had two children by two

' different priests, and has since been kept not long ago

' by a servant of Lord Broke that was. Wherefore I

' would not for all the gold in the world clog your con-

' science nor mine, to make her ruler of a house which is

' of so ungodly demeanour, nor I trust you would not that,

1 Heury VIII. to Anne Bole3'n, I Foreign and Doviesiic, vol. iv,

June or July, 1528.

—

Calendar,
\
part 2, p. i960.
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'neither for brother nor sister/ I sliould so distain mine

' honour or conscience. And as touching the Prioress

' [Isabella Jordan] or Dame Eleanor's elder sister, though

' there is not any evident cause proved against them, and

' the Prioress is so old that of many years she could not

' be as she was named, yet notwithstanding, to do you
' pleasure I have d(jne that neither of them shall have

'it. but that some other good and well-disposed woman
' shall have it, whereby the house shall be better reformed,

' whereof I assure you it hath much need, and God much
' tlie better served.'

This letter is followed by another to the Cardinal.

Wolsey, in whose hands the King had left the matter,

in a second letter which is lost, instead of looking out

for the ' good and well-disposed woman,' though Isabella

Jordan's reputation was doubtful, yet chose to appoint

})er, and the King's observations upon this action of his

are worth attending to, as addressed by such a person as

Henry is supposed to have been to a Cardinal Archbishop

and Legate of the Holy Sec. Many of the letters signed

by the King were the composition of his ministers and

secretaries. This to Wulsey was his own.

'The great affection and love I bear you, causeth

' me, using the doctrine of my Master, quetn diligo ccistigo,

*thns plainly as now ensueth to break to you my mind,

' ensuring you that neither sinister report, affection to

' my own pleasure, interest, nor mediation of any other

' body beareth part in this case, wherefore whatsoever I

' Eleiinor Carey was the sister of Mavy Boleyn's hnsbanJ.

G
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'do say, I pray you think it spoken of no displeasure,

'buL of him that would you as much good both of body

' and soul as you would yourself.

' Methinks it is not the right train of a trusty loving

' friend and servant when the matter is put by the master's

'consent into his arbitre and judgement—especially in a

' matter wherein his master hath both royaltyand interest,

' to elect and choose a person who was by him defended.

'And yet another thing which displeaseth me more.

' That is to cloke your offence made by ignorance of my
'pleasure, saying that you expressly knew not my de-

' terminate mind in that behalf. Alas, my lord, what

' can be more evident or plainer than these words, speci-

' ally to a wise man— " His Grace careth not who, but

' " referreth it all to you, so that none of those who either

' "be or have been spotted with incontinence, like as by

' " report the Prioress hath been in her youth, have it ;

"

'and also in another place in the letter, "And therefore

'

" his Highness thinketh her not meet for that purpose
;

"

' thirdly, in another place in the same letter by these

'words, "And though his Grace speaketh not of it so

'
" openly, yet meseemeth his pleasure is that in no wise

*

" the Prioress have it, nor yet Dame Eleanor's eldest

' " sister, for many considerations the which your Grace

' "can and will best consider."

' Ah, my Lord, it is a double offence both to do ill

' and to colour it too ; but with men that have wit it

'cannot be accepted so. Wherefore, good my Lord, use

' no more that Avay with nie, lor there is no man living

' that more hateth it. These thinos havincj been thus
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' committed, either I must have reserved them inpedore,

' whereby more displeasure might happen to breed, or

' else thus roundly and plainly to declare them to you,

' because I do think that cum amico et familiari sincere

'semper est agendum, and especially the master to his

' best beloved servant and friend, for in so doing the one

' shall be more circumspect in his doing, the other shall

' declare and show the lothness that is in him to have

' any occasion to be displeased with him.

' And as touching the redress of Religion [convent

' discipline], if it be observed and continued, undoubtedly

' it is a gracious act. Notwithstanding, if all reports be

' true, ah imhecillis imbecilla expectantur. How be it, Mr.

' Bell hath informed me that the Prioress's age, personage

'and ma.nn.ev, pro) sefert gravitatem. I pray God it be

' so indeed, seeing she is preferred to that room. I under-

' stand furthermore, which is greatly to my comfort, that

' you have ordered yourself to Godward as religiously and

' virtuously as any Prelate or father of Christ's Church
' can do, where in so doing and persevering there can be

' nothing more acceptable to God, more honour to your-

' self, nor more desired of your friends, among the which
' I reckon myself not the least. . . .

*I pray you, my Lord, think it not that it is upon

' any displeasure that I write this unto you. For surely

'it is for my discharge before God, being in the room
' that I am in, and secondly for the great zea] I bear

' unto you, not undeserved in your behalf. Wherefore

' I pray you take it so ; and I assure you, your fault

' acknowledged, there shall remain in me no spark of
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' displeasure, trusting hereafter you shall recompense that

' with a thing much more acceptable to me. And thus

* fare you well ; advertising you that, thanked be God,

' I and all my folk be, and have been since we came

'to Ampthill, which was on Saturday last, July li, in

' marvellous good health and clearness of air.

'Written with the hand of him that is, and shall be

' your loving Sovereign Lord and friend,

—

HeneY K.' ^

Campeggio meanwhile was loitering on his way as

he had been directed, pretending illness, pretending

difficulties of the road. In sending him at all tlie Pope

had broken his promise to Charles. He engaged, how-

ever, that no sentence should be given which had not

been submitted first to Charles's approval. The Emperor,

anxious to avoid a complete rupture with England, let

the Legate go forward, but he directed Mendoza to

inform Wolsey that he must defend his aunt's honour

;

her cause was his and he would hold it as suci:.^ Wolsey,

though afraid of the consequence of opposing the divorce

to himself and the Church, yet at heart had ceased to

desire it. Mendoza reported that English opinion was

still unfavourable, and that he did not believe that the

commission would have any result. The Pope would

interpose delays. Wolsey would allow and recognise

them. Both Legates would agree privately to keep the

matter in suspense. The Englisli Cardinal appeared

to be against the Queen, but every one knew that

1 Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mcfitic, vol. iv. , IiitrodTiction, pp,

388-9.

- T]ie Emperor to Mendoza,

.July 5, 1528.

—

Spanish Calendar,

vol. iii. iiarl 2, p. 72S.
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secretly he was now on her side.^ Catherine only was

seriously, frightened. She had doubtless been informed

of the secret decretal by which the Pope appeared to

have prejudged her cause. She supposed that the Pope

meant it, and did not understand how lightly such

engagements sate upon him. The same Clement, when

Benvenuto Cellini reproached him for breaking his word,

replied, smiling, that the Pope had power to bind and

to loose. Catherine came before long to know him

better and to understand the bearings of this singular

privilege ; but as yet she thought that words meant

what they seemed to say. When she heard that

Campeggio was actually coming, she wrote passionately

to the Emperor, flinging herself upon him for protection.

Charles calmed her alarm. She was not, he said, to be

condemned without a hearing. The Pope had assured

him that the Legates should determine nothing to her

detriment. The case should be decided at Rome, as

she had desired. Campeggio's orders were to advise

that it should be dropped. Apart from his present

infatuation, the King was a good Christian and would

act as one. If he persisted, she might rely on the Pope's

protection. She must consent to nothing which would

imply the dissolution of her marriage. If the worst

came, the King would be made conscious of his duties.^

In the middle of October the Legate arrived. He

had been ill in earnest from srout and was still suffering.

^ Mendoza to the Emperor,

September 18, 1528.

—

Ihtd. vol.

iii. part 2, p. 78S.

2 Charles V. to Queen Cathe-

rine, September i, 1528.

—

Spavi:<h

Calendar, vol. iii. part 2, p. 779.
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He had to rest two days in Calais before lie could face

the Channel. The passage was wild. A deputation of

Peers and Bishops waited to receive him at Dover.

Respectful demonstrations had been prepared at the

towns through which he was to pass, and a state cere-

monial was to accompany his entrance into London.

But he was, or pretended to be, too sick to allow himself

to be seen. He was eight days on the road from the

coast, and on reaching his destination he was carried

jDrivatel}^ in a state barge to the house j^rovided for his

residence. Wolsey called the next morning. The King

was absent, but returned two daj^s later to the Bridewell

palace. There Campeggio waited on him, accompanied

by Wolsey. The Aveather continued to frown. ' I wish,'

wrote Gerardo Molza to the Marchioness of Mantua,

' that you could have seen the two Cardinals abreast,

' one on his mule, the other carried in his chair, the rain

' falling fast so that aa'-c were all drenched.' The King,

simple man, believed that the documents which he held

secured him. The Pope in sending the Legate had

acted in the teeth of the Emperor's prohibition, and no

one guessed how the affair had been soothed down.

The farce Avas well played, and the language used was

what Henry expected. Messer Floriano, one of Cam-

peggio's suit, made a grand oration, setting out the

storming of Rome, the perils of the Church, and the

misery of Italy, Avith moving eloquence. The croAvd

Avas so dense in the hall of audience that some of the

Italians lost their shoes, and had to step back barefoot

to their lodafinors through the wet streets.
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The Legate was exhausted by the exertion, but he

was not allowed to rest, and the serious part of the

business began at once behind the scenes. He had

hoped, as the Emperor said, that the case might be

dropped. He found Henry immoveable. ' An angel

' from heaven,' he wrote on the 17th of October,-^ ' would

' not be able to persuade the King that his marriage

' was not invalid. The matter had come to such a pass

'that it could no longer Ije borne with. The Cardinal

' of York and the whole kingdom insisted that the

' question must be settled in some way.' One road out

of the difficulty alone presented itself. The Emperor

had insisted that the marriage should not. be dissolved

by Catherine's consent, objecting reasonably that a

judgment invalidating it would shake other royal

marriages besides hers. But no such judgment would

be necessary if Catherine could be induced to enter

' lax religion,' to take vows of chastity which, at her

age and under her conditions of healtli, would be a

mere form. The Pope could then allow Henry to take

another wife without offence to any one. The legiti-

macy of the Princess would not be touched, and the

King undertook that the succession should be settled

upon her if he had no male heir. The Queen in

consenting would lose nothing, for tlie King had for

two years lived apart from her, and would never return

to cohabitation. The Emperor would be delivered from

an obligation infinitely inconvenient to him, and his

^ Canipeggio to Salviati and to I endar, Foreign and Domestic, vol.

Sanga, October 17, 1528.

—

Gal-
\

iv. part 2, pp. 2099—2102.
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own honour and the honour of Sp.iin would be equally

untouched.

These arguments were laid before the Queen by

both the Legates, and urged with all their eloquence.

In the interests of the reahn, in the interests of Europe,

in the interests of the Church, in her own and her

daughter's interest as well, it would have been wiser if

she had complied. Perhaps she would have complied

had the King's plea been confined, as at first, to the

political exigencies of the succession. But the open

and premature choice of the lady who was to take her

place was an indignity not to be borne. She had the

pride of her race. Her obstinacy was a match for her

husband's. She was shaken for a moment by the im-

passioned entreaties of Campeggio, and she did not at

once absolutely refuse. The Legate postponed tlie

oj)ening of his court. He refex'red to Rome for further

instructions, complaining of the responsibility wdiich was

thrown upon him. Being on the spot he was able to

measure the danger of disapj^ointing the King after tlie

secret commission, the secret decretal, and tlie Pope's

private letter telling Henry that he was right. Cam-

peggio wrote to Salviati, after his first interview with

Catherine, that he did not yet despair. Something

might be done if the Emperor would advise her to

comply. He asked Fisher to help him, and Fisher

seemed not wholly unwilling; but, after a few days'

reflection, Catherine told him that before she would

consent she would be torn limb from limb ; she woulil

have an authoritative sentence from the Pope, and
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would accept nothing else ; nothing should make

her alter her opinion, and if after death she could

return to life, she would die over again rather than

change it.^

Wolsey was in equal anxiety. He had set the stone

rolling, but he could not stop it. If Clement failed the

King now, after all that he had promised, he might not

only bring ruin on Wolsey himself, but might bring on

the overthrow of the temporal power of the Church of

England. Catherine was personally popular ; but in

the middle classes of the laity, among the peers and

gentlemen of England, the exactions of the Church

courts, the Pope's agents and collectors, the despotic

tyranny of the Bishops, had created a resentment the

extent of which none knew better than he. The entire

gigantic system of clerical dominion, of which Wolsey

was himself the pillar and representative, was tottering

to its fall. If the King was driven to bay, the favour

of a good-natured people for a suffering woman would

be a poor shelter either for the Church or for him,

Campeggio turned to Wolsey for advice on Catherine's

final refusal. The Pope, he said, had hoped that Wolsey

would advise the King to yield. Wolsey had advised.

He told Cavendish that he had gone on his knees

to the King, but he could only say to Campeggio

that ' the King—fortified and justified by reasons,

'writings, anrl counsels of many learned men who

'feared God—would never yield,' If he was to find

^ Campeggio to Salviati, October 26, 1528.— Calcndir, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. iv. part 2, p. 2108.
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that the Pope had been playing with liim, and t]je

succession was to be left undetermined, 'the Cliurch

' would be ruined and the realm would be in infinite

' peril.'

How great, how real, was the dread of a disj^uted

succession, appears from an extraordinary expedient

which had suggested itself to Campeggio himself, and

which he declares that some perplexed politicians had

seriously contemplated, ' They have thought,' he wrote

on the 28th of October, 'of marrying the Princess Mary
' to the King's natural son [the Duke of Richmond] if

'it could be done by dispensation from His Holiness.'

The Legate said that at first he had himself thought of

this as a means of establishing the succession ; but he

did not believe it would satisfy the King's desire.^ If

anything could be more astonishing than a proposal for

the marriage of a brother and sister, it was the reception

which the suggestion met witli at Pome, The Pope's

secretary replied that ' with regard to the dispensation

'for marrying the son to the daughter of the King, if on

'the succession being so established the King would

' abandon the divorce, the Pope would be much more

' inclined to grant it,'
^

Clement's estimate of the extent of the dispensing

power was large. But the situation was desperate. He

had entangled himself in the meshes. He had promised

what he had no intention of performing. He was find-

^ Campeggio to Sauga, Oct. 28.

— Calendar. Foreign n.nd Domestic,

vol. iv. part 2, p. 21 13.

2 Sanga to Campeggio, Dec. —

,

1528.

—

Ibid. vol. iv. part c p.

2210.
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ing that be had been trifling with a Hon, and that the

Hon VN^as beginning to rouse himself. Again and again

Wolsey urged the dangers upon him. He wrote on the

1st of November to Casalis that 'the King's honour was

'touched, having been so great a benefactor to the Holy

'See. The Pope would alienate all faith and devotion

'to tlie Apostolic See. The sparks of opposition which

' had been extinguished with , such care and vigilance

' would blaze out to the utmost anger of all, both in

'England and elsewhere.' ^ Clement and his Cardinals

heard, but imperfectly believed. 'He tells us,' wrote

Sanga, ' that if the divorce is not granted the authority

* of the Apostolic See in England will be annihilated ; he

' is eager to save it because his own greatness is bound

' up with ours.' The Curia Avas incredulous, and thought

that Wolsey was only alarmed for himself. Wolsey,

however, was right. Although opinions might have

varied on the merits of the King's request, people were

beginning to ask what value as a supreme judge a

pope could have, who could not decide on a point of

canon law.

The excitement was growing. Certain knowledge of

what was going on was confined to the few Avho had

access to the secret correspondence, and they knew only

what was meant for their own eyes. All parties, Eng-

lish and Imperial alike, distrusted the Pope. He had

impartially lied to both, and could be depended on by

neither, except so far as they could influence his fears.

Wolsey to Casalis, Nov. 1, 1528.

—

Calendar, Foreign and Domestto,

vol. iv. part 2, p. 2120.
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Catherine was still the favourite with the London

citizens. She had been seen accidentally in a gallery of

the Palace, and had been enthusiastically cheered. The

King found it necessary to explain himself. On the 8th

of November he summoned the Lord Mayor and Alder-

men, the Privy Council, and a body of Peers, and laid

the situation before them from his own point of view.

He spoke of his long friendship with the Emperor, and

of his hope that it would not be broken, and again of

his alliance with France, and of his desire to be at peace

with all the world. ' He had wished,' lie said, ' to

' attach France more closely to him by marrying his

'daughter to a French prince, and the French Ambas-

* sador, in considering the proposal, had raised the

' question of her legitimacy. His own mind had long

' misgiven him on the lawfulness of his marriage. M.

' de Tarbes' words had added to his uneasiness. The

' succession to the crown was uncertain ; he had con-

' suited his bishops and lawyers, and they had assured

' him that he had been living in mortal sin. . . . He
' meant only to do what Avas right, and he Avarned his

' subjects to be careful of forming hasty judgments on

' their Prince's actions.'

Apart from the present question the King was

extremely popular, and reports arriving from Spain

touched the national pride. There was a talk of calling

Parliament. Mendoza and Catherine again urged

Charles to speak plainly. The Pope must inhibit

Parliament from interfering. The Nuncio in London

would present the order, and Parliament, they thought,
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would submit.^ They were mistaking the national

temper. Mendoza's letters had persuaded the Spanish

Council that the whole of England was in opposition to

the King. The Spanish Chancellor had said publicly

that if the cause was proceeded with there would be

war, and ' the King would be dethroned by his own
' subjects.' The words were reported to Wolsey, and

were confirmed by an English agent, Sylvester Darius,

who had been sent to Valla'^.olid on business connected

with the truce.^ Darius had spoken to the Chancellor

on the probability of England taking active part with

France. ' Why do you talk of the King of England ?

'

the Chancellor had answered ;
' if we wished, we could

* expel him from his kingdom in three months. Whnt
' force had the King ? his own subjects would expel him.

' He knew how matters were.' ^ It was one thing for a

free people to hold independent opinions on the arj-ange-

ments of their own royal family. It was another to be

threatened with civil war at the instigation of a foreign

sovereign. Wolsey quoted the dangerous language at a

public meeting in London; and a voice answered, ' The
' Emperor has lost the hearts of a hundred thousand

' Englishmen.' * A fresh firebrand was thrown into

the flames immediately after. The national pride was

' Catherine to Charles V., Nov.

24, 1528.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iii. part 2, p. 855.
^ Mendoza to Charles V., Dec.

2, 1528.

—

II. p. 862 ; Jan. 16,

1529, ib. p. 878.

^ Sylvester Darius to AVolsey,

Nov. 25, 1528.

—

Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. iv. pt. 2, p.

2126.

^ Du Bellay to Montmorency,

Dec. 9, 1528. —Ibid. p. 2177.
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touched on a side where it was already sensitive from

interest. There were 1 5,000 Flemish artisans in London.

English workmen had been jealous of their skill, and

had long looked askance at them. The cry rose that

they had an army of traitors in their midst who must

be instantly expelled. Tlie Flemings' houses were

searched for arms, and watched by a guard, and the

working city population, traders, shopkeepers, mechanics,

apprentices, came over to the King's side and remained

there.

Meantime the cause itself hung fire. A new

feature had been introduced to enable Campeggio to

decline to proceed and the Pope to withdraw decently

from his promises. The original Bull of Pope Julius

permitting the marriage had been found to contain

irregularities of form which were supposed fatal to it.

The validity of the objection was not denied, but was

met by the production of a brief alleged to have been

found in Spain, and bearing the same date with the

Bull, which exactly met that objection. No trace of

such a brief could be found in the Vatican Register.

It had informahties of its own, and its genuineness was

justly suspected, but it answered the purpose of a new

circumstance. A copy only was sent to England, which

was shown by Catherine in triumph to Henry, but the

original was detained. It would be sent to Rome, but

not to London; without it Campeggio could pretend

inability to move, and meanwhile he could refuse to

proceed on his commission. Subterfuges which answer

for the moment reveno-e themselves in the end. Having
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been once raised, it was absolutely necessary that a

question immediately affecting the succession should be

settled in some way, and many of the peers who had

been hitherto cool began to back the King's demands.

An address was drawn up, having amotig others the

Duke of Norfolk's signature, telling the Pope that the

divorce must be conceded, and complaints were sent

through Casalis against Campeggio's dilatoriness. The

King, he was to say, would not submit to be deluded.

Casalis delivered his message, and describes the

effect which it produced. ' The Pope,' he wrote, ' very

'angry, laid his hand on my arm and forbade me to

' proceed, saying there was but too good ground for

' complaint, and he was deluded by his own councillors.

' He had granted the decretal only to be shown to the

' King, aod then burnt. Wolsey now Avished to divulge

'it. He saw what would follow, and would gladly recall

' what had been done, even with the loss of one of his

' fingers.'

Casalis replied that Wolsey wished only to show it

to a few persons whose secrecy might be depended on.

Vv'as it not demanded for that purpose ? Why had the

Pope changed his mind ? The Pope, only the more

excited, said he saw the Bull would be the ruin of him,

and he would make no more concessions. Casalis

prayed him to consider. Waving his arms violently,

Clement said, ' I do consider. I consider the ruin which

' is hanging over me. I repent what I have done. If

' heresies arise, is it my fault ? I will not violate my
' conscience. Let theui, if they like, send the Legate
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' back, because he will not proceed. They can do as

' they please, provided they do not make me responsible.'

Did the Pope mean, then, Casalis asked, that tlie

commission should not proceed ? The Pope could not

say as much as that ; he had told Campeggio, he said,

to dissuade the King and persuade the Queen. * What

harm could there be,' Casalis inquired, ' in showing the

decretal, under oath, to a few of the Privy Council ?

'

The Pope said the decretal ought to have been

burnt, and refused to discuss the matter further.^

1 John Casalis to Wolsey, Dec. 17, 1528.

—

Calendar, Fm-eign ami

Domestic, vol. iv. jiart 2, p. 2186.



CHAPTER V.

Demands of the Imperial Agent at Eome—The alleged Brief—

•

Illness of the Pope—Aspirations of Wolsey—The Pope

recovers—Imperial menaces—Clement between the anvil and

the hammer—Appeal of Henry to Francis—The trial of the

cause to proceed—Instructions to Campeggio—Opinion at

Rome—Recall of Mendoza—Final interview between Mendoza

and the King.

HUMAN pity is due to the unfortunate Pope—Vicar

of Christ, supreme judge in Europe, whose

decrees were the inspirations of the Holy Ghost

—

spinning like a whipped top under the alternate lashes

of the King of England and the Emperor. He had

hoped that his decretal would not be known. It could

not be concealed from Mendoza, who discovered, putting

the worst interpretation upon it, ' that the Pope and

' King had been endeavouring to intimidate the Queen

'into retiring into a convent.' Finding that he, too,

could put no faith in Clement, the Emperor's repre-

sentative at Rome now forced a new promise from him.

The proceedings in England were not to be opened

without a fresh direct order from the Pope, and this

the Pope was to be forbidden to give. If the King was
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obstinate and the Queen demanded it, Campeggio was

to leave England, and, notwithstanding his engagements

to the contrary, Clement was to advocate the cause to

Rome. The new brief was sufficient plea. Without it

the Legates could come to no conclusion, ' the whole

' right of the Queen being based upon its contents.'

The Emperor had it in his hands, and by refusing to

allow it to be examined, except at Rome, might prevent

them from moving.

There was little doubt that the brief had been forged

for the occasion. The Pope having sent a commission

to England, the King considered that he had a right to

the production of documents essential to the case. Ho
required Catherine to write to Charles to ask for it.

Catherine did as he desired, and the messenger who

carried her letter to the Spanish Court was sworn to

carry no private or separate missive from her. Mondoza

dared not write by the same hand himself, lest his

despatches should be examined. He made the mes-

senger, therefore, learn a few words by heart, telling the

Emperor that the Queen's letter was not to be attended

to. ' We thought,' he said, ' that the man's oath was

' thus saved.' ^ Thus time drifted on. The new year

came, and no progress had been made, though Cam-

peggio had been three months in England. The Pope,

more helpless than dishonest, continued to assure tlie

King that he would do all that by law could be re-

quired of him, and as much as he could do ex 'plcnitu-

^ Meiidoza to Cliarles V., Feb, 4, 1529.—Sjpanish Calendar, vol. iii.

part 2.
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dine polestatis. No peril should prevent liim. ' If

' the King thought his resigning the Papacy would

'conduce to his purpose, he could be content, for the

' love he bore his Highness, rather than fail to do the

' same,'

If the Pope was so well disposed, the King could

not see where the difficulty lay. The Queen had re-

fused his entreaty that she should enter religion. Why
should not the Pope, then, allow the decretal to be put

in execution ? But Cardinal Salviati informed Casalis

that a sentence given in virtue of the decretal would

have no effect, but would only cause the Pope's de-

position.^ Visibly and unpleasantly it became now

apparent to Henry to what issues the struggle was

tending. He had not expected it, Wolsey had told

him that the Pope would yield ; and the Pope had

promised what was asked ; but his promises were

turning to vapour. Wolsey had said that the Emperor

could not afford to quarrel with him. The King found

that war with the Emperor in earnest was likely

enougli unless he himself drew back, and draw back lie

would not. The poor Pope was as anxious as Henry.

He had spoken of resigning. He was near being

spared the trouble. Harassed beyond his strength, he

fell ill, and was expected to die ; and before Wolsey

there was now apparently the strange alternative

either of utter dis^rrace or of himself ascend inu^ the

1 Knight and Benut to Wolsey, I and Domestic, vol. iv. pcilt 3, p.

Jan. 8, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign
\
2262.
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chair of St. Peter as Clement's successor. His election,

perhaps, was really among the chances of the situation.

The Cardinals had not forgiven the sack of Rome. A
French or English candidate had a fair prospect of

success, and Wolsey could command the French in-

terest. He had boundless money, and money in the

Sacred College was only not omnipotent. He under-

took, if he was chosen, to resign his enormous English

joreferments and reside at Rome, and the vacancy of

his three bishoprics and his abbey would pour a cataract

of gold into the Cardinals' purses. The Bulls for

English bishoprics had to be paid for on a scale which

startled Wolsey himself. Already archbishop of York,

bishop of Winchester, and abbot of St. Albans, he had

just been presented to Durham. He had paid 8,000

ducats to ' expedite ' his Bulls for Winchester. The

Cardinals demanded 13,000 ducats for Durham. The

ducat was worth five shillings, and five shillino^s in

1528 were worth fifty shillings of modern money. At

such a rate were English preferments bled to support

the College of Cardinals; and if all these great

benefices were again vacated there would be a fine

harvest to be gathered. For a week or two the splendid

vision suspended even the agitation over the divorce

;

but the Pope revived, and the Legates and he had to

resume their ungrateful burden.

It was still really uncertain what Clement would do.

Weak, impulsive men often leave their course to fate or

chance to decide for them. Casalis, when he was able

to attend to business again, told him in Wolsey's name

il
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that he must take warning from liis late danger. ' By
' the wilfully suffering a thing of such high importance

' to be unreformed to the doing whereof Almighty God

'worked so openly he would incur God's displeasure

' and peril his soul.' The Imperialists were as anxious

as Wolsey, and equally distrustful. In the Sacred

College English gold was an influence not to be de-

spised, and Henry had more to give than Charles.

Micer Mai, the Imperial agent at Rome, found, as the

spring came on, that the Italian Cardinals were growing

cold. Salviati insisted to him that Catlierine must go

into a convent. Casalis denounced the new brief as a

forgery, and the Sacred College seemed to be of the

same opinion. The fiery Mai complained in the Pope's

presence of the scant courtesy which the Ministers of

the Emperor were meeting with, while the insolent

and overbearinoj were resraled like the Prodisfal Son.^

The Pope assured him that, come what might, he

would never authorise the divorce ; but Mai only

partially believed him. At trying moments Mai was

even inclining to take the same view of the Papacy

as Lope de Soria. ' At other times,' he said, ' many
' things could be got out of the Pope by sheer intimi-

' dation ; but now that could not be tried, for he would

' fall into despair, and the Imperialists would lose him

'altogether. They owed him something for what he

'had done for them before, otherwise he would be of

^ Jlai to Charles V., Apiil 3, 1529.

—

Spanish Cah-ndar, vol. iii,

part 2, p. 973. LfB^AHY

ttHlVERSlTY OF CALIFORHIA
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'opinion that it would be for God's service to reduce

* tliem to their spiritual powers.' ^

Occasionally Mai's temper broke through, and he

used lanofuage worth observino;. One of the Cardinals

had spoken slightingly of the Emperor.

' I did not call on his Holiness,' he wrote to Charles,

' but sent him a message, adding that, if ever it came to

' my notice that the same Cardinal, or any member of

' the College, had dared to speak in such an indecent

' manner of the Emperor, I took my most solemn oath

' that I would have him beheaded or burnt alive within

' his own apartment, I had this time refrained out of

' respect for his Holiness ; but should the insult be

' repeated I would not hesitate. They might do as they

' would with their Bulls and other rogueries—grant or

' refuse them as they liked ; but they were not to speak

'evil of princes, or make themselves judges in the

' affairs of kingdoms.' ^

This remarkable message was conveyed to the Pope,

who seemed rather pleased than otherwise. Mai, how-

ever, observed that the revolt of the Lutherans was not

to be wondered at, and in what they said of Rome he

considered that they were entirely riglit, exceiDt on

points of faith.

^

^ Micer Mai to the Emperor,

May II, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar,

vol. iv. part i, p. 20.

^ In Spanish the words are even

more emphatically contemj>taous :

' Y que ennoramala que se curasen

' de sus bulas y de sus bellaquerias,

' si las qucrian dur 6 no diir, y que
' no pongan lengua en los reyes y
' querir ser jueces de la subjeccion

'de los reynos.'

^ Micer Mai to the Emperor,

June 5, 1529.

—

S2Janish Calendar,

vol. iv. part i, p. 60.

^
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Cardinals had been roughly handled in the sack of

the Holy City at but a year's distance. The possibility

was extremely real. The Imperial Minister, it appeared,

could still command the services of the Spanish gar-

risons in the Papal territories if severity was needed,

and the members of the Sacred College had good reason

to be uneasy ; but King Henry might reasonably object

to the trial of his cause in a country where the assessors

of the supreme judge were liable to summary execution

if they were insubordinate. That Charles could allow

his representative to write in such terms to him proves

that be and Mai, and Henry himself, were in tolerable

agreement on Church questions. The Pope knew it

;

one of his chief fears was that the Emperor, France,

England, and the German Princes, might come to an

understanding to his own disadvantage. Perhaps it

might have been so had not the divorce kept Henry

and Charles apart. Campeggio wrote to Sanga on the

3rd of April that certain advances had been made by

the Lutherans to Henry, in which they promised to

relinquish all heresies on articles of faith, and to believe

according to Divine law if he and the King of France

would reduce the ecclesiastical state to the condition of

the Primitive Church, taking from it all its temporalities.

He had told the King that this was the Devil dressed

in angel's clothing, a mere design against the property

of the Church ; and that it had been ruled by councils

and theologians that it was right for the Church to

hold temporal property. The King said those rules

had been made by Churchmen themselves, and now the
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laity must interfere. He said also that Churchmen

were said to be leading wicked lives, especially about

the Court of Rome.^

Growled at on both sides, in terror for himself, in

terror for the Church, the Pope drifted on, hoping for

some accident to save him which never came, and

wishing perhaj^s that his illness had made an end of

him.

The Emperor complained of Campeggio as partial

to the King because he held an English bishopric. ' If

' the Pope leaves the succession undetermined,' insisted

Wolsey, on the other side, ' no Prince would tolerate

' such an injury.' ' Nothing was done,' wrote the Pope's

secretary to Campeggio, ' and nothing would be done.

' The Pope was in great trouble between the English

' and Imperial Ambassadors. He wished to please the

' King, but the King and Cardinal must not expect him

' to move till they had forced the Venetians to restore

' the Papal territories,' Stephen Gardiner, who knew

Clement well and watched him from day to day, said :

' He was a man who never resolved anything unless

' compelled by some violent affection. He was in great

' perplexity, and seemed willing to gratify the King

' if he could, but when it came to the point did nothing.

' He would be glad if the King's cause could be

'determined in England by the Legates; and if the

' Emperor made any suit against what should be done

^ Campeggio to Sanga, April 3, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Pomcstic, vol. iv. p. 2379.
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' there, they would serve hiiu as they now served the

' King, and put off the time. So matters would go on,

'unless Campeggio would frankly promise to give sen-

'tence in the King's favour; otherwise such delays

* would be found as the counterfeit Brief had caused.' ^

Sir Francis Bryan, who was also at the Papal court,

wrote to the King that the Pope would do nothing for

him, and whoever had told the King that he would,

had not done him the best service. ' He was very

' sorry to write thus, but the King must not be fed

' with their flattering words,' ^

To wait longer on the Pope's action was now seen

in England to be useless. The Pope dared not offend

the Emperor further, and the Emperor had interposed

to prohibit future action. Clement had himself several

times suggested that the best way was to decide the

case first in England in the Legate's court, and leave

Catherine to appeal ; he had promised Charles that no

judgment should be given in England by the Legates

;

but he had worn so double a face that no one could say

which truly belonged to him. Gardiner and Bryan

were recalled. The King, finding the Pope's ingra-

titude, 'resolved to dissemble with him, and proceed on

* the commission granted to Wolsey and Campeggio.' ^

The Cardinal of York encouraged his brother Legate by

assurinrf him that if the marriasfe was now dissolved

^ Gardiner to Henry VIII.,

April 21.

—

Calendar, Foreujn and

Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2415.

^ Biyan to Henry V II I . —Ihid.

p. 2418.

^ Wolsey to Gardiner, May 5,

1529.

—

Ibid. p. 2443.
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means would be found to satisfy the Emperor. Catherine

would be left with her state undiminished, would have

anything that she desired ' except the person of the

' King.' The Emperor's natural daughter might be

married to the Duke of Richmond, and all would be

well.i

So Wolsey wrote, but his mind was less easy than

he pretended. Unless Henry was supported actively

by the French, he knew that the Pope would fail him

in the end ; and Francis had been disappointed in the

hope that Henry would stand actively by him in the

war. Without effectual help from that quarter, Wolsey

saw that he was himself undone. The French Ambassa-

dor represented to his Court that Wolsej'' was sincerely

attached to the French alliance, that the King had

only been induced to enterprise the affair by the

assurance which the Cardinal had always given that he

had nothing to fear from the Emperor ; Wolsey had

advanced the divorce as a ' mea^is to hreah off for ever

' the alliance with the Emperor ' ; and Francis, by now

declaring himself, would confer a very great favour on

the King, and would oblige Wolsey as much as if he

had made him pope.^ His master was not only now

concerned for the discharge of his conscience and his

desire to have issue, but the very safety and inde-

pendence of England was at stake. He could not have

i

^ Campeggio to Salviati, May

12, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, p. 2451.

- Du Bellay to Montmorency,

May 22, 1529.

—

Ihid. vol. iv. p.

2469.

fl
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it said that he left the succession to the throne un-

cleared for the threats of his enemy.^

The Duke of Suffolk was despatched to Paris to

bring Francis to the point. Francis professed the

warmest goodwill to his brother of England. He
undertook to advise the Pope. He assured Suffolk that

if the Emperor attempted force Henry would find him

at his side ; but further he would not pledge himself.

The time was past for a Wolsey patriarchate, and

Francis, curiously enough, expressed doubts whether

Wolsey was not after all betraying Henry. ' There are

' some,' he said, ' which the King my brother doth trust

' in that matter that would it should never take effect.

' Campeggio told me he did not think the divorce would

' be brought about, but should be dissembled well enough.

* When the Cardinal of England was with me, as far as I

' could perceive, he desired the divorce might take place,

' for he loved not the Queen ; but I advise my brother

' not to trust any man too much, and to look to his own
* matters. The Cai'dinal has oreat intelligence with the

' Pope, and Campeggio and they are not inclined to it.'
^

Thinofs could not go on thus for ever. There would

have been an excuse for Clement, if with a conscience

of his high office he had refused to anticipate a judg-

ment till the case had been heard and considered. But

from the first the right or wrong of the cause itself had

been disregarded as of no moment. Nothinsj had been

^ Du Bellay to Montmorency,

May 28, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign

avd Domestic, vol. iv. pp. 2476-7.

2 The Duke of Suffolk to Henry

VIII. , June 4, 1529.

—

Ibid. p.

2491.
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thouglit of but the alternate dangers to be anticipated

from the King or the Emperor. Had the French

driven the Imperiahsts out of Italy, the divorce would

have been granted without further question. The

supreme tribunal in Christendom was transparently

influenced by no motive save interest or fear. Clement,

in fact, had anticipated judgment, though he dared not

avow it. He had appointed a commission, and by the

secret decretal had ruled what the decision was to be.

The decretal could not be produced, but, with or with-

out it, the King insisted that the court should sit.

Campeggio had been sent to try the cause, and try it

he should. Notice was given that the suit was to be

heard at the end of June. Wolsey perhaps had chosen

a date not far from the close of term, that the vacation

might suspend the process, and give time for further

delay.

Since a trial of some kind could not be avoided,

final instructions were sent from Rome to Campeggio.

' If,' wrote Sanga to him, ' the Pope was not certain

' that he remembered the injunctions Avhich he gave him

' by word of mouth, and which had been written to him

'many times, he would be very anxious. His Holiness

* had always desired that the cause should be protracted

' in order to find some means by which he could satisfy

' the King without proceeding to sentence. The citation

' of the cause to Rome, which he had so often insisted

' on, had been deferred, not because it was doubted

' whether the matter could be treated Avith less scandal

'at Rome than there, but because His Holiness had
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' ever shrunk from a step which would offend the King.

' But, since Carapeggio had not been able to prevent the

' commencement of the proceedings, His Holiness warned

' him that the process must be slow, and that no sen-

* tence must in any manner be pronounced. He would

'not lack a thousand means and pretexts, if on no

' other point, at least upon the brief which had been

* produced.' ^

According to Casalis the view taken of the general

situation at Rome was this.

' The Pope would not declare openly for the Emperor

' till he saw how matters went. He thought the

* Emperor would come to Italy, and if there was a war

'would be victorious, so that it would be for His

' Holiness' s advantage to obtain his friendship before-

' hand. If j^eace was made the Emperor would dictate

' terms, and more was to be hoped from his help than

' from the French King. The Emperor was the enemy
' of the Allies, and sought to recover the honour which

' he lost by the sack of Rome by making himself pro-

' tector of the Pope.' ^

Wolsey's dream was over, and with it the dreams of

Lope dc Soria and Micer Mai. The fine project to unite

France and England in defence of the Papacy was

proving baseless as the sand on which it was built.

Henry VIII. was to lead the reform of the Church in

England. Charles, instead of beheading cardinals, was

^ Sanga to Campeggio, May
29, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2479.

^ Casalis to Wolsey, June 13,

1529.

—

Ihid. pp. 2507-8.
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to become the champion of the Roman hierarchy. The

air was clearing. The parties in the great game were

drifting into their natural situations. The fate which

lay before Wolsey himself, the fate which lay before the

Church of England, of the worst corruptions of which

he was himself the chief protector and example, his own

conscience enabled him too surely to foresee.

Mendoza was recalled, and before leaving had an

interview with the King. ' The Emperor,' he said,

' was obliged to defend his aunt. It was a private affair,

' which touched the honour of his family.' The King

answered that the Emperor had no right to interfere. He
did not meddle himself with the private affairs of other

princes. Mendoza was unable to guess what was likely

to happen. The suit was to go on. If a prohibitory

mandate arrived from the Pope, it was uncertain whether

Wolsey would obey it, and it was doubtful also whether

any such mandate would be sent. He suspected

Clement of possible deliberate treachery. He believed

that orders had been sent to the Legate to proceed, and

give sentence in virtue of the first commission. In that

case the senteuce would certainly be against the Queen,

and not a moment must be lost in pressing an appeal

to Rome.^

^ Mendoza to Charles v., June 17, •itj2(^. Spanish Cahndar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 96.

II



CHAPTER VI.

The Court at Blackfriars—The point at issue—The Pope's com-

petency as judge— Catherine appeals to Eouie— Imperial

pressure upon Clement—-The Emperor insists on the Pope's

admission of the appeal—Henry demands sentence—Interfer-

ence of Bishop Fisher—The Legates refuse to give judgment

—

The Court broken up—Peace of Cambray.

ri'^HE great scene in the Lall at the Blackfriars when

X the cause of Henry VIII, and Catherine of Aragon

was pleaded before Wolsey and Campeggio is too well

known to require further description. To the Legates

it was a splendid farce. They knew that it was to

end in nothing. The world outside, even the parties

chiefly concerned, were uncertain what the Pope intended,

and waited for the event to determine their subsequent

conduct. There was more at issue than the immediate

question before the Court. The point really at stake

was, whether the interests of the English nation could

be trusted any longer to a judge who was degrading

his office by allowing himself to be influenced by

personal fears and interests; who, when called on to

permit sentence to be delivered, by delegates whom he

had himself appointed, yet confessed himself unable, or
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unwilling, to decide whether it should be delivered or

not. Abstractedly Henry's demand was right. A
marriage with a brother's wife was not lawful, and no

Papal dispensation could make it so ; but long custom

had sanctioned what in itself was forbidden. The Pope

could plead the undisputed usage of centuries, and if

when the case was first submitted to him he had un-

equivocally answered that a marriage contracted hona

fide, under his predecessor's sanction could not be broken,

English opinion, it is likely, would have sustained him,

even at the risk of a disputed succession, and the King

himself would have dropped his suit. But the Pope, as

a weak mortal, had wished to please a powerful sovereign.

He had entertained the King's petition ; he had hesitated,

had professed inability to come to a conclusion, finally

had declared that justice was on the King's side, and had

promised that it should be so declared. If he now drew

back, broke his engagements, and raised new difficulties

in the settlement of a doubt which the long discussion of

it had made serious; if he allowed it to be seen that his

change of purpose was due to the menaces of another

secular Prince, was such a judge to be any longer toler-

ated ? Was not the Papacy itself degenerate, and unfit

to exercise any longer the authority which it had been

allowed to assume ? This aspect of the matter was

not a farce at all. The Papal supremacy itself was on

its trial.

On the 1 6th of June the King and Queen were cited

to appear in court. Catherine was unprepared. She

had been assured by the Emperor that her cause should

II
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not be tried in England. She called on Campeggio to

explain. Campeggio answered that the Pope having

deputed two Legates for the process, could not revoke

their commission without grave consideration. He

exhorted her to pray God to enlighten her to take

some good advice, considering the times. He was

not without hope that, at the last extremity, she would

yield and take the vows. But she did not in the least

accede to his hints, and no one could tell what she

meant to do.^ She soon showed what she meant to

do. On the i8th the court sate. Henry appeared by a

proctor, who said for him that he had scruples about

the validity of his marriage, which he required to be

resolved. Catherine attended in person, rose, and

delivered a brief protest against the place of trial and

the competency of the judges. Wolsey was an English

subject, Campeggio held an English bishopric. They

were not impartial. She demanded to be heard at

Rome, delivered her protest in writing, and withdrew.

It was at once answered for the King that he could

not plead in a city where the Emperor was master.

The court adjourned for three days that the Cardinals

might consider. On the 21st they sate again. The

scene became more august. Henry came now himself,

and took his place under a canopy at the Legates' right

hand. Catherine attended again, and sate in equal state

at their left. Henry spoke. He said he believed that

he had been in mortal sin. He could bear it no longer.

1 Campeggio to Salviati, June 16, 1529. —Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. iv, p. 2509.
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and required judgment. Wolsey replied that they

would do Avhat was just ; and then Catherine left her

seat, crossed in front of them, and knelt at her husband's

feet. She had been his lawful wife, she said, for twenty

years, and had not deserved to be repudiated and pvit to

shame. She begged him to remember their daughter,

to remember her own relations, Charles and Ferdinand,

who would be gravely offended. Crowds of women,

gathered about the palace gates, had clieered her as

she came in, and bade her care for nothing. If

women had to decide the case, said the French Am-
bassador, the Queen would win. Their voices availed

nothing. She was told that her protest could not be

admitted. She then left the court, was thrice sum-

moned to come back, and, as she refused, was pro-

nounced contumacious.

For the King to appear as a suitor at Rome was

justly regarded as impossible. Casalis was directed to

tell Clement that, being in the Emj^eror's hands, he

could not be accepted as a judge in the case, and that

sovereign princes were exemj)ted by prerogative from

pleading in courts outside their own dominions. If he

admitted the Queen's appeal, he would lose the devotion

of the King and of England to the See Apostolic, and

would destroy Wolsey for ever.^ Had the Legates been

in earnest there would have been no time to learn

whether the appeal was allowed at Rome or not ; they

would have gone on and given sentence under their

' "Wolsey to Casalis. June 22, 1529. — Ca?e?ic?ar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, vol. iv. p. 2526.

1
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commission. It appeared as if this was v;Iiat they in-

tended to do. The court continued sitting. Catherine

being contumacious, there was nothing left to delay the

conclusion. She was in despair; she believed herself

betrayed. Mendoza, who might have comforted her,

was gone. She wrote to him that she was lost unless

the Emperor or the Pope interposed. Even Campeggio

seemed to be ignorant how he was to avoid a decision.

Campeggio, the French Ambassador wrote, was already

half conquered. If Francis would send a word to him,

he might gather courage to pass sentence, and Henry

would be brought to his knees in gratitude. The very

Pope, perhajis, in his heart would not have been dis-

pleased if the Legates had disobeyed the orders which he

had given, and had proceeded to judgment, as he had

often desired that they might. Micer Mai's accounts to

Charles of the shifts of the poor old man, as the accounts

from England reached him, are almost pathetic. Pope^

Cardinals, canon lawyers, Mai regarded as equally feeble,

if not as equally treacherous. One reads with wonder

the Spaniard's real estimate of the persons for whose

sake and in whose name Charles and Philip were to

paint Europe red with blood.

' Salviati,' said Mai, ' who, though a great rogue,

' has not wit enough to hide his tricks, showed me the

* minute of a letter they had written to Campeggio ; a

' more stupid or rascally composition could not have been

' concocted in hell.' ^ Campeggio was directed in this

^ ' La mas necia y bellaca carta q^ue se pudiera liacer en el Infieruo.

'
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letter to reveal to no one that he had received orders

not to give sentence. He was to go on making delays,

which was what ' those people desired,' because, if he

was to say that he would make no declaration in the

affair, the Archbishop of York would act by himself, the

Pope's mandate having beea originally addressed to the

two Legates conjointly or to one individually. The

letter had gone on to direct Campeggio, if he could not

manage this, to carry on the proceedings until the final

sentence, but not deliver sentence without first con-

sulting Rome. If possible, he was to keep this part

of his instructions secret, for fear of displeasing the

King.

'I lost all jDatience,' Mai continued. 'Andrea de

' Burgo and I went to the Pope, and told him we had

' seen the instructions sent to Campeggio, which were of

'such a nature that if we were to inform your Majesty

'of their contents you would undoubtedly resent the

' manner in which you were being treated. We would

' not do that, but we would speak our minds plainly.

'The letter to Campeggio was a breach of faith so

' often pledged by his Holiness to your Majesty that

'the divorce suit should be advocated to Home. The
* violation of such a promise and the writing to Cam-

'peggio to go on with the proceeding was a greater

'insult and offence to your Majesty than the com-

' mission given to him in the first instance. It was a

• wonder to see how lightly his Holiness held promises

' made in accordance with justice and reason. An offence

' of such a kind bore so much on the honour of your

d
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' Majesty and the princes of the Imperial family, that

' your Majesty would not put up with it. The King

' would have but to ask Campeggio whether he would

'or would not give sentence, and, if he refused, the duty

'would then devolve on the other Legate. His Holi-

' ness should be careful how he added fuel to the fire

' now raging in Christendom.' ^

It was not enough for Mai that the cause should be

revoked to Rome. The English agents said that if an

independent sovereign was to be forced to plead at

Rome, the Pope must at least hear the suit in person.

He must not refer it to the Rota. Mai would not

hear of this. To the Rota it must go and nowhere

else. The Pope might mean well, but he miglit die

and be succeeded by a pope of another sort, or the

English might regain the influence they once had, and

indeed had still, in the Papal court. They were great

favourites, bribing right and left and spending money

freely. 2 What was a miserable pope to do ? Casalis,

and Dr. Benet who had joined him from England,

pointed out the inevitable consequences if he allowed

himself to be governed by the Emperor. The Pope

replied with lamentations that none saw that better

than he, but he was so placed between the hammer and

the anvil, that, though he wished to please the King,

the wliole storm would fall on him. The Emperor

would not endure an insult to his family, and had said

^ Mai to Charles v., Angiist 4, |

- Same to the samu, August 2S.

1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv. —Ibid. p. 182.

part I, page 155 (abridged).
|
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that he regarded the cause more than all his kingdoms.

Those were only ornaments of fortune, while this

touched his honour. He would postpone the advoca-

tion for a few days, but it could not be refused. He
was in the Emperor's power, and the Emperor could do

as he pleased with him.

The few days' respite meant a hope that news of

some decisive act might arrive meanwhile from England.

The King must determine, Casalis and Benet thouglit,

whether it would be better to suspend the process at

his own request, or to proceed to sentence before the

advocation.^ The Pope, the Commissioners added,

was well disposed to the King, and would not refuse to

shed his blood for him ; but in this cause and at this

time he said it was impossible.

While matters were going thus at Rome, the suit in

England went forward. The Cardinals availed them-

selves of every excuse fur delay ; but in the presence

of Catherine's determined refusal to recognize the court,

delay became daily more difficult. The King pressed

for judgment; formal obstacles were exhausted, and

the Roman Legate must either produce his last instruc-

tions, which he had been ordered not to reveal, or there

was nothing left for him to urge as a reason for further

hesitation. It was not supposed that in the face of a

distinct promise the Pope would revoke the commission.

Campeggio and Wolsey were sitting with full powers to

hear and determine. Determine, it seemed, they must;

^ Benet, Casalis, and Vannes to Henry ^\\\,— Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. iv. pp. 2567-S.

II
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when, at the fifth session, uncalled on and unlooked for,

the Bishop of Rochester rose and addressed the court.

The King, he said, had declared that his only inten-

tion was to have justice done, and to relieve himself of

a scruple of conscience, and had invited the judges and

everyone else to throw light upon a cause which dis-

tressed and perplexed him. He [the Bishop], having

given two years' diligent study to the question, felt

himself bound in consequence to declare his opinion,

and not risk the damnation of liis soul by withholding

it. He undertook, therefore, to declare and demonstrate

that the marriage of the King and Queen could be

dissolved by no power, human or divi-ne, and for that

conclusion he was ready to lay down his life. The Baptist

had held it glorious to die in a cause of marriage, when

marriage was not so holy as it had been made by the

shedding of Christ's blood. He was prepared to encoun-

ter any peril for the tinith, and he ended by presenting

his arguments in a written form.^

The Bishop's allusion to the Baptist was neither re-

spectful nor felicitous. It implied that Henry, who as

yet at least had punished no one for speaking freely,

was no better than a Herod. Henry's case was that to

marry a brother's wife was not lawful, and the Baptist

was of the same opinion. The Legates answered quietly

that the cause had not been committed to Fisher, and

that it was not for him to pronounce judicially upon it.

Wolsey complained that the Bishop had given him no

^ Campeggio to Salviati, June 29, 1529.

—

Calaular, Foreign and
Domestic^ vol. iv. p. 2538.
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notice of his intended interference. They continued to

examine witnesses as if nothing had happened. But

Fisher's action was not without effect. He was much

respected. The public was divided on the merits of the

general question. Many still thought the meaning of

it to be merely that the King was tired of an old wife

and wanted a young one. Courage is infectious, and

comment grew loud and unfavourable. The popular

voice might have been disregarded. But Campeggio,

who had perhaps really wavered, not knowing what

Clement wished him to do, gathered heart from Fisher's

demonstration. ' We are hurried on,' he wrote to

Salviati on the i'3th of July, ' always faster than a trot,

'so that some expect a sentence in ten days, ... I

' will not fail in my duty or office, nor rashly or willingly

' give offence to any one. When giving sentence I will

' have only God before my eyes, and the honour of the

' Holy See.' ^ A week later Du Bellay said that things

were almost as the King wished, and the end was

expected immediately, when Campeggio acted on the

Pope's last verbal instructions at their parting at "Rome.

He was told to go on to the last, but must pause at the

final extremity. He obeyed. When nothing was left

but to pronounce judgment, he refused to speak it, and

said that he must refer back to the Holy See. Wolsey

declined to act without him, and Campeggio, when

pressed, if we can believe his own account of what he

said, answered :
* Very well, I vote in favour of the

^ Calendar, Foreign and Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2581.
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'marriage and the Queen. H my colleague agrees, well

' and good. If not, there can be no sentence, for we
' must both agree/ ^

Wolsey's feelings must be conjectured, for he never

revealed them. To the Commissioners at Rome he

wrote :
' Such discrepancies and contrariety of opinion

'has ensued here that the cause will be long delayed,

' In a week the process will have to cease, and two

' months of vacation ensue. Other counsels, therefore,

'are necessary, and it is important to act as if the

' advocation was granted. Campeggio unites with me to

' urge the Pope, if it must be granted, to qualify the

' language ; for if the King be cited to appear in person

' or by proxy, and his prerogative be interfered with,

' none of his subjects will tolerate it ; or if he appears

' in Italy it will be at the head of a formidable army,^

' A citation of the King to Rome on threat of excommu-
' nication is no more tolerable than the whole loss of the

' King's dignity. If, therefore, the Pope has granted any

' such advocation, it must be revoked. If it arrives

' liere before such a revocation, no mention of it shall

' be made, not even to the Kingf.' s

This was Wolsey's last effort. Before his despatch

could reach Rome the resolution was taken. Had it

1 Mai to Cliarles V., Sept. 3,

1529.

—

fypanisli Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 195.

^ This was Dot an idle boast. A
united army of French and English

might easily have marched across

the Alj)3 ; and nothing would have

pleased Francis better than to have

led such an army, with his brother

of England at his side, to drive

out the Emperor.
^ Wolsey to Benet, &c., July

2'].—Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, vol. iv. p. 2591.
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arrived iu time, it would Lave made no ditTereuce while

Micer Mai was able to threaten to behead Cardinals

in their own apartments. The cause was advoked, as

it was called—reserved to be heard in the Rota. The

Legates' commission was cancelled. The court at

Blackfriars was dissolved, as Campeggio said, in anger,

shame, and disap23ointment. He had fulfilled his orders

not without some alarm for himself as he thought of his

bishopric of Salisbury.

Catherine, springing from despondency into triumph,

imagined that all was over. The suit, she thought,

would be instantly recommenced at Rome, and the Pope

would give judgment in her favour without further

form. She was to learn a harsher lesson, and would have

consulted better for her happiness if she had yielded to

the Pope's advice and retired into seclusion. While the

Legates wore sitting in London, another conference was

being held at Cambray, to arrange conditions of Euro-

pean peace. France and the Empire adjusted their

quarrels for another interval. The Pope and the

Italian Princes were included—England was included

also—and the divorce, the point of central discord

between Henry and the Emperor, was passed over in

silence as too danoerous to be touched.
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ON the collapse of the commission it was at once

announced that the King would summon a Parlia-

ment. For many years Wolsey had governed England

as he pleased. The King was now to take the reins in

his own hands. The long-suffering laity were to make

their voices heard, and the great Cardinal understood

too well that he was to bo called to account for his

stewardship. The Queen, who could think of nothing

but her own wrongs, conceived that the object must be

some fresh violence to herself. She had requested the

Pope to issue a minatory brief forbidding Parliament

to meddle with her. She liad mistaken the purpose of

its meeting, and she had mistaken the King's character.

Important as the divorce question might be, a great

nation had other things to think of which had
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waited too long. It had originated in an ambitious

scheme of Wolsey to alter the balance of power in

Europe, and to form a new combination which the

English generally disliked. Had his policy been

successful he would have been continued in office,

with various consequences which might or might not

have been of advantage to the country. But he had

failed miserably. He had drawn the King into a

quarrel with his hereditary ally. He had entangled

him, by ungrounded assurances, in a network of embar-

rassments, which had been made worse by the prema-

ture and indecent advancement of the Queen's intended

successor. For this the Cardinal was not responsible.

It was the King's own doing, and he had bitterly to pay

for it. But Wolsey had misled his master into be-

lieving that there would be no difficulty. In the last

critical moment he had not stood by him as the King

had a right to expect ; and, in the result, Henry

found himself summoned to appear as a party before

the Pope, the Pope himself being openly and confessedly

a creature in the hands of the Emperor. No English

sovereign had ever before been j)laced in a situation so

degrading.

Parliament was to meet for other objects—objects

Avhich could not be attained while Wolsey was in

power, and were themselves of incalculable conse-

quence. But Anne Boleyn was an embarrassment, and

Henry did for the moment hesitate whether it might

not be better to abandon her. He had no desire to

break the unity of Christendom or to disturb the peace
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of his own kingdom for the sake of a pretty woman.

The Duke of Norfolk, though he was Anne's uncle, if

he did not oppose her intended elevation, did nothing

to encourage it. Her father, Lord Wiltshire, had been

against it from the first. The Peers and the people

would be the sufferers from a disputed succession, but

they seemed willing to encounter the risk, or at least

they showed no eagerness for the King's marriage with

this particular person. If Reginald Pole is to be

believed, the Kino- did once inform the Council that he

would go no further with it. The Emperor, to make

retreat easy to him, had allowed nothing to be said on

the subject at Carabray, and had instructed the Pope

to hold his hand and make no further movement. He

sent a new Ambassador to England, on a mission of

doulceur et amytid. Eustace Chapuys, the Minister

whom he selected, was not perhaps the best selection

which he could have made, and Lord Paget, Avho knew

him well, has left an account of him not very favourable.

' For Chapuys,' he said, ' I never took him for a wise

' man, but for one that used to speak ciim summa
' licentid whatsoever came m huccam, without respect of

'honesty or truth, so it might serve his turn, and of

'that fashion it is small mastery to be a wise man.

' He is a great practicer, with which honest term we
' cover tale-telling, lying, dissimuling, and flattering.' ^

Chapuys being the authority for many of the scandals

about Henry, this description of him by a compelent

* Paget to Petre.

—

State Papers, Henry VJII., vol. x. p. 466.
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observer may be borne in remembrance ; but there can

be no question that Charles sent him to England on an

embassy of j3eace, and one diplomatist is not always

perhaps the fairest judge of another of the same trade.

The King's hesitation, if he ever did hesitate, was not

of long duration. He had been treated like a child,

tricked, played with, trifled with, and he was a dangerous

person to deal with in so light a fashion. Chapuys

reached London in the beginning of September. On

landing he found the citation to Rome had not been

officially notified to the King, as a morsel too big for

him to swallow.^ The King received him politely,

invited him to dine in the palace, and allowed him

afterwards to be introduced to Catherine, who was still

residing at the court. Three days after he had a long

interview with Henry. His commission, he said, was

to smooth all differences between the King and his

master. The King responded with equal graciousness,

but turned the conversation upon those differences

themselves. The Emperor, he said, had not used him

well. The advocation to Rome was absurd. He had

written himself to the Pope with his own hand, telling

him it was not only expedient but absolutely necessary

that the cause should be tried in England. The Roman

territories were still in the occupation of the Imperial

troops. The Pope had committed it to two of his

Cardinals, had aolemnly promised that it should not be

^ Chapuys to the Eegent ]\Iargaret, September 18, 1529.

—

Spanish

Calendar, vol. iv. part i, p. 214.
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revoked, and that he would confirm any sentence which

the Legates should pronounce. These engagements

the Emperor had obliged the Pope to break. He himself

had not proceeded upon light grounds. He was a

conscientious Prince, he said, who preferred his own

salvation to all worldly advantages, as appeai'ed suffi-

ciently from his conduct in the affair. Had he been

differently situated and not attentive to his conscience,

he might have adopted other measures, which he had

not taken and never would take.^ Chapuys attempted

to defend Clement. * Enough of that Pope,' Henry

sharply interrupted. ' This is not the first time that

* he has chano-ed his mind. I have lono; known his

' versatile and fickle nature.' - The Pope, he went on,

* would never dare pronounce sentence, unless it favoured

' the Emperor.'

Catherine was eagerly communicative. Chapuys

learned from her that the King had offered that the

case should be heard at Cambray—which she had, of

course, refused. She was much alarmed about the

Parliament, ' the King having played his cards so well

* that he would have a majority of votes in his favour.'

It was quite certain that he meant to persevere. She

professed outwardly that she was personally attached to

the King
;
yet she desired Chapuys expressly to caution

the Emperor against believing that his conduct had

anything to do with conscience. The idea of separation,

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Sept. 2.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v. part

2, p. 225. 2 7^, p_ 229.
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she said, had originated entirely in liis own iniquity and

malice, and when the treaty of Cambray was completed,

he had announced it to her with the words :
' My peace

' with the Emperor is made : it will last as long as you

' choose.' ^

Ghapuys had been charged to ascertain the feeling

of the English people. He found them generally well

affected to the Queen. But the Lutheran heresy was

creeping in. The Duke of Suffolk had spoken bitterly

of Papal legates, and Chapuys believed if they had

nothing to fear but the Pope's malediction, there were

great numbers who would follow the Duke's advice

and make Popes of the King and Bishops, all to have

the divorce case tried in England.^ The Queen was

afraid of pressing her appeal, fearing that if the

Commons in Parliament heard that the King had been

summoned to Rome, measures injurious to her might

easily be proposed and carried.^ Even the Duke of

Norfolk was not satisfactory. He professed to be

devoted to the Emperor; he said he would willingly

have lost a hand so that the divorce question should

never have been raised ; but it was an affair of theology

and canon law and he had not meddled with it. If the

Emperor had remained neutral, instead of interfering,

it would have been sooner settled.*

But, for the instant, the interests of the people of

England were fixed on a subject more immediately close

^ Cliapuys to Charles V. , Sept.

2, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

vi. part I, pp. 236-7.

Ibid. p. 236.

Ibid. p. 274.

Ibid. p. 294.

II
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to them. The sins of the clergy had at last found thein

out. They pretended to be a supernatural order, to

hold the keys of heaven and hell, to be persons too

sacred for ordinary authority to touch. Their vices

and their tyranny had made them and their fantastic

assumptions no longer bearable, and all Europe was

in revolt against the scandals of the Church and

Churchmen. The ecclesiastical courts, as the pretended

guardians of morality, had the laity at their mercy
;

and every offence, real or imaginary, was converted into

an occasion of extortion. The courts were themselves

nests of corruption ; while the lives and habits of the

order which they represented made ridiculous their

affectations of superiority to common men. Clement's

conduct of the divorce case was only a supreme instance

of the methods in which the clerical tribunals ad-

ministered what they called justice. An authority

equally oblivious of the common principles of right and

wrong was extended over the private lives and language

of every family in Catholic Christendom. In England

the cup was full and the day of reckoning had arrived.

I have related in the first volume of my history of the

period the meeting of the Parliament of 1529, and I

have printed there the Petition of the Commons to the

Crown, with the Bishops' reply to it.^ I need not

repeat what has been written already. A few more

words are needed, however, to explain the animosity

^ The transcripts of these

documents were furnished to me
by the late Sir Francis Palgrave,

who was then Keeper of the

Records.
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which broke out against Wolsey. The great Cardinal

was the living embodiment of the detested ecclesiastical

lomination, and a representation in his own person of

the worst abuses complained of. He had been a

vigorous Minister, full of large schemes and high

ambitions. He had been conscious of much that was

wrong. He had checked the eagerness of the bench of

Bishops to interfere with opinion, had suppressed many

of the most disorderly smaller monasteries, and had

founded colleges out of their revenues. But he had left

his own life unreformed, as an example of avarice and

pride. As Legate he had absorbed the control of the

entire ecclesiastical organisation. He had trampled on

the Peers. On himself he had piled benefice upon

benefice. He held three great bishoprics, and, in

addition to them, the wealthiest of the abbeys. York

or Durham he had never entered ; Winchester he may

have visited in intervals of business; and he resided

occasionally at the Manor of the More, which belouged

tu St. Albans : but this was all his personal connection

with offices to which duties were attached which he

would have admitted to be sacred, if, perhaps, with

a smile. As Legate and Lord Chancellor he disposed

of the whole patronage of the realm. Every priest

or abbot who needed a license had to pay Wolsey for

it. His officials were busy in every diocese. Every

will that was to be proved, every marriage within the

forbidden degrees, had to pass under their eyes, and

from their courts streams richer thao Pactolus flowed

into Wolsey's coffers. Foreign princes, as we have seen,
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were eager to pile pensions upon him. His wealth

was known to be enormous. How enormous was now

to be revealed. Even his own son—for a son he had

—was charged upon the commonwealth. The worst

iniquity of the times was the appoiuting children to

the cure of souls. Wolsey's boy was educated at Paris,

and held benefices worth 1,500 crowns a year, or 3,000

pounds of modern English money. A political mis-

take had now destroyed his credit. His enemies

were encouraged to s^jeak, and the storm burst upon

him.

A list of detailed complaints against him survives

which is curious alike from its contents, the time at

which it was drawn up, and the person by whom it was

composed—the old Lord Darcy of Ternplehurst, the

leader afterwards in the Pilgrimage of Grace. Darcy

was an earnest Catholic. He had fought in his youth

under Ferdinand at the conquest of Granada. He was

a dear friend of Ferdinand's daughter, and an earnest

supporter, against Wolsey, of the Imperial alliance.

His paper is long and the charges are thrown together

without order. The date is the ist of July, when the

Legates' court had begun its sittings and was to end, as

he might well suppose, in Catherine's ruin. They ex-

press the bitterness of Darcy's feelings. The briefest

epitome is all that can be attempted of an indictment

which extended over the whole of Wolsey's public career.

It commences thus :

—

* Hereafter followeth, by protestation, articles against

' the Cardinal of York, shewed by me, Thomas Darcy,
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'only to discharge my oath and bounden duty to God
' and the King, and of no malice.

* I. All articles that touches God and his Church and

' his acts against the same.

* 2. All that touches the King's estate, honour and

'prerogative, and against his laws.

' 3. Lack of justice, and using himself by his

'authority as Chaacellor faculties legatine and cardinal

;

' what wrongs, exactions he hath used.

' 4. All his authorities, legatine and other, purchased

' of the Pope, and offices and grants that he hath of the

' King's grace, special commissions and instructions sent

' into every shire ; he, and the Cardinal's servants, to

' be straitly examined of his unlawful acts.'

Following vaguely this distribution, Darcy proceeds

with his catalogue of wroncrs. Half the list is of

reforms commenced and unfinished, everything dis-

turbed and nothinuj set ricjht, to ' the ruffling of the

'good order of the realm.' Of direct offences we find

Wolsey unexpectedly accused of having broken the

Praemunire statute by introducing faculties fi-om Rome

and allowing the Pope to levy money in the realm

contrary to the King's prerogative royal, while for

himself, by ' colour of his powers as Cardinal legate a

'latere and faculties spiritual and temporal, he had as-

' sembled marvellous and mighty sums of money.' Of

bishops, abbots, priors, deans, «fec., he had received

(other sums) for promotion spiritual since his entry.

He had appropriated the plate and jewels of the sup-

pressed abbeys. He had raised the ' probate duty ' all

i
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over the realm, the duty going into his own coffers.

He had laid importable charges on the nobles of the

realm. He had Towered, Fleeted, and put to the walls

of Calais a- number of the noblemen of England, and

many of them for light causes. He had promoted none

but such as served about the King to bring to pass his

purposes, or were of his council in such things as an

honest man would not vouchsafe to be acquainted with.

He had hanged, pressed, and banished more men since

he was in authority than had suffered death by way of

justice in all Christendom besides. He had wasted the

King's treasure, &c. He had levied mighty sums of

other houses of religion, some for di'ead to be pulled

down, and others by his feigned visitations under colour

of virtuous reformation. As Chancellor ' he had taken

'up all the great matters depending in suit to determine

'after his discretion, and would suffer no way to take

'effect that had been devised by other m.en.' In other

times ' the best prelate in the realm was contented with

' one bishoprick.' Darcy demanded that the duties of

bishops should be looked into. They should hold no

temporal offices, nor meddle with temporal affairs.

They should seek no dispensation from the Poj)e. The

tenure of land in England should be looked into, to find

what temporal lands were in spiritual men's hands, by

what titles, for what purposes, and whether it was

followed or no. The King's Grace should proceed

to determine all reformations, of spiritual and tem-

poral, within his realm. Never more Legate nor

Cardinal should be in England : these legacies and
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faculties should be clearly annulled and made frus-

trate, and search and enquiry be made what had been

levied thereby. He recommended that at once and

withoiit notice Wolsey's papers and accounts should be

seized. ' Then matters much unknown would come
' forth surely concerning his affairs with Pope, Emperor,

' the French King, other Princes, and within the realm.' ^

Many of Darcy's charges are really creditable to

Wolsey, many more are exaggerated ; but of the oppres-

sive character of his courts, and of the immense revenue

which he drew from them, no denial was possible. The

special interest of the composition, however, is that it

expresses precisely the temper of the Parliament of 1529.

It enables us to understand how the Chancellorship

came to be accepted by Sir Thomas More. It contains

the views of conservative Catholic English statesmen

who, while tliey had no sympathy with changes of doc-

trine, were weary of ecclesiastical domination, who desired

to restrict the rights of the Pope in England within the

limits fixed by the laws of the Plantagenets, to relieve

the clergy of their temporal powers and employments,

and reduce them to their spiritual functions. Micer

Mai and De Soria had said the same thing ; Charles Y.,

likely enough, shared their opinion, though he could not

see his way towards acting upon it. In England it

could be acted upon, and it was.

There is no occasion to repeat the well-known tale

^ Cardinal Wolsey aud Lord Darcy, July i, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. iv. pp. 2548-62.
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of the fall of Wolsey. He resigned the seals on the

1 8th of October ; his property was seized and examined

into. The Venetian Ambassador reported that his ordi-

nary income was found to have been 150,000 crowns,

besides pensions, gifts from foreign princes, and irregular

contributions from home. His personal effects were

worth half a million more. He said that it had been all

gathered for the King ; if the King was pleased to take

it before his end, the King was welcome to it.

The King was thenceforward his own first minister
;

the Duke of Norfolk became President of the Council •

Suffolk was Vice-President, and Sir Thomas More Lord

Chancellor. But the King intended to rule with

Parliament to advise and to help him. Catherine told

Chapuys, in fear for herself, that the elections to the

Lower House had been influenced to her own injury.

She was mistaken, for the elections had not turned on the

divorce. The object of the meeting of the Legislature

was to reform the clergy, and upon this all parties

among the laity were agreed. It may be (though the

Queen could not know it) that exertions were made to

counteract or control the local influences of individual

nobles or prelates. If tlie object was to secure a real

representation of popular feeling, it was right and

necessary to protect the electors against the power of

particular persons. But it is at least clear that this

Parliament came up charged with the grievances of

which Darcy's indictment was the epitome.

The Houses met on the 3rd of November, and went

at once to business. I can add nothing to what I have
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written elsewhere on the acts of the first session.

Wolsey was impeached ; the Peers would have attainted

him or sent him to trial for high treason ; the Commons
were more moderate, listening to Cromwell, who faced

unpopularity by defending gallantly his old patron. But

the King himself did not wish the fallen Cardinal to be

pressed too hard ; and it was said that, determined to pro-

tect him, he forbade the attainder. He had determined

to pardon him, and an attainder would have made pardon

more difficult. Very interesting accounts of Wolsey's

own behaviour in his calamity are found in the letters of

the foreign Ambassadors. Du Bellay saw him on the

17th of October, the day before he surrendered the Great

Seal, and found him entirely broken. He wept; he 'hoped

'the French King and Madam would have pity on him.'

His face had lost its fire ;
' he did not desire legate-

'ship, seal of office, or power; he was ready to give

' up everything, to his shirt, and live in a hermitage, if

' the King would not keep him in his displeasure.' He
wished Francis to write to Henry in his favour. He
had been the chief instrument of the present amity

with France ; and such a service ought not to have

given a bad impression of him. Suspicions were

abroad that he had received large presents from the

French Court; they were probably true, for he said

'he hoped Madam would not do him an injury if it

' were spoken of.'
^

^ Du Bellay to Montmorency, I avd Domestic, vol. iv. part 3, p.

Oct. 17, 1529.

—

CahvdoT, Foreign \ 2675.
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Nothing could be more piteous. The poor old man

was like a hunted animal ; lately lord of the woi'ld, and

now 'none so poor to do him reverence.' Darcy had

raised the question of the Praemunire. The ancient

Statute of Provisors had forbidden the introduction of

Bulls from Rome, and the statute was awake again. He

was made to confess that the penalties of Prgemunire

—

confiscation of goods and imprisonment— had been

incurred by him when he published the Bull which made

him Legate, and by the use of which he had unlawfully

vexed the greater number of the prelates of the realm,

and the King's other subjects.

His brother Legate, Campeggio, had remained for

some weeks in London after the dissolution of the

court. But England was no place for him in the hurly-

burly which had broken loose. He went, and had to

submit to the indignity of having his luggage searched

at Dover. The cause alleged was a fear that he might be

taking with him some of Wolsey's jewels. Tradition

said that he had obtained possession of the letters of the

King to Anne Boleyn, and that it was through him that

they reached the Vatican. At any rate, the locks were

forced, the trunks inspected, and nothing of importance

was found in them.^ Campeggio complained to the King

of the violation of his privilege as ambassador. Henry

told him ironically that he had suffered no wrong : his

legateship was gone when the cause was revoked ; he

^ Chapuys to the Emperor, Oct. 25, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. pt. I, p. 304.
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had no other commission : he was an English bishop,

and so far, therefore, an English subject. But a cour*

teous apology was made for the unnecessary violence

which had been used ;
^ Campeggio's raffled plumes were

smoothed, and he wrote to Salviati from Paris with the

latest news of Wolsey, telling him * that the King would

' not go to extremes, but would act considerately in the

* matter, as he Avas accustomed to do in all his actions.' ^

Although no mention was made in Parliament of

the divorce, thfe subject, of course, could not sleep. The

question of the succession to the crown having been

made so j)rominent, it would, and must, sooner or later,

come before the Legislature to be settled, and had

already become a topic of general consideration and

anxiety. Mary's legitim.acy had been impugned. Falieri,

writing from London and reporting w^hat he heard in

society, said that ' by English law females were excluded

' from the throne.' Custom might say so, for no female

had, in fact, ever sat on the throne ; but enacted law 01

rule there was none : it was only one uncertainty the

more. At any rate, Falieri said that the King had de-

termined to go on with the divorce, that he might have

a legitimate male heir.

Henry's experience of Clement had taught him that

he need not fear any further immediate steps. The

advocation of the cause implied of itself a desire for

longer dela}', and, with more patience than might have

^ Hen. YIII. to Campeggio,

Oct. 22, 1529.

—

Calendar, Foreign

atid Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2677.

2 To Salviati, Nov. S.—Ibid.

2702.
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been looked for in such a disappointment, he had re-

solved to wait for what the Pope would do. That an

English sovereign should plead before the Rota at Rome
was, of course, preposterous. The suggestion of it was

an insult. But other means might be found. He had

himself proposed Cambray as a neutral spot for a first

commission ; he really believed that the Pope was at

heart on his side, and therefore did not wish to quarrel

with him. When Campeggio was leaving England the

King wrote to Clement more politely than might have

been expected. He did not insist that the English

commission should be renewed.

' We could have wished,' he said, ' not less for your

' sake than our own, that all things had been so expe-

* dited as corresponded to our expectation, not rashly

' conceived, but according to your promises. As it is,

' we have to regard with grief and wonder the incredible

' confusion which has arisen. If a Pope can relax Divine

' laws at his pleasure, surely he has as much power over

' human laws. We have been so often deceived by youi

' Holiness's promises that no dependence can be placed

' on them. Our dignity has not been consulted in the

' treatment which we have met with. If your Holiness

* will keep the cause now advoked to Rome iu your own
' hands, until it can be decided by impartial judges, and

' in an indifferent place, in a manner satisfactory to our

' scruples, we will forget what is past, and repay kindness

* by kindness.' ^

' Hen. VIII. to Clement VII.

—

Calendar, Foreign and Domestic,

vol. iv. p. 2660.
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As the PojDe bad professed to be ignorant of tbe

extent of bis dispensing power, tbe King proposed to

submit tbis part of tbe question to tbe canon lawyers

of Europe. Tbe Nuncios, meanwbile, in Paris and

London advised tbat tbe Pope and tbe Emperor sbould

write in a friendly way to tbe King. Cbarles was be-

lieved in England to bave said ' tbat tbe King sbould

'stick to bis wife in spite of bis beard.' He bad not

used such words, and ougbt to disclaim tliera, but be

migbt endeavour to persuade tbe King to let tbe divorce

drop.

Tbe Parliament meanwbile bad been fiercely busy

in cutting down tbe Cburcb courts—abolisbing or limit-

ing tbe various forms of extortion by wbicb the laity

bad been plundered. Tbe clergy were required to reside

upon tbeir benefices. ' Pluralities ' were restricted.

Tbe business of tbe session bad been a series of Clergy

Discipline Acts. Tbe Bisbop of Rocbester especially

clamoured over tbe * want of faitb ' wbicb sucb Acts

exbibited, but notbing bad been done of wbicb tbe Pope

could complain, notbing of wbicb, perbaps, be did not

secretly approve. Catbeiine, tbrougb ber agents at

Rome, demanded instant sentence in ber cause. Tbe

Pope's inclination seemed again on Henry's side. He
described an interview witb tbe Emperor, wbo bad

urged Catherine's case. He professed to have replied

tbat he must be cautious when the case was not clear.

Many things, be said, made for the King. All the

divines were against the power of the Pope to dispense.

Of the canon lawyers, some were against it ; and those
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wlio were not against it considered that the dispensing

powers could only be used for a very urgent cause, as,

to prevent the ruin of a kingdom. The Pope's function

was to judge whether such a cause had arisen ; but no

such inquiry was made when the dispensation of Julius

was granted. The Emperor must not be surprised if

he could do no more for the Queen.^

The Emperor himself thought of nothing less than

taking his uncle ' by the beard.' He wished to be

reconciled to him if he could find a way to it. For

one thing, he Avas in sore need of help against the

Turks, and Chapuys was directed to ascertain if Henry

would give him money. Henry's reply was not en-

couraging, and sounded ominously, as if his mind was

making perilous progress on the great questions of the

day. He said it would be a foolish thing for him to

remit money to the Emperor and help him to maintain

three armies in Italy, which ought to be elsewhere.

He had consulted his Parliament, and had found he

could not grant it. The said money might be turned

to other use, and be employed to promote dissension

among Christian Princes.^ At a subsequent interview

the conversation was renewed and took a more general

turn. The King spoke of the Court of Rome—the

ambitious magnificence of which, he said, 'had been the

'cause of so many wars, discords, and heresies.' Had the

Pope and Cardinals, he said, observed the precepts of

1 Casalis to Henry VIII., Dec.

26, 1529.—Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2722.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Dec.

6, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 344.
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the Gospel and attended to the example of the Fathers

of the Church [several of whom the King mentioned, to

Chapuys' surprise], they would have led a different life,

and not have scandalised Christendom by their acts

and manners. So far, Luther had told nothing but the

truth; and had Luther limited himself to inveighing

against the vices, abuses, and errors of the clerg}'^,

instead of attacking the Sacraments of the Church,

everyone would have gone with him ; he would himself

have written in his favour, and taken pen in hand in

his defence. Into the Church in his own dominions he

hoped, little by little, to introduce reforms and end the

scandal.^

These expressions were dangerous enough, but there

was worse to follow. ' Henry maintained that the only

' power whicli Churchmen had over laymen was abso-

' lution from sin
'

; Chapuys found that he had told the

Queen that he was now waiting for the opinions of the

foreign doctors ; when he had obtained these he would

forward them to Rome ; and should not the Pope, in

conformity with the opinions so expressed, declare the

marriage null and void, he w^ould denounce the Pope as

a heretic and marry whom he pleased.^

'The Lady Anne,' Chapuys said, 'was growing im-

' patient, complaining that she was wasting her time and

'youth to no purpose.' The House of Commons had

already ' clipped the claws ' of the clergy, and it was

not impossible that on the plea of the various and con-

' Cha|jn3's to Charles V., Dec. 6, 1529,

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 1, p. 344. - ibid.y. 351.

1
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tradictory judgments on the matter, they and the people

might consent to the divorce.

The hope that the King might be held back by

national disappi'oval was thus seen to be waning. The

national pride had been touched by the citation of an

English sovereign to plead before a foreign court.

Charles V. feared that the Pope, alarmed at the

prospect of losing England, would ' commit some new
' folly ' which might lead to war.^ The English Nuncio

in fact informed Chapuys, much to the latter's astonish-

ment, that the Pope had ordered him to find means to

reconcile the King and the Emperor. Chapuys thought

the story most unlikely. The Emperor would never

have trusted the Pope with such a commission, nor

was the Pope a promising mediator, seeing that he

was more hated in England than might have been

supposed.

There were evident signs now that the country

meant to support the King. The Duke of Norfolk told

the Ambassador that unless the Emperor would permit

his master to divorce the Queen and take another wife,

there was no remedy left. The King's scruples of con-

science, instead of abating, were on the increase, owing-

to the opinions of others who thought as he did, and no

one in the world could turn him.^ Chapuys thought it

more likely than not that the question would be intro-

duced at once into Parliament, where he had heard

^ Charles V". to Ferdinand, Jan.

II, 1 53'^-

—

Calendar, Forei<jn and
Dorriedic, vol. iv. p. 2742,

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Dec.

9, 1529.

—

SiMTiish Calendar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 359.
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that a majority had been bribed or gained over to the

King's side. With the consent of the Commons he

would consider himself secure all round. Should the

Pope pronounce in favour of the Queen, the English

would say that the sentence was unjust, for, besides the

suspicion and ill-will they had towards the Pope and

other ecclesiastical judges, they would allege that in

confirming the Bull of Pope Julius, the Pope and

Cardinals would be only influenced by their own

interest ' to increase the authority of the Pope, and

' procure him money by such dispensations.' ^

At this moment Chapuys feared some precipitate

step on Henry's part. Norfolk, whom he saw frequently,

told him that ' there was nothing which the King

'would not grant the Emperor to obtain his consent,

' even to becoming his slave for ever.' - ' The reform of

' the clergy was partly owing to the anger of the people

' at the advocation of the cause to Rome.' ' Nearly all

'the people hated the priests,' Chapuys said—an im-

portant testimony from an unwilling witness. Peers

and Commons might be brought to agree that Popes

could grant no dispensations in marriages or anything

else, and so save their money. If there was nothing to

restrain them but respect for the Pope, they would not

care much for him, and the Holy See would have no

more obedience in England than in Germany. The

Duke of Norfolk talked as menacingly as the rest. He
said pubHcly to the Ambassador ' that the Pope himself

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Dec. 9, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv,

part I, p. 361. 2 j^^ ^ 266.

I
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' had been the first to perceive the invalidity of the

' marriage, had written to say that it could not stand,

'and would so declare himself, or have it legally de-

* clared .... and now, being in the Emperor's power,

' the same Pope would have the case tried and determined

' only as the Emperor wished.' ^

Under these circumstances Chapuys could only

advise that means should be taken to weaken or defer

the action of Parliament. The Cambray proposal might

be revived, or a suggestion made that the cause should

be argued before the Sorbonne at Paris. The Duke of

Norfolk could perhaps be gained over; but, unfortunately,

he and Queen Catherine were not on good terms. The

Duke was afraid also—the words show how complicated

were the threads which ruled the situation—that, should

the King dismiss the Lady Anne, the Cardinal would

in all probability regain his influence, owing to his

uncommon ability and the King's readiness to restore

him to favour. Everyone perceived the King bore the

Cardinal no real ill-will, and should the King's affection

for the lady abate in the least, the Cardinal would

soon find means of settling the divorce in a manner

which would cost the opposite party their lives.^ In

this letter of Chapuys is the first allusion which I have

found to the Mary Boleyn scandal, then beginning to

be heard of in circles opposed to the divorce :
' People

' say,' he wrote, ' that it is the King's evil destiny that

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Dec. 9, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 367. ^ Ibid. p. 368,

L
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* impels him ; for had he, as he asserts, only attended to

'the voice of eonScieii'ce, there would have been still

' greater affinity to contend with in this intended mar-

* riage than in that of the Queen his wife.' ^ The story

is referred to as a fresh feature of the case, which had

not before been heard of

^ Cliapuys t6 Charles V., Dec. 9, 1529.

—

Spanish Oalendar, voL iv.

part I, p. 369.

I
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CHAPTER VIII.

Hope of Wolsey to return to power—Anger of Anne Boleyn and

the Dxike of Norfolk—Charles V. at Bologna— Issue of a

prohibitory brief—The Pope secretly on Henry's side—Collec-

tion of opinions—Norfolk warns Chapuys—State of feeling in

England—Intrigues of Wolsey—His illness and death.

rilHE momentous year of 1529 wore out. Parliament

JL rose before Christmas ; Peers and Commons dis-

persed to their homes; and the chief parties in the

drama were still undetermined what next to do. The

Duke of Norfolk was afraid of Wolsey's return to power.

It was less impossible than it seemed. A parliamentary

impeachment, though let fall, ought to have been fatal

;

but none knew better than Wolsey by how transitory

a link the parties who had combined for his ruin

were really held together. More and Darcy had little

sympathy with the advanced Reformers whose eyes

w^ere fixed on Germany. They agreed in cutting down

the temporal encroachments of the clergy ; they agreed

in nothing besides. The King had treated Wolsey with

exceptional forbearance. He had left him the Arch-

bishopric of York, with an income equal in modern

money to eight or ten thousand pounds a year, and had
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made him largo presents besides of money, furniture,

and jewels. Finding himself so leniently dealt with,

the Cardinal recovered heart, and believed evidently

that his day was not over. In a letter to Gardiner,

written in January, 15 30, he complained as a hardship

of having been made to surrender Winchester and St.

Albans. He had not ' deserved to lose them,' he said,

* and had not expected to lose them on his submission.

* His long services deserved at least a pension.' ^ The

King agreed, or seemed to agree ; for a further grant of

3,000 crowns was allowed him, charged on the See of

Winchester. Anne Boleyn was furious. The Duke of

Norfolk swore that ' sooner than suffer Wolsey's return

'to office he would eat him up alive.' ^ Though he had

never seen his diocese, the Cardinal was making no

haste to go thither. He lingered on at Esher, expecting

to be sent for, and it is evident from the alarm of liis

rivals that there was real likelihood of it. The Lady

Anne so hated him that she quarrelled with her uncle

Norfolk for not having pressed his attainder. Catherine

liked him equally ill, for she regarded him as the

cause of her sufFeriugs. He had been ' disevangelised,'

as Norfolk called it ; but Henry missed at every turn

his dexterity and readiness of hand. He had monopo-

lised the whole business of the realm ; the subordinate

officials everywhere were his creatures, and the threads

of every branch of administration had centred in his

^ Wolsey to Gardiner, Jan.

1530. — Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2763.

2 Chapuys to Charles V., Feb.

6, 1530.—SiMnish Calendar, vol.

iv. pp. 449-50.

I
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cabinet; without him tliere was universal confusion.

The French Court was strongly in his favour. He had

himself made the AnghD-French aUiance ; and the

Anglo-French alliance was still a necessity to Henry, if

he meant to defy the Emperor and retain an influence

at Rome. The King wished, if he could, to keep on

terms with the Pope, and Wolsey if any one, could

keep the Papal Court within limits of moderation.

The situation was thus more critical than ever.

Catherine knew not what to look for. Those among

the peers who, like Norfolk, would naturally have been

her friends, and would have preferred that the divorce

should never have been spoken of, yet saw no reason

why on a private ground the Emperor should light

up a European war again. They conceived that by

protesting he had done enough for his honour, and

that he ought to advise his aunt to give away. Accord-

ing to Chapuys, attempts were privately made to obtain

a declaration of opinion from the House of Commons

before Parliament rose.^ He says that the attempts

were unsuccessful. It may have been so.

But Chapuys could not hope that the unwilling-

ness would last. Charles was determined to stand by

Catherine to all extremities. Henry was threatening

to marry his mistress whether the Pope consented or

not, professing to care not a straw, and almost calling

the Pope a heretic. The Pope did not wish to be a

party to a scandal, but also would be sorry to see the

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Jan. 31, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

P 387.
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King lose all submission and reverence to the See of

Rome. For himself, the Emperor said he could not

see how the affair would end, ' but he was certain that

' Henry would persist, and war would probably come
' of it.' He directed his brother Ferdinand to avoid

irritating the German Lutherans, as France might

probably take part with England.^ Fresh efforts were

m^de to persuade Catherine to take the veil. They

were as unsuccessful as before.^

The Emperor was now in Italy. He had gone to

Bologna for his coronation on the conclusion of the

Peace of Gambray, and the Pope was to be made to feel

the weight of his Imperial presence. Henry used the

occasion to sead a deputation to Bologna, composed of

the Earl of Wiltshire, Anne's father, who was personally

known to Charles, Dr. Cranmer, then coming into

prominence, and Stokesly, the Bishop of London, who,

having been first on Catherine's side, had been con^

verted. They were directed to lay before the Emperor

the motives for the King's action, to protest against his

interference, and to explain the certain consequences if

he persisted in supporting the Queen.

The Emperor gave a cold answer, and declined to

hear the Earl's instructions, while the Pope, the Earl

said, was led by the Emperor, and dared not displease

him. The second act of the drama was now to open,

and. Clement was made to strike the first blow. In con-

^ Charles V. to Ferdinand,

Jjvn. i t, 1530.

—

IMd. vol. iv. part

I, pp 405 6.

^ Chapuys to Cliarles V., Feb.

6, 1530.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2780.
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sequence of the reports from Catherine and Chapuys

that Henry was collecting the opinions of the canonists

of Europe, and intended to act on them if favourable, a

brief was issued on the /th of March ordering the King

to restore Catherine to her rights, and prohibiting him

from makinsf a second marriage while the suit was

undetermined. The divines and lawyers of Catholic

Europe were at the same time threatened with excom-

munication if they presumed to declare themselves

favourable to the divorce. But though the voice was

Clement's, the hand was the Emperor's. Clement was

beinsf drao-ged alonsf asrainst his will, and was still

' facing both ways ' in honest or dishonest irresolution.

While issuing the bi-ief under compulsion, he said

precisely the opposite in his communication with the

French Ambassador, the Bishop of Tarbes. The Ambas-

sador was able to assure his own master that the Pope

would never give sentence in Catherine's favour. In

direct contradiction of the brief, the Bishop wrote ' that

' the Pope had told him more than three times in secret

'he would be glad if the marriage between Henry and

' Anne was already made, either by dispensation of the

'English Legate or otherwise, provided it was not by

'his authority or in diminution of his powers of dis-

' pensation and limitation of divine law.' ^ In England

the Pope had still his own Nuncio—a Nuncio who, as

Chapuys declared, was ' heart and soul ' with the King.

He was the brother of Sir Gregory Casalis, Henry's

^ Bishop of Tarbes to Francis I
—Calendar, Foreign and Domestic,

I., from Bologna, March 27, 1530. | vol. iv. p. 2826.
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agent at Rome, and Henry was said to have promised

him a bishopric as soon as his cause should be won.

The Pope could not have been ignorant of the disposi-

tion of his own Minister.

Chapuys reported a mysterious State secret which

had reached him through Catherine's physician. The

Smalcaldic League was about to be formed amonq; the

Protestant Princes of Germany. Francis was inviting

the King to support them and to join with himself in

encouraging them to dethrone the Emperor ; the King

was said to have agreed on the ground that the Pope

and the Emperor had behaved ill to him, and the

probability was that both France and England in the

end would become Lutheran.

Had there been nothing else, the Queen's sterility

was held a sufficient ground for the divorce. If she had

been barren from the first, the marriage would have

been held invalid at once. Now that the hope of

succession was gone, the Pope, it was said, ought to

have ended it.^

The King had been busy all the winter carrying out

his project of collecting the opinions of the learned.

The Pope's prohibition not having been issued in

England, his own Bishops, the Universities, and the

canonists had declared themselves in favour of the

divorce. The assent had not in all instances been given

very willingly. Oxford and Cambridge had attempted

a feeble resistance, and at Oxford the Commissioners

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Dec. 31, 1529.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 394.
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had been pelted with stones. Still, given it had been,

and the conservative Peers and gentry were coming

to the same conclusion. The King was known to

be wishing to recall Wolsey. The return of Wolsey

to power might imply the acceptance of the French

policy
;

perhaps the alliance with the Lutherans—

•

at any rate, war with the Emperor. The Duke of

Norfolk and his friends were English aristocrats,

adherents of the old traditions, dreading and despising

German revolutionists ; but they believed that the King

and the Emperor could only be drawn together by

Charles's consent to the divorce. The King, Norfolk

said to Chapuys, was so much bent on it that no one

but God could turn him. He believed it imperative

for the welfare of the realm that his master should

marry again and have male succession ; he would give

all that he possessed for an hour's interview with the

Emperor ; if his Majesty would but consent to the

marriage, the friendship between him and the King

would then be indissoluble ;
^ the divorce was nothing

by the side of the larger interests at issue ;
' the King,'

it was rumoured, ' had written, or was about to write,

'to the Archbishop of Canterbury, that if the Pope

' persisted in refusing justice, his own and all Church

'authority would be at an end in England ;' the nobles

and people, provoked and hurt at the advocation of the

suit to Rome, were daily more and more incensed

against Churchmen, and would become Lutherans in

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Jan. 12, 1530.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 417.
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the end,^ The Pope had confessed that the presence

of the Imperial army in Italy left him no liberty. If

revolution came, the Emperor would be the cause of it.

The Duke spoke with the indignation of an Englishman

at a rumour that the Emperor had ' threatened to use

all his power in the Queen's support.' Such menaces,

he said, were useless, and the nation would not endure

them. Foreign princes had no authority over English

kings.

Chapuys did not mend matters by saying that the

Emperor was not thinking of employing force, for he did

not believe that the King would give occasion for it.

The Emperor's interference, indeed, would be unneces-

sary, for the Duke must be aware that if the divorce

was proceeded with there would be a civil war in

England." Chapuys was vain of his insight into things

and characters. Like so many of his successors, he

mistook the opinion of a passionate clique of priests

and priest-ridden malcontents for the general sentiment

of the nation. They told him, as they told other

Spanish ambassadors after him, that all the world

thought as they did. Fanatics always think so; and

the belief that they were right proved in the end the

ruin of the Spanish empire. In the present instance,

however, Chapuys may be pardoned for his error.

Norfolk imagined that Wolsey was scheming for a

return to power on the old anti-Imperial lines. Wolsey

was following a more dangerous line of his own. Im-

^ Chapuys to Charles V. , Jan. 20, 1530.

—

Spanish, Galaidar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 436. ^ Ibid. April 23, 1530, p. 511.

I
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patient -with the delay in his restoration, he imagined

that by embroiling matters more fatally he could make

his own help indispensable; and he was drifting into

what can only be called treachery—treachery specially

dishonourable to him. Wolsey, the originator of the

divorce and the French alliance, had now become the

friend of Catherine and the secret adviser of Chapuys.

He had welcomed, had perhaps advised, the issue of

the prohibitory Papal brief. Copies of it were sent

for from Flanders to be shown in England. ' The

'Queen,' wrote Chapuys on the lOth of May,^ 'is now
' firmer than ever, and believes the King will not dare

' make the other marriage ; if he does, which may God
' prevent, I suspect he will repent and be thankful to

' return to his first marriage, if by so doing he could be

' freed from his second. This, is the opinion of Cardinal

' Wolsey and of many others. The Cardinal would have

'given his archbishopric that this had been done two

'years ago. He would have been better revenged on

'the intrigue which has niined him.'

These words, taken by themselves, prove that

Wolsey was now in the confidence of Catherine's

friends, but would not justify further inference.

Another letter which follows leaves no room for doubt.

On the 15th of June Chapuys writes again.^ 'I

' have a letter from the Cardinal's physician, in Avhich

'he tells me that his master, not knowing exactly the

' state of the Queen's affairs, cannot give any special

• Chajaiys to Cliarlcs V., April 23, 1530.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

part I, p. 533, ^ Ibid. p. 600,
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' advice upon them ; but with fuller information would
' counsel and direct as if he was to gain Paradise by it,

* as on her depended his happiness, honour, and peace

* of mind. As things stood he thought that the Pope

'should proceed to the weightier censures, and should

'call in the secular arm; there was want of nerve in

' the way in which thhigs were handled.' -^ The calling

in the secular arm meant invasion and open war. To

advise it was treasonable in any English subject. There

may be circumstances under which treason of such a

kind might be morally defended. No defence, moral or

political, can be made for Wolsey ; and it was the more

discreditable because at this time he was professing

the utmost devotion to his King, and endeavouring to

secure his confidence. Three different petitions Norfolk

discovered him to have sent in, ' desiring as much
' authority as ever he had.' Norfolk no doubt watched

him, and may have learnt enough to suspect Avhat he

was doing. The whispers and the messages through the

intriguing physician had not gone unobserved. The King

persisted in his generous confidence, and could not be

persuaded that his old friend could be really treacherous,^

^ ' J'ay re9eu lettres du medicin

'du Cardinal, par lesquelles il

' m'advertit que son maystre pour
' uon s^avoir en quelles termes

'sout les affaires de la Reyne, il

' ne scauroit particulierement quel

'conseil donner et que estant in-

* forme, il y vouldroit donner con-

' seil et addresse comme ce estoit

' pour gagner paradis. Car de la

' depend son bien, lionneur et

' repoz, et qu'il lui semble pour

'mainteuant que Ton debvroyt

' proceder a plus grandes censures

'et a la inxocation du bras secu-

' lier. Car maintenant il u'y a

' nul nerf.

'

2 T. Arundel to Wolse\^ Oct.

1 6, 1530.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. iv. p. 3013.
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but he consented to send him down to his diocese.

Wolsey went, still affecting his old magnificence, with

a train of six hundred knights and gentlemen ; but

he never reached his catliedral city. Chapuys heard,

to his alarm, that the physician was arrested and

\vas in the Tower. He congratulated himself that,

were all revealed which had passed between him and

Wolsey, nothing could be discovered which would

compromise his own safety. But it was true that

Wolsey's physician had betrayed his master, revealing

secrets which he had bound himself never to tell. He
had confessed, so Cha]3uys learnt, that the Cardinal had

advised the Pope to excommunicate the King, if he

did not send away the ' Lady ' from the court, hoping

thus 'to raise the country and obtain the management.' ^

Too evidently the Cardinal had been intriguing, and

not honourably, merely for his own purposes. He
might have persuaded himself that the divorce would

be injurious to the country; but after the part which

he had played it was not for him to advise the Pope to

strike at his master, whom he had himself tempted to

go so deep with it. The King was convinced at last.

Orders were sent down to arrest him and bring him

back to London. He knew that all was now over with

him, and that he would not be again forgiven. He
refused to take food, and died on his way at Leicester

Abbey on St. Andrew's Day. He was buried, it was

observed, in the same church where the body lay of

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Nov. 27, 1530.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 3035.
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Richard III. One report said that he had starved

himself; another that he had taken poison. Chapuys

says ' that he died like a good Christian, protesting that

'he had done nothiDo- against the Kinsf.' His desis^ns

had failed, whatever they might have been, and he

ended his great career struggling ineffectually to conjure

back into the vase the spirit which he had himself let

loose.
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CHAPTER IX.

Danger of cliallenging the Papal dispensing power—The Royal

family of Spain—Address of the English Peers to the Pope

—

Compromise proposed by the Duke of Norfolk—The English

Agents at Rome—Arrival of a new Nuncio in England—His

interview with the King—Chapuys advises the King's excom-

munication—Position of the English clergy—Statute of Pro-

visors—The clergy in a Prteinunire—Remonstrances of the

Nuncio—Despair of Catherine—Her letter to the Pope—Henry
prepares for war—The introduction of briefs from Rome for-

bidden—Warnings given to the Spanish Ambassador and the

Nuncio.

THE question whether the Pope had power to license

marriaores within the forbidden deOTees affected

interests immeasurably wider than the domestic diffi-

culties of Henry VIII. Innumerable connections had

been contracted, in reliance upon Papal dispensations,

the issue of which would be illegitimate if the authority

was declared to be insufficient. The Emperor himself

was immediately and personally concerned. Emmanuel

of Portugal had been three times married. His fii-st

wife was Isabel, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella,

Catherine's sister and Charles's aunt. His second

wife was her sister Maria; his third, Charles's sister

Eleanor. Charles's own Empress Was th'e child of the
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second of these marriages, and they had all been con-

tracted under dispensations from Rome. A sudden

change of the law or tlie recognition in a single instance

that the Pope's authority in such matters might be

challenged woidd create universal disturbance ; and it

was not for Catherine's sake alone that the Emperor

had so peremptorily resisted Henry's demand. The

difficulty would have been evaded had Catherine agreed

to take the vows ; and Henry himself, when Catherine

refused, had been so far conscious of the objection that

he had hitherto based his demand on the irregularity

of the original Bull of Pope Julius. Clement had said

often that a way could be found if Charles would con-

sent ; but Charles had not consented. In England, the

marriacje havinsr been once challencred, a decision of

some kind was necessary to avoid a disputed succession,

and larger issues had now to be raised. The Emperor

having dismissed the English Embassy at Bologna with

scant courtesy, the Pope, as we have seen, had fallen

back secretly on his old wish that Henry would take

the matter into his own hands, disregard the inhibition,

and marry as he pleased, without throwing the respon-

sibility on himself. Henry, however, after the assurances

which the Pope had given him, was determined that

he should not escape in this way. He had gained or

extorted a favourable opinion from his own learned

corporations. Francis had assisted him to a similar

opinion from the University of Paris. Confident in

these authorities, a great body of English peers, spiritual

and temporal, now presented a formal demand to Clement
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that the King's petition should be conceded, and

intimated that if it was again refused they must seek

a remedy for themselves. Wolsey himself signed, for

the petition was drawn in the summer before his death.

Archbishop Warham signed, followed by bishops, abbots,

dukes, earls, and barons. Some, doubtless, had to

strain their consciences, but the act as a whole must

be taken as their own. The King, unless he was sup-

ported by the people, had no means of forcing them, or

of punishing them if they refused. Norfolk still laboured

desperately to work upon Chapuys. He told him,

before the address was despatched, that, as there

seemed no other way of bringing the business to an

end, he would sacrifice the greater part of what he

owned in the world if God would be pleased to take to

himself the Queen and his niece also,^ for the King

would never enjoy peace of mind till he had made

another marriage, for the relief of his conscience and

the tranquillity of his realm, which could only be

secured by male posterity to succeed to the crown.

The King, Norfolk said, could not plead at Rome,

which was garri.soned by a Spanish army, and the Pope

would do the Emperor's bidding if it was to dance in

the streets in a clown's coat; the Queen objected to a

trial in England; but could not a neutral place be

found with impartial judges ? Might not the Cardinal

of Li^ge be trusted, and the Bishop of Tarbes ?

The blunt and honest Norfolk was an indifferent

' Anue Boleyn.
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successor to the dexterous Cardinal. To wisli that

Catherine and Anne Boleyn were both dead was a

natural, but not a valuable, aspiration. A neutral place

of trial was, no doubt, desirable, and the Cardinal of

Li^ge might be admissible, but de Tarbes would not

do at all. ' He had been one of the first,' Chapuys

remarked, * to put the fancy in the King's head.' ^

At Rome the diplomatic fencing continued, the Pope

secretly longing to ' commit some folly ' and to come to

terms with Henry, while the Imperial agents kept their

claws fixed upon him. In October Mai reported that

Henry's representatives were insisting that Clement

should dissolve the marriage without legal process, on

the ground that the kingdom must have an heir, and

because the King protested that he was living in mortal

sin. If this Could not be done, the Pope should at

least promise that if the King married he should not be

proceeded against. The Pope seemed too much inclined

to listen ;
^ but with Mai at his shoulder, he could not

afford to be valiant. He was made to answer that he

had done his best; he could not reject the Queen's

appeal ; the King had not named a proctor to appear

for him, and therefore delay had been unavoidable ; the

threat of the Peers in their address that unless the

divorce was granted they would seek a remedy else-

where, was unworthv of them, and could not have been

^ Chapu)'s to Charles V., July

II, 1530. — /b^awisVi Calendar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 630.
i* Mai to Charles V., Oct. 2

and Oct. 10, 1530.

—

Calendar.

Foreign and Domestic, vol. iv [)p,

3002, 3009.
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sanctioned b}^ the King ; he had always wished to

comply with the King's requests when it could be done

with justice.^

True to his policy of doing nothing and trusting to

time, Clement hoped to tire Henry out by smooth words

and hopes indirectly conveyed ; but he was slowly swept

on by the tide, and, when forced to act at all, had to act

at Mai's dictation. The Nuncio in England had been

too openly on Henry's side. A change was necessary.

John Casalis was recalled. The Baron de Burgo was

sent to succeed him, who was expected to be of sterner

material. Chapuys had ascertained from two legal

friends in the House of Commons that, when the next

session opened, the divorce would be brought before

Parliament, and that Parliament would stand by the

King ; also that M. du Bellay had come from Paris

with promises from Francis to settle matters with the

Pope afterwards, if the King cut the knot and

married.^ Unless the Emperor gave way, of which

there was no hope, or unless the Pope dared the

Emperor's displeasure, to which Clement was as dis-

inclined as ever, a breach with the Papacy seemed now

unavoidable. His Holiness still hoped, however, that

there might be a third alternative.

The new Nuncio reached England in the middle of

September. He reported briefly that at his first inter-

view the King told him that, unless the cause was

^ Answer of the Pope, Sept.

27, 1530.—Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. iv. p. 2291.

2 Chapuys to Charles V., Sept.

4, 1530.—Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv.part I, p. 707.
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committed to the Archbishop of Canterbury and the

English Bishops, he would act for himself, since he

knew that the Pope had promised the Emperor to

declare for the Queen. Chapuys supplied the Em-
peror with fuller particulars of the interview. The

Nuncio had declared to the King that, in view of the

injury likely to ensue to the authority of the Church,

'his Holiness would rather die or resign the Papacy

' than that the cause should not be settled to the mutual

* satisfaction of those concerned in it.' The King, instead

of replying graciously, as the Nuncio expected, had

broken into violent abuse of the Pope himself and the

whole Roman Court. The Church, Henry had said,

required a thorough reformation, and the Church should

have it. The Pope alone was to blame for the difficulty

in which he found himself. He had sent him a briei

from Orvieto, admitting the divorce to be a necessity,

and now he had promised the Emperor, as he knew

from good authority, that judgment should be given

for the Queen. He would not endure such treatment.

He would never consent that the cause should be

decided at Rome, or in any place where either Pope or

Emperor hail jurisdiction. It was an ancient privilege

of England ' that no cause having its origin in that

'kingdom should be advoked to another.' If the Pope

would not do him justice, he would appeal to his

Parliament, which was about to assemble, and if the

Emperor threatened him with war, he hoped to be able

to defend himself. The Nuncio had deprecated pre-

cipitate action. If the King would only do nothing.
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the Pope, he said, would pause also, till an amicable

settlement could be arrived at; but the King would

promise nothing ;
' he would act as seemed best to

' himself.'

Henry being thus peremptory, Chapuys and the

Nuncio had to consider what was to be done. The

Pope, before the Nuncio's despatch, had received private

advices from Wolsey, of which the Baron de Burgo had

been informed. The evil, Wolsey had admitted, was too

far gone for gentle treatment : it needed cautery and

incision ; but they must proceed cautiously. If the

Pope used threats, the King would go at once to

Parliament ; there would then be war, in which France

would take a part. Might not a personal interview be

brought about between the King and the Emperor ?

The Nuncio could not see his way, but was willing to

be guided by Chapuys. Cha23uys was for instant action

on the Pope's part. Moderation, he said, was useless.

He believed (of course Wolsey had told him so) that, if

the Pope would deliver sentence at Rome immediately,

the King would find no one in the realm, or out of it,

to help him in the quarrel against the Church. The

responsibility ought not to be thrown upon the Emperor,

'i'he Pope must speak, and all good Catholics would

be at his side.^ The Nuncio agreed. The clergy in

England were irritated and alarmed, and the oppor-

tunity was favourable. The Nuncio and the Ambas-

=;adors decided between them that the Pope was to be

' Chapuys to Chai'lis, Sept. 20, 1530.

—

Kimnish Calendar, vol. iv.

I)art I, p. 726.
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advised to end the cause at once, threaten the King

with exconamunication, and let a copy of the brief be

in England before Parliament opened.

Chapuys, well as he thought that he understood

England, had something to learn about it Avhich waf^

to be a disagreeable surprise. He had imagined that

the Pope's authority, when boldly asserted there, had

never been successfully resisted. Tradition remem-

bered Anselm and Becket. It had forgotten the legis

lation of the Edwards and of Richard II. According to

Chapuys, the Pope was to issue a brief forbidding Par-

liament to meddle in the divorce case. There were

laws on the statute book which forbade the interference

of tiie Pope under any circumstances in the internal

affairs of the English realm. Should the Pope, by bull

or brief, by presentation to offices of the Church or by

delegation of his authority, attempt to exercise direct

jurisdiction in England to the prejudice of the rights of

the Crown, all persons who introduced such bulls or

briefs, who recognised the Pope's pretensions or acted

on his orders, fell under Praemunire—a vague but

terrible consequence, almost as fatal as a proved charge

of treason. The statutes had been long obsolete. The

sword was in its scabbard. Wolsey had forgotten their

existence when he sought and accepted the position of

Legate of the Holy See. Henry had forgotten them

when he applied for a Legatine commission to try his

cause in London. The clergy who had claimed to be

independent of the State, to be an imperucm in imperw

with the Pope at their head, the officials who had made
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the name of a Church court execrated in every county

in England—all had forgotten them. But the Acts

themselves were unrepealed, and survived as a monu-

ment of the spirit of a past generation. Doubtless

it was known that the Pope was being urged to

violence. Doubtless it was known that large numbers

of the clergy were prepared to stand by him, in terror

at the threatened Reformation. The blow was to be

parried by an appeal to the historical precedents of

the realm. These impatient persons were to learn

tnat, instead of joining in attack upon the King, they

would have enough to do to purchase their pardons

for their own offences. The well-tempered steel sprang

to light again bright as ever, and while the Nuncio was

dreaming of excommunication and interdict, he learnt

to his astonishment that the subject coming before

Parliament was not the divorce of the Queen, but the

position of the whole spiritualty of the realm.

By recognising Wolsey as Legate from the Holy

See the entire clergy were found to be under Praemunire.

On the divorce, perhaps, or on excommunication arising

out of it, there might still have been a difference of

opinion in Parliament ; but the Papal authority was

now to be argued there on the lines of the past de-

velopment of English liberty. Notice of what was

coming was given at the beginning of October by a

proclamation warning all persons of the illegality of

introducing briefs from Rome. The Nuncio rushed to

the council chamber; he saw the Dukes of Norfolk and

Suffolk ; he asked passionately what was meant ? what
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was the Pope accused of? what English privileges had

he violated ? why had he not been warned beforehand ?

The two Dukes answered ' that they cared nothing for

'Pope or Popes in England—not even if St. Peter

'himself came to life again. The King was Emperor

'and Pope in his own dominions. The Pope was

'alienating the English people, and, if he wished to

* recover their affection, he must deserve it by attending

' to their petitions.' ^

The Nuncio assumed a bold face and told them

they would find themselves mistaken if they thought

they could intimidate the Holy See. He applied to the

King. Henry told him that nothing had been published

to the Pope's injury. He was merely using his pre-

rogative to guard against opposition to the ordinances

which he had made, or was ab(jut to make, for the refor-

mation of the clergy. He had gone promptly to work,

lest the Pope should issue an inhibition. The Nuncio

knew not what to make of it. Queen Catherine was

greatly disturbed; she feared the edict was a proof that

the King was not afraid of the Pope after all. On the

whole, the Nuncio considered that an attemjDt was being

made to frighten him, and he sent off fresh letters

advising the Pope to proceed at once to pass sentence.^

Henry was, in fact, checkmating them all. With

the help of the revived Statute of Provisors he was able

to raise the whole question of the Pope's authority in

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Oct. i, 1530.

—

Spanish CaUnddr, vol,

iv. pari 1 (.). 7.^4. * Ibid.
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England without fresh legislation on present points

of difference. Parliament, which was to have met in

October, was prorogued till January, to mature the

intended measures. The King went to Hampton

Court. He sent for the Nuncio to come to him. He
told him that by the citation to Rome the Pope had

violated the privileges of sovereign princes, and had

broken the promise which he had given him in writing

at Orvieto. If the Pope showed no more consideration

for him, he would have to show that the Pope's pre-

tension to authority was a usurpation, and very serious

consequences would then follow.

The King, the Nuncio said, spoke with much show

of regret and with tears in his eyes. He added that

the present Parliament had been called at the request

of the nation for the restraint of the clergy. They were

so hated throughout the realm, both by nobles and

people, that, but for his protection, they would be utterly

destroyed. He should wait to take action till February,

to see whether the Pope would meanwhile change his

conduct towards him.^

Norfolk, to whom the Nuncio went next, gave him

no comfort ; he said that, ' though Queen Catherine

' was a good woman, her coming to England bad been

' the curse of the country
;

' God had shown his dis-

pleasure at the marriage by denying the King a male

heir; if the King should die without a son, old feuds

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Oct. 15, 1530.

—

Spanish Calendar, voL
iv. part I, p. 759.
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would be reopened and the realm would be plunged

into misery. It was not tolerable that the vital

interests of England should be sacrificed to the Emperor.

He advised the Nuncio to use his influence with the

Pope, ' The King's severity might then perhaps be

' modified.'

One more direct appeal was made by Henry himself

to Clement. ' Finding his just demands neglected, the

' requests of the King of France unattended to, and the

' address of his nobles depised and derided,' he perceived,

he said, that the Pope was wholly devoted to the

Emperor's will, and ordained, prorogued and altered to

serve the times. He required the Pope, therefore, to

set down in writing his grounds for rejecting his suit.

He demanded once more that the cause should be heard

in England before indifferent judges. ' The laws of the

' realm Avould not suffer the contrary
;

' he abhorred

' contention, but would not brook denial' ^

Queen Catherine was in despair. The hearing of

the cause had again been postponed at Rome. A party

in her favour had been formed in the House of Com-

mons, but were at a loss what course to follow. If the

Pope would give a decision they would know what to

do, but the delay of sentence seemed to imply that he

was himself uncertain where the right really lay. They

questioned Chapuys whether any directions had arrived

from Rome on which to rest their opj^osition, hoping

1 Henry YIII. to Clemwit I Foreign and Domestic, voL iv. p.

YIL, Dec. 6, 1^2,0.—Calendar, \ 3055.
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perhaps that an inhibitory brief had been issued.

Opposition, they feared, would be useless without

further action at the Papal Court.

'The Pope,' Chapuys said, 'had been so dilatory

* and so dissembling that he was not in favour with

' eithol- side.' ^ A change was passing over j^ublic feeling.

Every day gave strength to the King's cause. Arch-

bishop Warham, who had been hitherto for the Queen,

was beginning to waver, and even to think that he

might try the suit in his own court.^ The Queen, the

Nuncio, the Bishop of Rochester, and the friends who

remained staunch to her agreed unanimously that the

boldest course would be the wisest. Immediate sentence

at Rome in the Queen's favour was the only remedy.

Gentleness was thrown away. Let the King see that

the Pope was really in earnest, and he would not venture

to go further. Catherine herself wrote to Clement

vvith the passion of a suffering woman. ' Delay,' she

said, ' would be the cause of a new hell upon earth,

' the remedy for which would be worse than the worst

* that had ever yet been tried.' ^ She did not blame the

King. The fault was with the wicked counsellors who
misled him. Once delivered out of their hands, he

would be as dutiful a son of the Church as he had

ever been.'*

It is noticeable throujihout that each of the two

^ Cliapuys to Charles V., Dec.

21, 1530.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 853.

2 lUd.

^ Catherine to the Poi e, Deo.

17, 1530-—^bid. p. 855.

* Ibid.
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parties assumed that the Pope's judgment when he gave

it must be on its own side. The King demanded a

sentence in favour of the divorce ; the Queen and the

Emperor a sentence that the marriage was good. The

Pope was to try the cause ; but neither admitted that

the right or the wrong was doubtful, or that the Pope

must hear the arguments before he could decide.

Doubtless they were justified in so regarding the Pope's

tribunal. The trial would be undertaken, if atrial there

was to be, with a foregone conclusion ; but what kind

of a court of justice could the Rota be if it could be so

spoken of, and its master so be addressed ?

Most idolatries pass through the same stage. The

idol is whipped before he is finally discarded. Until

lately the Holy Ghost was invited to assist the Cathedral

Chapters in the choice of a Bishop, but must choose

the person already named by the Prime Minister under

pain of Praemunire. Men should choose their idols

better. Eeasonable beings are not fit objects of such

treatment. Much is to be said in favour of stuffed

straw or the graven image, wliich the scourge itself

cannot force to speak. Anne Boleyn was jubilant. ' She

' is braver than a lion,' wrote Chapuys. She said to one

of the Queen's ladies that she wished all the Spaniards

in the world were in the sea. The lady told her

such language was disrespectful to her ndstress. She

said she cared nothing for the Queen, and would rather

see her hanged than acknowledge her as her mistress.^

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Jan. i, 1531.—Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. V. p. 10.
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Clement, goaded by Micer Mai, issued at last a second

brief, repeating the terms of the first, again forbidding

the second marriage, and threatening Parliaments,

Bishops, and Divines in England if they dared to inter-

fere. But between a brief and the execution of it was

a long interval. Sentence on "the original cause he

would not pass; and iu leaving his final decision

doubtful he left opinion free to the rest of the world.

The brief was to be presented by the Nuncio. The

Pope accompanied it with a deprecatory, and not

undignified, letter to Henry from himself.^ Chapuys

feared that 'by his loose talk' Clement was secretly

encouraging the King. The brief might bring on a

crisis. lie did not relish the prospect of remaining in

EngLind ' in the boiling vortex likely to be opened.'

But as the Queen insisted that he should stay, he pressed

unceasingly for ' excommunication and interdict.' 'The

'Emperor might then make effectual war with the

'English. They would lose their trade with Spain and
' Flanders, and the disaffection to the King and Council

' Avould be greatly increased.' ^

On the spot and surrounded by an atmosphere of

passion, Chapuys was in favour of war. The Emperor,

still unwilling to part wiih the hereditary friendship of

England, was almost as reluctant as Clement. He had

supposed that Henry was influenced by a passing

infatuation, that by supporting Catherine he would

^ Calendar, Foreign a,nd Do I 1530.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv

mestic, vol. v. p. 12. part i, p. 854.
^ Chapuys to Charles, Dec. 21,

|
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please the greater part of the nation, and ultimately,

perha^DS, secure the gratitude of Henry himself. He
had not allowed for the changes which were passing

over the mind of the English people. He had not

foreseen the gathering indignation of a proud race

jealous of their liberties when they saw him dictating

to the Spiritual Judge of Europe on a question which

touched their own security. But he had gone too far

to draw back. He found himself sustained, not onlj''

by Spanish opinion, but by the part of his subjects

about whom he had felt most uneasy. The Italian

universities had for the most part gone with Paris and

declared against the dispensing power. In Germany

Henry had been disappointed. The King of England

had been an old antagonist of Luther. Sir Thomas

More, as Chaucellur, had been enforcing the heresy laws

against Luther's English proselytes Avith increased

severity. The Lutherans in turn declared decidedly

against Henry's divorce. The Emperor was their feudal

sovereign. They saw no reason for enteru:ig into a

new quarrel with him on a cause which, so far as they

understood, was none of their own. Henry was evi-

dently alarmed. Chapuys reported that he was busy

building ships, casting cannon, repairing fortresses, and

replenishing the Tower arsenal, as if conscious that he

might have serious work before him. The Emperor

still clung to the belief that he would be afraid to per-

severe, and Chapuys himself began to think that the

Emperor might be more right than himself, and that

the storm might pass off. No sign, however, appeared
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of yielding. Tiie new iDi-ief was known to have been

issued, and to have been forwarded to the Nuncio.

Not contented with the warning ah-eady given by pro-

clamation, Norfolk on the 13th of January sent for

Chapuys to draw his attention once more to the law.

The introduction of briefs from Rome touching the

honour and authority of the Crown was forbidden by

Act of Parliament. It was understood that ' certain

' decretals ' had been procured by the Queen's friends,

and were about to be published. The Duke desired

the Ambassador to know that if the Pope came in person

to present such briefs he would be torn in pieces by the

people. It was not a new question. Popes had tried

in past times to usurp authority in England. The

King's predecessors had always resisted, and the pre-

sent King would resist also. Kings were before Popes.

The King was master in his own dominions. If any

such decretal came into the Ambassador's hands, the

Duke warned him not to issue it.^

Imperialist officials were more accustomed to dictate

to others than to submit to commands. Chapuys was

brave, and, when occasion required, could be haughty

to insolence. He thanked the Duke for giving him

the notice. ' He would not argue,' he said, ' on the

' authority possessed by Popes over disobedient kings

' and kingdoms. It was a notorious fact in full practice

* at that very time. His curiosity had not extended so

* Chapuys to Charles V., January 13, 1531.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 22.
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' far as the study of the English statute book, and on

'such points he must refer the Council to the Nuncio.

' For himself he could only say he thought they would

' have done better if they had not given occasion for

' such " briefs " from the Pope. The Emperor would

' not consent to an unreasonable sentence against the

' King, for he regarded him as his ally and friend, but he

' could assure the Duke that if his master was to direct

' him to assist the publication of any Pajjal brief in

'England he would unquestionably execute his Majesty's

' commands. As to the nation at large, he did not tliink

* they would resist the Pope's decretals. He thought, on

' the contrary, they would help their execution with all

' their power. Truth and justice must reign everywhere,

' even among thieves and in hell. The Church of Christ

' was never so unprovided with defenders as to be unable

' to carry the world with her, and the English would

' have no right to complain if the Emperor, having ex-

* hausted all means of conciliation, caused justice to take

' her course.' ^

Such language could bear but one meaning.

Chapuys perhaps intended to frighten Norfolk. The

Duke was suspected to be less staunch in support of the

King than he professed to be in Council. The Duchess

was a fiery partisan of Catherine, and a close intimate of

the Ambassador himself He thought that he had pro-

duced an impression ; but Norfolk answered at last that,

•^ Chapuys to Charles V., January 13, 1531.

—

Spanish CaVwdar, voL

iv. part 2, p. 23.
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'if the King could take another wife he certainly

' would ;
' the Pope had no business to interfere, except

in cases of heresy.^ To the Nuncio the Duke gave the

same warning which he had given to the Ambassador.

drawing special attention to the pains and penalties to

which disobedience would make him liable. The Nuncio

answered, like Chapuys, that at whatever cost he would

obey the Pope's orders, and ' would die if necessary for

' his lord and master.'

^ Chapnys to Charles V., January 13, 1531.

—

S'panuh Calendar,

vol. iv. part 2, p. 26.
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CHAPTER X.

State of feeling in England—Clergy and laity—The Clergy in a

PrDemunire—The Royal Supremacy—Hesitation at Rome

—

Submission of the Clergy—The meaning of the new title—More
and Fisher—Alarm of the Emjieror—Appeal of Catherine to

him—Unpopularity of Anne Boleyn—Threats of excommuni-

cation—Determination of Henry—Deputation of Peers to

Catherine—Catherine's re^^ly— Intoleral)le pretensions of the

Emperor—Removal of Catherine from the Court.

A
STRUGGLE was now inevitable between the

King and the Pope, and the result of it would

depend on tlie sentiments of the English nation.

Chapuys and the Nuncio believed the majority of the

people to be loyally attached to the see of Rome. To

the Pope as pope the King and Council were willing

to submit ; but a pope who was the vassal and mouth-

piece of another secular sovereign, they believed the

country would support them in refusing to acknow-

ledge. Was Chapuys right or was the King ? The

Parliament about to open would decide. In the clergy

of England the Pope had a ready-made army completely

at his devotion. In asserting their independence of

civil • control the clerical order had been conscious

that they could not stand alone, and had attached
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themselves with special devotion to their Spiritual

Sovereign at Rome. They might complain of annates

and first-fruits and other tributes which they were

made to pay ; but the Pope's support they knew to be

essential to the maintenance of their professional

privileges ; and in any contest which might arise they

were certain to be found on the side of the Holy See.

The hero of the imagination of every English priest

Avas Becket of Canterbury. In theory he regarded the

secular prince as ruling only by delegation from the

Supreme Pontiff, and as liable in case of contumacy to

be deposed. In case of quarrel between the clergy and

the State the enormous influence of the Church was

pledged to the order and to its chief at Rome.

The spiritualty were already exasperated by the

clipping of their claws in the last session. From the

Bishop of Rochester, who represented clerical opinion in

its most accentuated form, from great ladies, and from a

party of the nobles with whom, as Catherine's friends, he

mainly associated, Cliapuys had heard unanimous cen-

sures of tiie King's conduct. These persons told him

that the whole nation agreed with them, and certainly

the opposition of a body so powerful as the clergy was

by itself formidable. Before it came to war, therefore,

with the Pontiff, the King had prepared his measures

to disarm the Pontiffs legionaries. To clip their

claws was not enough. Their mouths had to be held

with bit and bridle. Parliament, after repeated proro-

gations, was opened at last in January. Convocation,

which was called simultaneously, was put formally in
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possession of a fact which had appeared on the first

rumour of it incredible—that the whole body of the

clergy lay under Prgemunire for having recognised

Cardinal Wolsey's legation and the Papal Bull by which

it was instituted. It was an intimation that the

old English laws were awake again. The clergy were

subjects of the Crown, not of tlie Pope, and to impress

the fact upon their minds they learnt that legally their

property was forfeited, that they would obtain their

pardon only on paying a fine of a hundred thousand

pounds, and on distinctly acknowledging the King as the

Supreme Head of the Church of England. Chapuys's

correspondence explained the motives of the Government

in extorting the confession ; and justified the arbitrary

use which was made of the Praemunire. The Pope was

being urged to excommunicate the King and declare

him deposed. The clergy, through whom the Pope

would act, were to be forced to admit that they were

subjects of the Crown and were bound to obey the laws

of their country. It was in no idle vanity, no ambitious

caprice that Henry VIII. demanded the title which has

been so much debated. It was as a practical assertion

of the unity and independence of the realm. England

was to have but one sovereign supreme within her own

limits, with whom no foreign prince, secular or spiritual,

had a right to interfere ; and an acknowledgment of

their obligation was demanded in ample form from the

order which looked elsewhere for its superior. The

black regiments were to be compelled to swear allegiance

to the proper sovereign.
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Clement's mind had always misgiven him that, if

he pushed Henry too far, mischief would befall him.

He had refused the last brief till it was extorted from

him.^ As if Mai had not been pressing and vehement

enough, Catherine had now at Rome a special representa-

tive of her own, Dr. Ortiz, a bitter Catholic theologian

Avitli the qualities which belong to that profession. Mai

and Ortiz together, listening to no excuse, drove the Pope

on from day to day, demanding sentence with its inevit-

able consequence. The Cardinals were alarmed. One

of them told Mai that, in his opinion, the original

dispensation really was void, that Julius had no faculty

to dispense in such a case. The Pope suggested that

the affair might be suspended for two years. It might

then, perhaps, drop and be forgotten. He enquired

whether, if the Bang consented to plead by proxy before

him, the Emperor would agree to any accommodation.

Should tlie case go on, it might last fifteen or twenty

years. All the Cardinals, said Mai, nay, the Pope him-

self, would like to put otf the affair entirely, to avoid

trouble.^ The Court of Rome had, in fact, discovered at

last that matters were really serious, that Henry would

not be played with, and that the quarrel must be peace-

ably settled. Mai and Ortiz were furious. They insisted

on immediate action. Delay, they said, would be in-

jurious to the Queen. Their orders were to urge the

Pope to proceed and pass sentence, whether the parties

^ Muxetula to Charles V., Jan.

12, 1531.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Dmiestic, vol. V. p. 18.

2 Mai to Covos, Feb. 13, 1531.—Spanish Calendar, vol. iv. part

2, p. 59.
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appeaieJ or not. They hinted that very soon there

would bo no more trouble from England ; they had

been told, and they believed, that, with the clergy on

Catherine's side, a Papal decree would end the whole

business.

Their confidence was shaken and their activity

rudely arrested by the news of the Prsemunire and the

demand for the submission of the English clergy. Too

well the meaning of it was understood. On Chapuys

and the Nuncio it fell like a thunderbolt. They

held an anxious consultation, and they agreed on the

least wise measure which they could possibly have

adopted. The Nuncio, as representing the majesty of

the Holy See, determined to go himself to Convocation,

and exhort the Bishops to uphold the Church and

resist the King and the House of Commons. He
actually went, and was much astonished at the reception

which he met with. The right reverend body was so

* scandalised ' at his intrusion that they entreated him

to withdraw, without giving him time to declare his

errand. They told him that, if he had anything to say,

'he must address himself to the Archbishop of Canter-

' bury, who was not then present.' The Nuncio had to

withdraw precipitately. In his vexation he had not

even the prudence to depart quietly, but insisted on

thrusting on the Bishop of London the words which he

had meant to speak.^

The Bishops and clergy themselves were compelled

i Chapuys to the Emperor, Jan. 23, \st,\.~- S'^anish Calendar, vol.

iv, part 2, p. 39.
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to submit to the inevitable. The law under which they

suffered had marked an epoch of successful resistance

to Papal usurpation. The revival of it was to mark

another and a greater. They struggled long enough and

violently enough to deprive their resistance of dignity,

and then, ' swearing they would never consent,' con-

sented. They agreed to pay the hundred thousand

pounds as the price of their pardon. They agreed, in

accepting it, to acknowledge the King as Supreme Head

of the English Church, and, to ease their conscience,

they were allowed to introduce as a qualifying phrase,

qtmnturn per legem Christi licet. But the law of Christ

would avail them little for their special privileges.

It would have to be interpreted by the rejection of

another form which they had desired to substitute and

were not allowed. For ' legem Christi ' they had desired

to read ' legem, Ucclesice.' The supposed claims of the

Church were precisely what they were to be compelled

to disavow.

It was done. The enchantment was gone from

them. They had become as other men, shorn Samsons

and no longer dangerous. The Pope might say what

he pleased. The clergy were now the King's servants,

and not the Pope's, and must either support the Crown

or become confessed traitors. Thus when the brief

arrived, the Nuncio was allowed to present it. The

King took it with a smile and passed it on to the Privy

Council, talked to him good-humouredly of indifferent

matters, and had never been more polite. In a light

way he told the Nuncio that he knew of his attempt to
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persuade the Bishops to agree to nothing to the Pope's

prejudice ; but his anxiety was unnecessary ; no injury

would be done to the Pope, unless the Pope brought it

upon himself. The King's graciousness was but too

intelligible. To Catherine and Chapuys and all tbeir

friends the meaning of it was that Henry had made

himself 'Pope' in England. The Queen foresaw her

own fate as too sure to follow. She feared ' that, since

'the King was not ashamed of doing such monstrous

'thincrs, and there being no one who could or dared

' contradict him, he might, one of these days, undertake

' some further outrage against her own person.' ^

The blame of the defeat was thrown on tlie unfortu-

nate Clement. The Pope's timidity and dissimulation,

wrote Chapuys, had produced the effect which he had

all along foretold. It had prejudiced the Queen's

interests and his own authority. Her cause was

making no pi"ogress. The Pope had promised Mai tliat

if the King disobeyed his first brief and allowed Anne

Boleyn to remain at court he would excommunicate

him, and now all that he had done had been to issue

another conditional brief less strong than the first, and

the Lady was left defiant and with as much authority

as ever. The Queen had begun to think that the Pope

had no desire to settle the matter, and, as Norfolk

observed to Chapuys, was glad that the Princes should

be at discord, for fear they might combine to reform

the clergy. If the Pope had directly ordered the

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Feb. 14, 1531.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 2, p. 63.
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King to separate from the Lady Anne, the King would

never have claimed the supremacy ^ which had caused

such universal consternation. The Chancellor [Sir

Thomas More] was so horrified at it, Chapuys said,

that he would quit office as soon as possible. The

Bishop of Rochester was sick with giief. He opposed

as much as he could ; but they threatened to fling

him and his friends into the river, so he had to yield

at last, and had taken to his bed in despair. The

Bishops, it was thought, would now do anything against

the Queen which they were ordered, especially seeing

how cold and indifferent the Pope seemed about her

fate. The Nuncio had questioned the King about the

nature of his new Papacy. The King told him that if

the Pope sliowed him proper respect he might retain

his lawful authority, ' otherwise he knew what he would
' himself do.'

^

The last words were explained in another letter in

which Chapuys said that the Lady Anne was support-

ing the Lutherans. They had been treated to prison

and stake while More had held the seals. On More's

retirement they were now to have, an easier time of it.

Between them and the King there was the link of a

common enemy in the Pope, and the King was showing

a disposition to protect them. The revival of the

Praemunire created embarrassments of many kinds.

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Feb.

21, 1530.

—

Spanish Galimdar, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 69 ; and Calendar,

Foreign and Domestic, vol. v. p.

49. There are a few verbal differ-

ences between the two versions.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Feb.

21, 1530.

—

Ibid.
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The Pope had officials of his ovati in England and

Ireland, whom he appointed himself, and conld not realise

the extent of the change which he had brought on. It

is amusing to find him in the midst of the storm peace-

fully soliciting Henry for help against the Turks, and

the Nuncio paying friendly visits to the palace. Henry

told him that he had made a final appeal to Rome and

was waiting to see the result. The Pope might excom-

municate him if he pleased ; he cared nothing for his

excommunication ; the Emperor might, no doubt, hurt

him ; but he was not sure that the Emperor desired to

hurt him, or, if it came to that, he could defend himself

and the realm. Norfolk was equally decided. They knew,

he said, that the Queen and the Emperor were pressing

the Pope for sentence, but it was time lost. If the Pope

issued ten thousand excommunications, no notice would

be taken of them. The Archbishop and not the Pope

Was the lawful judge in English causes. Chapuys

expressed a hope that a day would come when the King

would listen to his true friends again, &c. ' You will

' see before long,' replied the Duke, ' that the Emperor

' will repent of not having consented to the divorce.' ^

In fact, the Emperor had begunto repent already, or,

if not to repent, yet to be perplexed with the addition

which his action had brought upon him to his many

burdens. The Praemunire and the successful establish-

ment of the authority of the Crown over the clergy had

startled all Europe. The King and Parliament, it had

^ Chapuys to Charles V., March I ir. part i, p. 94. Ihid.—Cahndar,

22, 1 53 1.

—

Spanish Calendar, yo\. \ Foreign ajidDoniesHc, vol. v.
i>.

68.

I
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been universally supposed, would yield before a threat

of fxcommunication. When it appeared that they were

as careless of the Pope's curses as Luther and the

Elector of Saxony, the affair wore another aspect.

Even the Imperialist Cardinals in the Consistory came

round to the Pope's own view and wished to let the

cause rest for two or three years. Mai feared that

such a course might lead to Novedadcs or revolu-

tion, but admitted that much might be said for it,

especially considering the difiiculties in Germany, He

ceased to press the Pope for immediate sentence, and

Dr. Ortiz, Catherine's passionate agent, complained

that he found the Emperor's Ambassador growing

cold and less eager to support his own arguments.^

Catherine, seeing her clerical friends prostrated, could

but renew her entreaties to her own relations. Ker

position was growing daily weaker. The nation, seeing

the Pope confining himself to weak threats and unable

or unwilling to declare her marriage valid, was rapidly

concluding that on the main question the King was right,

and that to throw the realm into a convulsion for an

uncertainty was not tolerable. No appeal had as yet

been made to Parliament, but ' the King of France,'

Catherine wrote to Charles, ' has asked the Pope to

'delay sentence. If this be allowed, the means now
' employed by these people to gain the consent of the

' nation to his second marriaofe are such that thev will

^ Micer ilai to Covos, March
28, 1531.—Spanish Cale Iular, vol.

iv. part I, p. 105. Ortiz to the

Archbishop of Santiago, April 1 1,

1531.—Ibid. p. 116.
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' obtain what they desire and accomplish my ruin at the

'next session. If the delay be not already granted, I

'entreat your Highness not to consent to it. Insist that

'the Pope shall give judgment before next October,

'when Parliament will meet again. Forgive my impoi-

' tuuity. I cannot rest till justice is done to me. For the

' love of Heaven let it be done before the time I name.

' I myself, if it must be so, shall go to Parliament and

'declare before its members tlie justice of my case.' -^

The harassed Pope was obstinately cautious, and

occasionally even turned upon his persecutors. Mai

now urged him to call a General Council and settle all

questions. The Avord ' council ' rang painfully in Papal

ears. Why did not the Emperor make war upon the

Lutherans ? he pettishly asked. Mai told him the

Lutherans were rich and stubborn and strong, and it

would be an endless work. Why not then, said Cle-

ment, begin with the Swiss^ who were not so strong ?

Mai answered that it could not be. The heretics every-

where made common cause, and the Emperor could not

fight them all single-handed. The Pope sighed, and

said he feared there would be little help from France

and England.^

In England events moved steadily on, without hesi-

tation, yet without precipitation. The Bishops were

not yet agreed on the divorce. At the close of the

session (March, 1531) Sir Thomas More read in the

^ Queen Catherine to the Ena-

peror, April 5, 1531.

—

Spanish

Calendar, vol. iv. part i, p. 112.

2 Micer Mai to Charle.s V.

April 21, iS'^i.—Ihid. p. 130.
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Upper House the opinions which had been collected

from the Universities at home and abroad, and a debate

ensued upon them. , , . London and Lincoln were on

the King's side. St. Asaph and Bath were of opinion

that Parliament had no right to interfere. Norfolk cut

the argument short by saying that the documents had

been introduced merely to be read. There was no pro-

posal before the House. More said briefly that the King

knew what his opinion was, and that he need not repeat

it. The judgments were sent down to the House of

Commons, where Chapuys persuaded himself that they

were heard with more displeasure than approval. The

session ended, and Parliament was prorogued till the

following autumn. The Emperor himself wrote to More.

The letter was forwarded through Chapuys, who wished

to deliver it in person. More declined his visit and

declined the letter. If it was placed in his hand, he

said, he must communicate it to the King. Parlitiment

having risen, there was again a breathing time.^

So far as the persons of the two ladies were concerned

who were the central figures in the quarrel, there was

little difference of opinion in England. The Duke of

Norfolk, who represented the feelings of the great body

of the nation, thought that the interests of the suc-

cession made the divorce a necessity. The realm could

not be left exposed to the risk of another civil war.

He was jealous of the honour and liberties of the

country, and ill liked to see a question which touched

^ Chapuys to Charles V., April 2, 153 1.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

DoTnestie, vol. v. p. 83.
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tlieui so nearly left to the pleasure of the Emperor. But

jS'orfolk as much adrah'ed Catherine as he disliked his

niece, and there were probably few English statesmen

who did not regret that a public cause should have been

tainted by a love-affair. All the leading men regretted

that the King had fastened his choice upon a person

neither liked nor respected. Anne's antecedents were

unfavourable. Her elevation had turned her brain ; she

had made herself detested for her insolence and dreaded

for her intrigues. Catherine, on the other hand, was

a princess of royal birth and stainless honour. The

Duke observed to the Marquis of Exeter that it was a

wonder to see her courage—nothing seemed to frighten

her :
' the Devil and no other,' he said, ' must have

'originated so wretched a business.' The same view of

the matter was growing at E-ome in the Pope and among

the Cardinals. The Bishop of Tarbes, who represented

Francis at the Papal Court, warned Clement that the

loss of England might be the loss of France also. If

the King of England, he said, was driven to despera-

tion, the miserable divorce siiit would be the ruin of

the world ; Francis would and must stand by him if the

Pope proceeded to excommunication. His impatience

with his marriage might be unreasonable, but was no

adequate ground for the convulsion of Catholic Chris-

tendom. Clement was at heart of the same opinion.

The course which he wished to follow was to delay

indefinitely. A formal suspension would not be needed.

They had only to go on slowly. The King would then

most likely marry, and the cause would drop. Andrea
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de Burgo, Ferdinand's Ambassador, said that the

Emperor was strong enough to settle the matter by

himself. ' Not so strong as you think/ Clement

observed. ' Between the Turks and the Lutherans the

' Emperor may have trouble eno' gh of his own.' ^

The Pope's unwillingness was well understood in

England. He made another faint effort to save Cathe-

rine ; he ordered the Nuncio to announce to Henry

that the brief must be obeyed, or 'justice would have

' its course.' Believing that the message would be

resented, the Nuncio hesitated to deliver it, but, en-

couraged by Chapuys, at last demanded audience and

informed Henry in the Pope's name what he was to

expect if he persisted. Henry shortly answered that the

Pope was losing his time. He already knew what the

Nuncio had come to tell him, but, once for all, he would

never accept the Pope as his judge in an affair con-

cerning himself and the English nation. The Pope

may excommunicate me, he said. ' I care not a fig for

' his excommunication. Let him do as he wills at Rome.
' I will do here as I will. ... I take the Pope to be a

' worthy man on the whole, but ever since the last war

' he has been so afraid of the Emperor that he dares not

' act against his wishes.' ^

The most obvious resource was to adopt the sugges-

tion already made that the case should be transferred to

Cambray, or to some other spot not open to objection,

^ Micer Mai to Charles V.,

May 25, 153 1.

—

S'panisli Calendar,

vol.iv. part 2, p. 165.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., June

6) 1531-—Spmiish Calendar, vol.

i iv, part i. p. 170.
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where it could be heard with impartiality. Clement

himself was weary of the struggle, and eager to escape

from it by any reasonable means. If Catherine would

agree, Charles was unlikely to hesitate
; but, though

weary and worn out with disappointments, she was

a resolute woman, and as long as she persisted the

Emperor was determined not to desert her. With

small hope of success, but as an experiment which

it was thought desirable to try, a deputation of Peers

and Bishops were commissioned to see Catherine, to ask

her to withdraw her demand for an immediate sentence,

and consent that the cause should be tried in a neutral

place; while the Pope, through his Legate in Spain,

made a similar proposition to Chai'les. The Queen

heard that they were coming, and prepared for them

by causing several ' masses of the Holy Ghost ' to be

said, that she might be enlightened how to answer. The

delegates arrived shortly after the masses were com-

pleted, the two Dukes, Lord Exeter, Earls, Barons,

Bishops, and canon lawyers, thirty of them in all.

Norfolk spoke for the rest. He said that the King had

been treated with contenipt and vituperation by the

Pope on her account; he had been cited to appear

personally at P^ome—a measure never before enforced

by any pope against an English king. He could not

go ; he could not leave his kinfnioni—nor could the

dispute be settled by the Pope's insistence on it. A
fitter place and fitter judges must be chosen by the

mutual consent of the parties, or she would be the

cause of trouble and scandal to them and their posterity.
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The Duke entreated her to consider tlic consequences

of refusal—to remember the many good services which

the King had rendered to her father and to the Emperor,

and to allow the constitution of some other court before

which the King could plead.

In itself the demand was reasonable. It was im-

possible for a king of England to jjlead before the Pope

in the power, as he was, of the Emperor, who was him-

self a party interested in the dispute. A neutral place

might have been easily found. Neutral judges might

be less easily procurable ; but none could be less fit

than his Holiness. The Queen, however, replied

stoutl}^ as ever that her cause should be judged by the

Pope and by no one else ; not that she expected any

favour at his hands ; so far the Pope had shown him-

self so partial to the King that more could not be

asked of him ; she, and not the King, had cause to

complain of his Holiness; but the Pope held the place

and had the power of God upon earth, and was the

image of eternal truth. To him, and only to him, she

remitted her case. If trouble came, it would be the

work of others, not of her. She allowed that in past

times the King had assisted her relations. The Emperor

had not denied it, and was the King's true friend.

With a scornful allusion to the Supremum Caput, she

said, the King might be Lord and Master in temporal

matters, but the Pope was the true Sovereign and Vicar

of God in matters spiritual, of which matrimony was one.^

^ Chapuys to Charles V., June 6, i^^i.—Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 2, p. 172.
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The Spanish Legate had succeeded no better with

Charles, who returned a peremptory refusal; but so

little confidence had the Emperor in the true Sovereign

and Vicar of God that he insisted not merely that the

Pope should try the case, hut should try it in his ovm •pre-

sence, lest the Queens interests should siiffer injury. The

request itself indicated a disposition on the Pope's part

to evade his duty. Charles gave him to understand, in

language sufficiently peremptory, that he intended that

duty to be done.^

In this direction there was no hope. Catherine had

been even more emphatic with the deputation. After

her reply to Norfolk, the bishops and iaw3^ers took up

the word. She always denied that she had been Prince

Arthur's actual wife. She herself on all occasions courted

the subject, and was not afraid of indelicacy. The

Church doctors responded. They said she had slept

with Prince Arthur, and the presumptions were against

her. She bade them go plead their presumptions at

Rome, where they would have others than a woman to

answer them. She was astonished, she said, to see so

many great people gathered against a lone lad}'' without

friends or counsel.

Among the great persons before lier she had still

some staunch friends. Anne Boleyn was detested by

them all ; and those who, like Norfolk, wished her, for

her own sake, to be less uncompromising could not refuse

to admire the gallant spirit of Isabella's daughter.

^ Answer to the Papal Legate I July, 1531.

—

Spanish Calendar,

respecting the Cause of England,
|

vol. iv. part 2, p. 203.
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But, alas ! the refusal to allow the cause to be heard in

a free city, before an impartial tribunal, was equivalent

to a consciousness that, unless by a court under the

Emperor's control, an unfavourable judgment was to bo

looked for. They could not any one of them allow

their Sovereign to plead where an Imperial Minister

could threaten the lives of uncompliant Cardinals. But,

unless every knightly feeling had been dead in them,

they could not have refused their sympathy. Had the

Pope spoken plainly from the first, most of the Peers

would perhaps have stood by the lady before them

with voice and sword. But the Pope had allowed

that the Kingr was in the right. He had drawn back

only under compulsion, and even at that moment was

only prevented by fear froin deciding on the King's

side. Glad as they might have been had the ques-

tion never been raised, they could not submit their

Prince to the indignity of a condemnation by a co-

erced tribunal—a tribunal which was to be trusted

to proceed only, as it now appeared, in the Emperor's

own presence.

They carried the answer back to their master. ' I

'feared it would be so/ he said, ' knowing as I do the

' heart and temper of the Queen. We must now provide

' in some other way.'

Norfolk, who wished well to the Queen, regretted

that she had taken a course so little likely to profit

her. ' The Emperor's action,' he said, ' in causing the

' King to be cited to Pome was outrageous and unpre-

'cedented. The cause ouglit to be tried in England,
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'and the Queen Lad been unwise in rejecting the advice

' of the Peers.' i

The Emperor on reflection reconsidered his own first

i*efusal to allow the cause to be transferred ; to insist

on the trial being conducted before himself was really

intolerable, and he drew a more moderate reply ; but

he still persisted that the Pope alone should hear the

case, and decide it in the Queen's favour, ' The affair,'

he said, ' was of such a nature as to admit of no solution

' save the declaring that a marriage contracted with the

' authority and license of the Holy See was valid and in-

' dissoluble. As the patron and defender of the Apostolic

' See he was more in duty bound than any other Prince

' to remove and defend all small offences and disputes.'

In fact he still advanced a claim of sovereign jurisdiction

which it was impossible for England to allow.^

Catherine was well aware that the Pope had been

a party to the request for the removal of her cause,

and bitterly she railed at him. Charles sent her a

copy of his own answer. It reassured her, if she had

doubted ; she saw that, let Clement struggle how he

would, she could be confident that her nephew would

compel him to decide for her. The Pope, she announced,

was responsible for all that had happened by refusing

to do her justice. This last move showed that he was

as little disposed to apply the remedy ^ as he had been.

^ Chapuys to Charles V. , June

24, 1531.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. v. pp. 144-5.

- The Emperor's Answer to the

Legate, July 26, 1531.

—

SiMiiish

Calendar, vol. iv. part 2, p. 218.

^ Catherine's phrase for the ex-

communication of her husliand.
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If the caiisG was removed from Rome, the judges, wliu-

ever they might be, would decUire that black was

white.^

Up to this time Catherine had continued at the

Court Avith her own a23artments, and with the Princess

Mary as her companion. She had refused the only

available means of a peaceful arrangement, and was

standing out, avowedly resting on the Emperor's pro-

tection. She was not reticent. She spoke out freely

of her wrongs and her expectations. To separate

motlier and daughter would have been a needless

aggravation had the suit been between private indi-

viduals. But Mary was a public person with her own

rights on the succession. It was found necessary to

remove Catherine from London and to place the

Princess out of reach of her influence. Moor Park,

which had been a country-house of Wolsey's, was

assigned for the Queen's residence, while Mary was

sent to the palace at Richmond. Catherine was too

proud to resist when resistance would be useless, but

she said she would prefer the Tower.^ The Nuncio

remonstrated. He advised the King 'to recall her to

' the Court and shut a hundred thousand tongues.' The

King replied, ' nearly in tears,' that he had sent her

away because she used such high words and was always

threatening him with the Emperor.^ Of Mar}^, Plenry

^ Queen Catherine to Charles

v., July 28.

—

Spanish Calendar,

vol. iv. part 2, \). 220.

^ SjJanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 2, p. 239.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Janu-

ary 4, 1532.

—

Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. v. p. 335.
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was personally fond. He met her one day in Richmond

Park, spoke affectionately to her, and regretted that he

saw her so seldom. She cannot be where the Lady is,

said Chapuys, ' because the Lady has declared that she

' will not have it, nor hear of her.' She would not even

allow the King to speak to Mary without being watched

on the occasion just mentioned. She sent two of her

people to report what passed between them.^

^ Chapuj's to Charles V., October i, 1531.

—

Sixmish Calendar, voL

V. part 2, p. 256.

I
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CHAPTER XI.

Proposals for the remiion ol" Christendom—Warning addressed

to the Pope—Address of the English nobles to Queen

Catherine—Advances of Clement to Henry—Embarrassments

of the Pope and th.e Emperor—Unwillingness of the Pope to

decide against the King—Business in Parliament—Reform of

the English Church—Death of Archbishop Warham—Bishop

Fisher and Chapuys—Question of annates—Papal Briefs—

The Pope urged to excommunicate Henry—The Pope refuses

—Anger of Queen Catherine's Agent.

rjlHE unity of Christendom was not to be broken in

X pieces without an effort to preserve it. Charles Y,

was attempting impossibilities in his own dominions,

labouring for terms on which the Lutheran States might

return to the Church. He had brought the Pope to

consent to the ' communion in both kinds,' and to the

' marriage of priests '—a vast concession, which had

been extorted by Micer !Mai in the intervals of the dis-

cust^ions on the divorce. Efforts which fail are forgotten,

but they represent endeavours at least honourable.

Catherine was absorbed in her own grievances. Charles

gave them as much attention as he could spare, but had

other things to think of. As long as he could prevent

Clement frum taking any fatal step, ho supposed tliat
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lio had done enough. He had at least done all that he

could, and he had evidently allowed Chapuys to persuade

him that Henry's course would be arrested at the last

extremity by his own subjects. He left Mai to watch

the Pope, and Oitiz to urge for sentence; but wlien the

pressure of liis own hand relaxed his agents could effect

but little. The English Parliament was to open again

in Janu*aiy. The King's Commissioners at Rome
infoniicd the Consistory that if it was decided finally to

try the cause at Rome they were to take their leave,

and the King would thenceforward regard the Pope

as his 25ublic enen:iy.^ The threat ' produced a great

'impression.' The Pope had no wish to be Henry's

enemy in order to please the Emperor. Mai and Ortiz

told him that the English menaces were but words ; he

had but to speak and England would submit. The

Pope did not believe it, and became again ' lax and

' procrastinating.' -

The English nobles made a last effort to move

Catherine. Lord Sussex, Sir William Fltzwilliam,

and Lee, Archbishop of York, Avho had been her Avarm

supporter, waited on her at Moor Park to urge her, if

she would not allow the case to be tried at Cambray, to

permit it to be settled by a commission of bishops and

lawyers. The Pope confessedly Avas not free to give

his OAvn opinion, and English causes could not be ruled

by the Emperor. If Catherine had consented, it is by

no moans certain that Anne Boleyn Avould have been

' j\Iai to Covos, Oct. 24, 1531.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv. part 2,

p. 276. - Ibid.

I
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any more heard of. A love wLicli had Avaited for five

years could not have been unconquerable ; and it was

possible and even probable in the existing state of

opinion that some other arrangement might have been

made for the succession. The difficulty rose from

Catherine's determination to force the King before a

tribunal where the national pride would not permit him

to plead. The independence of England was threatened,

and those who might have been her friends were dis-

armed of their power to help her. Unfortunately for

herself, perhaps fortunately ibr the English race which

was yet to be born, slie remained still inflexible. ' The

' King's plea of conscience,' she said, ' was not honest.

' He "was acting on passion, pure and simple ; and

' Encdioh iudsjes would sav black was white.' Sussex

and Fitzwilliam knelt to entreat her to reconsider her

answer. She too knelt and praj^ed them for God's

honour and glory to persuade the King to return to

her, as she was his lawful wife. All present were in

tears, but there was no remedy. Chapuys said that

the coldness and indifference with which the affair was

treated at Rome was paralysing her defenders. The

question could not stand in debate for ever, and, unless

the Pope acted promptly and resolutely, he feared that

some strong act was not far distant.^

She was destroying her own chance. She persisted

in relying on a defence which was itself fatal to lier.

' God knows -what I suffer from these people,' she

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Oct. 16, 153 1.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. ])art 2, \K 263.
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wrote to the Emperor, ' enough to kill ten men, much
' more a shattered woman who has done no harm. I can

' do nothing but appeal to God and your Majesty, on

' whom alone my remedy depends. For the love of God
' procure a final sentence from his Holiness as soon as

' possible. The utmost dihgence is required. May God
' forgive him for the many delays which he has granted

' and which alone are the cause of my extremity ! I am
' the King's lawful wife, and while 1 live I will sa}' no

' other. The Pope's tardiness makes many on my side

* waver, and those who would say the truth dare not,

' Speak out yourself, that my friends may not think I

' am abandoned by all the world.' ^

Well might Catherine despair of Clement. While

she was expecting him to excommunicate her husband,

he was instructing his Nuncio to treat that husband as

his most trusted friend. He invited Henry to assist in

the Turkish war ; he consulted him about the pro-

tection of Savoy from the Swiss Protestants ; he

apologised to him for the language which he was

obliged to use on tlie great matter. Henry, con-

temptuous and cool, ' not showing the passion which he

' had shown at other times,' replied that the Pope must

be jesting in inviting him, far off as he was, to go to

war with the Turk. If Ctiristendom was in danger he

would bear his part with the other Princes. As to

Savoy, the Duke had disregarded the wishes of France

1 Catherine to Chaiies V. , Nov.

6, 1531.

—

Spanislb Calendar, vol.

iv. ^lait 2, p. 279. I must remind

tlie reader that I have to compress

the substance both of tliis and

mauv other k'tters.
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and must take the consequences. For the rest, the

messaofe which he had sent throuoh his Ambassador at

Rome was no more than the truth. ' If,' said he to the

Nuncio, ' I ask a thing which I think right, the answer

'
i.5

" The law forbids." If the Emperor ask a thing,

' law and rules are changed to please him. The Pope

' has greatly wronged me. I have no particular ani-

' mosity against him. After all, he does not bear me
' much ill will. The fear of the Emperor makes him
' do things which he would not otherwise do. Proceed-

' ings may be taken against me at Rome. I care not,

' If sentence is given against me, I know what to do.' ^

The Pope never meant to give sentence if he could

help it. Every day brought Parliament nearer, and he

drove Mai distracted with his evasions. ' I have said

' all that I could to his Holiness and the Cardinals

* without offending them,' he reported to Charles. ' Your
' Majesty may believe me when I say that these devils

' are to a man against us. Some take side openl}^, being

' of the French or English faction ; others will be easily

' corrupted, for every day I hear the English Ambassador
' receives bills for thousands of ducats, which are said

' to go in bribery.' -

Promises were given in plenty, but no action fol-

lowed, and Ortiz had the same story to tell Catherine.

* Your Ambassador at Rome,' she wrote to her nephew,
' tliinks the Pope as cold and indifferent as when the

^ Chapuys to Cliarlcs V., Dec.

4, 1531.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 320.

" Mai to C^harlea V., Dec. i:

'Ibid, part i, p. 32S.
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' suit began. I am amazed at his Holiness. How can

' lie allow a suit so scandalous to remain so lonrr mi-

' decided ? His conduct cuts mo to the soul. You know
' who has caused all this mischief. Were the King once

' free from the snare in which he has been caught, he

* would confess that God had restored his reason. His

' misleaders goad him on like a bull in the arena. Pity

' that a man so good and virtuous should be thus

' deceived ! God enlighten his mind !

'

^

To the Emperor himself, perhaps, the problem was

growing more difficult than he expected. He himself

at last pressed for sentence, but sentence was nothing

unless followed by excommunication if it was disobeyed,

and the Pope did not choose to use his thunder if

there was to be no thunderbolt to accompany it. The

Cardinal Legate in Spain assured him that the Emperor

would employ all his force in the execution of the

censures. The Pope said that he prized that promise

as ' a word from heaven.' But though Charles might

think the English King was doing what was wrong

and unjust, was it so wrong and so unjust that fire and

sword were to be let loose through Christendom ?

Chapuys and Catherine were convinced that there

would be no need of such fierce remedies. They might

be right, but how if they were not right ? How if

England supported the King ? The Emperor could not

be certain that even his own subjects would approve of

a war for such an object. Three years later, when the

^ Catherine to Charles V., Dec. 15, 1531. —SiMnish Calaidar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 331.
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moment: for action had arrived, if action was to be

taken at all, it will be seen that the Spanish Council of

State took jDrecisely this view of the matter, and saw

no reason for breaking the peace of Europe for what,

after all, was but ' a family quarrel.' The Pope was

cautious. He knew better than his passionate advisers

how matters really stood. The Pope may promise, Mai

said, ' but as long as the world remains in its troubled

' state, these people will be glad of any excuse to prolong

'the settlement.' January came, when the English

Parliament was to meet, and the note was still the

same. The Pope says, wrote Mai, that we must not

press the English too hard. I have exhausted all that

I could say without a rupture. I told him he was

discrediting the Queen's case and your Majesty's

authority. I made him understand that I should be

obliged to apply elsewhere for the ju.stice that was

denied me at Rome. He owns that I am right, but

Consistory follows Consistory and niore delays are

allowed. We can but press on as we have always

done and urge your Majesty's displeasure.^

If a sentence could not be had, Ortiz insisted on

the issue of another minatory brief. Anne Boleyn must

bo sent from the Court. The King must be made to

confess his errors. The Pope assented ; said loudly

that he would do justice ; though England and France

should revolt from the Holy See in consequence, a brief

should go, and, if it was disobeyed, he would proceed

^ Mai to the Emperor, Jan. 15, 1532.—!ipanish Calendar, vol. iv.

iwi-t I, ].. 360.
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to excommunicate : 'the Kings of England and France

' were so bound together that if he lost one he lost both,

'but lie would venture notwithstanding.' But like the

Cardinals who condemned Giordano Bruno, Clement

was more afraid of passing judgment than Henry of

hearing it passed. The brief was written and was

sent, but it contained nothing but mild expostulation.^

All the distractions of the world were laid at the door

of the well-meaning, uncertain, wavering Clement. La

Pommeraye, the French Ambassador in London, said

(Chapuys vouches for the words) that ' nothing could

' have been so easy as to bring all Christian Princes to

' agree had not that devil of a Pope embroiled and sown

' dissension through Christendom.' ^

In England alone were to be found clear purpose and

steadiness of action. The divorce in England was an

imjiortant feature in the quarrel with the Papacy, but

it was but a sinsfle element in the great stream of Re-

formation, and the main anxiety of King and people

was not fixed on Catherine, but on the mighty changes

which were rushing forward. When a Parliament was

first summoned, on the fall of Wolsey, the Queen had

assumed that it was called for nothing else but to em-

power the King to separate from her*. So she thought

at the beginning, so she continued to think. Yet

session had followed session, and the Legislature had

found other work to deal with. They had manacled

1 ClementVII. to Henry YIII.,

Jan. 25, 1532.

—

Calciular, F..7riipi

and Doviesik, vol. v. p. 358.

- S'pnnish Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 368.
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the wrists of her friends, the clergy; but that was all,

and she was to have yet another year of respite. The

' blind passion ' which is supposed to have governed

Henry's conduct was singularly deliberate. Seven years

had passed since he had ceased cohabitation with

Catherine, and five since he had fallen under the fnsci-

nation of the impatient Anne
;

yet he went on as

composedly with public business as if Anne had never

smiled on him, and he was still content to wait for this

particular satisfaction. As long as hope remained of

saving the unity of Christendom without degrading

England into a vassal State of the Empire, Henry did

not mean to break it. He had occupied himself, in

concert with the Parliament, with reforming the in-

ternal disorders and checking the audacious usurpations

of the National Church. He had, so far, been en-

thusiastically supported by the immense majority of

the laity, and was about to make a further advance in

the same direction.

The third Session opened on the 13th of January,

Peers, Prelates, and Commons being present in fidl

number. By this time a small but active opposition

had been formed in the Lower House to resist measures

too violently anti-clerical. They met occasionally to

concert operations at the Queen's Head by Temple Bar.

The Bishops, who had been stunned by the Praemunire,

were recovering heart and intending to show fight.

Tunstal of Durham, who had been reflecting on the

Royal Supremacy during the recess, repented of his

consent, ami had written his misgivings to the King.
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The King used the opportunity to make a reinai-kable

iei)ly.

' People conceive,' he said, ' that we are minded to

* separate our Cliurch of England from the Church of

'Rome, and you think the consequences ought to bo

* considered. My Lord, as touching schism, we are

' informed by virtuous and learned men that, considering

' what the Church of Rome is, it is no schism to separate

'from her, and adhere to the Word of God. The lives

' (jf Christ and the Pope are very opposite, and therefore

' to follow the Pope is to forsake Christ. It is to be

* trusted the Papacy will shortly vanish away, if it be not

* reformed ; but, God Avilling, we sliall never separate

' from the Universal body of Christian men.' ^

Archbishop Warham also had failed to realise the

meaning of his consent to the Royal Supremacy. He

had consecrated the Bishop of St. Asaph on the receipt

of a nomination from Rome before the bulls had been

presented to the King. He learnt that he was again

under a Prai'munire. The aged Primate, fallen on evil

times, drew tlie heads of a defence which he intended

to make, but never did make, in the House of Lords.

Archbishops, he said, were not bound to enquire whetlior

Bishops had exliibited tlieir bulls or not. It had not

been the custom. If the Archbishop could not give tlie

spiritualities to one who was pronounced a bishop at

Rome till the King had granted him his temporalities,

the spiritual powers of tlie Archbishops would depend

^ Henry VIII. to thuBisliopof
|

pressod. —C«Zj?;^Zrtr, Foreign and

Duvliam, Feb. 24, 1532. Com-
|
Domestic, vol. v. p. 387.
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on the temporal power of the Prince, and would be of

little or no effect, which was against God's law. In

consecrating the Bishop of St. Asapli he had acted as

the Pope's Commissary. The act itself was the Pope's

act. The point for which the King contended was

one of the Articles which Henry II. sought to extort

at Clarendon, and which he was afterwards compelled

to abandon. The liberties of the Church were guaran-

teed by Magna Charta, and the Sovereigns who had

violated them, Henry II., Edward III., Richard II.,

had come to an ill end. The lay Peers had threatened

that they would defend the matter with their swords.

The lay Peers should remember what befell the knights

who slew St. Tliomas. The Archbishop said he would

rather be hewn in pieces than confess this Article, for

which St. Thomas died, to be a Praimunire.^

Warham was to learn that the spirit of Henry II.

was alive again in the present Henry, and that the Con-

stitutions of Clarendon, then jDremature, were to become

the law of the land.

Fisher of Rochester had received no summons to

attend the present Parliament ; but he sent word to

the Imperial Ambassador that he would be in his place,

Avhether called up or not, that he might defend Catherine

should any measure be introduced which affected her.

He begged Chapuys not to mention his name in his

despatches, except in cipher. If they met in public,

Chapuys must not speak to him or appear to know him.

' Archbishop Warliam, 1532.

—

Calendar^ Foreign and Domestic,

vol. V. p. 541.

P
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He ou his part would pass Chapuys without notice till

the present tyranny was overpast. Bishop Fisher Avas

entering upon dangerous courses which were to lead

him into traitorous efforts to introduce an invading army

into England and to bring his own head to the block.

History has only pity for these unfortunate old men,

and does not care to remember that, if they could

have had their way, a bloodier persecution than the

Marian would have made a swift end of the Refor-

mation.

I need not repeat wliat I have written elsewhere on

the acts of this Session.^ A few details only deserve

further notice. The privilege of the clergy to commit

felony without punishment was at last abolished.

Felonious clerks were thenceforward to suffer like

secular criminals. An accident provided an illus-

trative example. A priest was executed in London for

chipping the coin, having been first drawn through the

streets in the usual way. Thirty women sued in vain

for his pardon. He w;is hanged in his habit, without

being degraded, against the protest of the Bishop—' a

'thing never done before since the island was Christian.' ^

The Constitutions of Clarendon were to be enforced at

last. The Arches court and the Bishops' courts were

reformed on similar lines, their methods and their

charges being brought within reasonable limits. Priests

were no longer allowed to evade the Mortmain Acts by

^ History of England, vol. i. I ^•a\yiQ,i$'^2.— Vcnetia,nCalaidarf

p. 342, &c.
I

vol. iv. p. 342.

- Carlo CtiiJcUo to the Signory,
;
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working on deatli-bed terrors. The exactions for mor-

tuaries, legacy duties, and probate duties, long a pleasant

source of revenue, were abolished or cut down. The

clergy in their synods had passed what laws they

pleased and enforced them with spiritual terrors. The

clergy were informed that they would no longer be

allowed to meet in synod without Royal license, and

that their laws would be revised by laymen. Ciiapuys

wittily observed that the clergy were thus being made

of less account than cordwainers, who could at least

enact their own statutes.

A purpose of larger moment was announced by

Henry for future execution. More's chancellorship

had been distinguished by heresy-prosecutions. The

stake in those three years had been more often lighted

than under all the administration of Wolsey. It was

as if the Bishops had vented on those poor victims

their irritation at the rude treatment of their privi-

leges. The King said that the clergy's province was

with souls, not with bodies. They were not in future

to arrest men on suspicion, imprison, examine, and

punish at their mere pleasure. There was an outcry, in

which the Chancellor joined. The King suspended his

resolution for the moment, but did not abandon it. He
was specially displeased with More, from whom he had ex-

pected better things. He intended to persist. 'May God,'

exclaimed the orthodox and shocked Chapuys, ' send

'such a remedy as the intensity of the evil requires !
'
^

^ Cliaijuys to Charles V., May 13, 1532.—,Spa?iM Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 446.
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None of Henry's misdeeds shocked Chapuys so deeply

as the tolerating heresy.

The Royal Supremacy had been accepted by Con-

vocation. It was not yet confirmed by Parliament.

Norfolk felt the pulses of the Peers. He called a meet-

ing at Norfolk House. He described the Pope's

conduct. He insisted on the usual topics—that matri-

monial causes were of temporal jurisdiction, not spiritual

;

that tlie King was sovereign in his own dominions, &c.,

&c., aiul he invited the Peers' opinions. The Peers

were cold. Lord Darcy had spoken freely against the

Pope in his indictment of Wolsey. It seemed his

ardour was abating. He said the King and Council must

manage matters without letting loose a cat among the

legs of the rest of them.^ The meeting generally agreed

with Darcy, and was not pressed further. Papal privilege

came before Parliament in a more welcome form when

a bill was introduced to withdraw annates or first

fruits of benefices which had been claimed and paid

as a tribute to the Holy See. The imposition was a

grievance. There were no annates in Spain. The

Papal collectors were detested. The House of Commons

made no difficulty. The Nuncio complained to the

Kino-. The Kinw told him that it was not he wdio

brouglit forward these measures. They were moved by

1 'Le Roy et son Conseil sca-

' voient bien qu'il y en avoient a

'faire sans vouloir mestre le rliat

'entre les jamlies dautres.' C'la-

puys to the Emperor, February

14, 1532.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 384 ; Calendar,

Foreign, and Domestic, vol. v. p.

381.
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the people, \vli(3 hated the Pope luarvcllously.^ In the

Upper House the Bishops stood by then- spiritual cliief

this time unanimously. Among the mitred Abbots there

was division of opinion. The abbeys had been the chief

sufferers from annates and had comphiined of the

exaction for centuries. All the lay Peers, except Lord

Arundel, supported the Government. The bill was

passed, but passed conditionally, leaving power to the

Crown to arrange a compromise if the Pope would

agree to treat. For the next year the annates were

paid in full, as usual, to give time for his Holiness to

consider himself.''^

Thus steadily the Parliament moved on. Arch-

bishop Warham, who was dying bruken-hearted, dictated

a feeble protest from his bed against all which had been

done b}' it in derogation of the Pope or in limitation of

the privileges of the Church. More had fouglit through

the session, but, finding resistance useless, resigned the

chancellorship. He sav/ what was coming. He could

not prevent it. If he retained his office he found that

he must either go against his conscience or increase the

displeasure of the King.^ He preferred to retire.

^ Cliapuys to Charles V. , Feb.

28, 1532.—Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. v. p. 392.

^ An address purporting to have

been presented by Convocation on

tills occasion, not only complaining

of the annates, but inviting a coni-

]>lete separation from the See of

Rome, was perhaps no more than

a draft suliraitted to the already

sorely humiliated body, and not

accepted by it.

—

Hislory of Eng-

land, vol. i. pp. 354-5. The French

Ambassadorsays distinctly that the

clergy agreed to nothing, but their

refusal was treated as of no conse-

quence.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., May
22, 1532.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. v. p. 476.
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In this way, at least in England, the situation was

clearing, and parties and individuals were drifting into

definite positions. Montfalconet/ writing to Charles

in May, said that he had been in England and had seen

Queen Catherine, who was still clamouring for the

Pope's sentence. Every one, he continued, speaking

for the Catholic party, whom alone he had seen, was

angry with tlie Pope, and angry witli the Emperor for

not pressing him further. Peers, clergy, laity, all

loved the Queen. She was patient. She thought that

if she could but see the King all might yet be well.

Were the sentence once delivered, she was satisfied that

he Avould submit.^ The Frencli Ambassador in London,

on the other hand, recommended Francis to force the

Pope to hold his hand. He told Chapuys that France

must and would take Henry's jDart if a rupture came.

The Emperor had no right to throw Europe into con-

fusion for the sake of a woman. If the King of England

wished to marry again, he should do as Louis XII.

had done under the same circumstances—take the

woman that he liked and waste no more time and

money.^

At Rome the Pope had been fingering his briefs

with hesitating heart. The first, wliich he had issued

under Charles's eye at Bologna, had been comparatively

^ MaitreiVhOtel to the Emperor

and Governor of Bresoia.

- Montfalconet to Charles V.,

May, 1532 .

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Dovustic, vol. V. p. 479.
' Cliapnys to the Emperor,

April 16, 1532.

—

Spanish Calendar,

vol. iv. part i, p. 425. In 1499

Louis XII. repudiated his first

wife, Jeanne de France, and mar-

ried Anne of Brittany, widow of

Charh's VIII.
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firm. He had there ordered Henry to take Catherine

back under penalty of excommunication. The last,

though so hardly extracted from him, was meagre and

insignificant. The King, when it was presented, merely

laughed at it. ' The Pope,' he said, ' complains that I have

' sent the Queen away. If his Holiness considers her as

' my wife, the right of jiunishing her for the I'udeness of

' her behaviour belongs to me and not to him.' ^

Ortiz, finding it hopeless to expect a decision on the

marriage itself from the Pope, demanded excommunica-

tion on the plea of disobedience to the Bologna brief.

He had succeeded, or thought he had succeeded, in

bringing the Pope to the point. The excommunication

was drawn up, ' but when it was to be engrossed and

* sealed the enemy of mankind prevented its completion

' in a manner only known to God.' Ortiz continued to

urge. The document could be sent secretly to the

Emperor, to be used at his discretion. ' If the Emperor

' thought fit to issue it, bearing, as it did, God's authority,

' God in such cases would infallibly send his terrors upon
' earth and provide that no ill should come of it.'

'^ The

Pope was less certain that God would act as Ortiz

undertook for him, and continued to offend the Lord by

delay. In vain Catherine's representative railed at

him, in vain told him that he would commit a great sin

and offence against God if he did not excommunicate a

King who was in mortal sin, keeping a mistress at his

Court. The Pope rationally answered that there was

1 Spa,nish Calcwlar, vol. iv I - Ortiz to Charles V., May,

part I. p. 447 I
1532.

—

Ibid. p. 43S.
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no evidence of mortal sin. ' It was the custom in

' England for Princes to converse intimately with ladies.

' He could not prove that, in the present case, there was

' anything worse, and the King might allege his con-

' science as a reason for not treating the Queen as a

' husband.' ^ Ortiz insisted that the devil had got hold

of the King in the shape of that woman, and unless the

Pope obliged him to put her away, the Pope would be

damned. But it was an absurdity to excommuuicate

the King and declare him to have forfeited his crowa

when the original cause of the quarrel w.is still un-

decided. The King might prove after all to be right,

as modern law and custom has in fact declared him to

have been.

Charles himself felt that such a position could not

be maintained. Plenry was evidently not frightened.

There was no sign that the English people were turning

against him. If a bull of excommunication was issued,

Charles himself would be called on to execute it, and

it was necessary to be sure of his ground.

Ortiz racred on. ' I told his Holiness,' he wrote,

' that if he did not excommunicate the King I would

'stand up at the day of judgment and accuse him

' before God.' ^ Charles was obliged to tell Ortiz that he

must be more moderate. A further difficulty had risen

in Rome itself. If the cause was tried at Rome, was it

to be tried before the Cardinals in consistory or before

^ Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, vol. V. p. 539.

2 Ortiz to Chaiics V., July 28,

1532.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

I)art I, p. 486.
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the court of the Rota ? The Cardinals were men of the

world. Mieer Mai's opinion was that from the Rota

only a judgment could be with certainty expected in

the Queen's favour.^ The winds are against us, lie

wrote to Secretary Covos ; what is done one day is

undone the next. The Cardinals will not stir, but

quietly pocket the ducats which come from tlie Emperor,

and the larger sums whicb come from the English, who

are lavish in spending. The Pope will not break with

France. He says he has so many ties with the Kings

of France and England that he must pretend goodwill

to the latter for fear they both break off from the

Church, as they have threatened to do."

^ Ortiz to Charles V., July 28, 1532.

—

SjMnish Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 414. - Ibid ]>. 469.
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CHAPTER XII.

Henry advised to marry without waiting for sentence—Meeting

of Henry and Francis—Anne Boleyn present at the interview

—Value of Anne to the Frencli Court—Pressure on the Pope

by the Agents of the Emperor—Complaints of Catherine

—

Engagements of Francis—Action of Clement—Tlie King

conditionally excommunicated—Demand for final sentence

—

(">anmer appointed Archbishop of Canterbury— Marriage of

Henry and Anne Boie}Ti—Supposed connivance of the Pope

—

The Nuncio attends Parliament—The Act of Appeals—Tlie

Emperor entreated to intervene—Chapuys and the King.

THE Pope had promised Ortiz that nothing should

be said of the intended excommunication till the

brief was complete. He betrayed the secret to the

English Agents, by whom it was conveyed to Henry.

The French Ambassador had advised the King to

hesitate no longer, but to marry and end the controversy.

The Pope himself had several times in private expressed

the same wish. But Henr}^ in love though he is

supposed to have been, determined to see Francis in

person before he took a step which could not be re-

called. He desired to know distinctly hov/ far France

was prepared to go along with him in defying the

Papal censures. An interview between the two Kings

i
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at such a crisis would also show the world tliat their

alliance was a practical fact, and that if the Emperor

declared war in execution of the censures he would

have France for an enemy as well as EIngland.

The intended meeting was announced at the end of

August, and, strange to say, there was still a belief

prevailing that a marriage would come of it between

the King and a French princess, and that Anne would

be disappointed after all. ' If it be so,' wrote Chapuys,

' the Lad}'' Anne is under a singular delusion, for she

* writes to her friends that at this interview all that she

'has been so long wishing for will be accomplished.'

One thing was clear, both to the Imperial Ambassador

and the Nuncio, that the Pope by his long trifling had

brought liims^lf into a situation where he must either

have to consent to a judgment against Catherine or

encounter as be.st he could the combination of two of

the most powerful Princes in Christendom. The least

that he could do was to issue an inhibition against the

King's marriage either with Anne or with the French-

woman.

The Pope's danger was real enough, but Anne

Boleyn had nothing to fear for herself. She was to

form part of the cortege. She was to go, and to be

received at the French court as Henry's bride-elect,

and she was created Marchioness of Pembroke for the

occasion. Queen Catherine believed that the marriage

Avould be completed at the interview with a publicity

which would make Francis an accomplice. The

Emperor was incredulous. Reluctantly he had been
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driven to the conclusion tliat Henry was really in

earnest, and he still thought it impossible that such an

outrage as a marriage could be seriously contemplated

while the divorce Avas still undecided.^ Yet contem-

]jlated it evidently was. Politically the effect wouLl

have been important, and it is not certain that Francis

would not have encouraged a step which would be

taken as an open insult by Charles. The objection, so

Chapuys heard, came from the lady herself, who desired

to be married in state with the usual formalities in

London.- Invited to the interview, however, she

certainly was by Francis. The French Queen sent her

a present of jewels. The Sieur de Langey came with

special compliments from the King to request her

attendance. She had been a useful instrument in

dividing Henry from the Emperor, and his master,

De Langey said, desired to thank her for the inestimable

services which she had rendered and was daily render-

ing him. He wished to keep her devoted to his

interests. Wolsey himself had not been more valuable

to him. He had not to pay her a pension of 25,OCX)

crowns, as he had done to the Cardinal. Therefore he

meant to pay her in flattery and in forwarding the

divorce at Rome.^

In vain Catherine poured out to Clement her v.'ailing

^ Charles V. to Mary of Hun- 1 i, 1532.—CaZf«c?«r, Foreion and

gary, Nov. 7, 1532.

—

Calendar, Domestic, vol. v. p. 592.

Forei'jn and Domestic, vol. v. p.
'^ Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

642. part I, p. 512.

- Chapuys to Charles V., Oct.
|
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cries for sentence—sentence without a moment's delay.

Less than ever could the Pope be brought to move.

He must wait and see what came of tlie meeting of the

Kings, and whether tlie Emperor got the better of the

Turks. It was the harder to bear because she had

persuaded herself, and had persuaded Ortiz, that, if

the King was once excommunicated, the whole of

Eng'and would rise against him for his contumacious

disobedience.^

The interview which took place in October between

the Kings of France and Enw-land was a momentous

incident in the struggle, for it did, in fact, decide Henry

to take the final step. The scene itself, the festivities,

the regal reception of Anne, the Nun of Kent and the

discovery of the singular influence which an hysterical

impostor had been able to exercise in the higlicr circles

of English life, have already been described by me, and

I can add nothing to what I have already written. A
more particular account, however, must be given of

a French Commission which was immcdiatel}'' after

despatched to Rome. Francis had not completely

satisfied Henry. He had repeated the advice of his

Ambassadors. He had encouraged the King to marry

at once. He had reiterated his promises of support

if the Emperor declared war. Even an engagement

which Henry had desired to obtain from him, to unite

France with England in a sepaiate communion, should

the Pope proceed to violence, Francis had seemed to

1 Ortiz to tile Emperor, Sept 30, 1532.

—

SiJanisli Calendar, vol. iv.

part I, p. 523.
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give, and had wished las good brother to believe it.

But his language had been less explicit on this jDoint

than on the other.

The Bishop of Tarbes, now C^ardinal Graramont,

was sent to Rome, with Cardinal Tournon, direct from

the interview, with open instructions to demand a

General Council, to inform the Pope that if he refused

the two Kings would call a Council themselves and

invito the Lutheran Princes to join them, and that,

if the Pope excommunicated Henry, he would go to

Rome for absolution so well accompanied that the

Pope would be glad to grant it.^ If Catherine's friends

in Rome were rightly informed, the Cardinals had

brought also a secret commission, which went the full

extent of Henry's expectation. The Pope was to be

required to fulfil at once the promise which he had

given at Orvieto, and to give judgment for the divorce
;

' otherwise the Kings of France and England would

' abrogate the Papal authority in their several realms.'

The Pojje, confident that the alternative before him was

the loss of the two kingdoms, was preparing to yield.^

Henry certainly returned to England with an under-

standing that Francis and himself were perfectly united,

and would adopt the same course, whatever that might

be. A report went abroad that, relying on these

assurances, he had brought his hesitation to an end,

and immediately after landing made Anne secretly his

' Instructions to Cardinals I Domestic, vol. v. p- 648.

Graiumont and Tournon, Nov.
j

- Chapuys to Charles V., Kov.

13, 1532.

—

Calmdar, Foreign and , 10.—Jbid. p. 644.
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wife. Tlie rumour was premature, but the resolution

was taken. The Pope, the King said, was making

himself the tool of the Emperor. The Emperor was

judge, and not the Pope; and neither he nor his people

would endure it. He would maintain the liberties of

his country, and the Pope, if he tried violence, would

find his mistake.^

It is not easy to believe that on a point of such vast

consequence Henry could have misunderstood what

Francis said, and be considered afterwards that lie had

been deliberately deceived ; but under any aspect the

meeting was a demonstration against the Papacy.

Micer Mai, who watched the Pope from day to day,

declared that his behaviour was enough to drive him

out of his senses. Mai and Ortiz had at last forced

another brief out of him—not a direct excommunication,

but an excommunication which was to follow on further

disobedience. They bad compelled bim to put it in

writing that he might have committed himself before

the French Cardinals' arrival. But when it was written

he would not let it out of bis hands. He was to moot

the Emperor again at Bologna, and till be bad learnt

from Charles's own lips what he was prepared to do,

it was unfair and unreasonable, he said, to require an

act which might fatally commit him. He was not,

however, to be allowed to escape. Catherine, when

she heard of the despatch of the Cardinals, again flung

herself on her nephew's j^rotection. She insisted that

^ Chapu3'.s to Charles v., Nov. 10.— Calendar, Foreign and Domestic,
vol. V, p. 667.
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the Pope should speak out. The Fiencli must not be

listened to. There was nothing to be afraid of. ' The
' Eng'ish themselves carried no lightning except to

' strike her.' ^ Letters from Ortiz brought her news of

the Pope's continued indecision—an indecision fatal, as

she considered it, to the Church and to herself.

Rumours reached her that the King had actually

married, and she poured out her miseries to Chapuys.

The letters from Rome,' she said, ' reopen all my
wounds. They show there is no justice foi me or my
daughter. It is withheld from us for political con-

siderations. I do not ask his Holiness to declare

war—a war I Avould rather die than provoke ; but I

have been appealing to the Vicar of God for justice for

six years, and I cannot have it, I refused the pro-

posals made to me two years ago by the King and

Council. Must I accept them now ? Since tiieu I

have received fresh injuries. I am separated from my
lord, and he has married another woman without

obtaining a divorce ; and this last act has been done

while the suit is still pending, and in defiance of him

who has the power of God upon earth. I cover these

lines with my tears as I write. I confide in you as

my friend. Help me to bear the cross of my tribula-

tion. Write to the Emperor. Bid him insist that

judgment be pronounced. The next Parliament, I

am told, will decide if I and my daughter are to suffer

martyrdom. I hope God ^^ill accept it rs an act of

^ To the Emperor, Nov. 11.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv. part r,

554-
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'merit by us, as we shall suffer for the sake of the

'truth.' 1

Catherine might say, and might mean, that she did

not wish to be the cause of a war. But unless war was

to be the alternative of her husband's submission, the

Papal thunders would be as ineffectual as she supposed

the English to be. The Emperor had not decided what

he would do. He may still have clung to the hope

that a decision would not be necessary, but he forced

or persuaded the Pope to disregard the danger. The

brief was issued, bearing the date at which it was

drawn, and was transmitted to Flanders as the nearest

point to England for publication.

In removing the Queen from his company without

waiting for the decision of his cause, and cohabiting

with a certain Anne, Clement told the King that he

was insulting Divine justice and the Papal authority.

He had already warned him, but his monition had not

been respected. Again, therefore, he exhorted him on

pain of excommunication to take Catherine back as his

Queen, and put Anne away within a month of tlie

presentation of the present letter. If the King still

disobeyed, the Pope declared both him and Anne to be,

i*2?so facto, excommunicated at the expiration of the

term fixed, and forbade him to divorce himself by his

own authority.^

^ Queen Catherine to Chapuys,

Nov. 22, 1532. Compressed.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol iv. part i,

p. 291. The editor dates this

letter Nov, 1531. He has mis-

taken the year. No report had

f^one abroad that the King was

married to Anne before his retuin

from France.

- Clement VII. to Henry

Q
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It might seem that the end had now come, and that

in a montli the King, and the subjects who continued

loyal to him, would incur all the consequences of the

Papal censures. But the proceedings of the Court of

Rome were enveloped in formalities. Conditional

excommunications affected the spiritual status of the

23crsons denounced, but went no further. A second

Bull of Excommunication was still rec^uisite, declaring

the King deposed and his subjects absolved from their

allegiance, before the secular arm could be called in

;

and this last desperate remedy could not decently be

resorted to, with the approval even of the Catholic

o23inion of Europe, until it had been decided whether

Catherine was really legal queen. The enthusiastic

Ortiz, however, believed that judgment on ' the principal

'cause ' would now be immediately given, and that the

victory was won. He enclosed to the Empress a letter

from Catherine to him, ' to be preserved as a relic,

' since she would one day be canonised.' ' May God
' inspire the King of England,' he said, ' to acknowdedge

' the error into wdiich the Enemy of Mankind has led

'him, and amend his past conduct; otherwise it must

* follow that his disobedience to the Pope's injunction

' and his infidelity to God once proved, he wdll be do-

' prived of his kingdom and the execution of the

'sentence committed to his Imperial Majesty. This

' done, all those in England who fear God will rise in

' arms, and the King will be punished as he deserves,

VIII., Nov. 15, 1532 ; second date, Dec. 23 —Calendar, Foreign a.id

Dor/iestic, vol. v. p. 650.

1
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* the present brief operating as a formal sentence against

' him. On the main cause, there being no one in Rome
* to answer for the opposite party, sentence cannot long

' be delayed.' ^

Ortiz was too sanguine and the vision soon faded.

The brief sounded formidable, but it said no more than

had been contained or implied in another which

Clement had issued three years before. He had allowed

the first to be disregarded. He might equally allow

the last. Each step which he had taken had been

forced upon him, and his reluctance was not diminished.

Chapuj'^s thought that he had given a brief instead of

passing sentence because he could recall one and could

not recall the other ; that ' he was playing both with

' the King and the Emperor ; ' and in England, as well

as elsewhere, it was thought ' that tliere was some
' secret intelligence between him and the King-.' The

Pope and the Emperor had met at Bologna and

Charles's language had been as emphatic as Catherine

desired
;

yet even at Bologna itself and during the

conference Clement had assured the English Agents

that there was still a prospect of compromise. It was

even rumoured that the Emperor would allow the

cause to be referred back to England, if securities could

be found to protect the riglits of the Princess Mary;

nay, that he had gone so far as to say, ' that, if the

' Kinsx made a suitable marriao-c, und not a love-

1 Ortiz to the Empress, Jan. 19, 1533.

—

SjpaniaJi Calendar, vol.

pmt I, pp. 579-So.
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' marriage, he would bring the Pope and Catherine to

'allow the first marriage to be annulled.' ^

In London the talk continued of the removal of the

suit from Rome to Carabray. The Nuncio and the

King were observed to be much together and on im-

proved terms, the Nrmcio openly saying that his

Holiness wished to be relieved of the business. It was

even considered still possible that the Pope might

concede the dispensation to the King which had been

originally asked for, to marry again without legal

process. If, wrote Chapuys, who thoroughly distrusted

Clement, the King once gains the point of not being

obliged to appear at Rome, the Pope will have the less

shame in granting the dispensation by absolute power,

as it is made out that the King's right is so evident

;

and if his Holiness refuses it, the King will be more his

enemy than ever. A sentence is the only sovereign

remedy, and the Queen says the King would not resist,

if only from fear of his subjects, who are not only well

disposed to her and to your Majesty, but for the most

part are good Catholics and would not endure excom-

munication and interdict. If a tumult arose, I know

not if the Lady, who is hated by all the world, would

escape with life and jewels. But, unless the Pope

takes care, he will lose his authority here, and his

censures will not be regarded."^

1 Carlo Capello to the Signoiy, I
- Chapuys to Charles V., Feb.

March 15, 15.33.— Venetian Calcn- 9, 1533, vnh vi. p. 62. The same

dar, vol. iv. p. 389. | letter will be found in the Spanish
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It ^vas true tliat Anne was ill-liked in England,

and the King, in choosing her, was testing the question

of his marriage in the least popular form which it could

have assumed. The Venetian Ambassador mentions

that one evening * seven or eight thousand women
' went out of London to seize Boleyn's daughter,'

who was supping at a villa on the river, the King

not being with her. Many men were among them in

women's clothes. Henry, however, showed no sign

of change of purpose. He had presented her to the

French Court as his intended Queen, And on such

a matter he was not to be moved by the personal

objections of his subjects. The month allowed in the

brief went by. She was still at the court, and the

continued negotiations with the Nuncio convinced

Catherine's friends that there was mischief at work

behind the scenes. Their uneasiness was increased by

the selection which was now made of a successor to

Archbishop Warham.

Thomas Cranmer had been Lord Wiltshire's private

chaplain, and had at one time been his daughter's

tutor. He had attended her father on his Embassy

to the Emperor, had been active in collecting opinions

on the Continent favourable to the divorce, and had

been resident ambassador at the Imperial court. He

iiad been much in Germany. He was personally

acquainted witii Luther. He had even married, and,

though he could not produce his wife openly, the con-

Calendar with some ditTercnces in the translation. The original

French is in parts obscnru.
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nection was well known. Protestant priests in taking

wives were asserting only their natural liberty. Luther

had married, and had married a nun. An example

laudable at Wittenberg could not be censurable in

London by those who held Luther excused. The

German clergy had released themselves from their vows,

as an improvement on the concubinage which had long

and generally prevailed. Wolsey had a son and was

not ashamed of him, even charajinof his education on

English benefices. Clerical marriages were forbidden

only by tlie Church law, which Parliament had never

been invited to sanction, and though Cranmer could not

introduce a wife into society he was at least as fit for

archiepiscopal rank as the great Cardinal. He was a

man of high natural gifts, and ardent to replace super-

stition and corruption by purer teaching. The English

Liturgy survives to tell us what Cranmer Avas. His

nomination to the Primacy took the world by surjijriso,

for as yet he had held no higher preferment than an

archdeaconry ; but the reorganisation of the Church was

to begin ; Parliament Avas to meet again in February,

and the King needed all the help that he could find in

the House of Lords. The Bishops were still but half

conquered. A man. of intellect and learning was re-

quired at the head of them. ' King Henry loved a

' man,' it was said. He knew Cranmer and valued him.

The appointment was made known in the first month

of the new year. Before the new Primate could be in-

stalled a Bull of Confirmation was still legally necessary

from Rome. The Kinjx was in haste. The annates

I
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due on the vacancy of the see of Canterbury were

despatched at once, the King himself advancing the

money and taking no advantage of the late Act. Such

unusual precipitancy raised suspicions that something

more was contemplated in which Cranmer's help would

be needed.

The knot had, in fact, been cut which Henry had

been so long struggling to untie. The Lady Anne had

aspired to being the central figure of a grand ceremony.

Her nuptials were to be attended with the pomp and

splendour of a royal marriage. Public feeling was in

too critical a condition to permit what might have been

resented ; and, lest the prize should escape her after all,

she had brought down her pride to agree to a private

service. When it was performed, and by whom, was

never known. The date usually I'eceived was ' on or

' before the 25th of January.' Chapuys says that

Cranmer himself officiated in the presence of the lady's

father, mother and brother, two other friends of the

lady, and a Canterbury priest.^ But Chapuys was

relating only the story current at the time in society.

Nothing authentic has been ascertained. The fact

that the marriage had taken place was concealed till

the divorce could be pronounced by a Court protected

by Act of Parliament, and perhaps with the hope that

the announcement could be softened by the news that

the nation might hope for an heir.

Despatch was thus necessary with Cranmer's Bulls.

1 Chapuys to the Einx>c'-or, Feh. 23, 1533.—,S>r,;m7i Cah:n(lar, vol.

iv. part I, p. 609.
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He liiniself spoke without reserve on the right of the

King to remarry, * being ready to maintain it with his

' life.' Chapuys and the Nuncio both wrote to re(|ucst

the Pope not to be in a hurry with the conhrmation of

so dangerous a person. ^ The Pope seemed determined

to justify the suspicions entertained of liim by his

eagerness to meet Henr3''s wishes. It is certain that

tlie warning had reached him.^ He sent the Bulls with

all the speed he could. He knew, perhaps, what they

were needed for.

Henry meanwhile was preparing to meet the Parlia-

ment, when the secret would have to be communicated

to the world. The modern reader will conceive that

no other subject could have occupied his mind. The

relative importance of things varies with the distance

from which we view them. He was King of England

first. His domestic anxieties held still the second

place. Before the opening, as the matter of greatest

consequence, a draft Act was prepared to carry out the

object which in the last year he had failed in securing

—

' an Act to restrain bishops from citing or arresting

'any of the King's subjects to appear before them,

'unless the bishop or his commissary was free from

' private grudge against the accused, unless there were

' three, or at least two, credible witnesses, and a copy

'of the libel had in all cases been delivered to the

'accused, with the names of the accusers.' Such an

^ Calendar, Foreign and Domes-

tic, vol. vi. p. 65.

- Gliinueci and IjCo to ITciiry

VIII., March 11, 1533.—i7'/(Z.

]x 100.
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Act was needed. It was not to shield what was still

regarded as impiety, for Frith was burned a few months

later for a denial of the Real Presence, which Luther

himself called heresy. It was to check the arbitrary

and indiscriminate tyranny of a sour, exasperated party,

who were pursuing everyone with fire and sword who

presumed to oppose them. More, writing to Erasmus,

said he had purposely stated in his epitaph that he had

been hard upon the heretics. He so hated tliat folk

that, unless they repented, he preferred their enmity,

so mischievous were they to the world.^

The spirit of More was alive and dangerous. To

Catholic minds there could be no surer evidence that

the King was given over to the Evil One than leniency

to heretics. They were the more disturbed to see how

close the intimacy had grown between him and tiie

Pope's representative. The Nuncio was constantly

closeted with Henry or the Council. When Chapuys

remonstrated, he said ' he was a poor gentleman, living

' on his salary, and could not do otherwise.' ' The Pope

' had advised him to neglect no opportunity of promot-

'ing the welfare of religion.' 'Practices,' Chapuys

ascertained, were still going forward, and the Nuncio

was at the bottom of them. The Nuncio assured him

that he had exhorted the King to take Catherine back.

The King had replied that he would not, and that

reconciliation was impossible. Yet the secret communi-

cations did not cease, and the astonishment and alarm

^ Moro to Erasmus.

—

Calendar, Foreign and Domestic, vol. vi.

p. 144.
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increased wlien the Tsuncio consented to accompany

tlie King to the opening of Parliament. He was con-

ducted in state in the Royal barge from Greenwich.

Henry sat on the thaone, the Nuncio had a chair on

his right, and the French Ambassador on his left. The

object was to show the nation how little was really

meant by the threat of excommunication, to intimidate

the Bishops, and to make the clergy understand the

extent of favours which they could expect from the

Nuncio's master. The Nuncio's appearance was not

limited to a single occasion. During the progress of

the Session he attended the debates in the House of

Commons. Norfolk gave him notice of the days on

which the Pope would not be directly mentioned, that

he might be present without scandal. The Duke ad-

mitted a wish for the world to see that the King and

the Court of Rome understood each other. ' By this

' presumption,' said Chapuj^s, * they expect to make
' their profit as regards the people and the prelates who
' have hitherto supported the Holy See, who now, for

' the above reason, dare not speak, fearing to go against

' tlie Pope.' ^

The world wondered and was satisfied. The Oppo-

sition was paralysed. The Bishop of Rochester com-

plained to the Nuncio, and received nothing but

regrets and promises which were not observed. Again,

a council was held of Peers, Bishops, and lawyers to

consider the divorce, when it was agreed at last that

1 Chapiiys to Charles v., Feb. I mcstic, vol. vi. p. 73. Spani.--Jb

il.~ Calendar, Foreign and Do \ Calendar, vol. iv. part 2, p. 600.

I
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the cause might be tried in the Archbishop of Canter-

bury's court, and that the arrival of the Bulls would

be accepted as a sign of the Pope's tacit connivance.

Cha23uys had failed to stop them. ' The Queen,' he

said, 'was thunderstruck, and complained bitterly of

' his Holiness. He had left her to languish for three

' and a half years since her appeal, and, instead of

' giving sentence, had now devised a scheme to prolong

' her misery and bastardise her daughter. She knew

'the King's character. If sentence was once given

* there would be no scandal. The King would obey, or,

' if he did not, which she thought impossible, she

' would die happy, knowing that the Pope had declared

' for her. Her own mind would be at rest, and the

' Princess would not lose her right. The Pope was

'entirely mistaken if he thought that he would induce

'the King to modify Ins action against the Church.

' The Lady and her father, who were staunch Lutherans,

' were urginfj him on. The sentence alone would make
' him pause. He dared not disobey, and if the people

' rose the Lady would find a rough handling.' This,

Chapuys said, was the Queen's opinion, which she had

commanded Inm to communicate to the Emperor. For

himself, he could only repeat his request that the Bulls

for Canterbury should be delayed till the sentence was

ready for delivery. If the Pope knew Cranmer's repu-

tation as a heretic, he would be in no haste to confirm

him.^

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Feb. 9, 1533. Compressed.

—

Hjianish

Calendar, vol. iv. part 2, pp. 592—600.
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Clement knew well enough what Crannier was, and

the Bulls had been despatched promptly before the

Emperor could interfere. The King meanwhile had

committed himself, and now went straight forward.

He allowed his marriage to be known. Lord Wilt-

shire had withdrawn his opposition to it.^ Lord

Rochford, Anne's brother, was sent at the beginning

of March to Paris, to say that the King had acted on

the advice given him by his good brother at their last

interview. He had taken a wife for the establishment

of his realm in the hope of having male issue. He

trusted, therefore, that Francis would remember his

promise. In citing him to Rome the Pope had violated

the rights of Sovereign Princes. It touched them all,

and, if allowed, would give the Pope universal authority.

The time was past when such pretensions could be

tolerated.^

At home he prepared for the worst. The fleet was

further increased, new ships were put on the stocks
;

the yeomanry were armed, drilled," and equipped, and

England rang with sounds of preparation for war ; while

in Parliament the famous Act was introduced which

was to form the constitutional basis of national inde-

* Chapuys lure mentions this

very curious fact :
' The Earl of

' Wiltshire,' he wrote on Feb. 15,

' has never declared himself up to

' this moment. On the contrary,

he has hitherto, as the Duke of

'Norfolk has frenuently told lac,

tried to dissuade the Kins: rather

' than otherwise from the mar-
' riage. '

—

S'panisli Calciular, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 602.

- Henry VIII. to Fiancis I.,

March 11, 1533- — Calendar,

Forciijn and /JoriKsL'c, vol. vi.

p. 103.
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pendence, and to end for ever the Papal jurisdiction

in England. From the time that Convocation had

acknowledged the King to be the Head of the Church

the question of appeals to Rome had been virtually

before the country. It was now to be settled, an 1

English law-suits were henceforth to be heard and

decided within the limits of the empire. The Sibyl's

pages were being rent out one by one. The Praemunire

had been revived, and tlie Pope's claim of independent

right to interfere by bull or brief in English affairs had

been struck rudely down. Tribute in the shape of

annates went next ; the appellate jurisdiction was now

to follow. Little would then be left save spiritual

precedence, and this might not be of long contiiuiancc.

There had been words enough. The time had come to

act. On the introduction of the Act of Appeals the

King spoke out to Chapuys as if the spirit of the

Plantagenets was awake in him. * He said a thousand

' things in disparagement of the Pope, complaining of

' the authority and power he unduly assumed over the

' kingdoms of Christendom. He professed to have seen

' a book from the Papal library, in which it was m;-,in-

' tained that all Christian princes were onl}^ feudatories

' of the Pope. He himself, lie said, intended to put a

' remedy to such inordinate ambition, and repair the

* errors of Henry II. and John, who had been tricked

' into making England tributary to the Holy See.'

' The Emperor,' he said, ' not only demanded justice,

' but would have justice done in his own way, and
' according to his own caprice. For himself, he thought
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' of resuiuiug to the Crown the lands of the clergy,

' which his predecessors had alienated without right.'

Chapuys advised him to wait for a General Council

before he tried such high measures. ' But the Kinji

' could not be persuaded ' that a council was needed for

such a purpose.^

The Act of Appeals touched too many interests to

be passed without opposition. Private persons as well

as princes had appealed to the Roman law-courts, anil

suits pending or determined there might be reopened at

home and produce confusion unless provided for. How-

ever complacent the Pope might appear, it coidd not be

supposed that he would bear patiently the open renun-

ciation of his authority. Excommunication was half

perceived to be a spectre ; but spectres had not wholly

lost their terrors. With an excommunication pronounced

in earnest might come interdict and stoppage of trade,

perhaps war and rebellion at home ; and one of the

members for London said that if the King would refer

the question between himself and the Queen to a

General Council, the City of London would give him

two lumdred thousand pounds. The arrival of Cranmer's

Bulls, while the Act was still under discussion, mode-

rated the alarm. The Pope evidently was in no warlike

humour. At the bottom of his heart he had throughout

been in Henry's favour ; he hoped probably that a time

might come when he could say so, and that all this

hostile legislation would tljen be repealed. When the

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Maic-h 15, 1533 —Sj):m'di Cal(nid%r, vol.

ir. part 2 p. 619.
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excitement was at its hottest, and it was known at

Rome, not only that the last brief had been defied, but

that the King was about to marry the Lady, the Pope

had borne the news with singular calmness. After all,

he said to the Count de Cifuentes, if the marriage is

completed, we have only to think of a remedy. Tlie

remedy, Cifuentes said, was for the Pope to do justice
;

the King had been encouraged in his lash course

by the toleration with which he had been treated

and the constant delays. Clement answered that he

would certainly do justice ; but if the marriage was

' a fact accomplished,' he wished to know wliat the

Emperor meant to do, Cifuentes told him that

his Holiness must do his part first, and then the

Emperor would ' act as became a powerful and wise

' Prince.' ^

The Pope had heard this language before. The

Emperor was afraid of going to war with England, and

the Pope knew it. The alternative, therefore, was

either to make some concession to Henry or to let him

go on as he pleased, bringing the Holy See into con-

tempt by exposing its weakness : and either course would

be equally dispiriting to the Queen and his own friends

in England. ' Everybody,' wrote Chapuys, ' cries murder

' on the Pope for his delays, and for not detaining the

' Archbishop's Bulls till the definitive sentence had been

'given. He was warned of the danger of granting them.

' There is not a lord in the Court of either side who does

' Calendar, Foreign and Doracstic, April 21, 1533, vol. iv. p. 171.
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'not say publicly his Holiness will betray the Emperor.

' The Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk speak of it with more

' assurance, saying they know it well and could give good

' evidence of it.'^

The Act of Appeals, though strongly resisted in the

House of Commons for fear of the consequences, was

evidently to pass ; and it was now understood that, as

soon as it became law, Cranmer was to try the divorce

suit and to give final judgment. The Pope's extra-

ordinary conduct had paralysed opposition. The clergy,

like some wild animal hardly broken in, were made to

parade their docility and to approve beforehand the

Archbishop's intended action. It was to be done in

haste, for Anne was enceinte. The members of the

Synod Avere allowed scant time even to eat their

dinners; they were so harassed that no one opened his

mouth to contradict, except the Bishop of Rochester,

and Rochester had no weight, being alone against all

the rest. So docile was the assembly and so imperious

the King that the Queen and all her supporters now

regarded her cause as lost.^ Ortiz wrote from Rome

to Charles that, ' though he was bound to believe the

' contrary, he feared the Pope had sent, or might send,

'absolution to the King.' Something might be done

underhand to revoke the last brief, although the Pope

knew what an evil thing it would be, and how ignomi-

nious to the Holy See.^

^ Chapuys to Charles v., March I
" Ihid.

l\.— Calendar, Foreign and Do- \

^ j)j._ o^jz to Charles V., April

7nestic, vol. vi. p. 128. | 14, 1533.—/&i'(i?. pp. 159-60.
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The reforming party in England laughed at the ex-

pected interdict. The Pope, they said^ would not dare to

try it, or, if he did, Christian princes would not trouble

themselves about him. The King said, significantly,

to the Nuncio that he was only defending himself:

' if the Pope gave him occasion to reconsider the

' matter, he might undo what was being aimed at his

' authority.' ^

Tlie Bill passed more rapidly through its later

stages. The Papal jurisdiction was ended. Anyone

who introduced Briefs of Excommunication or Interdict

into the realm was declared guilty of high treason. The

Bishoji of Rochester, becoming violent, was committed

to friendly custody under charge of Gardiner, now

Bishop of Winchester. Appeals to the Pope on any

matter, secular or spiritual, were forbidden thencefor-

ward, and the Act was made retrospective, applying to

suits already in j)rogress. All was thus over. The

Archbishop's sentence was known beforehand, and Anne

Boleyn was to be crowned at Whitsuntide. Force was

now the only remedy, and the constitutional opposition

converted itself into conspiracy, to continue in that form

till the end of the century. The King was convinced

that the strength and energy of the country was with

him. Wlien told that there would be an invasion, he

said that the English could never be conquered as long-

as they held together. Chapuys was convinced equally

that they would not hold together. The clergy, and a

1 Chapnys to Charles V., March 31, 1533.

—

Sjmnish Calendar, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 626.
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section of the peers with whom he chiefly associated,

spoke all in one tone, and he supposed that the language

whicli they used to him represented a universal opinion.

Thenceforward he and his Encdish friends began to ur<io

on the Emperor the necessity of anned intervention,

and assured him that he had only to declare himself to

find the whole nation at his back.

' Englishmen, high and low/ Chapuys wrote, ' desire

'your Majesty to send an army to destroy the venomous

* influence of the Lady and her adherents, and reform

' the realm. Forgive my boldness, but your Majesty

'ought not to hesitate. When this accursed Anne has

'her foot in the stirrup, she will do the Queen and the

'Princess all the hurt she can. She boasts that she will

' have the Princess in her own train ; one day, perhaps,

' she will poison her, or will marry her to some varlet,

' while the realm itself will be made over to heresy. A
'conquest would be perfectly easy. The King has no

'trained army. All of the higher ranks and all the

' nobles are for your Majesty, except the Duke of Norfolk

'and two or three besides. Let the Pope call in the

' secular arm, stop the trade, encourage the Scots, send

' to sea a few ships, and the thing will be over. No
' injustice will be done, and, without this, England will

' be estranged from the Holy Faith and will become

' Lutheran. The King points the way and lends them

' wings, and the Archbishop of Canterbury does worse.

' There is no danger of French interference. France will

' wait to see the issue, and will give you no more trouble

'

if this King receives his due. Again forgive me, but
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'pity for the Queen and Princess obliges rne to speak

' plainly.' ^

The King could hardly be ignorant of tlie communi-

cations between the disaffected nobles and the Imperinl

Ambas?ador, but no outwai'd sign appeared that he was

aware of them. Lord Mountjoy, however, was sent

with a guai'd to watch Catherine's residence, and, the

decisive Act being passed through Parliament, the

Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk, with Lord Exeter and

the Earl of Oxford, repaired to her once more to invite

her, since she must see that further resistance was

useless, to withdraw her appeal, and to tell her that, on

her compliance, every arrangement should be made for

her state and comfort, with an establishment suited to

her rank. Chapuys demanded an audience of the King

to remonstrate, and a remarkable conversation ensued.

The Ambassador said he had heard of the proceedings

in Convocation and in Parliament. It was his duty to

speak. If the King had no regard for men whom he

despised, he hoped that he would have respect to God.

'God and his conscience,' Henry answered calmly, 'were

' on perfectly good terms.' Chapuys expressed a doubt,

and the King assured him that he was entirely sincere.

Chapuys said he could not believe that at a time when

Europe was distracted with heresies the King of England

would set so evil an example. The King rejoined that,

if the world found his new marriage strange, he himself

^ Cliapuys to Charles V., Apiil
j

149-51. ^ijanisJi Calendar, •vol. iv.

'°i J 533- Compressed.— Calendar, part 2, p. 630.

Foreign and Domestic, vol. vi. pp. |
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found it more strange tliat Pope Julius should have

granted a dispensation for his marriage with his brother's

wife. He must have an heir to succeed him in Ids

realm. The Emperor had no right to prevent him.

The Ambassador spoke of the Princess. To provide a

lursband for the Princess would be the fittest means

to secure the succession. Henry said he would have

cldldren of his own, and Cliapuys ventured on more

dangerous ground than he was aware of by hinting that

he could not be sure of that. ' Am I not a man,' the

King said sliarply, ' am I not a man like others ? Am
* I not a man ?

' Thrice repeating the words. ' But,'

he added, ' I will not let you into my secrets.' The

Ambassador inquired whether he intended to remain on

friendly terms with the Emperor. The King asked him

with a fi'own what he meant by that. On his replying

that the Emperor's friendship depended on the treatment

of the Queen, the King said coldly that the Emperor

had no right to interfere with the laws and constitution

of England.

Chapuys persisted. The Emperor, he said, did not

wish to meddle with his laws, unless they personally

affected the Queen, The King wanted to force her to

abandon her appeal, and it was not to be expected that

she would submit to statutes wliich had been carried by

compulsion.

The King grew impatient. The statutes, he said,

had been passed in Parliament, and the Queen as a

subject must obey them.

The Aml)assador retorted that new laws could not
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be retrospective; and, as to the Queen being a subject,

if she was his wife she was his subject ; if she was not

his wife, she was not his subject.

This was true, and Henry was to be made to feel

the dilemma. He contented himself, however, with

saying that she must have patience, and obey the laws

of the realm. The Emperor had injured him by hinder-

ing his marriage and preventing him from having male

succession. The Queen was no more his wife than she

was Chapuys's. He would do as he pleased, and if the

Emperor made war on him he would fight.

Chapuys inquired whether, if an interdict was issued,

and the Spaniards and Flemings resident in England

obeyed it, liis statutes would apply to them.

The King did not answer ; but, turnino' to some one

present, he said :
' You have heard the Ambassador

' hint at excommunication. It is not I that am excom-

' municated, but the Emperor, who has kept me so long

'in mortal sin. That is an excommunication which the

' Pope cannot take off.'
^

To the lords who carried the message to Catherine

she replied as she had always done—that queen she

was, and she would never call herself by any other

name. As to her establishment, she wanted nothing

but a confessor, a doctor, and a couple of maids. Tf

that was too much, she would go about the world and

beg alms for the love of God.

^ Chapuys to Charles v., April I abridged. A]ho S'2wmsh Calendar,

iC, 1533.—Cahndar, ForrAgn and vol. iv. part 2, j). 635.

Domestic, vol. vi. p. 163, &c.,
|
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' The King,' Chapuys said, ' was naturally kind and

' generous,' but the ' Lady Anne had so perverted him
' that he did not seem the same man.' Unless the

Emperor acted in earnest, she would make an end of

Catherine, as she had done of Wolsc}-, whom she did

not hate with half as much intensity. ' All seems like

' a dream,' he said. ' Her own party do not know whether

* to laugh or cry at it. Every day people ask me when
' I am going away. As long as I remain here it will

'be always thought your Majesty has consented to the

* mirriafre.'
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CHAPTER XIII.

Tlie King's claim—The obstinacy of Catherine—The Court at

Dunstable—Judgment given by Cranmer—Debate in the

Spanish Council of State—Objections to armed interference

—The English opposition—Warning given to Chapuys

—

Chapuys and the Privy Council—Conversation with Cromwell
—-Coronation of Anne Boleyn—Discusisions at Rome—Bull

sxqtra Attentatis—Confusion of the Catholic Powers—Libels

against Henry—Personal history of Cromwell—Birth of Eliza-

beth—The King's disappointment—Bishop Fisher desires the

introduction of a Spanish army into England—Growth of

Lutheranism.

IF
circumstances can be imagined to justify the use

of the dispensing power claimed and exercised by

the Papacy, Heniy VIII. had been entitled to demand

assistance from Clement VII. in the situation in which

he had found himself with Catherine of Aragon. He
had been committed when little more than a boy, for

political reasons, to a marriage of dubious legality. In

tlie prime of his life he found himself fastened to a

woman eight years older than himself; the children

whom she had borne to him all dead, except one daughter;

his wife past the age when she could hope to be again

a mother; the kingdom with the certainty of civil war
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before it should the King die without a male heir. In

hereditary monarchies, where the sovereign is the centre

of the State, the interests of the nation have to be con-

sidered in the arrangements of his family. Henry had

been married irregularly to Catherine to strengthen the

alliance between England and Spain. When, as a result,

a disputed succession and a renewal of the civil wars

were seen to be inevitable, the King had a distinct right

to ask to be relieved of the connection by the same

irregular methods. The cmcsa tirgentissima, for which

the dispensing power was allowed, w^as present in the.

highest degree, and that power oaght to have been

made use of. That it was not made use of was due to a

control exerted upon the Pope by the Emperor, whose

pride had been offended ; and that such an influence

could be employed for such a purpose vitiated the

tribunal which had been trusted with a peculiar and

exceptional authority. The Pope had not concealed his

conviction that the demand was legitimate in itself,

or that, in refusing, he was yielding to intimidation,

and the inevitable consequences had followed. Royal

persons who receive from birth and station remarkable

favours of fortune, occasionally have to submit to incon-

veniences attaching to their rank ;
and, wdien the

occasion rises, they generally meet with little ceremony.

At the outset the utmost efforts had been made to spare

Catherine's feelings. Both the King and the Pope

desired to avoid a judgment on the validity of her

marriaofe. An heir to the crown was needed, and from

her there was no hope of further issue. If at the bogiu-
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iiing she had been found incapable of bearing a child,

the marriage would have been dissolved of itself. Essen-

tially the condition was the same. Technical difficulties

could be disposed of by a Papal dispensation. She would

have remained queen, her honour unaffected, the legiti-

macy of Mary unimpugned, the relations between the

Holy See and the Crown and Church of England undis-

turbed. The obstinacy of Catherine herself, the Emperor's

determination to support her, and the Pope's cowardice,

prevented a reasonable arrangement ; and thus the right

of the Pope himself to the spiritual sovereignty of Europe

came necessarily under question, when it implied the

subjugation of independent princes to another power by

which the Court of Rome was dominated.

Such a question once raised could have but one

answer from the English nation. Every resource had

been tried to the extreme limit of forbearance, and all

had failed before the indomitable will of a single woman.

A request admitted to be just had been met by excom-

munication and threats of force. With entire fitness,

the King and Parliament had replied by withdrawing

their recognition of a corrupt tribunal, and determining

thenceforward to try and tojudge their own suits in their

own courts.

Thus, on the loth of May, Cranmer, with three

Bishops as assessors, sate at Dunstable under the Royal

licence to hear the cause which had so long boon the

talk of Europe, and Catherine, who was at Ampthill,

was cited to appear. She consulted Chapuys on tiic

answer which she was to make. Chapuys advised her
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not to notice the summons. ' Nothing done by such a

' Court could prejudice her,' he said, ' unless she renounced

' her appeal to Rome.' As she made no plea, judgment

was promptly given. ^ The divorce was complete so far

as English law could decide it, and it was doubtful to

the last whether the Pope was not at heart a consenting

party. The sentence had been, of course, anticipated.

On the 27th of April Chapuys informed the Emperor how

matters then stood.

' Had his Holiness done as he was advised, and

inserted a clause in the Archbishop's Balls forbidding

the Archbishop to meddle in the case, he would have

prevented much mischief. He chose to take his own

way, and thus the English repeat what they have said

all along : that in the end the Pope would deceive

your Majesty. , . . The thing now to be done is to

force from the Pope a quick and sudden decision of

the case, so as to silence those who affirm that he is

only procrastinating till he can decide in favour of

the King, or who think that your Majesty will then

acquiesce, and that there will be no danger of war.

... I have often tried to ascertain from the Queen

what alternative she is looking to, seeing that gentle-

ness produces no effect. I have found her hitherto so

scrupulous in her profession of respect and affection for

the King that she thinks she will be damned eternally

if she takes a step which may lead to war. Latterly,

however, she has let me know that she would like to

^ I liave related elsewlioru tlie I do not repeat it.

—

History of Eng-

story of the Dunstable trial, and ( land, vol. i. pp. 441-447.

I
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' see some other remedy tried, though she refers every-

' thing to me.' ^

The proceedings at Dunstable may have added to

Catherine's growing willingness for the ' other remedy.'

She was no longer an English subject in the eye of

the law, and might hold herself free to act as she

pleased. Simultaneously, however, a consultation was

going forward about her and her affairs in the Spanish

Cabinet which was not promising for Chapuys's views.

The Spanish Ambassador in London, it was said, was

urging for Avar with England. The history of the

divorce case was briefly stated. The delay of judgment

had been caused by the King's protest that he could not

appear at Rome. That point had been decided against

the King. The Pope had promised the Emperor that

he would proceed at once to sentence, but had not done it.

Brief on brief had been presented to the King, ordering

him to separate from Anne Boleyn ])cndentc lite, but

the King had paid no attention to them—had married

the Lady and divorced the Queen. The Emperor was

the Queen's nearest relation. What was he to do ?

There were three expedients before him : legal process,

force, and law and force combined. The first was the

best ; but the King and the realm would refuse the

tribunal, and lli-e Fopc ahoays had leen, and still was,

xcry cold and indifferent in the matter, and most tolerant,

to the Emjlish King. Open force, in the existing state

of Christendom, was dangerous. To begin an aggres-

^ Cliajiuys to Cliavlos V., April 27, 1533. Abiidged.

—

Sjxmish Cal-

endar, vol. iv. part 2, \). 648.
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sion was always a questionable step. Although the

King had married ' Anne de Bulans/ he had used no

violence against the Queen, nor done anything to

justify an armed attack upon him. The question was ' a

' 2")rivate one,' and the Emperor must consider what he

owed to the public welfare. Should the third course

be adopted, the Pope would have to pronounce judg-

ment and call in the secular arm. All Christian

princes would then be bound to help him, and the

Emperor, ns the first among them, would have to place

himself at the head of the enterprise. ' But would it

' not be better and more convenient to avoid, for the

' present, harsli measures, which might bring on war

'and injure trade, and insist only on further censures

' and a sentence of deposition against the King ? Should

' the Pope require to know beforehand what the Em-
' pcror would do to enforce the execution, it would be

' enough to tell the Pope that he must do his part first;

' nny further engagement would imply that the sentence

'on the principal cause had been decided beforehand.

' Finally, it would have to be determined whether the

' Queen was to remain in England or to leave it.'

These were the questions before the Cabinet. A
Privy Councillor, jDerhaps Granvelle (the name is not

mentioned), gave his own opinion, which was seemingly

adopted.

All these ways were to be tried. The Pope must

proceed with the suit. Force must be suspended for

the present, the cause being a personal one, and having

already Ijcgun when ])cacc was made at Camhray. The
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Pope must conclude the principal matter, or at least

insist on the revocation of what had been done since

the suit commenced, and then, perhaps, force would

not be required at all. The advice of the Consulta on

the answer to be given to the Pope, should he require

to know the Emperor s intentions, was exactly right.

Nothing more need be said than that the Emperor would

not forget the obligations which devolved on him as an

obedient son of the Church. The Queen, meanwhile,

must remain in England. If she came away, a rupture

would be inevitable.

The speaker advised further that a special embassy

should be sent to England to remonstrate with the

King.

This, however, if unsuccessful, it was felt would

lead to war; and opposite to the words the Emperor

himself wrote on the margin an emphatic No}

The mention of the peace of Cambray is important.

The divorce had reached an acute stage before the

peace was concluded. It had not been spoken of there,

and the Emperor was diplomatically precluded from

producing it as a fresh injury. Both he and the

Council were evidently unwilling to act. The Pope

knew their reluctance, and did not mean, if he could

help it, to flourish his spiritual weapons without a

sword to support them.

The King wrote to inform Charles of his marriage.

' In the face of the Scotch pretensions to the succes-

^ lijianish Calendar, vol. iv. jiart 2, pp. 650—658.
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'sion,' he said, 'other heirs of his body were required

' for the security of the Crown. The thing was

'done, and the Pope must make the best of it.' This

wns precisely what the Pope was inclined to do.

Cifuentes thought that, though he seemed troubled,

' he was really pleased.' ^ * He said positively tliat,

' if he was to declare the King of England deprived

'of his crown, the Emperor must bind himself to see

' tlie sentence executed.' - Charles had no intention

of binding himself, nor would his Cabinet advise him

to bind himself. The time was past when Most

Catholic Princes could put armies in motion to execute

the decrees of the Bishop of Rome. The theory

might linger, but the facts were changed. Philip II,

tried the experiment half a century later, but it

did not answer to him. A fresh order of things had

risen in Europe, and passionate Catholics could not

understand it. Dr. Ortiz shrieked that 'the King,

' by his marriage, Avas guilty of heresy and schism ;

'

the Emperor ought to use the opportunity, without

waiting for further declarations from the Pope, and

unsheatli the sword which God had placed in his

hands.^ English Peers and Prelates, impatient of the

rising strength of the Commons and of the growth of

Lutheranism, besieged Chapuys with entreaties for

an ImiDerial force to be landed. They told him that

^ The Count de Cifuentes to

Charles V., May 7, 1533.—CaUn-

dar, Foreign and Domestic, vol.

vi. ])p. 203-4.

- Ibid. May 10.

3 Ortiz to Charles V., Jlay 3,

1533.

—

Sxianish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 2, i>. 659.
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Richard III. was not so hated by the people as Henry,

but that, without help from abroad, they dared not

declare themselves.^ Why could they not dare ? The

King had no janissaries about his throne. Why could

they not stand up in the tlouse of Lords and refuse to

sanction the measures wliich they disapproved ? Why,

except that they were not the people. Numbers might

still be on their side, but the daring, the intellect, the

fighting-strength of England was against them, and the

fresh air of dawning freedom chilled their blood. The

modern creed is that majorities have a right to rule.

If, out of every hundred men, four-fifths will vote on

one side, but will not fight without help from the

sword of the stranger, and the remaining fifth will both

vote and fight— fight domestic cowards and foreign foes

combined—which has the right to rule ? The theory

may be imperfect ; but it is easy to foresee which will rule

in fact. The marriage with Anne was formally commu-

nicated in the House of Lords. There were some mur-

murs. The King rose from the throne and said it had

been necessary for the welfare of the realm. Peers and

Commons acquiesced, and no more was said. The coro-

nation of the new Queen was fixed for the 19th of May.

If the crreat men who had been so eager with

Chapuys were poltroons, Chapuys himself was none.

Rumours were flying that the Emperor was coming to

waste England, destroy the Royal family, and place

a foreisfn Prince on the throne. The Ambassador

^ Chapuys to Cliailcs V., May i8, \ ^t,-^.— Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. vi. jip. 225-6.
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ULldressed a letter to Henry, saying that he held powers

to take action for the preservation of the Queen's

rights ; and he gave him notice that he intended to

enter immediately on the duties of his office.^ Henry

showed no displeasure at so bold a communication, but

sent Thomas Cromwell to him, who was now fast rising

into consequence, to remind him that, large as was the

latitude allowed to Ambassadors, he must not violate

the rights of the Crown, and to warn him to be careful.

He was then summoned before the Privy Council.

Norfolk had previously cautioned him against intro-

ducing briefs or letters from the Pope, telling him

that if he did he would be torn in pieces by the people.

The Council demanded to see the powers which he said

that he possessed. He produced directions which he

had received to watch over the Queen's rights, and he

then remarked on the several briefs by Avhich the King

was virtually excommunicated. Lord Wiltshire told

him that if any subject had so acted he would have

found himself in the Tower. The King wished him

well ; but if he wore two faces, and meddled with what

did not concern him, he might fall into trouble.

ChajDuys rejDlied that the Council were like the eels

of Melun, which cried out before they were skinned.

He had done nothing, so far. He had not presented any

'Apostolic letters.' As to two faces, the Earl meant,

he supposed, that he was about to act as the Queen's

Proctor as well as Ambassador ; he was not a lawyer

;

^ Chapuys to Heniy VIII., May 5, 1533.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 668.
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he had no such ambition. Then, speaking in Latin,

because part of the Council did not understand French,

he dwelt on the old friendship between the Emperor

and the King. lie said that the part which the Emperor

had taken about the divorce was as much for the sake

of the King and tlie realm as for the sake of the Queen,

although the Queen and Princess were as a mother and

a sister to him. He went through the case ; he said

their statutes were void in themselves, and, even if valid,

could not be retrospective. The Archbishop had been

just SAvorn to the Pope. He had broken his oath, and

was under excommunication,^ and was, therefore, dis-

qualified to act. He reminded the Council of the Wars

of the Roses, and told them they were sharpening the

thorns for fresh struggfles.

Doctor Foxe (the King's Almoner, afterwards bishoj))

replied that the King could not live with his brother's

wife without sin, and had therefore left her. It was

a fact accomplished, and no longer to be argued. To

challenge the action of the Archbishop was to challenge

the law of the land, and was not to be allowed. The

Pope had no authority in England, spiritual or temporal.

The introduction of bulls or briefs from Rome was

unlawful, and could not be sheltered behind immunities

of ambassadors. Chapuys was the representative of

the Emperor, not of the Pope, and Foxe cautioned him

against creating disturbances in the realm.

To this Chapuys quietly answered that he would

^ Cranmer had sworn the usual I his first diity was to his Sovereign

oath, but with a reservation that | and the laws of his country.

S
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do his duty, let the consequences be what they might.

Being again warned, he said he would wait for two or

three days, within which he looked for a satisfactory

reply from the King.

In leaving the council-room, he said, in imperious

fashion, as if he were addressing a set of criminals, that

reports were current about the Emperor which he desired

to notice. Some declared that he had consented to the

marriage with the Lady Anne, others that he meant

to make war. Both allegations alike were false and

malicious. So far from wishing to injure England, the

Emperor wished to heljD and support it, and could not

believe that he would ever be obliged to act otherwise

;

and as to consenting to the divorce, if the Pope declared

for it he would submit to the Pope's judgment ; other-

wise the world would not turn him from the path which

he meant to follow. He was acting as the King's best

friend, as the King would acknowledge if he could forget

his passion for the Lady and consider seriously his rela-

tions with the Emperor. He begged the Council, there-

fore, to prevent such rumours from being circulated if

they did not wish Chapuys to contradict them himself

The Ambassador was keeping within the truth when

he said that Charles was not meditating war. Chapuys's

instructions when first sent to England had been not to

make matters worse than they were, not to tlireateu war

nor to imply in any way that there was danger of war.^

He had himself, however, insisted that there was no

^ Chaimys to Charles v., May 26, 1533.

—

SimnishCaUndar, vol.iv.

part 2, p. 68 7.
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alternative. He had encouraged Catherine's friends

with hope of eventual help, and continued to convey to

the Emperor their passionate wish that ' his Majesty's

* hand would soon reach England,' before ' the accursed

* woman * made an end of the Queen and of them—to

tell him that, were his forces once on laud, they might

raise as many men as they pleased, and the London

citizens would stand by, ' keep the enlistment money,'

and wait to see which party won. As long, however,

as his master was undecided, he would not, he said, take

measures which would do no good, and only lead to

inconvenience. He had merely given the Council ' a

'piece of his mind,' and had said what no one else

would say, for fear of Lady Anne.

The answer to liis letter which he expected from the

King did not arrive, but instead of it an invitation to

dinner from the Duke of Norfolk, which he refused lest

his consent should be misconstrued. Ultimately, how-

ever, Cromwell came to him with the King's permission.

Cromwell, strange to say, had been a strong advocate for

the Imperial alliance, in opposition to the French, and

with Cromwell the Ambassador's relations were more

easy than with the Duke. Their conversations were

intimate and confidential. Chapuys professed a hope

that the King's affection for the Lady would pass off,

and promised, for himself, to pour no more oil on the

fire till he received fresh orders. If they wished for

peace, however, he said they must be careful of their

behaviour to the Queen, and he complained of the

removal of her arms from her barge in the river. Such
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petty acts of persecution ought to be avoided. The

removal of the arms was the work of some too zealous

friend of Aune. Cromwell had not heard of it, and

said that the King would be greatly displeased. Mean-

while he trusted that Spanish notions of honour would

not interfere with a friendship so useful to both

countries. If it came to war, England would not be

found an easy conquest. He defended the King's action.

The Pope would not do him justice, so he had slapped

the Pope in the face. No doubt he had been influenced

by love for the Lady. Neither the King himself, nor

all the preachers in the world, would convince him that

love had nothing to do with it. But the King was

well read in the canon law, and if his conscience was

satisfied it was enough.

As Cromwell was so frank, Ghapuys asked him

when and where the marriage with Anne had been con-

cluded. Cromwell either would not or could not tell

him, saying merely that Norfolk had not been present

at the ceremony, but others of the Council had, and

there was no doubt that it had really taken place.

So matters stood in England, every one waiting

to learn how the Emperor would act. Anne Boleyn

was duly crowned at Whitsuntide—a splendid official

pageant compensating for the secrecy of her marriage.

The streets were thronged with curious spectators, but

there was no enthusiasm. The procession was like

a funeral. The Pope was about to meet the King of

France at Nice. Norfolk was commissioned to attend

the interview, and, as Henry still hoj)ed that the Duke
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would bring back an acquiescence in his wishes from

Clement, Chapuys saw him before his departure. The

Duke said the peace of the world now depended on

the Emperor. He relocated that his niece's marriage

had been no work of his. Her father and he had

always been against it, and, but for them, it would have

happened a year before. She had been furious with

both of them. She was now enceinte, and had told

her father and himself and Suffolk that she was in

better plight than they wished her to be. To attempt

to persuade the King to take Catherine back either by

threat or argument Avoiild be labour thrown away,

such ' were his scruples of conscience and his despair

* of having male succession by her.'

At Cromwell's intercession, the Bishop of Rochester

was now released from confinement, and politics were

quiet till the effect was seen of the Nice conference.

Anxious consultations were held at Rome before the

Pope set out. The Cardinals met in consistory. Henry's

belief had been that Francis was prepared to stand by

him to the uttermost, and would carry Clement with

him. He was now to find either that he had been

misled or had wilfully deceived himself. Cardinal

Tournon, who was su]3posed to have carried an ulti-

matum from the meeting at Calais, had required the

Pope to suspend the process against Henry :
^ if the

Pope replied that the offence was too great, and that

he must deprive him, Francis did not say that he

^ Chapuys to Charles V., May 29, 1533.

—

Spaniult, Calendar, vol.

iv. part 2, p. 699.
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would risk excommunication himself by taking an

open part, but bad directed tbe Cardinal to urge the

removal of tbe suit to a neutral place, as bad been

often proposed. Tbe Pope told tbe Count de Cifuentes

tbat this suggestion had been already discussed with

tbe Emperor, and tbat tbe Emperor bad not entirely

disapproved ;
^ but tbe cunning and treacherous Clement

bad formed a plan of bis own by wbicb be tliougbt

be could save England and punish Henry. Francis

being less firm tban be had feared, be tbougbt that,

by working on French ambition, be could detach

Francis completely from bis English ally. Tbe French

were known to be eager to recover Calais. What if

Calais could be offered them as a bait ? They might

turn their coats as they had so often done before.'

Cunning and weakness generally go together. It was

an ingenious proposal and throws a new light on

Clement's character. Nothing came of it, for the

Emperor, with a vieAV to the safety of Flanders and

the eventual recovery of the English alliance, declined

to sanction a change of ownership on bis own frontier.

Finding no encouragement, Clement relapsed into his

usual attitude. The Imperialists continuod to press for

the delivery of sentence before the Pope should leave

Rome. Tbe Pope continued to insist on knowing

the Emperor's intentions.

A Spanish lawyer, Rodrigo Davalos, had been sent

^ Cifueutes to Charles V., May
29, 1533.

—

Sjjanish Calendar vol.

iv. part 2, p. 702

^ The Cardinal ofJaento Charles

v., June 16, 1533.

—

Ibid. p. 709.
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to E/ome to dissuade the Pope from the Nice interview,

and to quicken the action of the Rota.

'Queen Catherine's suit/ he said, 'had been carried

' on as if it were that of the poorest woman in the world.

' Since Cifuentes and he had been there the process had

'been pushed on, but the Advocates and Proctors had

' not received a reah Their hands required anointing

' to make them stick to their business. The Cardinals

' were at sixes and sevens, and refused to pull together,

' do what Davalos would.' ^

Davalos, being a skilful manipulator and going the

right way to work, pressed the process forward in the

Rota without telling the Pope what he was doing, since

Clement would have stopped it had he not been kept

in ignorance. But, ' God helping, no excuse was left.'

The forms were all concluded, and nothing remained

but to pass the long-talked-of sentence. The Pope was

so ' importuned ' by the French and English Ambas-

sadors to suspend it till after the meeting at Nice that

Davalos could not say whether he would get it after all;

but he told the Pojdc that further hesitation would be

regarded by the Emperor as an outrage, and would

raise suspicion through the whole world. The Pope

promised, but where good-will was wanting trifles were

obstacles. Davalos confessed that he had no faith in

his promise. He feared the Pope must have issued

some secret brief, which stood in his way.-

Clement, however, was driven on in spite of himself.

^ Davalos to Charles v., June 30 I •endar, vol. iv. part 2, pp. 725-28.

and Julys, 1533.—'S>«rmA Cal-
\

^ jbid.
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Judgment on the principal cause could not be wrung

from him. Cardinal Salviati was of opinion that they

would never give it till the Emperor would promise that

it should be executed.^ But a Brief stqjcr Atkntatis, which

was said to be an equivalent, Clement was required to

sign, and did sign—a Brief on which Charles could

act if occasion served, the Pope himself swearing

great oaths that Henry had used him ill, and that he

would bribe Francis to forsake him by the promise of

Calais.

One more touch must be added to complete the

comedy of distraction. A proposal of the Spanish

Council to send a special embassy to London to remon-

strate with the King had been definitely rejected by

the Emperor. It was revived by Chapuys, with whom

it had probably originated. He imagined that the most

distinguished representatives of the Spanish nation

might appear at the English Court and protest against

the ill-usasfe of the daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella.

If the King refused them satisfaction, they might

demand to be heard in Parliament. The King would

then be placed in the wrong before his own people.

The nobles of Aragon and Castile would offer their

persons and their property to maintain the Queen's

right ; and Chapuys said, ' Not a Spaniard v:ould hcsi-

' tate if they were privately assured first that they would

' not ie taken at their word.' ^

1 Davalos to Charles V., June

30 and July 5, 1533.

—

Spanish

Caleiidar, vol. iv. part 2, p. 749.

2 Ibid. p. 734-
^ Chapuys to Charles V., Jane

28, iS33-—Toid. pp. 718-20.
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Leaving the Catholic Powers in confusion and

uncertainty, we return to England. Catherine had

rejected every proposal which had been made to her.

There could not be two queens in the same country,

and, after Anne's coronation, a deputation waited upon

her to intimate that her style must be changed. She

must now consent to be termed Princess Dowager,

when an establishment would be provided for her as the

widow of the King's brother. Her magnificent refusal is

well known to history. Cromwell spoke with unbounded

admiration of it. Yet it was inconvenient, and increased

the difficulty of providing for her, since she declined to

accept any grants which might be made to her under

the new title, or to be attended by any person who did

not treat her and address her as queen. It would nave

been better if she had required to be allowed to return to

Castile; but both the Spanish Council and the Emperor

had decided that she must remain in England. The

Princess had been allowed to rejoin her. The mother

and daughter had made short expeditions together, and

had been received with so much enthusiasm that it v.'as

found necessary again to part them. Stories were cur-

rent of insulting messages which Catherine had received

from the Lady Anne, false probably, and meant only to

create exasperation. The popular feeling was warndy

in her favour. She was personally liked as much as

Anne was bated ; and the King himself was not spared.

As a specimen of the license of language, ' a Mrs.

' Amadas, witcli and prophetess, was indicted for having

'said that the Lady Anne should be burned, for she was
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'a harlot. Master Norris [Sir Henry Norris, Equerry

'to Henry] was bawd between her and the King. Tlie

' King had kejst both the mother and the daughter, and

' Lord Wiltshire was bawd to his wife and to his two

' daughters.' -^ In July the news arrived from Rome

of the Brief etc Attcntatis, and with it the unpleasant

intelligence that Francis could not be depended on, and

that the hopes expected from the meeting at Nice would

not be realised. The disappointment was concealed

from Anne, for fear of endangering the expected child.

Norfolk, who had waited in Paris to proceed in the

French King's train, was ordered to return to England,

Henry was not afraid, but he was discovering that he

had nothing to rely upon but himself and the nation.

The terms on which France and the Empire stood

towards each other were so critical that he did not

expect the Emperor to quarrel with England if he

could help it, Chapuys seemed studiously to seek

Cromwell, Of Cromwell's fidelity to himself Henry

was too well assured to feel uneasy about their intimacy,

and therefore they met often. and as freely exchanged

their thoughts. Chapuys found Cromwell *a man of

'sense, well versed in affairs of State, and able to judge

' soundly,' with not too good an opinion of the Lady

Anne, who returned his dislike. Anne was French
;

Cromwell was Imperialist beyond all the rest of the

Council.

'I told him,' wrote the Ambassador to Charles, after

Calendar, Foreign and Domestic, vol. vi. p. 399.
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one of these conversations, 'I often regretted jowv

'Majesty had not known him in Wolsey's time. Ho
'would have been a greater man than the Cardinal, and

' the King's affairs would have gone much better. He
' seemed pleased, so I continued. Now Avas the time

' for him to do his master better service than ever man
' did before. Sentence had been given in Rome against

' the King, and there was no further hope that your

' Majesty and the Pope would agree to the divorce.

'I presumed that the King being so reasonable,

' virtuous, and humane a jDrince, would not persist

'longer and blemisli the many gifts which God had

'bestov/ed on him. I prayed him to move the King.

' He could do more with him than any other man.

* He was not in the Council when the accursed business

' was first mooted. The Queen trusted him, and, when
* reinstated, would not forget his service. Cromwell

' took what I said in good part. He assured me that

'all the Council desired your Majesty's fiiendship. He
' would do his best, and hoped that things would turn

' out we]L If I can believe what he says, there is still

' a hope that the King may change. I will set the net

' again and try if I can catch him ; but one cannot be

'too cautious. The King is disturbed by what has

* passed at Rome. He fears the Pope will seduce the

' French King from him.' ^

Who was this Cromwell that had grown to sucii

importance ? Granvelle had asked. ' He is the son,'

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Aug. 3, 1533.

—

Spanish Calmidar, vol. iv.

part 2, pp. 759-60.
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replied Chapuys, ' of a farrier in Chelsea, who is buried

' in the parish church there. His uncle, father of

' Richard Cromwell, was cook to the Archbishop of

' Canterbury. This Thomas Cromwell was wild in his

'youth, and had to leave the country. He went to

' Flanders and to Rome. Returning thence he married

' the daughter of a wool merchant, and worked at his

' father- in-lav/'s business. After that he became a

' solicitor. Wolsey, finding him diligent and a man
' of ability for good or ill, took him into service and

'employed him in the suppression of religious houses.

' When Wclsey fell he behaved extremely well. The

'King took him into his secret Council. Now he is

* above everyone, except the Lady, and is supposed to

' have more credit than ever the Cardinal had. He is

' hospitable and liberal, speaks English well, and Latin,

'French, and Italian tolerably,'^

The intimacy increased. Cromwell, though Impe-

rial in politics and no admirer of Anae Boleyn, was

notoriously Henry's chief adviser in the reform of the

clergy ; but to this aspect of him Chapuys had no

objection. Neither the Ambassador nor Charles, nor

any secular statesman in Europe, was blind to the

enormities of Churchmen or disposed to lift a finger for

them, if reform did not take the shape of Lutheranism.

Charles himself had said that, if Henry had no objects

beyond the correction of the spiritualty, he would rather

aid than obstruct him. Between Chapuys and Cromwell

^ Chapuys to Granvelle, Nov. 21, 1535.— C'rtZe?icter, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. ix. p. 2S9.
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there wo.s thus common ground ; and CromweU's hint

that the King might perhaj)s reconsider his position

may not have been wliolly groundless.

The action of the Rota, pressed through by Davalos,

had taken Henry by surprise. He had not expected

that the Pope would give a distinct judgment against

him. He had been equally disappointed in the support

which he expected from Francis. That he should now

hesitate for an instant was natural and inevitable ; but

the irresolution, if real, did not last. IsTorfolk wrote

to the King from Paris ' to care nothing for the Pope :

' there were men enough at his side in England to

'defend his right with the sword.' ^ Henry appealed to

a General Council, when a council could be lield which

should be more than a Papal delegacy. The revenues

of the English sees which were occupied by Campeggio

and Ghinucci he sequestrated, as a sign of the abandon-

ment of a detestable system.

His own mind, meanwhile, was fastened on the

approaching confinement of Anne, With the birth of

a male heir to the crown he knew that his difficulties

would vanish. Nurses and doctors had assured him of

a son, and the event was expected both by him and by

others with passionate eagerness. A Prince of Wales

would quiet the national uncertainty. It would be the

answer of Heaven to Pope and Emperor, and a Divine

sanction of his revolt. There is danger in intcrpi-eting

Pi'ovidence before the event. If the anticipation is

^ Chapuys to Charles V., An,:;. 23, 1533.

—

Sim.nish Calendar, vol.

iv, part 2, p. 777.
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disappointed, the weight of the sentence may be thrown

into the opposing scale.

To the bitter ' mortification of the King and the

' Lady, to the reproach of physicians, astrologers,

' sorcerers, and sorceresses who affirmed that the child

' would be a male,' ^ to the delight of Chapuys and the

perplexity of a large section of the English people who

were waiting for Providence to speak, on the 7th of

September the girl who was afterwards to be Queen

Elizabeth was brought into the world.

This was the worst blow which Henry had received.

He was less given to superstition than most of his

subjects, but there had been too much of appeals to

Heaven through the whole of the controversy. The

need of a male heir had been paraded before Christen-

dom as the ground of his action. He had already dis-

covered that Anne was not what his blindness to her

fixults had allowed him to believe ; he was fond of the

Princess Mary, and Anne had threatened to make a

waiting-maid of her. The new Queen had made herself

detested in the Court by her insolence ; there had been

' lover's quarrels,' ^ from which Catherine's friends had

gathered hopes, and much must have passed behind the

scenes of which no record survives. A lady of the bed-

chamber had heard Henry say he would ' rather beg

' from door to door than forsake her
;

'
^ on the other

hand, Anne acknowledged afterwards that his love had

^ Chapuys to Charles V. Sejit. I - Ihid. p. 788.

10,1533.

—

Spanish CoJendar, vol. ^ Ibid., Nov. 3, 1533.

—

Ibid.

iv. part 2, p. 789. I p. 842,
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not been returned, and she could hardly have failed to

let him see it. Could she be the mother of a prince she

^was safe, but on this she might well think her security

depended. All Henry's male children, except the Duke

of Richmond, had died at the birth or in infancy ; and

words which she let fall to her sister-in-law. Lady Roch-

ford, implied a suspicion that the fault was in the King.^

It is not without significance that in the subsequent in-

dictment of Sir Henry Norris it was alleged that on the

6th of October, 1533, less than a month after Anne's

confinement, she solicited Norris to have criminal inter-

course with her, and that on the 12th the act was com-

mitted. But to this subject I shall return hereafter.

Anyway, the King made the best of his misfortune.

If the first adventure had failed, a second might be

more successful. The unwelcome daughter was chris-

tened amidst general indifference, without either bon-

fires or rejoicings. She was proclaimed Princess, and

the title was taken away from her sister Mary. Chapuys,

after what Cromwell had said to him, trusted naturally

that the King's mind would be affected by his dis-

appointment. They met again, Chapuys urged that

it would be easier to set thino-s straifrht than at an

^ The King's infirmities were

not a secret. In 1533, upon
Elizabeth's birth, a Senor de

(iambaro, who was an intimate

friend of the Duke of Norfolk,

wrote at Rome for Cifuentes a

curious account of the situation

and prospects of things in Eng-

land. Among other observations

he says :
' The [expected] child

' will be weak, owing to his

'father's condition.'—Avisos de

las cosas de Inglaterra dados por

Sr. de Gambaro en Roma. Caleri-

dar, Foreign and Domestic, vol.

vi. p. 683.
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earlier stage. The King, being of a proud temper,

would have felt humihatcd if he had been baffled. He
might now listen to reason. It was said of Englishmen

that when they had made a mistake they were more

ready to confess it than other people ; and, so far from

losing in public esteem, he would only gain, if he now

admitted that he had been wrong. The Emperor would

send an embassy requesting him affectionately to take

Catherine back ; his compliance wouM thus lose all

appearance of compulsion. The expectation was

reasonable. Cromwell, however, had to tell him iu

earnest language that it could not be ; and the Catholic

party in England, who had hoped, as Chajiuj^s hoped,

and found themselves only further embittered by the

exclusion of Mary from the succession, became desperate

in turn. From this period their incipient treason de-

veloped into definite conspiracy, the leader among the

disaffected and the most influential from his reputed

piety and learning being Fisher, Bishop of Rochester,

whose subsequent punishment has been the text for so

many eloquent invectives. Writing on the 27th of

September to the Emperor, Chapuys says :
' The good

' Bishop of Rochester lias sent to me to notify that the

' arms of the Pope against these obstinate men are

' softer than lead, and that your Majesty must set your

' hand to it, in which you will do a work as agreeable

'to God as a war against the Turk.' ^ This was not

all. The Bishop had gone on to advise a measure which

^ Calendar, Foreign and Domestic, vol. vi. p. 486. Spanish Calemiar,

vol. iv. part 2, p. 813.
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would lead immediately and intentionally to a revival

of the Wars of the Koses. ' If matters come to a

' rupture, the Bishop said it would be well for your

'Majesty to attach to yourself the son of the Princess

' Mary's governess [the Countess of Salisbury, mother

' of Reginald Pole], daughter of the Duke of Clarence,

'to whom, according to the opinion of many, the kiiig-

' dom would belong. He is now studying at Padua.

' On account of the pretensions which he and his

'brother would have to the crown, the Queen would

' like to bestow the Princess on him in marriage, and

'the Princess Avould not refuse. He and his brothers

'have many kinsmen and allies, of whose services your

' Majesty might make use and gain the greater part of

' the realm.' ^

The Bishop of Rochester might plead a higher

allegiance as an excuse for conspiring to dethrone his

Sovereign. But those who play such desperate games

stake their lives upon the issue, and if they fail must

pay the forfeit. The Bishop was not the only person

who thus advised Chapnys. Rebellion and invasion

became the settled thought of the Kiug's opponents,

and Catherine was expected to lend her countenance.

The Regent's Council at Brussels, bolder than the

Spanish, were for immediate war. A German force

might be thrown across the Channel. The Flemish

nobles might hesitate, but would allow ships to carry an

army to Scotland. The army might then march south
;

^ Calendar, Foreign and, Domestic, vol. vi. p. 486. SpaniaJi

Calendar, vol. iv. part 2, p. 813.

T
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Catherine would joiu it,, and appear in the fieid.^

Catherine herself bade Chapuys charge the Pope in

her name to proceed to the execution of the sentence -

' in the most rigorous terms of justice possible ; ' the

King, she said, would then be brought to reason when

he felt the bit. She did not advocate violence in words,

though what she did advocate implied violence and made

it inevitable. Fisher was prepared for any extremity.

' The good and Holy Bishop of Rochester,' Chapuys

repeated, ' would like your Majesty to take active

'measures immediately, as I wrote in my last, which

' advice he has sent to me again lately to repeat.^

* Without this they fear disorder. The smallest force

'would suffice.'

Knowing Charles's unwillingness, the Ambassador

added a further incitement. Among the preachers, he

said, there was one who spread worse errors than

Luther. The Prelates all desired to have him punished,

but the Archbishop of Canterbury held him up, the

King would not listen to them ; and, were it not that

he feared the people, would long since have professed

Lutheranism himself.*

^ News from Flanders.

—

Calen-

dar Foreign and Doincstic, vol.

vi. p. 493.
- /. e. the calling in the secular

arm, which had not been actually

done in the Brief de- Attenfatis.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Oct.

10, i^;^^.—Calrndar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. vi. p. 511.

* Ibid.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Interview between the Poj^e and Francis at Marseilles—Projjosed

compromise—The divorce case to be heard at Cambray—The

Emperor consents—Catherine refuses—The story of the Nun
of Kent—Bishop Fisher in the Tower—Imminent breach vvitli

the Papacy—Catlierine and the Princess Mary— Separation of

the Princess from her mother—Catherine at Kimbolton

—

Appeals to the Emperor—Encouragement of Lntheranism

—

Last efforts at Rome—Final sentence delivered by the Pope

—

The Pope's authority abolished in England.

THE Pope's last brief had been sufficiently definite

to enable the Emperor to act upon it if Henry

still disobeyed. English scruples, however, required a

judgment on the divorce itself before force was openly

tried. Clement went, as he had intended, to France

in October, and met the French King at Marseilles.

Norfolk, as has been said, was not allowed to be present

;

but Gardiner and Bonner attended as inferior agents to

watch the proceedings. Cifuentes followed the Papal

Court for Charles, and the English Nuncio, who had

been at last recalled, was present also. The main

result of the interview was the marriage of the Duke
of Orleans to the Pope's niece, Catherine de' Medici, a

guarantee that Francis was not to follow England into
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schism but was to remain Catholic. The engagements

with which lie had tempted Henry into committing

himself were thus abandoned, and the honour which

had been saved at Pavia was touched, if it was not lost.

It had strength enough, however, to lead him still to

exert himself to bring Clement to reason. The bribe

of Calais was not tried upon him, having been em-

phatically negatived by the Emperor. The Chancellor

of France presented in Henry's name a formal comjDlaint

of the Pope's conduct. It was insisted that when he

commissioned Campeggio to go to England, he had

formally promised not to revoke the Ciiuse to Rome,

and this promise he had violated. The Pope's answer

was curious. He admitted tlie promise, but he said it

was conditional on Queen Catherine's consent, thougJi

this clause was not inserted in the commission lest it

might suggest to her to complain} The answer was

allowed to pass. Other objections were similarly set

aside, and then the Cardinal de Tarbes, professing to

speak in Henry's name, proposed that the Pope should

appoint another commission to hear the cause at

Cambra}', himself nominating the judges. If the Pope

would comply he was authorised to say that the King-

would obey, and, pending the trial, would separate from

Anne and recall Catherine to the court. Cifuentes had

again urged the Pope to declare Henry deprived. The

Pope had refused on the ground that, unless thu

Emperor would bind himself to execute the sentence

^ Cifuentes to Charles Y., Oct. 23, 1533. •

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. vi. p. 534.
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in arms, the Holy See would lose reputation.^ He had,

therefore, a fair excuse for listening- to the French

suggestion. The Cardinals deliberated, and thought

it ought to be accepted. If the King would really

part with Anne, the cause might be even heard in

England itself, and no better course could be thought

of. The proposal was referred, through the Papal

Nuncio, to the Emperor, and the Emperor wrote on

the margin of the Nuncio's despatch to him that he

could give no answer till he had communicated with

Catherine, but that he Avould write and recommend her

to follow the course pointed out by his Holiness.-

The Spanish party suspected a trick. They thought

that there might be an appearance of compliance with

the Pope's brief. Catherine might be allowed a room

in the Palace till the cause was removed from Rome.

It was all but gained in the Rota; if referred back in

the manner proposed, it would be delayed by appeals

and otlier expedients till it became interminable. Their

alternative was instant excommunication. But the

Pope had the same answer. How could he do that?

He did not know that the Emperor would take up

arms. Were he to issue the censures, and were no

effect to follow, the Apostolic See would be discredited.

De Tarbes was asked to produce his commission from

Henry to make suggestions in his name. It was found

when examined to be insufficient. Henry himself,

^ Cifuentes to Charles V., Oct.

23> 1533-'—CahnrMr, Forcujn awl
Doftnesiic, vol. vi. p. 534.

- The Papal Nuncio to Charles

v., Oct. 22.

—

Simnish Calendar,

vol. iv. part 2, p; 830.
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when he leamt what had been done, ' changed colour,

'crushed the letter in his hands, and exclaimed that

* the King of France had betrayed him.' ^ But he had

certainly made some concession or other. The time

allowed in the last brief had run out. The French

Cardinals did not relinquish their efforts. They de-

manded a suspension of six months, till Henry and

Francis could meet again and arrange somethinsr which

the Pope could accept. The Pope, false himself, sus-

pected every one to be as false as he was. He suspected

that a private arrangement was being made between

Henry and the Emperor, and Cifuentes himself could

not or would not relieve his misgivings. In the midst

of the uncertainty a courier came in from England with

an appeal adfuturwm Concilium—when a council could

be held that was above suspicion. The word ' council

'

always drove Clement distracted. He complained to

Francis, and Francis, provoked at finding his efforts

paralysed, said angrily that, were it not for his present

need of the King of England's friendship lest others

should forestall him there, he would play him a trick

that he should remember. The suspension of the cen-

sures for an indefinite time was granted, however, after

a debate in the Consistory. The English Council, when

the proposal for the hearing of the cause at Cambray

was submitted to them, hesitated over their answer.

They told Chapuys that such a compromise as the Pope

offered might once have been entertained, but nothing

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Nov. 3, 1533.

—

Sijaninh Calendar, vol.

part 2, pp. S39-41.
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now would induce the King to sacrifice the interests

of his new-born daughter ;
* all the Ambassadors in

'the world would not move him, not even the Pope

' himself, if he came to visit him.' ^

Nevertheless, so anxious were all parties now at the

last moment to find some conditions or other to pre-

vent the Division of Christendom that the Cardinal de

Tarbes's proposition, or something like it, might have

been accepted. The Emperor, hov/ever, had made his

consent contingent on Catherine's acquiescence, and

Catherine herself refused—refused resolutely, absolutely,

and finally. Charles had written to her as he had

promised. Chapuys sent her down the letter with a

draft of the terms proposed, and he himself strongly

exhorted her to agree. He asked for a distinct ' Yes

'

or ' No,' and Catherine answered ' No.' Her cause

should be heard in Rome, she said, and nowhere but in

Rome ; the removal to Cambray meant only delay, and

from delay she had suffered long enough ; should Anne

Boleyn have a son meanwhile, the King would be more

obstinate than ever. The Pope must be required to end

the cause himself and to end it quickly. The Emperor

knew her determination and might have spared his

appHcation.2 She wrote to Chapuys 'that, sentence

'once pronounced, the King, for all his bravado and
* obstinacy, would listen to reason, and war would be

• Chapuys to Charles Y., Dec.

6) 1533-

—

Spanish C'alcjular, vol.

IV. part 2, p. 871.

^ Ibid:, JTov. 20, 1533.

—

IbuL,

p. 859. Catherine to Charles V.,

Nov. 21.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. vi. p. 578.
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' imnecessaiy.' 'On that point,' the Ambassador said,

' she would not find a single person to agree with her.' ^

Catherine had pictured to herself a final triumph,

and she could not part with the single hope which bad

cheered her through her long trial. If any chance of

accommodation remained after her peremptory answer, it

was dispelled by the discovery of the treason connected

with the Nun of Kent. The story of Elizabeth Barton

has been told by me elsewhere. Here it is enough to say

that from the beginning of the divorce suit an hysterical

woman, professing to have received Divine revelations,

had denounced the King's conduct in private and public,

and had influenced the judgment of peers, bishops,

statesmen, and privy councillors. She had been treated

at first as a foolish enthusiast, but her prophecies had

been circulated by an organisation of itinerant friars,

and had been made use of to feed the disaffection

which had shown itself in the overtures to Chapuys.

The effect which she had produced had been recently

discovered. She had been arrested, had made a large

confession, and had implicated several of the greatest

names in the realm. She had written more than once

to the Pope. She had influenced Warham. She had

affected the failing intellect of Wolsey. The Bishop of

Rochester, the Marquis and Marchioness of Exeter, had

admitted her to intimate confidence. Even Sir Thomas

More had at one time half believed that she was

inspired. Catherine, providentially, as Chapuys thought,

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Nov. 24, 1533.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 2, p. 864.
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had declined to see her, but was acquainted with all

that passed between her and the Exeters,

When brought before the Council she was treated

comme une grosse dame—as a person of consideration.

The occasion was of peculiar solemnity, and great

persons were in attendance from all parts of the realm.

The Chancellor, in the Nun's presence, gave a history

of her proceedings. He spoke of the loj^alty and fidelity

which had been generally shown by the nation during

the trying controversy. The King had married a

second wife to secure the succession and provide for the

tranquillity of the realm. The woman before them had

instigated the Pope to censure him, and had endea-

voured to bring about a rebellion to deprive him of his

throne. The audience, who had listened quietly so far,

at the word ' rebellion ' broke out into cries of ' To the

'stake! to the stake!' The Nun showed no alarm,

but admitted quietly that wliat the Chancellor said was

true. She had acknowledged much, but more lay

behind, and Chapuys confessed himself alarmed at what

she might still reveal. Cromwell observed to him that

'God must have directed the sense and wit of the

'Queen to keep clear of the woman.' But Catherine's

confessor had been among the most intimate of her

confederates ; and to be aware of treason and not

reveal it was an act of treason in itself. Sir Thomas
More cleared himself. Fisher, the guiltiest of all, was

sent to the Tower for misprision.

The Pope's final sentence was now a certainty.

Francis had cleared his conscience by advocating the
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compromise. Nothing more could be done, he said,

unless Cranmer's judgment was revoked. He chose to

forget that the compromise had been rejected by Cathe-

rine herself. He complained that as fast as he studied

to gain the Pope the English studied to lose him. He
had devised a plan, and the English spoilt it. He re-

gretted that he had ever meddled in the matter. The

Pope could not help himself, but must now excom-

municate the King and call on Christendom to support

him.^

Henry could no longer doubt that he was in serious

danger. To the risk of invasion from abroad, disaffection

at home had to be added. How far it extended he did

not yet know. All along, however, Ire had been pre-

paring for what the future might bring. The fleet

was in high order ; the fortifications at Dover and

Calais had been repaired ; if the'worst came he meant

to be ready for it ; the stoppage of trade might be

serious ; it was to this that Catherine looked as her

most effective weapon ; but English commerce was

as important to Spain and Flanders as the Flemish

Avoollens to the London citizens, and the leading mer-

chants on both sides came to an understanding that an

Interdict would be disregarded. The Lutherans had

the courage of their opinions and could be depended

on to fight. The laws against heretics were allowed

to sleep. Their numbers increased, and the French

Ambassador observed to Chapuys that they would not

^ Gardiner to Henry VIII., Nov. 1533.—CaZotiirtr-, Foreign and

Domcstu, vol. vi. p. 571.
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easily be eradicated. Many who were orthodox in the

faith were bitter against Rome and Romanism. The

Duke of Norfolk v/as the loudest of them all. Flanders

could not live, he said to a deputation of alarmed

citizens, without the English trade ; and as to the Pope,

the Pope was a wretch and a bastard, a liar and a bad

man ; he would stake wife and children and his own

person to be revenged on him.^ An order of Council

came out that the Pope henceforward was to be styled

only Bishop of Rome. Chapuys could not understand

it. The Duke, he thought, was strangely changed

;

he had once professed to be a staunch Catholic. Nor-

folk had not changed. The peculiar Anglican theory

was befannincy to show itself that a Church mi^iht still

be Catholic though it ceased to be Papal.

Irritated thougli he was at his last failure, Francis

did not wholly abandon his efforts. A successful

invasion of England by the Emperor would be dan-

gerous or even fatal to France. He wrote to Anne-

He sent his letter by the hands of her old friend, Du
Bellay, and she was so pleased that she kissed him

when he presented it. Du Eellay sought out Chapuys.

' Could nothing be done,' he asked, ' to prevent Eng-
' land from breaking with the Papacy ? Better England,

' France, and the Empire had spent a hundred thousand

' crowns than allow a rupture. The Emperor had done

'his duty in supporting his aunt; might he not now
' yield a little to avoid worse ?

' Chapuys could give

^ Chapuys to Charles, Dec. 9, 1533.—Spanish Calendar, vol. iv.

part 2, p. 875.
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him no hope. The treatment of Catherine alone

would force the Emperor to take further measures.

That Catherine, so far, had no personal ill-usage to

complain of had been admitted by the Spanish Council,

and alleged as an argument against interference by

force in her favour. Chapuys conceived, and j^robably

hoped, that tliis objection was being removed.

What to do Avith her was not the least of the per-

plexities in Avhich Henry had involved himself. By
the public law of Christendom, a marriage with a

brother's widow was illegal. By the law as it has

stood ever since in England, the Pope of Rome neither

has, nor ever had, a right to dispense in such cases.

She was not, therefore, Henry's queen. She deserved

the most indulgent consideration; her anger and her

resistance were legitimate and natural ; but the fact

remained. She had refused all compromise. She had

insisted on a decision, and an English Court had given

judgment against her. If she was queen, Elizabeth

was a bastard, and her insistence upon her title was an

invitation to civil war. She was not standing alone.

The Princess Mary, on her father's marriage with

Anne, liad written him a letter, which he had praised

as greatly to her credit; but either Anne's insolence

or her mother's persuasion had taken her back to

Catherine's side. Her conduct may and does deserve

tlie highest moral admiration ; but the fidelity of the

child to her mother was the assertion of a right to be

next in succession to the crown. There was no longer

a doubt that a dancerous movement was on foot for an

II
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insurrection, supported from abroad. If Catherine es-

caped with Mary to the Continent, war would instantly

follow. If there was a rebelhon at home, their friends

intended to release them, and to use their names in

the field. It was found necessary again to part them.

The danger would be diminished if they v\'ere separated

;

together they confirmed each other's resolution. Cathe-

rine was sent to Kimbolton with a reduced household

—her confessor, her doctor, her own personal servants

and attendants—who had orders to call her Princess,

but obeyed as little as they pleased. Mary was at-

tached to the establishment of her baby sister Elizabeth

under charge of Anne Boleyn's aunt, Mrs. Shelton.

History with a universal voice condemns tlie King's

conduct as cruel and unnatural. It was not cruel in

the sense of being wanton ; it was not unnatural in the

sense that he had no feeling. He was in a dilemma,

through his own actions, from which he could not

otherwise extricate himself. Catherine was not his

wife, and he knew it ; he had been misled by Wolsey

into the expectation that the Pope would relieve him

;

he had been trifled with and played upon ; lie was

now threatened with excommunication and deposition.

Half his subjects, and those the boldest and most deter-

mined, had rallied to his side ; his cause had become

the occasion of a great and beneficent revolution, and

incidental difficulties had to be dealt with as they rose.

Catherine he had long ceased to love, if love had ever

existed between them, but he respected her cliaracter

and admired her indomitable couraore. For his dausfhter
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lie bad a i-eal affection, as appeared in a sliglit incident

which occurred shortly after her removal. Elizabeth

was at Hatfield, and Mary, whose pride Anne had

threatened to humble, was with her. Mrs. Shelton's

orders were to box Mary's ears if she presumed to call

herself Princess. The Kino^ knew nothino^ of these

instructions. He had found his daughter always dutiful

except when under her mother's influence, and one

day he rode down to Hatfield to see her. The Lady

Anne, finding that he had gone without her knowledge,

' considering the King's easiness and lightness, if any

' one dared to call it so,' and afraid of the effect which

a meeting with his daughter might have upon him,

sent some one in pursuit to prevent him from seeing or

speaking with her. The King submitted to his im-

perious mistress, saw Anne's child, but did not see

Mary. She had heard of his arrival, and as he was

mounting his horse to ride back she showed herself on

the leads, kneeling as if to ask his blessing. The King-

saw her, bowed, lifted his bonnet, and silently went his

way.^
I

The French Ambassador met him afterwards in

London. The King said he had not spoken to his

daughter on account of her Spanish obstinacy. The

Ambassador saying something in her favour, 'tears

' rushed into the King's eyes, and he praised her

' many virtues and accomplishments.' ' The Lady,'

said Chapuys, 'is aware of the King's affection for his

^ Chapuys to Charles, Jan, 17, 1534.

—

Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, vol. vii. p. 31.
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* daughter, and tiierefore never ceases to plot against

* her.' The Earl of Northumberland, once Anne's

lover, told him that she meant to poison the Princess.

Chapuys had thought it might be better if she avoided

irritating her father ; he advised her to protect herself

by a secret protest, and to let her title drop on con-

dition that she might live with lier mother. Lady

Anne, however, it was thought, would only be more

malicious, and a show of yielding would discourage

her friends. Another plan was to carry her off abroad
;

but war would then be inevitable, and Chapuys could

not venture to recommend such an attempt without the

Emperor's express consent.^

Catherine also was, or professed to be, in fear of

foul play. Kimbolton was a small but not inconvenient

residence. It was represented as a prison. The King

was supposed to be eager for her death ; and, in the

animosity of the time, he, or at least his mistress, was

thought capable of any atrocity. The Queen was out

of health in reality, having shown signs of dropsy, and

the physicians thought her life uncertain. She would

eat nothing which her new servants provided; the

little food she took was prepared by her chamberwomau,

and her own room was used as a kitchen.^ Charles

had intimated tliat, if she was ill-used, he might be

driven to interfere; and every evil rumour that was

current was treasured up to exasperate him into action.

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Feb.

II, 1534.—BfOMish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 31-

'' Ibid., Jan. 17, 1534.

—

Calen-

dar, Foreign and Domestic, vol.

vii. pp. 31—33..
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No words, Chapuys said in a letter to the Emperor,

could describe the grief which the King's conduct to

the Queen and Princess was creating in the English

j)eople. They complained bitterly of the Emperor's

inaction.- They waited only for the arrival of a single

ship of war to rise en masse; and, if they had but a

leader to take command, they said, they would do the

work themselves. They reminded him of Warwick,

who dethroned the King's grandfather, and Henry VII.,

who dethroned Richard. Some even said the Em-

peror's right to the throne was better than the present

King's; for Edward's children were illegitimate, and

the Emperor was descended from the House of Lan-

caster. If the Emperor would not move, at least be

might stop the Flanders trade, and rebellion would

then be certain. There was not the least hope that the

King would submit. The accursed Anne had so be-

witched him that he dared not oppose her. The longer

the Emjjeror delayed, the worse things would giovv

from the rapid spread of Lutheranism.^

Wise sovereigns, under the strongest provocation, are

slow to encourage mutin}^ in neighbouring kingdoms.

Charles had to check the over-zeal of his Ambassador,

and to tell him that ' the present ' was no time for

' vigorous action or movement of any kind.' Chapuys

promised for the future 'to persuade the Queen to

' patience, and to do nothing which might lead to the

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Dec. 16, 1533.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

iv. part 2, 2>- 8S3.

I
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'inconvenience' which the EmjDeror pointed out.i His

impatient English friends whom he called ' the people

'

were still obliged to submit in patience, while the King

went on upon Ids way in the great business of the

realm, amidst the ' impress of shipwriglits,' the ' daily

' cast of cannon,' and foreign mart of implements for

war. An embassy was sent to Germany to treat for an

alliance with the Smalcaldic League. A book was

issued, with the authority of the Privy Council, on the

authority of kings an<i priests, showing that bisln^ps

and priests were equal, and that princes must rule

them both. The Scotch Ambassador told Chapuys

that if such a book had been published in his country

the author of it would have been burnt.- Parliament

met to pass the Bill, of which Henry had introduced a

draft in the previous session, to restrict the Bishops'

powers of punishing heretics. Dr. Nixe, the old

Bishop of Norwich, had lately burnt Thomas Bilney on

his own authority, without waiting for the King's writ.

Henry had the Bishop arrested, tried him before a lay

judge, confiscated his property, and imprisoned him in

the Tower. Parliament made such exploits as that of

Dr. Nixe impossible for the future.

Act followed Act on the same lines. The Pope's Bulls

were dispensed with on appointments to vacant sees.

The King's nomination was to suffice. The tributes to

Rome, which had been levied hitherto in infinite variety

^ Spanish Calendar, vol. v. p.

32.

^ Cliajmya to Cliailes V., Jan.

3, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. !>. I.
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of form, were to be swept finally away, and with them an

Act was introduced of final separation from the Papacy.

Were it only in defiance of the Pope, Chapuys said,

such measures impending would matter little, for the

motive was understood ; but the preachers were teach-

ing Lutheranism in the pulpits, drawing crowds to hear

them, and, unless the root could be torn out, the realm

would be lost.

Before the closing stroke was dealt in England the

last scene of the tragi-comedy had to be played out in

Rome itself On the Pope's return from Marseilles the

thunderbolt was expected to fall. The faithful Du
Beilay rushed off to arrest the uplifted arm. He found

Clement wrangling as before with Cifiientes, and Cifu-

entes, in despair, considering that, if justice would not

move the Pope, other means would have to be found.

The English Acts of Parliament were not frightening

Clement. To them he had become used. But he knew

by this time for certain that, if he deprived Henr}',

the Emperor would do nothing. Why, said he, in

quiet irony, to the Emperor's Minister, does not your

master proceed on the Brief de Attevjtati&'i It would

be as useful to him as the sentence which he asks for.

By that the King has forfeited his throne. Cifuentes

had to tell him, what he himself was equally aware

of, that it was not so held in England. Until the main

cause had been decided it Avas uncertain whether the

man-iage with Anne Boleyn might not be lawful after all.^

^ Cifueutes to Charles V., Jan. 23, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 17.
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la one of his varying moods the Pope had said at

Marseilles that, if Henry had sent a proctor to plead

for him at Rome, sentence would have been given in

his favour.^ It was doubtful whether even the Emperor

was really determined, so ambiguous had been his

answers when he was asked if he would execute the

Bull. Du Bellay arrived in the midst of the suspense.

He had brought an earnest message from Francis, pray^

ing that judgment might be stayed. As this was the

last effort to jsrevent the separation of England the

particulars have a certain interest.

In an interview with the Pope Du Bellay said that

when he left London he believed that the rupture was

inevitable. His own sovereign, however, had sent him

to represent to the Holy See that the King of England

was on the eve of forming a treaty with the Lutheran

Princes. The King of France did not pretend to an

opinion on the right or wrong of his brother of

England's case ; but he wished to warn his Holiness

that means ought to be found to prevent such an injury

to the Church.

The Pope answered that he had thought long and

painfully on what he ought to do, and had delayed

sentence as long as he v^as able. Tlie Queen was angry

and accu.sed him of having been the cause of all that

had happened. If the King of France had any further

proposal to offer, he was ready to hear it. If not, the

sentence must be pronounced.

^ T'liapuys to Charles V., Jan. 28, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, toI. v.

p. 24.
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Cifuentes, finding Clement again hesitating, pointed

out to him the violent acts which were beinsf done in

England, the encouragement of heresy, the cruel treat-

ment of the Queen and Princess, and the risk to the

Queen's life if nothing was done to help her. Clement

sent for Du Bellay again and inquired more par-

ticularly if he had brought no practical suggestion

with him, Du Bellay could only say that he had him-

self brought none ; but he trusted that the Pope might

devise something, as, without it. not England only

but other countries would be irretrievably lost to the

Holy See, The Pope said he could think of nothing;

and in his account of what had passed to Cifuentes he

declared that he had told Du Bellay that he meant to

proceed.

Cifuentes was not satisfied. He saw that the Pope

was still reluctant. He knew that there were intrigues

among the Cardinals. He said that tlenry was only

making use of France to intimidate him. He asserted,

with the deluding confidence which blinded the whole

Catholic party, that the revolt of England was the act

of the King and not of the people. He was certain, he

said, that, although the Bishop pretended that he had

no expedient to propose, he had one which he dared

not disclose. He could not bring the Pope to a re-

solution. A furtlier delay of six weeks was granted.

Messengers were despatched to England, and English

Commissioners were sent in answer. They had no con-

cessions to offer, nor were any concessions expected of

them. They lingered on the way. The six weeks
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expired and tliey had not arrived. The Spanish jjarty

in the Consistory were peremptory. They satisfied the

Pope's last scruples by assuring him, vaguely, that he

might rely upon the Emperor, and on March 23, with

an outburst of general enthusiasm, the Bull was issued

which declared valid the marriage of Henry and

Catherine, the King to be excommunicated if he

disobeyed, and to have forfeited the allegiance of his

subjects.

The secular arm was not yet called in, and, before

Cliarles could be required to move, one more step

would still be needed. But essentially, and on the

main cause of the trouble, the Pope had at last spoken,

and spoken finally.^ The passionate and devout Ortiz

l")oured out on the occasion the emotions of grateful

(Catholicity. 'The Emperor/ he wrote, 'had w^on the

' greatest of his victories—a victory over Hell. There

' had been difficulties even to the last. Campeggio had

' opposed, but at last had yielded to the truth. The
' Pope repented of his delay, but now feared he had

' committed a great sin in hesitatinof so loncc. The
' holy martyr, the Queen of England, had been saved.

' The Cardinals in past years had been bribed by the

' French King ; by the influence of the Holy Spirit

' they had all decided in the Queen's favour. Their

' conscience told them they could not vote against

' her.'

2

^ Cifuentes to Charles Y.

Jlarch 24.— SjJciiiish Calendar

Vui. V. p. 84.

* Ortiz to diaries V., Maroli

24, 1534.

—

Ibid. vol. V. p. 89.
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In England the news of the decision had not been

waited for. Two days after the issue of the Bull, the

Act abolishing the Pope's authority was read the last

time in the House of Lords, to the regret, said Chapuys,

of a minority of good men, v.ho could not carry the

House aloncf with them.
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CHAPTER XV.

The Papal curse—Determined attitude of the Princess Mary

—

Chapuys desires to be heard in Parliament—Interview with

the King—Permission refused—The Act of Succession—

•

Catherine loses the title of Queen—More and Fisher refuse to

swear to the statute—Prospects of rebellion in Ireland—The
Emperor unwilling to interfere—Perplexity of the Catholic

party—Chapuys before the Privy Council—Insists on Cathe-

rine's rights—Singular defence of the Pope's action—Chapuys's

intrigues—Defiant attitude of Catherine—Fears for her life—

•

Condition of Europe—Prospect of war between France and

the Empire—Unwillingness of the Emperor to interfere in

England—Disappointment of Catherine—Visit of Chapuys to

Kimbolton.

PE-ETENDERS to supernatural powers usually con-

fine the display of their skill to the presence of

friends and believers. The exercise of such powers to

silence opponents or to convince incredulity may be

alleged to have existed in the past, or may be foretold as

to happen in the future ; in the actual present prudent

men are cautious of experiments which, if they fail,

bring them only into ridicule. Excommunication had

real terrors when a frightened world was willing to exe-

cute its penalties—when the object of the censure was

cut off from the services of religion and was regarded
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as a pariah and an outlaw. The Princes of Europe had

real cause to fear the curse of the Pope when their own

subjects might withdraw their obedience and the

Christian Powers were ready to take arms to coerce

them. But Clement knew that his own thunders

would find no such supj)ort, and he lacked the con-

fidence of Dr. Ortiz that Heaven, if men failed, would

avenge its own wi-ongs. He had not been permitted

even to invite the Emperor formally to enforce the

sentence which he had been compelled to pronounce.

Protestant Germany had been left unpunished in its

heresy. The curse had passed harmless over Luther

and Luther's supporters. In England he was assured

that his authority Avas still believed in, and that the

King would be brought to judgment by his subjects.

But there were no outward signs of it. His Bulls

could no longer be introduced there. His clergy might

at heart be loyal to him; but they had submitted to

the Crown and the Parliament. His name was struck

out of the service-books, and the business of life went

on as if he had never spoken ; the business of life,

and also the business of the Government : for, the

Pope being disposed of, the vital question of the

succession to the crown had still to be formally

arranged.

Since the Emperor would not act, Chapuys had been

feeling his way with the Scotch. If James chose to

assert himself, the Ambassador had promised him the

Empei'or's support. ' He might marry the Princess

' Mary, and the Emperor would welcome the union of
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' the crowns of Scotland and England.' ^ Had Mary sub-

mitted to lier father, her claim to a place in the line of

inheritance would not have been taken from her, for she

had been born hond fide iiarentum and in no reasonable

sense could be held illegitimate. But she had remained

immoveable. In small things as well as great she had

been unnecessarily irritating. Her wanhobe had re-

quired replenishing, and she had refused to receive any-

thing which was not given to her as Princess. Anne

Boleyn accused her aunt of being too lenient, Mrs.

Shelton having refused to make herself the instrument

of Anne's violence. Chapuys feared the ' accursed

' Lady ' might be tempted into a more detestable course.

But, any way, the nation had broken with the Pope, and

Mary could not be left with the prospect of succeeding

to the crown while she denied the competency of the

English Parliament and the English courts of justice.

A bill, therefore, was introduced to make the necessary

j^rovisions, establishing the succession in the cliikl, and

future children, of Anne.

Catherine could not yet believe that Parliament

would assent. Parliament, she thought, had never yet

heard the truth. She directed Chapuys to apply for

permission to appear at the bar of the House of Lords

and speak for her and the Princess.

After the failure of the Nuncio with Convocation

Chapuys had little hope that he would be listened to

;

but Catherine insisted on his making the attempt, since

^ Chaimys to Charles V., Feb. 21, 1534.

—

Sjmnish Calendar, vol.

V- PP- 53-54-
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a refusal, she thought, would be consti-ued into an

admission of her right.

The Ambassador wrote to the Council. They desired

to know what he proposed to say, and he was allowed a

private interview with the Duke of Norfolk. He told

the Duke that he Avished merely to give a history of

the divorce case and would say nothing to irritate.

The Duke said he would speak to the King ; but the

Emperor, considering all that the King had done for

him, had not treated him well : they would sooner he

had gone to war at once than crossed and thwarted

them at so many turns. Chapuys protested that war

had never been thought of, and it was arranged that he

should see the King and himself present his request.

Before he entered the presence Norfolk warned him to

be careful of his words, as he was to speak on matters

so odious and unpleasing that all the sugars and sauces

in the world could not make them palatable. The

King, however, was gracious. Chapuys boldly entered

on the treatment of the Queen and Princess. He had

heard, he said, that the subject was to be laid before

Parliament, and he desired to present his remonstrances

to the Lords and Commons themselves.

The King replied civilly that, as Chapuys must be

aware, his first marriage had been judicially declared

null ; the Lady Catherine, therefore, could not any

longer be called queen, nor the Lady Mary his legiti-

mate daughter. As to Chapuys's request, it was not the

custom in England for strangers to speak in Parliament.

Chapuys urged that the Archbishop's sentence was
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worth no more than tlie Bishop of Bath's sentence ille-

oitimatising the children of Edward IV. Parliament

would, no doubt, vote as the King pleased ; but, as to

custom, no such occasion had ever arisen before, and

Parliament was not competent to decide questions which

belonged only to spiritual judges. The Princess was

indisputably legitimate, as at the time of her birth no

doubt existed on the lawfulness of her mother's marriage.

This was a sound argument, and Henry seemed to

admit the force of it. But he said that neither Pope

nor princes had a right to interfere with the laws and

institutions of England. Secular judges were perfectly

well able to deal with matrimonial causes. The Princess

Elizabeth was next in succession till a son was born to

him. That son he soon hoped to have. In short, he

declined to allow Chapuys to make a speech in the

House of Lords ; so Chapuys dropped the subject,

and interceded for permission to the Princess Mary

to reside with her mother. He said frankly that, if

harm came to her while in the charge of her present

governess, the world would not be satisfied. Of course

he knew that for all the gold in the world the King-

would not injure his daughter ; but, even if she died of

an ordinary illness, suspicions would be entertained of

foul play. With real courage Chapuys reminded Henry

that the knights who killed Beckethad been encouraged

by the knowledge that the King was displeased with

him. The enemies of the Princess, perceiving that she

was out of favour, and aware of the hatred ^ felt for her

Haine novcrcule.
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by the Lady Anne, might be similarly tempted to make

away with her while she was in Mrs. Shelton's charge.

If Chapuys really used this language (and the

account of it is his own), Henry VIII. was more for-

bearing than history has represented him. He turned

the subject, and complained, as Norfolk had done, of

the Emperor's ingratitude. Chapuys said he had

nothing to fear from the Emperor, unless he gave

occasion for it. He smiled sardonically, and replied

tliat, if he had been vindictive, there had been occasions

when he could have revenged himself. It was enouirh,

however, if the world knew how injured he had been.

He then closed the conversation, dismissed his visitor,

and told him he must be satisfied with the patience

with which he had been heard.

^

The Bill for the settlement of the crown was thus

discussed Avithout Chapuys's assistance. The terms of

it and the reasons for it are familiar to all readers of

Eno-lish historv. The King's efforts to obtain an heir

male had, so far, only complicated an already dangerous

problem. Though the marriage with Catherine had

been set aside in an English court, the right of such a

court to pronounce upon it was not yet familiar to the

nation generally. The Pope had given an opposite

sentence ; many of the peers and commons, the Duke

of Norfolk among them, though reconciled to the

divorce, had not yet made up their minds to schism -

;

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Feh.

26, 1534. Ahrulged.

—

B'panitili

Calendar, vol. v, p. 59, &c.

- Chapuys to Charles V.

,

Maich 7> 1534-—-^^''^- !' 73-
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and Mary had still mauy frieuds who were otherwise

loyal to her father. Bat, after the experience of the last

century, Englishmen of all persuasions were frightened

at the prospect of a disputed succession, which only a

peremptory Act of Parliament could effectively dispose

of. The Bill, therefore, passed at last with little opposi-

tion. Cranmer's judgment was confirmed as against

the Pope's, The marriage with Catherine was declared

null, the marriage with Anne valid, and Anne's children

the lawful heirs of the crown. The Act alone was not

enough. The disclosures brought to li^ht in the affair

of the Nun of Kent, the disaffection then revealed, and

the rank of the persons implicated in it, necessitated

further jDrecautions. Any doubt which might have

existed on the extent and character of the conspiracy

is removed for ever by the Spanish Ambassador's letters.

The Pope was threatening to absolve English subjects

from their allegiance : how far he might be able to

influence their minds had as yet to be seen ; a Com-

mission, therefore, was appointed to require and receive

the oaths of all persons whom there was reason to

suspect, that they would maintain the succession as

determined in the Act.

The sentence from Rome had not arrived when the

Bill became law, and no action was taken upon it till

the terms in which Clement had spoken were specifically

known. Catherine, however, seemed to think that the

further she could provoke Henry to harsh measures,

the nearer would be her own deliverance. She had

always persuaded herself that judgment once given at
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Rome for her, the King would yield. The Act of

Succession was thus specially galling, and with the

same violent unwisdom which she had shown from the

first, and against the direct advice of Chapuys, she

had decided that the time was come for Mary ' to show

' her teeth to the King.' ^

It was not for her to expose her daughter to perils

which she professed to believe were threatening the

lives of both of them. But Mary obeyed her but too

well. While the Succession Bill was before tlie two

Houses, Anne, probably at Henry's instance, went to

Hatfield to invite her to receive her as Queen, promis-

ing, if she complied, that she should be treated better

than she had ever been. Mary's answer was that she

knew no Queen but her mother ; if the King's mistress,

so she designated Anne, would intercede with her father

for her, she would be grateful. The Lady, Chapuys

heard, had said in a rage that she would put down that

proud Spanish blood and do her worst with her. Nor

was this all. The determined girl refused to be included

in Elizabeth's household, or pay her the respect attach-

ing to her birth. Elizabeth soon after being removed

from Hatfield to the More, Mary declined to go with

her, and obliged the gentlemen in attendance to place

her by force in Mrs. Shelton's litter. The Ambassador

felt the folly of such ineffectual resistance. Never, he

said, would he have advised her to run such a risk of

exasperating the King, while the Lady Anne was never

ceasing day or night to injure her. His own advice

^ Chapuys to Charles v., March 30.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v. p. 96.
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had been that.when violence was threatened she should

yield ; but he had been overruled by Catherine.-^

Chapuys's intercourse with the Court was now

restricted. He was received when he applied for a

formal interview ; but for his information on what was

passing there, he was left to secret friends or to his

diplomatic colleagues. He asked the French Amba'J-

sador how the King took the Pope's sentence. The

Ambassador said the King did not care in the least,

which Chapuys was unable to believe. The action of

the Parliament alarmed and shocked him. Among the

hardest blows was the taking from the Bishops the

powers of punishing heretics—a violation, as it appeared

to him, of common right and the constitution of the

realm. The sharp treatment of Bishop Nixe he regarded

as an outrage and a crime. The Easter preachers were

ordered to denounce the Pope in their sermons. Chapuys

shuddered at their language. ' They surpassed them-

' selves in the abominations which they uttered.' Worse

than sermons followed. On the anival of the * sentence,'

the Commission began its work in requiring the oath to

the Succession Act. Those whose names had been com-

promised in the revelation of the Nun were naturally

the first to be put to the test. Fisher, who had been

found guilty of misprision of treason, had so far been

left unpunished. It is uncertain whether the Govern-

ment was aware of his communications with Chapuys,

but enough was known to justify suspicion. The oath

was offered him. He refused to take it, and he was

^ Chapuys. to Charles V.^ 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v. p. 96.
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committed to the Tower in earnest. He had been

sentenced to imprisonment before, but had been so far

left at liberty. Sir Thomas More might have been let

alone, for there was no fear that he would lend himself

to active treason. He too, however, was required to

swear, and declined, and followed Fisher to tlie same

place. The Pope had declared war against the King,

and his adherents had become the King's enemies.

Chapuys himself was suspected. His encouragement

of disaffection could not have been wholly concealed.

He believed that his despatches had been opened in

Calais, and that Cromwell hn,d read them. There

had been a Scotch war. As the Emperor was disinclined

to stir, Chapuys had looked on James as a possibly

useful instrument in disturbing Henry's j)eace. A
Scottish Commission was in London to arrange a

treaty, 'as they liad found England too strong for

' them alone.' The Ambassador, more eager than ever,

tried his best to dis.suade the Chief Commissioner

from agreeing to terms, pointing out the condition of

the kingdom and the advantage to Scotland in joining

in an attack on the King. The Scotchman listened, and

promised to be secret. Chapuys assured him of the

Emperor's gratitude,^ and, though the treaty was con-

cluded, he consoled the Auibassador by saying 'that

' the peace would not prevent his master from waging

' war on the English. Pleas in plenty could easily be

' found.' -

1 Chapuys to Charles V., April 22.—S'panish Calc)\dar, vol. V.

pp. 126, 127. - Ihid. Mny 14, p. 151.
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Ireland was a yet more promising field of operations.

On the first rumour of the divorce the Earl of Desmond

had offered his services to the Emperor. Chapuys

discovered a more promising champion of the Church in

Lord Thomas Fitzgerald, whom he described as 'a

' youth of high promise.' If the Pope would send the

censures to Dublin, he undertook that Lord Thomas

would publish them, and would be found a useful

friend.

Again, in spite of refusal, he urged the Emperor to

take action himself. Harm, he said, would befall the

Queen and Princess, if there was longer delay ; Mrs.

Shelton had told Mary that she would lose her head

if she persisted in disobedience ; the people loved them

well, but were afraid to move without support. The

Lutherans were increasing, and w^ould soon be danger-

ously strong. The present was the time to act. The

King thought he could hold the recusants down by

oblio;incf them to sv/ear to his statute ; but if the chance

was allowed, they would show their real minds.^

One difficulty remained in the way of action. The

Pope, though he had given judgment, had not yet

called in the secular arm which was supposed to be

necessary as a preliminaiy, and all parties, save Catherine

and her passionate advisers, were unwilling that a step

should be taken from which there would be no returning.

The Emperor did not wish it. Francis, irritated at the

refusal to listen to Du Bell ay, told the Pope that he was

1 Chapuys to Charles Y., A})ril 22.

—

f^ijanUli Cakndar, vol. v.

pp. 125-31.
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throwing England away. The Pope, wrote the Cardinal

of Jaen to Secretary Covos, is restive. If we push him

too hard, he may go over to the enemy. ^ Charles

ordered Cifuentes to keep strictly to his instructions.

The evident hesitation amused and encouraaed the

English Cabinet. ' Which Pope do you mean ?
' said the

Duke of Norfolk to the Scotch Ambassador, who had

spoken of Clement as an arbiter on some point in

dispute, ' the Pope of Rome or the Pope of Lambeth ?

'

Henry, finding Francis had not wholly deserted him,

' praised God ' at a public dinner for having given him so

good a brother in the King of France.

Under these circumstances, the Catholic party in

England were alarmed and perplexed. Catherine had

been undeceived at last in her expectation that the

King would submit when the Pope had spoken. She

informed Chapuys that she now saw it was necessary to

use stronger remedies. What these remedies should be

Chapuys said she dared not write, lest her letters should

be intercepted. She was aware, too, that the Emperor

knew best what should be done. Something must be

tried, however, and speedily ; for the King was acting

vigorously, and to wait would be to be lost. A start-

ling difference of opinion also was beginning to show

itself even among the Queen's friends. Some might

turn round, Chapuys said, as they feared the Emperor,

in Jielinng her, would set up again the FojJe's authoi'ity,

which they called tyrannical. It was the alarm at

- Chapuys to Charles V., May 21, i$^\.--'Spanish Calendar, vol. v

p. 167.
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this which enabled the King to hold his subjects

together.^

Though Mary had ' shown her teeth ' at her mother's

bidding, she had not provoked her father to further

severities. He asked Mrs. Shelton if her pride was

subdued. Mrs. Shelton saying there were no signs of

it, he ordered that she should be more kindly treated

;

and he sent her a message that, if she was obedient, he

would find some royal marriage for her. She answered

that God had not so blinded her that she should confess

that her father and mother had lived in adultery. The

words, perhaps, lost nothing in the repeating ; but the

King said, and said rightly, that it was her mother's

influence. Catherine had persuaded her that his kind-

ness was treachery, and that there was a purpose to

poison her.2

A serious question, however, had risen about the

Statute of Succession. The oath had been universally

taken by every one to whom it had been offered save

More and Fisher. The reason for demanding it was

the notorious intention of the Catholic party to take

arms in Catherine's and Mary's interests. Were others

to be sworn, and were the two ladies chiefly concerned

to be exempted ? Catherine, in ceasing to be queen,

might be held to have recovered her rights as a

foreigner. But she had remained in England by her

own wish, and at the desire of the Emperor, to assist in

fighting out the battle. Mary was undoubtedly a subject,

1 Chapuys to Charles V., May 14, 1534.

—

Spanv^h Calendar, vol. t.

I'P- 153. 154- - Ihid.
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and Catherine and she had both intimated that if the

oath was demanded of them they would not take it.

The Peers and Bishops were called together to consider

the matter, and, as Catherine was a Spanish Princess,

Chapuys was invited to attend.

The council-room was thronged. The Ambassailor

was introduced, and a copy of the statute was placed

before him. He was informed that English subjects

generally had voluntarily sworn to obey it. Two

ladies only, iladam Catherine and Madam Mary, had

declined, and the pains and penalties were pointed out

to him which they might incur if they persisted.

Chapuys had been refused an opportunity of speak-

ing his opinion in Parliament. It was now sponta-

neously offered him. He might, if he had pleased,

have denounced the hardship of compelling the Queen

and her daughter to assent jDersonally to a statute

winch took their rights from them. The preamble

declared the King's marriage with Catherine to have

been invalid, and in swearing to the Act of Succession

she would be abandoning her entire plea. There was

no intention, however, of forcing the oath upon the

mother. ]\iary was the person aimed at ; and Mary

might have been spared also, if she had not ' shown her

' teeth ' so plainly. Chapuys, however, spoke out boldly

on the whole question. The King, he said, could not

deprive the Princess of her place as heir to the crown,

nor was the English Parliament competent to decide as

to the validity of a marriage. The preamble of the

statute was a lie. Ho would have proved it had he been
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permitted to speak there. People liad sworn because

they were afraid, and did not wish to be martyrs ; and

the oath being imposed by force, they knew that it coukl

be no more binding than the oaths which he had lately

taken to the Pope had boimd the Archbishop of Canter-

biuy. For a general answer, he produced the Pope's

sentence. The obstinacy which they complained of, he

said, was in them, and not in the ladies. He could not

persuade the ladies to swear ; if he could, he would not,

unless under orders from the Emperor; and he warned

the Council that if they tried further violence they must

be prepared to find the Emperor and Ferdinand their

open enemies ; the Emperor regarded the Queen as his

mother, and the Princess as his sister ; and, though he

allowed that he was speaking without instructions, he

intimated distinctly that the Emperor would not fail to

protect them, and protect the cause of the Church, which

had been intertwined with theirs.

Chapuys ^Yas bold, bolder perhaps than the Council

had expected. The Bishop of Durham rose after a

short pause. He had been Catherine's advocate, and, as

Chapuys said, was one of the most learned and honest

prelates in the realm. But he, too, had come to see that

the cause now at issue was the independence of England.

He said that the statute had been well considered. It

had been passed for the quiet of the realm, and must

be obeyed. On Chapuys rejoining that the quiet of the

realm required the King's return to his wife, Tunstall

mentioned the promises which had been made at the

beginning of the suit, and produced the decretal which
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the Pope had given at Orvieto, declaring the marriage

with Catherine invalid. Chapuys, in his answer,

admitted, unconsciously, the justice of the English plea.

He said the decretal had been issued when the Pope

had just escaped from St. Angelo, and was angry and

exasperated against the Emperor. As to other promises,

he might or might not have made them. If he said he

would give judgment in the King's favour, he might

have meant merely such a judgment as would be good

for the King ; or perhaps he was doing as criminal judges

often did—holding out hopes to prisoners to tempt

confessions from them. Such practices were legitimate

and laudable.

The English argument was that a judge such as

Chapuys described was not to be trusted with English

suits. Henry himself could not have put the case more

effectively. The Bishoi3 of London spoke, and the

Archbishop of York, and then Sampson (the Dean of

the Chapel Royal), who affirmed bluntly that the Pope

had no inherent rights over England. Man had given

him his authority, and man might take it from him.

Chapuys replied that the King had found it established

when he came to the throne, and had himself recognised

it in referring his cause to the Pope. Cranmer was

present, but took no direct part. He brought out,

however, the true issue, by suggesting, through Tun-

stall, that the Pope had incapacitated himself by sub-

mitting to be controlled by the Emperor. This was

the point of the matter. To allow an English suit to

be decided by Charles V. was to make England a vassal
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state of the Empire. To this Chapuys had no valid

answer, for none could be given ; and he discreetly

turned the argument by reflecting on the unfitness of

Cranmer also.

So far the laymen on the Council had left the

discussion to the Bishops, and the Ambassador thought

that he had the best of it. The Duke of Norfolk, he

imagined, thought so too ; for the Duke rose after the

taunts at the Archbishop. The King's second marriage,

he said, was a fait accow,'pli, and to argue further over

it was loss of time. They had passed their statute, and

he, for one, would maintain it to the last drop of his

blood. To refuse obedience was high treason ; and, the

fact being so, the ladies must submit to the law. The

King himself could not disobey an Act which concerned

the tranquillity of the realm.

Chapuys Avould not yield. He said their laws were

like the laws of Mahomet—laws of the sword—being so

far worse, that Mahomet did not make his subjects swear

to them. Not with entire honesty—for he knew now

that Catherine had consented to the use of force—he

added, that they could have small confidence in their

own strength if they were afraid of two poor weak

women, who had neither means nor will to trouble

them.

The Council said that they would report to the

King, and so the conversation ended. Chapuys spoke

afterwards privately to Cromwell. He renewed hia

warning that, if violence was used, there would be real

danger. Cromwell said he would do his best. But
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there was a general fear that somethiiio- harsh would

be tried at the instigation of the ' accursed coucubine.'

Probably the question would be submitted to Parha-

ment, or as some thought the Queen and Princess would

be sent to the Tower.^ Conceiving extremities to be

close, Chapuys asked the Scotch Ambassador whether,

if a mandate came from the Poj)e against England, the

Scots would obey it. Certainly tliey would obey it,

was the answer, though they might pretend to regret

the necessity.

Violence such as Ciiapuys anticipated was not in

contemplation. The opinion of Europe would have

been outraged, if there had been no more genuine

reason for moderation. An appeal was tried on Catherine

herself. The Archbishop of York and the Bishop of

Durham, both of whom had been her friends, went down

to her to explain the nature of the statute and persuade

her to obedience. Two accounts remain of the interview

—that of the Bishops, and another supplied to Chapuys

by the Queen's friends. The Bishops said that she was

in great choler and agony, interrupted them with violent

speeches, declared that she was the King's lawful wife,

that between her and Prince Arthur tliere had been

never more than a formal connection. The Pope had

declared for her. Tlie Archbishop of Canterbury was a

shadow. The Acts of Parliament did not concern her.^

^ Ciiapuys to Cliarles V., May

19, 1534.

—

Spanisli Calendar, vol.

V. p]i. 155-66.

- Lw and Tun.stall to Henry

VI II , May 21, 1534.

—

Calendar

Foreign and Boviestic, vol. vii. p.

270.
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Chapuys'.s story is not very different, tliough two elderly

prelates, once her staunch supporters, could hardly have

been as brutal as he describes. After various rough

speeches, he said that the Bishops not only referred to

the penalties of the statute (they themselves admitted

this), but told her that if she persisted she might be put

to death. She had answered that if any of them had a

Avarrant to execute her they might do it at once. She

begged only that the ceremony should be public, in tlie

face of the pcojile, aiid tliat she miglit not be murdered

in her room.^

The mission had been ratlier to advise than to exact,

and special demands were rather made on Catherine's

side than the King's, Not only she would not swear

herself to the statute, but she insisted that her house-

hold should be exempted also. She required a confessor,

ciiaplains, physician, men-servants, as many women as

the King would allow, and they were to take no oath

save to the King and to her. Henry made less difficulty

than might have been looked for—less than he would

have been entitled to make had he known to what

purpose these attendants would be used. The oath was

for his native subjects; it was not exacted from herself,

or by implication from her confessor, who was a Spaniard,

or from her foreign servants.^ If she would be reason-

' Chapiiys to Charles V., May
29, 1534-

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 169.

- Thus much was certainly

meant Ijy the King's words :
' He

' could not allow any of his native
' subjectj to refuse to take the

'oath.'

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. vii. p. 272.
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able he said that some of her requests might be granted.

She might order her household as she pleased, if they

would swear fidelity to him, and to herself as Princess

Dowager. But he could not allow them to be sworn to

her as Queen.

Chapuys's business was to make the worst of the

story to the Emperor. The Court was at Richmond.

Chapuys went thither, presented a complaint to the

Council, and demanded an interview with the King.

Henry would not see him, but sent him a message that

he would inquire into what had passed, and would send

him an answer. Chapuys, who had been for two years

urging war in vain, exaggerated the new injuries.

Others, and perhaps he himself, really believed the

Queen's life to be in danger. 'Every one,' he wrote,

after describing what had taken place, ' fears that mis-

' chief will now befall her ; the concubine has said she

' will never rest till she is put out of the way. It is

' monstrous and almost incredible, yet such is the King's

'obstinacy, and the wickedness of this accursed woman,

' that everything may be apprehended.' ^ Anne, it is

likely, was really dangerous. The King, so far as can

be outwardly traced, was making the best of an un-

pleasant situation. The Council promised Chapuys

that his remonstrances should be attended to. The

Queen was left to herself, with no more petty persecu-

tions, to manage her household in her own way. They

might swear or not swear as pleased themselves and

^ Spanish Calrndar, vol. v. p. 172.
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her ; and with passionate loyalty they remained devoted

to her service, assisting her in the conduct of a corre-

spondence which every day became more dangerous.

The European sky meanwhile was blackening with

coming storms. Francis had not forgotten Pavia, and

as little could allow England to be conquered by Charles

as Charles could allow France to be bribed by the

promise of Calais. His agents continued busy at Rome

keeping a hand on the Pope; a fresh interview was

proposed between the French King and Henry, who

was to meet him at Calais again in the summer ; and

an aggressive Anglo-French alliance was a possibility

which the Emperor had still to fear. He had small

confidence in the representations of Chapuys, and had

brought himself to hope that by smootli measures Henry

might still be recovered. A joint embassy might be

sent to England from himself and the Pope to re-

monstrate on the schism. If nothing else came of it,

their own position would be set right before the world

and in the eyes of English opinion. Clement, however,

now made difficulties, and had no desire to help Charles

out of his embarrassments. Charles had forced a judg-

ment out of him without promising to execute it. Charles

miirht now realise the inconvenience of havino- driven

him on against his OAvn inclination. Cifuentes had

again received instructions to delay the issue of the

Brief of Execution, or the calling in the secular arm.

The Pope felt that he had been made use of and had

been cheated, and was naturally resentful. Cifuentes

made his proposal. Clement, 'with the placid manner
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' which he generally showed when a subject was dis-

' agreeable to him,' 'said tliat the embassy might go if

' the Emperor wished. . . It would not be of the slightest

' use . . . but it miglit do no harm. He must, of course,

' however, first consult the King of France.' Cifuentes

not liking the mention of France, the Pope went on

maliciously to say that, if he had not gone to Marseilles,

France would certainly have broken with the Church,

as England had done, and would have set up a patri-

archate of its own. Indeed he was afraid it might yet

come to that. The King of France had told him how

he had been pi'essed to consent, and had made a merit

of refusing. Cifuentes could but remark on the singular

character of the King of France's religious convictions.^

The embassy was not sent to England, and the Pope

kept back his invocation of the secular arm till a prince

could be found who would act. No one would be the

first to move, and the meeting of the two kings at Calais

was indefinitely postponed. Francis complained of

Henry's arbitrary manner, ' speaking to me at times as

' if I were his subject.' The explanation given to the

world of the abandonment of the interview was that

Henry found it inconvenient to leave the realm. A
letter of Chapuys explains where the special incon-

venience lay. The Lady Anne would be Regent in his

absence, and could not be trusted in her present humour.

' I have received word from a trustworthy source,' he

wrote on the 23rd of June to the Emperor, ' that the

^ Cifuentes to Charles V. June 6, 1534.

—

Spanislt Calendar, vol.

V. pp. 174 et .seq.
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' concubiDe has said more than once, and with great

' assurance, that the moment the King crosses the

' Channel to the interview, and she is left Regent, she

' will put the Princess to death by sword or otherwise.

' Her brother, Lord Rochford, telling her she would

' offend the King, she answered she cared not if she did.

' She would do it if she w^as burnt or flayed alive after-

' wards. The Princess knows her danger, but it gives

' her no concern. She puts her trust in God.'

Imperfect credit must be given to stories set curreiit

by malicious credulity. But the existence of such stories

shows the reputation which Anne had earned for herself,

and v/hich in part she deserves. Chapuys reiterated his

warnings.

'Pardon my importunity,' he continued, 'but, unless

' your Majesty looks promptly to it, things will be past

' remedy. Lutheranism spreads fast, and the King

' calculates that it will make the people stand by him

' and will gain the Germans. So long as danger is not

' feai-ed from without. Parliament will agree to all that

' he wishes. Were your Majesty even to overlook all

' that he has done, he would persist in the same way.

' Good Catholics are of opinion that the readiest way to

' bridle France and Germany is to begin in England.

' It can be done with ease. The people only wait for

' your Majesty to give the signal.' ^

The inaction of the Emperor was incomprehensible

to Catherine's friends. To herself it was distracting.

^ Chapuy.stoC'tiaiies v., Juue23, 1534. Abridged.— ^'pawts/i C«fc?i-

flfir, vol. V. pp. 198-9.
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She had fed upon the hope that when the Pope had

given judgment her trial would be at an end ; that

the voice of Catholic Europe would compel the King-

to submit. The Roman lightning had flashed, but the

thunderbolt had not fallen. The English laity, long

waiting in suspense, had begun to think, as Chapuys

feared they would, that the Pope was the shadow, and

Cranmer the substance. Cut off from the world, she

thought she was forsaken, or that the Emperor's care

for her would not carry him to the point of interference.

If no voice was raised in her favour in her own Spain,

the Spanish Ambassador might at least show that her

countrymen had not forgotten her. She sent pressing-

messages to Chapuys, begging him to visit her; and

Chapuys, impatient himself of his master's hesitating

policy, resolved to go. He applied for permission to

the Council. It was refused. But the Council could

not forbid his making a summer pilgrimage to our Lady

of Walsingham, and the road lay near Kimbolton. He

wrote to Cromwell that, leave or no leave, he was going

into Norfolk, and meant to call there. The porters

might refuse him entrance if they pleased. He gave

him fair notice. It should not be said that he had

acted underhand.

It was the middle of July. Making as much display

as possible, with a retinue of sixty horses and accom-

panied by a party of Spaniards resident in London, the

Ambassador rode ostentatiously through the City, and

started on the great North Road. Spending a night

on the way, he aiuived on the second evening within

{
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a few miles of Catherine's residence. At this point he

was overtaken by two gentlemen of the household, with

an intimation that he would not be admitted. He
demanded to see their orders, and, the orders not being

produced, he said that, being so near the end of his

journey, he did not mean to turn back. He would have

persisted, but a message came to him from the Queen

herself, or from one of her people, to say that she could

not receive him ; he could proceed to Walsingham if

he pleased, but he must not approach within bowshot

of the Castle. Some peremptory command must have

reached her. A second secret message followed, that,

although she had not dared to say so, she was grateful

for his visit ; and, though he must not come on himself,

a party of his suite might show themselves before the

gates.

Thus the next morning, under the bright July sky,

a picturesque Spanish cavalcade was seen parading

under the windows of Kimbolton, 'to the great, con-

' solation of the ladies of the household, who spoke to

' them from the battlements ; and with astonishment

' and joy among the peasantry, as if the Messiah had
' actually come.' The Walsingham pilgrimage was

abandoned, lest it should be thought to have been the

real object of the journey; and Chapuys, with polite

irony, sent the King word that he had relinquished it

in deference to his Majesty's wishes. He returned to

London by another road, to make a wider imjDression

upon the people.

' The Emperor,' he said in relating his expedition,
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' would no\y see liow matters stood. Tlie Queen might

' be almost called the King's prisoner. The house,' he

said, ' was well kept and well found, though there were

' complaints of shortness of provisions. She had five

' or six servants, and as many ladies-in-waiting, besides

' the men whom she looked on as her guards.'^

^ Cliapuys to Charles V., July 27, 1534.

—

SjMiiish Calendar vol.

pp. 219-20.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Prosecution of Lord Dacre—Failure of the Crown—Rebellion in

Ireland—Lord Thomas Fitzgerald—Delight of the Catholic

party—Preparations for a rising in England—The Princess

Mary—Lord Hussey and Lord Darcy—Schemes for insurrec-

tion submitted to Chapuys—General disaffection among the

English Peers—Death of Clement VII.—Election of Paul III.

—Expectation at Rome that Henry Avould now submit—The
expectation disappointed— The Act of Supremacy^The
Italian conjuror—Reginald Pole—Violence and insolence of

Anne Boleyn—Spread of Lutheranism—Intended escape of

the Princess Mary out of England.

THE English Peers are supposed to have been the

servile instruments of Henry VHP's tyrannies

and caprices, to have been ready to divorce or murder

a wife, or to execute a bishop, as it might please the

King to command. They were about to show that

there were limits to their obedience, and that when they

saw occasion they could assert their independence.

Lord Dacre of Naworth was one of the most powerful

of the northern nobles. He had distinguished himself

as a supporter of Queen Catherine, and was particularly

detested by the Lady Anne. His name appears promi-

nently in the lists supplied to Chapuys of those who

could be counted upon in the event of a rising. The
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Government had good reason, therefore, to watch him

with anxiety. As Warden of the Marches he had been

in constant contact with the Scots, and a Scotch inva-

sion in execution of theFapal censures had been part of

Chapuys's scheme. Dacre was suspected of underhand

dealings with the Scots. He had been indicted at

Carlisle for treason in June, and had been sent to

London for trial. He was brought to the bar before

the Peers, assisted by the twelve Judges. An escape of

a prisoner was rare when the Crown prosecuted ; the

Privy Council prepared the evidence, drew up their

case, and in bringing a man to the bar made themselves

responsible for the charge ; failure, therefore, was equi-

valent to a vote of censure. The prosecution of Dacre

had been set on foot by Cromwell, who had perhaps

been informed of particulars of his conduct which it was

undesirable to bring forward. The Peers looked on

Cromwell as another Wolsey—as another intruding com-

moner who was taking liberties with the ancient blood.

The Lady Anne was supposed to have borne malice

against Dacre. The Lady Anne was to be made to

know that there were limits to her power. Dacre spoke

for seven hours to a sympathetic court ; he was unani-

mously acquitted, and the City of London celebrated

his escape with bonfires and illuminations. The Court

had received a sharp rebuff. Norfolk, who sat as High

Steward, had to accept a verdict of which he alone

disapproved.^ At Rome the acquittal was regarded as

1 Chapuys to Charles V., July 27, 1534. — C'aZcvuZar, Foreign and

Dovuniic, vol. vii. p. 389.
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perhaps the beginning of some commotion with which

God was preparing to punish the King of England.^

More serious news arrived from Ireland. While

the English Catholics were muttering discontent and

waiting for foreign help, Lord Thomas Fitzgerald,

' the youth of promise ' whom Chapuys had recom-

mended to Charles's notice, had broken into open rebel-

lion, and had forsworn his allegiance to Henry as an

excommunicated sovereign. Fitzgerald was a ferocious

savage, but his crimes were committed in the name of

religion. In my history of this rebellion I connected

it with the sacred cause of More and Fisher, and was

severely rebuked for my alleged unfairness. The fresh

particulars here to be mentioned prove that I was

entirely right, that the rising in Ireland was encouraged

by the same means, was part of the same conspiracy,

that it was regarded at Rome and by the Papal party

everywhere as the first blow struck in a holy war.

It commenced with the murder of the Archbishop

of Dublin, a feeble old man, who was dragged out of his

bed and slaughtered by Fitzgerald's own hand. It

spread rapidly through the English Pale, and Chapuys

recorded its progress with delight. The English had

been caught unprepared. Skeifmgton, the Deputy, was

a fool. Ireland, in Chapuys's opinion, was practically

recovered to the Holy See, and with the smallest assist-

ance from the Emperor and the Pope the heretics and

all their works would be made an end of there. ^

^ Cifueutes to Charles V., Aug.

I, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 229.

^ Chapuys to Charles V. , Aug.

II, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. pp. 243-4.
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A fortnight later he wrote still more enthusiastically.

Kildare's son was absolute master of the island. He
had driven the King to ask for terras ; he had refused

to listen, and was then everywhere expelling the

English or else killing them.

The pleasure felt by all worthy people, Chapuys

said, was incredible. Such a turn of events was a good

beginning for a settlement in England, and the Catholic

party desired his Majesty most passionately not to lose

the opportunity. On all sides the Ambassador was

besieged with entreaties. * An excellent nobleman had

' met him by appointment in the country, and had

'assured him solemnly that the least move on the

'Emperor's part would end the matter. The Irish

' example had fired all their hearts. They were longing

' to follow it.'

As this intelligence might fail to rouse Charles, the

Ambassador again added as a further reason for haste

that the Queen and Princess were in danger of losing

their lives. Cromwell had been heard to say that their

deaths would end all quarrels. Lord Wiltshire had said

the same, and the fear was that when Parliament

reassembled the ladies might be brought to trial under

the statute.^

If Cromwell and Lord Wiltshire used the words

ascribed to them, no evil purpose need have been im-

plied or intended. Catherine was a confirmed invalid
;

the Princess Mary had just been attacked with an

alarming illness. Chapuys had dissuaded Mary at last

' Chapuys to Cliailes Y., Aug. 29.

—

Spanish Calaular, p. 250.
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from making fresh quarrels with her governess ; she

had submitted to the indignities of her situation with

reh;ctant patience, and had followed unresistingly in the

various removals of Elizabeth's establishment. The

irritation, however, had told on her healtli, and at the

time of Chapuys's conversation with the ' excellent

* nobleman ' her life was supposed to be in danger from

ordinary causes. That Anne wished her dead was natural

enough ; Anne had recently been again disappointed,

and had disappointed the King in the central wish of

his heart. She had said she was enceinte, but the signs

had passed off. It was rumoured that Henry's feelings

were cooling towards her. He had answered, so Court

scandal said, to some imperious message of hers that

she ought to be satisfied with what he had done for

her; were things to begin again, he would not do as

much. Report said also that there Avere noicvelles

amours ; but, as the alleged object of the King's atten-

tion was a lady devoted to Queen Catherine, the amour

was probably innocent. The Ambassador built little

upon this ; Anne's will to injure the Princess he

knew to be boundless, and he believed her power over

Henry still to be great. Mary herself had sent him

word that she had discovered practices for her

destruction.

Any peril to which she might be exposed would

approach her, as Chapuys was obliged to confess, from

one side only. He ascertained that ' when certain

' members of the Council had advised harsh measures

* to please the Lady Anne,' the King had told them
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that he would never consent, and no one at the Court

—neither the Lady nor any other person—dared speak

against the Princess. ' The King loved her,' so Crom-

well said, 'a hundred times more than his latest born,'

The notion that the statute was to be enforced against

her life was a chimera of malice. In her illness he

showed the deepest anxiety; he sent his own physician

to attend on her, and he sent for her mother's physician

from Kimbolton. Chapuys admitted that he was natur-

ally kind— ' d'aymable et cordiale nature '—that his

daughter's death would be a serious blow to himself,

however welcome to Anne and to politicians, and that,

beyond his natural feeling, he was conscious that,

occurring under the present circumstances, it would be

a stain on his reputation.

More than once Henry had interfered for Mary's

protection. He had perhaps heard of what Anne had

threatened to do to her on his proposed journey to

Calais. She had been the occasion, at any rate, of sharp

differences between them. He had resented, when he

discovered it, the manner in which she had been

dragged to the More, and had alloAved her, when staying

there, to be publicly visited by the ladies and gentlemen

of the Court, to the Lady's great annoyance. Nay,

Mary had been permitted to refuse to leave her room

when Anne had sent for her, and the strictest orders

had been given through Cromwell that anyone who

treated her disrespectfully should be severely punished.^

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Oct. 24, 1534.—>Spawzs/i Calendar, vol.

pp. 294 et seq.

I
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True us all this might be, however, Chapuys's feel-

ings towards the King were not altered, his fears

diminished, or his desire less eager to bring about a

rebellion and a revolution. Lord Thomas Fitzgerald's

performances in Ireland Avere spurring into energy the

disaffected in England. The nobleman to whom

Chapuys had referred was Lord Hussey of Lincolnshire,

who had been Chamberlain to the Princess Mary when

she had an establishment of her own as next in succes-

sion to the crown. Lord Hussey was a dear friend of

her mother's. Having opened the ground he again

visited the Ambassador ' in utmost secrecy.' He told

him that he and all the honest men in the realm were

much discouraged by the Emperor's delay to set things

straight, as it was a thing which could so easily be done.

The lives of the Queen and Princess were undoubtedly

threatened ; their cause was God's cause, which the

Emperor was bound to uphold, and the English people

looked to him as their natural sovereign. Chapuys

replied that if the Emperor were to do as Lord Hussey

desired, he feared that an invasion of England would

cause much hurt and suffering to many innocent people.

Lord Hussey was reputed a wise man. Chapuys asked

him what would he do himself if he were in the Em-

peror's place. Lord Hussey answered that the state of

England was as well known to Chapuys as to himself

Almost everyone was looking for help to the Emperor.

There was no fear of his injuring the people ; their

indignation was so great that there would be no resist-

ance. The war would be over as soon as it was begun.
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The details, he said, Lord Darcy would explain better

than he could do. The Emperor should first issue a

declaration. The people would then take arms, and

would be joined by the nobles and the clergy.

Fisher had used the same language. Fisher was in

the Tower, and no longer accessible. Lord Darcy of

Teraplehurst has been already seen in drawing the

indictment against Wolsey. He was an old crusader

;

he had served under Ferdinand and Isabella, was a

Spaniard in sympathy, and was able, as he represented,

to brins: eight thousand men into the field from the

northern counties. On Lord Hussey's recommendation

Chapuys sent a confidential servant to Darcy, who pro-

fessed himself as zealous as his friend. Darcy said that

he was as loyal as any man, but things were going on

so outrageously, especially in matters of religion, that

he, for one, could not bear it longer. In the north there

were six hundred lords and gentlemen who thought

as he did. Measures were about to be taken in

Parliament to favour the Lutherans. He was goinof

himself into Yorkshire, where he intended to commence

an opposition. If the Emperor would help him, he

would take the field behind the crucifix, and would

raise the banner of Castile. Measures might be con-

certed with the Scots ; a Scotch army might cross the

border as soon as he had himself taken arms ; an

Imperial squadron should appear simultaneously at the

mouth of the Thames, and a battalion of soldiers from

Flanders should be landed at Hull, with arras and

money for the poorer gentlemen. He and the northern

1
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lords would supply their own forces. Many of the

other Peers, he said, entirely agreed with him. He

named especially Lord Derby and liord Dacre.^

This letter is of extreme importance, as explaining

the laws which it was found necessary to pass in the

ensuing Parliament. A deeply-rooted and most danger-

ous conspiracy was actively forming—how dangerous

the Pilgrimage of Grace afterwards proved—in which

Darcy and Hussey were the principal leaders. The

Government was well served. The King and Cromwell

knew more than it was prudent to publish. The rebel-

lion meditated was the more formidable because it was

sanctified by the name of religion, with the avowed

purpose of executing the Papal Brief. Fitzgerald's

rising in Ireland was but the first dropping of a storm

designed to be universal. Half the Peers who sur-

rounded Henry's person, and voted in Parliament for

the reforming statutes, were at heart leagued with his

enemies. He had a right to impose a test of loyalty on

them, and force them to declare whether they were his

subjects or the Pope's.

For a moment it seemed as if the peril might pass

over. It became known in England in October that

Clement VII. had ended his pontificate, and that

Cardinal Farnese reigned in his stead as Paul III. On
Clement's death the King, according to Chapuys, had

counted on a schism in the Church, and was disap-

pointed at the facility with which the election had

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Sept. 30, 1534.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, voL vii. p. 466. SjMnish Calendar, vol. v. p. 608.
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been carried tlirougli ; but Farnese had been on Henry's

side in the divorce case, and the impression in the

English Council Avas that the quarrel with Rome would

now be composed. The Duke of Norfolk, who had

been the loudest in his denunciations of Clement, was

of opinion that the King, as a Catholic prince, would

submit to his successor. Even Cromwell laid the blame

of the rupture on Clement personally, and when he

heard that he was gone, exclaimed that ' the Great

' Devil was dead.' Henr}^ knew better than his Minister

that ' the Great Devil ' was not this or that pontiff, but

the Papacy itself. He had liberated his kingdom ; he

did not mean to lead it back into bondage. ' Let no

' man,' he said to Norfolk, ' try to persuade me to such

'a step. I shall account no more of the Pope than

' of any priest in my realm.' ^ Farnese undoubtedly

expected that Henry w^ould make advances to him, and

was prepared to meet them ; he told Casalis that he

had taken a legal opinion as to whether his prede-

cessor's judgment in the divorce case could be reopened,

and a decision given in the King's favour ; the lawyers

had assured him that there would be no difficulty, and

the Pope evidently wished the King to believe that he

might now have his way if he would place himself in

the Pope's hands. Henry, however, was too wary to be

caught. He must have deeds, not words, lie said. If

the Pope was sincere, he would revoke his predecessor's

sentence of his own accord. Francis, by whose influence

I

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Oct. 13, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

p. 279.
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Farne.se had been elected, tried to bring Henry to

submission, but to no purpose. The King was no

longer to be moved by vague phrases like those to

which he had once trusted to his cost. Surrounded

by treachery though he knew himself to be, he looked

no longer for palliatives and compromises, and went

straight on upon his way. The House of Commons

was with him, growing in heartiness at each succeeding

session. The Peers and clergy might conspire in secret.

In public, as estates of the realm, they were too

cowardly to oppose.

Parliament met in November. The other Acts

which were passed by it this year are relatively unim-

portant, and may be read elsewhere. The great busi-

ness of the session, which has left its mai'k on history,

was to pass the Act of Supremacy, detailing and ex-

plaining the meaning of the title which Convocation

two years previously had conferred upon the King.

Unentangled any longer with saving clauses, the sove-

reign authority under the law in all causes, ecclesi-

astical and civil, was declared to rest thenceforward in

the Crown, and the last vestiges of Roman jurisdiction

in England were swept off and disappeared. No laws,

no injunctions, no fancied rights over the consciences

of English subjects were to be pleaded further as

a rule to their conduct which had not been sanctioned

by Crown and Parliament. No clergy, English or

foreign, were to exercise thenceforward any power not

delegated to them and limited under the law of the

land, except what could not be taken from them—their
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special privilege of administering the sacraments.

Double loyalty to the Crown and to the Papacy was

thenceforward impossible. The Pope had attempted to

depose the King. The Act of Supremacy was England's

answer.

But to enact a law was not enough. With Ireland

in insurrection, witli half the nobles and more than half

the clergy, regular and secular, in England inviting a

Spanish invasion, the King and Commons, who were in

earnest in carrying through the reforms which they had

begun, were obliged to take larger measures to distin-

guish their friends from their enemies. If the CathoUcs

had the immense majority to which they pretended, the

Constitution gave them the power of legitimate opposi-

tion. If they were professing with their lips and sus-

taining with their votes a course of policy which they

were plotting secretly to overthrow, it was fair and

right to compel them to show their true colours.

Therefore the Parliament further enacted that to deny

the royal supremacy—in other words, to maintain the

right of the Pope to declare the King deprived—should

be high treason, and the Act was so interpreted that

persons who were open to suspicion might be interro-

gated, and that a refusal to answer should be accepted

as an acknowledgment of guilt. In quiet times such a

measure would be unnecessary, and therefore tyrannical.

Facta arguantur, dicta impune sint. In the face of

Chapuys's correspondence it will hardly be maintained

that the reforming Government of Henry VIII. was in

no danger. The Statute of Supremacy must be judged

I
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by the reality of the peril which it was designed to

meet. If the Reformation was a crime, the laws by

which it defended itself were criminal along with it. If

the Reformation was the dawning of a new and brilliant

era for Imperial England, if it was the opening of a

fountain from which the English genius has flowed out

over the wide surface of the entire globe, the men who

watched over its early trials and enabled the movement

to advance, undishououred and undistigured by civil

war, deserve rather to be respected for their resolution

than reviled as arbitrary despots. To try the actions of

statesmen in a time of high national peril by the canons

of an age of tranquillity is the highest form of historical

injustice.

The naked truth—and nakedness is not always

indecent—was something of this kind. A marriage

with a brother's wife was forbidden by the universal law

of Christendom. Kings, dukes, and other great men

who disposed as they pleased of the hands of their sons

and daughters, found it often desirable, for political or

domestic reasons, to form connections which the law

prohibited, and therefore they maintained an Italian

conjuror who professed to be able for a consideration to

turn wrong into rio^ht. To marriaoes so arranejed it was

absurd to attach the same obligations as belonged to

unions legitimately contracted. If, as often happened,

such. marriages turned out ill, the same conjuror who

could make could unmake. This function, also, he was

repeatedly called on to exercise, and, for a consideration

also, he was usually compliant. The King of England
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had been married as a boy to Catherine of Aragon,

carrying out an arrangement between their respective

fathers. The marriage had failed in the most impor-

tant object for which royal marriages are formed : there

was no male heir to the crown, nor any prospect of one.

Henry, therefore, as any other prince in Europe would

have done, applied to the Itahan for assistance. The

conjuror was willing, confessing that the case was one

where his abilities might properly be employed. But

another of his supporters interfered, and forced him to

refuse. The King of England had always paid his

share for the conjuror's maintenance. He was violently

deprived of a concession which it was admitted that he

had a right to claim. But for the conjuror's pretensions

to make the unlawful lawful, he would not have been

in the situation in which he found himself. What

could be more natural than that, finding himself thus

treated, he should begin to doubt whether the conjuror,

after all, had the power of making wrong into right ?

whether the marriage had not been wrong from the

beginning? And, when the magical artist began to

curse, as his habit was when doubts were thrown on

his being the Vicar of the Almighty, what could be

more natural also than to throw him and his tackle out

of window ?

The passing of the Act increased the anxiety about

the position of the Princess Mary. In the opinion of

most reasonable persons her claim to the succession was

superior to that of Elizabeth, and, if she had submitted

to her father, it would probably have been allowed and
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established. In the eyes of the disaffected, however,

she was ah-eady, by Clement's sentence, the legitimate

possessor of the throne. Reginald Pole, Lady Salisbury's

son and grandson of the Duke of Clarence, was still

abroad. Henry had endeavoured to gain him over, but

had not succeeded. He was of the blood of the White

Rose, and, with his brother, had gone by instinct into

opposition. His birth, in those days of loyalty to race,

gave him influence in England, and Catherine, as has

been seen, had fixed upon him as Mary's husband. He
had been brought already under Charles's notice as

likely to be of use in the intended rebellion. The

Queen, wrote Chapuys to the Emperor, knew no one

to whom she would better like her daughter to be

married ; many right-minded people held that the right

to the crown lay in the family of the Duke of Clarence,

Edward's children having been illegitimate ; if the

Emperor would send an army across with Lord Reginald

attached to it, every one would declare for him ; his

younger brother Geoffrey was a constant visitor to him-

self; once more he insisted that nothing could be more

easy than the conquest of the whole kingdom.^

The object with Chapuys was now to carry Mary

abroad, partly that she might be married to Pole, partly

for her own security. Notwithstanding the King's

evident care for her health and good treatment, lie

could not look into the details of her daily life, and

Anne was growing daily more dangerous, Botli

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Nov. 3, 1534.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. vii. p. 519.
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Catherine and the Princess had still many friends

among the ladies of the Court. To one of these, young

and beautiful—and, therefore, certainly not the plain

Jane Seymour—the King was supposed to have paid

attentions. Like another lady who had been mentioned

previously, she was devoted to Catherine's interests,

and obviously not, therefore, a pretender to Henry's

personal affections. Anne had affected to be jealous,

and under other aspects had reason for uneasiness.

She had demanded this lady's dismissal from the Court,

and had been so violent that * the King had left her in

' displeasure, complaining of her importunacy and vex-

' atiousness.' The restoration of Mary to favour was a

constant alarm to Anne, and she had a party of her own

which had been raised by her patronage, depended

on her influence, and was ready to execute her pleasure.

Thus the petty annoyances of which both Catherine

and her daughter complained were not discontinued.

The household at Kimbolton was reduced ; a confi-

dential maid who had been useful in the Queen's corre-

spondence was discovered and dismissed. Mary was left

under the control of Mrs. Shelton, who dared not openly

displease Anne. It was Anne that Chapuys blamed.

Anne hated the Princess. The King had a real

love for her. In her illness he had been studiously

kind. When told it had been caused by mental trouble,

he said, with a sigh, ' that it was a pity her obstinacy

' should prevent him from treating her as he wished

' and as she deserved. The case was the harder, as he

' knew that her conduct had been dictated by her

I

I
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' mother, and he was therefore obliged to keep tliem

' separate.' ^

The Privy Councillors appear to have remonstrated

with Anne on her behaviour to Mary. Passionate

scenes, at any rate, had occurred between her and

Henry's principal Ministers. She spoke to her uncle,

the Duke of Norfolk, in terms 'which would not be

' used to a dog.' Norfolk left the room in indignation,

muttering that she was a ' grande putaine! The mal-

contents increased daily and became bolder in word and

action. Lord Northumberland, Anne's early lover, of

whom Darcy had been doubtful, professed now to be so

disgusted with the malice and arrogance of the Lady

that he too looked to the Emperor's coming as the onl}''

remedy. Lord Sandys, Henry's chamberlain, withdrew

to his house, pretending sickness, and sent Chapuys a

message that the Emperor had the hearts of the English

people, and, at the least motion which the Emperor

misfht make, the realm would be in confusion.^ The

news from Fitzgerald was less satisfactory. His re-

sources were failing, and he wanted help, but he was

still standing out. England, however, was more and

more sure ; the northern counties were unanimous, in

the south and west the Marquis of Exeter and the

Poles were superior to any force which could be brought

against them ; the spread of Lutheranism was creating

more exasperation than even the divorce. Moderate

^ Chapuys to Charles Y., Dec.

19, 1534.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 343-

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Jan.

14, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. viii. p. 14.
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men had hoped for an arrangement with tlie new Pope.

Instead of it, the heretical preachers were more violent

than ever, and the King was believed to have en-

couraged them. Dr. Brown, an Augustinian friar, and

General of the Mendicant Order, who, as some believed,

had married the King and Anne, had dared to maintain

in a.sermon 'that the Bishops and all others who did

' not burn the Bulls which they had received from the

' Pope, and obtain others from the King, deserved to be

'punished. Their authority was derived from the King
' alone. Their sacred chrism would avail them nothing

' while they obeyed the Idol of Eome, who was a limb

'of the Devil'

' Language so abominable,' said Chapuys in report-

ing it, ' must have been jjrompted by the King, or else

'by Cromwell, who made the said monk his right hand

' in all things unlawful
;

' CromAvell and Granmer being

of Luther's opinion that there was no difference between

priests and bishops, save Avhat the letters patent of the

CroA^^l might constitute. 'Cromwell,' Chapuys said,

' had been feeling his way with some of the Bench on

'the subject.' At a meeting of Council he had asked

Gardiner and others whether the King could not make

and unmake bishops at his joleasure. They were

obliged to answer that he could, to save their benefices.^

Outrages so flagrant had shocked beyond longer

endurance the conservative mind of England. Darcy,

at the beginning of the new year (a 3'ear which, as he

^ Chapuys to Charles Y., Jan. 28, 1535.

—

Calendar, foreign and

Domestic, vol. viii. p. 38.
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hoped, Avas to witness an end to them), sent Chapuys a

present of a sword, as an indication that the time was

come for sword-play.^ Let the Emperor send but a

little money ; let a proclamation be drawn in his name

that the nation was in arms for the cause of God and

the Queen, the comfort of the people, and the restora-

tion of order and justice, and a hundred thousand men

would rush to the field. The present was the propitious

moment. If action was longer delayed, it might be too

late.^

To the enthusiastic and the eager the cause which

touches themselves the nearest seems always the most

important in the world. Charles V. had struggled long

to escape the duty which the Pope and destiny appeared

to be combining to thrust upon him. With Germany

unsettled, with the Turks in Hungary, with Barba-

rossa's corsair-fleet commanding the Mediterranean and

harassing the Spanish coast, with another French war

visibly ahead, and a renewed invasion of Italy, Charles

was in no condition to add Henry to the number of his

enemies. Chapuys and Darcy, Fisher and Reginald

Pole allowed passion to persuade them that the Eoglish

King was Antichidst in person, the centre of all the dis-

order which disturbed the world. All else could wait,

but the Emperor must first strike down Antichrist, and

^ ' Veuillant deuoter par icelle,

' puisque n'a inoyen de m'envoyer
' dire seurement, que la saison sera

' propice pour jouer des cousteaulx.

'

—Chapuys to Charles V., Jan. i,

1535.

—

Galendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, vol. viii. p. I ; and MS.
Vienna.

- Chapuys to Charles V., Jau.

28, 1535.

—

IMd. vol. viii. p. 38.
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then the rest would be easy. Charles was wiser than

they, and could better estimate the danger of what he

was called on to undertake; but he could not shut his

ears entirely to entreaties so reiterated. Before any-

thing could be done, however, means would have to be

taken to secure the persons of the Queen and Princess

—of the Princess especially, as she would be in most

danger. So far he had discouraged her escape when it

had been proposed to him, since, were she once in his

hands, he had thought that war could no longer be

avoided. He now allowed Chapuys to try what he could

do to get her out of the country, and meanwhile to report

more particularly on the landing of an invading force.

The escape itself presented no great difficulty. The

Princess was generally at the Palace at Greenwich.

Her friends would let her out at night ; an armed

barge could be waiting off the walls, and a Flemish

man-of-war might be ready at the Nore, of size sufficient

to beat off boats that might be sent in pursuit. Should

she be removed elsewhere, the enterprise would not be

so easy. In the event of an insurrection while she was

still in the realm, Chapuys said the first step of the

Lords would be to get possession of her mother and

Mary. If they failed, the King would send them to the

Tower ; but in the Tower they would be out of danger,

as the Constable, Sir William Kingston, was their

friend. In any case he did not believe that hurt would

be done them, the King feeling that, if war did break

out, they would be useful as mediators, like the wife

and mother of Coriolanus.
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CHAPTER XVII.

Prospects of civil war—England and Spain—Illness of the Princess

Mary—Plans for her escape—Spirit of Queen Catherine—The

Emperor unwilling to interfere—Negotiations for a new treaty

between Henry and Charles—Debate in the Spanish Council

of State—The rival alliances—Disappointment of the con-

federate Peers—Advance of Lutheranism in England—Crom-

well and Chapuys—Catherine and Mary the obstacles to peace

—Supposed designs on Mary's life.

ENGLAND, to all appearance, was now on the eve

of a bloody and desperate war. The conspirators

were confident of success ; but conspirators associate

exclusively with persons of their own opinions, and

therefore seldom judge accurately of the strength of

their opponents. Chapuys and his friends had been

equally confident about Ireland. Fitzgerald was now a

fugitive, and the insurrection was burning down; yet

the struggle before Henry would have been at least as

severe as had been encountered by his grandfather

Edward, and the country itself would have been torn to

pieces ; one notable difference only there was in the

situation—that the factions of the Roses had begun the

battle of themselves, without waiting for help from

abroad ; the reactionaries under Henry VIIL, con-
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fessedly, were afraid to stir without the avowed support

of the Emperor ; and Charles, when the question came

seriously before him, could not have failed to ask

himself v/hy, if they were as strong as they pretended,

and the King's party as weak as they said it Avas, they

endured what they could easily prevent.

These reflections naturally presented themselves

both to the Emperor and to the Spanish Council when

they had to decide on the part which they would take.

If what Chapuys represented as a mere demonstration

should turn into serious war, England and France

would then unite in earnest ; they would combine

with Germany ; and Europe would be shaken with a

convulsion of which it was impossible to foresee the

end. The decision was momentous, and Charles paused

before coming to a resolution. Weeks passed, and

Chapuys could have no positive ansAver, save that he

was to give general encouragement to the Queen's

friends, and let them know thcit the Emperor valued

their fidelity. Weary of his hesitation, and hoping to

quicken his resolutioi), Catherine sent Chapuys word

that the Princess was to be forced to swear to the Act

of Supremacy, and that, on her refusal, she was to be

executed or imprisoned for life. Catherine wrote what

she, perhaps, believed, but could not know. But the

suspense was trying, and the worst was naturally looked

for. News came that English sailors had been burnt

by the Inquisition at Seville as heretics. Cromwell

observed to Chapuys that ' he had heard the Emperor

' was going to make a conquest of the realm.' The
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Ambassador had the coolness to assure him that he was

dreaming; and that such an enterprise had never been

thought of. Cromwell knew better. He had learnt,

for one thing, of the plans for Mary's escape. He knew

wbat that would mean, and he had, perhaps, prevented

it. The project had been abandoned for the moment.

Instead of escaping, she had shown symptoms of the

same dangerous illness by which she had been attacked

before. There was the utmost alarm, and, as a preg-

nant evidence of the condition of men's minds, the

physicians refused to prescribe for her, lest, if she died,

they should be suspected of having poisoned her. The

King's physician declined, Queen Catherine's physician

declined—unless others were called in to assist—and

the unfortunate girl was left without medical help, in

imminent likelihood of death, because every one felt

that her dying at such a time would be set down to foul

play. The King sent for Chapuys and begged that he

would select a doctor, or two doctors, of eminence to

act with his own. Chapuys, with polite irony, replied

that it was not for him to make a selection ; the Kin^r

must be better acquainted than he could be with the

reputation of the London physicians
; and the Emperor

would be displeased if he showed distrust of his

Majesty's care for his child. Cromwell, who was present,

desired that if the Princess grew worse Chapuys would

allow one of his own people to be with her. Henry
continued to express his grief at her sufferings. Some
members of the Council ' had not been ashamed to say

'

that as men could find no means of reconciling" the
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King with the Emperor, God might open a door by

taking the Princess to himself. It was a very natural

thought. Clement had said the same about Catherine.

But the aspiration would have been better left unex-

pressed.^ Chapuys's suspicions were not removed. He
perceived the King's anxiety to be unfeigned ; but he

detested him too sincerely to believe that in anything

he could mean well. The Princess recovered. Catherine

took advantasje of the attack to entreat as^ain that her

daughter might be under her own charge. It was cruel

to be obliged to refuse.

Chapuys presented the Queen's request. The King,

he said, heard him patiently and graciously, and,

instead of the usual answer that he knew best how to

provide for his daughter, replied, gently, that he would

do his utmost for the health of the Princess, and, since

her mother's physician would not assist, he would find

others. But to let Chapuys understand that he was

not ignorant of his secret dealings, he said he could not

forget what was due to his own honour. The Princess

might be carried out of the kingdom, or might herself

escape. She could easily do it if she was left in her

mother's charge. He had perceived some indications,

he added significantly, that the Emperor wished to have

her in his hands.

Ambassadors have a privilege of lying. Chapuys

boldly declared that there was no probability of the

Emperor attempting to carry off the Princess. The

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Feb. 9, \^-i,$.—Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. viii. pp. 68—72.
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controversy had lasted tive years, and there had been no

indication of any such purpose. The King said that it

was Catherine who had made the Princess so obstinate.

Daughters owed some obedience to their mothers, but

their first duty was to the father. This Chapuys did

nDt dispute, but proposed as an alternative that she

should reside with her old governess, Lady Salisbury.

The King said the Countess was a foolish woman,

and of no experience.^

The difficulty was very great. To refuse so natural

a request was to appear hard and unfeeling
;
yet to

allow Catherine and Mary to be together was to furnish

a head to the disaffection, of the extent of Avhich the

King was perfectly aware. He knew Catherine, and his

words about her are a key to much of their relations to

one another. ' She was of such high courage,' he said,

' that, with her daughter at her side, she might raise

' an army and take the field against liim with as much
' spirit as her mother Isabella.' ^

Catherine of Aragon had qualities with which

history has not credited her. She was no patient,

suffering saint, but a bold and daring woman, capable,

if the opportunity was offered her, of making Henry

repent of what he had done. But would the oppor-

tunity ever come ? Charles was still silent, Chapuys

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Feb.

25, 1535.— Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. viii. p. 100.

^ ' Car estant la Royne si haul-

' tain de cceur, luy venant en fan-

' tasye, a I'appuy de la faveur de

' la Princesse, elle se pourroit

' mettre an champ et assembler

' force gents et luy faire la guerre

' aussy hardimcnt que fit la Royne
' sa mere. '•—Chapuys a I'Empereur,

Mar. 23, 1535.—MS. Vienna.
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continued to feed the fire with promises. Granvelle,

Charles's Minister, might be more persuasive than him-

self. To Granvelle the Ambassador wrote ' that the

' Concubine had bribed some one to pretend a revelation

' from God that she was not to conceive children while

'the Queen and the Princess were alive. The Concu-

' bine had sent the man with the messaoe to the Kino-

' and never ceased ' [Wolsey had called Anne ' the night

' crow '] ' to exclaim that the ladies were rebels and

' traitresses, and deserved to die.'
^

Norfolk, irritated at Anne's insolence to him, with-

di'ew from Couri in ill-humour. He complained to

Beo;inald Pole's brother, Lord Montague, that his

advice was not attended to, and that his niece was in-

tolerable. The Marquis of Exeter regretted to Chapuys

that the chance had not been allowed him so far to

shed his blood for the Queen and Princess. Let the

movement begin, and he would not be the last to join.

Mary, notwithstanding the precautions taken to keep

her safe, had not parted with her hope of escape. If she

could not be with her mother, she thought the Emperor

might perhaps intercede with the King to remove her

from under Mrs. Shelton's charge. The King might be

brought to consent ; and then, Chapuys said, with a pin-

nace and two ships in the river, she might still be carried

off when again at Greenwich, as he could find means to

get her out of the house at any hour of the night.^

1 Chapuys to Granvelle, March

23. 1535-

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 432 ; and 3fS. Vienna.

'^ Chapuys to Charles V. , Feb.

25, 1534.

—

Calendar, Foreign atid

Domestic, vol. viii. p. 105.
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At length the suspense was at an end, and the long-

waited-for decision of the Emperor arrived. He had

considered, he said, the communications of Lord Darcy

and Lord Sandys ; he admitted that the disorders of

England required a remedy; but an armed interference

was at the present time impossible.^ It was a poor

consolation to the English Peers and clergy ; and there

was worse behind. Not only the Emperor did not

mean to declare war against Henry, but, spite of

Catherine, spite of excommunication, spite of heresy,

he intended, if possible, to renew the old alliance be-

tween England and the House of Burgund)'. Politics

are the religion of princes, and if they are wise the

peace of the world weighs more with them than ortho-

doxy and family contentions. Honour, pride. Catholic

obligations recommended a desperate stroke. Prudence

and a higher duty commanded Charles to abstain. Sir

John Wallop, the English representative at Paris, was

a sincere friend, of Queen Catherine, but -was unwilling,

for her sake, to see her plunge into an insurrectionary

whirlpool. Viscount Hannaert, a Flemish nobleman

with Enghsh connections, was Charles's Minister at the

same Court. Together they discussed the situation of

their respective countries. Both agreed that a war

between Henry and the Emperor would be a calamity

to mankind, while in alliance they might hold in check

the impatient ambition of France, Wallop suggested

that they might agree by mutual consent to suspend

' SjMnish Calendar, Feb. 26, 1535, vol. v. p. 402.
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their differences on the divorce ; might let the divorce

pass in silence for future settlement, and be again

friends.

The proposal was submitted to the Spanish Council

of State. The objections to it were the wrongs done,

and still being done, to the Queen and Princess in the

face of the Pope's sentence, and the obligation of the

Emperor to see that sentence enforced. An arrange-

ment between the Emperor and the King of England

on the terms suggested would be ill received in Christen-

dom, would dispirit the two ladies, and their friends in

England who had hitherto supported the claims of the

Princess Mary to the succession ; while it might, further,

encourage other princes to divorce their wives on similar

grounds. In favour of a treaty, on the other hand,

were the notorious designs of the French King. France

was relying on the support of England. If nothing

was done to compose the existing differences, the King

of England might be driven to desperate courses. The

Faith of the Church would suffer. The General

Council, so anxiously looked for, would be unable to

meet. The French King would be encouraged to go

to war. Both he and the King of England would

support the German schism, and the lives of the

Princess and her mother would probably be sacrificed.

A provisional agreement might modify the King of

England's action, the Church might be saved, the

ladies' lives be secured, and doubt and distrust be in-

troduced between England and France. The Emperor

could then deal with the Turks, and other difficulties
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could be tided over till a Council could meet and settle

everything. '•

Chapuys had written so confidently on the strength

of the insurrectionary party that it was doubted whether

choice between the alternative courses might not better

be left for him to decide. Charles, who could better

estimate the value of the promises of disaffected sub-

jects, determined otherwise. The Ambassador, there-

fore, was informed that war would be inconvenient.

Lord Darcy's sword must remain in the scabbard, and

an attempt be made for reconciliation on the lines

suggested by Sir John Wallop. Meanwhile, directions

were given to the Inquisitors at Seville to be less

precipitate in their dealings with English seamen.

From the first it had been Cromwell's hope and

conviction that an open quarrel would be escaped. The

French party in the English Council—Anne Boleyn,

her family, and friends—had been urging the alliance

with France and a general attack on Charles's scattered

dominions. Cromwell, though a Protestant in religion,

distrusted an associate who, when England was once

committed, might make his own terms and leave Henry

to his fate. In politics Cromwell had been consistently

Imperialist. He had already persuaded the King to

allow the Princess to move nearer to Kimbolton, where

her mother's physician could have charge of her. He
sent thanks to Charles in the King's name for his

interference with the Holy Office. He left nothing

* Calendar, Foreign and Domestic, Feb. 26, 1535, vol. viii. p. 106.
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undone to soften the friction and prepare for a recon-

ciliation. Catherine and Mary he perceived to be the

only obstacle to a return to active friendship. If the

broken health of one, and the acute illness of the other,

should have a fatal termination, as a politician he could

not but feel that it would be an obstacle happily

removed.

Ghapuys's intrigue with the confederate Peers had

been continued to the latest moment. All arrange-

ments had been made for their security when the rising

should break out. Darcy himself was daily looking

for the signal, and begged only for timely notice of the

issue of the Emperor's manifesto to escape to his castle

in the north. ^ The Ambassador had now to trim his

sails on the other tack. The Emperor was ready to

allow the execution of Clement's sentence to stand over

till the General Council, without prepidice to the rights

of parties, provided an engagement was made for the

respectful treatment of the Queen and Princess, and a

promise given that their friends should be unmolested.

To Gatlierine the disappointment was hard to bear.

The talk of a treaty was the death-knell of the hopes

on which she had been feeding. A close and confi-

dential intercourse was established between Chapuys

and Cromwell to discuss the preliminary conditions,

Chapuys, ill liking his work, desiring to fail, and on the

watch for any point on which to raise a suspicion.

The Princess Avas the first difficulty. Cromwell

^ Spanish Calendar, vol. v. pp. 421-2.
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had promised that she should be moved to her mother's

neighbourhood. She had been sent no nearer than

Ampthill. Cromwell said that he would do Avhat he

could, but the subject was disagreeable to the King,

and he could say no more. He entered at once, how-

ever, on the King's desire to be again on good terms

with the Emperor. The King had instructed him to

discuss the whole situation with Chapuys. and it would

be unfortunate, he said, if the interests of two women

-were allowed to interfere with weighty matters of State.

The Queen had been more than once seriously ill, and

her life was not likely to be prolonged. The Princess

was not likely to live either ; and it did not appear that

either in Spain or France there was much anxiety for

a material alteration in their present position. Mean-

while, the French were passionately importuning the

King to join in a war against the Emperor. Cromwell

said that he had been himself opposed to it, and the

present moment, when the Emperor was engaged with

the Turks, was the last which the King would choose

for such a purpose. The object to be arrived at was the

pacification of Christendom and the general union of

all the leading Powers. The King desired it as much

as he, and had, so far, prevented war from being

declared by France.

It was true that the peace of the world was of more

importance than the complaints of Catherine and Mary,

Catherine had rejected a compromise when the Emperor

himself recommended it, and Mary had defied her

father and had defied Parliament at her mother's
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bidding. There were limits to the sacrifices which

they were entitled to demand. Chapuys protested

against Cromwell's impression that the European

Powers were indifferent. The strongest interest was

felt in their fate, he said, and many inconveniences

would follow should harm befall them. The world

would certainly believe that they had met with foul

play. The Emperor would be charged with having

caused it by neglecting to execute the Pope's sentence,

and it would be said also that, but for the expectations

which the Emperor had held out to them of defending

their cause, they would themselves have conformed to

the King's wishes; they would then have been treated

with due regard and have escaped their present miseries.

Cromwell undertook that the utmost care and vigilance

should be observed that hurt should not befall them.

The Princess, he said, he loved as much as Chapuys

himself could love her, and nothing that he could do

for them should be neglected ; but the Ambassador

and the Emperor's other agents were like hawks who

soared high to stoop more swiftly on their prey. Their

object was to have the Princess declared next in

succession to the crown, and that was impossible owing

to the late statutes.

Chapuys reported what had passed to his master,

but scarcely concealed his contempt for the business

in which he was engaged. ' I cannot tell,' he wrote,

' Avhat sort of a treaty could be made with this Kiug as

' long as he refuses to restore the Queen and Princess,

' or repair the hurts of the Church and the Faith,
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' which grow worse every day. No later than Sunday
' last a preacher raised a question whether the body of

'Christ was contained, or not, in the consecrated wafer.

' Your Majesty may consider whither such propositions

' are tending.' ^

A still more important conversation followed a few

days later. It can hardly be doubted, in the face of

Chapuys's repeated declaration, that both Catherine

and her daughter were in personal danger. Anne

Boleyn felt her position always precarious as long as

they were alive and refused to acknowledge her

marriage. She perhaps felt that it would go hard with

herself in the event of a successful insurrection. She

had urged, as far as she dared, that they should be

tried under the statute ; but Henry would not allow

such a proposal to be so much as named to him. Other

means, however, might be found to make away with

them, and Sir Arthur Dai'cy, Lord Darcy's son, thought

they would be safer in the King's hands in the Tower

than in their present residence. ' The devil of a con-

' cubine would never rest till she had gained her object.'

The air was thick with these rumours when Chapuys

and Cromwell again met. The overtures had been

commenced by the Emperor. Cromwell said the King

had given him a statement in writing that he was

willing to renew his old friendship with the Emperor

and make a new treaty with him, if proper safeguards

could be provided for his honour and reputation ; but

' Chapuys to Charles V., March 7, 1535.

—

Spanish Caloular, vol. v.

pp. 413—422.
A A
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it was to be understood distinctly that he would not

permit the divorce question to be reopened ; he would

rather. forfeit his crown and his life than consent to it

or place himself in subjection to any foreign authorit}^

;

this was his firm resolution, which he desired Chapuys

to make known to the Emperor.

The Spanish Ministry had been willing that the

Pope's sentence should be revised by a General Council.

Why, Chapuys asked, might not the King consent also

to refer the case to the Council ? The King knew that

he was right. He had once been willing—why should

lie now refuse ? A Council, it had been said, would be

called by the Pope, and Avould be composed of clergy

v/ho were not his friends ; but Chapuys would under-

take that there should be no unfair dealing. Were the

Pope and clergy to intend harm, all the Princes of

Christendom would interfere. The Emperor would

recommend nothing to which the King would not be

willing to subscribe. The favourable verdict of a

Council would restore peace in England, and would

acquit the Emperor's conscience. The Emperor, as

matters stood, was bound to execute the sentence which

had been delivered, and could not hold back longer

without a hope of the King's submission.

Cromwell admitted the reasonableness of Chapuys's

suggestion. The Emperor was showing b}^ the ad-

vances which he had commenced that he desired a

reconciliation. A Council controlled by the princes of

Europe might perhaps be a useful instrument. Crom-

well promised an answer in two days.
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Then, after a pause, he returned to the subject of

which he had spoken before. In a matter of so much

consequence to the Avorld as the good intelligence be-

tween himself and the King of England, he said that

the Emperor ought not to hesitate on account of the

Queen and the Princess. They were but mortal. If

the Princess was to die, her death would be no great

misfortune, when the result of it would be the union

and friendship of the two Princes.^ He begged

Chapuys to think it over when alone and at leisure.

He then went on to inquire (for Chapuys had not

informed him that the Emperor had already made

up his mind to an arrangement) whether the ladies'

business might not be passed over silently in the new

treaty, a,nd be left in suspense for the King's life.

A General Council might meet to consider the other

disorders of Christendom, or a congress might be

held, previously appointed jointly by tlie King and the

Emperor, when the ladies' rights might be arranged

without mystery. Then once more, and, as Chapuys

thought, with marked emphasis, he asked again what

harm need be feared if the Princess were to die. The

•* ' II me dit que vostre Majeste

' ne se debvoit arrester pom'_empe-

' seller nng si inestimable bien que
' produiroit en toute la Chrestiente

'I'union et la bonne intelligence

* dentre vostre Majeste et le Roy son
' maistre pour i'affaire des Royne et

'Princesse qui n'estoient que mor-

'telles ; et que ne «eroit grand
' dommage de la mort de la dicte

' Princesse an pris du bien que sor-

' tiroit de la dicte union et intelli-

' gence ; en quoy 11 me prioit vouloir

'considerer quand seroy seul et

' desoccupe. ' Chapuys to Charles

V. , March 23, 1535.— Vienna MS.

;

and Spanish Calendar, vol. v. p.

426. This and other of Chapuys's

most important letters I tran-

scribed myself at Vienna.
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Avorld might mutter, but why should it be resented by

the Emperor ?
^

Chapuys says that he replied that he would not

dwell on the trouble which might arise if the Princess

suddenly died in a manner so suspicious. God forbid

that such a thing should be ! How could the Emperor

submit to the reproach of having consented to the death

of his cousin, and sold her for the sake of a peace ?

Chapuys professed to believe, and evidently wished

the Emperor to believe, that Cromwell was seriously

proposing that the Princess Mary should be made away

with. A single version of a secret conversation is an

insufficient evidence of an intended monstrous crime.

We do not know in what lansfuao'e it was carried on,

(jromwell spoke no language but English with exact-

ness, and Chapuys understood English imperfectly. The

recent and alarming illness of the Princess, occasioned

by restraint, fear, and irritation, had made her condi-

tion a constant subject of Chapuys's complaints, and

Cromwell may have been thinking and speaking only

of her dying under the natural consequences of pro-

longed confinement. Chapuys's unvarying object was

to impress on the Emperor that her life was in danger.

But Cromwell, he admitted, had been uniformly friendly

to Mary, and, had foul play been really contemplated,

the Emperor's Ambassador was the last person to whom

the intention would have been communicated.

1 'Me replicquant de uouv-
' eaulx quel dommage ou danger
' seroyt que la dicta Princesse feust

' morte, oyres que le peuple en

' niurniura.st,et quelle raison auroit

'yostre Majeste d'en fayre cas.'
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The conversation did not end with Chapuys's answer.

Cromwell went on, he said (still dwelling on points

most likely to wound Charles), to rage against popes

and cardinals, saying that he hoped the race would

soon be extinct, and that the world would be rid of

their abomination and tyranny. Then he spoke again

of France, and of the pressure laid on Henry to join

with the French in a war. Always, lie said, he had dis-

suaded his master from expeditions on the Continent.

He had himself refused a large pension which the

French Government had offered him, and he intended

at the next Parliament to introduce a Bill prohibiting

English Ministers from taking pensions from foreign

princes on pain of death.

Men who have been proposing to commit murders

do not lightly turn to topics of less perilous interest.

Some days passed before Chapuys saw Cromwell

again ; but he continued to learn from him the various

intrigues which were going on. Until the King was

sure of his ground with Charles, the French faction at

the Court continued their correspondence with Francis.

The price of an Anglo-French alliance was to be a

promise from the French King to support Henry in

his quarrel with Rome at the expected Council, and

Chapuys advised his master not to show too much

eagerness for the treaty, as he would make the King-

more intractable.

The Emperor's way of remedying the affairs of

England could not be better conceived, he said, pro-

vided the English Government met him with an honest
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response, provided they would forward the meeting of

the Council, and treat the Queen and Princess better,

who were in great personal danger. This, however,

he believed they would never do. The Queen had

instructed him to complain to the Emperor that her

daughter was still left in the hands of her enemies, and

that if she was to die it would be attributed to the

manner in which she had been dealt with ; the Queen,

however, was satisfied that the danger would disappear

if the King and the Emperor came to an under-

standing; and, if she could be assured that matters

would be conducted as the Emperor projDosed, he

would be able to persuade her to approve of the whole

plan.

Chapuys never repeated his suspicion that danger

tlireatened Mary from Cromwell, and, if he had really

believed it, he would hardly have failed to make further

mention of so dark a suggestion. He was not scrupu-

lous about truth : diplomatists with strong personal

convictions seldom are. He liad assured the King that

a thought had never been entertained of an armed

interference in England, while his letters for many

months had been full of schemes for insurrection and

invasion. He was eager for the work to begin. He

was incredulous of any other remedy, and, if he dared,

would have forced the Emperor's hand. He depended

for his information of what passed at the Court upon

Anne Boleyn's bitterest enemies, and he put the worst

interpretation upon every story which was brought to

him. Cromwell, he said, had spoken like Caiaphas. It
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is hardiy credible that Cromwell would have ventured

to insult the Emperor with a supposition that he would

make himself an accomplice in a crime. But though I

think it more likely that Chapuys misunderstood or

misrepresented Cromwell than that he accurately

recorded his words, yet it is certain that there were

members of Henry's Council who did seriously desire

to try and to execute both Mary and her mother.

Both of them were actively dangerous. Their friends

were engaged in a conspiracy for open rebellion in their

names, and, under the Tudor princes, nearness of blood

or station to the Crown was rather a danger than a

protection, Eoyal pretenders were not gently dealt

with, even when no immediate peril was feared from

them. Henry VII. had nothing to fear from the Earl

of Warwick, yet Warwick lay in a bloody grave.

Mary herself executed her cousin Jane Grey, and was

hardly prevented from executing her sister Elizabeth.

Elizabeth, in turn, imprisoned Catherine Grey, and let

her die as Chapuys feared that Mary was now about to

die. The dread of another war of succession lay like

a nightmare on the generations which carried with

them an ever-present memory of the Wars of the

Roses.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Negotiations for a treaty—Appeal of Catherine to tlae Emperor

—

Fresh plans for the escape of Mary—Forbidden by the Emperor
- —The King and his daughter—Suggestion of Dr. Butts—

-

The clergy and the Eeformation—The Charterhouse monks

—

More and Fisher in the Tower—The Emperor in Africa—The
treaty—Eebellion in Ireland—Absolution of Lord Thomas
Fitzgerald for the murder of the Archbishop of Dublin

—

Treason of Lord Hussey—Fresh debates in the Spanish Council

—Fisher created cardinal—Trial and execution of Fisher and

More—Effect in Europe.

MORE than a year bad now passed since Clement

delivered judgment on the divorce case. So

far the discharge had been ineffective, and the Brief

of Execution, the direct command to the Catholic

Powers to dethrone Henry and to his subjects to

renounce their allegiance, was still withheld. The

advances which the new Pope had made to England

having met with no response, Paul III. was ready to

strike the final blow, but his hand had been held by

Charles, who was now hoping by a treaty to recover

the English alliance. Catherine had consented, but

consented i-eluctantly, to an experiment from which she

expected nothing. Chapuys himself did not wish it to
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succeed, and was unwilling to part with the expectations

which he had built on Darcy's promises. The Spanish

Council, in recommending the course which the

Emperor had taken, had foreseen the dispiritment which

it might produce among the Queen's friends, and the

injury to the Holy See by the disregard of a sentence

which Charles had himself insisted on. The treaty

made no progress. The sacrifice appeared to be fruit-

less, and Catherine appealed to Charles once more in

her old tone. She would be wanting in her duty to

herself, she said, and she would offend God, if she did

not seek the help of those who alone could give her

effectual assistance. She must again press upon his

Majesty the increasing perils to the Catholic Faith and

the injury to the English realm which his neglect to

act was producing. The sentence of Clement had been

powerless. She entreated him with all her energy as a

Christian woman to hesitate no longer. Her daughter

had been ill, and had not yet recovered. Had her

health been strong, the treatment Avhich she received

would destroy it, and, if she died, there would be a

double sin. The Emperor need not care for herself.

She was accustomed to suffering and could bear any-

thing. But she must let him know that she was as

poor as Job, and was expecting a time when she would

have to beg for alms for the love of God.^

Mary was scarcely in so bad a case as her mother

represented. Her spirit had got the better of her

^ Queen Catherine to Charles I cndar, Forr.ign and Domestic, vol.

v.. April 8.

—

MS. Vienna; Gal-
\

viii. p. 197.
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illness and she was again alert and active. The King

had supplied her with money and had sent heu various

kind messages, but she was still eager to escape out of

the' realm, and Charles had again given a qualified

consent to the attempt being made if it was sure of

success. With Mary in his hands, he could deal with

Henry to better advantage. A favourable opportunity

presented itself. Three Spanish ships were lying in the

Lower Pool; Mary was still at Greenwich, and their

crews were at her disposition. Chapuys asked if she

was ready. She was not only ready but eager. She

could leave the palace at night with the help of con-

federates, be carried on board, and disappear down the

river.

Accident, or perhaps a whispered warning, deranged

her plans. By a sudden order she was removed from

Greenwich to Eltham. The alteration of residence was

not accompanied with signs of suspicion. She was

treated with marked respect. A State litter of some

splendour was provided for her. The governess, Mrs.

Shelton, however, was continued at her side, and the

odious presence redoubled her wish to fly. Before she

left Greenwich she sent a message to Chapuys imploring

his advice and his assistance. She begged him for the

love of God to contrive fresh means for removing her

from the country. The enterprise, he thought, would

be now dangerous, but not impossible, and success

would be a glorious triumph. The Princess had told

hirn that in her present lodging she could not be taken

away at night, but she might walk in the day in fine
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weather, and might be surprised and carried off as if

against her consent. The river would not be many

miles distant, and, if she could be fallen in with when

alone, there might be less difficulty than even at

Greenwicl), because she could be put on board below

Gravesend.^

As a ship would be required from Flanders, Chapuys

communicated directly with Granvelle. He v/as con-

scious that, if he was himself in England when the

enterprise was attempted, his own share in it would be

suspected and it might go hard with him. He proposed,

therefore, under some excuse of business in the Low

Countries, to cross over previously.

It would be a splendid cowp, he said, and, considering

how much the Princess wished it and her remarkable

prudence and courage, the thing could, no doubt, be

managed. Could she be once seized and on horseback,

and if there was a galley at hand and a large ship or two,

there would be no real difficulty. The country-people

would help her, and the parties sent in pursuit would

be in no hurry. -^

Either the difficulties proved greater than were

expected, or Charles was still hoping for the treaty, and

would not risk an experiment which would spoil the

chances of an accommodation. Once snore ho altered

his mind and forbade the venture, and Chapuys had to

^ Chapuys to Charles V. , April

4> ^535-

—

^l>^' Vienna ; Caloidar,

Foreign and Domestic, vol. viii. p.

193-

- Chapuys to Grauvelle, April

S> 1535-

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. viii. j>. 194 ; and

MS. Fie7inii.
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take up again a negotiation from which he had no

expectation of good. He met Cromwell from time to

time, his master's pleasure being to preserve peace on

tolerable terms ; and the Ambassador continued to

propose the reference of the divorce case to the General

Council, on which Cromwell had seemed not unwilling

to listen to him. If Henry could be tempted by vague

promises to submit his conduct to a Council called by

the Pope, he would be again in the meshes out of which

he had cut his way. The cunning Ambassador urged on

Cromwell the honour which the King would gain if a

Council confirmed what he had done ; and when Cromwell

answered that a Council under the Emperor's influence

might rather give an adverse sentence, he said that, if

it was so, the King would have shown by a voluntary

submission that his motives had been pure, and might

have perfect confidence in the Emperor's fairness.

Cromwell said he would consult the King ; but the real

difficulty lay in the pretensions of the Princess. Crom-

well was well served ; he probably knew, as well as

Chapuys, of the intended rape at Eitham, and all that

it would involve. 'Would to God —
' he broke out

impatiently, and did not finish the sentence ; but

Chapuys thought he saw what the finish would have

been.i Henry may be credited with some forbearance

towards his troublesome daughter. She defied his laws.

Her supporters were trying to take his crown from him,

and she herself was attempting to escape abroad and

1 Chapuys to Charles V., April 17, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. viii. p. 209.
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levy war upon him. Few of his predecessors would

have hesitated to take ruder methods with so unmalle-

able a piece of metal. She herself believed that escape

was her only chance of life. She was in the power of

persons who, she had been told, meant to poison her,

while no means were neglected to exasperate the King's

mind against her. He, on his side, was told that she

was incurably obstinate, while everything was concealed

that might make him more favourably disposed towards

her. In the midst of public business with which he was

overwhelmed, he could not know what was passing inside

the walls at Elthara. He discovered occasionally that

he had been deceived. He complained to Cromwell ' that

'he had found much good in his daughter of which he

' had not been properly informed.' But if there was a

conspiracy against Mary, there was also a conspiracy

against himself, in a quarter where it could have been

least expected.

Dr. Butts, the King's physician, whose portrait by

Holbein is so familiar to us, was one of the most

devoted friends of Queen Catherine. During Mary's

illness, Dr. Butts had affected to be afraid of the

responsibility of attending upon her. He had consented

afterwards, thought with apparent reluctance, and had

met in consultation Catherine's doctor, who had also

allowed himself to be persuaded. Henry sent Butts

down to Eltham with his own horses. The Royal

physician found his patient better than he expected,

and, instead of talking over her disorders, he talked of

the condition of the realm with his brother practitioner.
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' The doctoi' is a very clever man,' Avrote Cbapuys,

reporting the account of the conversation which he

received from the Queen's physician, 'and is intimate

' with the nobles and the Council. He ?ays that there

' are but two ways of assisting the Queen and Princess

'and of setting right the affaii's of the realm: one

' would be if it pleased God to visit the King with some

' little malady.' ^ ' Tiie second method was force, of

' Avhich, he said, the King and his Ministers were in

' marvellous fear. If it came to war, he tliought the

' King would be specially careful of the Queen and

' Princess, meaning to use them, should things turn

' to the worst, as mediators for peace. But if neither

' of these means Avere made use of, he really believed

' they were in danger of their lives. He considered it

' was lucky for the King that the Emperor did not

' know how easy the enterprise of England would

'be; and the present, he said, was the right time

'for it.'

His private physician, it is to be remembered, was

necessarily, of all Henry's servants, the most trusted by

him; and the doctor Avas not contented with indirect

susfsrestions, for he himself sent a secret message to

Chapuys that twenty great peers and a hundred knights

were ready, they and their vassals, to venture fortune

^ 'Le premier estoit si Dieu

'voiiloit visiter le Royde quelque

' petite inaladie. ' The word fctite

implied perhaps in Chapiiys's mind

that Dr. Butts contemplated a

disorder of which he conld control

the dimensions, and the word, if

he used it, is at least as suspicious'

as Cromwell's language about

Mary.

!l
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and life, with the smallest assistance from the Emperor,

to rise and make a revolution.^

Dr. Butts with \iv& 'petite onaladie was a ' giant traitor,'

though, happily for himself, he was left undiscovered.

Human sympa.tliies run so inevitably on the side of the

sufferers in histoiy, that we forget that something also

is due to those whom they forced into dealing hardly

with them. Catherine and the faithful Catholics who

conspire<l and lost their lives for her cause and the

Pope's, are in no danger of losing the favourable

judgment of the world ; the tyranny and cruelty of

Henry VIII. will probably remain for ever a subject of

eloquent denunciation ; but there is an altera pars—
anotlier view of the story, which we may be permitted

without offence to recognise. Henry was, on the whole,

right ; the general cause for which he was contending

was a good cause. His victory opened the fountains of

English national life, won for England sj^iritual freedom,

and behind spiritual freedom her political liberties.

His defeat would have kindled the martyr-fires in every

English tov/n, and would have burnt out of the country

thousands of poor men and women as noble as Catherine

herself. He had stained the purity of his action by

intermingling with it a weak passion for a foolish and

bad woman, and bitterly he had to suffer for his mistake
;

^ 'Affirmant pour tout certain

* qu'il y avoit une xx des prin-

' cipaulx Seigneurs d'Augleterre et

' plus de cent Chevaliers tout dis-

' poses et prests a employer per-

' sonnes, biens, armes, et subjects,

'ayant le moindre assistance de

'vostre Majeste.' Chapuys to

Charles V., Ajml 25, 1535.

—

Calendar^ Foreign and Domestic,

vol. viii. p. 222 ; and MS.
Vienna.
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but the revolt against, and the overthrow of, ecclesiastical

despotism were precious services, which ought to be

remembered to his honour ; and, when the good doctor

to whom he trusted his life, out of compassion for an

unfortunate lady was, perhaps, willing to administer a

doubtful 23otion to him, or to aid in inviting a Catholic

army into England to extinguish the light that was

dawning there, only those who are Catholics first and

Englishmen afterwards will say that it was well done on

the doctor's part.

The temper of the nation was growing dangerous,

and the forces on both sides were ranging themselves for

tlie battle. Bishop Fisher has been seen sounding on

the same string. He, with More, had now been for

many months in the Tower, and his communications

with Chapuys having been cut off, he had been unable

to continue his solicitations ; but the Ambassador had

undertaken for the whole of the clergy on the instant

that the Emperor should declare himself. The growth

of Luthei-anism had touched their hearts with pious

indignation ; their hatred of heresy was almost the

sole distinction which they had preserved belonging to

their sacred calling. The regular orders were the most

worthless ; the smaller monasteries were nests of de-

pravity; the purpose of their existence was to sing

souls out of purgatory, and the efficacy of their musical

petitionings being no longer believed in, the King had

concluded that monks and nuns could be better em-

ployed, and that the wealth which maintained them

could be tiirned to better purpose—to the purpose
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especially of the defence of the realm agaiust them and

their machinations. The monks everywhere were the

active missionaries of treason. They writhed under

the Act of Supremacy. Their hope of continuance

depended on the restoration of the Papal authority.

When they were discovered to be at once useless and

treacherous, it was not unjust to take their lands from

them and apply tlie money for which those lands could

be sold, to the fleet and the fortresses on the coast.

In this, the greatest of his reforms, Cromv/ell had

been the King's chief adviser. He had been employed

under Wolsey in the first suppression of the most

corrupt of the smaller houses. In the course of his

work he had gained an insight into the scandalous

habits of their occupants, which convinced him of the

impolicy and uselessness of attem]3ting to prolong their

existence. Institutions however ancient, organisations

however profoundly sacred, cannot outlive the recog-

nition that the evil which they produce is constant and

the advantage visionary.

That the monastic system was doomed had become

generally felt ; that the victims of the intended over-

throw should be imjDatient of their fate was no more

than natural. Tlie magnitude of the design, the in-

terests Avhich were threatened, the imagined sanctity

attaching to property devoted to the Church, gave an

opportunity for outcry against sacrilege. The entire

body of monks became in their various orders an army

of insurrectionary preachers, well supplied with money,

terrifying the weak, encouraging the strong, and appeal-

BB
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ing to the superstitions so powerful with a people like

the English, who were tenacious of their habits and

associations.

. The Abbots and Priors had sworn to the supremacy,

but had sworn reluctantly, with secret reservations to

save their consciences. With the prospect of an

Imperial deliverer to appear among them, they were

recovering courage to defy their excommunicated

enemy. Those who retained the most of the original

spirit of their religion were the first to recover heart

for resistance. The monks of the London Charter-

house, who were exceptions to the general corruption,

and were men of piety and character, came forward to

repudiate their oaths and to dare the law to punish

them. Their tragical story is familiar to all readers

of English history. Chajsuys adds a few particulars.

Their Prior, Haughton, had consented to the Act of

Supremacy ; but his conscience told him that in doing

so he had committed perjury. He went voluntarily,

with three of the brotherhood, to Cromwell, and

retracted his oath, declarino- that the Kinof in calling

himself Head of the Church was usurping the Pope's

authority. They had not been sent for; their house

was in no immediate danger ; and there Avas no

intention of meddliog with them. Their act was a

gratuitous defiance, and under the circumstances of the

country was an act of war. The effect, if not the

purpose, was, and must have been, to encourage a spirit

which would explode in rebellion. Croniwell warned

them of their danger, and advised them to keep their
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scruples to themselves. They said they would rather

encounter a hundred thousand deaths. They were

called before a Council of Peers. The Knights of the

Garter were holding their annual Chapter, and the

attendance was large. The Duke of Norfolk presided,

having returned to the Court, and the proceedings

were unusually solemn. The monks v/ere required to

withdraw their declaration ; they were told that the

statute was not to be disputed. They persisted. They

were allowed a night to reflect, and they spent it 011

their knees in prayer. In the morning they were

recalled ; their courage held, and they were sentenced

to die, with another friar who had spoken and written

to similar purpose.

They had thrown down a challenge to the Govern-

ment ; the challenge was accepted, and the execution

marked the importance of the occasion. They were

not a handful of insignificant priests ; they were tlie

advanced guard of insurrection ; and to allow them to

triumph was to admit defeat. They were conducted

tluough the streets by an armed force. The Duke of

Norfolk, the Duke of Richmond, Henry's illegitiuiate

son, Lord Wiltshire, and Lord Rochford attended at

the scaffold. Sir Henry Norris was also there, masked,

with forty of the Royal Guard on horseback. At the

scaffold they were again offered a chance of life ; again

they refused, and died gallantly. The struggle had

begun for the Crown of England. In clairuing the

s^ipremacy for the Pope, these men had abjured their

allegiance to the King whom the Pope had excom-
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municated. Conscience was nothing— motive was

nothing. Conscience was not allowed as a plea when a

Lutheran was threatened with the stake. In all civil

conflicts high motives are to be found on both sides,

and in earnest times words are not used without

meaning. The Statute of Supremacy was Henry's

defence against an attempt to deprive him of his crown

and deprive the kingdom of its independence. To

disobey the law was treason ; and the penalty of

treason was death.^

Chapuys in telling the story urged it as a proof to

Charles that there was no hope of the King's repent-

ance. It was now expected that More and Fisher, and

perhaps the Queen and Princess, would be called on

also to acknowledge the sujDremacy, and, if they refused,

would suffer the same fate. The King's Ministers,

Chapuys said, were known to have often reproached the

King, and to have told him it was a shame for him and

the kingdom not to punish tliem as traitors. Anne

Boleyn was fiercer and haughtier than ever she was.^

Sir Thomas More was under the same impression that

Anne had been instigator of the severities. She would

take his head from him, he said, and then added, pro-

phetically, that her own would follow. The presence of

her father and brother and her favourite Norris at the

execution of the Carthusians confirmed the impression.

The action of the Government had grounds more sufili-

cient than a woman's ura^encv. More and Fisher re-

^ Chapuys to Charles \^., May 5, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v.

p. 452. ^ Ibid.
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ceived notice that they would be examined on the

statute, and were allowed six weeks to prepare their

answer. Chapuys did not believe that any danger

threatened Catherine, or threatened her household.

She herself, however, anticipated the worst, and only

hoped that her own fate might rouse the Emperor at last.

The Emperor was not to be roused. He was pre-

paring for his great expedition to Tunis to root out

the corsairs, and had other work on hand. In vain

Chapuys had tried to make him believe that Cromwell

meditated the destruction of the Princess Mary ; in

vain Chapuys had told him that words were useless,

and that ' cautery was the only remedy '—that the

English Peers were panting for encouragement to take

arms. He had no confidence in insurgent subjects who

could not use the constitutional methods which they

possessed to do anything for themselves. He saw

Henry crushing down resistance with the relentless

severity of the law. He replied to Chapuys's entreaties

that, although he could not in conscience abandon his

aunt and cousin, yet the Ambassador must temporise.

He had changed his mind about Mary's escape : he said

it was dangerous, unadvisable, and not to be thoucjht

of.i The present was not the proper moment. He
wrote a cautious letter to the King, which he forwarded

for Chapuys to deliver. In spite of Charterhouse

monks and Lutheran preachers, the Ambassador was to

take up again the negotiations for the treaty.

^ Charles V. to Chapuys, May 10, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 459.
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Thus Cromwell and he recommenced their secret

meetings. A country-house was selected for the pur-

pose, where their interviews Avould be unobserved.

Chapuys had recommended that Henry should assist in

calling a General Council. Cromwell undertook that

Henry would consent, provided the Council was not

held in Italy, or in the Pope's or the Emperor's do-

minions, and provided that the divorce should not be

among the questions submitted to it. The Emperor, he

said, had done enough for his honour, and might now

leave the matter to the King's conscience. With re-

spect to the Queen and Princess, the King had already

written to Sir John Wallop, who was to lay his letters

before the Spanish Ambassador in Paris. The King had

said that, although the Emperor, in forsaking a loyal

friend for the sake of a woman, had not acted well with

liim, yet he was willing to forget and forgive. If the

Emperor would advise the ladies to submit to the judg-

ment of tlie Universities of Europe, which had been

snnctioned by the English, estates of the realm, and

Avas as good as a decree of a Council, they would have

nothing to complain of ^ Chapuys observed tliat such

a letter ought to have been shown to himself before it

was sent ; but that Avas of no moment. The King of

France, Cromwell went on, would bring the Turk, and

tlie Devil too, into Christendom to recover Milan ; the

Kinfj and the Emperor ought to draw together to hold

France in check ; and yet, to give Chapuys a hint that

^ SjM.niiih Calendar, vol. v. p. 459.
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he kne^v what he had been doing, he said lie had heai'd,

though he did not believe it, that the Emperor and the

Kinsf of the Romans had thought of invading England,

in a belief that they would make an easy conquest of it.

They would find tlie enterprise more costly than they

expected, and, even if they did conquer England, they

could not keep it. Chapuys, wisldng to learn how

much had been discovered, asked what Cromwell meant.

Cromwell told him the exact truth. The scheme had

been to stop the trade between England and Flanders.

A rebellion was expected to follow, which, Cromwell

admitted, was not unlikely ; and then, in great detail

and with a quiet air of certainty, he referred to the

solicitations continually m.ade to the Emperor to send

across an army.

Leaving Chapuys to wonder at his sources of infor-

mation so accurate, Croniwell spoke of an approaching

conference at Calais, which was to be held at the request

of the French King. He did not think anything would

come of it. He had himself declined to be present, but

one of the proposals to be made would be an offer of the

Duke of Angouleme for the young Princess Elizabeth.

The Council, he said, had meantime been revieAving

the old treaty for the marriage of the Emperor to

the Princess Mary, and the King had spoken in the

warmest terms of the Emperor. Perhaps as a substi-

tute for the French connection, and provided tlie divorce

vv^as not called in question again, he thought tliat the

Princess Elizabeth might be betrothed to Philip, and

a marriage could be found out of the realm for the
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Princess Mary with the Emperor's consent and appro-

bation. The King, in this case, would give her the

greatest and richest dower that was ever given to any

Queen or Empress.^

Chapuys observed that the divorce must be disposed

of before fresh marriages could be thought of. Crom-

well wished him to speak himself to the King. Chapuys

politely declined to take so delicate a negotiation out of

Cromwell's hands. For himself, he had not yet aban-

doned hope of a different issue. Lord Darcy w;is still

eager as ever, and wished to communicate directly with

the Emperor. From Ireland, too, the news wns less

discouraofino-. The insurrection had burnt down, but

was still unsubdued. Lord Thomas found one of his

difficultie;^ to lie in the incompleteness of the Pajoal

censures. The formal Bull of Deposition was still

unpublished. The young chief had written to the

Pope to say that, but for this deficiency, he would have

driven the English out of the island, and to beg that it

might be immediately supplied. He had himself, too,

perhaps, been in fault. The murder of an arclibishop

who had not been directly excommunicated was an

irregularity and possibly a crime. He prayed that the

Pope would send him absolution. Paul as he read the

letter showed much pleasure. He excused his hesi-

tation as having risen from a hope that the King of

England would repent. For the future he said he

would do his duty, and at once sent Lord Thomas the

^ Chapuys to Charles V., May 8, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v.

p. 457-
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required pardon for an act which liad been really

meritorious.^

The absolution may have benefited Lord Thomas's

soul. It did not save him from the gallows.

Again Cromwell and Chapuys met. Again the

discussion returned to the insoluble problem. The

Spanish Council of State had half recommended that

the divorce should be passed over, as it had been at

Cambray. Chapuys laboured to entangle Henry in an

eno-ao^ement that it should be submitted to the intended

General Council. The argument took the usual form.

Cromwell said that the King could not revoke what he

had done, without disgrace. Chapuys answered that it

was the only way to avoid disgrace, and the most

honourable course which he could adopt. Tlie King

ought not to be satisfied in such a matter with the laws

and constitutions of his own country. If he would yield

on this single point, the taking away the property of

the clergy might in some degree be confirmed. The

ground alleged for it being the defence of the realm,

there would be less occasion for such measures in

future ; the Emperor would allow the King to make

his submission in any form that he might choose, and

eveiything should bo made as smooth as Henry could

desire.

Cromwell, according to Chapuys, admitted the

soundness of the argument, but he said that it was

neither in his power, nor in any man's power, to

^ Dr. Ortiz to Charles V., May 27, 1535.

—

S-panish Calendar, \o\.

V. p. 462.
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persuade the King, who would hazard all rather than

yield. Even the present Pope, he said, had, when

Cardinal, written an autograph letter to the Kino-^

telling him that he had a right to ask for a divorce, and

that Clement had done him qreat wrono^.

The less reason then, Chapuys neatly observed, for

refusing to lay the matter before a General Council.

The Ambassador went through his work dutifully,

though expecting nothing from it, and his reports of

what passed with the English Ministers ended generally

with a recommendation of what he thought the wiser

course. Lord Hussey, he said, had sent to him to say

that he could remain no longer in a country where all

ranks and classes were being driven into heresy ; and

would, therefore, cross the Channel to see the Emperor

in person, to urge his own opinion and learn the Em-

peror's decision from his own lips. If the answer was

unfavourable, he would tell his friends, that they might

not be deceived in their expectations. They would

then act for themselves.^

It is likely that Chapuys had been instructed to

reserve the concessions which Charles was prepared to

make till it was certain that, without them, the treaty

would fail. France meanwhile was outbidding the

Emperor, and the King was using, without disguise,

the offers of each Power to alarm the other. Cromwell

at the next meeting told Chapuys that Francis was

ready to support the divorce unreservedly if Henry

^ Chapuys to Charles V., May I Domestic, vol. viii. p. 280 -.Spavish

23, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
\
Calendar, vol. v. p. 465.
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wouid assist ]nm in taking Milan. The French, he

said, should have a sharp ans\yer, could confidence be

felt in the Empeix)r's overtures. A sharp struggle was

going on in the Council between the French and

Imperial factions. Himself sincerely anxious for the

success of the negotiation in Avhich he was engaged,

Cromwell said he had fallen into worse disgrace with

Anne Boleyn than he had ever been. Anne had never

liked him. She had told him recently 'she would like

' to see his head off his shoulders.' ^ She was equally

angry with the Duke of Norfolk, who had been too

frank in the terras in which he had spoken of her. If

she discovered his interviews with Chapuys, she would

do them both some ill turn.

The King himself agreed with Cromwell in prefer-

ring the Emperor to Francis, but he would not part

company with France till he was assured that Charles

no longer meant his harm. Charles, it will be remem-

bered, had himself written to Henry, and the letter

had by this time arrived. Chapuys feared that, if he

presented it at a public audience, the Court would con-

clude that the Emperor was reconciled, and had aban-

doned the Queen and Princess, so he applied for a

private reception. The King granted it, read the letter,

spoke graciously of the expedition against the Turks,

and then significantly of his own armaments and the

new fortifications at Dover and Calais. He believed

(as Chapuys had heard from the Princess Mary) that, if

' Spanish Calendar, vol. v. p. 484.
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he could tide over the present summer, the winter

would then protect him, and that in another year he

would be strong enough to fear no one. Seeing that he

said nothing of the treaty, Chapuys began upon it, and

said that the Emperor was anxious to come to terms

with him, so far as honour and conscience would allow.

Henry showed not the least eagerness. He replied

with entire frankness that France was going to war for

Milan. Larwe offers had been made to him, which, so

far, he had not accepted ; but he might be induced to

listen, unless he could be better assured of the Emperor's

intention.^

It was evident that Henry could neither be cajoled

nor frightened. Should Charles then give up the

point for which he was contending ? Once more the

Imperial Privy Council sat to consider what was to be

done. It had become clear that no treaty could be

made with Henry unless the Emperor would distinctly

consent that the divorce should not be spoken of. The

old objections were again weighed—the injuries to the

Queen and to the Holy See, the Emperor's obligations,

the bad effect on Christendom and on England which

a composition on such terms would produce, the en-

couragement to other Princes to act as Henry had done

—stubborn facts of the case which could not be evaded.

On the other hand were the dangerous attitude of

Francis, the obstinacy of Henry, the possibility that

France and England might unite, and the inability of

1

i

1 Chapuys to Charles V., June 5, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v.

V- 483-
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the Emperor to encounter their coahtion. Both Francis

and Henry were powerful princes, and a quarrel would

not benefit the Queen and her daughter if the Emperor

was powerless to help them. The divorce was the

difficulty. Should the Emperor insist on a promise

that it should be submitted to a General Council ? It

might be advisable, under certain circumstances, to

create disturbances in England and Ireland, so as to

force the King into an alliance on the Emperor's terms.

But if Henry could be induced to suspend or modify his

attacks on the Faith and the Church, to break his con-

nection with France and withdraw from his negotiations

with the Germans, if securities could be taken that the

Queen and Princess should not be compelled to sign or

promise anything without the Emperor's consent, the

evident sense of the Spanish Council of State was that

the proceedings against the King should be suspended,

perhaps for his life, and that no stipulations should be

insisted on, either for the King's return to the Church

or for his consent to the meeting of the General Council.

God might perhaps work on the King's conscience

without threat of force or violence ; and the Emperor,

before starting on his expedition to Tunis, might tell

the English Ambassador that he wished to be the

King's friend, and Avould not go to Avar with any

Christian prince unless he was compelled. The Queen's

consent would, of course, be necessary ; she and the

Princess would be more miserable than ever if they

were made to believe that there was no help for them.

Spanish Calendar, vol. v. p. 486.
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But their consent, if there was no alternative, might be

assumed when a refusal would be useless.

If the willingness to make concessions was the

.measure of the respective anxieties for an agreement

between the two countries, Spain was more eager than

England, for the Emperor wvas willing to yield the point

on which he had broken the unity of Christendom and

content himself with words, while Henry would yield

nothing, except the French alliance, for which he had

cared little from the time that France had refused to

follow him into schism.

An alliance of the Emperor with an excommuni-

cated sovereign in the face of a sentence which he had

himself insisted on, and with a Bull of Deposition ready

for launching, would be an insult to the Holy See

more dangerous to it than the revolt of a single

kingdom. The treaty might, however, have been com-

pleted on the terms -which Wallop and the Imperial

Ambassador had agi'eed on at Paris, and which the

Imperial Council had not rejected. The Pope saw the

peril, struck in, and made it impossible. In the trial

and execution of the Carthusians Henry had shown to

Europe that he was himself in earnest. The blood of

martyrs was the seed of the Church, and Paul calculated

rightly that he could not injure the King of England

more effectually than by driving him to fresh severities

and thus provoking an insurrection. No other explana-

tion can be given for his having chosen this particular

moment for an act which must and would produce the

desired consequence. Bishop Fisher and Sir Thomas
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More had been allowed six weeks to consider whether

they would acknowledge the Statute of Supremacy.

More was respected by every one, except the Lutherans,

whom he confessed that he hated ; Fisher was regarded

as a saint by the Catholic part of England ; and the

King, who was dependent after all on the support of his

subjects and could not wish to shock or alienate them,

would probably have pressed them no further, unless

challenged by some fresh provocation. Fisher had waded

deep into treason, but, if the King knew it, there was

no evidence which could be produced. Before the six

weeks were exjjired the Court and the world were

astonished to hear that Paul had created the Bishop of

Rochester a cardinal, and that the liat was aheady on

the way. Casalis, who foresaw the consequences, had

protested against the appointment, both to the Pope

aud the Consistory. Paul pretended to be frightened.

He begged Casalis to excuse' him to the King. He
professed, what it was impossible to believe, that he

had intended to pay England a compliment. A General

Council was to meet. He wished England to be repre-

sented there by a Prelate whom he understood to be

distinguished for learning and sanctity. The Roman
Pontitfs have had a chequered reputation, but the

weakest of them has never been suspected of a want of

worldly acuteness. The condition of England Avas as

well understood at Rome ns it was understood by

Chapuys, and, with Dr. Ortiz at his ear, Paul must have

been acquainted with the disposition of every peer and

prelate in the realm. Fisher's name had been familiar
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through the seven years' controversy as of the one

English bishop who had been constant in resistance to

every step of Henry's poUcy. Paul, who had just

absolved Silken Thomas for the Archbishop of Dublin's

murder, had little to learn about the conspiracy, or

about Fisher's share in it. The excuse was an inso-

lence more affronting than the act itself. It was

impossible for the King to acknowledge himself defied

and defeated. He said briefly that he would send

Fisher's head to Rome, for the hat to bo fitted on it.

Sir Thomas More, as Fisher's dearest friend, connected

with hinr in opposition to the Reformation and sharing

his imprisonment for the same actions, was involved

along with him in the fatal effects of the Pope's cunning

or the Pope's idiocy. The six weeks ran out. The

Bishop and the ex-Chancellor were called again before

the Council, refused to acknowledge the supremacy, and

were committed for trial:

The French and English Commissioners had met

and jDarted at Calais. Nothing had been concluded

there, as Cromwell said with pleasure to Ghai^uys,

prejudicial to the Emperor ; but as to submitting the

Kinsf's conduct to a Council, Cromwell reiterated that

it was not to be thought of. Were there no other

reason, the hatred borne to him by all the English

l^restraylle for having pulled down the tyranny of the

Church and tried to reform them, would be cause

sufficient. The Council would be composed of clergy.

More than tliis, and under the provocation of the fresh

insult, Cromwell said that neither the King nor his
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subjects would recognise any Council convoked by the

Pope. A Council convoked by the Emperor they would

acknowledge, but a Papal Council never. They intended

to make the Church of England a true and singular

mirror to all Christendom.^

Paul can hardly have deliberately contemplated the

results of what he had done. He probably calculated

either that Henry would not dare to go to extremities

with a person of so holy a reputation as Bishop Fisher,

or that the threat of it would force Fisher's and the

Queen's friends into the field in time to save him.

They had boasted that the whole country was with

them, and the Pope had ta,ken them at their word.

Yet his own mind misgave him. The Nuncio at Paris

was directed to beg Francis to intercede. Francis said

he would do his best, but feared the ' hat ' would prove

the Bishop's death. Henry, Francis said, was not

always easy to deal with. He almost treated him as a

subject. He was the strangest man in the world, he

feared he could do no good with him." There was not

the least likelihood that the King would allow the

interposition either of Francis or of any one. The

crime created by the Act of Supremacy was the denial

by word or act of the King's sovereignty, ecclesiastical

or civil, and the object was to check and punish

seditious speaking or preaching. As the Act was first

I

^ Chapuys to Cliarles V., June

30, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 5CX).

- The Bishop of Faeuza to M.

Arabiogio, June 6, 1535.

—

Cal-

endar, Foreign and Domestic, vol.

vili. p. 320.
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drafted, to speak at all against the supremacy brought

aa offender under the penalties. The House of Commons

was unwilling to make mere language into high treason,

and a strong attempt was made to introduce the word

* maliciously.' Men might deny that the King was

Head of the Church in ignorance or inadvertence ; and

an innocent opinion was not a proper subject for severity.

But persons who had exposed themselves to suspicion

might be questioned, and their answers interpreted by

collateral evidence, to prove disloyal intention. Chapuys's

letters leave no doubt of Fisher's real disloyalty. But

his desire to bring in an Imperial army was shared by

half the Peers, and, if proof of it could be produced,

their guilty consciences might drive them into open

rebellion. It was ascertained that Fisher and More

had communicated with each other in the Tower on the

answers which they were to give. But other points

had risen for which Fisher was not prepared. Among

the papers found in his study were letters in an un-

known hand addressed to Queen Catherine, which

apparently the Bishop was to have forwarded to her,

but had been prevented by his arrest. They formed

part of a correspondence between the Queen and some

foreign prince, carried on through a reverend father

spoken of as E. E,. . . . alluding to things which ' no

' mortal man was to know besides those whom it be-

hoved,' and to another letter which E. R. had received

of the Bishop himself. Fisher was asked who wrote

these letters :
' Who was E. R. ? Who was the Prince ?

'

What those things were which no mortal was to know ?
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If trifles, why the secrecy, and from whom were they to

be concealed ? What were the letters which had been

received from the Bishop himself to be sent oversea ?

The letters found contained also a request to know

whether Catherine wished the writer to proceed toother

princes in Germany and solicit them ; and again a

promise that the writer would maintain her cause among

good men there, and would let her know what he could

succeed in bringing to pass with the princes.

The Bishop was asked whether, saving his faith and

allegiance, he ought to have assisted a man who was

engaged in sucli enterprises, and why he concealed a

matter which he knew to be intended against the King
;

how the letter came into his hands, who sent it, who

brought it. If the Bishop refused to answer or equi-

vocated, he was to understand that the King knew the

truth, for he had proof in his hands. The writer was

crafty and subtle and had promised to spend his labour

with the princes that they should take in hand to

defend the Lady Catherine's cause.

The King held the key to the whole mystery. The

mine had been undermined. The intended rebellion

was no secret to Henry or to Cromwell. Catherine, a

divorced wife and a Spanish princess, owed no allegiance

in England. But Fisher was an English subject, and

conscience is no excuse for treason, until the treason

succeeds.

Fisher answered warily, but certainly untruly, that

he could not recollect the name either of the Prince

who wrote the letter which had been discovered or of
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tlie messenger who brought it. It was probably some

German prince, but, as God might help him, he eould

not say which, unless it was Ferdinard, King of Hun-

gary. E. R. was not himself, nor did he ever consent

that the writer should attempt anything with the

German princes against the King.

He had been careful. He had desired Chapuys

from the beginning that his name should not be men-

tioned, except in cipher. He had perhaps abstained

from directly advising an application to Ferdinand, who

could not act without the Emperor's sanction. His

messaofes to Charles through his Ambassador even

Fisher could scarcely have had the hardiness to deny

;

but these messages, if known, were not alleged.

The Anglo-Imperial alliance was on the anvil, and the

qiiestion was not put to him,^

Of Fisher's malice, however, as the law construed it,

there was no doubt. He persisted in his refusal to ac-

knowledge the supremacy of the Crown. Five days

after his examination he was tried at Westminster

Hall, and in the week following he was executed on

Tower Hill. He died bravely in a cause which he

believed to be right. To the last he might have saved

himself by submission, but he never wavered. He

knew that he could do better service to the Queen and

the Catholic Church by his death than by his life.

Cromwell told Chapuys that ' the Bishop of Rome was

' the cause of his punishment, for having made a

^ Examination of Fisher in the I Foreign and Domestic^ vol. viii.

Tower, June 12, 1535.

—

Calendar,
\ pp. 331 at seq.
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' cardinal of the King's worst enemy.' He was ' greatly

' pitied of the people.' The pity would have been less

had his real conduct been revealed.

A nobler victim followed. In the lists of those who

were prepared to take arms against the King there is

no mention of the name of Sir Thomas More ; but he

had been Fisher's intimate friend and companion, and

he could hardly have been ignorant of a conspiracy

with which Fisher had been so closely concerned;

while malice might be inferred without injustice from

an acquaintance with dangerous purposes which he had

not revealed. He paid the penalty of the society to

which he had attached himself. He, even more than

the Bishop of Rochester, was the chief of the party

most opposed to the Reformation. He had distin-

guished himself as Chancellor by his zeal against the

Lutherans, and, if that party had won the day, they

would have gone to work as they did afterwards when

Mary became Queen. No one knew better than More

the need in which the Church stood of the surgeon's

hand ; no one saw clearer the fox's face under the

monk's cowl: but, like other moderate reformers, he

detested impatient enthusiasts who spoilt their cause

by extravagance. He felt towards the Protestantism

which was spreading in England as Burke felt towards

the Convention and the Jacobin Club, and while More

lived and defied the statute, the vast middle party in

the nation which was yet undecided found encourage-

ment in opposition from his example. His execution

has been uniformly condemned by historians as an act
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of wanton tyranny. It was not wanton, and it was not

an act of tyranny. It was an inevitable and painful

incident of an infinitely blessed revolution.

Tlie received accounts of his trials are confirmed

with slight additions by a paper of news from England

which w^as sent to the Imperial Court,

More was charged with having deprived the King

of the title of ' Supreme Head of the Church,' which

had been granted to him by the last Parliament. He

replied that, when questioned by the King's Secretary

what he thought of the statute, he had answered that,

being a dead man to the world, he cared nothing for

such things, and he could not be condemned for silence.

The King's Attorney said that all good subjects were

bound to answer without dissimulation or reserve,

and silence was the same as speech. Silence, More

objected, was generally taken to mean consent. What-

ever his thoughts might be, he had never uttered them.

He was charged with having exchanged letters with

the Bishop of Rochester in the Tower on the replies

which they were to give on their examination. Each

had said that the statute was a sword with two edges,

one of which slew the body, the other the soul. As

they had used tlie same words, it w^as clear that they

were confederated.

More replied that he had answered as his conscience

dictated, and had advised the Bishop to do the same.

He did not believe that he had ever said or done any-

thing maliciously against the statute.

The jury consulted only for a quarter of an hour

I
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and returned a verdict of 'guilty.' Sentence passed as

a matter of course, and then More spoke out. As he

was condemned, he said he would now declare his

opinion. He had studied the question for seven years,

and was satisfied that no temporal lord could be head

of the spiritualty. For each bishop on the side of the

Royal Supremacy he could produce a hundred saints.

For their Parliament he had the Councils of a thousand

years. For one kingdom he had all the other Christian

Powers. The Bishops had broken their vows ; the

Parliament had no authority to make laws against the

unity of Christendom, and had capitally sinned in

making them. His crime had been his opposition to

the second marriagfe of the Kinsf. He had faith, how-

ever, that, as St. Paul persecuted St. Stephen, yet both

were now in Paradise, so he and his judges, although at

variance in this world, would meet in charity hereafter.^

The end came quickly. The trial was on the 1st

of July ; on the 6th the head fell of one of the most

interesting men that England ever produced. Had the

supremacy been a question of oj)inion, had there been

no con.spiracy to restore by arms the Papal tyraimy, no

clergy and nobles entreating the landing of an army

like that which wasted Flanders at the command of the

Duke of Alva, no Irish nobles murdering archbishops

and receiving Papal absolution for it, to have sent Sir

Thomas More to the scaffold for believing the Pope to

be master of En^daud would have been a barbarous

^ News from England, July i, 1535.

—

H'panisli Calendar, vol. v. jj.

507-
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murder, deserving the execration wliich lias been poured

upon it. An age which has no such perils to alarm its

slumbers forgets the enemies which threatened to waste

the country with fire and sword, and admires only the

virtues which remain fresh for all time ; we, too, if ex-

posed to similar possibilities, might be no more merciful

than our forefathers.

The execution of Fisher and More was the King's

answer to Papal thunders and domestic conspirators,

and the effect was electric. Darcy again appealed to

Chapuys, praymg that the final sentence should be in-

stantly issued. He did not wish to wait any longer for

Imperial aid. The Pope having spoken, the country

would now rise of itself. The clergy would furnish all

the money needed for a beginning, and a way might be

found to seize the gold in the Treasury. Time pressed.

They must get to work at once. If they loitered

longer, the modern preachers and prelates would corrupt

the people, and all would be lost.^ Cifuentes wrote

from Rome to the Emperor that the Bishop of Paris

was on his way thither with proposals from Francis for

an arrangement with England which would be fatal to

the Queen, the Church, and the morals of Christendom.

He begged to be allowed to press the Pope to hold in

readiness a brief deposing Henry ; a brief Avliich, if

once issued, could not be recalled.^

* Cliapuys to Cliarles V., I " Cifuentes to Charles V.

July II, 1535.

—

^fanish Calcn- July 16, 1535.

—

Ibid. p. 515.

dar, vol. v. p. 512. |
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CHAPTER XIX.

Campaign of the Emperor in Africa—Uncertainties at Rome

—

Policy of Francis—English, preparations for war—Fresh

appeals to the Emperor—Delay in the issue of the censures

—

The Princess Mary—Letter of Catherine to the Pope—Dis-
affection of the English Catholics—Libels against Henry

—

Cromwell and Chapuys—Lord Thomas Fitzgerald—Dangeroiis

position of Henry—Death of the Duke of ]\lilan—Effect on

European policy—Intended Bull of Paul IIL— Indecision of

Charles—Prospect of war with France—Advice of Charles to

Catherine—Distrust of the Emperor at the Papal Court—War-

like resolution of the Pope restrained by the Cardinals.

CIFUENTES had been misinformed when he feared

that Francis was again about to interpose in Henry's

behalf at Rome. The conference at Calais had broken

up without definite results. The policy of France was

to draw Henry off from his treaty with the Emperor

;

Henry preferred to play the two great Catholic Powers

one against the other, and commit himself to neither

;

and Francis, knowing the indignation which Fisher's

execution would produce at Rome, was turning his

thoughts on other means of accomplishing his purpose.

The Emperor's African campaign was splendidly suc-

cessful—too successful to be satisfactory at the Vatican.

The Pope, as the head of Christendom, was bound to
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express j^leasiire at the defeat of the Infidels, but he

feared that Charles, victorious by land and sea, might

give him trouble in his own dominions.^ A settled

purpose, however, remained to punish the English

Kin^, and Henry had need to be careful. The French

faction in the Council wished him to proceed at once to

extremities with the Princess, which would effectually

end the hopes of an Imperial alliance. Anne Boleyn

was continually telling the King that the Queen and

Princess were his greatest danger. ' They deserved

' death more than those who had been lately executed,

' since they were the cause of all the mischief.' ^

Chapuys found himself no longer able to communicate

with Mary, from the increased precaution in guarding

her. It was alleged that there was a fear of her being

carried off by the French.

The Imperial party at Rome, not knowing what to

do or to advise, drew a curious memorandum for

Charles's consideration. The Emperor, they said, had

been informed when the divorce case was being tried at

Rome, that England, was a fief of the Church of Home,

and, as the King had defied the Apostolic See, he de-

served to be deprived of his crown. The Emperor had

not approved of a step so severe. But the King had

now beheaded the Bishop of Rochester, whom the Pope

had made a cardinal. On the news of the execution

the Pope and Cardinals had moved that he should be

deprived at once and without more delay for this and

^ SpanUili Calcmlar, vol. v. p. I
- Chapuys to Charles V., July

532.
I

25, 1535.—/Wd vol. V. p. 518.
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for his other crimes. Against taking such action was

the danger to the Queen, of which they were greatly

afraid, and also the sense that if, after sentence, the

crown of England devolved on the Holy See, injury

might be done to the prospects of the Princess. It

might be contrived that the Pope in depriving the King

might assign the crown to his daughter, or the Pope in

Consistory might declare secretly that they were acting

in favour of the Princess and without prejudice to her

claim. To this, however, there was the objection that

the King might hear of it through some of the Cardinals.

Something at any rate had to be done. All courses

were dangerous. The Emperor was requested to

decide.^

A new ingredient was now to be thrown into the

political cauldron. So far from wishing to reconcile

England with the Papacy, the Pope informed Cifuentes

that Francis was now ready and willing to help the

Apostolic See in the execution of the Sentence against

the King of England. Francis thought that the Em-
peror ought to begin, since the affair was his personal

concern ; but when the first step was taken Francis

himself would be at the Pope's disposition. The mean-

ing of this, in the opinion of Cifuentes, was merely to

entangle the Emperor in a war with England, and so

to leave him. The Pope himself thought so too.

Francis had been heard to say that when the Emperor

had opened the campaign he would come next and do

I

•^ Memorandum on the Affah's of England.

—

iipmiish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 522.
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what was most for his own interest. The Pope, liowever,

said, as Clement had said before him, that, if Charles

and Francis would only act together against England,

the ' execution ' could be managed satisfactorily.

Cifuentes replied that he had no commission to enter

into that question. He reported what had passed to his

master, and said that he would be in no haste to urge

the Pope to further measures.^

Henry had expected nothing better from France.

He had dared the Pope to do his worst. He stood

alone, with no protection save in the jealousy of the

rival Powers, and had nothing to trust to save his own

ability to defend his country and his crown. His chief

anxiety was for the security of the sea. A successful

stoppage of trade would, as Cromwell admitted, lead to

confusion and insurrection. Ship after ship was built

and launched in the Thames. The busy note of pre-

paration rang over the realm. The clergy. Lord Darcy

had said, were to furnish money for the rising. The

King was taking precautions to shorten their resources,

and turn their revenues to the protection of the realm.

Cromwell's visitors were out over England examining

into the condition of the religious houses, exposing their

abuses and sequestrating their estates. These dis-

honoured institutions had been found to be ' very stews

' of unnatural crime ' through the length and breadth of

England. Their means of mischief were taken away

from such worthless and treacherous communities.

1 Meinoiaiiduiii outlie Affairs of England.

—

Spaniah Calendar, vol.

V. p. 535.
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Crown officials were left in charge, and their final fate

was reserved for Parliament.

Henry, meanwhile, confident in his subjects, and

taking lightly the dangers which threatened him, went

on progress along the Welsh borders, hunting, visiting,

showing himself everywhere, and received with apparent

enthusiasm. The behaviour of the people perplexed

Chapuys. ' I am told,' he wrote, ' that in the districts

where he has been, a good part of the peasantry, after

hearing the Court preachers, are abused into the belief

that he was inspired by God to separate himself from

his brother's wife. They are but idiots. They will

return soon enough to the truth when there are any

signs of change.' They would not return, nor were

they the fools he thought them. The clergy, Chapuys

himself confessed it, had made themselves detested by

the English commons for their loose lives and the

tyranny of the ecclesiastical courts. The monasteries,

too many of them, were nests of infamy and fraud, and

the King whom the Catholic world called Antichrist

appeared as a deliverer from an odious despotism.

At Rome there was still uncertainty. The Imperi*'!

memorandum explains the cause of the hesitation.

The Emperor was engaged in Africa, and could decide

nothing till his return. The great Powers were di ided

on the partition of the bear's skin, while thf bear

was still unstricken. Why, asked the impatient

English Catholics, did not the Pope strike ar-i make

an end of him when even Francis, who ha' so long

stayed his hand, was now urging him tc proceed ?
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Francis was probably as insincere as Cifuentes believed

him to be. But the mere hope of help from such a

quarter gave fresh life to the wearied Catherine and her

agents.

' The Pope/ wrote Dr. Ortiz to the Emperor, ' has

' committed tlie deprivation of the King of England and

'the adjudication of the realm to the Apostolic See as a

' fief of the Church to Cardinals Campeggio, Simoneta,

' and Cesis. The delay in granting the executorials in

' the principal cause is wonderful. Although the depo-

' sition of the King was spoken of so hotly in the Con-

' sistory, and they wrote about it to all the Princes, they

' will only proceed with delay and with a monition to

' the King to be intimated in neighbouring countries.

' This is needless. His heresy, schism, and other crimes

' are notorious. Pie may be deprived without the delay

' of a monition. If it is pressed, it is to be feared it will

' be on the side of France. It is a wonderful revenge

' which the King of France has taken on the King of

England, to favour him until he has fallen into schism

' <nd heresy, and then to forsake him in it, to delude

' hm as far as the gallows, and to leave him to hang.

' Tig blood of the saints whom that King has martyred

' call, to God for justice.' ^

Citherine, sick with hope deferred and tired of the

Empei\r's hesitation, was catching at the new straw

which ^\s floating by her. Ortiz must have kept her

informedof the French overtures at the Vatican. Slie

1 Ortiz tcthe Empress, Sept. i, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic voL^x. p. 84.
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prayed the Regent Mary to use her influence with the

French Queen. Now was the time for Francis to show

himself a true friend of his brother of England, and

assist in delivering him from a state of sin.^

Strange rumours were current in France and in

England to explain the delay of the censures. The

Pope had confessed himself alarmed at the completeness

of Charles's success at Tunis. It was thought that the

Emperor, fresh from his victories, might act on the

advice of men like Lope de Soria, take his Holiness

himself in hand and abolish the Temporal Power ; that

the Pope knew it, and therefore feared to make matters

worse by provoking England further.^

Pope and Princes might watch each other in dis-

trust at a safe distance ; but to the English conspirators

the long pause was life or death. Delays are usually

fatal with intended rebellion. The only safety is in

immediate action. Enthusiasm cools, and secrets are

betrayed. Fisher's fate was a fresh spur to them to

move, but it also proved that the Government knew too

much and did not mean to flinch.

Chapuys tried Granvelle again. 'Every man of

' position here,' he said, ' is in despair at the Pope's

'inaction. If something is not done promptly, there

I

1 ' Cuando se viese con la Senora
' Reyna su hermana, despues de

'dadas misafectuosas encomiendas,
' I'Ogaile de mi parte quisiese tener

' mencion de my con el Christianis-

'imo Key su marido y hacer quanto
' pudiese ser, que el sea buen amigo

' al Rey mi Seiior procurando de

'quitarle del pecado, en que esta.'

Catherine to the Regent Mary,

Aug. 8, 1535.

—

Vienna MS.
^ Chapuys to Charles V. , Sept.

25) 1535-

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. ix. pp. 140, 141.
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' will be no hope for the ladies, or for religion either,

' which is going daily to destruction. Things are come
' to such a pass that at some places men even preach

'against the Sacrament. The Emperor is bound to

' interfere. What he has done in Africa he can do in

' England with far more ease and with incomparably

' more political advantage.' ^

Granvelle could but answer that Henry was a

monster, and that God would undoubtedly punish him

;

but that for himself he was so busy that he could

scarcely breathe, and that the Emperor continued to

hope for some peaceful arrangement.

Cifuentes meanwhile kept his hand on Paul. His

task was difficult, for his orders were to prevent the issue

of the executorials for fear France should act upon

them, while Catholic Christendom would be shaken to

its base if it became known that it was the Emperor

who was preventing the Holy See from avenging itself.

Even with the Pope Cifuentes could not be candid, and

Ortiz, working on Paul's jealousy and unable to com-

prehend the obstacle, had persuaded his Holiness to

draw up ' the brief of execution,' and furnish a copy to

himself.^

^ Chapuys to Granvelle, Sept.

25, 1535.— Vienna MS.; Calendar,

Foreign and Domestic, vol. ix. p.

141.

- The executory brief was not

identical with the Bull of Deposi-

tion. The first was the final act

of Catherine's process, a declaration

that Henry, having disobeyed the

sentence on the divorce delivered

by Clement VII., was excommuni-

cated, and an invitation to the

Catholic Powers to execute the

judgment by force. The second

involved a claim for the Holy See

on England as a fief of the Church

—an intimation that the King of

England had forfeited his crown
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' In the matter of the executory letters/ Cifuentes

wrote to Charles, ' I have strictly followed your Majesty's

'mstructions. They have been kept back for a year

' and a half without the least appearance that the delay

' proceeded from us, but, on the contrary, as if we
' were disappointed that they were not drawn when

'asked for. Besides his Holiness's wish to wait for the

'result of the offers of France, another circumstance

' has served your Majesty's purpose. There were

' certain clauses to which I could not consent in the

' draft shown to me, as detrimental- to the right of the

' Queen and Princess and to your Majesty's pre-eminence.

' Now that all hope has vanished of the return of

' the King of England to obedience. Dr. Ortiz, not

' knowing that you wished the execution to be delayed,

' has taken out the executory letters and almost

' despatched them while I was absent at Perugia. The
' letters are ready, nothing being wanted but the Pope's

'
seal. I have detained them for a few days, pretending

•' that I must examine the wording. They will remain

' in my possession till you inform me of your pleasure.' ^

The issue of the Pope's censures either in the form

of a letter of execution or of a Bull of Deposition was

to be the signal of the English rising, with or without

the Emperor. Darcy and his friends were ready and

and tliat his subjects' allegiance

had reverted to their Supreme

Lord. The Pope and Consistory

preferred the complete judgment,

as more satisfactory to themselves.

The Catholic Powers objected to it

for the same reason. The practical

effect would bt the same.

1 Cifuentes to Charles V., Oct.

8, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 547.

DD
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resolved to begin. But without the Pope's direct

sanction the movement would lose its inspiration. The

Irish rebellion had collaj^sed for the want of it. Lord

Thomas Fitzgerald had surrendered and was a prisoner

in the Tower.

It was not the part of a child, however great her

imagined wrongs, deliberately to promote an insurrec^

tion against her father. Henry II. 's sons had done it,

but times were changed. The Princess Mary was

determined to justify such of Henry's Council as had

recommended the harshest measures against her. She

Wrote a letter to Chapuys which, if intercepted, might

have made it difficult for the King to save her.

' The condition of things/ she said, ' is worse than

' wretched. The realm will fall to ruin unless his

' Majesty, for the service of God, the welfare of Chris-

' tendom, the honour of the King my father, and

' compassion for the afflicted souls in this country, will

' take pity on us and apply the remedy. This I hope

' and feel assured that he will do if he is rightly

' informed of what is taking place. In the midst of

' his occupations in Africa he will have been unable to

'realise our condition. The whole truth cannot be

' conveyed in letters. I would, therefore, have you

' despatch one of your own people to inform him of

' everything, and to supplicate Inm on the part of the

' Queen my mother and myself for the honour of God

' and for other respects to attend to and provide for us.

' In so acting he will accomplish a service most agree-

' able to Almighty God. Nor will he win less fame
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' and glory to himself than he has achieved in the

' conquest of Tunis or in all his African expedition,' ^

Catherine simultaneously addressed herself to the

Pope in a letter equally characteristic. The ' brief of

' execution ' was the natural close of her process, which,

after judgment in her favour, she was entitled to

demand. The Pope wished her to apply for it, that it

might appear to be granted at her instance and not on

his own impulse.

' Most Holy and Blessed Father,' she wrote, ' I kiss

'your Holiness's hands. My letters have been filled

* with complaints and importunities, and have been

' more calculated to give you pain than pleasure. I

' have therefore for some time ceased from writing

' to your Holiness, although my conscience has re-

' preached me for my silence. One only satisfaction

* I have in thinking of the present state of things : I

' thank unceasingly our Lord Jesus Christ for having

' appointed a vicar like your Holiness, of whom so much
' good is spoken at a time when Christendom is in so

* great a strait. God in his mercy has preserved you

' for this hour. Once more, therefore, as an obedient

' child of the Holy See, I do entreat you to bear this

' realm in special mind, to remember the King, my

1 ' Et luy supplier de la part de

' la Royne, ma mere, et myenne,
' eu I'honiieur de Dieu et pour
' aultres respects, que dessus vou-

' loit entendre et pourvoyr aux
' affaires dycy. En quoy fera tres

'agreable service a Dieu, et u'en

' acqueiTa moins de gloire qu'eu la

' conqueste de Tunis et de toute

' I'afTaire d'Afrique.' Be la Prin-

ccsse d'Angleterrc d I'Ambassa'

dcur, October, 1535. — MS.
Vienna ; S'paiiish Calendar, vol.

V. P- 559-
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' lord and husband, and my daughter. Your Holiness

' knows, and all Christendom knows, what things arc

' done here, what great offence is given to God, what

' scandal to the world, what reproach is thrown u^Don

' your Holiness. If a remedy be not applied shortly,

' there will be no end to ruined souls and martyred

' saints. The Q:ood will be firm and will suffer. The

'lukewarm will fail if they find none to help them, and

' the rest will stray out of the Avay like sheep that have

' lost their shepherd. I place these facts before your

' Holiness because I know not any one on whose

' conscience the deaths of these holy and good men and

' the perdition of so many souls ought to weigh more

* heavily than on yours, inasmuch as your Holiness

' neglects to encounter these evils which the Devil, as

' we see, has sown among us.

' I write frankly to your Holiness, for the discharge

' of my own soul, as to one who, I hope, can feel with

' me and my daughter for the martyrdoms of these

' admirable persons. I have a mournful pleasure in

' expecting that we shall follow them in the manner of

' their torments. And so I end, waiting for the remedy

' from God and from your Holiness. May it come

'speedily! If not, the time will be past. Our Lord

' preserve your Holiness's person !

'

^

On the same day and by the same messenger she

wrote to Charles, congratulating him on his African

victory, and imploring him, now that he was at liberty,

1 Queen Catliuriiie to the Tope, October 10, 1535.—.'I/,V. Vieiim.

I
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to urge the Pope into activity. In other words, she

was desiring him to carry fire and sword through

England, when if she herself six years before would

have allowed the Pope's predecessor to guide her and

had retired into 'religion,' there would have been no

divorce, no schism, no martyrs, no dangers of a European

convulsion on her account. Catherine, as other persons

have done, had allowed herself to be governed by her

own wounded pride, and called it conscience.

Chapuys conveyed the Queen's arguments both

to Charles and to Granvelle. He again assured them

that the Princess and her mother were in real danser

of death. If the Emperor continued to hesitate, he

said, after his splendid victories in Africa, there would

be general despair. The opportunity would be gone,

and an enterprise now easy would then be difficult, if

not impossible.

Now was the time. The execution of More and

Fisher, the suppression of the monasteries, the spoliation

of the Church, had filled clerical and aristocratic

England with fear and fury. The harvest had failed

;

and the failure was interpreted as a judgment from

Heaven on the King's conduct. So sure Chapuys felt

that the Emperor would now move that he sent positive

assurances to Catherine that his master would not

return to Spain till he had restored her to her rights.

Even the Bishop of Tarbes, who was again in London,

believed that Henry was lost at last. The whole

nation, he said, peers and commons, and even the King's

own servants, were devoted to the Princess and her
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mother, and wouLl join any prince who would lake

up their cause. The discontent was universal, partly

because the Princess was regarded as the right heir to

the crown, partly for fear of war and the ruin of trade.

The autumn had been wet : half the corij was still in

the fields. Queen Anne was ^universally execrated, and

even the King was losing his love for her. If war was

declared, the entire country would rise.^

The Pope, it has been seen, had thought of declaring

Mary to be Queen in her father's place. Such a step,

if ventured, would inevitably be fatal to her. Her

friends in England wished to see her married to some

foreign prince—if possible, to the Dauphin—that she

might be safe and out of the way. The Princess her-

self, and even the Emperor, were supposed to desire

the match with the Dauphin, because in such an

alliance the disputes with France might be forgotten,

and Charles and the French Kinw raicjht unite to coerce

Henry into obedience.

The wildest charges against Henry were now printed

and circulated in Germany and the Low Countries.

Cromwell complained to Chapuys. ' Worse,' he said,

' could not be said against Jew or Devil.' Chapuys

replied ironically that he was sorry such things should

be published. The Emperor would do his best to stop

them, but in the general disorder tongues could not be

controlled.

So critical the situation had become in these autumn

^ The Bishop of Tarbes to the I Calendar, Foreign awl Domestic,

Bailly of Troyes, October, 1535.— | vol. ix. p. 187.
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months that Cromwell, of course with the King's

consent, was obliged to take the unnsnal step of inter-

fering with the election of the Lord Mayor of London,

alleging that, with the State in so much peril, it was

of the utmost consequence to have a well-disposed man

of influence and experience at the head of the City.

* Cromwell came to me this morning,' Chapuys wrote

to his master on the 13th of October; 'he said the King

was informed that the Emperor intended to attack him

in the Pope's name (he called his Holiness " bishop of

" Rome," but begged my pardon while he did so), and

that a Legate or Bishop was coming to Flanders to stir

the fire. The King could not believe that the Emperor

had any such real intention after the friendship which

he had shown him, especially when there was no cause.

In breaking with the Pope he had done nothing con-

trary to the law of God, and religion was nowhere

better regulated and reformed than it was now in

England. The King would send a special embassy to

the Emperor, if I thought it would be favourably re-

ceived. I said I could not advise so great a Prince. I

believed that, if the object of such an embassy was one

which your Majesty could grant in honour aiid conscience,

it would not only be well received but would be

successful. Otherwise, I could neither recommend nor

dissuade.' ^

By the same hand which carried this despatch

Chapuys forwarded the letters of Catherine and Mary,

I Chapii3^s to Charles V., I Foreign and Domestic, vol. ix. p.
October 13, iS2,S- — Calendar, 196.
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adding another of bis own to Granvelle, in which he

said ' that if the Emperor wished to give peace and

' union to Christendom, he must begin in England. It

' would be easy, for every one was irritated. The King's

' treasure would j)ay for all, and would help, besides, for

'the enterprise against the Turk. It was. time to

'punish him for his folly and impiety.'^

Charles seemed to have arrived at the same conclu-

sion. He had already written from Messina, on his

return from Tunis, both to Chapuys and to his Ambas-

sador in Paris, that, as long as Henry retained his

concubine, persisted in his divorce, and refused to

recognise the Princess as his heir, he could not honour-

ably treat with him.- The Pope, when Catherine's

letter reached him, was fuming with fresh anger at the

fate of the Irish rebellion. Lord Thomas, spite of Papal

absolution and blessing, was a prisoner in the Tower.

He had surrendered to his uncle, Lord Leonard Grey,

under some promise of pardon. He had been carried

before the King. For a few days he was left at liberty,

and might have been forgiven if he would have made a

satisfactory submission ; but he calculated that ' a new
' world ' was not far off, and that he might hold out in

safety. Such a wild cat required stricter keeping. The

Tower gates closed on him, and soon after he paid for

the Archbishop's life with his own.

Ortiz, when he heard that Fitzgerald was imprisoned,

said that the choice lay before him to die a martyr or

^ Chapuys to Granvelle, Oc- I and Domestic, vol. ix. p. 199.

toberi3, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign \
" Ibid. -pi^. 225^ 228,
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else to be perverted. God, he hoped, would permit the

first. The spirit of one of the murdered Carthusians

had appeared to the brotherhood and informed them

of the cflorious crown which had been bestowed on

Fisher. ^

In this exalted humour Catherine's letter found

Paul and the Roman clergy. The Pope had already

informed Cifuentes that he meant to proceed to

'deprivation.' The letters of execution had been so

drawn or re-drawn as to involve the forfeiture of

Henry's throne,- and Ortiz considered that Providence

had so ordered it that the Pope was now acting motu

•proprio and not at the Queen's solicitation. Cifuentes

was of opinion, however, that Paul meant to wait for the

Queen's demand, that the responsibility might be hers.

Chapuys's courier was ordered to deliver Catherine's

letter into the Pope's own hands. Cifuentes took the

liberty of detaining it till the Emperor's pleasure was

known. But no one any longer doubted that the time

was come. France and England were no longer united,

and the word for action was to be spoken at last.

At no period of his reign had Henry been in greater

danger. At home the public mind was unsettled. A
large and powerful faction of peers and clergy were

prepared for revolt, and abroad he had no longer an

ally. England seemed on the eve of a conflict the

issue of which no one could foresee. At this moment

Providence, or the good luck which had so long be-

1 Spanish Calendar, October I
° Ortiz to the Emperor, Novem-

24, 1535, vol. V. p. 559. I

ber4, 1535.—7&nZ. vol. v.
i>. 565.
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friended him, interposed to save the King and save the

Reformation.

Sforza, Duke of Milan and husband of Christina

of Denmark, died chiklless on the 24th of October,

Milan was the special subject of difference between

France and the Empire. The dispute had been

suspended while the Duke was alive. His death re-

opened the question, and the war long looked for for

the Milan succession became inevitable and immediately

imminent. |>

The entire face of things was now changed. Francis

had, perhaps, never seriously meant to join in executing

the Papal sentence against England ; but he had '

intended to encourage the Emperor to try, that he

might fish himself afterwards in the troubled waters,

and probably snatch at Calais. He now required

Henry for a friend again, and the old difficulties and

the old jealousies were revived in the usual form.

Both the great Catholic Powei'S desired the suspension

of the censures. The Emperor was again unwilling to

act as the Pope's champion while he was inicertain

of the French King. Francis wished to recover his

position as Henry's defender. The Pope was an

Italian prince as well as sovereign of the Church, and

his secular interest was thought to be more French

than Imperial.

No sooner was Sforza gone than the Cardinal Du

Bellay and the Bishop of Macon were despatched from

Paris to see and talk with Paul. They found him still

too absorbed in the English question to attend to
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anything besides. He was in the high exalted mood

of Gregory VII., imagining that he was about to reassert

the ancient Papal prerogative and again dispose of

kingdoms.

The Pope, wrote the French Commissioners, having

heard that there were famine and plague in England,

had made up his mind to act, and was incredibly

excited. The sentence was prepared and Avas to issue

unexpectedly like a bolt out of the blue sky. They

enclosed a cop}' of it, and waited for instructions from

Francis as to the line which they were to take. To

set things straight again would, they said, be almost

impossible ; but they would do their best to prevent

extremities, and to show the King of England that they

had endeavoured to serve him. Nothing like the

sentence which Paul had constructed had been ever

seen before. Some articles had been inserted to force

Francis to choose between the Pope and the King.

They were malicious, unjust, and terriblement enormes}

The new Hildebrand, applying to himself the words

of Jeremiah, ' Behold, I have set thee over nations and

' kingdoms, that thou mayest I'oot out and destroy,' had

proceeded to root out Henry, Ho had cursed him ; he

cursed his abettors. His body when he died was to lie

unburied and his soul lie in hell for ever. His subjects

were ordered to renounce their allegiance, and were to

fall under interdict if they continued to obey him.

No true son of the Church was to hold intercourse or

^ Du Bfllay and the Bisliop of I 12, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Mucon to Francis I., November |
Domestic, vol. ix. p. 273.

I
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alliance with him or his adherents, under pain of

sharing his damnation ; and the Princes of Europe and

the Peers and commons of England were required, on

their allegiance to the Holy See, to expel him from the

throne.^

This was the ' remedy ' for which Catherine had

been so long entreating, out of affection for her mis-

guided lord, whose soul she wished to save. The love

which she professed was a love which her lord could

have dispensed with.

The Papal Nuncio reported from Paris the attitude

which France intended to assume. He had been speak-

ing with the Admiral Philip de Chabot about England.

The Admiral had admitted that the King had doubtless

done violent things, and that the Pope had a right to

notice them. France did not wish to defend him

against the Pope, but, if he was attacked by the Emperor,

would certainly take his part. The Nuncio said that

he had pointed out that the King of England had God

for an enemy; that he was, therefore, going to total

ruin ; and that the Pope had hoped to find in Francis

a champion of the Church. The Admiral said that, of

course, England ought to return to the faith : the Pope

could deal with him hereafter ; but France must take

care of her own interests.^

Charles, too, was uneasy and undecided. Until the

Milan question had been reopened the French had

^ Yvovid.QsHistory ofEngland,

vol. ii. p. 288.

- Bishop of Faeiiza to M. Am-

brogio, November 15, i535-—
Calendar, Foreign and Domestic,

vol. ix. p. 276.
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spokeu as if they would no longer stand between Henry

and retribution, but he was now assured that they

would return to their old attitude. They had stood by

Henry through the long controversy of the divorce.

Even when Fisher was sent to the scaffold they had not

broken their connection with him. The King, he knew,

was frightened, and would yield, if France was firm
;

but, unless the Pope had a promise from the French

King under his own hand to assist in executing the

censures, the Pope would find himself disappointed

;

and the fear was that Francis would draw the Emperor

into a war with England and then leave him to make
his own bargain.^

Kings whose thrones and lives are threatened cannot

afford to be lenient. Surrounded by traitors, uncertain

of France, with the danger in which he stood im-

measurably increased by the attitude of Catherine and

her daughter, the King, so the Marchioness of Exeter

reported to Chapuys, had been heard to say that they

must bend or break. The anxiety which they were

causing was not to be endured any longer. Parliament

was about to meet, and tlieir situation would have then

to be considered.

-

^ Charles V. to Cifuentes, Nov.

1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign aiul Do-

mestic, vol. ix. p. 277.

^ ' Tout a cest instant la Mar-

'quise de Exeter m'a envoye. dire

' quo le Roy a dernierement dit a

' ses plus prives conseillers qu'il

' ne vonlloit plus demeurer en Ics

' fascheuses crainctes et grevemeuts

' qu"il avoit de long temps cus a

' cause des Royne et Priucesse ; et

' qu'ils y regardassent a ce procliain

' Parlement Ten faire quicte, jurant

' bien et tres obstinenient qu'il

'n'actcndroit plus longuement de

'y pourvoir.' Chapuys to Charles

v., Nov. 6, 1535.

—

MS. Vienna.
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The Marchioness entreated him to let the Emperor

know of this, and tell him that, if he waited longer, he

would be too late to save them. Chapuys took care

that these alarming news should lose nothing in the

relating. Again, after a fortnight, Lady Exeter came to

him, disguised, to renew the warning. The ' she-devil

' of a Concubine,' she said, was thinking of nothing save

of how to get the ladies despatched. The Concubine

ruled the Council, and the King was afraid to contradict

her. The fear was, as Chapuys said, that he would

make the Parliament a joint party with him in his

cruelties, and that, losing hope of pardon from the

Emperor, they would be more determined to defend

themselves.^

The danger, if danger there was, to Catherine and

Mary, was Chapuys's own creation. It was he who had

encouraged them in defying the King, that tliey might

form a visible rallying-point to the rebellion. Charles

was more rational than the Ambassador, and less credu-

lous of Henry's wickedness. ' I cannot believe what

* you tell me,' he replied to his Ambassador's frightful

story. ' The King cannot be so unnatural as to put to

' death his own wife and daughter. The threats you

' speak of can only be designed to terrify them. They

' must not give way, if it can be avoided ; but, if they

* are really in danger, and there is no alternative, you

' may tell them from me that they must yield. A sub-

^ ' Aiin que par ce moyen, per-

' dant I'espoir de la clemeuce et

' misericorde de Vostre Majeste,

' toutefois fussent plus detenidnez

' a se defendre. ' Chapuys a I'Ein-

pereur. —MS. Vienna, Nov. 23.

I
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* mission so made cannot prejudice tlieir rights. They

' can protest that they are acting under compulsion, in

* fear for their lives. I will take care that their pro-

* testation is duly ratified by their proctors at Rome.' ^

Chapuys was a politician, and obeyed his orders. But

that either Catherine or her daughter shoidd give way

Avas the last wish either of him or of Ortiz, or any of

the fanatical enthusiasts. Martyrs were the seed of the

Church. If Mary abandoned her claim to the succes-

sion, her name could no longer be used as a battle-cry.

The object was a revolution which would shake Henry

from his throne. On the scaffold, as a victim to her

fidelity to her mother and to the Holy See, she would

give an impulse to the insurrection which nothing could

resist.

The croaks of the raven were each day louder.

Lady Exeter declared that the King had said that the

Princess should be an example that no one should

disobey the law. There was a prophecy of him that

at the beginning of his reign he would be gentle as

a lamb, and at the end worse than a lion. That

prophecy he meant to fulfil.^

Ortiz, who had his information from Catherine her-

self, said that she was preparing to die as the Bishop of

Rochester and the others had died. She regretted

only that her life had not been as holy as theirs.

The ' kitchen-wench '—as Ortiz named Anne—had

^ The Emperor to Chapuys.

—

MS. Vienna.

2 Chapuys to Granvelle, Nov.

21, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Do7nestic, voh ix. p. 290.
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often said of the Princess that eitlier Maiy would be her

death or she would be Mary's, and that she would take

care that Mary did not laugh at her after she was gone.^

Stories flying at such a time were lialf of them the

creation of rage and panic, imperfectly believed by those

who related them, and reported to feed a fire which it

was so hard to kindle ; but they show the spirit of

which the air was full. At Rome there was still distrust,

Francis had shown the copy of the intended sentence to

the different Ambassadors at Paris. He had said that

the Pope was claiming a position for the Apostolic See

which could not be allowed, and must be careful what

he did.^ Paul agreed with the Emperor that, before

the sentence was delivered, pledges to assist must be

exacted from Francis, but had thought that he might

calculate with sufficient certainty on the hereditary

enmity between France and England. Cifuentes told

him that he must judge of the future by the past. The

French were hankering after Italy, and other things

were nothing in comparison. The Pope hinted that

the Emperor was said to be treating privately with

Henry. Cifuentes could give a flat denial to this, for

the treaty had been dropped. If the Emperor, however,

resolved to undertake the execution, Francis was not to

be allowed to hear of it, as he would use the knowledge

to set Henry on his guard.^

1 Orliz to the Empress, Nov.

22, I ^;^^. —Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. ix. pp. 293-4.

- Bishop of Faeiiza to M. Am-

brogio, Dec. 9.

—

Ibid. vol. ix. p.

317-

^ Cifuentes to Charles v., Nov.

3". I535-—-^^»'^- vol. ix. p. 303.

'.-«.J
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Chapuys was a master of the art of conveying false

impressions while speaking literal truth.

Francis, who, in spite of Cifuentes, learnt what was

being projected at Rome, warned Henry that the

Emperor was about to invade England. He even said

that the Emperor had promised that, if he would not

interfere, the Ensflish crown misrlit be secured to a

French prince by a marriage with Mary. Cromwell

questioned Chapuys on such ' strange news.' Lying

cost Chapuys nothing. The story was true, but he

replied that it was wild nonsense. Not only had the

Emperor never said such a thing, but he had never

even thought of anything to the King's prejudice, and

had always been solicitous for the honour and tran-

quillity of England. The Emperor wished to increase,

not diminish, the power of the King, and even for the

sake of the Queen and Princess he would not wish the

King to be expelled, knowing the love they bore him.

Cromwell said he had always told the King that the

Emperor would attempt nothing against him unless

he was forced. Chapuys agreed : so far, he said, from

promoting hostilities against the King, the Emperor,

ever since the sentence on the divorce, had held back

the execution, and, if further measures were taken,

they would be taken by the Pope and Cardinals, not by

the Emperor.^

In this last intimation Chapuys was more correct

than he was perhaps aware of.

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Dec. 18, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. ix. p. 333.

EE
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The Pope, sick of the irresolutions and mutual

animosities of the great Catholic Powers, had deter-

mined to act for himself. Catherine's friends had his

ear. They at all events knew their own minds. On
the 1 0th of December he called a consistory, said that

he had suffered enough in the English cause, and would

bear it no more. He required the opinions of the

Cardinals on the issue of the executorial brief. The

scene is described by Du Bellay, who was one of them,

and was present. The Cardinals, who had been de-

bating and disagreeing for seven years, were still in

favour of further delays. They all felt that a brief or

bull deposing the King was a step from which there

would be no retreat. The Great Powers, they were

well aware, would resent the Pope's assumption of an

authority so arrogant. All but one of them said that

before the executory letters were published a monition

must first be sent to the King. The language of the

letters, besides, was too comprehensive. The King's

subjects and tlie King's allies were included in the

censures, and, not being in fault, ought not to suffer.

Voices, too, were heard to say that kings were privi-

leged persons, and ought not to be treated with

disrespect.

The Pope, before dissatisfied with their objections,

now in high anger at the last suggestion, declared that

he would spare neither emperors, nor kings, nor princes.

God had placed him over them all ; the Papal authority

was not diminished—it was greater than ever, and

would be greater still when there was a pope who
I
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dared to act without faction or cowardice. He re-

proached the Cardinals with embroiling a clear matter.

The brief, he maintained, was a good brief, faulty

perhaps in style, but right in substance, and approved

it was to be, and at once.

It hit all round—hit the English people who con-

tinued loyal to their sovereign, hit the Continental

Powers who had treaties with Henry which they had

not broken. The Cardinals thought the Pope would

spoil everything. Campeggio said such a Bull touched

the French King, and must not appear. The Arch-

bishop of Capua went with the Pope :
' Issue at once,'

he said, ' or the King will be sending protests, as he did

'in Clement's time.' The Pope spoke in great anger,

but to no purpose. The majority of the Cardinals was

against him, and the Bull was allowed to sleep till a

more favourable time. ' It is long,' said Du Bellay,

' since there has been a Pope less loved by the College,

' the Romans, and the world.' ^

^ Cardinal du Bellay to the Car- I Dec. 22, 1535.—Calendar, Voreign

dinals of Lorraine and Tournon,
|

and Domestic, vol. ix. pp 341-3.
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CHAPTER XX.

Illness of Queen Catherine—Her physician's report of her health

—Her last letter to the Emperor—She sends for Chapuys

—

Interview between Chapuys and Henry—Chapuys at Ivim-

bolton—Death of Catherine—Examination of the body

—

Suspicion of poison—Chapuys's opinion—Eeception of tlie

news at the Court—Message of Anne Boleyn to the Princess

Mary—Advice of Chapuys—Unpopularity of Anne—Court

rumours.

WHILE the Pope was held back by the Cardinals,

and the Great Powers were watching each other,

afraid to move, the knot was about to be cut, so far as

it affected the fortunes of Catherine of Aragon, in a

manner not unnatural and, by Cromwell and many others,

not unforeseen. The agitation and anxieties of the pro-

tracted conflict had shattered her health. Severe attacks

of illness had more than once caused fear for her life,

and a few months previously her recovery had been

thought unlikely, if not impossible. Cromwell had

spoken of her death to Chapuys as a contingency which

would be useful to the peace of Europe, and which he

thought would not be wholly unwelcome to her nephew.

Politicians in the sixteenth century were not scrupu-

lous, and Chapuys may perhaps have honestly thought

*'
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that such language suggested a darker purpose. But

Cromwell had always been Catherine's friend within the

limits permitted by his duty to the King and the Refor-

mation. The words which Chapuys attributed to him

were capable of an innocent interpretation ; and it is in

the highest degree unlikely that he, of all men, was

contemplating a crime of which the danger would far

outweigh the advantage, and which would probably

anticipate for a few weeks or months only a natural

end, or that, if he had seriously entertained such an

intention, he would have made a confidant of the

Spanish Ambassador. Catherine had been wrought

during the autumn months into a state of the highest

excitement. Her letters to the Pope had been the

outpourings of a heart driven near to breaking; and if

Chapuys gave her Charles's last message, if she was

told that it was the Emperor's pleasure that she and

her daughter must submit, should extremities be

threatened against them, she must have felt a bitter

conviction that the remedy which she had prayed for

would never be applied, and that the struggle would

end in an arrangement in which she would herself be

sacrificed.

The life at Kimbolton was like the life at an ordinary

well-appointed English country-house. The establish-

ment was moderate, but the castle was in good condition

and well furnished
; everything was provided which was

required for personal comfort ; tlie Queen had her own
servants, her confessor, her physician, and two or three

ladies-in-waiting ; if she had not more state about her,
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it was by her own choice, for, as has been seen, she

had made her recognition as queen the condition of her

accepting a more adequate establishment. Bodily hard-

ships she had none to suffer, but she had a chronic dis-

order of long standing, whicli had been aggravated by

the high-strung expectations of the last half-dozen years.

Sir John Wallop, the English ambassador at Paris, had

been always ' her good servant
'

; Lady Wallop was her

crcat'ura and was passionately attached to her. From

the Wallops the Nuncio at the French Court heard in

the middle of December tljat she could not live more

than six months. Tliey had learnt the ' secret ' of her

illness from her own physician, and their evident grief

convinced him that they were speaking the truth.

Francis also was aware of her condition ; the end was

known to be near, and it was thought in Court circles

that when she was gone ' the King would leave his

' present queen and return to the obedience of the

' Church.' 1

The disorder from which Catherine was suffering

had been mentioned by Cromwell to Chapuys. The

Ambassador asked to be allowed to visit her. Crom-

well said that he might send a servant at once to

Kimbolton, to ascertain her condition, and that he

would ask the King's permission for himself to follow.

The alarming S3anptoms passed off for the moment

;

she rallied from the attack, and on the 13th of

December she was able to wiite to Ortiz, to tell him of

1 TliB Bishop of Faeuza to M. 1 (hxr, Forrifin nnd Domestic, vol.

Ambrogio, Doc. 13, 1535.

—

Cairn-
| ix. y. ^zG.
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the comfort and encouragement which she had received

from his letters, and from tlie near prospect of the

Pope's action. In that alone lay the remedy for tlie

sufferings of herself and her daughter and 'all the

'good.' The Devil, she said, was but half tied, and

slackness would let him loose. She could not and

dared not speak more clearly ; Ortiz was a wise man,

and would understand.^

On the same day she wrote her last letter to the

Emperor. The handwriting, once bold and powerful,

had grown feeble and tremulous, and the imperfectly

legible lines convey only that she expected something

to be done at the approaching parliament which would

be a world's scandal and her own and her daughter's

destruction.^

Finding herself a little better, she desired Chapuys

to speak to Cromwell about change of air for her, and

to ask for a supply of money to pay the servants' wages.

Money was a gratuitous difficulty : she had refused to

take anything which was addressed to her as princess

dowager, and the allowance was in arrears. She had

some confidence in Cromwell, and Charles, too, believed,

in spite of Chapuys's stories, that Cromwell meant well

to Catherine, and wished to help her. He wrote

himself to Cromwell to say that his loyal service would

not be forffotten.^

^ Queen Catherine to Dr. Ortiz,

Dec. 13, 1535.

—

Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. ix. p. 325.

^ Queen Catherine to Charles

v., Dec. 13, 1535.

—

MS. Vienna.

' The Emperor to Thomas
Cromwell, Dec. 13, 1535.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. ix. p. 588.
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Chapuys heard no more from Kimbolton for a fort-

night, and was hoping that the attack had gone off

like those which had preceded it ; on the 29th, how-

ever, there came a letter to him from the Spanish

physician, saying that she was again very ill, and

wished to see him. Chapuys went to Cromwell

immediately. Cromwell assured him that no objection

would be raised, but that, before he set out, the King

desired to speak with him. He hurried to Greenwich,

where the Court was staying, and found Henry more

than usually gracious, but apparently absorbed in

politics. He walked up and down the room with his

arm around the Ambassador's neck, complained tliat

Charles had not written to him, and that he did not

know what to look for at his hands. The French, he

said, were making advances to him, and had become so

pressing, since the death of the Duke of Milan, that

he would be forced to listen to them, unless he could

be satisfied of the Emperor's intentions. He was not

to be deluded into a position where he would lose the

friendshijJ of both of them. Francis was burning for

war. For himself he meant honourably, and would be

perfectly open with Chapuys : he was an Englishman,

he did not say one thing when he meant another.

Why had not the Emperor let him know distinctly

whether he would treat with him or not ?

Chapuys hinted a fear that he had been play-

ing with the Emperor only to extort better terms

from France. A war for Milan there might possibly

be, but tlie Emperor after his African successes was
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stronger than he had ever been, and had nothing to

fear.

All that might be very well, Henry said, but if he

was to throw his sword into the scale the case might

be different. Hitherto, however, he had rejected the

French overtures, and did not mean to join France in

an Italian campaign if the Emperor did not force him.

As to the threats against himself, English commerce

would of course suffer severely if the trade was stopped

with the Low Countries, but he could make shift

elsewhere ; he did not conceal his suspicions that the

Emperor meant him ill, or his opinion that he had

been treated unfairly in the past.^

Chapuys enquired what he wished the Emperor to

do. To abstain, the King replied, from encouraging the

Princess and her mother in rebellion, and to require the

revocation of the sentence which had been given on the

divorce. The Emperor could not do that, Chapuys re-

joined, even if he wished to do it. The King said he

knew the Pope had called on the Emperor to execute

the sentence ; he did not believe, however, that Madame,

as he called Catherine, had long to live, and, when she

was gone, the Emperor would have no further excuse

for interfering in English affairs. Chapuys replied that

^ ' Et qne vostre Ma'* luy avoit

' use de la plus grande ingratitude

' que Ton s§auroit dire, solicitant

' a I'appetit d'une femme tant de

* choses contra hiy, que luy avoit

' faict innumerables niaux et fas-

' cileries, et de telle importance,

'que vostre Ma'° par menasses et

' force avoit faict donner la sentence

' centre luy, coninie le mcsme Pape
' I'avoit confesse. ' Chapuys a

I'Enipereur, Dec. 30, 1535.—J/ ,S'.

Vienna; Sjtanish Calendar, vol.

V. p. 595-
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the Queen's death would make no difference. The

sentence had been a necessity. The King ended the

conversation by telling him that he might go to see her,

if he liked ; but she was in extremis, and he would

hardly find her alive. At the Princess's request,

Chapuys asked if she also might go to her mother. At

first Henry refused, but said, after a moment, he would

think about it, and added, as Chapuys afterwards recol-

lected, a few words of kindness to Catherine herself

Unfeelino- and brutal, the world exclaims. More

feeling may have been shown, perhaps, than Chapuys

cared to note. But kings whose thrones are menaced

with invasion and rebellion have not much leisure for

personal emotions. Affection for Catherine Henry had

none, however, and a pretence of it would have been

affectation. She had harassed him for seven years

;

she had urged the Pope to take his crown from him

;

she had done her worst to stir his subjects into

insurrection, and bring a Spanish fleet and army into

English waters and upon English soil. Respect her

courage he did, but love for her, if in such a marriage

love had ever existed, must have long disappeared, and

he did not make a show of a regret which it was

impossible for him to feel. He perhaps considered

that he had done more than enough in resisting the

advice of his Council to take stronger measures.

After despatching the letter describing the interview

at Greenwich, the Ambassador started with his suite for

Kimbolton, and Avith a gentleman of Cromwell's house-

hold in attendance. Immediately on liis arrival Cathe-
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rine sent for him to her bedside, and desired that this

gentleman should be present also, to hear what passed

between them. She thanked Chapuys for coming.

She said, if God was to take her, it would be a consola-

tion to her to die in his arms and not like a wild animal.

She said she had been taken seriously ill at the end of

November with pain in the stomach and nausea ; a

second and worse attack of the same kind had followed

on Christmas Day ; she could eat nothing, and believed

that she was sinking. Chapuys encouraged her—ex-

pressed his hopes for her recovery—said that he was

commissioned to tell her that she misfht choose a resi-

dence for herself at any one of the I'oyal manors, that

the King would give her money, and was sorry to hear

of her illness. He himself entreated her to keep up

her spirits, as on her recovery and life the peace of

Christendom depended. The visit excited her, she was

soon exhausted, and they then left her to rest. After

an interval she sent for the Ambassador again, and

talked for two hours with him alone. She had

brightened up ; the next morning she was better ; he

remained four days at Kimbolton, which were spent

in private convei'sation. She was the same Catherine

that she had always been—courageous, resolute, and

inflexible to the end. She spoke incessantly of the

Emperor, and of her own and her daughter's situation.

She struck perpetually on the old note : the dehay of

the 'remedy' which was causing infinite evil, and

destroying the souls and bodies of all honest and

worthy people.
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Chapuys explained to her liow the Emperor had

been circumstanced, and how impossible it had been for

him to do more than had been done. He comforted

her, however, with dilating on the Pope's indignation

at the execution of Fisher, and his determination to act

in earnest at last. He told her how Francis, who had

been the chief difficulty, was now becoming alienated

from the King, and satisfied her that the delay had not

been caused by forgetfulness of herself and the Princess.

With these happier prospects held out to her she re-

covered her spirits and appeared to be recovering her

health. At the end of the four days she was sleeping

soundly, enjoying her food, laughing and exchanging

Castilian jokes with a Spaniard whom Chapuys had

brought with him. She was so much better, so happy,

and so contented, that the Ambassador ceased to be

alarmed about her. He thought it would be imprudent

to abuse the King's permission by remaining longer

unnecessarily. The physician made no objection to his

going, and jDromised to let him know if there was again

a change for the worse ; but this person evidently no

longer believed that there was any immediate danger,

for his last words to Chapuys were to ask him to

arrange for her removal from Kimbolton to some better

air. Catherine, when the Ambassador took leave,

charged him to write to the Emperor, to Granvelle, and

to Secretary Covos, and entreat them, for God's sake,

to make an end one way or the other, for the un-

certainty was ruining the realm and would be her own

and her daucrhter's destruction.

II
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This was on the niglit of Tuesday, the 4th of

January. Chapuys was to leave the next morning.

Before departing he ascertained that she had again slept

well, and he rode off without disturbing her. Through

the Wednesday and Thursday she continued to improve,

and on the Thursday afternoon she was cheerful, sate

up, asked for a comb, and dressed her hair. That mid-

night, however, she became suddenly restless, begged

for the Sacrament, and became impatient for morning

when it could be administered. Her confessor. Father

Ateca (who had come with her from Spain, held the see

of Llandatf, and had been left undisturbed through all

the changes of the late years), offered to anticipate the

canonical hour, but she would not allow him. At

dawn on Friday she communicated, prayed God to

pardon the King for the wrongs which had been in-

flicted upon her, and received Extreme Unction ; she

gave a few directions for the disposition of her personal

property, and then waited for the end. At two o'clock

in the afternoon she passed peacefully away (Friday,

Jan. 7, 1536).

A strange circumstance followed. The body was

to be embalmed. There were in the house three persons

who, according to Chapuys, had often performed such

operations, neither of them, however, being surgeons

by profession. These men, eight hours after the death,

opened the stomach in the usual way, but without the

presence either of the confessor or the physician.

Chapuys says that these persons were acting by the
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King's command/ but there is nothing to indicate that

the confessor and physician might not have been

present at the operation had they thought it necessary.

Chapuys had previously asked the physician if the

Queen could liave been poisoned. The physician said

that he feared so, as she had not been well since she

had taken some Welsh ale ; if there had been poison,

however, it must have been very subtle, as ho had

observed no symptom which indicated it ; when the

body was opened they would know.^ The physician

had thus looked forward to an exaniination, and had he

really entertained suspicions he would certainly have

made an effort to attend. If he was prohibited, or if

the operation had been hurried through without his

knowledge, it is not conceivable that, after he had left

England and returned to his own country, he would not

have made known a charge so serious to the world.

This he never did. It is equally remarkable that on

removing: from Kimbolton he was allowed to attend

upon the Princess Mary—a thing impossible to under-

stand if he had any mystery of the kind to communi-

cate to her, or if the Government had any fear of what

he might say. When the operation was over, however,

^ Chapuys to Charles V., Jan.

21, 1536.

—

MS. Vienna ; SjiKinish

Calendar, vol. v. part 2, p. 1 8.

2 ' Je demanday par plusieurs

' foisaii medecin s'il y avoit quelque

'soub9on de venin. II me diet

'qu'il s'en doubtoit, car depuys
' qu'elle avoit beu d'une cervise de

' Galles elle n'avoit fait bieii ; et

'qu'il failloit que ne fust poison

' teruiine et artificieux, car il ne
' veoit les signes de simiale et pur

'venin.' Chapuys a I'Empereur,

Jan. 9, 1536.

—

MS. Vienna;

Calemiar, Foreign and Domestic,

vol. X. p. 22.
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one of the men went to the Father Ateca and told him

in confession, as if in fear of his hfe, tliat the body and

intestines were natural and healthy, but that the heart

was black. They had washed it, lie said ; they had

divided it, but it remained black and was black

throughout. On this evidence the physician concluded

that the Queen, beyond doubt, had died of poison.^

A reader who has not predetermined to believe the

worst of Henry YIII. will probably conclude differently.

The world did not believe Catherine to have been

murdered, for among the many slanders which the em-

bittered Catholics then and afterwards heaped upon

Henry, they did not charge him with this. Chapuys,

however, believed, or affected to believe, that by some

one or other murdered she had been. It was a terrible

business, he wrote. The Princess would die of grief,

or else the Concubine would kill her. Even if the

Queen and Princess had taken the Emperor's advice and

submitted, the Concubine, he thought, under colour of

the reconciliation which would have followed, would

have made away with them the more fearlessly, because

there would then be less suspicion. He had not been

afj-aid of the King. The danger was from the Concu-

bine, who had sworn to take their lives and would

never have rested till it was done. The King and his

Mistress, however, had taken a shorter road. They

were afraid of the issue of the brief of execution.

With Catherine dead the process at Rome would drop,

^ Chapuys to Charles V. , Jan. I Vienna ; S'panish Calendar, vol.

9, and Jan. 21, 1536.—ilf,S'.
I v. jmrt 2, pp. 2— 10.
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the chief party to the suit being gone. Further action

would have to be taken by the Pope on his own account,

and no longer upon hers, and the Pope would probably

hesitate ; while, as soon as the mother was out of the

way, there would be less difficulty in working upon the

daughter, whom, being a subject, they would be able to

constrain.^

It was true that the threatened Papal brief, being a

part and consequence of the original suit, would have

to be dropped or recalled. Henry could not be punished

for not taking back his wife when the wife was dead.

To that extent her end was convenient, and thus a

motive may be suggested for making away with her.

It was convenient also, as was frankly avowed, in re-

moving the j)rincipal obstacle to the reconciliation of

Henry and the Emperor ; but, surely, on the condition

that the death was natural. Had Charles allowed

Chapuys to persuade him that his aunt had been

murdered, reconciliation would have been made im-

possible for ever, and Henry would have received the

just reward of an abominable crime. Chapuys's object

from the beginning had been to drive the Emperor

into war with England, and if motive may be con-

jectured for the murder of Catherine, motive also can

be found for Chapuys's accusations, which no other

evidence, direct or indirect, exists to support.

If there had been foul play there would have been

an affectation of sorrow. There was none at all. When

1 Chapu^'s to Charles V., Jan. 21, 1536.

—

MS. Vienna; Calendar,

Foreign and Domestic, vol. x. ji. 47.
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the news arrived, Anne Boleyn and her friends showed

unmixed pleasure. The King (Chapuys is again the

only witness, and he was reporting from hearsay)

thanked God there was now no fear of war ; when the

French knew that there was no longer any quarrel

between him and the Emperor, he could do as he

pleased with them. Chapuys says these were his first

words on receiving the tidings that Catherine was gone

—words not unnatural if the death was innocent, but

scarcely credible if she had been removed by assassin-

ation.

The effect was of general relief at the passing away

of a great danger. It was thought that the Pope would

now drop the proceedings against the King, and Crom-

well said that perhaps before long they would have a

Legate among them. Even Chapuys, on consideration,

reflected that he might have spoken too confidently

about the manner of Catherine's end. Her death, he

imagined, had been brought about partly by poison

and partly by despondency. Had he reflected further,

he might have asked himself how poison could have

been administered at all, as the Queen took nothing

which had not been prepared by her own servants, who

would all have died for her.

Undoubtedly, however, the King breathed more

freely when she was gone. There was no longer a

woman who claimed to be his wife, and whose presence

in the kingdom was a reflection on the legitimacy of his

second daughter. On the Sunday following, the small

Elizabeth was carried to church witli special ceremony.
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In the evening there was a dance in the b.all of the

palace, and the King appeared in the middle of it with

the child in his arms. All allowance must be made for

the bitterness with which Chapuys described the scene.

He was fresh from Catherine's bedside. He had wit-

nessed her sufferings ; he had Hstened to the story of

her Avrongs from her own lips. He had talked hope-

fully Avith her of the future, and had encouraged her to

expect a grand and immediate redress ; and now she

was dead, worn out with sorrow, if with nothing worse,

an object at least to make the dullest heart pity her,

while of pity there was no sign. What was to be done ?

He himself had no doubt at all. The enemy was off his

guard, and now was the moment to strike.

Anne Boleyn sent a message to Mary that she was

ready, on her submission, to be her friend and a second

mother to her. Mary replied that she would obey her

father in everything, saving her honour and conscience,

but that it was useless to ask her to abjure the Pope.

She was told that the King himself would use his

authority and command her to submit. She consulted

Chapuys on the answer which she was to give should

such a command be sent. He advised her to be resolute

but cautious. She must ask to be left in peace to pray

for her mother's soul ; she must say that she was a

poor orphan, without experience or knowledge ; the

King must allow her time to consider. He himself

despatched a courier to the Regent of the Netherhxnds

with plans for her escape out of England. The Pope,

he said, must issue his Bull without a day's delay, and
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in it, for the sake of Catherine's honour, it must be

stated that she died queen. Instant preparations must

be made for the execution of the sentence. Meanwhile

he recommended the Emj)eror to send some great

person to remonstrate against the Princess's treatment

and to speak out boldly and severely. The late Queen,

he wrote, used to say that the King and his advisers

were like sheep to those who appeared like wolves, and

lions to those who were afraid of them. Mildness at

such a moment would be the ruin of Christendom.

If the Emperor hesitated longer, those who showed no

sorrow at the mother's death would take courage to

make an end with the daughter. There would be

no need of poison. Grief and hard usage would be

enough,^

The King with some hesitation had consented to

Chapuys's request that Catherine's physician should be

allowed to attend the Princess. The presence of this

man would necessarily be a protection, and either

Anne's influence was less supreme than the Ambassador

had feared, or her sinister designs were a malicious in-

vention. It is unlikely, however, that warnings so

persistently repeated and so long continued should have

been wholly without foundation, and, if the inner secrets

of the Court could be laid open, it might be found that

the Princess had been the subject of many an altercation

between Anne and the King. Even Chapuys always

acknowledged that it was from her, and not from Henrv,

•• Chapuy-s to Charles V., Jan. 21 and Jan. 29.

—

Sixtnish Calendar,

vol. V. i)art 2, pp. 10—26.
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that the danger Avas to be feared. He had spoken

warmly of Mary, had shown affection for her when her

tehaviour threatened his own safety. He admired the

force of character which she was showing, and had

silenced peremptorily the Ministers who recommended

severity. But if he was her father, he was also King

of England. If he was to go through with his policy

towards the Church, the undisguised antagonism of a

child whom three-quarters of his subjects looked on as

his lecfitimate successor was embarrassinsc and even

perilous. Had Anne Boleyn produced the prince so

much talked of, all would then have been easy. He

would not then be preferring a younger daughter to an

elder. Both would yield to a brother with whom all

England would be satisfied, and Mary would cease to

have claims which the Emperor would feel bound to

advocate. The whole nation was longing for a prince
;

but the male heir, for whicli the King had plunged into

such a sea of troubles, was still withheld. He had

interpreted the deaths of the sons whom Catlierine had

borne him into a judgment of Heaven upon his first

marriage ; the same disappointment might appear to a

superstitious fancy to be equall}^ a condemnation of the

second. Anne Boleyn's conduct during the last two

years had not recommended her either to the country

or perhaps to her husband. Setting aside the graver

charges afterwards brought against her, it is evident

that she had thrown herself fiercely into the political

struo-o-les of the time. To the Catholic she was a

didblessc, a tigress, the author of all the mischief which

i
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was befalling them and the realm. By the prudent

and the moderate she was almost equally disliked ; the

nation generally, and even Reformers like Cromwell

and Cranmer, were Imperialist ; Anne Boleyn was

passionately French. Personally she had made herself

disliked by her haughty and arrogant manners. She

had been received as Queen after her marriage was

announced with coldness, if not with hostility. Had

she been gracious and modest, she might have partially

overcome the prejudice against her. But she had been

carried away by the vanity of her elevation ; she had

insulted the great English nobles ; she had spoken to

the Duke of Norfolk 'as if he was a dog;' she had

threatened to take off Cromwell's head. Such manners

and such language could not have made Henry's diffi-

culties less, or been pleasing to a sovereign whose

authority depended on the goodwill of his people. He
had fallen in love witli an unworthy woman, as men will

do, even the wisest; yet in his first affection he had not

been blind to her faults, and, even before his marriage,

had been heard to say that, if it was to be done again,

lie would not have committed himself so far. He had

persisted, perhaps, as much from pride, and because he

would not submit to the dictation of the EmiDeror, as

from any real attachment. Qualities that he could

respect she had none. Catherine was gone ; from that

connection he was at last free, even in the eyes of the

Roman Curia ; but whether he was or was not married

lawfully to Anne was a doubtful point in the mind of

many a loyal Englishman ; and to tlic best of his own
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friends, to the Emperor, and to all Europe, Lis separation

from a woman whom the Catholic world called his con-

cubine, and a marriage with some other lady which

would be open to no suspicion and might result in the

much-desired prince, would have been welcomed as a

peace-offering. She had done nothing to reconcile the

nation to her. She had left nothing undone to ex-

asperate it. She was believed, justly or unjustly, to

have endeavoured to destroy the Princess Mary. She

was credited by remorseful compassion with having

been the cause of her mother's death. The isolation

and danger of England were all laid to her account.

She was again enceinte-. If a prince was born, all faults

would be forgotten ; but she had miscarried once since

the birth of Elizabeth, and a second misfortune might

be dangerous- She had failed in her attempts to con-

ciliate Mary, who, but for an accident, would have made

good her escape out of England. When the prepara-

tions were almost complete, the Princess had been

again removed to another house, from which it was

found impossible to carry her away. But Chapuys

mentions that, glad as Anne appeared at the Queen's

death, she was less at ease than she pretended. Lord

and Lady Exeter had brought him a Court rumour of

words said to have been uttered by the King, ' that he

' had been drawn into the maiTiage by witchcraft ; God
' had shown his displeasure by denying him male

' children by her, and therefore he might take another

' wife.'

Lord and Lady Exeter were no trustworthy authori-

I

I

J

i
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ties—on tliis occasion even Chapuys did not believe

them^—but stories of the kind were in the wind. It

was notorious that everything was not well between

the Kincr and Ladv Anne. A curious licrht is thrown

on the state of Anne's mind by a letter which she

wrote to her aunt, Mrs. Sheiton, after Mary's rejection

of her advances. Mrs. Sheiton left it lying open on

a table. Mary found it, copied it, and replaced it,

and the transcript, in Mary's handwriting, is now at

Vienna.

' Mrs. Shelton,—My pleasure is that you seek to

' go no further to move the Lady Mary towards the

' Kind's grace, other than as he himself directed in his

' own words to her. What I have done myself has been

' more for charity than because the King or I care what

' course she takes, or whether she will change or not

' change her purpose. When I shall have a son, as

' soon I look to have, I know what then will come to

* her. Remembering the word of God, that we should

' do good to our enemies, I have wished to give her

' notice before the time, because by my daily experience

' I know the wisdom of the King to be such that he

* will not value her repentance or the cessation of her

' madness and unnatural obstinacy Avhen she has no

' longer power to choose. She would acknowledge her

' errors and evil conscience by the law of God and the

' King if blind affection had not so sealed her eyes that

' she will not see but what she pleases.

' Mrs. Sheiton, I beseech you, trouble not yourself
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' to turn her from any of her wilful ways, for to me she

' can do neither good nor ill. Do your own duty to-

' wards her, following the King's commandment, as I

' am assured that you do and will do, and you shall find

' me your good lady, whatever comes.

' Your good Mistress,

' Anne R,'

%
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CHAPTER XXI.

Funeral of Catherine—Miscarriage of Anne—The Princess Mary
and the Act of Suprenaacy—Her continued desire to escape—

-

Effect of Catherine's death on Spanish policy—Desire of the

Euiperor to recover the English alliance—Chapuys and

Cromwell—Conditions of the treaty—Efforts of the Emperor
to rticover Henry to the Church—Matrimonial schemes

—

Likelihood of a separation of the King from Anne—Jane

Seymour—Anne's conduct—The Imperial treaty—Easter at

Greenwich—Debate in Council—The French alliance or the

Imperial—The alternative advantages—Letter of the King to

his Ambassador in Spain.

CATHERINE was buried with some state in Peter-

borough Cathedral on the 29th of January. In

the ceremonial she was described as the widow of Prince

Arthur, not as the Queen of England, and the Spanish

Ambassador, tlierefore, declined to be present. On
the same day Anne Boleyn again miscarried, and

this time of a male infant. She laid the blame of

her misfortune on tlie Duke of Norfolk. The King

had been thrown from his horse ; Norfollc, she said,

had alarmed her by telling her of the accident too

suddenly. This Chapuys maliciously said that the King

knew to be untrue, having been informed she had heard
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the news with much composure. The disappointment

worked upon his mind ; he said he saw plainly God

would give him no male children by that woman ; he

went once to her bedside, spoke a few cold words, and

left her with an intimation that he would speak to lier

again when she was recovered. Some concluded that

there was a defect in her constitution ; others whispered

tliat she had been irritated at attentions which the King

had been paying to Jane Seymour, who in earlier days

had been a lady-in-waiting to Catherine. Anne herself,

according to a not very credible story of Chapuys's, was

little disturbed; her ladies were lamenting; she con-

soled them by saying that it was all for the best ; the

child that had been lost had been conceived in the

Queen's lifetime, and the legitimacy of it might have

been doubtful; no uncertainty would attach to the next.^

It is not likely that Anne felt uncertain on such a point,

or would have avowed it if she had. She might have

reasons of her own for her hopes of another chance.

Henry seemed to have no hope at all ; he sent Chapuys

a message through Cromwell that Mary's situation was

now changed ; her train should be increased, and her

treatment improved—subject, however, of course, to her

submission.

Mary had made uj) her mind, under Chajauys's

^ ' L'on m'a diet que la Concu-

'bine consoloit ses demoiselles qui

' pleuroient,lenr disant que c'estoit

' pour le mieulx, car elle en seroit

' tant i^lus tost enceinte, et que le

' fils qu'elle porterait ne seroit dubi-

' eulx coinme fust esteicellui,estant

'conceu du vivant de la Royne.'

Chapuys to Granvelle, Feb. 25,

1536.

—

M8. Vienna ; Calendar,

Foreign and .Domestic, vol. x. p.
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advice, that if a prince was born, she would acknowledge

the Act of Supremacy and the Act of Succession with a

secret protest, as the Emperor had recommended b.er.

She had no intention, however, of parting witli her

pretensions, and alienating her friends, as long as there

was no brother whose claims she could not dispute.

Chapuys had imagined, and Mary had believed, that the

Emperor would have resented the alleged poisoning of

Catherine ; that, instead of her death removing the

danger of war, as Henry supposed, war had now become

more certain than ever. With this impression, the

Princess still kept her mind fixed on escaping out of

the country, and continued to press Chapuys to take

her away. She had infinite courage ; a Flemish ship

was hovering about the mouth of the Thames ready to

come up, on receiving notice, within two or three miles

of Gravesend. The house to which slie had been

removed was forty miles from the place where she

would have to embark; it was inconvenient for the

intended enterprise, and was, perhaps, guarded, though

she did not know it. She thought, however, that, if

Chapuys would send her something to drug her women

with, she could ma.ke her way into the garden, and the

gate could be broken open. ' She was so eager,' Chapuys

said, ' that, if he had told her to cross the Channel in a

'sieve, she would venture it
;

' the distance from Graves-

end was the difficulty : the Flemish shipmaster was

afraid to go higher up the river : a forty miles' ride

would require relays of horses, and the country through

which she had to pass was thickly inhabited. Means,
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however, might be found to take her down in a boat, and

if she was once out of England, and under the Emperor's

protection, Chapuys was convinced that the King would

no longer kick against the pricks.

Mary herself was less satisfied on this point. Happy

as she would be to find herself out of personal danger,

she feared her father might still persist in his heresies,

and bring more souls to perdition ;

' she would, there-

' fore, prefer infinitely,' she said, ' the general and total

' remedy so necessary for God's service.' She wished

Chapuys to send another messenger to the Emperor, to

stir him up to activity. But Chapuys, desperate of

rousing Charles by mere entreaties, encouraged her

flight out of the country as the surest means of bringing

Henry to a reckoning. The difficulty would not be

very great; the King had shown an inclination to be

more gentle with her ; Mrs. Shelton had orders to

admit her mother's physician to her at any time that he

pleased ; and others of the household at Kimbolton were

to be transferred to her service ; these relaxations would

make the enterprise much easier, and Chapuys was

disposed to let it be tried. The Emperor's consent,

however, was of course a preliminary condition, and

his latest instructions had been unfavourable. The

Ambassador, therefore, referred the matter once more to

Charles's judgment, adding only, wdth a view to his own

safety, that, should the escape be carried out, his own

share in it would immediately be suspected ; and the

King, who had no fear of any one in the world, would

undoubtedly kill liim. He could bo of no use in
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the execution of the plot, and woukl, therefore, make

an excuse to cross to Flanders before the attempt was

made.^

Chapuys's precipitancy hud been disappointed before,

and was to be disappointed again ; he had worked hard

to persuade Charles that Catherine had been murdered
;

Charles, by the manner in which he received the intelli-

gence, showed that his Minister's representations had

not convinced him. In sending word to the Empress

that the Queen was dead, the Emperor said that accounts

differed as to her last illness : some saying that it was

caused by an affection of the stomach, which had lasted

for some days; others that she had drunk something

suspected to have contained poison. He did not him-

self say that he believed her to have been poisoned, nor

did he wish it to be repeated as coming from him. The

Princess, he heard, was inconsolable; he ho23ed God

would have pity on her. He had gone into mourning,

and had ordered the Spanish Court to do the same.^

In Spain there was an obvious consciousness tliat

nothing had been done of which notice could be taken.

Had there been a belief that a Spanish princess had

been made away with in England, as the consummation

of a protracted persecution, so proud a people would in-

disputably have demanded satisfaction. The effect was

exactly the opposite. Articles had been drawn by the

Spanish Council for a treaty with France as a settlement

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Feb. I

- Charles V. to the Empress,

17, 1536.—Calendar, Foreign and Feb. i, 1536.

—

S2Mnish Calendar,

Doviestic, vol. x. p. 116. |
vol. v. part 2, p. 33.
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of tlie dispute about Milan. One of the conditions was

the stipulation to which Cromwell had referred in a

conversation with Chapuys, that France was to undertake

the execution of the Papal sentence and the reduction of

England to the Church. The Queen being dead, the

Emperor's Council recommended that this article should

now be withdrawn, and the recovery of the King be left

to negotiation.^ Instead of seeing in Catherine's death

an occasion for violence, they found in it a fresh motive

for a peaceful arrangement.

It was assumed that if the Princess escaped, and if

Henry did not then submit, war would be the immediate

consequence. The Emperor, always disinclined towards

the ' remedy ' which his Ambassador had so long urged

upon him, acted as Cromwell expected. The adven-

turous flight to Gravesend had to be abandoned, and he

decided that Mary must remain quiet. In protecting

Catherine while alive he had so far behaved like a

srentleman and a man of honour. He was her nearest

relation, and it was impossible for him to allow her to

be pushed aside without an effort to prevent it. But as

a statesman be had felt throughout that a wrong to his

relation, or even a wrong to the Holy See, in the

degra<]ed condition of the Papacy, was no sufficient

cause for adding to the confusions of Christendom. He

had rather aj^proved than condemned the internal

reforms in the Church of England ; and, after taking time

to reflect and perhaps inquire more particularly into the

1 Report of the Privy Council of Spain, Feb. 26, 1536.

—

Simiiish

Calendar, vol. v. part 3, p. 60.

1
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circumstances of Catherine's end, he behaved precisely

as he would have done if he was satisfied that her death

was natural : he gave Chapuys to understand, in a letter

from Naples,^ that, if a fresh opening presented itself, he

must take up again the abandoned treaty ; and the secret

interviews recommenced between the Ambassador and

the English Chief Secretary.

These instructions must have arrived a week after

the plans had been completed for Mary's escape, and

Chapuys had to swallow his disappointment and obey

with such heart as he could command. The first ap-

proaches were wary on both sides. Cromwell said that

he had no commission to treat directly, and that, as the

previous negotiations had been allowed to drop, the first

overtures must now come from the Emperor ; the Queen

being gone, however, the ground of difference was re-

moved, and the restoration of the old alliance was of

high importance to Christendom ; the King and the

Emperor united could dictate peace to the world ; France

was on the eve of invading Italy, and had invited the

King to make a simultaneous attack upon Flanders ; a

party in the Council wished him to consent ; the King,

however, preferred the friendship of the Emperor, and,

Catherine being no longer alive, there was nothing to

keep them asunder.

Chapuys, who never liked the proposal of a treaty

at all, listened coldly ; he said he had heard language

of that kind before, and wished for something more

^ Calendar, Forcvjn and Domestic, vol. x. p. 224.
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jDrecise ; Cromwell replied that he had been speaking

merely his own opinion; he had no authority and

therefore could not enter into details ; if there was to

be a reconciliation, he repeated that the Emperor must

make the advances.

The Emperor, Chapuys rejoined, would probably

make four conditions : the King must be reconciled to

the Church as well as to himself ; the Princess must be

restored to her rank and be declared legitimate ; the

King must assist in the war with the Turks, and the

league must be offensive as well as defensive.

Cromwell's answer was more encouraging than

Chapuys perhaps desired. The fourth article, he said,

would be accepted at once, and on the third the King

would do what he could ; no great objection would be

made to the second ; the door was open. Reconciliation

with Rome would be difficult, but even that was

not impossible. If the Emperor would write under

his own hand to the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk,

and to the Duke of Richmond, who in miud and

body singularly resembled his f;xther, much might be

done.

A confidential Minister would not have ventured so

fiir without knowing Henry's private views, and such

large concessions were a measure of the decline of Anne

Boleyn's influence. As regarded the Princess Mary,

Chapuys had found that there was a real disposition to

be more kind to her, for the King had sent her a

crucifix which had belonged to her mother, containing

a piece of the true cross, which Catherine had desired
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that she should have,^ and had otherwise shown signs

of a father's affection.

The Emperor himself now appears upon the scene,

and the eagerness which he displayed for a reconciliation

showed how little he had really seen to blame in

Henry's conduct. So long as Catherine lived he was

bound in honour to insist on her acknowledgment as

queen ; but she was gone, and he was willing to say no

more about her. He saw that the intellect and energy

of England were running upon the German lines.

Chapuys, and perhaps other correspondents more trust-

worthy, had assured him that, if things went on as they

were goingf, the hold of the Catholic Church on the

English people would soon be lost. The King himself,

if he wished it, might not be able to check the torrent,

and the opinion of his vassals and his own imperious

disposition might carry him to the extreme lengths of

Luther. The Emperor was eager to rescue Henry

before it was too late from the influences under which

his quarrel with the Pope had plunged him. Ho

praised Chapuys's dexterity ; he was pleased with what

Cromwell had said, and proceeded himself to take up

the points of the proposals.

' The withdrawal of the King from the Church of

'Home,' he said, 'was a matter of great importance.

' His pride might stand in the way of his turning back :

' he might be ashamed of showing a want of resolution

* before the world and before his subjects, and he was

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Feb. 25, 1536.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. x. pp. 131 et seq.
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'obstinate in his own opinions.' Charles, therefore,

directed Chapuys to lay before him such considerations

as were likely to affect his judgment, the peril to his

soul, the division and confusion sure to arise in his

realm, and the evident danger should the Pope go on to

the execution of the sentence and call in the assistance

of the princes of Christendom. Under the most favour-

able aspect, both he and his supporters would be held

in continual anxiety ; and, though he might be able to

maintain what he had beu'un as lona^ as he himself

lived, he could not do it without great diftlculty, and

would inevitably leave an inheritance of calamity to

those who came after him. Chapuys was to advise

him, therefore, to take timely measures for the security

of the realm, and either refer his differences with the

Pope to a General Council, or trust to Charles himself

to negotiate for him with the Holy See, which he

might assure himself that Charles would do on honour-

able and favourable terms. The chief objections likely

to be raised by Henry would be the Pope's sentence in

the divorce case, the interests of his country in the

annates question, and other claims upon the realm

which the Poj)e pretended. The first could be disposed

of in the arrangement to be made for the Princess
;

the annates could be moderated, and a limit fixed

for the Pope's other demands ; as to the supreme

authority over the Church of England, Chapuys might

persuade the King that the relative positions of the

Crown and the Holy !^ee might be determined to

his own honour and the profit and welfare of the

i
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realin.^ The Emperor, indeed, was obliged to add he

could give no pledge to the prejudice of the Church

without the Pope's consent, but Chapviys might promise

that he would use his utmost exertions to bring about a

reasonable composition, Charles evidently did not intend

to allow the pretensions of the Papacy to stand in the

way of the settlement of Europe. If the Ambassador

saw that a reconciliation with Rome was hopeless, sooner

than lose the treaty the Emperor was ready to consent

to leave that point out in order to carry the others,

provided the King did not require him directly to

countenance what he had done. As to the Princess,

care would have to be taken not to compromise the

honour of the late Queen or the legitimacy and rights

of her daughter. If her father would not consent to

recognise formally her claim on the succession, that too

might be left in suspense till the King's death ; and

Charles was willing to undertake that, as long as Henry

lived, no action was to be taken against him, and none

permitted to be taken on the part of any one, not even

of the Pope, to punish him for his treatment of Catherine

—not though her end had been hastened, as some

suspected, by sinister means. A marriage could be

arranged for Mary between the King and the Emperor

;

and, should the King himself decide to abandon the

Concubine and marry again in a fit and convenient

mimner, Chapuys was to offer no opposition, and the

^ ' Et aussy quant a rauctorite

' de I'Eglise Anglicane Ton pourroit

•persuader au Roy que la chose

' s'appoincteroit a son lionucur,

'liroutit, et Lien du royaiilme.'
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Emperor said that he would not object to help him in

conformity with the treaty. ^

It was obvious to every one that, if Henry separated

from Anne, an immediate marriage with some other

person would follow. Charles was already weighing

the possibility, and when the event occurred it will be

seen that he lost not a moment in endeavouring to

secure Henry's hand for another of his own relations.

Princes and statesmen are not scrupulous in arranging

their political alliances, but, considering all that had

happened and all that was about to happen, the readi-

ness of Charles V. to bestow a second kinswoman on

the husband of Queen Catherine may be taken to prove

that his opinion of Henry's character was less unfavour-

able than that which is generally given by historians.

Cromwell had been premature in allowing a pro-

spect of the restoration of the PajDal authority in

England. Charles, in his eagerness to smooth matters,

had suggested that a way might be found to leave the

King the reality of the supremacy, while the form was

left to the Pope. But no such arrangement was really

possible, and Henry had gone on with his legislative

measures against the Church as if no treaty was under

consideration. Parliament had met again, and had

passed an Act for the suppression of the smaller

1 That is, as part of it. Charles

V. to Chapuys, March 28, 1536.

—

MS. Vienna ; Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. x. pp. 224 et

secj^. ; Spanish Calendar, vol. v.

part 2, pp. 71 et seq. There are

some ditferences in the translations

in the two Calendars. "When I

refer to the MS. at Vienna, I use

copies made there by myself.
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monasteries. That the Emperor should be suing to

him for an alliance while he was excommunicated by

the Pope, and was deliberately pursuing a policy which

was exasperating his own clergy, was peculiarly agreeable

to Henry, and he enjoyed the triumph which it gave

him ; a still greater triumph would be another marriage

into the Imperial family ; and a wish that he should

form some connection, the legality of which could not

be disputed, was widely entertained and freely uttered

among his own subjects. Chapuys, before Charles's

letter could have reached him, had been active in

encouraging the idea. He had spoken to Mary about

it, and Mary had been so delighted at the prospect of

her father's separation from Anne, that she said she

would rejoice at it, though it cost her the succession.^

That the King was likely to part with Anne was the

general talk of London. Chapuys called on Cromwell,

alluded to the rumour which had reached him, and

intimated how much mischief would be avoided if the

King could make up his mind to take another wife,

against whom no objection could be brought. Cromwell

said that he had never himself been in favour of the

marriage with Anne, but, seeing the King bent on it,

he had assisted him to the best of his power; he

believed, however, that, the thing having been done,

the King would abide by it ; he might pay attentions

to other ladies, but they meant nothing,

Cromwell's manner seemed peculiar, and Chapuys

1 Chapuys to Charles V., April i, 1536.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. x. p. 243.
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obsevvecl Inm more closely. The Secretary was leaning

against a window, turning away liis face as if to conceal

a smile. There had been a report that some French

princess was being thought of, and perhaps Chapuys

made some allusion to it ; for Cromw^ell said that

Chapuys might assure himself that, if the King did

take another wife, he would not look for her in France.

The smile miglit have had a meaning which

Chapuys could not suspect. The Secretary was by this

time acquainted with circumstances in Anne's conduct

which might throw another aspect on the situation,

but the moment had not come to reveal them. It is

likely enough that the King had been harassed and

uncertain. The air was thick with stories claiming to

be authentic. Lady Exeter had told Chapuys that the

King had sent a purse and a letter to Jane Seymour,

of whom Anne had been jealous. Jane Seymour had

returned the letter unopened and the money along

with it, and had prayed the bearer to say to the King

that he must keep his presents till she made some

honourable marriage.

Lady Exeter and her friends made their own

comments. Anne's enemies, it was said, were encour-

aging the intimacy with Jane, and had told the lady to

impress upon the King that the nation detested his

connection with Anne and that no one believed it

lawful ; as if it were likely that a woman in the position

in which Jane Seymour was supposed to stand could

have spoken to him on such a subject, or Avould have

recommended herself to Henry if she did. At the

I

I
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same time it is possible and even probable that Henry,

observing her quiet, modest, and upright character, may

have contrasted her with the lady to whom he had

bound himself, may have wished that he could change

one for the other, and may even have thought of doing

it ; but that, as Cromwell said, he had felt that he

must make no more changes, and must abide by the

destiny which he had imposed on himself.^

For, in fact, it was not open to Henry to raise the

question of the lawfulness of his marriage with Anne,

or to avail himself of it if raised by others. He had

committed himself far too deeply, and the Parliament

had been committed along with him, to the measures

by which the marriage was legadised. Yet Anne's

ascendency was visibly drawing to an end, and clouds

of a darker character were gathering over her head.

In the early days of her married life outrageous libels

had been freely circulated, both against her and against

the King. Henry had been called a devil. The Duke

of Norfolk had spoken of his niece as a grande putaine.

To check these effusive utterances the severest penalties

had been threatened by proclamation against all who

dared to defame the Queen's character, and no one had

ventured to whisper a word against her. But her

conduct had been watched ; light words, light actions

had been observed and carefully noted. Her over-

bearing manner had left her without a friend save her

own immediate connections and personal allies. ' Men's

^ Chapuys to Charles V., April i, 1536.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domeciic, vol. x. p. 242.
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' mouths had been shut when they knew what ought

'not to have been concealed.'^ A long catahjgue of

misdeeds had been registered, with dates and particulars,

treasured up for use by the ladies of the household, as

soon as it should become safe to speak ; and if her

conduct had been really as abandoned as it was after-

wards alleged to have been, the growing alienation of

the King may be easily understood. It was impossible

for any woman to have worn a mask so long and never

to have given her husband occasion for dissatisfaction.

Incidents must have occurred in the details of daily life,

if not to rouse his suspicions, yet to have let him see

that the woman for whom he had fought so fierce a

battle had never been worth what she had cost him.

Anne Boleyn's fortunes, however, like Catherine's,

were but an episode in the affairs of England and of

Christendom, and the treaty with the Emperor was

earnestly proceeded with as if nothing were the matter.

The great concerns of nations are of more consequence

to contemporary statesmen than the tragedies or

comedies of royal households. Events rush on ; the

public interests which are all-absorbing while they last

are superseded or forgotten ; the personal interests

remain, and the modern reader thinks that incidents

which most affect himself must have been equally

absorbing to every one at the time when they occurred.

The mistake is natural, but it is a mistake notwith-

standing. The great question of the hour was the

1 Calendar, Furcicjn and Domestic, June 2, 1536, vol. x. pp. 428

et seq.

I
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alternative alliance with the Empire or with France,

and the result to be expected from the separation of

England from Rome.

The Emperor wrote, as Cromwell had suggested, to

the three Dukes. Chapuys paid Cromwell a visit at his

country-house in the middle of April, to discuss again

the four conditions. Cromwell had laid them before

the King, and had to report his answer. The recon-

ciliation with Rome was declared impossible. Henry

said that the injuries to England by the Pope's sen-

tence had been too great, and the statutes too recent

to be repealed. The Pope himself was now making

overtures, and was disposed to gratify the King as

much as possible. Something, therefore, might be

done in the future, but for the present the question

could not be entertained. Cromwell offered to show

the Ambassador the Pope's letters, if he wished to see

them. Chapuys observed sarcastically that, after all

that had passed, the King ought to be highly gratified

at finding his friendship solicited by the Pope and the

Emperor, the two parties whom he had most offended.

It might be hoped that, having enjoyed his triumph, the

King would now recollect that something was due to

the peace of Christendom. Cromwell did not attempt

a repartee, and let the observation pass. He said, how-

ever, that he lioped much from time. On the other

points, all consideration would be shown for the

Princess, but the King could not consent to make her

the subject of an article in the treaty ; no difficulty

would be made about assistance in the Turkish war ; as
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to France, the Council were unanimous in recommend-

ing tlie Imperial alliance, and had represented their

views to the King. The King was pausing over his

resolution, severely blaming the course which Francis

was pursuing, but less willing to break with France than

Cromwell had himself expected. Francis, Cromwell

said, had stood by the King as a friend in the worst of

his difficulties, and the King did not like to quarrel

with him ; he, however, intended to speak to Chapuys

himself.

The Court was keeping Easter at Greenwich, and

thither the Ambassador repaired. Easter Sunday fall-

ing on the i6th of April, the Chapter of the Garter was

to be held there, and the assembly was large and splen-

did. Anne Boleyn was present in state as Queen, with

her brother Lord Rochford, the demeanour of both

of them undisturbed by signs of approaching storm.

When Chapuys presented himself, Rochford paid him

pai'ticular attention. The Ambassador had been long

absent from the Court circle. Cromwell told him that

the King would be pleased if he would now pay his

respects to Anne, which he h.ad never hitherto done,

adding that, if he objected, it would not be insisted on,

Chapuys excused himself. For various reasons, he

said, he thought it not desirable. Cromwell said that

his answer would be taken in good part, and hoped that

the rest of their business would run smoothly,

Henry himself passed by as Cromwell was speaking

to Chapuys. He bowed, took off his cap, and motioned

to the Ambassador to replace his own. He then
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inquired after bis health, asked how the Emperor was,

how things were going in Italy—in short, was particu-

larly courteous.

Service followed in the chapel. E-ochford conducted

Chapuys thither, and, as his sister was to be present

and an encounter could not be avoided, people were

curious to see how she and the Ambassador Avould

behave to each other. Anne was ' affable ' enough, and

curtseyed low as she swept past.

After mass the King and several members of the

Council dined in Anne's apartments. As it was pre-

sumed that Chapuys would not desire to form one of

the party, he was entertained by the household. Anne

asked why he had not been invited. The King said

there was reason for it.

Dinner over, Henry led Chapuys into his private

cabinet, Cromwell following with the Chancellor

Audeley. No one else was present at the beginning

of the conference. The King drew the Ambassador

apart into a window, when Chapu3's again produced at

length his four points. The King listened patiently

as Chapuys expatiated on the action of the French,

remarking only that Milan and Burgundy belonged to

France and not to the Emperor. The observation

showed Chapuys that things were not yet as he could

have wished. He inquired whether, if the treaty were

made, England would be prepared to assist the Emperor

should France attack the Duke of Gueldres. Henry

answered that he would do his part better than others

had done their parts with liim ; he then called up
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Cromwell and Audeley, and made Chaj)uys repeat what

lie had said. This done, Chapuys withdrew to another

part of the room, and fell into conversation with Sir

Edward Seymour, who had since entered. He left

Henry talking earnestly with the two Ministers, and

between him and them Chapuys observed that there

was a strong difference of opinion. The King's voice

rose high. Cromwell, after a time, left him, and, say-

ing that he was thirsty, seated himself on a chest out of

the King's sight and asked for water. The King then

rejoined the Ambassador, and told him that his com-

munications were of such importance that he must

have them in writing. Chapuys objected that this

was unusual. He had no order to write anything, and

dared not go beyond his instructions. Henry was civil,

but i^ersisted, saying that he could give no definite

answer till he had the Emperor's offer in black and

white before him. Generally, however, he said that his

quarrel with Rome did not concern the Emperor. If

he wished to treat with the Pope, he could do it with-

out the Emperor's interposition ; the Princess was

his daughter, and would be used according to her

deserts ; a subvention for the Turkish war might be

thought of when the alliance with Charles was renewed.

Finally he said that he would not refuse his friendship

to those who sought it in becoming terms, but he was

not a child, to he whi2)2^ed jirst and then caressed and

invited hack again and. called sweet names. He drummed

with his finger on his knee as he spoke. He insisted

that he had been injured and expected an acknowledg-
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ment that he had been injured. The overtures, he

repeated, must come from the Emperor. The Emperor

must write him a letter requesting him to forget and

forgive the past, and no more should then be said about

it ; but such a letter he must and would have. Chapuys

restrained his temper. He said it was unreasonable to

expect the Emperor to humiliate himself. Henry only

grew more excited, called Charles ungrateful, declared

that but for himself he would never have been on the

Imperial throne, or even have recovered his authority

in Spain when the commons had revolted ; and, in

return, the Emperor had stirred up Pope Clement to

deprive him of his kingdom.

Chapuys said it was not the Emperor's doing. The

Pope had done it himself, at the solicitation of other

parties.

So the conference ended, and not satisfactorily.

Henry was not a child to be whipped and caressed.

Charles wanted him now, because he was threatened by

France ; and he, of his own judgment, preferred the

Imperial alliance, like the rest of his countrymen; but

Charles had coerced the Pope into refusing a concession

which the Pope had admitted to be just, and the King

knew better than his Council that the way to secure

the Emperor's friendship was not to appear too eager

for it.

The sharpness with which the King had spoken

disappointed and even surprised Cromwell, who, when

the audience was over, could hardly speak for vexation.

His impression apparently was that the French faction
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had still too much influence with the Kins', and the

French faction was the faction of Anne. He recovered

his spirits when Chapuys informed him of the conces-

sions which the Emperor was prepared to make, and

said that he still hoped for ' a good result.'

The next morning, Wednesday, 19th of April, the

Privy Council met again in full number. They sate for

three hours. The future of England, the future of

Europe, appeared to them at that moment to be hang-

ing on the King's resolution. They went in a body to

him and represented on their knees that they believed

the Imperial alliance essential to the safety of the

country, and they implored him not to reject a hand

so unexpectedly held out to him on a mere point of

lionour. Henry, doubtless, felt as they did. Since

liis quarrel with Charles he had hardly known a quiet

hour; he had been threatened with war, ruin of trade,

interdict, and internal rebellion. On a return to the

old friendship the sullen clergy, the angry Peers, Avould

be compelled into submission, for the friend on whorii

they most depended would have deserted them ; the

traders would no longer be in alarm for their ventures

;

the Pope and his menaces Avould become a laughing-

stock, and in the divorce controversy the right would

be tacitly allowed to have been with the King, since it

was to be passed over without being mentioned. Im-

mense advantages. But tlie imperious pride of Henry

insisted on the form as well as the substance—on

extorting- a definite confession iu words as well as a

practical acknowledgment. All the troubles which had

I
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fallen on him—the quarrel with the Papacy, the

obstinate resistance of Catherine and Mary, the threats

of invasion and insurrection—he looked upon as

Charles's work. It was true that the otiered friendship

was important to England, but England's friendship

was important to the Emperor, and the Emperor must

ask for it. He told the kneeling Councillors that he

would sooner lose his crown than admit, even by impli-

cation, that he had given Charles cause to complain of

him. He was willing to take the Emperor's hand, but

he would not seek or sue for it. The Emperor himself

must write to him.

Cromwell, in describing what had passed to Chapuys,

said that he Avas sorry that things had gone no better,

but that he was not discouraged. The King had

directed him to thank ChajDuys for his exertions, and,

for himself, he trusted that the Ambassador would per-

severe. If the Emperor would send even a letter of

credit, the King would be satisfied. In all his private

conversations, although he had taken the responsibility

on himself, he had acted under the King's instructions.

The Ambassador asked him, if this was so, what could

have caused the change. He answered that kinirs had

humours and peculiarities of their own, unknown to

ordinary mortals. In spite of what had passed, the

King was writing at that moment to Francis, to require

him to desist from his enterprise against Italy.

Chapiiys replied that he would endeavour to obtain

the letter from the Emperor which the King demanded.

He wrote to Charles, giving a full and perhaps accurate
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account of all that had passed ; but he ended with

advice of his own which showed how well Henry-

had understood Chapuys's own character, and the

slippery ground on which he was standing. Chapuys

had disliked the treaty with England from the be-

ginning. He told his master that Henry's real purpose

was to make him force out of the Pope a revocation of

the sentence on the divorce. He recommended the

Emperor once more to leave Henry to reap the fruit of

his obstinacy, to come to terms with France, and allow

the Pope to issue the Bull of Deposition—with a proviso

that neither he nor Francis would regard any child as

legitimate whom the King might have, either by the

Concubine or by any other woman whom he might

marry during the Concubine's life, unless by a dispen-

sation from the Pope, which was not likely to be asked

for. He did not venture to hope that the Emperor

would agree, but such a course, he said, would bring

the King to his senses, and force would be unnecessary.^

To Granvelle the Ambassador wrote more briefly to

the same purpose. ' God knew,' he said, ' how he had

* worked to bring the Kinoj to a right road : but he had

' found him unspeakably obstinate. The King seemed

' determined to compel the Emperor to acknowledge

' that Clement's sentence had been given under pressure

' from himself. Cromwell had behaved like an honest

' man, and had taken to his bed for sorrow. Cromwell

^ Chapuys to Charles V.,

April 21, 1536.

—
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'knew how necessary the Emperor's friendship was to

' the King, but God or the Devil was preventing it.'
^

Henry gave his own version of the story to the

EngUsh Ministers at Charles's court,

' The Emperor's Ambassador,' he said, ' has been

* with us at Greenwich with offers to renew the alliance,

' the conditions being that we would allow the Emperor

' to reconcile us with the Pope, that we will declare our

' daughter Mary legitimate and give her a place in the

' succession, that we will help him against the Turks,

' and declare war against France should France invade

' Milan.

' Our answer was that the breach of amity came

' first from the Emperor himself. We gave him the

* Imperial crown when it lay with us to dispose of.

' We lent him money in his difficulties, &c. In return

' he has shown us nothincr but inoratitude, stirring the

' Bishop of Rome to do us injury. If he will by express

' writing desire us to forget his unkind doings, or Avill

'declare that what we consider unkindness has been

' wrongly imputed to him, we will gladly embrace his

' overtures ; but as we have sustained the wrong we
' will not be suitors for reconciliation. As to the

' Bishop of Rome, we have not proceeded on such slight

' grounds as we would revoke or alter any part of

' our doings, having laid our foundation on the Law of

' God, nature, and honesty, and established our work

' thereupon with the consent of the Estates of the

April 21.

—

Calendar, Fc/rcign and Domestic.
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* Realm in open and liigli court of Parliament. A
' proposal has been made to ns by the Bishop liimself

' which we have not yet embraced, nor would it be

' expedient that a reconciliation should be compassed

'by any other means. We should not think the

' Emperor earnestly desired a reconciliation with us, if

'he desired us to alter anything for the satisfaction of

' the Bishop of Rome, our enem3^

' As to our daughter Mary, if she will submit to the

' laws we will acknowledge and use her as our daughter
;

' but we will not be directed or pressed therein. It is

' as meet for us to order things here without search for

' foreign advice as for the Emperor to determine his

' affairs without our counsel. About the Turks we can

* come to no certain resolution ; but if a reconciliation

' of the affairs of Christendom ensue, we will not fail to

* do our duty. Before we can treat of aid against the

'French King the amity with the Emperor must first

' be renewed.' ^

1 Henry VIII. to Pate, April 25, 1536. Abridged.

—

Calendar,

Foreign and Domestic, vol. x. p. 306.
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CHAPTER XXII.

Easter at Greenwich—French and Imperial factions at the English

court—Influence of Anne Boleyn—Eeports of Anne's conduct

submitted to the King—Flying rumours—Secret Commission

of Inquiry—Arrests of various persons—Sir Henry Norris

and the King—Anne before the Privy Council—Sent to the

Tower—Her behaviour and admissions—Evidence taken before

the Commission—Trials of Norris, Weston, Brereton, and

Smeton—Letter of Weston—Trial of Anne and her brother

—

Executions—Speech of Eochford on the scaffold—Anne sen-

tenced to die—Makes a confession to Cranmer—Declared to

have not been the King's lawful wife—Nature of the confession

not known—Execution.

AT the moment when the King was bearing himself

so proudly at the most important crisis of his

reign, orthodox historians require us to believe that he

was secretly contriving to rid himself of Anne Boleyn

by a foul and false accusation, that he might proceed

immediately to a new marriage with another lady.

Men who are meditating enormous crimes have usually

neither leisure nor attention for public business. It is

as certain as anytliing in history can be certain that to

startle Europe with a domestic scandal while mighty

issues were at stake on which the fate of England

depended was the last subject with which England's
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King was likely to have been occupied. He was

assuming an attitude of haughty independence, where

he would need all his strength and all the confidence

of his subjects. To conspire at such a moment against

the honour and life of a miserable and innocent woman

would have occurred to no one who was not a maniac.

Rumour had been busy spreading stories that he was

weary of Anne and meant to part with her ; but a few

days previously he had dissolved the Parliament which

for seven years had been described as the complacent

instrument of his will. He could not be equally assured

of the temper of another, hastily elected, in the uneasy

condition of the public mind ; and, without a Parlia-

ment, he could take no action which would affect the

succession. However discontented he might be with

his present Queen, the dissolution of Parliament is a

conclusive proof that at the time of Chapuys's visit to

Greenwich he was not contemplating a matrimonial

convulsion. Probably, in spite of all the stories set

flowing into Chapuys's long ears by the ladies of the

household, he had resolved to bear his fortune, bad as

it was, and was absolutely ignorant of the revelation

which was about to break upon him. Husbands are

proverbially the last to know of their wives' infidelities

;

and the danger of bringing charges which could not be

substantiated against a woman in Anne's position would

necessarily keep every lip shut till the evidence could

be safely brought forward. Cromwell appears to have

been in possession of important information for many

weeks. The exposure, however, might still have been
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delayed but for the unfavourable answer of the King to

the Emperor's advances, which had so much distressed

the advocates of a renewal of the amity. France was

now going to war, and making large offers for the

English alliance. Henry, though his affection for Anne

had cooled, still resented the ti-eatment which he had

received from Charles, and had a fair opportunity of

revenging himself. The wisest of his Ministers were

against continental adventures, and wished him earnestly

to accept the return of a friendship the loss of which

had cost the country so dear. But the French faction at

the Court, Anne and her relations, and the hot-tempered

young men who surrounded him, were still able to

work upon his wounded pride. Could they plunge the

country into war at the side of Francis, they would

recover their ascendency. Any day might see some

fatal step taken which could not be recovered. Both

Anne and Rochford were bold, able, and unscrupu-

lous, and Cromwell, with a secret in his hand which

would destroy them, saw that the time was come to

use it.

That it was not accident which connected the out-

burst of the storm on Anne's head with the political

negotiations is certain from Cromwell's own words.

He told Chapuys that it was the disappointment which

he felt at the King's reply to him on the Wednesday

after Easter that had led him to apply the match to

the train.-'

^ ' Et que k luy avoit este I ' et paracliever les affaires de la

* donuee I'auctorite de descouvriv
|

' dicto Concubine, en quoy il avoit
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A casual incident came to his assistance. A Privy

Councillor, whose name is not mentioned, having

remarked sharply on the light behaviour of a sister who

was attached to the Court, the young lady admitted her

offence, but said it was nothing in comparison with the

conduct of the Queen. She bade her brother examine

Mark Smeton, a groom of the chamber and a favourite

musician.^ The Privy Councillor related what he had

heard to two friends of the King, of whom Cromwell

must have been one. The case was so serious that they

agreed that the King must be informed. They told

him. He started, changed colour, thanked them, and

directed an inquiry to be held in strict secrecy. The

ladies of the bedchamber were cross-questioned. Lady

Worcester ^ was ' the first accuser.' ' Nan Cobham '

' eii une merveilleiise peine ; et que
' siu- le desplesii" et courroux qu'il

'avoit eu sur la response que le

' Roy son maistre m'avoit donnee
' le tiers jour de Pasques il se mit
' a, fantasier et conspirer le diet

' affaire,' &c. Cliapuys to Charles

v., June 6, 1536.

—

MS. Vienna ;

Spanish Caleiidar, vol. v. part 2,

p. 137. From the word 'con-

spii'er ' it has been inferred that

the accusation of Anne and her

accomplices was a conspiracy of

Cromwell's, got up in haste for

an immediate political purpose.

Cromwell must have been mar-

vellously rapid, since within four

days he was able to produce a

case to lay before a Special Com-
mission composed of the highest

persons in the realm assisted by

the Judges, involving the Queen

and a still powerful faction at the

Court. AVe are to believe, too,

that he had the inconceivable

folly to acknowledge it to Chapuys,

the most dangerous person to

whom such a secret could be

communicated. Cromwell was

not an idiot, and it is impossible

that in so short a time such an

accumulation of evidence could

have been invented and prepared

so skilfully as to deceive the

Judges.

1 Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, June 2, vol. X. p. 428.

^ Daughter of Sir Anthony

Brown, Master of the Horse.
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and a maid gave other evidence ; but ' Lady Worcester

' was the first ground.' ^

Nothing was allowed to transpire to disturb the

festivities at Greenwich. On St. George's Day, April

23, the Queen and her brother received an intimation

that they were in less favour than usual. The Chapter

of the Garter was held. An order was vacant; Anne

asked that it should be given to Lord Rochford, and

the request was refused ; it was conferred on her cousin,

Sir Nicholas Carew, to her great vexation. In this,

however, there was nothing to alarm her. Tlie next

day, the 24th, a secret committee was appointed to

receive depositions, consisting of the Chancellor, the

Judges, Cromwell, and other members of Council ; and

by this time whispers were abroad that something was

wrong, for Chapuys, writing on the 29th of April, said

that ' it would not be Carew's fault if Anne was not out

'of the saddle before long, as he had heard that he was

'daily conspiring against her and trying to persuade

' Mistress Seymour and her friends to work her ruin.

'Four days ago \i.e,. on April 25] Carew and other

' gentlemen sent word to the Princess to take courage,

* as the King was tired of the Concubine and would not

' endure her long.' ^ Geoffrey Pole, Reginald's brother,

a loose-tongued gentleman, told Chapuys that the

Bishop of London (Stokesley) had been lately asked

whether the King could dismiss the Concubine ; the

* John Hu-see to Lady Lisle,

May 24, 1536.

—

Calciular, Foreign

and JJonicsLic, vol. x. p. 397.

Chapuys to Charles V., April

-Spanish Caloiular, p. 105.
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Bisliop had declined to give an opinion till the King

asked for it, and even then would not speak till he knew

the King's intention. The Bishop, Chapuys said, was

one of the promoters of the first divorce, and was now

penitent, the Concubine and all her family being

accursed Lutherans.^

Such stories were but surmise and legend. I insert

them to omit nothing which may be construed into an

indication of conspiracy. The Commission meanwhile

was collecting facts which grew more serious every day.

On Thursday, the 27th, Sir William Brereton, a

gentleman of the King's Privy Chamber, was privately

sent to the Tower, and on the 30th was followed thither

by the musician Smeton. The next morning, the ist

of May, high festival was held at Greenwich. A tour-

nament formed a part of the ceremony, with the Court

in attendance. Anne sat in a gallery as Queen of the

day, while her knights broke lances for her, caring

nothing for flying scandal, and not suspecting the abyss

which was opening under her feet. Sir Henry Norris

and Lord Rochford were in the lists as defender and

challenger, when suddenly the King rose ; the j^-'^geant

was broken up in confusion ; Henry mounted his horse

and, followed by a small train, rode off for London,

taking Norris with him. Sir Henry Norris was one of

Henry's most intimate personal friends. He was his

equerry, and often slept in his room or in an adjoining

closet. The inquiries of the Commission had not yet

imjilicated him as a principal, but it had appeared that

' Chapuys to Cliarlcs V., April 29.

—

Bpanvih Calendar. ]>. 105.
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circiiuistances were known to him which he ought to

have revealed. The King promised to forgive him if

he would tell the truth, but the truth was more than

he could dare to reveal. On the following day he, too,

was sent to the Tower, having been first examined

before the Commissioners, to whom—perhaps misled

by some similar hope of pardon held out to him by Sir

William Fifczwilliam—he confessed more than it v/as

possible to pardon, and then withdrew what he had

acknowledged,^ So far, Smeton only had confessed to

' any actual thing,' and it was thought the King's

honour would be touched if the guilt of the rest was

not proved more clearly.

Anne had been left at Greenwich. On the next

morning she was brought before the Council there,

her uncle, the Duke of Norfolk, presiding. She was

informed that she was charged with adultery with

various persons. Her answers, such as they were, tlie

Duke set aside as irrelevant. She complained after-

wards that she had been ' cruelly handled ' by the

Council It was difficult not to be what she would

consider cruel. She, too, was conducted up the river to

the Tower, where she found that to Smeton and Brere-

ton and Norris another gentleman of the household. Sir

Francis Weston, had now been added. A small incident

is mentioned wdiich preserves a lost practice of the

age. ' On the evening of the day on which the Concu-

' bine was sent to the Tower, the Duke of Eichmond
' went to his father to ask his blessing, according to the

1 History of England, vol. ii. p. 363.
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' Ensilish custom. The Kingr said, in tears, that he, and

' his sister the Princess, ought to thank God for having

' escaped the hands of that woman, who had planned to

' poison them.' ^

Chapuys made haste to inform the Emperor of the

welcome catastrophe. The Emperor, he said, would

I'ecoUect the expressions which he had reported as used

by Cromwell regarding the possible separation of the

King and the Concubine. Both he and the Princess

had been ever since anxious that such a separation

should be brought about. What they had desired had

come to pass better than any one could have hoped, to

the great disgrace of the Concubine, who, by the judg-

ment of God, had been brought in full daylight from

Greenwich to the Tower, in charge of the Duke of

Norfolk and two chamberlains. Report said it was for

continued adultery with a spinet-player belonging to

her household. The player had been committed to the

Tower also, and, after him, Sir H. Norris, the most

familiar and private companion of the King, for not

having revealed the matter.^

Fresh news poured in as Chapuys was writing.

Before closing his despatch he was able to add that Sir

Francis Weston and Lord Rochford were arrested also.

The startling story flew from lip to lip, gathering volume

as it went. Swift couriers carried it to Paris. Viscount

i

1 Chapuys to Charles V., May

19, 1536.—Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. part 2, p. 125.

- Chapuys to Charh.'s V., May

2, 1536.—MSS. I'icnna ; Cal-

endar, Foreign and Domestic, vol.

X. ji. 330 ; Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. part 2, pi. 107.
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Hannaert, the Imperial Ambassador there/ wrote to

Granvelle that Anne had been surprised in bed with the

King's organist.^ In the course of the investigation,

witnesses liad come forward to say that nine years

previously a marriage had been made and consummated

between Anne and Percy Earl of Northumberland.

Percy, however, swore, and received the sacrament upon

it, before the Duke of Norfolk and the Archbishops of

Canterbury and York, that no contract or promise of

marriage of any kind had passed between them.^ Anne's

attendants ia the Tower had been ordered to note what

she might say. She denied that she was guilty, some-

times with hysterical passion, sometimes with a flighty

levity ; but not, so far as her words are recorded, with

the clearness of conscious innocence. She admitted

that with Norris. Weston, and Smeton she had spoken

foolishly of their love for herself, and of what might

happen were the King to die. Smeton, on his second

examination, confessed that he had on three several

occasions committed adultery with the Queen. Norris

repudiated his admissions to Sir William Fitzwilliam

—

what they were is unknown—and offered to maintain

his own innocence and the Queen's with sword and

^ lu transcribing the jMS.

twenty years ago at Vienna I mis-

took the name for Howard, which

it much resembled in the hand-

writing of the time. I am re-

minded correctly that there ' was

no Viscount Howard in the Eng-

lish Peerage.

* ' Le Viscontc Hannaert a

' escript an Si^ de Granvelle que au
' mesme instant il avoit entendu de
' bon lieu que la concubine du diet

'Roy avoit este surprise couchee
' avec I'organiste du diet Roy.

'

^ The Earl of Northumberland

to Cromwell, May 13, 1536.—

•

Calendar, Foreign and Domestic,

vol. X. p. 356.
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lance. Weston and Brereton persisted in absolute

denial.

Meanwhile the Commission continued to take

evidence. A more imposing list of men than those

who composed it could not have been collected in

England. The members of it were the Lord Chan-

celloi', the Duke of Norlolk, the Duke of Suffolk, Lord

Wiltshire, Anne's and Rochford's father, the Earls of

Oxford, Westmoreland, and Sussex, Lord Sand3's,

Thomas Cromwell, Sir William Fitzwilliam, the Lord

High Admiral, Sir William Paulet, Lord Treasurer,

and nine judges of the courts at Westminster. Before

these persons the witnesses were examined and their

depositions written down. ' The confessions,' Cromwell

wrote afterwards to Gardiner, ' were so abominable that

' a great part of them were not given in evidence, but

' were clearly kept secret.' ^

The alleged offences had been committed m two

counties. The Grand Juries of Kent and Middlesex

returned true bills on the case presented to them. On

the 7th of May writs were sent out for a new Parlia-

ment, to be chosen and to meet immediately. The

jDarticular charges had been submitted to the Grand

Juries with time, place, and circumstance. The details

have been related by me elsewhere.^ In general the

indictment was that for a period of more than two years,

from within a few weeks after the birth of Elizabeth to

^ Cromwell to Gardiner, July

5, 1536.

—

Calaidar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. xi. p. 17.

^ History of England, vol. i:

3S0.

I
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the November immediately preceding, tlie Queen had

repeatedly committed acts of adultery with Sir Henry

Norris, Sir William Brereton, Sir Francis Weston, Mark

Smeton, and her brother Lord Rochford, In every case

the instigation and soliciting were alleged to have been

on the Queen's side. The particulars were set out cir-

cumstantially, the time at which the solicitations were

made, how long an interval elapsed between the solicita-

tion and the act, and when and where the several acts

were committed. Finally it was said that the Queen

had promised to marry some one of these traitors when-

ever the King should depart this life, affirming that she

would never love the King in her heart.

Of all these details evidence of some kind must have

been produced before the Commission, and it was to

this that Cromwell referred in his letter to Gardiner.

The accused gentlemen were all of them in situations

of trust and confidence at the Court, with easy access

to the Queen's person, and, if their guilt was real, the

familiarity to which they were admitted through their

offices was a special aggravation of their offences.

In a Court so jealous, and so divided, many eyes

were on the watch and many tongues were busy. None
knew who might be implicated, or how far the Queen's

guilt had extended. Suspicion fell on her cousin, Sir

Francis Bryan, who was sharply examined by Cromwell.

Suspicion fell also on Anne's old lover, Sir Thomas

Wyatt, Surrey's friend, to whom a letter survives,

written on the occasion by his father, Sir Henry. The
old man told his son he was sorry that he was too ill
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to tlo his duty to his King in that dangerous time when

the King had suffered by false traitors. He prayed God

long to give him grace, to be with him and about him

that had found out the matter, and the false traitors to

be punished to the example of others.^

Cranmer liad been much attached to Anne. The

Catholic party being so bitter against her, she had

made herself the patroness of the Protestant preachers,

and had protected them against persecution. The Arch-

bishop had regarded her as an instrument of Providence,

and when the news reached him of the arrest and the

occasion of it he was thunderstruck. He wrote an

anxious and beautiful letter to the King, expressing a

warm belief and hope that the Queen would be able to

clear herself. Before he could send it he was invited

to meet the Council in the Star Chamber. On his

return he added a postscript that he was very sorry

such faults could be proved by the Queen as he heard

of their relation.^

On Friday the 12th of May the four commoners

Avere brought up for trial. The Court sat in West-

minster Hall, Lord Wiltshire being on the bench with

the rest. Their guilt, if proved, of course involved the

guilt of his daughter. The prisoners were brought to

the bar and the indictment was read. Smeton pleaded

guilty of adultery, but not guilty of the inferential

charge of compassing the death of the King. The

1 Sir Henry Wyatt to Thomas

Wyatt, May 7, 1536.

—

Calendar,

345. ' Him ' refers to Cromwell.

^ History of Ungland, vol. ii.

Foreign and Domestic, vol. x. p. i pp. 367— 371
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other three helil to their deniah Weston was married.

His mother and his young wife appeared in court,

' oppressed with grief,' to petition for liim, offering

* rents and goods ' for his deliverance ;
^ but it could

not avail. The jury found against them all, and they

were sentenced to die. Two letters to Lord and Lady

Lisle from a friend in London convoy something of the

popular feeling.

' John Husee to Lady Lisle.

May 13.

' Madam, I think verily if all the books and chronicles

' were totally revolved and to the uttermost persecuted

'and tried, which against women hath been penned,

' contrived, and written since Adam and Eve, those

' same were, I think, verily nothing in comparison of

' that which hath been done and committed by Anne
' the Queen, which though I presume be not all things

' as it is now rumoured, yet that which hath been by
' her confessed, and other offenders with her, by her

' own alluring, procurement, and instigation, is so

' abominable and detestable, that I am ashamed that

' any good woman should give ear thereunto. I pray

' God give her grace to repent while she now liveth.

' I think not the contrary but she and all they shall

' suffer.' 2

' To Lord Lisle.

Same date.

' Here are so many tales I cannot tell what to write.

' Some say young Weston shall scape, and some that

* Calcmlar. Foreign awl Domestic, veil. x. ]>. 430. - Ihid. ]>. 357.
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' none shall die but the Queen and her brother; others,

' that Wyatt and Mr. Page are as like to suffer as the

' rest. If any escape, it will be young Weston, for whom
' importunate suit is made.'

Great interest was felt in Sir F. Weston. The ap-

pearance of his wife and mother in court had created

general compassion for him. He was young, rich,

accomplished. He was well known in Paris, had been

much liked there. M. d'Intevelle, who had been his

friend, hurried over to save him, and the Bishop of

Tarbes, the resident Ambassador, earnestly interceded.

Money, if money could be of use, was ready to be

lavished. But, like Norris, Weston had been distin-

guished by Henry with peculiar favour; and if he had

betrayed the confidence that was placed in him he had

nothing to plead which would entitle him to special

mercy. A letter has been preserved, written by Weston

to his family after his sentence, inclosing an inventory

of his debts, which he desired might be paid. If any

one can believe, after reading it, that the writer was

about to die for a crime of which he knew that he was

innocent, I shall not attempt to reason with such a

person.

' Father, mother, and wife,

' I shall humbly desire you, for the salvation of my
' soul, to discharge me of this bill, and forgive me all

' the offences that I have done unto you, and in especial

' to my wife, which I desire for the love of God to

' forgive me and to pray for me ; for I believe prayer
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< will do me good. God's blessing have my children and

' mine.

' By me, a great offender to God.' ^

On Sunday the 14th a report of the proceedings up

to that moment was sent by Cromwell to Sir John

Wallop and Gardiner at Paris. The story, he said,

was now notorious to every one, but he must inform

them further how the truth had been discovered and

how the King had proceeded. The Queen's incontinent

living was so rank and commoii that the ladies of the

Privy Chamber could not conceal it. It came to the

ears of some of the Council, who told his Majesty,

though with great fear, as the case enforced. Certain

persons of the household and others who had been about

the Queen's person were examined ; and the matter

appeared so evident that, besides the crime, there brake

out a certain conspiracy of the King's death, which

extended so far that they that had the examination

of it quaked at the danger his Grace was in, and on

their knees gave God laud and praise tliat he had

preserved him so long from it. Certain men were

committed to the Tower, Mark and Norris, and the

Queen's brother. Then she herself was apprehended

;

after her, Sir Francis Weston and Brereton. Norris,

Weston, Brereton, and Mark were already condemned

to death, having been arraigned at Westminster on

the past Friday. The Queen and her brother were to

^ Autograph letter of Sir Francis I dar. Foreign and DomcsfAf, vol. x.

Weston, May 13, 1536.— 6'aZe7i-
; p. 358.

I I
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Dfe arraigned the next day. He wrote no particulars.

The things were so abominable that the Hke was never

heard.^

Anne Boleyn was ah^eady condemned by imphcation.

The guilt of her paramours was her own. She herself

was next brought to the bar, with her brother, to be

tried by the Peers. The court was held at the Tower.

Norfolk presided as High Steward. Lord Wiltshire

was willing to sit, but the tragedy was terrible enough

without further aggravation, and the world was spared

the spectacle of a father taking part in the conviction

of his own children on a charge so hideous. The Earl

of Northumberland did sit, though ill from anxiety and

agitation. Twenty-five other Peers took their places

also.

The account of the proceedings is preserved in out-

line in the official record ; a further detailed description

was furnished by Chapuys to the Emperor, containing

new and curious particulars.

On Monday the 15th of May, Chapuys wrote, the
^

Concubine and her brother were condemned for treason

by the principal nobles of England. The Duke of

Norfolk passed sentence, and Chapuys was told that

the Earl of Wiltshire was ready to assist at the trial,

as he had done at that of the rest. H\iQ, 'putainc and

her brother were not taken to Westminster, as the

others had been, but were brought to the bar at the

Tower. No secret was made of it, however, for over

^ Cromwell to Wallop and I dar, Foreign and Domestic, vol. x.

Gardiuer, May 14, 1536.

—

Calen-
\

jx 359.
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two thousand persons were present. The principal

charge against her was that she had cohabited with her

brother and the other accomplices, that a promise had

passed between her and Norris that she would marry

him after the King's decease—a proof that they had

desired his death ; that she had exchanged medals with

Norris, implying that they were leagued together
;

that she had poisoned the late Queen, and intended

to poison the Princess.^ To most of these charges she

returned an absolute denial ; others she answered

plausibly, but confessed having given money to Weston

and to other gentlemen. She w^as likewise charged,

and the brother also, with having ridiculed the King,

showing in many ways she had no love for him, and

was tired of her life with him. The brother was

accused of having had connection with his sister. No
proof of his guilt was produced, except that of having

been once alone with her for many hours, and other

small follies. He replied so well that many who were

present were betting two to one he would be acquitted.

Another charge against him was that the Concubine

had told his wife that the King was unequal to his

duties.^ This was not read out in court ; it was aiven

^ ' Qu'elle avoit faict empois-

'.soner la feue Royiie et niachyne
' de faire de mesme a la Princesse.'

Chapuys was not present, but was

writing from report, and was not

always trustworthy. No trace is

found of these accu-ations in the

Record, but they may have been

mentioned in the pleadings.

^ ' Que le Roy n'estoit habille

' en cas de copuler avec femme, et

' qu'il n'avoitni vertu ni puissance.

'

Historians, to make their narrative

coherent, assume an intimate ac-

quaintance with the motives for

each man's or woman's actions.

Facts maybe difficult to ascertain,

but motives, which cannot be
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to Rochford in writing, with a direction not to make

it public, but to say merely yes or no. To the great

annoyance of Cromwell and others, who did not wish

suspicions to be created which might prejudice the

King's issue, Rochford read it aloud.

^

He was accused also of having used words implying

a doubt whether Anne's daughter was the King's, to

which he made no answer.

The brother and sister were tried separately and did

not see each other. The Concubine was sentenced to

be burnt alive or beheaded, at the King's pleasure.

When she heard her fate she received it calmly, saying

that she was ready to die, but was sorry that others

ascertained at all unless when ac-

knowledged, they are able to dis-

cern by intuition. They have

satisfied themselves that the

charges against Anne Boleyn were

invented because the King wished

to many Jane Seymour. I pretend

to no intuition myself. I do not

profess to be wise beyond what I

find written. In this instance I

hazard a conjecture—a conjecture

merely—which occurred to me
long ago as an explanation of some

of the disasters of Henry's mar-

riages, and which the words, al-

leged to have been used by Anne

to Lady Eochford, tend, ipro tanto,

to confirm.

Henry was already showing

signs of the disorder which eventu-

ally killed him. Infirmities in his

constitution made it doubtful, both

to others and to himself, whether

healthy children, orany children at

all, would in future be born to him.

It is possible—I do not say more

—that Anne, feeling that her own

precarious position could only be

made secure if she became the

mother of a prince, had turned for

assistance in despair at her dis-

appointments to the gentlemen by

whom she was surrounded. As an

hypothesis, this is less intolerable

than to suppose her another

Messalina. In every instance of

alleged offence the solicitation is

said to have proceeded from her-

self, and to have been only yielded

to after an interval of time.

^ 'An grand despit de Cromwell
' et d'aucungs autres qui ne voul-

'droient en cest endroit s'engen-

' droit suspicion qui ponrroit preju-

' diquer a la lignee que le diet Roy
' pretend avoir. '

—

MSS. Vienna.

i
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who were inuocent and loyal should sutler ou her

account. She begged for a short respite, to dispose her

conscience. The brother said that, since die he must,

he would no longer plead ' not guilty,' but would con-

fess that he deserved death, and requested only that his

debts might be paid out of his property,^

Two days after the trial of the Queen and Rochford,

the five gentlemen suffered on Tower Hill. The Con-

cubine, wrote Chapuys, saw them executed from the

windows of the Tower, to enhance her misery. The

Lord Rochford declared himself innocent of everything

with which he was charged, althoufjh he confessed that

he had deserved death for having contaminated himself

v.'ith the new sects of religion, and for having infected

many others. For this he said that God had justly

punished him. He prayed all the world to keep clear

of heresy, and his words would cause the recovery and

conversion of innumerable souls.^ This is a good instance

of Chapuys's manner, and is a warning against an easy

acceptance of his various stories. It is false that

Rochford declared himself innocent of the adultery. It

is false that he said that he deserved death for heresy.

He said nothing—not a word—about heresy. What he

did say is correctly given in Wriothesley's Chronicle,

which confirms the report sent from London to the

1 CJhapuys to Charles V., May
19, 1536.

—

MSB. Vienna; Spanish

Calenilar, vol. v. part 2, pp. 122

et seq. In one or two instances

ray translation will be found to

differ slightly from that of S

Gayangas.

- Chapuys to Charles V., May
19.

—

S'jjanish Calendar, vol. v.

part 2, p. 128.
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Regent of the Netherlands.-^ The Spanish writer says

that his address was ' muy Men Catolica,' but it will be

seen that he carefully avoided a denial of the crime for

which he suffered.

' Masters allj I am come hitlier not to preach a

* sermon, but to die, as the law hath found me, and to

' the law I submit me, desiring you all, and specially

' my masters of the Court, that you will trust in God
* specially, and not in the vanities of the world ; for if I

' had so done I think I had been alive as ye be now.

' Also I desire you to help to the setting forth of the true

' Word of God ; I have been diligent to read it and set

* it forth truly ; but if I had been as diligent to observe

' it and done and lived thereafter as I was to read it

' and set it forth, I had not come hereto. Wherefore I

' beseech you all to be workers and live thereafter, and

'not to read it and live not thereafter. As for my
'offences, it cannot avail you to hear them that I die

' here for ; but I beseech God that I may be an example

* to you all, and that all you may beware by me, and

' heartily I require you all to pray for me and to forgive

* me if I have offended you, and I forgive you all, and

' God save the King.' -

Of the othei- four, Smeton and Brereton admitted

the justice of their sentence, Brereton adding that, if

he had to die a thousand deaths, he deserved them all.

Norris Avas almost silent. Weston lamented in general

^ History of England, vol. ii.

P- 394-
- JVriothesUy s Chronicle (Cam-

den Society's Publications), vol. i.

V- 39-
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terms the wickedness of his past life. From not one

of the five came the indignant repudiation of a false

accusation which might have been surely looked for

from innocent men, and especially to be looked for

when the Queen's honour was compromised along with

theirs.

A Protestant spectator of the execution, a follower

of Sir H. Norris, and a friend and schoolfellow of

Brereton, said that at first he and all other friends of

the Gospel had been unable to believe that the Queen

had behaved so abominably. ' As he might be saved

' before God, he could not believe it, till he heard them
' speak at their death ; but in a manner all confessed

' but Mr. Norris, who said almost nothing at all.' ^

Dying n^en hesitate to leave the world with a lie on

their lips. It appears to me, therefore, that these five

gentlemen did not deny their guilt, because they knew

that they were guilty. The unfortunate Anne was still

alive : and while there was life there was hope. A
direct confession on their part would have been a con-

fession for her as well as themselves, and they did not

make it ; but, if they were really innocent, that they

should have suffered as they did without an effort to

clear themselves or her is one more inexplicable mystery

in this extraordinary story.

Something even more strange was to follow.

At her trial Anne had been ' unmoved as a stone,

' and had carried herself as if she was receivinsc some

Constantine's Memorial.—Archceologia, vol. xxiii. pp. 63—66,
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< great honour.' She had been allowed a chair, and

had bowed to the Peers as she took her seat. She said

little, ' but her face spoke more than words, and no one

' to look on her would have thought her guilty.' ' She

' protested that she had not misconducted herself.'

When Norfolk delivered sentence her face did not

change. She said merely that she would not dispute

the judgment, but appealed to God.^ Smeton had

repeated his own confession on the scaffold. She turned

pale when she was told of it. ' Did he not acquit me
' of the infamy he has laid on me?' she said. 'Alas, I

fear his soul will suffer for it
!

'
-

But she had asked for time to 23repare her conscience

and for spiritual help ; she called herself a Lutheran,

and on the Tuesday, the day after her trial, Cranmer

went to the Tower to hear her confession. She then

told the Archbishop something which, if true, invalidated

her man-iage with the King ; if she had not been his

wife, her intrigues were not technically treason, and

Cranmer perhaps gave her liope that this confessioa

might save her, for she said afterwards to Sir William

Kingston that she expected to be spared and would

retire into a nunnery.^ The confession, whatever it

might be, was produced on the following day by the

Archbishop sitting judicially at Lambeth,^ and was

tliere considered by three ecclesiastical lawyers, who

1 Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, June 2, vol. X. p. 430.

- Ibid. p. 431.

^ Kingston to Cromwell, May

16, 1536,

—

Calendar, Foreign ami

Domestic, vol. x. p. 371.
* 28 Hen. VIII. cap. 7.
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gave as their opinion that she had never been the

King's lawful wife, and this opinion was confirmed by

the Chancellor, the Duke of Suffolk, the Earl of Oxford,

and a committee of bishops. The confession itself

belonged to the secrets which Cromwell described as

'too abominable to be made known,' and was never

published. The judgment of tlie Archbishop itself was

ratified on the 28th of June by the two Houses of

Convocation. It was laid before Parliament and was

made the basis of a new arrangement of the succession.

But the Statute merely says ' that God, from whom no

' secret things could be hid, had caused to be brought

' to light evident and open knowledge of certain im-

' pediments unknown at the making of the previous

' Act, and since that time confessed by the Lady Anne

'before the Archbisliop of Canterbury, sitting judicially

' for the same, whereby it appeared that the marriage

' was never good nor consonant to the laws.'

Conjecture was, of course, busy over so singular a

mystery. Some said that the Archbishop had declared

Elizabeth to have been N orris's bastard, and not the

daughter of the King. Others revived the story of

Henry's supposed intrigue with Anne's sister, Mary,

and Chapuys added a story which even he did not

affect to believe, agreeable as it must have been to hiia.

* Many think,' he said, ' that the Concubine had become

' so audacious in vice, because most of the new bishops

' had persuaded her that she need not go to confession
;

' and that, according to the new sect, it was lawful to

' seek aid elsewhere, even from her own relations, when
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' her husband was not able to satisfy her.' ^ The

^Vriothesley Chronicle says positively that, on the

17th of May, in the afternoon, at a solemn court

Ivept at Lambeth by the Archbishop of Canterbury

and the doctors of the law, the King was divorced from

his wife, Queen Anne ; and there at the same court

was a privy contract approved that she had made to

the Earl of Northumberland, afore the King's time, and

so she was discharged, and was never lawful Queen of

England.^

There are difficulties in accepting either of these

conjectures. Chapuys, like Dr. Lingard after him,

decided naturally for the hypothesis most disgraceful

to the King. The Mary Boleyn story, authoritatively

confirmed, at once covered Henry's divorce process with

shame, and established the superior claim of Mary to

the succession.^ But in the Act of Parliament the

^ Chapuys to Granvelle, May
|

If 9) I536--

—

Calendar, Forcigri and

Domestic, vol. x. p. 380.

^ Wriothesleij's Chronicle, vol.

i. pp. 4P, 41.

•^ Chapuys's words are worth

preserving. He was mistaken in

his account of the Statute. It

did not declare Mary legitimate,

and it left Henry power to name

his own successor should his mar-

riage with Jane Seymour prove

unfruitful. So gi'eat an error

shows the looseness with which

he welcomed any story which fell

in with his wishes. He says :

' IjC statut declairaut la Princesse

' legitime heretiere, la fille de la

' Concubine, a este revoque, et elle

' declaire bastarde, non poirit

' comme fille de M. liorris, comme
' se pouvoit plus honnestement
' dire, mais pour avoir este le mar-

' riage entre la dicte Concubine et

' le diet Roy illegitime a cause qu'il

' avoit cogneu charnplleinent la

' s'eur de la dicte Concubine : pour
' laquelle cause I'Archevesque de

' Canterburi, ung ou deux joiirs

' avant que la dicte Concubine fut

' executee, donna et prefera la

' spntence dp divorce, de quoy,

' comme seavez trop mieulx, n'es-

' toit grand besoign, puisque Tepeo

J
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cause is described as something unknown in 1533, wlicn,

the first Statute was passed ; and the alleged intrigue

had then been the common subject of talk in Catholic

circles and among the Opposition members of Parliar

ment. The Act says that the cause was a fact confessed

by the Lady Anne. The Lady Anne might confess her

own sins, but her confessifHi of the sins of others was

not a confession at all, and could have carried no

validity unless supported by other evidence. Chapuys's

assertion requires us to suppose that Henry, being

informed of Anne's allegation, consented to the estab-

lishment of his own disgrace by making it the subject

of a legal investigation ; that he thus himself allowed a

crime to be substantiated against him which covered

him with infamy, and which no other attempt was ever

made to prove. How did Chapuys know that this was

the cause of the divorce of Anne ? If it was communi-

cated to Parliauient, it must have become the common

property of the realm, and have been no longer open

to question. If it was not cominiiuicated, but was

accepted by Parliament itself on the authority of the

Council, who were Chapuys's informants and how did

they know ? Under Chapuys's hypothesis the conduct

of King, Council, Parliament, and Convocation becomes

et la mort les auroit prochaiue-

mcnt et absolumeut divorces : et

puLsque aus.sy le vouloieiit faire,

le pretext eust este plus lionneste

d'aUeguer qu'elle avoit estemariee

' a aultre encores vivaut. Mais

:
Pien a voulu descouvrir plus

' graiide abomination, qui est plu.s

' que inexcusable acteudu qu'il ne

' pent alleguer ignorance neque

'juris neque facti. Dieu veuille

' que telle soit la fin de toutes ses

' folies !
' Chapuys a Granvelle,

July 8, 1536.—MS. Vienna,
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gratuitous folly—folly to which there was no temptation

and for which there was no necessity. The King had

only to deny the truth of the story, and nothing

furtlier would have been made of it. The real evidence

for the liaison with Mary Boleyn is the ineradicable

conviction of a certain class of minds that the most

probable interpretation of every act of Henry is that

which most combines stupidity and wickedness. To

argue such a matter is useless. Those who believe

without reason cannot be convinced by reason.

The Northumberland explanation is less improbable,

but to this also there are many objections. North-

umberland himself had denied on oath, a few days

before, that any contract had e/er j^assed between Anne

and himself. If he was found to have perjured himself,

he would have been punished, or, at least, disgraced

;

yet, a few months later, in the Pilgrimage of Grace, he

had the King's confidence, and deserved it by signal

]o3^a]ty. The Norris story is the least uuUkely. The

first act of criminality with Anne mentioned in the

indict:nent was stated to have been committed with

Norris four weeks after the birth of Elizabeth, and the

intimacy may have been earlier ; while the mystery

observed about it may be better accounted for, since,

if it had been avowed, Elizabeth's recognition as the

King's daughter would have been made ever after

impossible, and the King did believe that she was really

his own daughter.

But here, again, there is no evidence. The explan-

ation likeliest of all is that it was something different
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from each of these—one of the confessions which had

been kept back as ' too abominable.' It is idle to

speculate on the antecedents of such a woman as Anne

Boleyn.

If she had expected that her confession would save

her, she was mistaken. To marry a king after a

previous unacknowledged intrigue was in those days

constructive treason, since it tainted the blood royal.^

The tragedy was wound up on Friday, the 19th of

May ; the scene was the green in front of the Tower.

Foreigners were not admitted, but the London citizens

had collected in great numbers, and the scaffold had

been built high that every one might see. The Chan-

cellor, the Duke of Suffolk, the young Duke of

Richmond—then himself sick to death—Cromwell, and

other members of the Council, were present by the

King's order. Tlu'oughout the previous day Anne had

persisted in declaring her innocence. In the evening

she had been hysterical, had talked and made joke.s.

The people would call her ' Queen Anne sans tete' she

said, and ' laughed heartily.' In the morning at nine

o'clock she was leil out by Sir William Kingston,

followed by four of her ladies. She looked often over

her shoulder, and on the fatal platform was much
' amazed and exhausted.'

When the time came for her to speak, she raised her

eyes to heaven and said, ' Masters, I submit me to the

' law, as the law has judged me, and as for my offences,

This was distinctly laid down in the case of Catherine Howard.
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* I accuse no man, God knoweth them. I remit

' them to God, beseeching him to have mercy on my
' soul. I beseech Jesu save my sovereign and master,

' the Kincf, the most godlv, noble, and sfentle Prince

* there is.' ^ She then laid her head on the block and

so ended ; she, too, dying without at the last denying

the crime for which she suffered. Of the six who were

executed not one made a protestation of innocence. If

innocent they were, no similar instance can be found in

the history of mankind.

Wriothcslcy s Chronicle, pp. 41, 42.

'

1
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CHAPTER XXIII.

Competition for Henry's hand—Solicitations from France and

from the Emperor—Overtures from the Pope—Jane Seymour
—General eagerness for the King's marriage—Conduct of

Henry in the interval before Anne's execution—Marriage with

Jane Seymour—Universal satisfaction—The Princess Mary—
Proposal for a General Council—Neutrality of England in

the war between France and the Empire.

HUMAN nature is said to be the same in all ages

and countries. Manners, if it be so, signally

vary. Among us, when a wife dies, some decent interval

is allowed before her successor is spoken of. The

execution for adultery of a Queen about whom all

Europe had been so long and so keenly agitated might

have been expected to be followed by a pause. No
pause, however, ensued after the fall of Anne Boleyn.

If Henry had been the most interesting and popular of

contemporary princes, there could not have been greater

anxiety to secure his vacant hand. Had he been the

most pious of Churchmen, the Pope could not have

made greater haste to approach him with offers of

friendship. There was no Avaiting even for the result

of the trial. No sooner was it known that Anne had

been committed to the Tower for adultery than the

result was anticipated as a certainty. It was assumed
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as a matter of course that the King would instantly

look for another wife, and Francis and the Emperor

lost not a moment in trying each to be beforehand with

the other. M. d'lnteville had come over to intercede

for Sir Francis Weston, but he brought a commission

to treat for a marriage between Henry and a French

princess. To this overture the King replied at once

that it could not be, and, according to Chapuys, added

ungraciously, and perhaps with disgust, that he had

experienced already the effects of French education.^

The words, perhaps, were used to Cromwel], and not

to the French Ambassador; but Chapuys was hardly

less surprised when Cromwell, in reporting them, coolly

added that the King could not marry out of the realm,

because, if a French princess misconducted herself,

they could not punish her as they had punished the

last.- The Ambassador did not understand irony, and

was naturally startled, for he had received instructions

to make a similar application on behalf of his own

master. Charles was eager to secure the prize, and,

anticipating Anne's fate, he despatched a courier to

Chapuys on hearing of her arrest, with orders to seize

^ ' Le Koy respondit qii'il avoit

* trop experimente en la dicte Con-

'cubine, que c'estoit de la nourri-

'ture de France.' Chapuys k

I'Empereur, June 6.

—

MS. Vi-

enna.

- ' Me diet qu'icelluy Baily de

'Troyes et I'autre Ambassadeur

'avoient propose le mariage de

'I'aisnee fille de France avec ce

' Eoy, mais que c'estoit peine per-

' due. Car ce Roy ne se maricroit

* oncques bors de son royaulme, et,

' Iny demandant raisonpourquoy, il

' m'en dit avec assez mine assurance

' que se venant a mesfaire de sou
' corps une Reine estrangere qui fut

' de grand sang et parentage, Ton
' ne pourroit cbastier et s'en faire

' quitte comnie il avoit fait de la

' derniere. ' Chapuys k TEmpereur.
—MS. Vienna, June 6.

^\
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the opportunity. ' If Hannaert's news be true,' ho wrote

on the 15 th of May, the day of the trial at West-

minster, ' the King, now that God has permitted this

* woman's damnable life to be discovered, may be more

' inclined to treat with us, and there may be a better

' foundation for an arrangement in favour of the

* Princess. But you must use all your skill to prevent a

' marriage with France. The King; should rather choose

' one of his own subjects, either the lady for whom
' he has already shown a preference or some other.'

So far Charles had written when Chapuys's mes-

senger arrived with later news. George has just come,

the Emperor then continued, and I have heard from him

what has passed about the Concubine. It is supposed

that she and the partners of her guilt will be executed,

and that the King, being of amorous complexion and

anxious, as he has always pretended, for a male heii',

will now marry immediately. Overtures will certainly

be made to him from France. You will endeavour,

either as of yourself or through Cromwell, to arrange a

match for him with the Infanta of Portugal, my niece,

who has a settlement by will of 400,000 ducats.

Simultaneously you will propose another marriage

between the Princess Mary and the Infant of Portugal,

Don Louis, my brother-in-law. You will point out

that these alliances will remove past unpleasantness, and

will unite myself, the King, and our respective countries.

You will show the advantage that will accrue to the

realm of England should a prince be the result, and

we may reasonably hope that it will be so, the Infanta
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being youBg and well nurtured. If you find the King

disinclined to this marriage, you may propose my niece,

the Duchess Dowager of Milan, a beautiful young lady

with a good dowry.^

On the same 15 th of May Granvelle, no less eager,

wrote to Chapuys also. M. I'Ambassadeur, my good

brother and friend, I have received your letters and

have heard what your messenger had to tell me. You

have done well to keep us informed about the Concu-

bine. It is indeed fine music and food for laughter,^

God is revealing the iniquity of those from whom so

much mischief has risen. We must make our profit of

it, and manage matters as the Emperor directs. Use all

your diligence and dexterity. Immense advantage will

follow, public and private. You will yourself not fail of

your reward for your true and faithful services.^

So anxious was Charles for fresh matrimonial

arrangements with Henry, that he wrote again to the

same purpose three days later—a strange wish if he

believed Catherine to have been murdered, or her suc-

cessor to be on the eve of execution because the King

was tired of her. To Charles and Granvelle, as to

Chapuys himself, the unfortunate Anne was the English

Messalina. The EmjDeror and all the contemporary

world saw in her nothing but a wicked woman at last

detected and brought to justice.^

^ Charles V. to Chapuys, May
15, 1536.

—

M&. Vienna ; Calendar,

Foreign and Jjomestic, vol. x. p.

370.

^ ' Qui a la verite est uue

' musique de hault genre et digne

' de rire.

'

^ MS. Vienna.
^ Chapuys to Granvelle, May

I9> 1536.

—

Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. x. p. 380,

i
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What caine of these advances will be presently

seen ; but, before proceeding, a glance must be given at

the receipt of the intelligence of Anne's fall at the

Holy See. This also was clios& dc rire. Chapuys had

sent to Rome in the past winter a story that Henry had

said Anne Boleyn had bewitched him. The Pope had

taken it literally, and had supposed that when the witch

was removed the enchantment would end. He sent for

Sir Gregory Casalis on the 17th of May, and informed

him of what he had heard from England. He said that

he had always recognised the many and great qualities

of the King ; and those qualities he did not doubt

would now show themselves, as he had been relieved

from his unfortunate marriage. Let the King reattach

himself to Holy Church and take the Pope for an ally;

they could then give the law both to the Emperor and

to the King of France, and the entire glory of restoring

peace to Christendom would attach to Henry himself.

The King, he said, had no cause to regard him as an

enemy ; for he had always endeavoured to be his

friend. In the matrimonial cause he had remonstrated

in private with his predecessor. At Bologna he had

argued for four hours with the Emperor, trying to

persuade him that the King ought not to be interfered

with.^ Never had he desired to offend the King,

^ 'In causa matrimonii et in

' consistoriis et publics et piivatim
' apud Clementem VII. se omnia
' quae potuit pro vestra Majestate
' egisse : et Bononiae Imperatori per

' hoi"a.s quatuor accurate persuaders

' conatum fuisse, non esse Majesta-

' tem vestram per illam causam im-
' pugnandam. ' Sii" Gregory Casalis

to Henry VIII., May 27, 1536.—
Calendar, Foreign and Domestic,

vol. X. pp. 406 et seq.
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although so many violent acts had been done in

England against the Holy See. He had made the

Bishop of Rochester a cardinal solely with a view to

the General Council, and because the Bishop had

written a learned book against Luther. On the

Bishop's execution, he had been compelled to say and

do certain things, but he had never intended to give

effect to them.

If the Pope had thought the King to have been

right in his divorce suit, it was not easy to understand

why he had excommunicated him and tried to deprive

him of his crown because he had disobeyed a judgment

thus confessed to have been unjust. Casalis asked him

if he was to communicate what he had said to the King,

The Pope, after reflecting a little, said that Casalis

might communicate it as of himself; that he might

tell the King that the Pope was well-disposed towards

him, and that he might expect every favour from the

Pope. Casalis wrote in consequence that on the least

hint that the King desired a reconciliation, a Nuncio

would be sent to England to do everything that could

be found possible ; after the many injuries which he

had received, opinion at Rome would not permit the

Pope to make advances until he was assured that they

would be well received ; but some one would be

sent in Casalis's name bringing credentials from his

Holiness.

Never since the world began was a dastardly assas-

sination, if Anne Boleyn was an innocent woman, re-

warded with so universal a splicitation for the friendship

(
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of the assassin. In England the effect was the same.

Except by the Lutherans, Anne had been universally

hated, and the King was regarded with the respectful

compassion due to a man who had been cruelly injured.

The late inaniage had been tolerated out of hope for

the birth of the prince who was so passionately longed

for. Even before the discovery of Anne's conduct, a

considerable party, with the Princess Mary among

them, had desired to see the King separated from her

and married to some other respectable woman. Jane

Seymour had been talked about as a steady friend

of Catherine, and, when Catherine was gone, of the

Princess. The King had paid her attentions which, if

Chapuys's stories were literally true—as probably

they w^ere not—had been of a marked kind. In all

respects she was the opposite of Anne. She had plain

features, pale complexion, a low figure—in short, had no

personal beaut}' or any pretensions to it, with nothing

in her appearance to recommend her, except her youth.

She was about twenty-five years of age. She was not

witty either, or brilliant; but she was modest, c(uiet,

with a strong understanding and rectitude of principle,

and, so far as her age and her opportunities allowed,

she had taken Mary's part at the Court. Perhaps this

had recommended her to Henry. Whether he had

himself ever seriously thought of dismissing Anne and

inviting Jane Seymour to take her place is very

dubious
; nor has any one a right to suppose that under

such conditions Jane Seymour would have regarded

such a proposal as anything but an insult. How soon
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after the detection of Anne's crime the intention was

formed is equally uncertain.^ Every person at home

and abroad regarded it as obvious that he must marry

some one, and marry at once. He himself professed

to be unwilling, ' unless he was constrained by his

subjects.'

In Chapiiys's letters, truth and lies are so inter-

mixed that all his personal stories must be received

with distrust. Invariably, however, he believed and

reported the most scandalous rumours which he could

hear. Everybody, he said, rejoiced at the execution of

the putainc ; but there were some who spoke variously

of the King. He had heard, from good authority, that

in a conversation which passed between Mistress

Seymour and the King before the arrest of the Con-

cubine, the lady urged him to restore the Princess to

the Court. The King told her she was a fool ; she

ought to be thinking more of the children which they

might expect of their own, than of the elevation of

the other. The lady replied that in soliciting for the

Princess, she was consulting for the sfood of the King,

of herself, of her children should she have any, and of

all the realm, as, without it, the English nation would

never be satisfied. Such a conversation is not in itself

likely to have been carried on licforc Anne's arrest, and

^ Cromwell, wi'iting to Gar-

diner to infoiin him of the

iiial'riage, said that ' the nobles

' and Council upon their knees

'had moved him to it.' If their

6fatiT3aty had been no inoi'e than a

farce, Cromwell would hardly have

mentioned it so naturally in a

private letter to a brother Privy

Councillor. — Calendar, Foreign

and Domestic, vol. xi. p. 16.
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certainly not where it could be overheard by others
;

especially as Chapays admitted that the King said

publicly he would not marry any one unless the Par-

liament invited him. One would like to know what

the trustworthy authority might have been. Unfortu-

nately for the veracity of his informant, he went on

with an account of the King's personal behaviour, the

accuracy of which can be tested.

' People,' he said, ' had found it strange that the

' King, after having received such ignominy, should

* havfe gone about at such a time banqueting with

' ladies, sometimes remaining after midnight, and

' returning by tlie river, accompanied by music and

' the singers of his chamber. He supped lately,' the

Ambassador continued, ' v/ith several ladies at the

' house of the Bishop of Carlisle, and showed extrava-

' gant joy.' The Bishop came the next morning to tell

Chapuys of the visit, and added a story of the King-

having said that he had written a tragedy on Anne's

conduct which he offered the Bishop to read.^ Of John

Kite, the Bishop of Carlisle, little is known, save that

Sir William Kingston said he used to play ' Penny
' Gleek ' with him. But it happens that a letter exists,

written on the same day as Chapuys's, which describes

Henry's conduct at precisely the same period.

John Husee, the friend and agent of Lord Lisle,

was in London on some errand from his employer.

His business required him to speak to the King, and

^ Chapuys to Charles V., May 19, 1536.

—

Calendar, Foreign

and DuTneslic, vol. x, p. 378.
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he said that he had been unable to obtain admittance,

the King having remained in strict seclusion from the

day of Anne's arrest to her execution, ' His Grace,'

Husee wrote, ' came not abroad this fortnight, except it

'was in the garden or in his boat, when it may become
' no man to interrupt him. Now that this matter is

' past I hope to see him,' ^

Chapuys was very clever : he may be believed, with

limitations, when writing on business or describing

conversations of his own with particular persons ; but

so malicious was he, and so careless in his matters of

fact or probability, that he cannot be believed at all

when reporting scandalous anecdotes which reached

him from his 'trustworthy authorities.'

It is, however, true that, before the fortnight had

expired, the King had resolved to do what the Council

recommended—marry Jane Seymour, and marry her

promptly, to close further sohcitation from foreign

Powers. There is no sign that she had herself sought

so questionable an elevation. A powerful party in the

State wished her to accept a position which could have

few attractions, and she seems to have acquiesced with-

out difficulty. Francis and Charles were offering theii

respective Princesses ; the readiest way to answer them

without offence was to place the so much coveted hand

out of the reach of either. On the 20th of May, the

morning after Anne was beheaded, Jane Seymour was

brought secretly by water to the palace at Westminster,

I

1 John Husee to Lord Lisle, May 19.

—

Calendar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. x. p. 385.
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and was then and there formally betrothed to the King,

The marriage followed a few days later. On Ascension

Day, the 25th of May, the King, in rejecting the offered

match from Francis, said that he was not then actually

married. On the 29th or 30th, Jane was formally in-

troduced as Queen.

Chapuys was disappointed in his expectation of

popular displeasure. Not a murmur Avas heard to

break the expression of universal satisfaction. The

new Queen was a general favourite ; every one knew

that she was a friend of the Princess Mary, and every

one desired to see Mary replaced in her rights. Fortu-

nately for the Princess, the attempt at escape had

never been carried out. She had remained quietly

watching the overthrow of her enemy, and trusting the

care of her fortunes to Cromwell, who, she knew, had

always been her advocate. She had avoided writing to

him to intercede for her, because, as she said, ' I per-

' ceived that nobody dared speak for me as long as that

' woman lived who is now gone, whom God in his mercy

' forgive.' ^ The time had now come for her to be

received back into favour. Submission of some kind

it would be necessary for her to make ; and the form in

which it was to be done was the difficulty. The King

could not replace in the line of the succession a daughter

who was openly defying the law. Cromwell drew for

Mary a sketch of a letter which he thought would be

sufficient. It was to acknowledge that she had offended

' The Princess ILary to Crom-well, May 26, i$:^6.~Ccdcndar,

Foreign and Domestic.
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her father, to beg his blessing and his forgiveness, and

td promise obedience for the future, to congratulate him

on his marriage, and to ask permission to wait on the

new Queen. He showed the draft to Chapuys, for

the Princess to transcribe and send. Chapuys objected

that the surrender was too absokite. Cromwell said

that he might alter it if he pleased, and a saving

clause was inti'oduced, not too conspicuous. She was to

promise to submit in all things 'under God.' In this

form, apparently, the letter was despatched, and was

said to have given great satisfaction both to Henry and

the new Queen. Now it was thought that Maiy would

be restored to her rank as Princess. She would be

excluded from the succession only if a son or daughter

should be born of the new marriage ; but this did

not alarm Chapuys, for ' according to the opinion of

many,' he said, ' there was no fear of any issue of either

sex.'

On Ascension Day, the Ambassador had been ad-

mitted to an audience, the first since the unprosperous

discussion at Greenwich. The subject of the treaty

with the Emperor had been renewed under more

promising auspices. The King had been gracious.

Chapuys had told him that the Emperor desired to

explain and justify the actions of which the King had

complained ; but before entering on a topic Avhicli

mi<>-ht renew unpleasant feelings, he said that the

Emperor had instructed him to consult the King's

wishes ; and he undertook to conform to them. The

Kins listened with evident satisfaction; and a long
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talk followed, in the course of which the Ambassador

introduced the various proposals which the Emperor

had made for fresh matrimonial connections. The King

said that Chapuys was a bringer of good news ; his

own desire was to see a union of all Christian princes

;

if the Emperor was in earnest, he hoped that he would

furnish the Ambassador with the necessary powers to

negotiate, or would send a plenipotentiary for that

particular purpose.

The offer of the Infanta of Portuffal for the Kinsf

himself was, of course, declined, the choice being

already made ; but Cromwell said afterwards that Don

Luis might perhaps be accepted for the Princess, the

position of the Princess being the chief point on which

the stability of all other arrangements must depend.

As to the ' General Council,' it was not to be supposed

that the King wanted to set up a ' God of his own,' or

to separate himself from the rest of Christendom. He
was as anxious as any one for a Council, but it must

be a Council called by the Emperor as chief of Christian

Europe. It is to be observed that Henry, as Head of

the Church of England, took upon himself tljc entire

ordering of what was or was not to be. Even the form

of consulting the clergy was not so much as thought of.

Chapuys could not ansAver for as much indifference on

the Emperor's part. The Council, he thought, must

be left in the Pope's hands at the outset. The Council

itself, when it assembled, tould do as it pleased. He
suggested, however, that Cromwell should put in writ-

ilig his conception of the manner in which a Council
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could be called by the Empeior, wliicli Cromwell pro-

mised to do.

All tilings were tlius appearing to run smooth.

Four days later, when the marriage with Jane Seymour

had been completed, Chapuys saw Henry again. The

King asked him if he had heard further from the

Emperor. Chapuys was able to assent. Charles's

eager letters had come in by successive posts, and one

had just aiTived in which he had expressed his grief

and astonishment at the conduct of Anne Boleyn, had

described how he had spoken to his own Council about

the woman's horrible ingratitude, and had himself

offered thanks to God for having discovered the con-

spiracy, and saved the King from so great a danger.

Henry made graceful acknowledgments, replied most

politely on the offer of the Infanta, for which he said

he was infinitely obliged to the Emperor, and conducted

the Ambassador into another room to introduce him to

the Queen.

Chapuys was all courtesy. At Henry's desire lie

kissed and congratulated Jane. The Emperor, he said,

would be delighted that the King had found so good

and virtuous a wife. He assured her that the whole

nation was united in rejoicing at her marriage. He

recommended the Princess to her care, and hoped that

she would have the honourable name of peacemaker.

The King answered for her that this was her

nature. She would not for the world that be went

to war.

Chapuys was aware that Henry was not going to
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war on the side of Francis—that danger had passed;

but that he would not go to war at all was not precisely

what Chapuys wished to hear. What Charles wanted

was Henry's active help against the French. The

fourth condition of the proposed treaty was an alliance

offensive and defensive. Henry merely said he would

mediate, and, if France would not agree to reasonable

terms, he would then declare for the Emperor.^

The Emperor, like many other persons, had attri-

buted the whole of Henry's conduct to the attractions

of Anne Boleyn. He had supposed that after his eyes

had been opened he would abandon all that he had

done, make his jaeace with the Pope, and return to his

old friends with renewed heartiness. He was surprised

and disappointed. Mediation Avould do no good at all,

he said. If the King would join him against France,

the Emperor would undertake to make no peace with-

out including him, and would take security for the

honour and welfare of the realm. But he declined to

quarrel with the Pope to please the King ; and if the

King would not return to the obedience of the Holy

See or submit his differences with the Pope to the

Emperor and the Council, he said that he could make no

treaty at all with him. He directed Chapuys, however,

to continue to discuss the matter in a friendly way, to

gain time till it could be seen how events would turn.-

' Chapuys to Charles V., June
6.

—

Calendar, Foreign and Do-

mestic, vol. X. p. 440 ; Spanish

Calendar, vol. v, pp. 137 et seq.

^ Charles V. to Chapuys, June

30, 1536.—Calendar, Foreign and
Domestic, vol. x. p. 511.
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How events did turn is sufficiently well known.

The war broke out—the French invaded Italy ; the

Emperor, unable to expel them, turned upon Provence,

where he failed miserably with the loss of the greater

part of his army.

Henry took no part. The state of Europe was con-

sidered at length before the English Council. Chapuys

was heard, and the French Ambassador was heard

;

and the result was a declaration of neutrality—the only

honourable and prudent course where the choice lay

between two faithless friends who, if the King had

committed himself to either, would have made up their

own quarrels at England's expense.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Expectation that Henry would return to the Roman Communion

—Henry persists in carrying out the Reformation—The

Crown and the clergy—Meeting of a new Parliament—Fresh

repjidiation of the Pope's authority—Complications of the

succession—Attitude of the Princess Mary—Her reluctant

submission—The King empowered to name his successor by

will—Indication of his policy—The Pilgrimage of Grace

—

Cost of the Reformation — The martyrs, Catholic and

Protestant.

WHETHER Henry, on the exposure of the char-

acter of the woman for whom, in the world's

opinion, he had quarrelled with Rome and broken the

union of Christendom, would now reverse his course

and return to the communion of the Apostolic See, was

the question on which all minds were exercising them-

selves. The Pope and the European Powers were

confident, believing the reports which had reached

them of the discontent in England. Cranmer feared

it, as he almost confessed in the letter which he wrote

to the King when he first heard of the arrest of Anne.

She had been conspicuously Lutheran ; her family

and her party were Lutheran, and the disgrace

might naturally extend to the cause which they repre-

sented. The King was to show that he had not, as he
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said himself, ' proceeded on such light grounds,' The

divorce had been the spark which kindled the mine

;

but the explosive force was in the temper of the English

nation. The English nation was weary of a tribunal

which sold its decrees for money, or allowed itself to be

used as a tool by the Continental Sovereigns. It was

weary of the iniquities of its own Church Courts,

which had plundered rich and poor at their arbitrary

pleasure—of a clergy which, protected by the immunities

which Becket had won for them, aud restrained by no

laws save those which they themselves allowed, had

made their lives a scandal and their profession an

offence. The property which had been granted them

in pious confidence for holy uses was squandered in

luxurious self-indulgence ; and they had replied to the

reforms which were forced upon them by disloyalty and

treason. They had been coerced into obedience ; they

had been brought under the control of the law,

punished for their crimes in spite of their sacred calling

under which they had claimed exemption, and been

driven into the position of ordinary citizens. Their

prelates were no longer able to seize and burn ex officio

obnoxious preachers, or imprison or ruin under the

name of heretics rash parsons who dared to speak the

truth of them.

In exasperation at the invasion of these time-

honoured privileges, they denounced as sacrilege the

statutes which had been required to restrain them.

They had conspired to provoke the Pope to excommuni-

cate their Sovereign, and solicited the Catholic Powers
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to invade their country and put the Reformers down

witli fire and sword. The King, who had been the in-

strument of their beneficent humiliation, did not intend

either to submit the internal interests of the country to

the authority of a foreign bishop, or to allow the black

regiments at home to recover the power which they had

so long abused.

Cromwell's commissioners were still busy on the

visitation of the religious houses. Each day brought

in fresh reports of their condition. These communities,

supposed to be special servants of God, had become

special servants of the Devil. The eagerness with

which the Pope solicited Henry's return, the assurance

that he had always been his friend—had always main-

tained that Henry was right in the divorce case, when

he had a Bull ready in his desk taking his crown from

him—was in itself sufficient evidence of the fitness

of such a ruler to be the Supreme Judge in Christen-

dom, Just as little could the Emperor be trusted,

whose affectations of friendshij) were qualified by

secret reservations. The King had undertaken a

great and beneficent work in his own realm and meant

to go through with it. The Pope might do as he

pleased. The Continental Princes might quarrel or

make peace, hold their Councils, settle as they liked

their own affairs, in their own way ; England was

sufficient for herself. He had called his people under

arms ; he had fortified the coasts ; he had regenerated

the navy. The nation, or the nobler part of it, he

believed to be loyal to himself—to approve what he
Xili
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had done and to be ready to stand by hitn. He was

not afraid of attack from abroad. If there was a re-

bellious spirit at home, if the clerg}'- were mutinous

because the bit was in their mouths, if the Peers of

the old blood were alarmed at the growth of religious

liberty and were discontented because they could no

longer deal with it in the old way, the King was con-

vinced that he was acting for the true interests of the

Country, that Parliament would uphold him, and that

he could control both the ecclesiastics and the nobles.

The world should see that the reforms which he had

introduced into England were not the paltry accidents

of a domestic scandal, but the first steps of a revolution

deliberately resolved on and sternly carried out which

was to free the Island for ever from the usurped

authority of an Italian Prelate and from the poisonous

influences within the realm of a corrupt and demoralising

superstition.

The call of Parliament after Anne's execution was

the strongest evidence of confidence in his people

which Henry had yet given. He had much to

acknowledge and much to ask. He had to confess

that, although he had been right in demanding a

separation from his brother's wife, he had fatally mis-

taken the character of the woman whom he had chosen

to take her place. The succession which he liad hoped

to establish he had made more intricate than before.

He had now three children, all technically illegitimate.

The Duke of Richmond was the son of the only mistress

with whom he was ever known to have been really
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connected. The Duke was now eighteen years old.

He had been educated as a Prince, but liad no position

recognised by the law. Elizabeth's mother had ac-

knowledged to having committed herself before her

marriage with the King, and man}^ persons doubted

whether Elizabeth was the King's true daughter.

Mary's claim was justly considered as the best, for,

though her mother's marriage had been declared illegal,

she had been born Ijona jicU parentum. What Parlia-

ment would do in such extraordinary circumstances

could not be foreseen with any certainty, and the

elections had to be made with precipitancy and without

time for preparation. The writs were issued on tlm

7th of May. Tlie meeting was to be on the 8th of

June. The Crown could influence or control the

elections at some particular places. At Canterbury

Cromwell named the representatives who were to be

chosen,^ as, till the Reform Bill of 1832, they continued

to be named by the patrons of boroughs. Yet it Avould

be absurd to argue from single instances that the Crown

could do what it pleased. Even with leisure to take

precautions and with the utmost exercise of its powers,

it could only affect the returns, in the great majority of

the constituencies, through the Peers and landowners,

and the leading citizens in the corporations. With

only four weeks to act in, a Queen to try and execute,

and a King to marry in the interval, no ingenuity and

no industry could have sufficed to secure a House of

^ Calendar, Foreign and Domedic, Jime 6, 1536, vol. x. p. 389.
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Commons whose subserviency could be counted on, if

subserviency was what the King required. It is clear

only that, so far as concerned the general opinion of

the country, the condemnation of Anne Boleyn had

rather strengthened than impaired his popularity. As

Queen she had been feared and disliked. Her punish-

ment was regarded as a creditable act ofjustice, and the

King was compassionated as a sufferer from abominable

ingratitude.

Little is known in detail of the proceedings of this

Parliament. The Acts remain : the debates are lost.

The principal difficulties with which it had to deal con-

cerned Anne's trial and the disposition of the inherit-

ance of the Crown. On the matter of real importance,

on the resolution of King and Legislature to go forward

with the Reformation, all doubts were promptly dis-

pelled. An Act was passed without opposition reassert-

ing the extinction of the Pope's authority, and another

taking away the protection of sanctuary from felonious

priests. The succession was a harder problem. Day

after day it had been debated in the Council. Lord

Sussex had proposed that, as all the children of the

King were illegitimate, the male should be preferred

to the female and the crown be settled on the Duke

of Richmond.^ Richmond was personally liked. He

resembled his father in appearance and character, and

the King himself was supposed to favour this solution.

With the outer world the favourite was the Princess

1 Chapuys to Charles V., Juue 6, 1536.—Cafe/wZar, Foreign and

Domestic, vol. x. p. 441.
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Mary. Both she and her mother were respected for

a misfortune which was not due to faults of theirs,

and the Princess was the more endeared by the danger

to which she was believed to have been exposed

through the machinations of Anne. The new Queen

was her strongest advocate, and the King's affection

for her had not been diminished even when she

had tried him the most. He could not have been

ignorant of her correspondence with Chapuys : he pro-

bably knew that she had wished to escape out of the

realm, and that the Pope, who was now suing to him,

had meant to bestow his own crown upon her. But her

qualities were like his own, tough and unmalleable, and

in the midst of his anger he had admired her resolution.

Every one expected that she would be restored to her

rank after Anne's death. The King had apparently

been satisfied with her letter to him. Cromwell was

her friend, and Chapuys, who had qualified her sub-

mission, was triumphant and confident. He was led to

expect that an Act would be introduced declaring her

the next heir—nay, he had thought that such an Act

had been passed. Unfortunately for him the question

of her acknowledgment of the Act of Supremacy was

necessarily revived. Had she or had she not accepted

it ? The Act had been imposed, with the Statute of

Treasons attached, as a test of lo3^alty to the Reformation.

It was impossible to place her nearest to the throne as

long as she refused obedience to a law essential to the

national independence. To refuse was to confess of

a pui*pose of undoing her father's work, should he
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die and the crown descend to her. She had supposed

that ' she was out of her trouble ' while she had saved

her conscience by the reservation in her submission.

Chapuys found her again 'in extreme perplexity and

'anger.' The reservation had been observed. The

Duke of Norfolk, Lord Sussex, a Bishop, and other

Privy Councillors, had come with a message to her, like

those which had been so often carried ineffectually to

her mother, to represent the necessity of obedience.

Chapuys said that she had confounded them with her

wise answers, and that, when they could not meet her

arguments, they 'told her that, if she was their daughter,

* they would knock her head against the wall till it was

' as soft as a baked apple.' In passing through Mary

and through Chapuys the words, perhaps, received some

metaphorical additions. It is likely enough, however,

that Norfolk, who was supporting her claims with

all his power, was irritated at the revival of the old

difficulties which he had hoped were • removed. The

Princess ' in her extreme necessity ' wrote for advice to

the Ambassador. The Emperor was no longer in a

condition to threaten, and to secure Mary's place as

next in the succession was of too vital importance to

the Imperialists to permit them to encourage her in

scruples of conscience. Chapuys answered frankly that,

if the King persisted, she nmst do what he required.

The Emperor had distinctly said so. Her life was

precious, she must hide her real feelings till a time

came for the redress of the disorders of the realm.

Nothing was demanded of her expressly against God or
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the Articles of Faith, and God looked to intentions

rather than acts.

Mary still hesitated. She had the Tudor obstinac)'',

and she tried her will against her father's. Tiie King

was extremely angry. He had believed that she had

given way and that the troubles which had distracted

his family were at last over. He had been exception-

ally well-disposed towards her. He had probably de-

cided to be governed by the wishes of the people and

to appoint her by statute presumptive heir, and she

seemed determined to make it impossible for him. He

suspected that she was being secretly encouraged. To

defend her conduct, as Cromwell ventured to do, pro-

voked him the more, for he felt, truly, that to give way

was to abandon the field. Lady Hussey was sent to the

Tower ; Lord Exeter and Sir William Fitzwilliam were

suspended from attendance on the Council ; and even

Cromwell, for four or five days, counted himself a lost

man. Jane Seymour interceded in vain. To refuse to

acknowledge the supremacy was treason, and had been

made treason for ample reason. Mary, as the first

subject in the realm, could not be allowed to deny it.

Henry sent for the Judges, to consider what was to be

done, and the Court was once more in terror. The

Judges advised that a strict form of submission should

be drawn, and that the Princess should be required to

sign it. If she persisted in her refusal, she would then

be liable to the law. The difficulty was overcome, or

evaded, in a manner characteristic of the system to

which Mary so passionately adhered. Chapuys drew a
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secret protest that, in submitting, she was yielding

only to force. Thus guarded, he assured her that

her consent would not be binding, that the Pope would

not only refrain from blaming her, but would highly

approve. She was still unsatisfied, till she made him

promise to write to the Imperial Ambassador at Rome
to procure a secret absolution from the Pope for tlie

full satisfaction of her conscience. Thus protected, she

disdainfully set her name to the paper prepared by

the Judges, without condescending to read it, and the

marked contempt, in Cliapuys's opinion, would serve as

an excuse for her in the future.^

While the crisis lasted the Council were in perma-

nent session. Timid Peers were alarmed at the King's

peremptoriness, and said that it might cost him his

throne. The secret process by which Mary had been

brought to yield may have been conjectured, and her

resistance was not forgotten, but she had signed what

was demanded, and it was enough. In the Court there

was universal delight. Chapuys congratulated Cromwell,

and Cromwell led him to believe that the crown

would be settled as he wished. The King and Queen

drove down to Richmond to pay the Princess a visit.

Henry gave her a handsome present of money and said

that now she might have anything that she pleased.

The Queen gave her a diamond. She was to return to

the Court and resume her old station. One cloud only

remained. If it was generally understood that the heir

^ Chapuys to Charles V., July i, 1536.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol. v.

part 2, pp. 184 et seq.
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presumptive in her heart detested the measures in

which she had formally acquiesced, the country could

no longer be expected to support a policy which would

be reversed on the King's death. Mary's conduct left

little doubt of her real feelings, and therefore it was

not held to be safe to give her by statute the position

which her friends desired for her. The facility with

which the Pope could dispense with inconvenient

obligations rendered a verbal acquiescence an imperfect

safeguard. Parliament, therefore, did not, after all, entail

the crown upon her, in the event of the King's present

marriage being unfruitful, but left her to deserve it and

empowered the King to name his own successor.

Chapuys, however, was able to console himself with

the reflection that the Bastard, as he called Elizabeth,

was now out of the question. The Duke of Richmond

was ill—sinking under the same weakness of constitu-

tion which had been so fatal in the Tudor family, and

of which he, in fact, died a few weeks later. The

prevailing opinion was that the King could never have

another child. Mary's prospects, therefore, were toler-

ably secure. ' I must admit,' Chapuys wrote on the 8th

of July, ' that her treatment improves every day. She

'never had so much liberty as now, or was served

' with so much state even by the little Bastard's

' waiting-women. She will want nothing in future but

' the name of Princess of Wales,^ and that is of no

^ Chapuys to Charles V., July

8, 1536.

—

Spanish Calendar, vol.

V. part 2, p. 221. In using the

words, ' Princess of Wales,'

Chapuys adds a curious fact, if

fact it be—'Nowhere that I know
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' consequence, for all the rest she will have more abuu-

* (Jointly than before.'

Mary, in fact, now wanted nothing save the Pope's

pardon for having abjured his authority. Ohapuys

had undertaken that it would be easily granted. The

Emperor had himself asked for it, yet not only could

not Cifuentes obtain the absolution, but ho did not so

much as dare to speak to Paul on the subject. The

absolution for the murder of an Archbishop of Dublin

hatl been bestowed cheerfully and instantly on Fitz-

gerald. Mary was left with perjury on her conscience,

and no relief could be hqid. There appeared to be some

technical difficulty. ' Unless she retracted and abjured

' in the presence of the persons before whom she took

' the oath, it was said that the Pope's absolution

' would be of no use to her.' There was, perhaps,

another objection. Cifuentes imperfectly trusted Paul.

He feared that if he pressed the request the secret

would be betrayed and that Mary's life would be in

danger.^

Time, perhaps, and reflection alleviated Mary's re-

morse and enabled her to dispense with the Papal

anodyne, while Cromwell further comforted the Am-

bassador in August by telling him that the King felt

ho was growing old, that he was hopeless of fuither

' of,' he says, ' is the title of Prin-

' cess given to a Kiug's daughter
' as long as there is hope of male
' descent. It was the Cardinal of

' York who, for some whim or

' other of his own, broke through

' the rule and caused Henry's

' daughter by Catherine to lie

' called " Princess of Wales."
'

' Cifuentes to Charles A'.,

August 4, 1536.

—

Spanish Cal-

endar, vol. V. part 2, p. 221.
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offspring, and was thinking seriously of making Mary

his heir after all.^

hsLQ the King could not contend with, but for the

rest ho had carried his policy through. Tlie first act

of the Reformation was closing, and he was left in

command of the situation. The curtain was to rise

again with the Lincolnshire and Yorkshire rebellion, to

be followed by the treason of the Poles. But there

is no occasion to tell a story over again which I

can tell no better than I have done already, nor does

it belong to the subject of the present volume. The

Pilgrimage of Grace was the outbreak of the conspiracy

encouraged by Chapuys to punish Henry, and to stop

the progress of the Reformation ; Chapuys's successors

in the time of Elizabeth followed his example ; and

with them all the result was the same—the ruin of the

cause which with such weapons they were trying to

maintain, and the deaths on the scaffold of the victims

of visionary hopes and promises which were never to be

made good.

All the great persons whom Chapuys names as

willing to engage in the enterprise—the Peers, the

Knights, who, with the least help from the Emperor,

would hurl the King irom his throne, Lord Darcy and

Lord Hussey, the Bishop of Rochester, as, later on, the

Marquis of Exeter, Lord Montague and his mother

—

sank one after another into bloody graves. They mis-

took their imaginations for facts, their passions for

^ Chupuvs to Charles V., August 12, 1536.
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arguments, and the vain talk of an unscrupulous Am-

bassador for solid ground on which to venture into

treason. In their dreams they saw the phantom of the

Emperor coming over with an army to help them.

Excited as they had been, they could not part with

their hopes. They knew that they were powerful in

numbers. Their preparations had been made, and many

thousands of clergy and gentlemen and yeomen had

been kindled into crusading enthusiasm. The flame '

burst out sporadically and at intervals, without certain |

plan or purpose, at a time when the Emperor could not

help them, even if he had ever seriously intended it,

and thus the conflagration, which at first blazed through

all the northern counties, was extinguished before it

turned to civil war. The common people who had been

concerned in it suffered but lightly. But the roots had

penetrated deep ; the conspiracy was of long standing

;

the intention of the leaders was to carry out the Papal

censures, and put down what was called heresy. The

rising was really formidable, for the loyalty of many

of the great nobles was not above suspicion, and, if

not promptly dealt with, it might have enveloped the

whole island. Those who rise in arms against Govern-

ments must take the consequences of failure, and the

leaders who had been the active spirits in the sedition

were inexorably punished. In my History of the time

I have understated the number of those who were

executed. Care was taken to select only tliose who

had been definitely prominent. Nearly three hundred

were hanged in all—in batches of twenty-five or thirty,
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in each of the great northern cities ; and, to emphasise

the example and to show that the sacerdotal habit

would no longer protect treasoQ, the (jrders were to

select particularly the priests and friars who had been

engaofed. The risinof was undertaken in the n irne of

religion. The clergy had been the most eager of the

instigators. Chapuys had told the Emperor that of all

Henry's subjects the clergy were the most disaffected,

and the most willing to supply money for an invasion.

They were therefore legitimately picked out for retribu-

tion, and in Lincoln, York, Hull, Doncaster, Newcastle,

and Carlisle, the didactic spectacle was witnessed of

some scores of reverend persons swinging for the crows

to eat, in the sacred dress of their order. A severe

lesson was required to teach a superstitious world that

the clerical immunities existed no longer and that

priests who broke the law would suffer like common
mortals; but it must be clearly understood that, if

these men could have had their way, the hundreds who

suffered would have been thousands, and the victims

would have been the poor men who were looking for a

purer faith in the pages of the New Testament.

When we consider the rivers of blood which were

shed elsewhere before the Protestant cause could estab-

lish itself, the real wonder is the small cost in human
life of the mighty revolution successfully accomplished

by Henry. With him, indeed,-Chapuys must share the

honour. The Catholics, if they had pleased, might

have pressed their objections and their remonstrances

in Parliament ; and a nation as disposed for compromise
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as the English might have mutilated the inevitable

changes. Chapuys's counsels tempted them into more

dnngerous and less pardonable roads. By encouraging

them in secret conspiracies he made them a menace to

the peace of the realm. He brought Fisher to the

block. He forced the Government to pass the Act of

Supremacy as a defence against treason, and was thus

the cause also of the execution of Sir Thomas More and

the Charterhouse monks.

To Chapuys, perhaps, and to his faithful imitators

later in the century—De Quadra and Mendoza—the

country owes the completeness of the success of the

Reformation. It was a battle fought out gallantly

between two principles—a crisis in the eternal struggle

between the old and the new. The Catholics may boast

legitimately of their martyrs. But the Protestants have

a martyrology longer far and no less honourable, and

those v.dio continue to believe that the victory won in

England in the sixteenth century was a victory of right

over wrong, have no need to blush for the actions of

the brave men who, in the jjulpit or in the Council

Chamber, on the scaffold or at the stake, won for

mankind the spiritual liberty which is now the law of

the world.

m
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190 ; objects to the Princess
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plaints to Charles, 223 ; the
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256 ;
proposes a special Spanish
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fresh negotiations with Crom-
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against the Emperor's supposed
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to Catherine, 427 ; suspicions as

to her having been poisoned, 430
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Anne Boleyn, 434 ; another plan
for Mary's escape, 443 ; re-

sumes negotiations with Crom-
well for a treaty between Charles
and Hcnrj-, 447 ; expectations of

Henry's separation from Anne,

453 ; continued negotiations f(jr

the treaty, 457 ; account of the

Easter (1536) at Greenwich, 458 ;

Henry insists on a letter from
Charles, 461, 463 ; Chapuys's
report to Charles, 463 ; report to

the Emperor of Anne Boleyn's
downfall, 474 ; false account of

Rochford's dying speech, 485

;

his explanation of Anne's mys-
terious confession to Cranmer,

489 ; reports about Jane Sey-
mour, 502 ; the negotiations for

a treaty again taken up, 506

;

introduced to Henry's new Queen,

508 ; advises Mary to take the

Succession oath with a secret pro-

test, 520 ; on the title ' Princess

of "Wales," 521 n. ; difHculty with
Rome about absolution for Mary's
'protest,' 522 ; the success of the

Reformation indirectly owing to

Chapuys, 526
Charles V. (Emperor) : his position
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his relations to the Church, 48 ;

letter to Henry VIII. on his de-

sired divorce, 49 ; letter to Wolsey,

51 ; persistent efibrts to bribe
Wolsejr, 57 ; allows the Pope to

escape from captivity, 58 ;
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73 ; declaration of war by France
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;

his reply, 74 ; instructions to

Mendoza on the Legatine Com-
mission, 84 ; letter to Catherine,

85 ; suggestion that she should
take the veil, 87 ; becomes the
champion of the Roman hierarchy,

no; seeks Henry's aid against
the Turks, 141 ; determination to

stand by Catherine, 149 ; fear of

exciting the German Lutherans,

150 ; his coronation at Bologna,
ib. ; reply to the English deputies,

ih. ; personal interest in the ques-
tion of papal dispensations—his

affinity to his wife, 159 ; uncon-
scious of the changes passing over
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174 ;
perplexed by Henry's en-

forcement of Prasmunire, 186

;

letter to Sir T. More, 189 ; insist-

ence that only the Pope should be
the judge in Henry's case, 194

;

slight modification in his demand,
196 ; etforts to effect reunion of

the Lutherans with the Church,
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199 ; his position towards Eng-
land after Cranmer's judgment,
252 sqq. ; his nearness to the suc-

cession to the English Crown,
288 ; dread of an Anglo-French
alliance, 315 ; suggests a joint

einbassy to England from the

Pope and himself, ih. ; causes of

his hesitation to accede to the
wishes of the reactionists in Eng-
land, 339, 342 ; ultimate refusal,

347, 349 ;
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Charles and Henry, 347 ; letter

to Henry relating to the proposed
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paign in Africa, 393 ; memoran-
dum of the Spanish Council of

State, 394 ; apparent change of

feeling towards Henry, 408 ;

modifications of policy after the

death of Duke Sforza (Milan),

412 ; Charles's treatment of

Chapuys's alarms about Henry's
intentions towards Catherine and
Mary, 414 ; reception of the news
of Catherine's death, 445 ; re-

sumption of negotiations for the
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for reconciliation with Henry,

449 ; his proposal, 450 ; antici-

pared remarriage of Heniy, 452 ;

reply to Cromwell's suggestions

on the treaty, 457 ;
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Mary, 497 ; an alternative pro-
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290 sqq., 306, 315, 392 sq., 400,

522
Clarencieulx (English herald), 73,

74
Clarendon, Constitutions of, 209 sq.

Clement VII., Pope: his political

position when the divorce was
first mooted, 29 ; Charles V.'s

inroads on Italy, 30; the Pope's
appeal for help to Henry VIII.,

31 ; financial difficidties and the
method of relieving them, 34 ; a
witness of the sack of Kome
( 1527), 40 ; his captivity, 43, 50

;

I)r. Knight's mission to. from
Henry VIII., 57 ; the Pope's
escape to Orvieto, 58 ; his desire

to please Henry, 70 ; his sugges-
tion of a compromise, 71 ; con-
cessions to Henry, 75 ; consent
that the cause should be heard
in England, 77 ; the secret ' de.-

cretal,' 78 ; alleged contingent
assent to the proposal to marry
Princess Mary to Duke of E-ich-

mond, 90 ; perplexities in regard
to the secret ' decretal,' 95 ; fresh

pressure from the Emperor, 97 ;

the brief of Julius II., 98 ; serious

illness of Clement, 99 ; expresses

determination not to grant the
divorce, 101 ; resume of his halting
conduct in the cause, in ; be-

tween the hammer and the anvil,

117 ; veers towards Henry's side,

140 ; desirous to reconcile Henry
and the Emperor, 143 ; his pro-

hibitory brief against Henry's
second marriage, 151 ; the hand of

the Emperor therein, ib. ; his de-

sire that Henry should solve the

difficulty by marriage, 160; his

reply to the Engli.sh mission after

the failure at Blackfriars, 162 ;

issues a second brief forbidding
Henry's second marriage, 173 ;

continued desire of a compromise,
181 ; treatment of the appeal to a
General Council, 188 ; reasons

for his delay in the divorce case,

190 sq. ; brought by jNIicer Mai
to consent to communion in both
kinds and to the marriage of

priests, 199 ; attempts friendly

negotiations with Henry, 202
;

Clement's distrust as to the state-

ments about English popular
sentiment, 205 ; he sends Henry
another expostulating brief, 206,

215 ; Ortiz's attempt to extract

a sentence of excommunication,

215 ; Clement's privately expressed

wish that Henry would marry
without waiting for sentence, 218

;

another brief prepared against
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Henrj', 223 ; continued indecision,

224 ; conditional excommunica-
tion of Henry, 225 ; reception of

the news of Heniy's marriag^e,

239 ;
preparation for the interview

with Francis at Nice, 261
;

Clement signs the brief Super
Attentatis, 264 ; interview with
Francis at Marspilles, 275 ; treat-

ment of the French suggestion
that Henry's case should be heard
at Cambrai, 276 ; subject to a
cross-fire of intiueuces, 290, sqq.

;

the sentence delivered : the mar-
riage of Henry and Catherine
declared valid, 293 ; threat to

absolve English subjects from
their allegiance, 301 ; the Brief

of Execution (calling in the secular

arm) held back, 315 ; Clement's
death, 329

Clergy Discipline Acts, 140
Clergy (English) : their state, and

the popular feeling towards theju,

129 ; their sentiments on the
contest between Henry and the
Pope, 178 ; unanimous censure
of the King, 179 ; the cleigy
under Praemunire, 180 ; felonious
cleiks punished like secular crimi-
nals, 210 ; traitor jjriests executed
in their clerical habits, 210, 525 ;

indignation of the clergy at the
statutes passed in restraint of their
privileges, 51a

Commission to investigate charges
against Anne Boleyn, the, 476 ;

the evidence before thcni, 477
Commons, Petition of the (1529),

129
Comioiidadcs, the revolt of the, 48
Conspiracy connected with the Nun

of Kent, 221, 280, 301
Convocation : De Burgo's futile

appeal to, 182 ; acceptance of
Royal Supremacy, 212 ; alleged
address against annates, 213 n.

Covos, Secretary, 306
Cranmer, Thomas (afterwards

Archbishop) : one of the English
deputies at the coronation of

Charles Y., 150 ; his marriage as

a priest, 228 ; made Archbishop
of Canterbury, 230 ; the proposal
that he should try the divorce
cause, 235 ;

gives judgment for

the divorce, 250 ; his qualified

oath to the Pope, 257; his high
regard for Anne, 478; his alarm
for the political results of Anne's
guilt, 511

Cromwell, Thomas : his relations

with Chapuys, 259, 266, 271 ;

sketch of his career, 267 ; eager

for the reform of the clergy, 268

;

alleged desire of the deaths of

Catherine and Mary, 324 ; his

discovery of the Emperor's inten-

tions in regard to Princess INIary,

343 ; on the illness of the Prin-

cess, ib. ; his political principles,

349 ; in negotiation again with
Chapuys, 350, 364, 374, 377 ;

pro-

fessed anxiety for Catherine's

and Mary's safety, 352 ; Anne
Boleyn's enmity to him, 379;
statement of English objection to

a Papal General Council, 385

;

interferes with the election of

the Lord Mayor, 407 ; treatment

of Chapuys's advances for resum-
ing negotiations of the abandoned
treaty, 447 ; contingent accept-

ance of the Emperor's proposals,

448 ; sounded by Chapuys as to

Henry's possible separation from
Anne, 454 ; negotiations con-

tinued, 457 ; his knowledge of

Anne's infidelities, 468 ; informs
the King, 470 ; report of the

proceedings against Anne, 481

;

the commission of investigation

of monastic establishments, 513

;

influence over some parliamen-
tary elections, 515 ; a strong

friend of Princess Mary, 517

;

h(^r refusal of the Succession oath
brings on Cromwell the King's
displeasure, 519 ;

expresses his

belief that Mary will be declared

his heir by the King, 523

T\ACRE of Naworth, Lord : tried

1/ for treason, and acquitted, 322
Darcy of Templehurst. Lord : his

charges against Wolsey, 131 sqq.
;

opinions on the Royal Supremacy,
212 ; scheme proposed by him to

Chapuys for an insurrection

against Henry, 328 ; intimates to

Chapuys that the time of action

has arrived. 339 ; eager for insur-

rection, 376, 392 ; comes to a
violent end, 523
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iJiuvy, Sir Arthur (Lord Darcy's
son), 353

Darius, Sylvester, Eng-lisli agent at:

Valliidolid, 93
Davalos, Rodrigo (Spanish lawyer) :

liis special method of expediting
the divorce suit at Rome, 263

Deceased husband's brother, mar-
riage with. 27, 59

Deposition, the Bull of: not iden-
tical with the Brief of Execution,
400 it.

Desmond, Earl of : offers his ser-

vices to the Emperor against
Henry, 305

Dispensing- power, the Papal claim
of, in matriiijonial nuitters, 27,

38 ; various views of canon
lawyers, 140 ; how it affected

various Royal families, 159 ; a
Cardinal's opinion of the alleged
power, 181

Dublin, Archbishop of, slaughtered
by Lord Thomas Fitzgerald, 323

Dunstable, Crannier's court at, 249
Durham, Wolsey bishop of, 100
Dyngley, Sir Thomas, 66

ECCLESIASTICAL Courts: their

tyrannj' over the laity, 129
Edward IV. : his children by

Elizabeth Grey declared by a
Church court to be illegitimate,

Elections, parliamentary, limited
extent of Crown influence over,

515 «(?•

Elizabeth, Princess : proposal for

her marriage with the Duke of
Angouleme, 375

Emmanuel, King (Portugal) : mar-
ried successively to two sisters

and their niece. 159
English people : their sentiments
on the contest between Henry
and the Pope, 178, 189 ; wearied
of the tyranny of Rome, and of
the iniquities of Church courts
and the clergy, 512

Esher, Wolsey's residence at, 148
Essex, Sir William, 68 n.

Europe, general interest of, in the
English Refoi-mation movement,

Exeter, Marchioness of, 413 sq.. 454
Exeter, Marquis of (grandson of

!pdward IV. : a possible claiuiant

to succeed Heni-y VIII.), 26, 243,

519. 523

FALIERI, Ludovico (Venetian
ambassador to England) : his

descriptions of Queen Catlierine

and Henrj^ VIII.
, 37 ; on female

succession to the English crown,

138
Ferdinand (King of Hungary, and
King 01 the Romans : Charles

V.'s brother), 150, 388
Fisher, Bishop (Rochester) : his

first views about the divorce, 47 ;

his emphatic denunciation of it,

119 ; objection to the Clergy
Discipline Acts, 140 ; staunch in

favour of Catherine, 171 ; his

opposition to the Royal Supre-
macy overcome by threats, 185

;

determination to defend Catherine
in Parliament, 209 ; committed
to the custody of Bishop Gardiner,

241 ; released, 261 ; becomes
leader of the Catholic conspiracy,

273 ; sent to the Tower, 281

;

again sent to the Tower for

refusing to take the Succession
oath, 304 ; created Cardinal,

383 ; committed for trial, 384

;

incriminating letters found on
him, 386 ; trial and execution,

388
Fitzgerald, Lord Thomas : in ne-

gotiation with Chapuys, 305 ; in

open rebellion against Henrj',

323 ; want of means, 337 ; defeat,

341 ; receives the Pope's absolu-

tion for the murder of the Arch-
bishop of Dublin, 376 ; a prisoner

in the Tower, 402 ; executed, 408
Fitzwilliam, Sir William, 200, 473,

475. 519
Flemi.sh artisans in London, 94
Floriano, Messer: his speech on

Campeggio's an-ival in London,
86

Foxe, Dr. (afterwards Bishop) : his

mission from Henry to Clement,

74 ; his reply to Chapiiys's de-

fence of his action for Catherine,

257
Francis I. (France), defeat and cap-

ture of, at Pavia, 29 ; his belief

that Charles intended to transfer

the Apostolic See to Spain, 52 ;

doubts Wolsey's honesty in regard

''1

1
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to Henry VIII., 107 ; negotiations

with the Snialcaldic League
aijairst Charles V., 152 ;

promise
to arrange with the Pope if Henry
cut the knot and married, 162

;

desires the Pope to delay sen-

tence, 187 ; his compliments and
presents to Anne Boleyn, 220

;

meeting with Henry, 221 ; en-

courages Henry to marry and
break with the Pope, ih. ; fails

to keep his ajjpnrent promise to

Henry, 261 ; abandons Henry,
276 ; letter to Anne Boleyn, 283 ;

last efforts at Rome, 290 sq. ; in-

fluence on him of the remem-
brance of Pavia, 315; desire to

set up a Patriarchate of France.

316 ;
promotes the election of

Famese (Paul III.), 330 ; anxious
desire to take Milan, 374, 379

;

dubious position on the question
of the Papal deposition of Henry,

395 ; fresh aspirations towai'ds

Milan, 410; policy towards the
Bull of Deposition, 412 ; success-

ful invasion of Italy, 510 ; defeats

Charles in Provence, ib.

pARDINER, Stephen, 74, 104,

VT 148, 241, 481
General Council ; suggested appeal

to, for the settlement of difficul-

ties, 188, 354, 364, 384 ; demanded
of the Ptjjje by France and Eng-
land, 222

Ghinucci, Bishop (Worcester), 72;
revenues of his sec sequestrated,

269
Granvcllc (Spanish Minister), 399,

464, 475, 498
Grey, Lord Leonard, 408
Greys, the family of, possible claim-

ants to succeed Henry VIII., 26
Gueldres, Duke of, 460

HANNAERT, Viscount (Charles's

ambassador at Paris) : pro-
motes a treaty between Charles
and Henr)% 347 ; his report on
Anne's infidelity, 475

Haughton, Prior (Charterhouse),
executed for treason, 371

Henry VIII. : effect of religious

prejudice in estimating his cha-
racter : on Catholics, 5 ; High
Churchmen, 6 ; Protestants, ib.

;

his Ministers and prelates must
share in whatever was question-
able in his acts, 10 ; his personal
popularity, 11 ;

permanent cha-
racter of his legislation, 12 ; its

benefits extended beyond Eng-
land, 13 ; all his laws were sub-
mitted to his Parliament, 14

;

calumnies and libels against
Henry in his lifetime, 16 ; recent
discovery of unpubli-shed materials
for his history, 17 ; nature and
especial value of these, 18 sq.

Henry VIII. : prospects (in 1526) of

a disputed succession through the
lack of an heir, 24 ;

primary reason
for his censing to cohabit with
Catherine, 25 ; irregularity of his

marriage, 27 ; first mention of
the divorce, 29 ; receives an ap-
peal for help from Clement VII.,

31 ; sends the Pope money, 32 ;

the first public expression of a
doubt as to Princess Mar}''s legi-

timacy, 35 ; Falieri's description

of Henry, 37 ; the King befcn-e

the Legatine Court, 38 ; unpopu-
larity of the divorce, 44 ; receives

a letter from Charles urging him
not to make the divorce question
public, 50 ; Henry determines to

choose a successor to Catherine,

52 ; attracted to Anne Boleyn, 53 ;

endeavours to obtain from the

Pope a dispensation to marry a
second time, 57 ; risnme of

Henrj''s position, 59 sq. ; exami-
nation of the charge that Henry's
connection with Anne was inces-

tuous, 62 sqq. ; the Pope's advice
that he should iiiarry again and
then proceed with the trial, 72 ;

Henry joins with France in de-

claring war against Chai-les, 73 ;

his statement of his case as laid

before Clement at Orvieto, 76 ;

Henry's letter to Anne Boleyn,

79 ; the Abbess of Wilton, 80

;

Henry's letter of complaint to

Wolsey about the appointment
of an unfitting person, 81 ; Cam-
peggio's prearranged delays, 84

;

speech in the City, 92 ; resolves to

let the trial proceed before Cam-
peggio and Wolsey, 105 ; Henry's
address to the Legates at Black-
friars, 113 ; refuses to accept
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Clement, the Emperor's prisoner,

as judge of liis cause, 114 ; his

momentary inclination to aban-
don Anne, 125 ; reception of

Chapuys, the Imperial ambas-
sador, 126 ; interpretation of the
advocation of his case to Rome,
138 ; denunciation of the Pope
and Cardinals, 141 ; approves of

the reforming side of Lutheran-
isur, 142 ; consults foreign doctors
on his cause, 142, 151, 153 ; con-
tinued liking for Wolsey, 145 ; a
brief from Clement forbidding his

marriage, 151 ; Henry invited by
Francis to join the Smalcaldic
League, 152 ; desire to recall

Wolsey, 153 ; sends him down to

his diocese, 157 ; the suggestion
of a neutral place for the trial,

161 ; Henry again denounces the
Pope and all his Court, 164 ; em-
phatically refuses to allow his

cause to be tried at Rome, ib.
;

revival of the Prasmunire, 166
;

a step towards the break with
the Papacy, 168 ; Henry's direct

appeal to the Pope, 170 ; Cle-

ment's second brief against
Henry's second marriage, 173 ;

a struggle with the Pope inevit-

able, 178 ; clipping the claws of

the clergy, 179 ; Henry declared

Supreme Head of the Church of

England, 180 ; receives the Papal
brief forbidding his second mar-
riage, 183; I'eply to the Nuncio's
questions as to the nature of his

new Papacy, 185 ; and to the
Pope's appeal for aid against the
Turks, 186, 202 ; disregards the
Pope's threat of excommunica-
tion, 191 ; rejects the Pope's etibrts

at friendly negotiations, 203 ; al-

leged bribery by Henry's ambas-
sador at Rome, ib. ; deliberate-

ness of Henry's conduct of his

policy, 207 ; his reply to Bishop
Tunstal's letter against schism,

208 ; steps towards the toleration

of heresy, 211 ; displeasure with
More, ib. ; Annates Bill, 212

;

Fi'ench advice to Henry to marry
without waiting for sentence, 218

;

meeting with Francis, 219 sqq.
;

the immediate outcome thereof,

221 s^. ; ruruour of his secret

marriage with Anne, 223 ; again
threatened with excommunica-
tion, 225 ; Henry appoints Cran-
mer to Canterbury, 230 ;

privately
married to Anne Boleyn, 231 ; his
law in restraint of the powers of

bishops, 232 ; courteous conduct
towards the Nuncio, 234 ; allows
his marriage to be known, 236

;

preparations for possible war, ib.
;

appeals to Rome forbidden, 237

;

resume of Henry's position (in

regard to the divorce) towards
the Pope, 247 sq. ; Cranmer's
judgment, 250; Heni-y informs
tlie Empei'or of his marriage, 253 ;

the formal announcement in the
House of Lords, 255 ; discovers
that he had been misled by
Francis, 261, 266, 278 ; disap-
pointment at the birth of a
daughter, 270 ; order that the
Pope was only to be styled
' Bishop of Rome,' 283 ; difficulty

in disposing of Catherine, 284

;

Henry's fears of an insurrection,

285 ; the King's nomination to

bishoprics sufficient, without re-

quiring Papal Bulls, 289 ; the
Papal sentence, 293 ;

passage of
the Act abolishing the Pope's
authority in England, 294 ; refusal

of Chapuys' s demand to speak in
Parliament for Catherine, 299

;

enforces the oath to the Succes-
sion Act, 303 ; orders more kindly
treatment of Princess Mary, 307 ;

the question of demanding the

Succession oath froui Catherine
and Mary, 307 sqq. ; the Xing-
modifies the demand, 313 ; another
meeting with Francis arranged,

but postponed, 315 ; cooling of

his feelings for Anne, 325 ; re-

ported nottvelks amours, ib., 336 ;

interference on behaif of Mary,
326 ; refuses to acknowledge any
special atlthority in any Pope,

330 ;
prospects of civil war, 341 ;

anxiety for Mary in her second
illness, 343 ; refuses Chapuys'

s

request that she should be again
placed under her mother's care,

344 ; his high opinion of Cathe-
rine's courage, 345 ; desire to be
on good terms with Charles, 351 ;

letters to Sir John Wallop for

I
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the Spanish Ambassador in Paris,

374 ; receives a letter from
Charles, 379 ; threat in regard

to ' Cardinal ' Fisher, 384 ;
jeal-

ousy of the rival Powers, 396

;

enthusiastic reception during his

progress to the Welsh borders,

397 ; slanders against him on the

Continent, 406 ; interference in

the election of Lord Mayor, 407 ;

a period of danger for Henry,

409 ; opinion that Catherine and
Mary must ' bend or break,' 413 ;

interview with Chapuys during
Catherine's mortal illness, 424

;

effect of Catherine's death, 433 ;

rejoicings in the Palace, 434

;

Henry's treatment of Mary, 436 ;

beginning of his dissatisfaction

with Anne, 438 ; disappointment
at her second miscarriage, 442 ;

present from him to Mary of her
mother's crucifix, 448 ; specula-

tion on his re-marriage, 452 ;

rumours about Henry's partiality

to Jane Seymour, 454 ; his legal

position towards Anne Boleyn,

455 ; refuses the Emperor's pro-

posal of reconciliation with Rome,

457 ; reception of Chapuys at

Greenwich (Easter, 1536), 458
sqq. ; Heniy's determined posi-

tion towards Cbarles. 460 sqq. ;

his report on the affair to his

ambassador to the Emperor, 465 ;

dissolution of Parliament, 468 ;

informed of Anne's iniidelities,

orders an inquiry, 470 ; the trials

resulting, 478 aqq. ; the trial of

Anne, 482 ; the mystery of Anne's
confession to Cranmer, 488 sqq.

;

the Lambeth sentence, 489

;

Anne's execution : high person-
ages present by the King's com-
mand, 494 ; competition from the
Continent for his hand, 495

;

overtures for reconciliation from
Rome, 499 sq. ; Jane Seymour,
501 ; speedy marriage with her,

504 ; Mary restoi-ed to favour,

505 ; Henry's declaration of neu-
trality in the war between Francis
and Charles, 510; his return to

the Roman communion expected
by the Catholics, 511 ; determin-
ation to carry out the Reforma-
tion, 513 ; Jus difficult position

towards the new Parliament, 515 ;

his popularity strengthened by
the condemnation of Anne, 516 ;

strength of his affection for Mary,
517 ; his anger at her again re-

fusing to take the Succession
oath, 519 ; joy at her acquies-
cence, 520 ; hopeless of further
offspring, 522 ; close of the first

Act of the Reformation, 523 sqq.

Husee, John : his letter on Anne
Boleyn to Lord and Lady Lisle,

479 ; on Henry's seclusion after

Anne Boleyn's execution, 504
Hussey, Lady, 519
Hussey, Lord, 327, 378, 523

ILLEGITIMACY, treatment of,

1_ by the Church of Rome, 25
Inteville, M. d' : his compound

mission (o England, 480, 496
Ireland, rebellion in : proofs that it

was part of a Papal holy war,

323
Italian conjuror, the, 334
Italian League, the, 32

JAEN, Cardinal of, 306
James V. of Scotland, a pos-

sible claimant to succeed Henry
VIIL, 26

Jordan, Isabella (Prioress of Wil-
ton), 81

Julius II., Pope: his dispensation
for Henry VIII.'s first marriage,
60 ; defects in his Bull of dispen-
sation to Henry, 94 ; alleged
brief correcting these, 94, 98 ; a
Roman opinion of the nullity of
his dispensation, 181

KIMBOLTON, Catherine's resi-

dence at, 285
Kingston, Sir W. (Constable of the

^ Tower), 340, 488, 493, 503
Kite, Bishoj) (Carlisle), 503
Knight, Dr. (secretary to Henry
VI 1 1.) : his special mission to

Rome, 57

LAITY, English middle class

:

their feelings towards Queen
Catherine and towards the Church,
89

Lambeth sentence, the : the nullity
of Henry's marriage with Anne
Boleyn, 489 sq.
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Langey, Sieur de : special envoy to

Anne Boleyn from Francis, 220
Lee, Archbishop (Yi>rk), 200
Legatine Commission, the (Cam-

peggio's), 76 sqq., 84, 85
Legatine court, Wolsey's, 38
Legend, iuvuhierabilitj'' of, 69
Legends, historic, i sqq.

Liberty, spiritual, of the world, won
by Henry's work in the Reforma-
tion, 525

Liege, Cardinal of : suggested as a

judge in the divorce cause, 161

Lincolnshire rebellion, 523
Lingard, Dr. : his interpretation of

Wolsey's suggested Papal dis-

pensation for Henry VIII.'s
second marriage, 62

Llandafi', Queen Catherine's con-

fessor Bishop of, 72
Lorraine, Caruinal, 52
Louis XII. : his method of settling

a matrimonial difficulty, 214
Luther, Henry VIII.'s partial sym-
pathy with, 142

Lutheran advances to Henry VIII.,

103
Lutheranisni : its rapid spread in

England, 288, 317, 337
Lutherans, German : their tacit en-

couragement by Charles V., yi,

40 ; his fear of exciting them, 150 ;

decidedly opposed to Henry's di-

vorce, 174

MAI, Micer, Imperial agent at

Kome, loi ; resentment of a

slight put upon the Emperor, 102
;

assent to Lutheran political ob-

jections to Rome, 103 ; his opinion

of the Pope and his councillors,

115 ; and of Salviati's instruc-

tions to Campeggio, ih. ; reports

on the mission from Henry to

Clement, 162 ; suggestion of a

General Council to settle difficul-

ties, 188 ; obtains from Clement
concessions as to reunion of

Lutherans, 199 ; distracted with
the Pope's evasions, 203 ; charges
English ambassador with bribery,

203, 217
Manor of the More, Wolsey's resi-

dence at, 130
Martyrology : the Protestant longer

and no less honourable than the

Catholic, 526

Mary, Princess: p*-oposed marriage
of with Francis I. or with one of

his sons, 34 ; suggested proposal to

marry her to her father's natural
son (Duke of Richmond), 90 ;

separated from her mother, 197 ;

her father's love of her, 198 ; the
Emperor's desire to protect her
rights, 227 ; allowed again to live

with her mother, 265 ; depri\ed
of the title of ' Princess,' 271 ;

letter to her father after his mar-
riage with Anne,. 284 ; attached
to the establishment of her
sister Elizabeth, 285 ; anecdotes
of the King's atl'ection for her,

286 sq. ; her determined attitude,

297, 302 ;
' shows her teeth

'

against the Succession oath, 307
sq. ; has an alarming illness, 324 ;

belief that her life is threatened,

325 ; project to convey her out of

England, 340 ; another serious

illness, 343 ; consternation of the
physicians, ih. ; reality of her
personal danger, 359 ; fresh plans
for her escape, 362 ; removed
from Greenwich to Elthain, %b. ;

further plans, ib. ; petition to the
Emperor to ' apply the remedy,'

402 ; her friends desire to have
her married to the Dauphin, 406 ;

reply to A-ane Boleyn's friendly

message after Catherine's death,

434 ; discovery of a letter about
her from Anne to Mrs. Shelton,

439 ;
propo.sal to take the Suc-

cession oath with a mental re-

servation, 443 ; another plan of

escape, ib. ; rejoiced at the pro-
spect of her father's separation

from Anne, 453 ; received back
into her father's favour, 505 ;

question of her marriage, 507

;

her popularity increased in con-
.sequence of the machinations of

Anne, 517 ; the question of the

Succession oath revived, 518 ; by
Chapuys's advice she submits
(with a secret protest), 520 ; de-
light of the King and Queen, ih.

;

her real feelings not disguised,

521 ; unable to obtain a Papal
absolution for the ' secret pro-

test ' connected with her oath, 522
Maximilian, Emperor : his high

opinion of the English people, 23
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Medici, Catherine de' (niece of

Clement VII.), marriage of, with
the Duke of Orleans, 275

' Meliin, the eels of ' (proverb), 256
Mendoza, Inigo de (Bishop of Bur-

gos), mission of, from Spain to

France and England, 33, 36, 39,

43 ; offers Wolsej' the bribe of the

Papacy, 45 ; instructed to otter

other bribes to win Wolsey's
friendship to the Emperor, 50

;

his first mention of Anne Boleyn,

53 ; his belief that WoLsey Was
the instigator of the divorce, 55 ;

reports to Charles on the Lega-
tine Ccnnnission, 84 ; mistaken
estimate of English national
opinion, 93 ; recalled : his fare-

well interview with Ileiiry, no
Milan : the question of succession

reopened, 410 ; treaty prepared
by Spain for settlement of the
dispute, 445

Molza, Gerai'do : his account of

Campeggio's reception in Eng-
land, 86

Monastic orders : their dcjjraved
condition, 368 ;

preachers of in-

surrection, 369 ; the ' very stews
of unnatural crime,' 396 ; con-
tiniied proofs of their iniquitous

condition, 513
Money, comparative vnlue uf, in

Henry Vlll.'s time, 100, 131
Montague, Lord, 346, 523
Montfalconet (Charles's maitre

d' hotel) : his report to Charles
on Catherine's desire for a sentence,

214
Moor Park : Catherine's residence

at, 197
More, .Sir Thomas: made Lord

Chancellor, 135 ; lack of sym-
pathy with advanced Reformers,

147 ; enforces heresy laws against
Lutherans, 174 ; horrified at the
King's claim to Supremacy
over the Church, he resigns the
Chancellorship, 185 ; statement
before the Lords of the opinions
of Universities on the divorce,

189 ; his chancellorship distin-

guished for heresy-prosecutions,
211 ; resigns his office, 213 ; sent
tfi the Tower for refusing to take
the Succession onth, 304 ; his

prophecy in regard to Anne

Bolej-n's fate, 372 ; committed
for trial. 384 ; sketch of his posi-

tion, 389 ; trial, 390 ; execution,

391
Mortmain Acts : measures to pre-

vent their evasion, 210
Mountjoy, Lord, 243
Mythic element, the, influence of,

in history, i

"VJIXE, Bishop (Norwich): im-

ll prisoned for burning a heretic,

289 sq.

Norfolk, Duke of (uncle of Anne
Boleyn), joins in an appeal to

the Pope to concede the divorce,

95 ;
opposed to Anne's marriage

with the King, 125 ; senti-

ments about the divorce, 128

;

made President of the Council,

135 ; his opinion on the absolute

need of the divorce (1529), 143 ;

c(mdcinnation of the Pope's posi-

tion in the matter, 144 ; sus-

picions of Wolsey's possible re-

turn to power, 145, 147 sq. ; his

slalement to Chapuys of the

necessity of Henry having male
succession, 153 ; suggests the

Cardinal of Liege and iho Bishop
of Tarbes as judges in the di-

vorce cause, 161 ; cautions Cha-
puys against introdticing Papal
briefs into England, 175 ; firm

stand against the threat of ex-

communication, 186 ; admiration

of Catherine and dislike of Anne
Boleyn, 190 ; heads a deputation
of Peers and Bishops to Cathe-
rine, 192 ; consultation with Poors

on restraint of Papal jurisdiction,

212 ; his courtesies to the Papal
Nuncio. 234 ; interview with Cha-
puys before attending the meet-
ing of the Pope and King Francis
at Nice, 261 ; denunciation of

Rome and Romanism, 283 ; ex-

pected that Henry would submit
to the successor of Clement in the

Papacy, 330 ; withdrawal from
Court, 346 ;

present at the execu-
tion of Chartirhouse monks, 371

Norris, Sir Henry, 266 ;
present at

the execution of Charterhouse
monks, 371 ; a paramour of Anne
B ileyn, 472 «(/., 474, 475 ; execu-
tion, 486
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Northumbftrland, Earl of (Henry
Percy), alleged secret marriage
of, with Anne Boleyn, 53 ; dis-

gust at Anne's arrogance, 337
Nun of Kent : disclosures connected

with, 221, 301 ; the effect of the
' revelations,' 280

OBSERVANTS, the General of

the, Charles V.'s guardian of

the Pope, 58, 71, ']']

Orleans, Duke of : marriage with
Catherine de' Medici, 275

Ortiz, Dr., Catherine's special re-

presentative at Rome, 181, 187,

200, 203 sq., 205, 215, 221, 226,

293, 296, 398, sqq., 408, 41 S, 423
Orvieto, imprisonment of Clement
VII. at, 58, 70

Oxford, Earl of, 243

PAGET, Lord : his description of

Chapuys's character, 125
Papal curse, inefficiency of, in
modern days, 295

Paris, University of : decision in

favour of the divorce, 160
Parliaments, annual, introduced by

Henry, 14
Parliament summcmed after the

failure of the Blackfriars court,

123 ; object of the meeting, 135 ;

impeachment of Wolsey, 136

;

reform of Church courts, and
Clergy Discipline Acts, 140 ; ef-

fect of Clement's delays on, 171

;

treatment (session 1531) of the

Universities' opinions on the

divorce, 189 ; third session (Jan.

1532) : formation of an Opposition
against violent anti-clerical mea-
sures, 207 ; measures passed in

restraint of clerical claims, 210 ;

the Opposition (Peers and Pre-
lates) appeal to Chapuys for

armed intervention by the Em-
pf'i'or, 254 ; the Act of Supre-
macy, 331 ; dissolution, 468 ; a
new Parliament speedily sum-
moned after Anne's execution,

514 ; no account left of the de-

bates in this Parliament, 516 ; the

new Act of Succession, ih.

Patriarchate, a new, proposed, with
Wolsey as its head, 43

Paul III. (Famese) : elected Pope
as successor to Clement VII.,

329 ; favourably disposed towards
Henry, 330 ; restrained by Charles
from issuing the Brief of Execu-
tion, 360 ; acknowledgment (when
Cardinal) of Henry's right to a
divorce, 378 ;

prevents the treaty

between Charles and Henrj', 382
;

creates Fisher a Cardinal, 383 ;

exasperation at the news of the

execution of Fisher, 394 ; difficul-

ties of desired retaliation, 395

;

delay in issuing the censuie.s,

398 ; reasons therefor, 399 ; de-

sire that Catherine should apply
for the Brief of Execution, 403 ;

thinks of declaring Mary Queen
in place of her ' deposed ' father,

406; annoyance at the failure of

Fitzgerald's rebellion, 408 ; thinks

himself a now Hildebrand, 411 ;

summary of his Bull against

Henry, ih. ; delay in its issue,

416 ; a warm debate in Con-
sistory, 418 &qq. ;

professes kindly
feelings to Henry after Catherine's

death, 457 ; reception of the

news of Anne's fall, 499 ; over-

tures for reconciliation, 500 sq. ;

eager solicitations to Henry to

return to the Rouian communion,

513
Paulet, Sir William, 476
Pavia, political results i.f the defeat

of Francis I. at, 29 sqq.

Peers, English : their petition to

Clement to grant Henry's peti-

tion, 160
' Penny Gleek,' 503
Percy, Henry (Earl of Northumber-

land) : his statement that Anne
Boleyn meant to poison the

Princess Mary, 287 ; swears that

there was never contract of mar-
riage between him and Anne, 475

Petition of the Commons (1529),

129
Peto, Cardinal, 67
Pilgrimage of (irace, the, 66, 523
Pole, Geolfrey (brother of Reginald),

335. 471
Pole, Reginald : his manifesto ac-

companying Paul III.'s Bull de-

posing Henry VIII., 63; his

statement of Heni-y's desire to

break with Anne Boleyn, 125

;

suggested marriage with Princess

Mary, 273, 335

I
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Pommeraye, La (French ambas-
sador in London) : his denuncia-
tion of ' that devil of a Pope, ' 206 ;

recommendation that Henry
should follow Louis XII. 's ex-

ample, 214, 218
Prsemunire, 132, 166

;
proclamation

for its enforcement, 167 ; embar-
rassments caused by its revival,

186
Prejudice, influence of, in judging'

historical characters, 2 sqq.

Provisors, the Statute of, 137 ; its

revival, 168

EEFORMATION, English: at

first political rather than doc-
trinal, 7 ; its characteristic excel-

lence, 8

Reuni(m of Christendom, Charles
V.'s efforts for, 199

Richmond, Duke of (cr. 1525),
natural son of Henry VIII., 25,

448 ;
present at the execution of

Charterhouse monks, 372 ; edu-
cated as a Prince, but his position

not recognised by the law, 515 ;

his popularity and resemblance
to his father, 516 ; Sussex's pro-

posal that the Crown should be
* settled on him, ih. ; his death,

Rochford, Lord (Anne Bolcyn's
brother) : mission to Paris to

annormce his sister's marriage,

236 ;
present at the execution of

Charterhouse monks, 371 ; spe-

cially attentive to Chapuys, 458 ;

refused the Garter, 471 ; takes

part in the tournament (1536),

472 ; arrested, 474 ; charged with
incest with his sister, 477 ; his

trial, 483 ^q. ; Cbapuys's account
of his dying speech, 485 ; the real

speech, 486
Rome, sack of, by the Duke of

Bourbon, 40
Royal Supremacy, meaning of, 180;

accepted by Convocation, 212
Russell, Sir John, sent with money

to Clement "VII., 32

ST. ALBANS, Wolsey abbot of,

100, 130
St. John the Baptist and Herod,
Bishop Fisher's allusion to, in the
matter of the divorce, 119

Salisbury, Countess of, 26, 273, 523
Salviati, Cardinal, 52, 99, 115, 264
Sampson, Dean (of the Chapel
Royal) : speech against the Pope's
claims over England, 310

Sanctiiary : felonious clerks de-

prived of the right of, 516
Sandys, Lord (Henry's chamber-

lain), 337
Sanga (Clement VII. 's secretary),

31, 91, 108
Sens, Cardinal (Chancellor), 52
Seymour, Sir Edward, 460
Seymour, Jane : iirst association of

her name with Henry, 454 ; her
marriage, 505 ;

great popularity,

ib. ; kindness to Mary, 517, 520
Sforza, Duke of Milan, deatli of, 410
Shelton, Mrs. (Anne Boloyn's aunt),

285, 286, 297, 302, 305 sq., 362,

439, 1-)^

Six Articles Bill, the, 8

Smalcaldic League, the 152, 289
Smeton, Mark (paramour of Anne

Boleyn), 470, 472, 475 ; execu-
tion, 486

Sorbonne, the : suggested reference

of the divorce cause to, 145
Soria, Lope de (Minister of Charles
V. at Genoa), his letter on the

sack of Rome, 41, 48
Spain : the Cabinet's discussion of

Catherine's position after Cran-
mer's judgment, 251 aqq. ; their

decision, 252 ; debates on pro-

posed treaty between Charles and
Henry, 348, 379 .

Spaniards, the ; their atrocities in

Ifaly, 33, 40
Statute Book, the : its historic

aspect, 14
Stokesley, Bishop (London), 150, 471
Succession to the English throne,

danger of a disputed, 24, 90,

138 ; various possible claimants
if Henry VIII. had no heir, 26

Succession, Act of, 300 ; the oath
to it enforced, 303 ; debate in

Council as to its enforcement on
Catherine and Mary, 307 sqq.

;

(after Anne's death) the discus-

sion of, 516 sq.

Suffolk, Duke of : his mission from
Henry to France, 107 ; Cbapuys's
report on his sentiments about
the divorce, 128 ; made Vice-
President of the Council, 135
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Supremacy, Act of (explaining' in

detail the meaning of the Royal
Supremacy), 331 sq. ; enforced,

370 aqq.

Sussex, Lord : one of a deputation

of nobles to Catherine at Moor
Park, 200 ; proposes to Parlia-

ment (after Anne's execution)

that the Duke of Richmond
should have the succession to the

Crown, 516

riURBES, Bishop of (afterwards

J_ Cardinal Grammont) : his mis-
sion to England from France, 35 ;

the first publicly to question the

legitimacy of the Princess Mary,

35, 92 ;
(ambassador to Clement

VII.) his statement of Clement's
real opinion on the divorce, 151 ;

suggested by Duke of Norfolk as

a judge in the divorce cause, 161
;

caution to Clement as to the

consequences of his losing Eng-
land, 190 ; mission to Rome to

demand a General Council, 222

;

a proposal to Clement apparently

in Henry's name, 274
Talboys, Sir Gilbert : married the

mother of Heniy VIII. 's illegiti-

mate son, 25
Throgmorton, Sir George: his

statements about Henry VIII.,

Lady Boleyn and her daughters,

66 sqq.

Throgmorton, Michael, 66
Toison d'or (French herald), 73
Tournon, Cardinal : his special

mission to Rome to demand a

General Council, 222, 261

Treasons, the Statute of, 517
Tunstal, Bi.shop (Durham) ; his

letter to Henry on the Royal
Supremacy, 207 ; speech in

favour of the Succession Act, 309
sq. ; mission to Catherine on the

subject, 312

WALLOP, Sir John (English

representative at Paris), 347,

422, 481
Warham. Archbishop (Canterbury),

assessor to Wolsey as Legate,

38 ; doubtful as to the divorce,

47 ; afterwards in favour of it,

161 ; his halting opinions, 171 ;

protest against the Royal Supi-e-

macy, 208 ; dying protest against

the anti-papal legislation, 213
Weston, Sir Francis, paramour of

Anne Bolej'n, 473 sqq., 479 sq.
;

execution, 486
Wil ton, the state of the convent at,

80 ; Henry VIII. 's letters on
the appointment of its Abbess, 81

Wiltshire, Earl of (Sir Thomas
Boleyn, Anne Boleyn's father),

125, 150 ; one of the English
deputies at the coronation of

Charles V., 150 ; withdraws his

opposition to his daughter's

marriage with the Xing, 236

;

present at the execution of the

Charterhouse monks, 371
Winchester, Wolsey bishop of, 100,

130
Wolsey, Cardinal : his first efforts to

promote the divorce of Henry, 29 ;

eager to maintain the Papacy,

30 ; his desire of an Anglo-French
alliance, 33 ; a pensionary of the

Emperor, 34 ; brings the question

of divorce before his Legatine

court, 38 ; his policy after the

Sack of Rome, 42 ; the proposal

to make Wolsey Archbishop of

Rouen and Patriarch, 43 ; refuses

the Emperor's oifered bribe of the

Papacy, 45 ; mission to Paris,

46 ; interview with Bi.shop Fi.shor,

47 ; further bribes olfcred him by
Charles, 50 ; .signs the French
Cardinals' protest against the

Pope's captivity, 52; disgust at

the King's .selection of Anne
Boleyn. 54 ; at first endeavours

to check the divorce, 56 ; sends

a draft dispensation for the

Pope's signature, 60 ; the word-'

ing thereof, 61 ; consultations

with Campeggio, 89 ; the secret

decretal, 95, 99 ;
chances of

Wolsey's election to the Papacy,

100 ; his boundless wealth, ih.
;

letter to Campeggio on Cathe-

rine's position, 105 ; in doubt

about the progress of his French
policy, 106 ; foresight of coming
events, 109 ; the Legatine court at

Blackfriars, in; delays, 118;

efl'ect of Bi.shop Fisher's inter-

position, 120 ; Campeggio refuses

to pass sentence, ib.\ despatch

to the Commissioners at Rome,
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I21 ; causes of the animosity
that hroke out against him,
130 ; the manifold sources of his

wealth, ib. ; his son, 131 ; Lord
Darcy's list of comjjlaints against
him, ib. ; details of his fall, 135
sqq. ; hopes of return to power,

147 ; obliged to resign the sees of

Winchester and St. Albans, 148;
allowed a p'rant by way of pension,

tb. ; becomes the friend of Cathe-
rine and the secret adviser of

Chapuys, 135 ; starts to visit his

diocese, 157 ; his death at Leices-

ter Abbey, ib.

Worcester, Lady, the first accuser
of Anne, 470

Wriothesley Chronicle, the, 485, 490
Wyatt, Sir Henry, 477
Wyatt, Sir Thomas t^the poet), one

of the lovers of Anne Boleyn, 53,

477

YORK, Archbishop (Lee) : mis-
sion, Avith Tunstal, to Cathe-

rine about the Succession Act,

312
York, Wolsey archbishop of, 100,

130
Yorkshire rebellion, 523

THE END.

Richard C'laj it Sons, LindUd, Londoii tL- Bungay,
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BLiehman.

—

Appenzell : Pure Demo-
cracy and Pastoral Life in Inner-

Rhoden. A Swiss Study. By Irving-
B. RiCHMAN, Consul-General of the

United States to Switzerland. With
Maps. Crown 8vo., y.

Seebohm (Frederic).
The English Village Community
Examined in its Relations to the
Manorial and Tribal Systems, &c.

With 13 Maps and Plates. 8vo. , 16s.

The Tribal System in Wales: being
Part of an Inquiry into the Structure
and Methods of Tribal Society. With
3 Maps. 8vo. , I2J.

Sharpe.

—

London and the Kingdom :

a History derived mainly from the

Archives at Guildhall in the custody of

the Corporation of the City of London.
By Reginald R. Sharpe, D.C.L., Re-
cords Clerk in the Office of the Town
Clerk of the City of London. 3 vols.

8vo. xos. 6d. each.

Ranke and Glad-
stone.

Milton and Machia-
veUi.

Lord Byron.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron,and The
Comic Dramatists
of the Restoration.

Cr. 8vo.

Svo., 2 1J.

2j. 6d.

Addison and Wal-
pole.

Croker's Boswell's

Johnson.
Hallam's Constitu-

tional History.

Warren Hastings.

The Earl of Chat-
ham(Two Essays).

Frederick the Great.

Miscellaneous Writings.

People's Edition, i vol.

+s. 6d.

Library Edition. 2 vols.

Popular Edition. Cr. 8vo.,

Cabinet Edition. Including Indirm
Penal Code, Lays of Ancient Rome,
and Miscellaneous Poems. 4 vols.

Post Svo. , 24J.

Selections from the Writings of
Lord Macaulay. Edited, with
Occasional Notes, by the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart. Cr. Svo. , 6j.

MaeColl. — The Sultan and the
Powers. By the Rev. Malcolm Mac-
Coll, M.A., Canon of Ripon. 8vo.,

lOJ. 6d.

Maekinnon. — The Union of Eng-
land and Scotland : a Study of
Internationa] History. By James MAC-
KINNON, Ph.D., Examiner in History to
the University of Edinburgh. 8vo., ids.

May.

—

The Constitutional History
of England since the Accession of
George III. 1760-1870. By Sir Thomas
Erskine May, K.C.B. (Lord Farn-
borough). 3 vols. Crown Svo., iSj.

Merivale (The late Dean).
History of the Romans under the
Empire. 8 vols. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.
each.

The Fall of the Roman Republic:
a Short History of the Last Century
of the Commonwealth. i2mo.

,
js. 6d.

Montague.—The Elements of Eng-
lish Constitutional History. By
F. C Montague, M. A. Cr. Svo.

, y. 6d.

O'Brien.—Irish Ideas. Reprinted
Addresses. By William O'Brien.
Crown Svo. . as. bd.

Sheppard.— Memorials of St.
James's Palace. By the Rev.
Edgar Sheppard, M.A. , Sub-Dean of

H.M. Chapels Royal. With 41 full-page

Plates (8 photo-intaglio), and 32 Illustra-

tions in the Text. 2 Vols. Svo, 365. net.

Smith.

—

Carthage and the Cartha-
ginians. By R. BoswoKTH Smith,
M.A., With Maps, Plans, &c. Cr.

Svo., y. 6d.

Stephens.—A Historyofthe French
Revolution. By H. Morse Stephens,
3 vols. Svo. Vols. Land II., i8j. each.

Stubbs.—History of the University
of Dublin, from its Foundation to the
End of the Eighteenth Century. By J.
W. Stubbs. Svo., 12s. 6d.

Sutherlan d.

—

The History ovi
Australia and New Zealand, fromj
1606 to 1890. By Alexander Suther-
land, M.A., and George Suther-
land, M.A. Crown Svo., 25. 6d.

Taylor.—A Students Manual ofi
the History of India. By Colonel!
Meadows Taylor, C.S.I., &c. Cr.f
Svo., yj. 6d.

Todd.

—

Parliamentary Government!
intheBkitishColonies. ByALPHEUsJ
Todd, LL.D. Svo., qor. net.
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History, Politics, Polity, Political Memoirs, &c.—continued.

"Wakeman and Hassall.—Essays
Introductory to the Study of
English Constitutional History.
By Resident Members of the University
of Oxford. Edited by Henry Offley
Wakeman, M. A., and Arthur Has-
sall, M.A. Crown 8vo., ds.

Walpole.—History of England
FROM THE Conclusion of the
Great War in 1815 to 1858. By
Spencer Walpole. 6 vols. Crown
8vo. , 6j. each.

Wolff.—Odd Bits of History: being
Short Chapters intended to Fill Some
Blanks. By Henry W. Wolff. 8vo.,

8S. dd.

Wood-Martin.—Pagan Ireland : an

Archasological Sketch. A Handbook of

Irish Pre-Christian Antiquities. By W.
G. Wood-Martin, M.R.I. A. With 512

Illustrations. Crown Svo., 15J.

Wylie.—History of England under
Henry IV. By James Hamilton
Wylie, M.A. , one of H. M. Inspectors

of Schools. 3 vols. Crown Svo. Vol.

I., 1399-1404, \os. dd. Vol. II. 15J.

Vol. III. 15J. [Vol. IV. in the press.

Kenelm
DiGBY, by one of his Descendants,
the Author of ' The Life of a Con-
spirator,' 'A Life of Archbishop Laud,'
etc. With 7 Illustrations. Svo. , i2j. dd.

Biography, Personal Memoirs, &c.
Armstrong.—The Life and Letters

(
Digby.

—

The Life of Sir
of Edmund J. Armstrong. Edited
by G. F. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo., Ts.6d.

Bacon.—The Letters and Life of
Francis Bacon, including all his
Occasional Works. Edited by J.

Spedding. 7 vols. Svo.
, j^4 4^.

Bagehot. — Biographical Studies.
ByWalter Bagehot. Cr. 8vo.

, 3^. 6d.

BlackTwell.—PioneerWork in Open-
ing THE Medical Profession to
Women : Autobiographical Sketches.

By Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell. Cr.

Svo. , i>s.

Boyd (A. K. H.). CA.K.H.B.').
Twenty-five Years of St. Andrew^s.

1865- 1 890. 2 vols. Svo. Vol. I., I2J,

Vol. II., 155.

St. Andrevits and Elsewhere :

Glimpses of Some Gone and of Things
Left. Svo. , 15J.

The Last Years of St. Andrews :

September, 1890, to September, 1895.
8vo., 15J.

Brown.—Ford Madox Brown : A
Record of his Life and Works. By
Ford M. Hueffer. With 45 Full-

page Plates (22 Autotypes) and 7 Illus-

trations in the Te.xt. Svo.
,
42J.

Buss.

—

Frances Mary Buss and her
Work for Education. By Annie
E. Ridley. With 5 Portraits and 4
Illustrations. Crown Svo.

, 75. bd.

Carlyle.—ThomasCarlyle : a History
of his Life. By James A. Froude.
1795-1835. 2 vols. Crown Svo.

, 75.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown Svo.
, 7^.

Erasmus.— Life and Letters of
Erasmus. By James A. Froude.
Crown Svo. , ds.

Fox.—The Early History of Charles
James Fox. By the Right Hon. Sir G.
b. Trevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition. Svo. , i8j.

Cabinet Edition. Crown Svo. , 6s.

Halford.—The Life of Sir Henry
Halford, Bart., G.C.H., M.D.,
F.R.S. By William Munk, M.D.,
F.S.A. 8vo., i2.f. dd.

Hamilton.—Life of Sir William
Hamilton. By R. P. Graves. Svo.

3 vols. 1 5^. each. Addendum. Svo.,

dd. sewed.

Hammond.—A Woman's Part in a
Revolution. By Mrs. John Hays
Hammond. Crown Svo., 2J. 6d.
*:^* This hook consists mainly of extracts from

Mrs. Hammond's diary, and refers to the inci-

dents of Dr. Jameson's raid, and the subsequent
imprisonvient, trial, and sentence of the Reform
Committee, of which Mrs. Hammond's husband
was a prominent member.

Havelock.—Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock, K.C.B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown Svo., 3J-. 6d.

Haweis.

—

My Musical Life. By the

Rev. H. R. FlAVVEis. With Portrait of

Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations.

Crown Svo.
,
js. 6d.
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, &c.—continued.

Holroyd.—The Girlhood of Maria
JosEPHA Holroyd (Lady Stanley of

Alderly). Recorded in Letters of a
Hundred Years Ago, from 1776 to 1796.

With 6 Portraits. 8vo., i8j.

Lejeune.^MEMoiRS of Baron Le-
JEUNE, Aide-de-Camp to Marshals
Berthier, Davout, and Oudinot. 2 vols.

8vo., 24^.

IiUtlier.

—

Life of Luther. By
Julius Kostlin. Crown 8vo., 75. dd.

Macaulay.

—

The Life and Letters
of Lord Macaulay. By the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart. , M. P.

Popular Edit. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo. , 2j. i)d.

Student's Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo. ,6j.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post8vo.,i25.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.
, 365.

' Edinburgh Edition. ' 2 vols. 8vo.

,

6s. each.

Marbot.

—

The Memoirs of the Baron
DE Marbot. Crown 8vo.

, js. 6d.

Hansen.— Fridtiof Nansen, 1861-

1893. By W.C. Brogger and Nordahl
ROLFSEN. With 8 Plates, 48 Illustrations

in the Text, and 3 Maps. 8vo. , 12s. 6d.

Richardson.

—

Vita Medica : Chap-
ters of Medical Life and Work. By
Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson,
M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 8vo., idf.

Romanes.

—

The Life and Letters
OF George John Romanes. Written

and Edited by his Wife. With Portrait

and 2 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6^.

Seebolim.

—

The Oxford Reformers
—JohnColet, Erasmus and Thomas
More : a History of their Fellow-Work.
By Frederic Seebohm. 8vo., 14J.

Shakespeare.

—

Outlines of the
Life of Shakespeare. By J. O.
Halliwell-Phillipps. With Illus-

trations and Fac-similes. 2 vols.

Royal 8vo., _^i is.

Shakespeare's True Life. By Jas.
Walter. With 500 Illustrations by
Gerald E. Moira. Imp. 8vo., 21s.

Stephen.—Essays in Ecclesiastical
Biography. By Sir James Stephen.
Crown 8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

Turgot.

—

The Life and Writings of
Turcot, Comptroller-General of France,

1774-1776. Edited for English Readers
byW.Walker Stephens. 8vo.,i2s.6d.

Verney.

—

Memoirs of the Verney
Family.
Vols. I. and II. During the Civil
War. By Frances Parthenope
Verney. With 38 Portraits, Wood-
cuts and Fac-simile. Royal 8vo., 425.

Vol. III. During the Common-
wealth. 1650-1660. By Margaret
M. Verney. With 10 Portraits, &c.

8vo. , 2IS.

Wakley.

—

The Life and Times of
Thomas Wakley. By S. Squire
Sprigge, M.B. Cantab. 8vo., i8s.

*t* Thomas Wakley was Member of Parlia-
ment for Finsbury after the passage ofthe ^reat

Reform Bill, and played a prominent part tnthe
politics of the day, but it is as founder of the

"Lancet" and as Coroner for Middlesex that he
is best remembered.

Wellington.—Life of the Duke of
Wellington. By the Rev. G. R.

Gleig, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Wolf.—The Life of Joseph Wolf,
Animal Painter. By A. H. Palmer,
With 53 Plates and 14 Illustrations in

the Text. Royal 8vo, 2i.f.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &c.

Arnold (Sir Edwin).

Seas and Lands. With 71 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Wandering Words. With 45 Illus-

trations. 8vo., i8s.

East and West. With 14 Illustra-

tions by R. T. Pritchett. 8vo., i8s.

AUSTRALIA AS IT IS, or Facts and
Features, Sketches and Incidents of

-Australia and Australian Life, with

Notices of New Zealand. By A Clergy-
man, thirteen years resident in the

interior of NewSouthWales. Cr. 8vo., .9-.

Baker (Sir S. W.).

Eight Years in Ceylon. With 6
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

The Rifle and the Hound in Cey-
lon. With 6 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.

,

3s. 6d.

Bent (J. Theodore).
The Ruined Cities of Mashona-
land : being a Record of Excavation

and Exploration in 1891. With 117
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

,
3^-. 6d.

The Sacred City of the Ethiopians:
being a Record of Travel and Re-
search in Abyssinia in 1893. With 8
Plates and 65 Illustrations in the

Text. 8vo. , lor.. 6d
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &c.

—

continued.

Bicknell.—Travel and Adventure
IN Northern Queensland. By
Arthur C. Bicknell. With 24
Plates and 22 Illustrations in the text.

8vo., 15J.

Brassey.—Voyages and Travels of
Lord Brassey. K.C.B., D.C.L., 1862-

1894. Arranged and Edited by Captain
S. Eardley-Wilmot. 2 vols. Cr.

8V0. , IQf.

Brassey (The late Lady).

A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam '

; Our
Home on the Ocean for Eleven
Months.
Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 75. dd.

Silver Library Edition. With 66
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Popular Editiofi. With 60 Illustra-

tions. 4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., 2j'.cloth, or 3J.white parchnvent.

Sunshine and Storm in the East.

Cabinet Edition. With 2 Maps and
1 14 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

,

7s. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 103 Illustra-

tions. 4to. , 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
the ' Roaring Forties '.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

,
ys. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 183 Illustra-

tions. 4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

Three Voyages in the ' Sunbeam '.

Popular Edition. With 346 Illustra-

tions. 4to. , 2J. 6d.

Brcwrning.—A Girl's Wanderings
in Hungary. By H. Ellen Brown-
ing. With Map and 20 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo.
,
js. 6d.

Froude (James A.).

Oceana : or England and her Colonies.

With 9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

2s. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

The English in the West Indies :

or the Bow of Ulysses. With 9 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 2T. bds. , zs. 6d. cl.

Howitt.—Visits to Remarkable
Places, Old Halls, Battle-Fields,

Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages
in English History and Poetry. By
William Howitt. With 80 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
, y. 6d.

Knight (E. F.).

The Cruise of the ' Alerte '
: the

Narrative of a Search for Treasure on
the Desert Island of Trinidad. 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.

, 3^. 6d.

Where Three Empires Meet : a Nar-
rative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak,
Gilgit, and the adjoining Countries.
With a Map and 54 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo.
, 35. 6d.

The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: being
a Voyage from London to Copen-
hagen in a Three-Tonner. With 10
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

Lees and Clutterbuek.—B. C. 1887:
A Ramble in British Columbia. By
J. A. Lees and W. J. Clutterbuck.
With Map and 75 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

y.6d.

Max Miiller.—Letters from Con-
stantinople. By Mrs. Max Muller.
With 12 Views of Constantinople and
the neighbourhood. Crown 8vo., 6s,

Nansen (Fridtjof).

The First Crossing of Greenland.
With numerous Illustrations and a
Map. Crown 8vo.

, 35. 6d.

Eskimo Life. With 31 Illustrations.

8vo., i&f.

Oliver.—Crags and Craters : Ram-
bles in the Island of Reunion. By
William Dudley Oliver. With 27
Illustrations and Map. Cr. 8vo. , 6s.

Peary.

—

My Arctic Journal: a Year
among Ice-Fields and Eskimos. By
Josephine Diebitsch-Peary. With
19 Plates, 3 Sketch Maps, and 44
Illustrations in the Text. 8vo. , 12s.

Quillinan. — Journal of a Few
Months' Residence in Portugal,
and Glimpses of the South of Spain.

By Mrs. Quillinan (Dora Words-
worth). Edited, with Memoir, by
Edmund Lee, Author of 'Dorothy
Wordsworth.' etc. Crown Svo., 6s,
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Travel and AdYenture, the Colonies, &c.

—

contmued.

Smith.

—

Climbing in the British
Isles. By W. P. Haskett Smith.
With Illustrations by Ellis Carr, and
Numerous Plans.

Part I. England. i6mo.
, y. bd.

AND Ireland.Part II. Wales
i6mo., y. bd.

Part III. Scotland. \^[n preparation.

Stephen. — The Playground of
Europe. By Leslie Stephen, formerly

President of the Alpine Club. New
Edition, with Additions and 4 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. , bs. net.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of
Them. With a Map and 59 Illustra-

tions. Cr. Bvo. , 2J. boards, is. bd. cloth.

Tyndall.—The Glaciers of the Alps:
being a Narrative of Excursions and
Ascents. An Account of the Origin and
Phenomena of Glaciers, and an Exposi-
tion of the Physical Principles to which
they are related. By John Tyndall,
F. R.S. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. , bs. bd. net.

Whisha^wT.—The Romance of the
Woods : Reprinted Articles and
Sketches. By Fred. J. Whishaw.
Crown 8vo., bs.

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.

Edited by HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G. ; Assisted by

ALFRED E. T. WATSON.

Complete in 28 Volumes. Crown 8vo., Price loi^. bd. each Volume, Cloth.

*,* The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt top. The price can

be hadfrom all Booksellers.

ARCHERY. By C. J. Longman and
Col. H. Walrond. With Contribu-
tions by Miss Legh, Viscount Dillon,
Major C. Hawkins Fisher, &c.
With 2 Maps, 23 Plates, and 172 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo.

,

105. bd.

ATHLETICS AND FOOTBALL. By
Montague Shearman. With 6
Plates and 52 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo. , los. bd.

BIG GAME SHOOTING.
Phillipps-Wolley.

By Clive

Vol. I. Africa and America. With
Contributions by Sir Samuel W.
Baker, W. C. Oswell, F. J. Jack-
son, Warburton Pike, and F. C.
Selous. With 20 Plates and 57
Illustrations in the Text, Crown 8vo.

,

icu. bd.

BIG GAME ^nOOTl^Q,—continued.
Vol. II. Europe, Asia, and the
Arctic Regions. With Contributions
by Lieut. -Colonel R. Heber Percy,
Arnold Pike, Major Algernon C.

Heber Percy, &c. With 17 Plates

and 56 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., loj. bd.

BILLIARDS. By Major W. Broadfoot,
R.E. With Contributions by A. H.
Boyd, Sydenham Dixon, W. J.

Ford, Dudley D. Pontifex, &c.

With II Plates, 19 Illustrations in the

Text, and numerous Diagrams and
Figures. Crown 8vo. , loj. bd.

BOATING. By W. B. Woodgate.
With 10 Plates, 39 Illustrations in the

in the Text, and from Instantaneous
Photographs, and 4 Maps of the Rowing
Courses at Oxford, Cambridge, Henley,
and Putney. Crown 8vo. , loj. bd.
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SpOPt and l^Z,%imi^—confiniied.

THE BADMINTON hmRKRY—continued.

COURSING AND FALCONRY. By
Harding Cox and the Hon. Gerald
Lascelles. With 20 Plates and
56 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo. , 10s. (3d.

CRICKET. By A. G. Steel, and the

Hon. R. H. Lyttelton. With Con-
tributions by Andrew Lang, W. G.
Grace, F. Gale, &c. With 12 Plates

and 52 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo., lOf. dd.

CYCLING. By the Earl of Albe-
marle, and G. Lacy Hillier. With
19 Plates and 44 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., loj. 6(/.

DANCING. By Mrs. Lilly Grove,
F.R.G.S. With Contributions by Miss
Middleton, The Honourable Mrs.
Armytage, &c. With Musical Ex-
amples, and 38 Full-page Plates and
93 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo., loj. (3d.

DRIVING. By His Grace the Duke of
Beaufort, K.G. With Contributions

by other Authorities. With Photo-
gravure Intaglio Portrait of His Grace
the Duke of Beaufort, and 11 Plates

and 54 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo. , los. (3d.

FISHING. By H. Cholmondeley-Pen-
NELL, Late Her Majesty's Inspector of

Sea Fisheries.

Vol. I. Salmon and Trout. With
Contributions by H. R. Francis,
Major John P. Traherne, &c.

With Frontispiece, 8 Full-page Illus-

trations of Fishing Subjects, and
numerous Illustrations of Tackle, &c.
Crown 8vo. , \os. 6d.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse
Fish. With Contributions by the

Marquis of Exeter, William
Senior, G. Christopher Davies,
&c. With Frontispiece, 6 Full-page
Illustrations of Fishing Subjects, and
numerous Illustrations of Tackle, &c.

Crown 8vo. , los, 6d.

FENCING, BOXING, AND WREST-
LING. By Walter H. Pollocpc,
F. C. Grove, C. Prevost, E. B.

Mitchell, and Walter Armstrong.
With 18 Intaglio Plates and 24 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown Svo. , loj. 6d.

GOLF. By Horace G. Hutchinson.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A.

J. Balfour, M.P., Sir Walter
Simpson, Bart., Andrew Lang, &c.
With 25 Plates and 65 Illustrations in

the Text. Cr. 8vo. , xos. (3d.

HUNTING. By His Grace the Duke of
Beaufort K.G., and Mowbray
Morris. With Contributions by the
Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,
Rev. E. W. L. Davies, J. S. Gibbons,
G. H. Longman, &c. With 5 Plates
and 54 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
Svo. , lOJ. (3d.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T. Dent,
With Contributions by Sir W. M. Con-
way, D. W. Freshfield, C. E. Ma-
thews, &c. With 13 Plates and 95
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

xos. 6d.

POETRY OF SPORT (THE). —Selected
by Hedley Peek. With a Chapter on
Classical Allusions to Sport by Andrew
Lang, and a Special Preface to the
Badminton Library by A. E. T. Wat-
son. With 32 Plates and 74 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo. , \os. 6d.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.
By the Earl of Suffolk and Berk-
shire, W. G. Craven, the Hon. F.

Lawley, Arthur Coventry, and
Alfred E. T. Watson. With
Coloured Frontispiece and 56 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., los. 6d,
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Sport and Pastime—continued.

THE BADMINTON lAQ^KRY—continned.

RIDING AND POLO.
Riding. By Captain Robert Weir,

the Duke of Beaufort, the Earl
OF Suffolk and Berkshire, the

Earl of Onslow, J. Murray
Brown, &c. With i8 Plates and 41
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.

,

loj. 6d.

SEA FISHING. By John Bickerdyke,
Sir H. W. Gore-Booth, Alfred C.

Hakmsworth, and W. Senior. With
22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo. , los. 6d.

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. Field and Covert. By Lord
WALSiNGHAMandSirRALPH Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contribu-
tions by the Hon. Gerald Las-
CELLEsand A. J. Stuart-Wortley.
With II Full-page Illustrations and
94 Illustrations in the Text. Crown

j

8vo. , 10^. 6d.

Vol. II. Moor and IVIarsh. By Lord
Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions

j

by Lord Lovat and Lord Charles
|Lennox Kerr. With 8 Full-page

Illustrations and 57 Illustrations in the
|

Text. Crown 8vo. , 105. 6d.
j

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOGGAN-
ING. By J. M. Heathcote, C. G.

'

Tebbutt, T. Maxwell Witham, i

Rev. John Kerr, Ormond Hake,
jHenry A. Buck, &c. With 12 Plates

and 272 Illustrations and Diagrams in

the Text. Crown 8vo. , lOf. 6d.
|

SWIMMING. By Archibald Sinclair
and William Henry, Hon. Sees, of
the Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates

and 106 Illustiations in the Text. Cr.

8vo. , 10s. 6d.

TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS, RAC-
QUETS, AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-
Bouverie, and A. C. Ainger. With
Contributions by the Hon. A. Lyttel-
TON, W. C. Marshall, Miss L. Dod,
&c. With 12 Plates and 67 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo. , iqj. 6d.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. Cruising, Construction of
Yachts, Yacht Racing Rules,
Fitting-out, &c. By Sir Edward
Sullivan, Bart., The Earl of
Pembroke, Lord Brassey, K.C.B.,
C. E. Seth-Smith, C.B., G. L.

Watson, R. T. Pritchett, E. F.

Knight, &c. With 21 Plates and
93 Illustrations in the Text, and from
Photographs. Crown 8vo. , los. 6d.

Vol. II. Yacht Clubs, Yachting in

America and the Colonies, Yacht
Racing, &c. By R. T. Pritchett,
The Marquis of Dufferin and
AvA, K.P. , The Earl of Onslow,
James McFerran, &c. With 35
Plates and 160 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., los. 6>d.

Fur and Feather Series.
Edited by A. E. T. Watson.

Crown 8vo.
, 55. each Volume.

*,* TAe Volumes are also issued half-bound ifi Leat/ier, zvitk gilt top.

be hadfrom all Booksellers.

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural History, THE GROUSE. Natural History by the

The price can

by the Rev. H. A. M.\cpherson;
Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ;

Cookery, by George Saintsbury.
With II Illustrations and various Dia-
grams in the Text. Crown 8vo.

, 5^.

Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting
by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ; Cookery,
by George Saintsbijry. With 13
Illustrations and various Diagrams,
in the Text. Crown 8vo. , SJ.
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Sport and '?diAt\m&—continued.

Fur and Feather S^t^iks—continued.

THE PHEASANT. Natural History by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,
by A.

J.
Stuart-Wortley ; Cookery,

by Alexander InnesShand. Withio
Illustrations and various Diagrams.
Crown 8vo.

, 55.

THE HARE. Natural History by the
Rev. H. A. Macpherson; Shooting,
by the Hon. Gerald Lascelles

;

Coursing, by Charles Richardson
;

Hunting, by J. S. Gibbons and G. H.
Longman; Cookery, by Col. Kenney
Herbert. With 9 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., y.
*«,* Other Volumes

RED DEER. Natural Hisloi^, by

the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Deer

Stalking, by Cameron of Lochiel.

Stag Hunting, by Viscount Ebring-

TON ; Cookery, by Alexander Innes

Shand. With 10 Illustrations by J.

Charlton and A. Thorburn. Cr.

8vo., 5^.

are in preparation.

BADMINTON MAGAZINE (THE)
OF SPORTS AND PASTIMES.
Edited by Alfred E. E. Watson
(' Rapier '). With numerous Illustra-

tions. Price 15. Monthly.
Vols. I.-III., 6i. each.

Bickerdyke.—Days of My Life on
Waters Fresh and Salt ; and other

Papers. By John Bickerdyke. With
Photo-Etched Frontispiece and 8 Full-

page Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , ds.

DEAD SHOT (THE) : or, Sportsman's
Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, with Rudimentary
and Finishing Lessons on the Art ot

Shooting Game of all kinds. Also
Game-driving, Wildfowl and Pigeon-

shooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By Marks-
man. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. , \os. 6d.

Ellis.—Chess Sparks ; or, Short and
Bright Games of Chess. Collected and
Arranged by J. H. Ellis, M.A. 8vo.,

45. bd.

Falkener.—Games, Ancient and Ori-
ental, and How to Play Them. By
Edward Falkener. With numerous
Photographs, Diagrams, &c. 8vo. , 21J.

Folkard. — The Wild-Fowler: A
Treatise on Fowling, Ancient and
Modern ; descriptive also of Decoys
and Flight-ponds, Wild-fowl Shooting,

Gunning-punts, Shooting-yachts, etc.

By H. C. Folkard. With 13 En-
gravings on Steel, and several Wood-
cuts. 8vo., 17s. bd,

Ford.

—

The Theory and Practice of
Archery. By Horace Ford. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-
written by W. Butt, M.A. With a Pre-

face by C. J. Longman, M.A. 8vo. , 145.

Francis.—A Book on Angling : or

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every
Branch ; including full Illustrated List

of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
With Portrait and Coloured Plates.

Crown 8vo., 155.

Gibson.

—

Tobogganing on Crooked
Runs. By the Hon. Harry Gibson.
With Contributions by F. de B. Strick-
land and 'Lady-Tobogganer'. With
40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 6i.

Graham.

—

Country Pastimes for
Boys. By P. Anderson Graham.
With 252 Illustrations from Drawmgs
and Photographs. Crown 8vo. , 6^.

Lang.—Angling Sketches. By A.
Lang. With 20 Illus. Cr. 8vo., 35. bd.

Lillie.

—

Croquet : its History, Rules,

and Secrets. By Arthur Lillie,
Champion, Grand National Croquet
Club, 1872 ; Winner of the ' All

Comers' Championship,' Maidstone,

1896. With Illustrations by Lucien
Davis. Crown 8vo.

Longman.

—

Chess Openings. By
Fred. W. Longman. Fcp. 8vo. , zr. 6fif.

Madden.

—

The Diary of Master
William Silence : A Study of Shake-
speare and of Elizabethan Sport. By
the Right Hon. D. H. Madden, Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Dublin,
8vo.
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Maskelyne.—Sharps and Flats
Complete Revelation of the Secrets of

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill.

By John Nevil Maskklyne, of the

Egj'ption Hall. With 62 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

Park.—The Game of Goi.f. By
William Park, Junr., Champion
Golfer, 1887-89. With 17 Plates and
26 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
Bvo. . 7-f. €>d.

Payne-O-allwey (Sir Ralph, Bart.).

Letters to Young Shooters (First

Series) . On the ChoiceandUse ofa Gun

.

With 41 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.
,
js. 6d.

Letters to Young Shooters (Second
Series). On the Production, Preserva-

tion, and KillingofGame. With Direc-

tions in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and
Breaking-in Retrievers. With Por-

trait and 103 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., I2J. 6d.

Letters to Young Shooters (Third

Series). Comprising a Short Natural
History of the Wildfowl that are Rare
or Common to the British Islands,

with Complete Directions in Shooting
Wildfowl on the Coast and Inland.

With 200 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. , i8j.

Sport and Pastime—continued.

Pole (William).
The Theory of the Modern Scien-

tific Game of Whist. Fcp. 8vo.,

2.r. 6d.

The Evolution of Whist : a Study
of the Progressive Changes which the

Game has undergone. Crown 8vo.,

2j. bd.

Proctor.—How to Play Whist :

with the Laws and Etiquette of
Whist. By Richard A. Proctor.
Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

Ronalds.—The Fly-Fisher's Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ronalds. With
20 Coloured Plates. 8vo. , 14J.

Thompson and Cannan. Hand-
in-Hand Figure Skating. By Nor-
CLIFFE G. Thompson and F. Laura
Cannan, Members of the Skating Club.

With an Introduction by Captain J. H.
Thomson, R.A. With Illustrations.

i6mo. , 6s.

Wilcoeks. The Sea Fisherman : Com-
prising the Chief Methods of Hook and
Line Fishing in the British and other

Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and
Boating. By J. C. Wilcocks. Illustrated.

Crown 8vo. , 6s.

Yeterinary Medicine, &c.
steel (John Henry).

A Treatise on the Diseases of the
Dog. 88 Illustrations. 8vo., ioj. 6d.

A Treatise on the Disea.ses of
THE Ox. With 119 Illustrations.

8vo. , 155.

A Treatise on the Diseases of the
Sheep. With 100 Illustrations. 8vo.

,

12J.

Outlines of Equine Anatomy : a
Manual for the use of Veterinary

Students in the Dissecting Room.
Crown Bvo., 7s. 6d.

Fitzv^ygram.-HoRSES and Stables.
By Major-General Sir F. FiTZWYGRAM,
Bart. With 56 pages of Illustrations.

Bvo., zs. 6d. net.

' Stonehenge.'—The Dog in Health
and Dlsease. By 'Stonehenge'.
With 78 Illustrations. 8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

Youatt (William).
The Horse. Revised and enlarged. By
W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. With 52
Wood Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The Dog. Revised and enlarged. With
33 Wood Illustrations. 8vo. , 6^.

Mental, Moral, and
LOGIC, RHETORfC,

Abbott.—The Elements of Logic. By
T. K. Abbott, B.D. i2mo., 31.

Aristotle.
The Politics : G. Bekker's Greek Te.xt

of Books I., III., IV. (VII.), with an
English Translation by W. E. BoL-
land, M.A. ; and short Introductory
Essays by A. Lang, M,A. Crown
8vo.

,
js. 6.<

Political Philosophy.
,
PSYCHOLOGY, b'C
Aristotle—continued.

Youth and Old Age, Life and
Death, and Respiration. Trans-
lated, v/ith Introduction and Notes,

by W. Ogle, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.
8vo., ys. 6d.

The Politics : Introductory Essays.

By Andrew Lang (from Bolland and
Lang's 'Politics'). Cr. 8vo. , 2J. 6ii.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—^<?;z//«?^-?^.

Aristotle.

—

coniimted.
|

The Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated 1

with Essay and Notes. By Sir Alex- !

ANDER Grant, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo. ,32^.

An Introduction to Aristotle's
Ethics. Books I. -IV. (Book X. c.

vi.-ix. in an Appendix.) With a con-

tinuous Analysis and Notes. By the

Rev. E. Moore, D.D. Cr. Zvo.,\os.6d.

Bacon (Francis).
Complete Works. Edited by R. L.

Ellis, J. Spedding, and D. D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo.

, £2 ^S-f- 6«'.

Letters and Life, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by James
Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo., £/^ 45.

The Essays : with Annotations. By
Richard Whately, D.D. 8vo.,

10^. 6d.

The Essays: Edited, with Notes. By
F. Storr and C. H. Gibson. Cr.

8vo.
,
3J. 6d.

The Essays. With Introduction, Notes,
and Index. By E. A. Abbott, D.D.
2 vols. Fcp. 8vo. , 6s. The Text and
Index only, without Introduction and
Notes, in One Volume. Fcp. Bvo.

,

2J. 6d.

Bain (Alexander).
Mental Science. Crown 8vo. , 6s. 6d.

Moral Science. Crown 8vo.
,
4J. 6d.

The two ivorks as above can be had in one
voliitne, pnce loj. 6d.

Senses and the Intellect. 8vo., \<~,s.

Emotions and the Will. 8vo., 155.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
Partl.,4f. Part II., 6j. 6a'.

Practical Essays. Crown 8vo. , 2.r.

Bray (Charles).
The Philosophy of Necessity : or
Law in Mind as in Matter. Cr. 8vo., 5J.

The Education of the Feelings : a
Moral System for Schools. Crown
8vo. , 2J. 6d.

Bray.—Elements of Morality, in

Easy Lessons for Home and School
Teaching. By Mrs. Charles Bkay.
Cr. 8vo. , \s. 6d.

Crozier.

—

History of Intellectual
D.r;velopment. Vol. I. Containing a
History of the Evolution of Greek and
Hindoo Thought, of Graeco-Roman
Paganism, of Judaism, and of Chris-
tianity down to the Closing of the
Schools of Athens by Justinian, 529
a.d. By John Beattie Crozier,
Author of ' Civilisation and Progress '.

8vo., 14J.

Davidson.

—

The
TION, Explained

Logic of Defini-
and Applied. By

CrownWilliam L. Davidson, M.A
8vo. , 6s.

Green (Thomas Hill). The Works of.

Edited by R. L. Nettleship.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works.
8vo., i6j. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to

the three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo.

,

21J.

Lectures on the Principles of
Political Obligation. With
Preface by Bernard Bosanquet.
8vo., 55.

Hodgson (Shadworth H.).

Time and Space: a Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo., \6s.

The Theory of Practice : an Ethical
Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo. , 245.

The Philosophy of Reflection 2

vols. 8vO., 3I4-.

Hume.—The Philosophical Works
OF David Hume. Edited by T. H.
Green and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. 8vo.,

S6j. Or separately, Essays. 2 vols.

285. Treatise of Human Nature. 2

vols. 28j^.

James.—The Will to Believe, and
other Essays in Popular Philosophy.
By William James, LL.D. , Professor
of Psychology in Harvard University.

Crown 8vo., -js. 6d.

Justinian.

—

The Institutes of Tus-
TINIAN : Latin Text, chiefly that of
Huschke, with English Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Summary. By
Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. 8vo. , i8j.

Kant (Immanuel).
Critique of Practical Reason, and
Other Works on the Theory of
Ethics. Translated byT. K.Abbott,
B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., i2j. 6d.

Fundamental Principles of the
Metaphysic of Ethics. Trans-
lated by T. K. Abbott, B.D. (Ex-
tracted from ' Kant's Critique of
Practical Reason and other Works on
the Theory of Ethics '. Cr. 8vo.

, y.

Introduction to Logic, and his
Essay on the Mist-^ken Subtilty
OF the Four Figures. Translated
byT. K. Abbott. 8vo. , 6,r,
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy

—

continued.

Killick.—Handbook to Mill's Sys-
tem OF Logic. By Rev. A. H. Kil-
lick, M.A. Crown 8vo. , 35. (id.

Ladd (George Trumbull).

Philosophy of Mind: an Essay on
the Metaphysics of Phychology.
16J.

8vo.,

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo., 21J.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. A Text-Book of Mental
Science for Academies and Colleges.

8vo. , I2J.

Psychology, Descriptive and Ex-
planatory : a Treatise of the Pheno-
mena, Laws, and Development of

Human Mental Life. 8vo. , o.xs.

Primer of Psychology. Crown 8vo.,

Lewes.

—

The Historyof Philosophy,
from Thales to Comte. By George
Henry Lewes. 2 vols. 8vo.

, 325.

Max Miiller (F.).

The Science of Thought. 8vo. , 21J.

Three Introductory Lectures on
THE Science of Thought. 8vo.

,

ar. 6d.

MilL—Analysis of the Phenomena
OF THE Human Mind. By James
Mill. 2 vols. 8vo. , 28^.

Mill (John Stuart).

A System of Logic. Cr. 8vo.
, 3^. M.

On Liberty. Cr. 8vo., \s. /^d.

On Representative Government.
Crown 8vo. , 2J.

Utilitarianism. 8vo., is. 6d.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton s Philosophy. 8vo., ids.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
AND Theism. Three Essays. 8vo.,5J.

Mossc—Fear. By Angelo Mosso.
Translated from the Italian by E. LouGH
and F. K1E.SOW. With 8 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo.
, yj. 6d.

Romanes.

—

Mind and Motion and
Monism. By George John Romanes,
LL.D., F.R.S. Crown 8vo., 4J. 6rf.

Stock (St. George).

Deductive Logic. Fop. 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Lectures in the Lyceum ; or, Aris-

totle's Ethics for English Readers.

Crown 8vo.
,
js. 6d.

Sully (James).

The Human Mind : a Text-book of

Psychology. 2 vols. 8vo. , 21J.

Outlines of Psychology. Crown
8vo.

, gj.

The Teacher's Handbook of Psy
CHOLOGY. Crown 8vo. , 5J.

Studies of Childhood. 8vo. \os. 6d.

Children's Ways : being Selections

from the Author's ' Studies of Child-

hood,' with new Matter. Crown 8vo.

S"wrinburne.—Picture Logic : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By Alfred James Swin-
burne, M.A. With 23 Woodcuts.
Post 8vo.

,
5J.

Weber.--History of Philosophy.
By Alfred Weber, Professor in the

University of Strasburg, Translated by
Frank Thilly, Ph.D. 8vo., i6.f.

Whately (Archbishop).

Bacon's Essays. With Annotations

By R. Whately. 8vo., ioj. 6d.

Elements of Logic. Cr. 8vo.,4J. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. Cr. 8vo.

4.f. 6d.

Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp. 8vo.,
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—continued.

Zeller (Dr. Edward, Professor in the

University of Berlin).

The Stoics, Epicureans, and Scep-
tics. Translated by the Rev. O. J.

Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo. , 15?.

Outlines of the History of Greek
Philosophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott.
Crown 8vo., 105. dd.

Zeller (Dr. Edward)—continued.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne
and Alfred Goodwin, B. A. Crown
8vo . 1 8J.

Socrates andthe SocraticSchools.
Translated by the Rev. O.J. Reichel,
M.A. Crown 8vo. , 105.

Aristotle and the Earlier Peri-
patetics. Translated by B. F. C-

CosTELLOE, M.A., and J. H. MuiR-
HEAD, M.A. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. , 24J.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY.
(Stonyhurst Series. J

A Manual of Political Economy.
By C. S. Devas, M.A. Cr. 8vo. , 6s. 6d.

First Principles of Knowledge. By
John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 55.

General Metaphysics. ByJoHN Rick-
aby, S.J. Crown 8vo.

, 5^.

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke, S.J.

Crown Bvo., 55.

Moral Philosophy (Ethics and Natu-
ral Law). By Joseph Rickaby, S.J.

Crown 8vo., y.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
Boedder, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Psychology. By Michael Maher,
S.J. Crown 8vo. , 6s. 6d.

History and Science of Language, &c.

Davidson.

—

Leading and Important
English Words : Explained and Ex-
emplified. By William L. David-
son, M.A. Fcp. Bvo., 35. 6d.

Farrar.

—

L.'\nguage and Languages.
By F. W. Farrar, D.D., F.R.S., Cr.

Bvo., 6,f.

Graham.

—

English Synonyms, Classi-

fied and Explained : with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. Graham. Fcap.

8vo., 6s.

Max Miiller (F.).

The Science of Language, Founded
on Lectures delivered at the Royal
Institution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols.

Crown Bvo., 21J.

Max Miiller (F.)

—

continued.

Three Lectures on the Science
of Language, and its Place in

General Education, dehvered at

Oxford, 1889. Crown Bvo., 3J.

Roget.— Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classitied and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex-

pression of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composition. By Petek Mark Roget,
M.D. , F. R.S. Reconiposed tiiroughout,

enlarged and improved, partly from the

Author's Notes, and with a full Index,

by the Author's Son, John Lewis
ROGKT. Crown 8vo., \os. 6d.

Biographies of Words, and the Whately.—English Synonyms. By
Ho.ME OF the Akyas. CrowD Bvo. , I E. Jane Whately. Fcap. Bvo., 3^.

7i. 6d. i
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Political Economy and Economics.
Ashley.—English Economic History
AND Theory. By W. J. Ashley,
M.A. Crown 8vo., Part I., $s. Part
II., lOS. 6d.

Bagehot.—Economic Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Barnett.

—

Practicable Socialism ;

Essays on Social Reform. By the Rev.
S. A. and Mrs. Barnett. Cr. 8vo. , 6s.

Brassey.—Papers and Addresses on
Work and Wages. By Lord Brassey.
Edited by J. Potter, and with Intro-

duction by George Howell, M.P.
Crown 8vo.

, y.
Devas.—A Manual of Political
Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A.
Crown 8vo. , 6^. 6<f. (ManualsofCatholic
Philosophy.

)

Do'well.—A History of Taxation
AND Taxes in England, from the
Earliest Times to the Year 1885. By
Stephen DowELL (4 vols. Svo.) Vols.

I. and II. The History of Taxation,
21J. Vols. III. and IV. The History of

Taxes, 21J.

Jordan.—The Standard of Value.
By William Leighton Jordan,
Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society,

&c. Crown Svo. , 6s.

Macleod (Henry Dunning, M.A. ).

Bimetalism. 8vo., y. net.

The Elements of Banking. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

The Theory and Practice of Bank-
ing. Vol. I. 8vo., I2J. Vol. II. 14J.

The Theory of Credit. 8vo. Vol.

I. iQT. net. Vol. II., Part I., lOJ. net.

Vol. II. Part II., \os. 6d.

A Digest ok the Law of Bills of
Exchange, Bank Notes, &c.

[/« the press.

Mill.

—

Political Economy. By John
Stuart Mill.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo.
, y 6d.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. , 30J.

Mulhall.—Industries and Wealth
of Nations. By Michael G. Mul-
hall, F.S.S. With 32 Full-page
Diagrams. Crown Svo., Zs. 6d.

Soderini.—Socialism and Catholi-
cism. From the Italian of Count
Edward Soderini. By Richard
Jenery-Shee. With a Preface by
Cardinal Vaughan. Crown Svo. , 6s.

Symes.

—

Political Economy : a Short

Text-book of Political Economy. With
Problems for Solution, and Hints for

Supplementary Reading ; also a Supple-
mentary Chapter on Socialism. By Pro-
fessor J. E. Symes, M.A., of University

College, Nottingham. Cr. Svo., 2s. 6d.

Toynbee.

—

Lectures on the In-

dustrial Revolution of the iSth

Century in England ; Popular Ad-
dresses, Notes and other Fragments.
By Arnold Toynbee. With a Memoir
of the Author by Benjamin Jowett,
D.D. 8vo., loj. 6d.

Webb (Sidney and Beatrice).

The History of Trade Unionism.
With Map and full Bibliography of

the Subject. Svo., 185.

Industrial Democracy : a Study in

Trade Unionism. 2 vols. Svo.

[In the press.

*if* This work is an exhaustive analysis of
Trade Unionism and its relation to other Demo-
cratic movements, to which ' The History of
Trade Unionism,' published in 1894, may be

regarded as an introduction.

STUDIES IN ECONOMICS
Issued under the auspices of the London
The History of Local Rates in Eng-
land: Five Lectures. By Edwin
Cannan, M.A. Crown 8vo., 2S. 6d.

German Social Democracy. By
Bertrand Russell, B.A. With an
Appendix on Social Democracy and
the Woman Question in Germany by
Alys Russell, B.A. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

Select Documents Illustrating the
History of Trade Unionism.

I. The Tailoring Trade. Edited by
W. F. Galton. With a Preface
by Sidney Webb, LL.B. Crown
8vo., 5^.

AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
School of Economics and Political Science.

;
Deploige's Referendum en Suisse.

Translated with Introduction and Notes,

by C. P. Trevelyan, M.A.
[/« preparation.

Select Documents Illustrating the
State Regulation of Wages.
Edited, vk-ith Introduction and Notes,

by W. A. S. Hewins, M.A.
[/« preparation.

Hungarian Gild Records. Edited by
Dr. Julius Mandello, of Budapest.

[/« preparation.

The Relations between England
and the HANSF.ATIC LEAGUE. By
Miss E. A. MacArthur.

[/« preparation.
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EYolution, Anthropology, &c.

Babington. — Fallacies of Race
Theories as Applied to National
Characteristics. EssaysbyWilliam
Dalton Babington, M.A. Crown
8vo. , 6s.

Clodd (Edward).

The Story of Creation : a Plain Ac-
count of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
, 35. 6d.

A Primer of Evolution : being a
Popular Abridged Edition of ' The
Story of Creation '. With Illus-

trations. Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Lang.—Custom and Myth : Studies
of Early Usage and Belief. By Andrew
Lang. With 15 Illustrations. Crown
8vo.

, y. 6d.

Lubbock.

—

The Origin of Civilisa-
tion and the Primitive Condition of
Man. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart. , M. P.

With 5 Plates and 20 Illustrations in the
Text. 8vo. , 18J.

Romanes (George John).

Darwin, and After Darwin : an Ex-
position of the Darwinian Theory,
and a Discussion on Post-Darwinian
Questions.

Part I. The Darwinian Theory.
With Portrait of Darwin and 125
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , los. 6d.

Part II. Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions : Heredity and Utihty. With
Portrait of the Author and 5 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo. , los. 6d.

Part III. Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions : Isolation and Physiological

Selection. Crown 8vo.

An Examination of Weismannism.
Crown 8vo. , 6s.

Essays. Edited by C. Lloyd
Morgan, Principal of University

College, Bristol.

Classical Literature and Translations, &c.

Abbott.

—

Hellenica. A Collection of

Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,

History, and Religion. Edited by
Evelyn Abbott, M.A., LL.D. 8vo., i6j.

.ffischylus.

—

Eumenides of .^Eschy-

LUS. With Metrical English Translation.

By J. F. Davies. 8vo., ys.

Aristoplianes.—The Acharnians of
Aristophanes, translated into English
Verse. By R. Y. Tyrrell. Cr. 8vo. , i.s.

Ai-istotle.—Youth and Old Age,
Life and Death, and Respiration.
Translated, with Introduction and
Notes, by W. Ogle, M.a., M.D.,
F.R.C.P. , sometime Fellow of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford.

Becker (Professor).

Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the Time
of Augustus. Illustrated. Post 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

Charicles : or. Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
Illustrated. Post 8vo., 35. 6d.

Cioei'o.—Cicero's Correspondence.
Hy R. Y. Tyrrell. Vols. I., II., III.

8vo. , each i2.t. Vol. IV., 155.

Egbert. — Introduction to the
Study of Latin Inscriptions. By
James C. Egbert, Junr., Ph.D. With
numerous Illustrations and Fac-similes.

Square crown 8vo. , \6s.

Farnell.

—

Greek Lyric Poetry : a

Cornplete Collection of the Surviving

Passages from the Greek Song-Writing.
Arranged with Prefatory Articles, Intro-

ductory Matter and Commentary. By
George S. Farnell, M.A. With 5
Plates. 8vo., i6j.

Lang.—Homer and the Epic. By
Andrew Lang. Crown 8vo.

,
qs. net.

Lucan.—The Pharsalia of Lucan.
Translated into Blank Verse. By
Edward Ridley, Q.C. 8vo. , 14.?.

Mackail.—Select Epigrams from
the Greek Anthology. By J. W.
Mackail. Edited with a Revised Text,

Introduction, Translation, and Notes.

8vo. , i6j.

Rich.—A DictiOxN'ary of Roman and
Greek Antiquities. By A. Rick,
B.A. With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown
8vo., 7.f. 6d.
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Classical Literature and Translations, &c.—continued.

Sophocles.—Translated into English
Verse. By Robert Whitelaw, M. A.

,

Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr.

8vo., Bs. 6d.

Tacitus.

—

The History of P. Cor-
nelius Tacitus. Translated into

English, with an Introduction and
Notes, Critical and Explanatory, by
Albert William Quill, M.A.,
T.C.D. 2 Vols. Vol. I., 8vo., 7s. 6d.,

Vol. II., 8vo., 1 2J. 6rf.

Tyrrell.—Translations into Greek
and Latin Verse. Edited by R. Y.

i

Tyrrell. 8vo., 6s.

Virgil.—The ^NEiD OFVirgil. Trans-
lated into English Verse by John Con-
INGTON. Crown 8vo. , 6j.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose by John Coning-
TON. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The .(Eneid of Virgil, freely translated
into English Blank Verse. By W. J.
Thornhill. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The ^neid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by James
Rhoades.
Books I.- VI. Crown 8vo., y.
Books VII. -XII. Crown 8vo., 5^.

Poetry and the Drama.

Allingham (William).

Irish Songs and Poems. With Fron-
tispiece of the \yaterfall of Asaroe.

Pop. 8vo., 6s.

Laurence Bloomfield. With Por-

trait of the Author. Fop. 8vo.
, y. 6d.

Flower Pieces ; Day and Night
Songs ; Ballads. With 2 Designs

by D. G. RossETTi. Fcp. 8vo. , 65. ;

large paper edition, i2j.

Life and Phantasy : with Frontis-

piece by Sir J. E. Millais, Bart.,

and Design by Arthur Hughes.
Fcp. 8vo. . 6j-. ; large paper edition, 12J.

Thought and Word, and Ashby
Manor : a Play. Fcp. 8vo. , 6s. ; large

paper edition, lar.

Blackberries. Imperial i6mo. , 6s.

Sets of the above 6 vols, may be had in

uniforin half-parchment binding, price 30J.

Armstrong (G. F. Savage).

Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.

8vo., 6s.

King Saul. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part I.) Fcp. 8vo. ^s.

King David. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part II.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of
Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Armstrong (G. Y.?i!^\P^c,^)—continued.

Ugone: a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

A Garland from Greece : Poems.
Fcp. 8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

Stories of Wicklow: Poems. Fcp.
8vo., 7s. 6d.

Mephistopheles in Broadcloth: a
Satire. Fcp. 8vo. , 4J.

One in the Infinite: a Poem. Cr.

8vo., 7s. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works
of Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp.
8vo., ^s.

Arnold (Sir Edwin).

The Light of the World : or, the

Great Consummation. With 14 Illus-

trations after W. Holman Hunt.
Cr. 8vo., dr.

Potiphar's Wife, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo. , 5J. net.

Adzuma : or, the Japanese Wife. A
Play. Crown 8vo. , 65. 6d. net.

The Tenth Muse, and other
Poems. Crown 8vo.

,
^s. net.

Beesly (A. H.).

Ballads, and other Verse. Fcp.

8vo.
, 55.

Danton, and other Verse. Fcp.
8vo.

, 45. 6d.
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Poetry and the Drama—continued.

Bell (Mrs. Hugh).

Chamber Comedies: a Collection of

Plays and Monologues for the Draw-
ing Room. Crown 8vo. , 6s.

Fairy Tale Plays, and How to Act
Them. With 91 Diagrams and 52
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 6s.

Christie.—Lays and Verses. By
NiMMO Christie. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

Cochrane (Alfred).

The Kestrel's NEST.and other Verses-

Fcp. 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Leviore Plectro : Occasional Verses.

Fcp. 8vo.
, 35. 6d.

Florian's rabies.—The Fables of
Florian. Done into English Verse by
Sir Philip Perring, Bart. Crown 8vo.

,

3J. 6d.

Goethe.
Faust, Part I., the German Text, with

Introduction and Notes. By Albert
M. Selss, Ph.D., M.A. Cr. 8vo., 5.?.

Faust. Translated, with Notes. By
T. E. Webb. 8vo., lap. 6d.

Qurney.—Day Dreams : Poems. By
Rev. Alfred Gurney. M.A. Crown
8vo, y. 6d.

Ingelow (Jean).

Poetical Works. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo.,

I2J.

Lyrical and Other Poems. Selected

from the Writings of Jean Ingelow.
Fcp. 8vo. , 2J-. 6d.\ cloth plain, y.
cloth g^lt.

Ijang (Andrew).

Ban and Arri^re Ban. A Rally of

Fugitive Rhymes Fcp. 8vo.
,

5J.

net.

Grass of Parnassus.
2J. 6d. net.

Fcp. 8vo.

,

Ballads of Books. Edited by
Andrew Lang. Fcp. Bvo. , 6^.

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited by
Andrew Lang. With 100 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
,
6s.

Lecky.—Poems. By W. E. H. Lecky.
Fcp. 8vo., sj.

Lindsay.—The Flower Seller, and
other Poems. By Lady Lindsay.
Crown Bvo., ss.

Lytton (The Earl of) (Owen
Meredith).

Marah. Fcp. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

King Poppy: a Fantasia. With i

Plate and Design on Title-Page by
SirED. Burne-Jones, A.R.A. Crown
8vo. , \os. 6d.

The Wanderer. Cr. Bvo. , io.f. 6d.

LuciLE. Crown 8vo., ioj'. 6d.

Selected Poems. Cr. 8vo., 10^. 6d.

Macaulay.—Lays of Ancient Rome,
&c. By Lord Macaulay.
Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to.,

xos. 6d.

Bijou Edition.

i8rao., ar. 6d., gilt top.

Popular Edition.

Fcp. 4to., 6d. sewed, i.f. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin. Crown
Bvo.

, 35. 613'.

Annotated Edition. Fcp. Bvo , \s.

sewed, \s. 6d. cloth.

Macdonald (George, LL.D.).

A Book of Strife, in the Form of
the Diary of AN Old Soul: Poems.
i8mo. , 6s.

Rampollo : Growths from an Old
Root; containing a Book of Trans-
lations, old and new ; also a Year's

Dairy of an Old Soul. Cr. 8vo. , 6,f.

Morris (William).

Poetical Works—Library Edition.
Complete in Ten Volumes. Crown

8vo.
,
price 6s. each :

—

The Earthly Paradise. 4 vols. 6^.

each.

The Life and Death of Jason. 6,f.

The Defence of Guenevere, and
other Poems. 6^.

The Story of Sigurd the Volsung,
and the Fall of the Niblungs. 65.

Love is Enough ; or. The Freeing of

Pharamond : a Morality ; and Poems
BY the Way. 6s.
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Poetry and the Xin'am.'Q.— continued.

Morris {^\l.\.\kv[)—continued.
The Odyssey of Homer. Done into

English Verse. 6^'.

The .(Eneids of Virgil. Done into

English Verse. 6.r.

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be
had in the following Editions :

—

The Earthly Paradise.
Popular Edition. 5 vols. ismo.

,

25J. ; or 5J. each, sold separately.

The same in Ten Parts, 25^. ; or 2s. 6d.

each, sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in i vol. Cr. 8vo.
, 75. 6d.

Love is Enough ; or. The Freeing of

Pharamond : a Morality. Square
crown 8vo.

, 75. 6d.

Poems by the Way. Square crown
8vo. , 6s.

*»* For Mr. William Morris's Prose
Works, see pp. 22 and 31.

Wesbit.—Lays and Legends. By E.

Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert Bland). First

Series. Crown 8vo.
, y. 6d. Second

Series, with Portrait. Crown 8vo.
, 55.

Rhoades.—Teresa and Other
Poems. By James Rhoades. Crown
Bvo., 3^. 6a?.

Riley (James \Vhitcomb).

Old Fashioned Roses : Poems.
i2mo.

, 5^.

Poems Here at Home. Fcap. 8vo.,

6s. net.

A Child-V/orld : Poems. Fcp. 8vo.,

Roma.nes.—A Selection from the
Poems of George John Romanes,
M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. With an Intro-

duction by T. Herbert Warren,
President of Magdalen College, Oxford,
Crown Bvo, 45. 6d.

Shakespeare.

—

Bowdler's Family
Shakespeare. With 36 Woodcuts.
I vol. 8vo., 14J. Or in 6 vols. Fcp.
8V0. , 215.

The Shakespeare Birthday Book.
By Mary F. Dunbar. 32mo., is. 6d.

"Wordsw^orth and Coleridge.—

A

Description of the Wordsworth
and Coleridge Manuscripts in the
Possession of Mr. T. Norton Long-
man. Edited, with Notes, by W. Hale
White. With Fac-similes. ^to.,ios.6d.

Works of Fiction, Humonr, &c.

Alden.

—

Among the Freaks. By W.
L. Alden. With 55 Illustrations by J.

F. Sullivan and Florence K. Up-
ton. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

Anstey (F. , Author of ' Vice Versa ').

Voces Populi. Reprinted from
' Punch '. First Series. With 20
Illustrations by J. Bernard Part-
ridge. Cr. Bvo., 3J. 6d.

The Man from Blankley's: a Story
in Scenes, and other Sketches. With
24 Illustrations by J. Bernard Part-
ridge. Post 4to. , 6.f.

Aster.—A Journey in Other Worlds.
a Romance of the Future. By John
Jacob Astor. With 10 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Baker.—By the Western Sea. By
James Bakf:r, Author of ' John Westa-
con; '. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d,

Beaconsfield (The Earl of).

Novels and Tales.
Complete in 11 vols. Cr. Bvo., u. 6d.

each.

Vivian Grey.
TheYoungDuke,&c.
Alroy, Ixion, &c.

Contarini Fleming,
&c.

Tancred.

Sybil.

Henrietta Temple.
Venetia.

Coningsby.
Lothair.

Endymion.

Novels and Tales. The Hughcnden
Edition. With 2 Portraits and 11

Vignettes. 11 vols. Cr. 8vo., 42.V.

Black.—The Princess Desiri^e. By
Clementia Black. With 8 Illustra-

tions by John Williamson. Cr. Bvo.

,

6s.

Crump.— Wide Asunder as the
Polks. By Arthur Crump. Crown
8vo., 6s,
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Works of Fiction, Hnmour, &c.—continued.

Dougall (L.).

Beggars All. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

What Necessity Knows. Crown
8vo., 65.

Doyle (A. Conan).
MiCAH Clarke: a Tale of Monmouth's

Rebellion. With 10 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 3.f. 6d.

The Captain of the Polestar, and
other Tales. Cr. 8vo.

, y. 6d.

The Refugees : a Tale of Two Conti-

nents. With 25 Illustrations. Crown
8vo.

, y. 6d.

The Stark-Munro Letters. Cr.

8vo. , 6s.

Farrar (F. W. , Dean of Canterbury).

Darkness and Dawn: or, Scenes in

the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.

Cr. 8vo.
, 7^. 6d.

Gathering Clouds : a Tale of the

Days of St. Chrysostom. Crown
8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

Powler (Edith H.).

The Young Pretenders. A Story of

Child Life. With 12 Illustrations by
Philip Burne-Jones. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

The Professor's Children : A Story.

With numerous Illustrations by Ethel
Kate Burgess.

Froude.—The Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy : an Irish Romance of the Last
Century. By T. A. Froude. Cr. 8vo.

3S. 6d.

Gilkes. — The Autobiography of
Kallistratus : A Story of the Time
of the Second Punic War. By A. H.
Gilkes, M.A. , Master of Dulwich Col-

lege. With Illustrations by Maurice
Greiffenhagen.

Graham.

—

The Red Scaur : a Novel
of Manners. By P. Anderson
Graham. Cr. 8vo. , 6.f.

Haggard (H. Rider).
Heart of the World. With 15

Illustrations, Crown 8vo., 6s.

Joan Haste. With 20 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo. , 6j.

The People of the Mist. With 16
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

Montezuma's Daughter. With 24
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3^. bd.

She. With 32 Ilhistrations. Cr. 8vo.

,

3^. 6d.

Haggard (H. Rider)—cotithiued.

Allan Quatekmain. With 31 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Maiwa's Revenge. Crown 8vo., js.6d.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C. Cr. 8vo.

,

35. 6d.

Cleopatra. With 29 Illustrations

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Beatrice. Cr. 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Eric Brighteyes. With 51 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Nada the Lily. With 23 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo.. 3^. 6d.

Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo.
, 35. 6d.

The Witch's Head. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo.: 3.f. 6d.

Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 3^. 6d.

Haggard and Lang.—The World's
Desire. By H. Rider Haggard and
Andrew Lang. With 27 Illustrations

Crown 8vo. , 35. 6d.

Harte.— In the Carquinez Woods,
and other Stories. By Bret Haete.
Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Hope.—The Heart of Princess
OsRA. By Anthony Hope. With 9
Illustrations by John Williamson.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Hornung.—The Unbidden Guest.
By E. W, Hornung. Cr. 8vo.

, 3^. 6d.

Jerome.—Sketches in Lavender :

Blue and Green. Short Stories. By
Jerome K. Jerome. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Lang.—A Monk of Fife : being the

Chronicle written by NORMAN Leslie
of Pitcullo, concerning Marvellous

Deeds that befel in the Realm of

France, 1429-31. By Andrew Lang.
With Illustrations by Selwyn Image.
Crown 8vo. , 6s.

Lyall (Edna).

The Autobiography of a Slander.
Fcp. 8vo., IS. sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illus-

trations by Lancelot Speed. Cr.

8vo. , 25. 6d. net.

The Autobiography of a Truth.
Fcp. 8vo., xs. sewed ; xs. 6d. cloth.

Doreen : The Story of a Singer. Cr,

8vo., 6-',
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.—continued.

Magruder.—The Violet. By Julia
Magruder. With ii Illustrations by
C. D. Gibson. Crown 8vo., 6^.

Mattlie"ws.—His Father's Son : a
Novel of the New York Stock Ex-
change. By Brander Matthews.
With 13 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. , 6s.

Melville (G. J. Whyte).

The Gladiators. 1 Holmby House.
The Interpreter. Kate Coventry.

Good for Nothing.
j
Digby Grand.

The Queen's Maries.
1
General Bounce.

Cr. 8vo. , IS. 6d. each.

Merriman.

—

Flotsam : The Study of

a Life. By Henry Seton Merri-
man. With Frontispiece and Vignette

byH.G. Massey, A.R.E. Cr.8vo., 6s.

Morris (William).

The Well at the World's End. 2

vols., 8vo., 28^.

The Story of THE Glittering Plain,
which has been also called The Land
of the Living Men, or The Acre of

the Undying. Square post 8vo.
, 55.

net.

The Roots of the Mountains,
wherein is told somewhat of the Lives

of the Men of Burgdale, their Friends,

their Neighbours, their Foemen, and
their Fellows-in-Arms. Written in

Prose and Verse. Square cr. 8vo. , 85.

A Tale of the House of the Wolf-
INGS, and all the Kindreds of the

Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.

Second Edition. Square cr. 8vo. , 6j.

A Dream of John Ball, and a
King's Lesson. i2mo., is. 6d.

News from Nowhere ; or, An Epoch
of Rest. Being some Chapters from
an Utopian Romance. Post 8vo.

,

IS. 6d.

*,* For Mr. William Morris's Poetical

Works, see p. 19.

Ne-wman (Cardinal).

Loss AND Gain : The Story of a Con-
vert. Crown 8vo. Cabinet Edition,

6s. ; Popular Edition, y. 6d.

Callista : A Tale of the Third Cen-
tury. Crown 8vo. Cabinet Edition,

6s. ; Popular Edition, 3^-. 6d.

Oliphant.—Old Mr. Tredgold. By
Mrs. Oliphant. Crown Svo., 6^,

Phillipps-Wolley.—Snap : a Legend
of the Lone Mountain. By C. Phil-
LiPPS-WoLLEY. With 13 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Quintana.—The Cid Campeador :

an Historical Romance. By D.
Antonio de Trueba y la Quintana.
Translated from the Spanish by Henry
J. Gill. M.A., T.C.D. Crown Svo, 6s.

Rhoscomyl (Owen).

The Jewel of Ynys Galon : being
a hitherto unprinted Chapter in the

History of the Sea Rovers. With 12

Illustrations by Lancelot Speed.
Crown Svo.

, y. 6d.

Battlement and Tower : a Romance.
With Frontispiece by R. Caton
Woodville. Crown Svo., 6s.

For the White Rose of Arno : A
Story of the Jacobite Rising of 1745.
Crown Svo. , 6s.

Rokeby.—Dorcas Hobday. By
Charles Rokeby. Crown Svo. , 6s.

Sewell (Elizabeth M.).

AGlimpseof the World. Amy Herbert.
Laneton Parsonage. Clave Hall.

Margaret Percival. Gertrude.

Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl's Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life.
1
Ursula. Ivors.

Cr. Svo., js. 6d. each, cloth plain. 2s. 6d.

each, cloth extra, gilt edges.

Stevenson (Robert Louis).

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
AND Mr. Hyde. Fcp. Svo., is.

sewed, is. 6d. cloth.

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
AND Mr. Hyde ; with Other Fables.

Crown Svo.
, y. 6d.

More New Arabian Nights—The
Dynamiter. By Robert Louis
Stevenson and Fanny Van de
Grift Stevenson. Crown Svo.,

2S. 6d.

The Wrong Box. By Robert Louis
Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.
Crown Svo., y. 6d.

Suttner.—Lay Down Your Arms
Die Waffen Nieder: The Autobiography
of Martha Tilling. By Bertha von
Suttner. Translated by T. Holmes.
Cr. Svo., If. 6d,
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.

—

continued.

Trollope (Anthony).
The Warden. Cr. 8vo., \s. 6d.

Barchester Towers. Cr. 8vo. , is. 6d,

TRUE (A) RELATION of the
Travels and Perilous Adven-
tures OF Mathew Dudgeon, Gentle-
man : Wherein is truly set down the

Manner of his Taking, the Long Time
of his Slavery in Algiers, and Means of

his Delivery. Written by Himself, and
now for the first time printed. Cr. 8vo., 5;-.

Walford (L. B.).

Mr. Smith : a Part of his Life.

8vo., 2S. 6d.

The Baby's Grandmother.
8vo., 2j. 6d

Cousins. Crown 8vo., zs. 6d.

Troublesome Daughters.
8vo. , 25. 6d.

Pauline. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

Dick Netherby. Crown 8vo.

The History of a Week.
8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Stiff-necked Generation. Crown
8vo. 2J. 6d.

Nan, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo.

The Mischief of Monica.
8vo., 2s. 6d.

Crown

Crown

Crown

2s. 6d.

Crown

, 2j. 6d.

Crown

"Walford (L. 'Q.)—continued.
The One Good Guest. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
' Ploughed,' and other Stories. Crown

8vo. , 2S. 6d.

The Matchmaker. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

West (B. B.).

Half-Hours vitith the Million-
aires : Showing how much harder it

is to spend a million than to make it.

Cr. 8vo. , 6s.

Sir Simon Vanderpetter, and Mind-
ing HIS Ancestors. Cr. 8vo., 55.

A Financial Atonement. Cr.8vo.,65.

Weyman (Stanley).
The House of the Wolf. Cr. 8vo.,

2s. 6d.

A Gentleman of France. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

The Red Cockade. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Whishaw^.—A Boyar of the Ter
Rible : a Romance of the Court of Ivan
theCruel, FirstTzar of Russia. By Fred.
Whishaw. With 12 Illustrations by
H. G. Massey, A.R.E. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Yeats.—A Galahad of the Creeks,
and other Stories. By S. Levett
Yeats, Author of "The Honour of

Savelli ". Crown 8vo. , 6s.

Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Butler.—Our Household Insects.
An Account of the Insect-Pests found
in Dwelling-Houses. By Edward A.
Butler, B.A., B.Sc. (Lond.). With
113 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Furneaux (W.).

The Outdoor World
; or. The Young

Collector's Handbook. With 18
Plates, 16 of which are coloured,
and 549 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo.

, ys. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths (British).

With 12 coloured Plates and 241
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

1 2J. 6d.

Life in Ponds and Streams. With
8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Cr. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Hartwig (Dr. George).
The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts.
8vo., 7s. net.

The Tropical World. With 8 Plates
and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo.

, 75. net.

The Polar World. With 3 Maps, 8
Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo.

,
js. net.

The Subterranean World. With
3Mapsand8o Woodcuts. 8vo.,75. net.

Hartwig (Dr. George)—continued.

The Aerial World. With Map, 8

Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo. ,75. net.

Hkroes of the Polar World. 19
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.

Wonders of the Tropical Forests.
40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 25.

Workers under the Ground. 29
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.

Marvels over our Heads. 29
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 2s.

Sea Monsters and Sea Birds. 75
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 2S. 6d.

Denizens of the Deep. 117 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 2S. 6d.

Volcanoes and Earthquakes. 30
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Tropics.
66 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3.?. 6d.

Hayward.—Bird Notes. By the late

Jane Mary Hayward. Edited by
Emma Hubbard. With Frontispiece
and 15 Illustrations by G. E. Lodge.
Crown 8vo. , 65.

Helmlioltz.—Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann
VON Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts.
2 vols. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d, each.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Hudson.— British Birds. By W.
H. Hudson. C.M.Z.S. With a Chap-
ter on Structure and Classification by
Frank E. Beddard, F.R.S. With 17
Plates (8 of which are Coloured), and
over loo Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., izi. 6d.

Proctor (Richard A.).

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

3 vols. Crown 8vo.
, 55. each.

Rough Ways made Smooth. Fami-
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

Crown 8vo., 3^. bd.

Pleasant Ways in Science.
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Nature Studies. By R. A. Proctor,
Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and E. Clodd. Crown
8vo.

, 35. 6d.

Leisure Readings. By R. A. Proc-
tor, E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T.
Foster, and A. C. Ranyard. Cr.

8vo.
,

2,s. 6d.

*,* For Mr. Proctor's other books see

Messrs. Longmans &" Co.'s Catalogue oj

Scientific Works.

Stanley.—A Familiar History ok
Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D., for-

merly Bishop of Norwich. With Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo.
, 3^. bd.

Wood (Rev. J. G.).

Homes without Hands : a Descrip-

tion of the Habitation of Animals,
classed according to the Principle o''

Construction. With 140 Illustrations.

8vo. , -js. net.

Wood (Rev. J. G.)—continued.
Insects at Home : a Popular Account

of British Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. 8vo., -js. net.

Insects Abroad : a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With
600 Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. net.

Bible Animals : a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in

the Scriptures. With 112 Illustra-

tions. 8vo. , "js. net.

Petland Revisited. With 33 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Out of Doors ; a Selection of Origi-
nal Articles on Practical Natural
History. With 11 Illustrations. Cr.
8vo.

, y. 6d.

Strange Dwellings : a Description
of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ' Homes without
Hands '. With 60 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo.
,
3J. 617'.

Bird Life of the Bible. 32 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
, 35. 6d.

Wonderful Nests. 30 lOustrations.

Crown 8vo.
, y. 6d.

Homes under the Ground. 28
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Bible. 29
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

Domestic Animals of the Bible.
23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

The Branch Builders. 28 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. , 25. 6d.

Social Habitations and Parasitic
Nests. 18 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 2s.

Works of Reference.

Longmans' Gazetteer of the
World. Edited by George G. Chis-
holm, M.A. , B.Sc. Imp. 8vo., £2 2S.

cloth, £2 125. 6d. half-morocca.

Maunder (Samuel).
Biographical Treasury. With Sup-
plement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo., 65.

Treasury of Natural History : or,

Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With
900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. , 6s.

Maunder iSsirauel)—con.'i/! ued.

Treasury of Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp.
8vo. , 6s.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge. By the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A.
With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300
Woodcuts. Fcp.Svo. ,05.
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Works of Reference—contmued.

Maunder (Sarauel)—continued.

Treasury of Knowledge and
Library OF Reference. Fcp. 8vo.,

6j.

Historical Treasury : Fcp. 8vo. , 6j.

Scientific and Literary Treasury.
Fcp. 8vo., 65.

The Treasury of Botany. Edited
by J. Lindley, F.R.S., and T.
Moore, F.L.S, With 274 Wood-
cuts and 20 Steel Plates. 2 vols.

Fcj. 8vo., I2J.

Roget.-THESAURus OF EnglishWords
and Phrases. Classified and Ar-
ranged so as to Facilitate the E.xpression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Composi-
tion. By Peter Mark Roget, M.D.,
F. R.S. Recomposed throughout, en-
larged and improved, partly from the
Author's Notes and with a full Index,
by the Author's Son, John Lewis
RoGET. Crown 8vo. , ioj. 6d.

Willieli.—Popular Tables for giving
information for ascertaining the value of
Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Pro-
perty, the Public Funds, &c. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by H.
Bence Jones. Crown 8vo. , ics. 6rf.

Children's Books.

Crake (Rev. A. D.).

Edwy the Fair; or, the First Chro-
nicle of^scendune. Crown 8vo. , is.bd.

Alfgar the Dane: or, the Second Chro-
nicle of /Escendune. Cr. 8vo., 2j. 6(/.

The Rival Heirs: being the Third
and Last Chronicle of .^Escendune.

Crown 8vo. , 2i. 6d.

The House of Walderne. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the
Days of the Barons' Wars. Crown
8vo., 25. 6a?.

Brian Fitz-Count. A Story of Wal-
lingford Castle and Dorchester Abbey.
Crown 8vo. , 2s. 6d

Lang (Andrew)—Edited by.

The Blue Fairy Book. With 138
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 6s.

The Red Fairy Book. With 100
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Green Fairy Book. With 99
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Yellow Fairy Book. With 104
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Blue Poetry Book. With 100
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Blue Poetry Book. School
Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp.
Svo., 2J. 6d.

The True Story Book. With 66
Illustrations- Crown 8vo., bs.

Lang [Andrew)—continued.
The Red True Story Book. With

100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , 65.

The Animal Story Book. With
67 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6j-.

Meade (L. T.).

Daddy's Boy. With Illustrations.

Crown Svo.
, 3^. 6d.

Deb and the Duchess. With Illus-

trations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

The Beresford Prize. With Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo.
, 35. 6d.

The House of Surprises. With Illu-

strations. Crown Svo., y. 6d.

Moles-worth. — Silverthorns. By
Mrs. Molesworth. With Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 55.

Stevenson.—A Child's (iAROEN of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
fcp. Svo., 55.

Upton (Florence K., and Bertha),

The Adventures of Two Dutch
Dolls and a 'Golliwogg'. Illu-

strated by Florence K. Upton,
with Words by Bertha Upton.
With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 410.

,

6s.
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Children's Book^—continued.

Upton (Florence K., and Bertha)—
continued.

The Golliwogg's Bicycle Club.
Illustrated by Florence K. Upton,
With Words by Bertha Upton. With
31 Coloured Plates and numerous Illus-

trations in the Text. Oblong 4to., 6s.

Wordsworth.—The Snow Garden,
and other Fairy Tales for Children. By
Elizabeth Wordsworth. With 10

Illustrations by Trevor Haddon.
Crown 8vo. , 55.

Longmans' Series of Books for Girls.

Crown 8vo., price 2S. 6d. each

Atelier (The) Du Lys : or an Art
Student in the Reign of Terror.

By THE SAME Author.
The Younger Sister.

That Child.
Under a Cloud.

Mademoiselle Mori: I

a Ta!e of Modern
1

Rome.
In the Olden Time

:

a Tale of the
Peasant War in

Germany.
|

Hester's Venture.
The Fiddler of Lugau.
A Child of the Revolu-

tion.

Atherstone Priory. By L. N. Comyn.

The Story of a Spring Morning, &c.

By Mrs. MOLESWORTH. Illustrated.

The Palace in the Garden. By
Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

Neighbours. By Mrs. Molesworth.
The Third Miss St. Quentin. By

Mrs. Molesworth.

Very Young; and Quite Another
Story. Two Stories. By Jean Inge-
low.

Can this be Love ? By Louisa Parr.

Keith Deramore. By the Author of
' Miss Molly '.

Sidney. By Margaret Delano.

An Arranged Marriage. By Doro-
thea Gerard.

Last Words to Girls on Life at
School and After School. By
Maria Grey.

Stray Thoughts for Girls. By
Lucy H. M. Soulsby, Head Mistress

of Oxford High School. i6mo., is. 6d.

net.

The Silver Library.

Crown 8vo. y. 6d. each Volume.

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands.
With 71 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Bagehot's (W.) Biographical Studies.

y. 6d.

Bagehot's(W.) Economic Studies. 35. 6d

Bagehot'8 (W.) Literary Studies. With
Portrait. 3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Tears in
Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations, js. 6d.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Curious Myths
of the Middle Ages. 35. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. 8.) Origin and
Development of Religious Belief. 2
vols. 3J. 6d. each.

Becker's (Prof.) Gallns : or, Roman
Scenes in the Time of Augustus. Illus.

y. 6d.

Becker's (Prof.) Charicles: or, Illustra-

tions of the Private Life of the Ancient
Greeks. Illustrated, y. 6d.

Bent's (J. T.) The Rained Cities of Ha-
shonaland. With 117 Illustrations.

y. 6d.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the ' Sun-
beam '. With 66 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Butler's (Edward A.) Our Household
Insects. With 7 Plates and 113 Illus-

trations in the Text. y. 6d.
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The Silver Library

—

continued.

Clodd's (E.) Story of Creation : a Plain
Account of Evolution. With 77 Illus-

trations. 35. 6rf.

Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson's
(Very Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of

St. Paul. 46 Illustrations. 3^. dd.

Dougall's(L.) Beggars AH ; a Novel. -yAd.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Micah Clarke : a Tale
of Monmouth's Rebellion. 10 Illus.

35. 6(/.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Captain of the
Folestar, and other Tales. 3.5. dd.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Refugees : A
Tale of Two Continents. With
25 Illustrations, 3J. (>d.

Froude's (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat
of the Spanish Armada. 12 vols.

3^. dd. each.
|

Froude's (J. A.) The English in Ireland.

3 vols. \os. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great
Subjects. 4 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) The Spanish Story of

the Armada, and other Essays, y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine
of Aragon. y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle: a
History of his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s.

1834-1881. 2 vols. 7s.

Froude's (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch. 35. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy : an Irish Romance of the Last
Century, y. 6d.

Gleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of
Wellington. With Portrait. 35. 6d.

Greville's (C. C. F.) Journal of the

Reigns of King George lY., King
William lY., and Queen Yictoria.

8 vols, y. 6d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She: A History of
Adventure. 32 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
With 20 Illustrations. 3^-. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch,
V.C. : a Tale of Country Life. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29
Full-pnge Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes.
With 51 Illustrations, y. bd.

\

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. V\ith

34 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Montezuma's Daugh-
ter. With 25 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head.
With 16 Illustrations, y. bd.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will.
With 16 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Nada the Lily. With
23 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Dawn. With 16 Illus-

trations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The People of the Mist.

With 16 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (A.) The
World's Desire. With 27 Illus. y. 6d

Harte's (Bret) In the Carqulnez Woods,
and other Stories, y. 6d.

Helmholtz's(Hermann von) Popular Lee
tures on Scientific Subjects. With 68
Illustrations. 2 vols. 35. 6d. each.

Hornung's (E. W.) The Unbidden Guest.
3J. 6d.

Howitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable
Places. 80 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Jefferies'(R.)The Story of My Heart : My
Autobiography. With Portrait. 3^. 6d.

Jofferies' (R.) Field and Hedgerow.
With Portrait, y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Red Deer. 17 Illus. 3^. 6d,

Jefferies' (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable.
With Frontispiece and Vignette by E.
V. B. y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) The Toilers of the Field.
With Portrait from the Bust in Salis-

bury Cathedral. 35. 6d.

Knight's(E. F.)The Cruise of the ' Alerte'

a Search for Treasure on the Desert
Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps and
23 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) Where Three Empires
Meet ; a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir, Western Tibet, Baltistan,

Gilgit. With a Map and 54 Illustra-

tions, y. 6d

Knight's (E. F.) The 'Falcon' on the
Baltic: A Coasting Voyage from Ham-
mersmith to Copenhagen in a Three-
Ton Yacht. With Map and 11 Illustra-

tions, y, 6d.

Lang's (A.) Angling Sketches. 20 Illus-

3s. 6d.
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The Silyer Library

—

continued.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies

of Early Usage and Belief. 3^. 6d.

Lang's (Andrew) Cock Lane and
Common-Sense. With a New Pre-

face. 3jf. 6d.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck's (WJOi^-C.
1887, A Ramble in BrUish Columbia.
AVitli Maps and 75 Illustrations. %s. 6ii.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of

Ancient Home. With Portrait and
Illustration. 3J-. 6d.

Macleod's (H. D.) Elements of Bank-
ing. 3 J-. 6d.

Marsiiman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 3.$. 6d.

Max M tiller's (E'.) India, what can it

teach us? 35. 6d.

Max Miiller's (F.) Introduction to the
Science of Religion, y. 6d.

merivale's (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3^. 6d. ea.

Mill's (J. S.) Political Economy, y. 6d.

Mill's (J. S.) System of Logic. 3J. 6d.

miner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the

Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a garden.

y. 6d.

Hansen's (F.) The First Crossing of

Greenland. With Illustrations and
a Map. 35. 6d.

Phillipps-Wolley's (C.) Snap : a Legend
of the Lone Mountain. With 13

Illustrations, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.

3.. 6,/.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.

35. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other V/orlds than
Ours. y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Suns than
Ours. 3i-. 6d.

Proctor's (R.A.) Our Place among In-

finities, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Rough Ways made
Smooth, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in
Science. 3.;. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Myths and Marvels
of Astronomy, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3^. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By
R. A. Proctor, Edward Clodd,
Andrew Wilson, Thoma.s Foster,
and A. C. Ranyard. With Illustra-

tions, y. 6d.

Rhoscomyl's (Owen) The Jewel of Ynys
Galon. With 12 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Rossetti's (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante.

i
y. 6d.

I

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the
Carthaginians. With Maps, Plans,

&c. 3J. 6d.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of

Birds. 160 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Stevenson's (R. L.) The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde ; with other
Fables. 35. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis)and Osbourne's
(Lloyd) The Wrong Box. 3s. 6d.

Stevenson (Robt. Louia) and Stevenson's
(Fannyvan de Grift)More New Arabian
Nights.— The Dynamiter. 35. 6d.

Weymasi'a (Stanley J.) The House of

the Wolf: a Romance. 3J. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited.

With 33 Illustrations, y. 6d,

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.

With 60 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With
II Illustrations, y. 6d.

Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.

Acton.—Modern Cookery. By Eliza
Acton. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.

8vo.
,
4s. 6d.

Bull (Thomas, M.D.).
Hints to Mothers on the Manage-
ment OF their Health during
the Period of Pregnancy. Fcp.

8vo. , IS. 6d.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.
Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d,

De Sails (Mrs.).

Cakes a^d Confections a la Mode.
Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Dogs: a Manual for Amateurs. Fcp.

8vo., I J. 6d.

Dressed Game and Poultry a la
Mode. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Dressed Vegetables X la Mode.
Fcp. Bvc, IS. 6d.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, Slc- continued.

De Salis (Mrs.)

—

continued.

Drinks X la Mode. Fcp. 8vo. , u. M.

Entries X la Mode. Fcp. 8vo. , xs. 6d.

Floral Decorations. Fcp. 8vo. , js. 6d.

Gardening a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.

Part I. Vegetables. 15. 6a?.

Part II. Fruits, is. bd.

National Viands X la Mode. Fcp.
Svo. , IS. 6d.

New-laid Eggs. Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

Oysters X la Mode. Fcp. Svo. , is. 6d.

Puddings and Pastry a la Mode.
Fcp. Svo. , IS. 6d.

Savouries A LA Mode. Fcp. 8wo.,is.6d.

Soups and Dressed FishX la Mode.
Fcp. Svo., i.r. 6d.

Sweets and Supper Dishes X la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

De Salis (Mrs.)

—

continued.

Tempting Dishes for Small In-

comes. Fcp. Svo., IS. 6d.

Wrinkles and Notions for Every
Household. Cr. Svo., is. 6d.

Lear.—Maigre Cookery. By H. L.
Sidney Lear. i6mo., 25.

Poole.—Cookery for the Diabetic.
By W. H. and Mrs. Poole. With
Preface by Dr. Pavy. F"cp. Svo., 2j. 6d.

Walker (Jane H.)

A Book for Every Woman.
Part I. The Management of Children

in Health and out of Health. CY.

Svo., 2s. 6d.

Part II. Woman in Health and out

of Health.

A Handbook for Mothers : being
I Simple Hints to Women on the

Management of their Health during
Pregnancy and Confinement, together

with Plain Directions as to the Care
of Infants. Cr. Svo., 2s. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Allingham.—Varieties in Prose.
By William Allingham. 3 vols. Cr.

Svo, i8j. (Vols. I and 2, Rambles, by
Patricius Walker. Vol. 3, Irish

Sketches, etc.

)

Armstrong.—Essays and Sketches.
By EdmundJ.Armstrong. Fcp.Svo.,s.f.

Bagehot.

—

Literary Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. With Portrait.

3 vols. Crown Svo.
,

3.?. 6d. each.

Baring-G-ould.—Curious Myths of
THE Middle Ages. By Rev. S.

Baring-Gould. Crown Svo. , 35. 6rf.

Baynes.—Shakespeare Studies, and
Other Essays. By the late Thomas
Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D.
With a Biographical Preface by Prof.

Lewis Campbell. Crown Svo.
,
js. 6d.

Eoyd (A. K. H.) (' A.K.H.B.').
And see MISCELLANEOUS THEOLO-
GICAL WORKS, p. 32.

Autumn Holidays of a Country
Parson. Crown Svo.

, y. 6d.

Boyd (A. K. H.). ('A.K.H.B.')-
conti7iiced.

Commonplace Philosopher. Crown
Svo., 3J-. td.

Critical Essays of a Country
Parson. Crown Svo. , -y. 6d.

East Coast Days and Memorie.s.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Landscapes, Churches and Mora-
lities. Crown Svo., 3J\ 613'.

Leisure Hours in Town. Crown
Svo., y. bd.

Lessons ofMiddle Age. Cr.Svo.,3.f.6ii

Our Little Life. Two Series. Cr.

Svo.
,

3J-. 6d. each.

Our HomelyComedy: andTragedy.
Crown Svo., y. 6d.

Recreations of a Country Parson.
Three Series. Cr. Svo., y. 6d. each.

Also First Series. Popular Ed. Svo., 6d.

sewed.
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Miscellaneous and Critical WovkA—coniinued.

Butler (Samuel).

Erewhon. Cr. 8vo., y.
The Fair Haven. A Work in Defence

of the Miraculous Element in our
Lord's Ministry. Cr. 8vo., 75. 6d.

Life and Habit. An Essay after a
Completer View of Evolution. Cr.
8vo., 75. 6d

Evolution, Old and New. Cr. 8vo.,

\o5. bd.

Alps and Sanctuaries of Piedmont
AND Canton Ticino. Illustrated.

Post 4to. , loj^. dd.

Luck, or Cunning, as the Main
Means of Organic Modification ?

Cr. 8vo., TS. 6d.

Ex VoTO. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo-
Sesia. Crown Svo., ioj. 6d.

CHARITIES REGISTER (THE AN-
NUAL) AND DIGEST FOR 1897:
being a Classified Register of Charities

in or available in the Metropolis. With
an Introduction by C. S. Lock, Secre-

tary to the Council of the Charity
Organisation Society, London. Svo, ,4^.

Dreyfus.—Lectures on French
Literature. Delivered in Melbourne
by Irma Dreyfus. With Portrait of

Author. Large crown 8vo., i2.y. 6d.

Q-wilt.—An Encyclopaedia of Archi-
tecture. By Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A.
Illustrated with more than iioo Engrav-
ings on Wood. Revised (1888), with
Alterations and Considerable Additions
by Wyatt Papwokth. 8vo., £2 12s. 6d.

Hamlin.—A Text-Book of the His-
tory of Architecture. By A. D. F.

Hamlin, A.M., Adjunct-Professor of
Architecture in the School of Mines,
Columbia College. With 229 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Haweis.—Music and Morals. Bv the
Rev. H. R. Haweis. Cr. 8vo., js' 6d.

Indian Ideals (No. i)—

Narada Sutra : An Inquiry into Love
(Bhakti-Jijnasa). Translated from the
.Sanskrit, with an Independent Com-
mentary, by E. T. Sturdy. Crown
8vo. , 25. 6d. net.

Jeflferies (Richard).

Field and Hedgerow. With Por-
trait. Crown 8vo.

, 35. 6d.

Jefferies (Richard)—continued.

The Story of My Heart. With
Portrait and New Preface by C. J.

Longman. Crown Svo.
,
35. bd.

Red Deer. 17 Illustrations by J.
Charlton and H. Tunaly. Crown
8vo., 3^. (>d.

The Toilers of the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury
Cathedral. Crown 8vo.

, 3^. dd.

Wood Magic : a Fable. With Frontis-

piece and Vignette by E. V. B. Cr.

8vo., y.bd.
Thoughts from the Writings of
Richard Jefferies. Selected lay

H.S. Hoole Waylen. i6mo.,35.6(/.

Johnson.—The Patentee's Manual:
a Treatise on the Law and Practice of

Letters Patent. By J. & J. H. JOHN-
SON, Patent Agents, &c. Svo. , \os. 6d.

Lang (.'Andrew).

Modern Mythology. Svo.
Letters to Dead Authors. Fop.

8vo. , 2S. 6d. net.

Books and Bookmen. With 3
Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations.

Fcp. Svo. , at. 6d. net.

Old Friends. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. net.

Letters on Literature. Fcp. Svo.,

2s. 6d. net.

Cock Lane and Common-Sense.
Crown Svo.

, 35. 6d.

Maefarren.— Lectures on Har-
mony. By Sir Geo. A. Macfarren.
Svo., I2J.

Marquand and Frothingham.—
A Text-Book of the History of
Sculpture. By Allen Marquand,
Ph.D., and ARTHUR L. FROTHING-
HAM, Jun, Ph.D. With 113 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 6s.

Max Mtlller (F.).

India : What can it Teach us ? Cr.
Svo., 3j-. 6d.

Chips from a German Workshop.
Vol. I. Recent Essays and Addresses.

Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d. net.

Vol. II. Biographical Essays. Cr.

Svo., 6s. 6d. net.

Vol. III. Essays on Language and
Literature. Cr. Svo.. 6s. 6d. net.

Vol. IV. Essays on Mythology and
Folk Lore. Crown Svo. , Sj. 6(i. net.

Contributions to the Science of
Mythology. 2 vols. Svo., 32J.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Hovks—continued.

l/Cilner. — Country Pleasures : the

Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden.
By George Milner. Cr. 8vo.

, 3^. 6d.

Morris (William).

Signs of Change. Seven Lectures

delivered on various Occasions. Post

8vo.
, 4^. 6d.

Hopes and Fears for Art. Five

Lectures delivered in Birmingham,
London, &c., in 1878-1881. Crown
8vo.

,
4-f. 6d.

Orchard. — The Astronomy of
' Milton's Paradise Lost '. By
Thomas N. Orchard, M.D. , Member
of the British Astronomical Association.

With 13 Illustrations. 8vo., 155.

Poore.—Essays on Rural Hygiene.
By George Vivian Poore, M.D.,
F.R.C.P. With 13 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 6s. 6d.

Proctor. — Strength : How to get

Strong and keep Strong, with Chapters
on Rowing and Swimming, Fat, Age,
and the Waist. By R. A. Proctor.
With 9 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, 2s.

Richardson.—National Health.
A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin
Chadwick, K.C.B. By Sir B. W.
Richardson, M.D. Cr. 8vo., 4s. 6<f.

Rossetti.—A Shadow of Dante ; be-
ing an Essay towards studying Himself,
his World, and his Pilgrimage. By
Maria Francisca Rossetti. With
Frontispiece by Dante Gabriel Ros-
setti. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

SolovyofF.—A Modern Priestess of
Isis (Madame Blavatsky). Abridged
and Translated on Behalf of the Society
for Psychical Research from the Russian
ofVsEVOLOD Sergyeevich Solovyoff.
By Walter Leaf, Litt. D. With
Appendices. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Stevens.—On the Stowage of Ships
AND THEIR CARGOES. With Informa-
tion regarding Freights, Charter-Parties,

&c. By Robert White Stevens,
Associate Member of the Institute of
Naval Architects. 8vo. 21s.

West.

—

Wills, and How Not to
Make Them. With a Selection of
Leading Cases. By B. B. West, Author
of ' Half-Hours with the Millionaires'.

Fcp. 8vo. , 2S. 6d.

Miscellaneous Theological Works.

'^^ For Church ofEngland andRoman Catholic Works see MESSRS. Longmans & Co. 's

Special Catalogues.

Balfour.—The Foundations of Be-
lief : being Notes Introductory to the
Study of Theology. By the Right Hon.
Arthur). Balfour, M. P. 8vo.,i2j. 6d.

Bird (Robert).

A Child's Religion. Crown 8vo., 2j.

Joseph the Dreamer. Cr. 8vo. , 5^.

Jesus, The Carpenter of Nazareth.
Crown 8vo, 5^-.

To be had also in Two Parts, 2s. 6d.
each.

Part. I.—Galilee and the Lake of
Gennesaret.

Part II.—Jerusalem and the Per;ea.

Boyd (A. K. H.). (« A.K.H.B.').
Occasional and Immemorial Days :

Discourses. Crown 8vo. , "js. 6d.

Boyd(A.K.H.). CA.K,H.B.')-fo«/.
Counsel and Comfort from a City

Pulpit. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Sunday Afternoons in the Parish
Church of a Scottish University
City. Crown 8vo., 3.?. 6d.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths. Crown 8vo.

, 3^. 6d.

Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson. Three Series. Crown 8vo.,

y. 6d. each.

Present Day Thoughts. Crown 8vo.

,

y. 6d.

Seaside Musings. Cr. 8vo., 3^. 6d.

'To Meet the Day' through the
Christian Year ; being a Text of Scrip-
ture, with an Original Meditation and
a Short Selection in Verse for Every
Day, Crown 8vo., 4^. 6d.
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Miscellaneous Theological Works

—

continued.

Max Mtiller (F.).

HiBBERT Lectures on the Origin
AND Growth of Religion, as illus-

trated by the Religions of India.

Crown 8vo.
,

yi. 6d.

Introduction to the Science of
Religion : Four Lectures delivered at

the Royal Institution. Cr. 8vo. ,35. 6d.

Natural Religion. The Gifford
Lectures, delivered before the Uni-
versity of Glasgow in 1888. Cr. 8vo.,

los. bd.

Physical Religion. The Gifford
Lectm-es, delivered before the Uni-
versity of Glasgow in 1890. Cr. 8vo.

,

xos. 6d.

I

Anthropological Religion. TheGif-

I

ford Lectures, delivered before the

1

University of Glasgow in 1891. Cr.

J

8vo., io.f. 6d.

Theosophy or Psychological Reli-
gion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered
before theUniversityofGlasgowini892.
Cr. 8vo. , los. 6d.

Three Lectures on the Vedanta
Philosophy, delivered at the Royal
Institution in March, 1894. Svo.

, 5.^.

Phillips.—The Teaching of the Ve-
DAS. What Light does it Tlirow on the
Origin and Development of Religion?
ByMAURiCE Phillips, London Mission,
Madras. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Romanes.—Thoughts on Religion.
By George J. Romanes, LL.D.,
F. R. S. Crown 8vo.

,
4s. 6d.

"^''«,Lc°%'^"''''''"'^ v"^
SACRED supERN^rURAL RELIGION: anThings: Sermons. 2 Vols. Crown t„„.,:„.,„.„.u„ D„„i:...„f T^:..:_-r._.._,_

De La Saussaye.—A Manual of
THE Science of Religion. By Prof.

Chantepie de la Saussaye. Trans-
lated by Mrs. CoLYER Fergusson {nee

Max MiJLLER. Crown 8vo. , 12s. 6d.

Gibson.—The Abbe de Lamennais
AND THE Liberal Catholic Move-
ment in France. By the Hon. W.
Gibson. With Portrait. 8vo., izs. 6d.

Kalisch (M. M.. Ph.D.).

Bible Studies. Part I. The Pro-

phecies of Balaam. Svo. , los. 6d. Part

II. The Book of Jonah. 8vo. , los. 6d.

Commentaryon the Old Testament:
with a new Translation. Vol. I.

Genesis. 8vo., i8s. Or adapted for the

General Reader. 12s. Vol. II. Exodus.
155. Or adapted f&r the General
Reader. 12s. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part

I. i^s. Or adapted for the General
Reader. 8s. Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part

II. 15J. Or adapted for the General
Reader. 8s.

Macdonald (George).

Unspoken Sermons. Three Series.

Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d. each.

The Miracles of Our Lord. Crown
8vo.

,
3J. 6d.

Martineau (James).

8vo. y. 6d. each.

Endeavours after the Christian
Life. Discourses. Cr. Svo., 7s. 6d.

The Seat ofAuthority in Religion.
8vo., 14.?.

Essays, Reviews, and Addresses. 4
Vols. Crown 8vo.

,
ys. 6d. each. I.

Personal; Political. II. Ecclesiastical

;

Historical. III. Theological; Philo-

sophical. IV. Academical ; Religious.

Home Prayers, with Two Services for

Public Worship. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

50,000—5/97.

Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela-
tion. 3 vols. Svo.

,
36J.

Reply (A) TO Dr. Lightfoot's Essays.
By the Author of ' Supernatural Re-
ligion '. Svo. , 6s.

The Gospel accordingto St: Peter:
a Study. By the Author of ' Super-
natural Religion '. Svo. , 6s.

Vivekananda.—Yoga Philosophy :

Lectures delivered in New York, Winter
of 1895-6, by the Swami Vivekananda,
on Raja Yoga ; or. Conquering the

Internal Nature ; also PatanjaU's Yoga
Aphorisms, with Commentaries. Crown
8vo., y. 6d.
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